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Foreword

Our greatest nattunal resource is the minds of our
children.

Walt Disney

Helping students become effective thinkers is in-
creasingly recognized as a primary goal of educa-
tion. Rapid expansion of knowledge points to the

importance of curriculums that empower students to locate
and process knowledge rather than simply memorize facts.
The most recent Gallup Pull asked teachers and the public
to rate goals of education as to their importance. At the top
of teacher ratings and near the top of public ratings was de-
veloping the ability to think creatively; objectively; and ana-
lytically: When John Guudlad surveyed teachers, parents,
and students, he found that intellectual development of stu-
dents was consistently identified as the most important goal
of schooling.

While the importance of cognitive development has
been widely recognized, performance of students on exist-
ing measures of higher-order thinking ibility has pointed
to a critical need for students to develop the skills and atti-
tudes of effective thinking. Interest of ASCD members in
finding better ways to help students become more effective
thinkers has been expressed in high registrations for Na
tional Curriculum Study Institutes and in the hundreds of
inquiries to authors following publication of theme issues
of Educational Leadership that focus on thinking.

Recognizing both the need and the opportunity to
make a contribution to the profession in this area, the Ex
ecutive Council of the Association for Supervision and Cur
riculum Development appointed a committee on teaching
thinking, chaired by Stu Rankin. This committee planned

and conducted an invitational conference for researchers
and practicing educators at the Wingspread Conference
Center in May 1984. The conference participants consid-
ered the state of professional knowledge and practice in
teaching thinking in elementary and secondary schools and
recommended ways in which ASCD could respond to the
identified needs.

One of those recommendations was to publish a re-
source book that could be of immediate practical value to
educators and school systems seeking to develop more ef-
fective student thinking The book you now hold in your
hands is the fulfillment of that recommendation. Included
is consideration of school climate that fosters thinking,
classroom teaching strategies, curriculum planning, assess-
ment, and teacher education, as well as a guide to a variety
of existing curriculums designed to teach thinking. We are
fortunate to have had the talented leadership of Art Costa
and writers with expertise in developing effective student
thinking, who have contributed so generously of them-
selves to create this volume.

Other recommendations emerging from the Wing-
spread Conference are currently being implemented by
ASCD. A series of videotapes on teaching thinking for use
in staff development has been designed by a committee
chaired by Jim Bellanca. A network of individuals inter-
ested in the teaching of thinking is operating under the
leadership of John Barell. Collaborative efforts with other
professional associations that share a common interest in
de:eluping more effective student thinking are finding a
high degree of support from our colleagues in 15 other a:.-
suclations. I have the pleasure of chairing this stimulating
exchange of ideas and expertise. We hope to be able to use
our combined efforts to accomplish goals that Individual
associations are not likely to achieve in Isolation.

a.
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a..

The challenge of helping students become effective
thinkers is one that .it.,1cls promise for both students and
teachers. A s,:hool climate that fosters and values thinking
in students is also one where teachers' ideas are respected
and where professional growth flourishes through collegial

exchange. This book has been designed to help turn the
challenge and the promise into reality

Carolyn Sue Hughes
President, 1985-86
Association for Supervision and

Curriculum Development
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Introduction

Nuth mg worse could happen to one than to be com-
pletely understood.

Carl Jung

t takes much coaching for human movement to be per-
formed with precision, style, and grace. It takes years of
practice, concentration, and coaching to become a

skilled gymnast or ice skater, for instance. Iinprovement is
demonstrated by the increasing mastery of complex and in-
tricate maneuvers performed repeatedly un command w ith
sustained and seemingly effortless grace. The distinction
between awkwardness and agility :s obv WM to even the
most undisciplined observer.

Like strenuous movement, thinking is hard work. Sim-
ilarly, we can assume that w ith proper instruction, human
thought processes can become more broadly applied, more
spontaneously generated, more precisely focused, more in
trkately complex, more metaphorically abstract, and more
insightfully divergent. Such refinement also requires pi ac
tire, concentration, and coaching. Unlike, athletics, however,
thinking is most often idiosyncratic and covert. Definitions
of thought processes, strategies for their development, and
assessment of the stamina required for their increased
mastery are therefore illusive. Awkwardness and agility
are not as easily distinguished in thinking as they are in
athletics.

Today there is a growing realization worldwide, by ed
ucaturs as well as the general public, that the level of a
country s development depends un the level of intellectual
development of its people. Indeed, Luis Alberto Machado
198u), the former Venezuelan Minister of Intellectual De

velopme. t, reminds us that all human beings have a bask
right to the full development of their intellect. Further-
more, recent research in education, psychology, and neu-
robiology supports the belief of many educators that the in-
creasing interest in teaching thinking is not just a backlash
from the "back to basics" movement. Rather, it is an integral
component of instruction in every school subject, and
achievement depends largely on the inclusion of those
mental processes prerequisite to mastery of that subject.

Just as the "Age of Aquarius" left its mark on education
in the 1970s by vindicating affect as an essential considera-
tion of learning, the greatest contribution of today's "Infor-
mation Age" may well be the inclusion of intellectual pro-
cesses as essential to all learning.

This resource book is dedicated to educators who be-
lieve that teaching is one of the most powerful mechanisms
for developing intellectual prowess, that meaningful inter-
action with adults, peers, and the environment is essential
in mediating the learner's intellectual development, that
learning is a continual transformation of inner perceptions,
knowledge, and experiences, and that all human beings
have the potential to continually develop their intellectual
power, throughout their lives. It is intended to help educa-
tional leadei steachers, administrators, curriculum work-
ers, staff developers, and teacher educatorsinfuse curric
ulum, instruction, and school organization with practices
that more fully develop children's intellectual potentials.

Because the research in and development of cognitive
education programs are progressing rapidly, this book is
not intended to be complete. Rather, it is intended to serve
as a practical resource to help initiate change, to validate
the enhancement of intelligent beliav for as a legitimate goal
of education, to invite critical assessment of existing school
practices fur their contributions to children's intellectual

11
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growth, and to foster the expansion of thinking throughout
the curriculum.

Practical Applications of this Book
Classification involves the separation of data and infor-

mation into groups by commonalities and differences. The
labels given to these groups should describe, as precisely
as possible, their essential elements and attributes. Catego
rization, in contrast, involves a system of groupings, attri-
butes of objects, events, and conditions are examined to de-
termine which predetermined group they should be
assigned to.

The categories chosen fur this book were developed
by classifying numerous concerns, expressions of interest,
identified needs, and questions posed by teachers, curric-
ulum workers, administrators, staff developers, psycholo-
gists, and eacher educators, Thus, we hope this resource
book will give you practical assistance in initiating, improv-
ing, and evaluating your curriculum and instructional ef-
forts to infuse thinking into your educational programs.

Developing Minds A Resource Book for Teaching
Thinking provides an organized space for information
about curriculums intended to develop students' thinking
abilities, instructional strategies, and behaviors that en-
1.ance their thinking It offers the beginning of a categori-
zation system into which additional helpful resources may
be placed.

You may wish aa create new classifications. You should
also be alert to materials and resources that IX ill help you
develop instructional programs for thinking and, after ex-
amining their attributes, fit them into one of the categories
provided.

We don't recommend reading this book from cover to
cover Regardless of your school or district situation, or the
progress you may have already made in installing thinking
skills instruction in your curriculum, this book will provide
ideas, examples, definitions, and programs to give you a
boost when you appropriately need one.

While we have also included resources on a national
level, you may wish to conduct a similar search of your own
local resources. Talented people, innovative programs, and
provocative media are available in most schools and com-
munities. The process begins wherever you are.

DEVELOPING MINDS: A RESOURCE BOOK FOR TEACHING THINKING

On the day of its publication, Developing Minds will
be obsoleteprices will have increased, new programs de-
veloped, additional research generated, and new articles
and books written and published. You should expect these
changes.

Although this publication is copyrighted, most of its
contents are contributions and descriptions of noncopy-
righted idea. You are therefore invited to duplicate those
portions you find suitable for distribution to community
groups, school staffs, boards of education, id so forth. We
merely ask that you identify the book on all duplicated ma-
terials, and not use these materials for resale. For example,
if you need a statement of philosophy or rationale to sup-
port your staff development or curriculum writing project,
please duplicate or adapt the one contained in Part I. Give
credit to the authors, Jay McTighe and Jan Schollenberger,
then feel free to use it as a discussion starter for your own
group. Our interest is to improve educational practices, us-
ing this book as a means of getting the word out.

Dev loping Minds is not a recipe book, nor does it
provide easy answers. A curriculum for thinking, and there-
fore this book, is intentionally unfinished. Its design is
symbolic of this field of educational inquiry todaycontro-
versial, tentative, incomplete, and fascinating. Several chap-
ters present alternative approaches, multiple definitions,
and differing points of view. This is purposeful. Idstruc-
tional leaders, working with other educator.. and interested
community members, will strive for improvement by con-
tinuing to stimulate dialogue, gathering additional re-
sources and data, clarifying meaning, synthesizing defini-
tions, and searching for better ways of learning to think
through education. Out of this confusion comes enlighten-
ment. Thus the process of developing curriculum, improv-
ing instructional strategies, and assessing students' growth
in thinking abilities is, and should be, an intellectually
stimulating experience.

Arthur L. Costa

REFERENCE

Machado, Lit The Right to be Intelligent New York: Pergamon
Press, 1980.



PART I

The Need to Teach
Students to Think

We must return tu basics, but the -basics" of the 21st
century are nut only reading, unting and arithmetic,
They include communication and higher problem sating
skills, and scvenufic and technological literacy the think
ing tools that allou us tu understand the technological
world around us

Educating Americans for the 21st Century

Don't we already teach students to think? Many ed-
ucators believe that schools are already doing an adequate
job of developing students' cognitive abilities.

Of course I teach thinking, why just yesterday I gave
my students a lecture un the importance of thinking (flu
tally Many teachers feel they are _]ready doing an ade-
quate job of educating the intellect.

Please . . don't add anything more tu the curruu
lum. We can't cover all that we're supposed tu nuu.' Many
administrators du not understand the place of thinking :
the overall school day or the curriculum to be taught

o How does this new thinking skills curriculum in
your schools meet the Economic Security Actthe Hatch
Act? Is this uric of the -sensitive subjects" I'm supposed to
gave my child permission to participate in? Many parents
don't understand the purposes of a cognitive curriculum.

I don't like those kinds q/ questionsthey're too
hard. Why don't teachers just tell us the answers they want
us to have? Then we'll know if we're right so we can gei a
better grade in this class. Many students don't realize that
learning to think is the purpose of their education.

Even thoughyou may be convinced, it is often neces-
sary to persuade community groups, parents, other educa
tors, and boards of education that resources should be de-
voted to educating the intellect. Part I of this resource book
presents two statements of rationale. Their purpose is to
explain why there is a need to include thinking in the cur-
riculum and why the development of students' intellectual
abilities is a valid goal of education.
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1

Why Teach Thinking:
A Statement of Rationale

Jay McTighe and Jan Schollenberger

The level of the development of a country is deter-
mined, in considerable part, by the level of development of
its pcople's intelligence.. .

Luis Alberto Machado

The goal of helping students become more effective
thinkers is fundamental to American schooling and
certainly net a new idea. John Dewey saw the devel-

opment of an indiv idual capable of reflective thinking as a
prominent educational objective.' In 1937 the National Ed-
ucation Association's Educational Policies Commission in-
cluded the following statement among its list of ten "imper-
atives" "all youth need to grow in their ability to think
rationally; to express their thoughts clearly, and to read and
listen with understanding "2

The rationale for teaching thinking that we present in
this chapter allows readers to examine their existing needs
in this area. This rationale serves at least four purposes.
First, it provides a clear picture of the problem for both ed-
ucators and the public. Second, it offers well- founded rea
soas for considering change. Why should an individual
teacher, school, ur entire district bother to alter its ap-
proach without due cause? Third, it helps to structure the
philosophy, goals and objectives, and form of improvement
efforts Finally, it identifies expected outcomes, which is
necessary for the se:ection or development of appropriate
instruments for ass :ssment.

Our rationale is based on three significant factors that
point to the need for reaching Clinking. the characteristics
of present and future societies, which can help us identify
the skills that will be needed to develop students' thinking
capabilities by modifying or creating new teaching
methods.

Characteristics of Present
and Future Societies

Much has teen written about America's movement
from the industrial era into the "information age." This
transition has been prompted in part by the extraordinary
rate of emerging knowledge in today's world. It is esti-
mated that the information half-life (the time period during
which half of the information in a field becomes outdated)
of certain fields is as Jhort as six years. At present, 55 per-
cent of the nation's workers are engaged in pi ocessing and
communicating information, and the percentage is ex-
pected to increase in the future.3

The requirements of the information age clearly affect
educational goals and practices. The National Science
Board Commission on Pre-College Education in Mathemat-
ics, Science, and Technology declared in its report, Educat-
ing Americans for the 21st Century.

We must return to basics, but the basics of the 21st century
are not only reading, writing, and arithmetic. They include com-
munication and higher problem-solving skills, and scientific and
technologIcal literacythe thmking tools that allow us to under-
stand the technological world around us.... Development of stu-
dents' capacities for problem solving and critical thinking in all
areas of learning is pi esented as a fundamental goal.'

The Association for Supervision and Curriculum De-
velopment ha-, also acknowledged the need for an ex-
panded version of the basics in a 1984 resolution. 'Further
development and emphases are needed in teaching skills of
problem solving, reasoning, conceptualization, and analy-
sis, which are among the neglected base .s needed in tomor-
row's society. "5

Additional support for this view resulted from the
work of a committee of leaders from various organizations
and industries. In 1982 the Education Commission of the

14
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States directed this committee to identify those skills that
would be considered basic for the future. They listed:
"Evaluation and analysis skills, critical thinking, problem-
solving strategies, organization and reference skills, syn-
thesis, application, creativity, decision-making given
incomplete information, and communication skills through
a variety of modes."6

The rapid increase of available knowledge has partic-
ular significance for education. Content teachers frequently
lament their ability to cover all the material in the content
curriculums. The increased knowledge bases of many sub-
jects quantitatively compound this task. It is clear that a dif-
ferent strategy is in orderone that emphasizes develop-
ing the life-long learning and thinking skills necessary to
acquire and process information within an ever-expanding
field of knowledge

According to Robert Ornstein of the Institute for the
Study of Human Knowledge,

Solutions to the significant problems facing modem society
demand a widespread, qualitative improvement in thinking and
understanding. We are slowly and painfully becoming aware tint
such diverse contemporary challenges as energy, population, the
environment, employment, health, psychological well-being of m-
an 'duals and meaningful education of our youth are not being
met by the mere accumulation of more data or expenditure of
more time, energy, or money In view of the increasing pressures
imposed on our society by these problems, many responsible
thinkers have realized that we cannot sit back and hope for some
technological invention to Lure our social ills We need a break-
through in the quality of thinking employed both by decision
makers at all levels of society and by each of us in our daily
affairs."

Having identified the kinds of skills students need to
develop now in order to function well in the future, it is im-
perative that we evaluate the capabilities that students pres-
ently possess.

Student Thinking Capabilities
Despite this need, results from numerous sources

consistently indicate that "rhe percentage of students
achieving higher order [thinking] skills is declining" For
example:

Reportin' on the 1979-80 assessment of reading
comprehension, the National Assessment of Education
Progress concluded:

The most significant finding from this assessment is that
while students learn to read a wide range of materials, they de
velop very few skills for examining the nature of the ideas that
they take away from their reading Students seemed satisfied with
their initial interpretations of what they had read and seemed sat-
isfied with their initial requests to explain or defend their points
of view. Few students could provide more than superficial re-
sponses to such tasks, and even the better responses showed little

evidence of well developed problem soh mg strategies or critical
thinking skills.9

Citing other National Assessment data, the National
Commission on Excellence in Education warned:

Many 17-year-olds do not possess the higher order intellec-
tual skills we should expect of them Nearly 40 percent cannot
draw inferences from written materials; only one-fifth can write a
persuasive essay, and only one-third can solve a mathematics
problem requiring several steps.'

Much attention has been given to the recent decline
in Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores. Contrary to public
opinion, this decline does not indicate a drop in basic
knowledge According to Jencks, a breakdown of the SAT
examination questions showed no significant decline in
spelling, punctuation, reading recall, or basic mathematic
skills. Students were less successful, however, with those
questions requiring more complex thinking, such as mak-
ing analogies and organizing concepts."

Such results are no surprise to teachers of all levels
who express concern that students are unable to argue ef-
fectively, examine complex problems carefully; or write
convincingly: These feelings are shared by parents, employ-
ers, and others who recugni tiie importance of thinking
in today's world.

Thus it is necessary to also examine why students are
falling short in this area If teachers are to be charged with
developing students' thinking skills, the first step is to look
at the methods teachers currently use to find what they ac-
tually accomplish and to identify new techniques.

Today's Teaching Methods

While many teachers value thinking and employ meth-
ods that encourage its development, a number of probing
studies indicate that these teachers do not constitute the
norm. For example, in 1978, the National Institute of Edu-
cation commissioned the Center for the Study of Reading at
the University of Illinois to investigate the development of
reading comprehension at the elementary level. Visiting
teams observed 39 classrooms in 14 school districts over a
three-day period. Reading and social studies instruction
was viewed for a total of 17,977 minutes. The general con-
census was that the teaching of comprehension was practi-
cally nonexistent. There was no trace of comprehension
being taught in any social studies session, and only 17 in
stancesinvolving 45 of 11,587 minuteswere devoted to
teaching reading comprehension skills.12

In his book, A Place Called School, John Goodlad re-
ports on an exhaustive study involving observations of
more than 1,000 classrooms in a variety of communities
throughout the country. A summary of results showed that
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an average of '75 percent of class time was spent un instruc-
tion. Approximately 70 percent of this time involved verbal
interactionwith teachers out talking" students by a ratio
of three to one Observers noted that less than 1 percent of
this "teacher talk" invited students to engage in anything
more than mere recall of information."

Other studies have reached similar conclusions. Most
teachers do not regularly employ methods that encourage
and develop thinking in their students.

Recommendations for Schools
Recognition of these needs has led to an unusual con-

sensus of opinion.
In An Agenda for Action, the National Council of

Teachers of Mathematics states:

The higher-order mental processes of logical reasoning, in
formation processing, and decision making should be considered
basic to the application of mathematics ... problem solving
[should) be the focus of school mathematics in the 1980 s."

The National Council of Teachers of English high-
lights thinking skills in the publication Essentials of English
by affirming that:

Because thinking and language are closely linked, teachers
of English have always held that one of their main duties is to
teach students how to think. Thinking skills, involved in the study
of all disciplines, are inherent in th reading, writing, speaking,
listening and observing involved in me study of English. The abil-
ity to analyze, classify, compare, formulate hypotheses, make in-
ferences, and draw conclusions is essential to the reasoning pro-
cesses of all adults. The capacity to solve problems, both rationally
and intuitively, is a way to help students cope successfully with the
experience of learning within the school setting and outside.'5

In the National Council for the Social Studies publi-
cation, Developing Decision Making Skills, Kurfman and
Cassidy observe:

Social studies classrooms have been dominated by attempts
to transmit knowledge often very specific knowledge, about peo-
ple, places, dates, and institutional structure ... There is no deny-
ing the importance of knowledge: the more capable we are of en-
joying experiences; the more we know, the more likely we are to
make sound decisions But, as the overall purpose of social stud-
ies, knowledge attainment is not a sufficiently broad purpose to
guide program development or to inspire modern students ...
They propose:

Learning only easily testable fact finding skills will prove in
creasingly inadequate for life in the modem world Much more
than fact finding skillsthat is, higher level thought processes,
useful knowledge, and clear values- are needed for students to
function effectively 16

In her article, "Striving for Excellence in Arts Edu-
cation," Leilani Duke describes the ways in which thinking
skills can and shou...I be promoted through the arts.

The goal of education in the arts should be to foster the
learning of higher order intellectual skills through presenting arts
instruction as a compound discipline. Such an integrated ap-
proach includes (a) aesthetic perception, (b) production or per-
forming skills, (c) arts criticism, and (d) arts history. Attending to
aesthetic perception, children call learn to analyze, mticize, and
interpret sensory properties Through production and perform-
ing skills, they can learn how to translate abstract concepts into
tangible, visual, auditory, or kinesthetic expressions. In develop-
ing critical skills, childrer an learn to make and support discrim-
inatory judgments. They can learn to draw facts and inferences
about man and society by studying the cultural and historical con-
texts from which the arts spring."

Conclusion

The goal of developing school graduates with the abil-
ity to think critically is significant, yet it should not consti-
tute the sole justification for improvement efforts. Since
thinking is essential to all school subjects, its development
should be considered a means as well as an end

Finally, the fundamental requirements of our demo-
cratic society provide a powerful rationale for focusing on
thinking. Democracy, as envisioned by our nation's foun-
ders, rests on an informed and intellectually able citizenry.
Edward Glaser observes:

For good citizenship in a representative democracy is not
just a matter of keeping within the law and being a good and a
kind neighbor In addition good citizenship calls for the attain-
ment of a working L iderstanding of our social, political, and eco-
nomic arrangements and for the ability to think critically about is-
sues concerning which there may be an honest difference of
opinion."

Effective thinking is particularly important for contem-
porary democracy as local, national, and international is-
sues become increasingly complex. Additional sources at-
testing to tnis need and making recommendations could be
cited, however, the message is cleareducators need to
take renewed action to bring about qualitative improve-
ments in student thinking.
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Educational Outcomes
For a K-12 Curriculum

Sydelle S eiger-Ehrenb erg

The principal goal of edzication is to create men who
are capable of doing new things, not simply of repeating
what other generations have donemen who are crea-
tive, inventive, and discoverers. The second goal of edu-
cation is to form minds which can be critical, can verify,
and nut accept everything they are offered.

Jean Piaget

raditionally, elementary and secondary school cur-
riculum has been derived from arbitrary selections
of content from the "scholarly disciplines": history,

geography, mathematics, biology, and so forth. Yet every
significant statement of the goals of education has been ex-
pressed in terms of desired outcome characteristics of the
student "effective problem solver," "responsible citizen,"
and the like. What we've been saying, in effect, is that if stu-
dents learn all the subject matter content we've included in
the curriculum, the will somehow become the kind of
people we want them to become.

The Institute for Curriculum and Instruction's (ICI)
Curriculum Model is based on a different premise. It says,
If you want students to develop certain behavioral charac

teristics, start with those and focus the entire curriculum
on achieving them. View the scholarly disciplines as
sources of needed information, ideas, and procedures. Se-
lect and use content only as needed to achieve the desired
student characteristics." By taking this approach, not only is
the same basic content "covered," but all of it ib learned in
a relevant context, as it applies to achieving the desired
outcome characteristics.

Cup right © 19'8 by the Institute for Curriculum and Instruutun.

The following is an introduction to the ICI Curriculum
Model.' The Intended Outcome Statement is followed by a
detailed analysis of its meaning.

Intended Outcome for Students
By the time students graduate from high school, they

should be able to consistently and effectively take intelligent
and ethical action to accomplish the tasks society legiti-
mately expects of all its members and to establish and pur-
sue worthwhile goals of their own choosing.

Consistently and Effectively Take Intelligent,
Ethical Action

'Consistently" here means characteristically ur with-
out deviation, except under extraordinary circumstances.
"Effectively" implies the ability to achieve desired results.
"Intelligent, ethical action" refers to planned behavior un-
dertaken as a result of having gone through a mental pro-
cess such as:

Clarifying what is to be achieved and why, the crite-
ria and standards to be met and why.

Obtaining sufficient valid, relevant, and reliable in-
formation to assess the current situation and deciding what,
if anything, needs to be done.

Analyzing alternative courses of action in terms of
feasibility aad possible short and lung term consequences.

Choosing the most appropriate, desirable courses
of action considering what is to be achieved and the well-
being of those involved.

Making and carrying out the commitment to pursue
one or more selected courses of action, evaluate the results
and the way they were obtained, and accept and deal with

13
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FIGURE 1

Areas of Societal Expectations

MAJOR CATEGORIES OF TASKS EVERY MEMBER OF SOCIETY IS EXPECTED,
BY LAW OR CUSTOM, TO ACCOMPLISH

I

(1) TASKS RELATED TO SELF-SUFFICIENCY
Tasks one is expected to accomplish in order to meet one s own
needs and the needs of those for whom one is responsible

(1.1) PHYSICAL/
PSYCHOLOGICAL SELF-
SUFFICIENCY
Tasks focused on keeping the
body and personality operat-
ing efficiently and as free of
disease and harm as possible

L
(1.2) INTELLECTUAL SELF-
SUFFICIENCY
Tasks focused on using the
mind effectively to learn what
one needs or is expected to
learn

(1.3) ECONOMIC SELF- (1.4) SOCIAL SELF-
SUFFICIENCY SUFFICIENCY
Tasks focused on effectively Tasks focused on interacting
obtaining and producing effectively and productively
needed or desired goods and with others in work and so-
services and efficiently man- cial settings
aging personal resources

(1.5) PHILOSOPHICAL/
AESTHETIC SELF-
SUFFICIENCY
Tasks focused on making jus-
tifiable judgments about
things, acticns, events, and so
on

1

(2) TASKS RELATED TO SOCIETAL PARTICIPATION
Tasks one is expected to accomplish, independently and in concert
with others, to maintain and improve the functioning of society
and the condition of the physical/social environment

1

(21) PARTICIPATION IN THE
MAINTENANCE/
IMPROVEMENT OF THE
FUNCTIONING Of SOCIETY
Tasks focused on fulfilling
one's responsibilities to help
society survive and function
effectively for the well-being
of its members

1

(2.2) PARTICIPATION IN THE
MAINTENANCE OF A LIFE-
SUPPORTING PHYSICAL/
SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT
Tasks focused on fulfilling
one's responsibilities to help
maintain an environment in
which human and other life
can survive

the consequences using the same rational, ethical proce-
dures used to decide un the selected course of action.

"Intelligent," in effect, means using rational thought
processes to arrive at a decision to act (or not act). It does
not imply "unfeeling" ur "uncreative," nor does it exclude
the use of intuition. This concept of intelligence ur ration
alit) views feelings, attitudes, values, and ideas from

whatever sourceas key factors to be consciously recog-
nized and reckoned with in the decision-making or action
process.

"Ethical" means taking into account, when deciding or
acting, the well being of those involved and making a com-
mitment to take courses of action that are likely to contrib-
ute to (ur at least will not detract from) the well-being of
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FIGURE 2

Areas of Personal Goals

MAJOR AREAS OF TASK ACCOMPLISHMENT WITHIN WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL MAY ESTABLISH
AND PURSUE PERSONAL GOALS

(3) TASKS RELATED TO GOALS OF SELF-ENHANCEMENT

Areas of task accomplishment in which the personal goals
focus on extended development of some aspect of self

(3:1) PHYSICAL/
PSYCHOLOGICAL
SELF-ENHANCEMENT

Tasks focused on goals to
strengthen one's body and
personality and extend one's
ability to use them effectively

(3.2) INTELLECTUAL
SELF-ENHANCEMENT

Tasks focused on goals to
strengthen one's ability to learn
and extend one's learning to
new areas of knowledge and
skill

(3.3) ECONOMIC
SELF-ENHANCEMENT

Tasks focused on goals to
strengthen and extend one's
ability to obtain or produce
goo.ls and services and/or
one's ability to manage
resources

1

(3.4) SOCIAL
SELF-ENHANCEMENT

Tasks focused on goals to
strengthen and extend one's
ability to interact with others in
ways that are mutually
satisfying and productive

(3.5) PHILOSOPHICAL/
AESTHETIC
SELFENHANCEMENT

Tasks focused on goals to
develop greater clarity and
depth of understanding of the
bases for one's judgments

(4) TASKS RELATED TO GOALS OF SOCIETAL
ENHANCEMENT

Areas of task accomplishment in which the personal goals
focus on the improvement of societal conditions

(4.1) CONTRIBUTION TO
THE ENHANCEMENT
OF THE FUNCTIONING
OF SOCIETY

Tasks focused on goals to
contribute to the enhancement
of society's opportunity to
survive and function effectively
for the well-being of its
members

(4.2) CONTRIBUTION TO
THE CREATION AND
MAINTENANCE OF
LIFEENHANCING
PHYSICAL/SOCIAL
ENVIRONMENT

Tasks focused on goals to
contribute to achieving a
physical and social
environment in which human
and other life can flourish

those affected and heir opportunity to take intelligent, eth
ical action.

Intelligent, ethical action excludes.
Irrationalitychoosing a course of action knowing

it is likely to produce an undesired outcome (a person who

is dieting decides to eat a rich dessert knowing it will add
unwanted calories).

Irresponsibility or recklessnesschoosing a course
of action without concern for the predicted consequences
(an uNerweight person chooses to eat a rich dessert know-
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ing it will add calories, but not cluing whether or not he or
she gains additional weight).

Impulswetzesschoosing a course of action without
giving any consideration to alternatives oi possible conse-
quences (an overweight person chooses to eat a rich des-
sert without thinking of either the calories or his or her
weight)

Immoralitychoosing a course of action knowing
it is likely to have injurious consequences for those in-
volved (telling an overweight person who is dieting that the
dessert you prepared is safe to eat because it was made
with low-calorie substitutes, knowing that the dessert is
really made with high-calorie ingredients)

Lack of integritychoosing a course of action
knowing that it violates avowed principles (an overweight
person who publicly claims to be on a very strict diet eats
rich snacks on the sly and says that there must be some-
thing wrong with his or her glands or the diet because
there is no weight loss).

Accomplish Tasks Society Legitimately Expects of
All Its Members

"Society" refers to any identifiable group of people of
which an individual may be considered to be a member
This includes the broad human community and therefore
embraces tasks that any human being is expected to ac-
complish, by law or custom, regardless of the time or place
(maintaining good health, caring for dependents, maintain-
ing a safe physical environment) It also includes one's na-
tional group, cultural or subcultural group, age group,
family group, and so on, and implies any tasks legitimately
required of any member of those groups

While many possible tasks might legitimately be ex-
pected of every member of society Figure 1 (p 8) cate-
gorizes the tasks used in this curriculum design, which ap-
ply to membership in any societal group, broad or narrow

A corresponding concern is how these tasks are per-
formed In our society, we hold two broad expectations.

1. Tasks will be performed within the framework of
both the letter and spirit of the law (or rules).

2. Where there is no explicit law or rile relating to a
given situation, tasks will be performed in a manner con-
sistent with the traditional customs, ethics, values, and
mores of the society.

a. With empathy and goodwill toward others, like and
different from oneself

b. With consideration of the rights of others (without
becoming a burden on society or inhibiting others'
rights).

c With effort to do one's best.
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d. With integrity and honesty.
e. With intent to live a productive, useful life.

f. With willingness to accept responsibility for per-
sonal behavior.

g. With intent to protect, defend, and improve society
and its institutions.

Establish and Pursue Worthwhile Goals
Implied here is that intelligent, ethical action will be

taken (1) to select areas of interest or desired accomplish-
ment and (2) to develop one's knowledge and skills to
achieve desired goals. The qualifier "worthwhile" is some-
what redundant, because if such goals are identified
through intelligent, ethical action, they are likely to be se-
lected with consideration of and interest in the well-being
of self and others. The word is included for emphasis

Generally, personal goals, rather than being in areas
different from the tasks expected of all members of society,
are really extensions of them. They are based primarily on
particular individual interests and abilities, rather than on
societal expectations. An analysis of this context (Figure 2,
p. 9), therefore, is essentially the same as the previous one
but with a slight change of focus from required task accom-
plishment to self-selected task accomplishment.

The most extreme implementation of the ICI Curricu-
lum Model would require doing away with the traditional
subjects of science, social studies, and so on, and replacing
them with such subjects as Economic Self-Sufficiency, Intel-
lectual Self-Enhancement, Participation in Functioning So-
ciety. A more moderate approach would be to retain the
current subject areas but to use the student characteristics
as the basis for selection of content and the way it is taught.
For example, a high school biology course curriculum
would be developed around the goal of students becoming
prepared to contribute to the well-being of the living things
in their environment. Students would be assessed accord-
inglythat is, they would be required to demonstrate that
they have learned how to use certain knowledge and skills,
rather than that they have simply acquired them. And isn't
that, after all, what we really want curriculum to achieve?

REFERENCE

Ehrenberg, Sydelle D., and Lyle, M A Strategy for Curriculum De-
signThe ICI Model Coshocton, Ohio: Institute for Curric-
ulum and Insti action, 1978, pp. 44-50.

FOOTNOTE

'The entire ICI Curriculum Model, too lengthy to include
here, contains confirmation tasks, criteria, and standards for as-
sessing student progress toward achievement of the intended
outcome.
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PART II

Creating School
Conditions for Thinking

We should be teaching students how to think, instead
we are primarily teaching them what to think.

Jack Lochhead

To install thinking as a valid goal of education, the
many components of the educational system must be
tuned to work harmoniously. Years of experience

with major efforts to improve educational practices dem-
onstrate the ineffectiveness of change when these compo-
nents are not "in sync" Materials of instruction, staff devel-
opment, adopted curriculum, supervisory processes,
evaluation measures, communication with parents, and so
forth, must all be aligned and focused on a common goal.
Recent school effectiveness studies demonstrate the bene-
fits when they are.

Education of the intellect must, therefore, be installed
as a value of the school and community. If teachers, parents,
administrators, board members, and the community
adopted thinking as a basic goal of education, the commu-
nity-wide emphasis would be exhibited in several ways.

Instructional materials would be developed and
adopted based on their contributions to developing
thinking.

Supervisory personnel would be trained to recog-
nize and evaluate the contributions of certain instructional
practices to intellectual development.

Staff development would be provided on how to de-
scribe, teach, and assess thinking.

Problem solving would be discussed and debated in
faculty, parent, and board meetings.

Monies would be allocated to increase thinking
skills programs.

s Community groups would complain that schools
are not teaching enough thinking skills.

Systems would be developed and installed to moni-
tor and assess students' growth in thinking.

Parent education would be provided to foster and
support thinking at home.

Incentives and rewards would be given to teachers,
students, and administrators who excel in their use of intel-
ligent behaviors.

In Part H of this resource book, we will examine some
of these components in an effort to help curriculum leaders
create a readiness in their classrooms, schools, and com-
munities for the education of the intellect as a valued out-
come of schooling.
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A Call for Staff Development

James A. Bellanca

It must be remembered that the purpose of educati&n
is not to fill the minds of students with facts . . it is to teach
them to think, if that is possible, and always to think for
themselves.

Robert Hutchins

64 'd like you to give our faculty an inservice on
thinking skills,' the caller said. "This will be our
inservice kickoff for the year."

I laving received several similar phone requests in the
past year, I inter!ected my questions "When you say 'kick-
off,' do you mean you're starting an extended inservice
training program that will help your faculty develop new
teaching methods?"

"Oh, no We don't have time for that We just want you
to give one of those short, inspirational speeches for our
first-day institute."

I needed more information "Is there a reason you
have selected the thinking skills topic?" I asked.

"Oh, yes Our superintendent attended a conference
and liked the thinking skills workshop best. Besides, a lot
of the other curriculum directors in our area are talking
about the importance of students' learning to think better."

A few more questions and my worst fears about fad-
dish inservice were confirmed. "I'm sorry," I said. I can't
accept your invitation."

The caller's "Oh" was followed by a moment of si-
lence "Is there a special reason?" he asked.

"Yes," I responded "There are several reasons. If you
have the time, I'd be happy to outline them for you."

"Please do."
"First," I began, "in my nine years of working with the

research on effective staff development, I've learned that
most one-shot inservices are a waste of time and money
for me, for you, and for the teachers. I can sympathize with
the teachers' need for energy builders and a district's need
to introduce new ideas into a school, but the one-shot does
not do that thoroughly or cost - effectively."

"But we have the superintendent's commitment.
Surely that will motivate some faculty to adopt your ideas."

"Yes," I agreed. "The superintendent's support is es-
sential. My concern is more basic."

"I don't know what you mean."
"Let me illustrate. I have a friend who is the superin-

tendent of a 17-school district. She views her job as the dis-
trict seer. She wants to predict the kind of education stu-
dents in the district will need for success after graduation.
She keeps her ear tuned closely to emerging issues, paren-
tal concerns, and educational developments. When a ques-
tion of importance arises, such as 'Do our students know
how to use computers?' or 'Are our reading scores up to
snuff she avoids becoming what Naisbitt might call a 'fad
maker,' an administrator who give a top-down, hastily con-
ceived directive. Instead, she gathers principals and
teachers together to study the issues and make a recom-
mendation. She weighs that recommendat on against other
district priorities."

"But that could take months," objected the caller.
"I agree, and those months are necessary. If we are

talking about meeting students' needs, we are talking
about improving instruction. The one-shot inservice is
planned quickly and as quickly forgotten. If we want to
avoid reinforcing a 'This too shall pass' attitude about
thinking skills, or any curriculum revision, the first re-
quirement is the superintendent's commitment to a clear,
well-conceived goal, not to a quick-fix fad
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"I don't see the distinction."
"Let me clarify My friend is a good model. Recently

she identified thinking skills as an important concern. She
selected a task force and instructed this committee to as-
sess what the district was already doing w,th thinking
skills Nutt, she outlined what she wanted within a set time,
which was:

1. A recommendation on how the district could best
improve students' thinking skills in the next three to five
years.

2 A list of barriers that might impede progress.
3. Specific steps necessary to reach specific goals.
4, Timelines.
5. A proposed budget
6 A description of responsibilities for everyone in-

volved in implementing the process
In addition, she pro, ided funds for the committee su

that members could 1, isit schools that had operational
thinking skills programs, attend pertinent workshops, re-
iew niaterials, and gather other helpful information."

"That sounds expensive for a committee report."
That may be true," I said, "especially if the .-_ummittee

recommends killing the idea If nut, consider the benefits."
"I see the point. She built in expertise on thinking

skills, informed a committed leadership group, and
brought about a strategic plan with definite implementation
tacticsand probably spent less money than I would have
paid for your inspirational speech."

"Exactly," I responded. And that is why I resist one-
shut insen, ices frowner neatly packaged they might be. A
district or school that studies the trend is ready to use its
staff de%elupment money to cause real and lasting im-
provement in thinking skills, a district that rushes in on a
whim gets hooked into thefad."

"I see," said the caller, but I'm not sure what happens
if the committee says 'Go.'

"Then," I said, "it's time fJr some sales work. My
friend, aided by her task force, devised a plan for the school
board, the PTA, ant: local union leadership. She concen-
trated un three elements. what she wanted to see students
doing differently after three years; what administrators and
teachers would be wing differently, and what it would cost
in time, resources, and money"

"The old bugaboos!"
"I prefer to call them the marketing realities of school

improvement. If we want x solid, well-conceived, and suc-
cessful thinking skills program, bearing the expense is an
essential part."

"And time," said the caller.
"Yes," I added. "It takes well-spent time to build a good

foundation A good idea without a solid, strategic plan will
collapse."
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"How much time are you proposing?"
In the case I've been describing, about three hours

work for the committee."
"Did their strategies work?"
"Yes, as they usually do. Even though the school board

asked hard-money questions, as did union leaders."
"Can you be more specific? What was approved? Did

the district get everything it requested?"
"I'll take the last question first," I said. The commit-

tee didn't get all it requested. I've yet to see that happen.
However, the substance of the recommendation remained
intact."

"And what was that?"
"First, the plan focused on student outcomes. One ex-

ample was 'Given the teachers' improved methods for de-
veloping thinking skills, the students would demonstrate
significant gains on the New Jersey Test of Reasoning."

"Was these a reason for using that specific test?"
"Yes. While the committee described several assess-

ment techniques, they knew the board would also want sta-
tistical measures. After reviewing several different instru-
ments, the task force agreed that this test could be used to
evaluate the measurable outcomes of their Manned
program."

"And those were...."

The Operating Philosophy
"The committee endorsed the premise that all stu-

dents, even those in special education, could move toward
intelligent thought, could solve increasingly complex prob-
lems, and apply new skills to other content areas."

"What other bases did the committee establish?"
"Itvo others. First, the committee set the expectation

that all staff administrators, teachers, and support per-
sonscould improve their own capabilities as thinkers
and teachers of thinking. Second, they were convinced that
a clear, school% ide purpose, understood by all, was impor-
tant to this project."

"I agree. One or two enthusiasts working alone don't
make a winning team."

That is why this basic operating philosophy is impor-
tant, They didn't want thinking skills to be another 'add
on' to the curriculum, They wanted to see thinking skills
integrated into what was already being done, and they
wanted staff development to support this approach.'

"What did they propose?"
"First, a K-12 curriculum that included a hierarchy of

thinking skills."
"Can you give me an example?"
"Yes," I replied. In the primary grades, the curricu-

lum would introduce students to observing, sequencing,
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patterning, finding likenesses and differences, grouping,
naming, attribute shifting, basic predicting, and goal set-
ting. In middle scnuol, the curriculum would reinforce the
basic blinking skills by moving the youngsters frum con-
,:rete examples to more abstract concept formation, teacher
would introduce problem identification, cause-effect analy-
sis, attribute shifting, solution design, and outcome predic-
tion. In high school, the curriculum would call for students
to practice their skills, master a variety of problem-solving
processes, and tackle rudiments of inductive and deductive
logic."

"But haven't schools always taught these skills and
processes?"

"Indirectly, yes. But for the most part assessment data
showed that only individual teachers here and there recug
nized what mental operations students were using
whether, for example, they were identifying patterns ur
identify ing likenesses. The students used the skills, but they
were often unaware of bun they al rived at their
conclusions."

"Is that so wrong?"
"It's not wrung, only limiting When students are not

aware of how they are thinking, they cannot formalize the
skill, they can only react to a situation. They cannot elicit
the principle governing the situation As a result, they sel-
dom trarsfer thinking skills learned in one context, such as
math, to other subject areas. Worse yet, they fail to develop
the concepts about thinking that conld help them improve
how well they think."

"Thinking about thinking? That is called metacogni-
tion, isn't it?"

"Yes. And labeling is an important first step in prepar-
ing students to think about their thinking."

"That seems sensible. What I don't understand is why
you listed so few skills processes."

You have a sharp eye. The list was restricted
purposefully."

"Why?"
The committee was looking for quality, not quantm,. it

saw no benefit in adding a host of skills to be covered. Tu
prevent both the overload factor and the curriculum race
syndrome, the committee argued for selected skills tu be
well taught at each grade level, carefully reinforced, and
thoroughly transferred"

"How ao you mean 'well taught'?"

Questioning Skills as Prerequisites
"We hear much talk about students acquiring higher

level thinking skills. We know this occurs must auLLessfully
when a teacher uses higher order teaching skills. Fur in
stance, asking students questions that demand con'plex re-

sponsesnut just the simple recall of information re-
quires sophisticated teaching skills. Teachers must use very
refined questioning skills to draw out and extend re-
sponses, especially from reluctant learners."

Are you say ing, then, that every teacher must be a
skilled questioner?"

If we expect every student to become a capable
thinker, yes. The teacher's questioning skills are a prereq-
uisite to better thinking."

"I am familiar with cl variety of prepackaged thinking
skills programs. Do they demand such skilled teaching?"

"Not all do. The poorest are no more than gloss: mi-
meo worksheets. When a teacher floods the rooni with
worksheets, the students may fill in the blanks and boxes
without much thought, play games, or dawdle the time
away. The best programs recognize that the development of
thinking skills and the mastery of problem-solving pro-
cesses depend on how teachers set up the activity and
guide the discussion that follows. Whether the curriculum
is prepackaged or devised by the district, the teacher's skill
in asking questions and explicitly teaching thinking skills
will determine the degree of the program's success."

"That seems so obvious."
In theory, yes, in practice the purple plague of mind-

less, duplicated worksheets is more common
In other words, you are saying that just as it takes

more skill to cook a soufflé than a hamburger, it takes more
skill to lead an inquiry lesson than it takes to teach a direct
instruction lesson."

"Yes. As long as you understand that the best teachers
do both well, I would argue that good inquiry teaching is
more difficult."

Measures of Success
"Suppose we structure the type of inquiry program

you describe. Will we increase student achievement by the
end of the year?"

"Probably not. One year is too short a time for such re-
sults. However, vuu ild easily measure increased teacher
knowledge, skill, and use of inquiry in the classruumin-
creased student participation, more thoughtful student be
hay iur, and a greater value accorded thinking by all. By as-
sessing those elements first, you could predict meaningful
achievement increases in two or three years."

"That gives me a sense of relief."
"How so?"
"I was trying to think how we could do what you are

suggesting. I'm now seeing the differenc.: between the
quick fix and mastery curriculum. You're asking us to inte
grate a formal thinking skills program. It would highlight a
limited number of essential. skills, einphasize transfer of
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those skills, and train teachers to spend more time helping
students to apply their new skills and less time 'covering'
material."

"Precisely. Most traditional curriculums give short
shrift to teaching for transfer. Rather than introducing a
multitude of thinkin, skills in each grade, it is more prac-
tical for each grade to introduce no more than six micro-
thinking skills. More time should be .pent helping students
transfer the skills to them content areas and practicing pre-
viously learning skills by positive reinforcement and meta-
cognitive discussion."

see. You value depth over breadth in teaching

"Yes Rather than an empty emphasis un coverage, I
want each teacher to focus on an outcomethe students'
use of the skill."

You are saying, then, that teaching for transfer, along
with inquiry skills, is a mark of the more skilled teacher?"

"Yes, and so is the teacher's ability to use metawgni-
uve

"I understand the term metacugnition, but what are
metacognitive strategies?"

The are teaching strategies, used regularly and Lou
sistently by the teacher, that promote metacognition. Art
Costa outlined the most productive metacognitive strate-
gies in Educational Leadership (November 1984)"

Can you give me some examples?"
"Yes When teachers explain to student!, that the lesson

object', e is a specific thinking skill, ask extending ques
nuns, ur have students map their thinking patterns, they
are promoting metacognition"

"Those procedures don't sound difficult.-
They aren't. The challenge comes in the teacher's dis-

cipline and finesse in causing students to examine how
they think."

"Discipline?"
"Yes. Discipline is required to i.:esign a lesson that not

only covers course content, such as science ur literature,
but integrates thinking skills, tau. Planning this lesson w ill
require that teachers take time to isolate the desired level
of thinking, model the thinking skill, structure the thinking
experience, question so that all students are involved, and
encourage transfer of the skill to other academic areas"

"Can you give in example?"
"Yes. Suppose that Mrs. Fuller intends to introduce in-

duction to her composition students. Her curriculum guide
pro\ ides the 'Sherlock Holmes Mystery Student' activity. In
this activ ity, she plans a series of hat if' questions. Know-
ing that she has some students who need extra focus time,
she structures her questions using small group whip a
round Every student in each group will answer at least
tw ice. She'll follow this with a random report from each
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group. Each new idea will be listed on the board and she'll
ask students to attempt generalizations about the specific
ideas. This will lead to her explanation and definition of in-
duction and the posting of her objectives. You will apply
the induct. process to the writing of an essay about in-
duction.' Because she kri,..ws that this is a complex objec-
tive, she encourages student questions."

"I see v hat you mean about time and discipline. I have
teachers who would resist having to ..J all that trouble."

"And that is why I would also argue they will have less
success than Mrs. Fuller in teaching students how to think."

"Let me play the devil's advocate for my teachers by
asking, 'Why not just give the definition and explain with
some examples? The capable thinkers will get it, the others
won't anyway'

"Ah, but remember our original expectation. Our in-
tention is to improve the thinking capacity of all students.
That cannot happen if we take the easy route of doling out
information for the few. Furthermore, I'd question how
well even the best students increase their capacity to think
by memorizing definitions and examples. Mrs. Fuller took
great care to motivate every student not just to memorize
facts but actually to start thinking inductively She struc-
tured the Sherlock Holmes activity to keep it going. Only
when she was sure her students knew where they were
going and why did she give precise instructions for the ac-
tivity. In groups of three, students searched for planted
dues arount the classroom. After ten minutes, each group
pooled its finds and formed hunches about the items. As
students reported their hunches, Mrs. Fuller extended their
thinking with clarifying and probing questions. Gradually,
groups began to exchange clues, searching for patterns un
til finally they discovered the answers."

That must have taken a lot more time than a lecture."
"You don't know the half of itMrs. Fuller continued

with a metacognitive discussion. She asked each group to
recall the thinking steps used to reach the final conclusion.
She asked the groups to contrast the patterns ant' at they
listed their patterns on the blackboard, she helped them
recognize the difference in the approaches each had used,
places where thinking hit dead ends, and processes that led
to the sound conclusiens they ultimately drew. She con-
cluded the lesson by asking each student to use the 'Think-
ing Journal' to compose a personal definition of in iction
along with an 'I learned' statement."

"And that was the end?"
Of that two-period lesson, yes. Mrs. Fuller followed

the basic lesson with shorter practicesanother Sherlock
Holmes activity to accompany a short story, another activity
for a magazine article, art a third using the students' world
history text. Each of the practi.:e lessons was designed to
promote transfer of the concept introduced in the fir.-- ;es-
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son. What could have more utility than transfer through re-
lated coursework? After the social studies lesson, Mrs.
Fuller finally pulled all the pieces together with a biology
text assignment and take-home new paper assignment. The
latter also served as the test, which revealed how well she
had succeeded with all the students."

A Hierarchy of Teaching Skills

Now I understand your emphasis un the inure ad
vanced skills needed to teach thinking skills. However, I
wouldn't know where to begin to develop my staff."

First, think about a hierarchy of teaching skills:.
Similar to the hierarchy of thinking skills?"
''es. First, there are the skills needed by a teacher to

be effective with basic instruction. classroom management,
lesson design, and learning theory"

The methods of effective teaching"
'yes. The concepts and methods that researchers have

confirmed as the basic, of quality instruction However,
they are only a starting point."

"What's next on your hierarchy?"
"Next is what I call the enabling behaviors These are

the teaching skills that enable all students to increase the
quantity of active thinking in the classroom."

"What are some examples?"
"First, I'd go to the research. There I'd find wait time,

equal distribution of student responses, selective rein-
forcement, equal cueing and encouragement, and the other
strategies lead' 7g to equal opportunity to respurd to
questions."

"To promote the quantity of thinking, you are suggest-
ing an approach similar to the Teacher E:.pectations and
Student Achievement (TESA) behaviors"

"Yes, these enabling behaviors are simple but power-
ful tools that get amazing results. Without these el, blers,
the classroom is not a hospitable ern ir,inment for good
inquiry."

"Beyond basic teaching skills and enabling behaviors,
what?"

"Quality. I'd move up a step in our teaching hierarchy
to the metacognitne and transfer strategies. From there, I
want to see the teacher helping students acquire more
complex thinking skills, use the skills to develop more ab-
stract concepts, and apply the skills fut analytic and creative
problem solving."

If our district develops a thinking sk:Ils curriculum of
this hierarchy of teaching skills, what should follow?"

'First, a needs assessment would identify the basic, en-
abling, and advanced skills each teacher uses successfully A
written test and classroom observations take care of this.
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Next, you would use the needs data to teach any additional
skills needed."

"That sounds easy enough."
"Don't be fouled. I can predict two difficulties. First,

your teachers are used to the one-shot inservice. Second,
you have always encouraged your teachers to identify and
correct their own problems. They may balk at a focused
program. If you want to model the 'thinking' approach, the
design of your workshop will differ radically from past
practices. The approach I recommend determines needs
based on district priorities, observations, and in a sense,
required inservice over an extended period of time."

"I see no problem there. Our district is committed to
the idea of personal and school improvement. Also, I
wouldn't gain support for any idea by asserting that there is
something wrung with our teachers. I'd want an incentive
program to concentrate on individual and school improve-
ment rather than punitive measures, and as I see it, your hi-
erarchy of teaching skills allows for an infinite scale of im-
provement. In contrast with the proscriptive repair of the
'medical model' something's really wrong the hier-
archy of teaching skills presents improvement in a more
positive light."

"I like your analysis "

Workable Workshop Design
On the other hand, I'm not clear what you mean by a

radically different workshop design. Our teachers are im-
patient with any workshop that doesn't produce immediate
results."

The w ay to du that is through the workshop design
that 'walks its talk.'

"Walks its talk?"
"Yes. Adults learning new ways to instruct students

will grasp the content best from a model that demonstrates
exactly what it teaches."

"Be more specific.'
"Surely. Imagine that your desired outcome for the

workshop is to have teachers identify situations in which
they might use the enabling skills. Let me picture for you a
design that will accomplish this objective I then de-
scribed the design shown on Figure 1 gip. 18)

That is a very thorough and active design I notice
that the lesson not only teaches about the enablers, but
demonstrates their use and promotes transfer."

You are right un target. Moreover, this design allows
for the trainers to intr .iduce behavior coaching and peer
support teams."

"What do you mean?"
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1

Focus:

Objective:

Task:

Instructions:

Objective:

Task:

instructions:

Discussion:

Closing Activity:

FIGURE 1

Workshop Design Utilizing Enabling Skills

1 "How many teachers remember the Lone Ranger?"

"Who can recall his horse's name? His companion's name?"

"How is the story line of that serial similar to TV soaps such as Dallas?"

2 ;'Explain how soap opera writers use the morphological grid to motivate their own divergent thinking"

To motivate divergent thinking so that we will explore new combinations of ideas.

Develop a modern soap opera

1 You are members of a TV production team assigned to develup a new soap opera for the networks. Observe your grid

Male
Lead

Female
Lead

1)

2)
3)

4)
5)

6)
7)

8)
9)

10)

2. An brainstorm, column by column

Third
Party Action

3 Take the last six digits of a randomly selected phone number and check the items.

4 In groups of three, use the elements to create a story line. Read select examples.

Apply the above process.

Each group creates a grid similar to the onf above for the following task areas.

1) Writing a short story.
2) Discovering a new
3) Applying the scientific method.
4) Solving a math problem.
5) Promoting a new college loan program.
6) Building a house.

Scene Result

Ident V the variables (no more than six; for the top line of the grid. For instance, you might have the following
variables for creating a lesson design: Objective, Information, Activity, Discussion, Closure.

In your classroom, lost some ways you might use the grid to promote divergent thinking among students What are

some other ways to promote divergent thinking? What are theadvantages of using this approach with students?
Disadvantages? How can divergent thinking help your students?

Select one example from the discussion above and prepare a lesson for students Use all the design elements
previously learned in this workshop

Sustaining Workshop Momentum

If you are familiar with the best practices un effective
staff development, you will recall that chances for the teach
ers to adopt newly learned skills increase dramatically if
they observe each other using the skills and discuss their
mutual experiences."

"Yes, but our teachers resist anyone coming into their
classrooms to observe."

"I would, too, if the norms were the same as you have
described in your system. Change the norms from the med-
ical model you dislike, The positive improvement model
you described earlier replaces 'We're going to fix up your
bad teaching' with 'Let's help each other get even better'
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"I guess I can't argue that point, but it won't be easy:"
"Quality staff development is never easy."
"Did all this really work in your friend's district?"
"Yes, with a great deal of thought, planning, and hard

work. The committee suggested that grade-level teams al-
ready working on curriculums receive the first training on
thinking skills In the first semester, they used the district's
scheduled inser% ice time plus their monthly committee
time for workshops in the enabling behaiurs, microsLills,
and problem- solving models. The workshops included
guided practice, peer feedback, and specific lesson plan-
ning to utilize new, skills. With principals' help, team mem-
bers scheduled peer observations and feedback sessions
between each workshop."

"How did that work?"
"Very well. In addition to giving the teams a deeper

understanding of the skills, a cadre was prepared to pilot
the new curriculum and prepare assessment tools for col-
leagues. Also, each individual's development program was
personalized. Thinking skill training, matched to individ-
ual needs, recognized what teachers already could do and
thus did not teach skills to teachers who already had them.
The old inoculation approach gave way to focused training,
and both time and dollars were saved. Each teacher's pro-
gram included input, cooperative practice, observation,
feedback, and coaching so that teachers could achieve their
own desired improvement targets."

This all sounds great, but this exact model may not
work in our district."

"I agree. Each district, even each building, is unique.
Rather than slavishly copying any example of a thinking
skills program, its important that you follow, a problem-
solving press that adjusts your needs to your district's
goals."

"To paraphrase My Fair Lady, I think I've got it"
"Let me check it out with you."

Looking Back, Looking Ahead
"First, we need to establish district goals for thinking

skills instruction. That goal should clarify our definition,
our assumptions, and our expectations.

Second, we must identify the specific microthinking
skills for each grade and build a cohesiNe thinking skills
curriculum. We could use a leadership committee to do
this.

Next, we need to design lessons to teach each micro-
skill. If we emphasize teaching the micruskills with guided
practice that helps students apply them, we will do better
than if we overpack a curriculum stressing massive content
coverage.

Fourth, we need to ascertain each teacher's ability to
use the teaching behaiurs that heighten student mastery of
thinking skills.

Fifth, we must design multilevel staff development
programs that ensure that all faculties blend the basic in-
structional skills, the enablers, and the metacognitive and
transfer strategies into their content lessons

Last, we must add coaching and clinical supervision to
ensure high transfer of thinking skills instruction in the
classroom practices. Our instructional lessons should
model the inductive approach, allowing extensive time for
focused questioning, metacognitive analysis, and activities
to promote transfer."

That is a thorough summary. You have identified the
main points I wanted to make."

"Thank you. I'll happily trade my one-shot mentality
for your better process, a sound thinking skills program
based on systematic staff development."
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Teaching For, Of,
nd About Thinki

Arthur L. Costa

Run Brandt's editorial in the September 1984 issue uf
Educational Leadership is one of the most helpful
organizers for the teaching of thinking I've Lund.

He discusses a balanced, three -part program, which I in
terpret as follows.

Teaching FOR Thinking

Many authors and psychologists feel that children
learn to think lung before they wine to school and that ed
ucaturs need to create the conditions for their natural, hu-
man inclination to think to emerge and develop. Indeed,
Hart (1975) believes that schools are -brain incompatible:'
In their studies of cream icy, Ghiselin and Gardner find that
what young children do prior to entering school and what
practicing scientists and artists du is more similar than any
thing that goes on in between.

Teaching for thinking simply means that teachers and
administrators examine and strive to create school and
classroom wridttions that are conducive to children's
thinking. This means that.

1. Teachers pose problems, raise questions, and inter
vene A ith paradoxes, dilemmas, and discrepancies that stu
dents can try to resolve.

2. Teachers and administrators Ltruture the school
env irunment for thinkingvalue it, make time for it, se-
cure support materials, and evaluate growth in it.

3. Teachers and administrators respond to students.
ideas in sus_h a Ad), as to maintain a school and classroom
climate that creates trust, allows risktaking, and is experi
mental, creative, and positive. This requires listening to

students' and each other s ideas, remaining nonjudgmental,
and having rich data sources.

4. Teachers, administrators, and other adults in the
school environment model the behaviors of thinking that
are desired in students.

Accomplishing all of the above alone would go far in
encouraging students to use their native intelligence. How-
ever, there's more. Students haven't learned to think yet.

Teaching OF Thinking

Most authors and developers of major cognitive curric-
ulum projects agree that direct instruction in thinking
skills is imperative. Beyer, de I3ono, Feuerstein, Lipman,
and Whimbey would probably agree on at least one point.
the teaching of thinking requires teachers to instruct stu-
dents directly in the processes of thinking. Even Perkins
believes that creativity car be taughtby design.

This does not mean that a cu_riculum program must
be purchased, inserviced, and installed. While this is surely
a viable option and should be considered, there are other
ways of teaching students thinking skills. analyzing the sub-
ject areas or skills being taught in the normal curriculum
for their prerequisite cognitive abilities and then teaching
thus .,kills directly, for example. The act of decoding in
reading requires analysis, comparison, making analogies,
inferring, synthesizing, and evaluating. Teaching of think-
ing, therefore, means that these cognitive skills are taught
directly as part of the reading (decoding) program.

critical thinking skills might be taught directly during
a social studies unit on the election process. Steps in prob-
lem soh ing might be taught directly during math and sci-
ence instruction. The qualities of fluency and metaphoric al
thinking might be taught directly during creative writing,
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Staff

Levels of Skill Dcvelooment

FIGURE

Development Matrix

I. Teaching For Thinking:

Creating school and classroom
conditions conducive to full
cognitive development

1

for Thinking Skills

II. Teaching Of Thinking:

Instructing students in the skills
and strategies directly or
implementing one or more
programs

III. Teaching About Thinking:
Helping students become
aware of their own and others'
cognitive processes and their
u,e in real-life situations and
problems

A. Awareness
Developed by lectures, readings,
witnessing demonstrations, and
so on

I A II A III A

B. Knowledge and Comprehension
Developed by modeling,
practicing comparing, discuc,ing,
interacting

I B II B III B

C. Mastery of Skills
Developed by practicing with
feedback and coaching

I C II C III C

D. Application
Developed by extended use across
subject areas, varieties of groups,
demonstrations; critique and
dialogue with others

I D II D III D

E. Trainer of Trainers
Developed by creating,
conducting, and critiquing
inservice strategies; observing the
training of other trainers

I E II E III E

and so forth. Creating conditions for thinking and teaching
it directly are excellent procedures, but what about the ap-
plication? Nothing yet has been taught about the transfer
erne of these thinking skills beyond the context in which
they were learned. Students may be able to identify the
steps in the problem-sulking process and correctly distin-
guish between classification and categorization, but du
they hake any inclination to use these skills in real life sit
uations? There's more

Teaching ABOUT Thinking

Teaching about thinking can be do ided into at least
three components. brain functioning, metacognition, and
epistemic cognition

1. Brain functummg Recently neurubiulugical re
search has shed light on how our brains work. Tea( hing
about thinking would include linestigating ,ich curiosities
as. How du we think? How dues memory work? \X hat

cause., emotions? Why du we dream? How do we learn?
Huw and why du mental disorders occur? What happens
when part of the brain is damaged? Restak's The Brain,
Ornstein and Thumpsun's The Amazing Brain, and Rus-
sell's The Brain Book are sources of information. A recent
public television series entitled The Brain" has heightened
this awarenest- and is available for use in schools.

2. Metacognition. Being conscious of our own think-
ing and problem solving while thinking is known as meta-
cognition. It is a uniquely human ability occurring in the
neocortex of the brain. Good problem solvers plan a
course of action before they begin a task, monitor them-
selves while executing that plan, back up or adjust the plan
consciously, and evaluate themselves upon completion.

Metacognition in the classroom might be character-
ized by haking discussions with students about what is
going on inside their heads while they're thinking, compar-
ing different students' approaches to problem sulking and
decision making, identifying what is known, what needs to
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FIGURE 2

I. Teaching FOR Thinking

Intersection Competencies of Teachers

I A ;s aware of different levels uf questions and various ways of organizing the classroom fur instruction. Can describe alternative ways of
responding so as to maintain and extend students' thinking.

I B Plans lessons to incuipurate levels of questions, response behaviors, and classroom organization fur thinking. Seeks assistance, advice
from others in methods and materials for teaching thinking.

I C Invites others tu observe a lesson, then to give feedback aouut questioning skills, classroom organization, and response behaviors.
Volunteers to do the same for colleagues.

I D Incorporates thinking skills across subject areas. Devotes maximum time to teaching for thinking. Shares ideas ani materials with
colleagues. Strives to model rational thinking processes in own behavior.

1 E Conducts inser vice for colleagues. 1. ideutapes own lessons and shares with colleagues. Plans, conducts, and evaluates staff development
strategies. Analyzes school and classroom conditions for their conduciveness to and modeling of thinking. Works to improve them.

FIGURE 3

II. Teaching OF Thinking

Intersection Competencies of Teachers

II A Is aware uf various programs intended tu teach thinking directly. Is aware of definitions and distinctions among vai ious thinking skills
and strategies.

II B Employs lessons intended to directly teach thinking skills. Incorporates thinking skills into content areas. Attends training in a curriculum
program intended to teach thinking directly.

II C Invites utheis to observe and give feedback about lessons in which thinking is taught directly. Applies knowledge learned in training
programs to instruction. Devotes two to three hours per week to teaching thinking directly.

it D Distinguishes among several major curriculums intended to teach thinking. Diagnoses students cognitive deficiencies and provides
experiences tu remediate them. Analyzes the cognitive skills prerequisite for students to master school subjects, and incorporates
instruction in those skills.

II E Develops and implements inservice training in une ur more of the major curriculum programs. Trains others in the development of
lesson plans incorporating direct instruction uf thinking skills and strategies. Surveys and recommends adoption of instructional materials
that enhance thinking skills.

be known, and how w produce that knowledge, or has, ing
students think aloud while problem solving.

Metacognitive instruction would include learning how
to learn, how to study for a test, how to use strategies of
question asking before, during, and after reading. It might
include knowing how to learn best, isually, auditorily, ki-
nestheticallyand what strategies to use when you find
yourself in a situation that does not match your best learn-
ing modality.

Metacognition is discussed more extensively later in
this book. See also Costa (1984).

3. Epistenuc cognition. Epistemology is the study of
how knowledge is produced. In the curriculum it might in-
clude studying the lives, processes, and works of great
composers, artists, scientists, and philosophers. Epistemo-
logical questions for discussion include.

How dues what scientists du differ from what artists
do?

What are the procedures of inquiry used by anthro-
pologists as they live with and study a culture?

e What goes on inside a maestro's mind as he or she
conducts an orchestra?
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FIGURE 4

III. Teaching ABOUT Thinking

Intersection Competencies of Teachers

III A Is aware of differences in modality strengths, learning styles, and brain functioning. Can define such terms as metacognition and
epistemology.

III B Attempts metacugnitive discussions with students. Discusses how the brain works. Selects mater ils un brain functioning .nd biographies
of famous scientists and artists in an attempt to intrigue students.

I:1 C Invites colleagues to observe a lesson involving a philosuphical,episternolugical dis:.ussion and seeks feedback as to ways to improve.
Reads and attends cuarses and lectures, watt hes video programs on philosophy, cognition, brain functioning, and so on. Discusses
differences in learning strengths and modalities with students.

III D Selects materials and conducts lessui I, in which comparisons are made of strategic reasoning, knowledge production, a.id creativity.
Discusses with students such topics as artificial intelligence, the analysis of propaganda, and strategies of learning. Models metacugnitiun
overtly in the presence of students.

III E Develops, conducts, and evaluates insery ice strategies fur colleagues for instruction un brain functioning, learning style differences, and
metacugnition Develups curriculum incorporating materials and learning activities intended to have students learn to think and learn
about thinking Designs assessment tools and techniques to gather evidence of students' growth in intelligent behaviors.

What was it about Mozart's genius that allowed him
to "hear" a total musical composition before writing it
down?

What process du poets use to create?
Why can't we use processes of scientific inquiry to

solve social problems.?
Epistemic cognition is the study and comparison of

great artists, scientists, and scholars and the differential
processes of investigation, inquiry, and creativity that un
derlie their productivity. Lipman's Philosophy for Children
program is especially well-suited for this. Other resources
include Perkins' The Mind's Best Work, Madigan and El-
wood's Brainstorms and Thunderbolts How Creative Ge
nius Works, and Gardner's Art, Mind, and Brain.

Installing a Program for Thinking
Installing a program of teaching for thinking does not

happen overnight. It takes time, patience, and practice.
Joyce and others have created a helpful paradigm for think-
ing about the steps and sequences in staff development ef-
forts. They suggest a series of stages and levels of concern
through which teachers proceed during the change pro-
cess. Their procedure includes inservice techniques that

help teachers raise their skill development levels in using
new skills and behaviors.

The matrix for staff development presented in Figure 1
combines two componentsteaching for, of and about
thinking and the levels of skill development. Figures 2, 3,
and 4 provide examples of teacher competencies, skills, and
knowledge a., indicators of what might be included at each
intersection in the matrix. Please consider these examples
merely as helpful starting points to which you can add your
own indicators of competence.
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Are Teachers Motivated
to Teach Thinking?

Robert Garmston

What we call the beginning is often the end
And to make an end is to make a beginning
The end is where we start from

T. S. Eliot, "Little Gidding"

their
and mentor teacher consider the staff at

their school. Who are the risk takers? Who might be
induced to attend insery ice and juin a team to teach

higher-order thinking skills? Eleanor Gallagher is selected.
As a high risk taker who wants to s.,..ceed, Eleanor works
diligently with the principal and mentor teacher to make
this critical thinking project work. Months later, an end-uf-
year post-test shows that higher-order thinking skills in 4th
and 5th grade:: have increased significantly since midyear.

At another school, teachers bring mountains of raw
data to an initial workshop. They sort, classify, analyze, and
make propositions The inside of a computer is displayed,
and data base systems are introduced. A few months and
lour workshop days later, the teachers' journals demon-
strate changes in teacher thinking. This thinking leads to
teaching behaviors that facilitate higher-order student
thinking skills.

As we rev iew these and other examples of teachers ap-
proaching the teaching of thinking skills, we wonder if we
really need to ask how we can motivate teachers. Clearly,
such a question presumes that motivation is not present,
And that teachers will only pursue a goal as a result of ex-
ternal action by administrators, mentor teachers, or other
support staff. Lieberman and Miller (1984) observe that
most of the literature un school change comes from this
managerial perspective One gets the view that teachers
can he infinitely manipulated like puppets on a string

Instead, let us suppose that the motivation to teach
thinking skills is already present in most teachers. After all,
many w ill tell us they value teaching thinking skills and are
already finding places in the curriculum to address it.
These teachers may point out their use of higher-level
questioning in reading comprehension and synthesis exer-
cises in social sciences as examples. Other teachers might
tell us that they N, Ale teaching for thinking, but can't find
time to teach as much of it as they'd like.

However, teachers' examples of how they teach think-
ing skills may not always conform with what we have in
mind. We may be sensitive to Goodlad's observation that
sch,,ols are not very stimulating places (1984) or join Lip-
man (1984) in suspecting that the disappointing academic
performances of many students are connected with their
lack of cognitive skills. We may also agree with Feuerstein's
assumption that intelligence is modifiable only through
carefully constructed and mediated learning experiences
that take place over long periods of time (Sternberg, 1984)
In short, our impressions of teaching thinking may be more
involved, complex, and intensive than what teachers have in
mind when they assure us that they value the teaching of
thinking.

Despite these possible differences in perception, the
approach to teacher motivation I am proposing is to act as
if the motivation were already present. The as ifpresump-
tion is a strategy that can move us quickly toward an in-
tended ur desired state (McMaster and Grinder, 1980, La-
harde, 1984). This proposal is appealing for several
reasons

It shifts our attention from a subjective focus on mo-
tivation to an objective focus on implementation.

It removes us from the dubious and uncomfortable
role of motivator.
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It allows us to use knowledge we already have about
the change process and to work on cognitive coaching with
teachers as adult learners.

It works.

ImplementationNot Motivation

Most teachers value the development of rational pro -
cesses in their students and see schools as instruments to
attain this &Jai Sume are avid un the subject and regard
thinking as the primary purpose of formal schooling. Oth-
ers regard different goals as predominant, such as facilitat-
ing self actualization ur fuLLsing student energy un the re-
structuriag of society. Still others hold a primary
philosophical orientation toward academic rationalism or
technology (Eisner and Valiance, 1974). vet, regardless of
their primary philosophies about what we should be teudi
ing students, all but a few teaLhers agree that schools have
a major responsibility to teach thinking

By approaching our task by acting as if motivation
were present, we acknowledge a value already existing in
teaLhtrs and presume an alignment of our desires with
theirs This produces a natural setting for Lullaborame
work, whit"' has been repeatedly demonstrated to be su-
perior to top-down or "grass routs" approaches to change
(Berman and MLLaughlin, 19-8, Peters and Waterman,
1982)

Removal from Motivator Role

Collegiality in program development presumes a com-
munality of %Blurt about the direction ur end product. This
contrasts sharply w ith the v 'skin of a mentor teacher ur
prinupal who motivates teaLhers to achieve ur work toward
a goal Muth anon in this latter context suggests acting un ur
extrinsiLall) influencing others. Festinger (1957) shook our
lung standing beliefs about the efficacy of reward with his
experiments on cognitive dissonance. His subjects were
more prune to incorporate into their on beliefs ideas that
they were not rewarded to state. The subjects who were
paid to adopt views the) did not really hold kept their orig
inal beliefs intact In their study un change, Berman and
McLaughlin (1978) found evidence of this principle at work
when they discovered that paying teachers to attend inser-
vice functions had a negative impact on reaching inservice
goals They claim This strategy fails because it serious!)
misconstrues the motivations that lead must teaLhers to
want to change their practices

Freed from thinking that we need to act un teachers in
order to motivate them to w irk to 3rd our ends we can

turn our energy toward working with teaLhers, using a rap-
idly growing body of information and experiences about
how to produce long-term change

Using What We Know About Change
One conception of the change process is illustrated by

a formula attributed to David Gleichey of Arthur D. I ittle
Company: ch = abc>x.

Change, in this formulation, equals the product of (a)
a shared dissatisfaction, (b) a shared vision of an ideal state,
and (c) knowledge of practical steps needed to attain the vi-
sion, provided this product is greater than (x) the cost of
change. Using this approach, change agents analyze the sit-
uation and perform the functions that appear to be most
needed next.

When applying this formula to teaching thinking skills,
it is appropriate to first consider potential expenditures of
time, energy, and finanual resources. If our view of the de-
sired state (b) is ambitious, the investment will be high. An
example is Feuerstein's Instrumental Enrichment, for
which we might want a commitment to inservice training
over a three-year period and the acquisition of many new
teaching strategies among most teachers. The (a) and (b) of
our formula need to be quite strung and (c) quite practical
and attainable for us to overcome the costs this vision sug-
gests. Depending un local conditions, the change agent will
either need to create a potent shared dissatisfaction or fa-
cilitate a forceful shared vision of the ideal.

Let us consider a possible ideal that includes better
performance on academic achievement tests, more respon-
sive student interaction in class, and more insightful essays.
Teachers may still be disinterested at this point because we
are describing change concerns that only reflect student
needs. Teachers tend to give such concerns priority status
only in the later stages of new program implementation
(Hall, 19'8). In the cad) stages, Hall notes that teachers,
like all of us, are concerned for themselves "How much
time will this innovation cost me?" "What will I have to give
up to du this?" "Am I capable of doing this?" Successful
projects link teacher LonLerns like these with program-
matik. LonLerns (Lieberman and Miller, 1981). As change
agents, can we build shared v 'shins that incorporate
teacher LonLerns? I propose that we can and often instinc-
tively do

An Example

An elementary school staff is examining its reading
program. The principal observes that must of the -ith, 5th,
and 6th grade teachers have little formal training in teach-
ing reading and du not consider this their forte. Their
methods are mainly sets of activities selected from the
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teacher editions of basal readers. Little staff communication
ur collaboration exists regarding reading, and student
progress is limited. There is daily instruction, but it is un
focused, uninspired, and relatively ineffective.

To change this, the principal begins b} building a
sense of shared dissatisfaction b} siriply describing the ex-
isting circumstances The principal reminds teachers that
4th grade classes have at least a four-year reading range
and 6th grade classes at least six. To accommodate this
range, teachers create three reading groups high, me-
dium, and low. They then make nine lesson plans for each
reading hour tune directed instruction and two seatwork
assignments for each reading group) Pragmatically, lesson
planning is skimp} because there is su much to prepare.
Seatwork assignments uaually consist of completing work-
book pages that have little ur no relationship to the teach-
er's lesson. Instructional time for each reading group is
dishearteningly limited. Out of an allocated 20 minutes per
group, perhaps three minutes are spent coming to the
group, three minutes collecting and correcting seatwork,
one minute organizing and distributing materials for the
lesson, and four minutes at the end making the next seat-
work assignment and checking for understanding. This
leaves nine minutes for instruction. Students must spend 40
minutes of the 60 minute reading period working indepen-
dently. Time spent un relevant learning tasks is very lim-
ited, for lower-level students in particular.

In this manner, the principal highlights and elicits
teacher elaboration un the classroom management horrors
associated w ith a three ring reading group program. Then
the principal describes an ideal state, attainable by rear-
ranging existing school resources, in which each teacher
could hold an uninterrupted 50-minute class with a single
homogeneous group. The number of daily lesson plans
could be reduced from nine to one, guidance and assns
Lance un lesson formats could be provided, and student
learning could be accelerated.

Infused with both a powerful dissatisfaction and an
ideal state, teachers planning cullaboramely w nth this prin
opal will work very hard to attain such results. As it dues
for most elementary school teachers, the three-group ur
ganization in this example prohibits extensne teacher
preparation for reading lessons, seatwork that is a logical
extension of teacher directed acth It}, high student time un-
task, full student and teacher enjoyment of the reading pe-
riod, and gains in student achievement.

Teamwr.rk

What prevents teachers from focusing more intensely
and skillfully un teaching thinking skills? Is it lack of
teacher know ledge and skills Pour classroom management
systems? The pressure of other curricular demands? Im
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proper teaching materials? Unrealistic student groupings?
Lack of planning time? Anxiety about immediate and prac-
tical support in the early stages of program implementa
Lion? These questions are illustrative of common teacher
concerns in the early stages of a new program. Administra-
tors who creatively address the incorporation of program
concerns with teacher concerns can build program goals
teachers will find worth fighting for.

Glickman (1985) describes this process as providing
the glue with which we link individual teacher needs with
organizational needs su that individuals A ithin the school
Lan work in harmony toward their vision of what the school
should be. Laborde (1984), in her chapter un negotiating
with others, defines this strategy as discovering other peo-
ple's hierarch} of values and showing them how helping
gain your outcome will satisfy their own highest value.

Using the change formula strategy, teacher concerns
are matched with the administrator's designed program
outcomes. In the reading program example, the principal
increases student achievement and teacher sophistication
and morale b} momentarily heightening tensions teachers
already possess. This is done A ithin the context of a gen-
eral plan.

The change agent is wise to think in detai' about dis-
satisfaction, ision, and practical steps to take when design-
ing a general tactical approach to teaching cognitive pro-
cesses. However, the change literature is very clear that
successful change takes place through the collaborative in-
volvement of workers in the planning and implementation
stages (Berman and McLaughlin, 1978, Peters and Water-
man, 1982, Lieberman and Miller, 1981).

We lead by pointing the way. We attain by involving
others in finding out how to get there. Judicious work at
group efforts in departments, grade levels, and schools is
the most efficient way to bring about change. The school,
not the district, should be the organizational level for
change (Goodlai, 1984).

Before we create and involve groups of teachers we
need a tentative, overall plan that includes information
about the major steps to be taken, who needs to be in-
volved in what capacities (such as advisor}, information,
and decision making), and a timeline. Once embarked, we
want to exercise "systematic ad-hocism,'' a process of mon-
itoring and adjusting our approaches as new data appear
(Lieberman and Miller, 1981).

Using What We Know About Adult Learners
If we want to involve teachers in helping design and

implement thinking proilrams, we need to engage teachers
themselves in thinking. Sprinthall and Theis-Sprinthall
k 1983), like Goudlad, suggest that schools are not very
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stimulating places for teachers and note that teachers, rela
the to other adult groups, mature less along intellectual
lines Presumably, this results from the isolation in which
they work and our disposition to favor "make it take it"
workshops over those that engage teachers' minds.

Good program development evolves in ways that re-
spect certain fundamental principles of adult learning. As
part of implementing the ch = abc>x formula, the suc-
cessful change agent follows acknowledged staff develop-
ment procedures by engaging teachers in the identification
of the content they need to learn, skills they need to ac-
quire, and the best activities through which they can learn
(Robbins and Garmstun, 1984). We know that adults w ill try
to learn the things they consider realistic and job-related
and that they need to see the results of their learning. They
fear external judgments and will resist learning situations
that they believe attack their competence (Wood and
Thompson, 1980). Good staff development is based on
knowledge of such adult learner characteristics, and effec-
tive program development is synonymous with good staff
development (McLaughlin and Berman, 1977).

Using What We Know
About Cognitive Coaching

Trust ;., fundamental to any teacher -supers isor rela-
tionship hi which the goals are increased teacher learning
and autonomy (self-criticism, self -super ision. and self-
learning, for example). All of the foregoing discussion con-
cerning tactical approaches to implementing teaching
cognition presumes the existence of trust in teachers' rela-
tionships with supervisors. Trust is the product of mutual
respect, perceived confidentiality, and dependability and
consistency in the behavior of the supenisur. It is the first
goal in the attainment of learning and autonomy one that
must not only be initially attained by the supervisor, but
monitored and maintained throughout Cie relationship
(Costa and Garmstun, 1984). Principals who add cognitive
coaching tools to their clinical super, isiun practices are
often surprised at the dramatic progress they make with
teachers previously viewed as resistant. Trust and rapport
are the initial critical factors in each case.

Supervisors must also have their desired outcomes
dearly in mind as they work with individual teachers. Sev-
eral exacting criteria must be met to reach these outcomes.
While space prevents a full discussion of all of them, one
subtle but profoundly influential criterion should be noted.
the outcome the super, isur plans must incorporate the
pu.sitive intentions of the teacher's present behaviths. When
this condition is nut met, the teacher will, either con
sciously or unconsciously, sabotage the project

For example, teachers may resist implementing a
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thinking program if they v iew the expression of students'
critical thinking as a threat to their own authority. We must
help these teachers continue to achieve the goals they are
currently' realizing without teaching cognitive processes
through the implementation of the new program. This re-
quires individual counseling with the teacher, similar to
the postconference in a clinical supervision sequence. The
use of questioning strategies to clarify and probe inner
meanings and intellectual functioning, stimulate thinking,
and formulate new understandings will help us attain this
goal.

Another cognitive coaching skill that facilitates teacher
learning is the application of linguistic tools to help teach-
ers see the limitations, deletions, and illogical assumptions
present in their own thinking (Chomsky; 1957). Effective
supenisurs can du this by judiciously and gently challeng-
ing vague teacher statements. For example.

Teacher. "They are to think critically...." Supervi-
sor. "Critically? How, specifically?"

Teacher. "The students are not demonstrating diver-
gent thinking."Supervisor. "Which students?"

Teacher: "These students don't think because they
don't care." Supervisor: "Help me understand this interpre-
tation. Has there ever been a time in which students don't
think but still care?"

Teacher. "I can't...." Supervisor. "What's stopping
you ... ?"

Teacher. ''When students repeatedly demonstrate
episodic learning, I don't know what to do." Supervisor.
"What du you think of first when you're successful at fig-
uring out a situation like this?"

Dreyer (1961) defines motivate as to provide an in-
centive, to act as an incentive." Perhaps, in one sense, we
are the incentive. Everything we du is important in our
work with teachers (Block, 1981). We lead through our
modeling. Our actions speak louder than our words.

Harvey (1970) analyzed teachers' levels of conceptual
development and found that most were in stage one of a
four stage system. This stage, unilateral dependence, is one
in which concepts are undifferentiated and du not account
for ambiguity, Thought is concrete with dependence on
authority

In our interaction with teachers, du we model critical,
creative, and higher -order thinking? Do we engage them
and expect the same of them? Do we facilitate precision
and clarity in their thinking through our (pan thinking and
language skills? In other words, du we support the concep-
tual development of our uw n staffs for the complex array of
decisions they make daily? (Costa and Garmstun, 1985.) If
we want teaching fur thinking to infuse our curriculum, we
must expect it of ourselves, strive for it, and model it. We
must walk like we talk and think like we ought.
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The Principal's Role in
Enhancing Thinking Skills

Arthur L. Costa

School effectiveness research supports what many
educators intuitively know. the principal has a strung
influence on the curriculum implemented, the in-

structional strategies employed, and, thus, on student
achievement.

Nationwide efforts to infuse thinking skills into the
curriculum, to include them in instructional strategies, and
to assess schools' success in teaching thinking are captur-
ing the attention and energies of boards of education, cur-
riculum committees, and departments of education Ob-
viously', the rule of principals in this endeavor is critical.
Their behaviors are symbolic for staff mem3ers, students,
and the community

This chapter clarifies the principal's rule and suggests
how principals can exert their crucial influence in enhanc-
ing students fun intellectual functioning and development.
Principals can approach this goal b} (1) creating intellec-
tually stimulating school conditions fur staff and students,
(2) using ava.lable resources to support a cognitive curric-
ulum, and (3) modeling rational practices.

Creating Intellectually Stimulating
School Conditions

If teachers are expected to teach for thinking, they
need an environment in which their intellectual processes
are stimulated. One role of the principal, therefore, is to
create a school atmosphere that invites teachers' highest in-
tellectual functioning (Sprinthall and Theis-Spi inthail,
1983). There are many ways principals can create intellec-
tually stimulating environments. For instance, they can

1. invoke teachers, parents, and students in decision
making. Teachers in effective schools have opportunities to
participate in making decisions that affect them. Mandates
from above are among the greatest deterrents to thinking
Princip ;Is must encourage, facilitate, and protect teachers'
rights to:

Pursue self-studies.
Develop goals.
Plan personal staff development.
Prioritize which thinking skills to emphasize
Select their own instaictional materials
Invent methods to determine their own

effectiveness.
Determine indicators of student growth
Share and suggest solutions to problems

As teachers participate in making decisions that affect
them, the likelihood that those processes w ill infiltrate
their classrooms greatly increases

2. Employ collegial supervision rather than evalua-
tion. Another way to inhibt thinking is to make value judg-
ments about teachers' competencies, potentials, and ideas
Value judgments detract from motivation and produce
stress (Lepper and Greene, 1978). Under stress, the brain's
creative, analytical functions are extinguished and replaced
with conformity (MacLean, 1978). Instead, withholding
judgments and viewing teaching and learning as a continual
problem-solving, creative method of inquiry build trust
and challenge teachers to become experimental hypothesis
makers. Super isiun thereby becomes "brain compatible"
(Hart, 1983, Costa and Garmston, 1985).

3. Avoid recipes It is tempting to describe and e% alu-
ate the act of teaching in "five steps, four factors, and seven
ariables." Obiuusly, teaching and learning the comp ex

strategies of higher-level thinking ar.! more lengthy And
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dignified than that. Teaching b) the number is as creative: as

painting by the number. Participants must capitalize un this
complexity, find richness in this con -usion, a.-id avoid airn-
plistic answers.

4. Explicate the dream. Principals of effecti:,e schools
have a vision of what their schools can b,_curne. They con-
stantly assess all programs, each de,.-isiun, and every new
direction in order to help achieve that vision. In their pur
suit of excellence, they strive to be thoughtful, rational, in-
no, an, e, and cooperative. In addition, principals should
seize every opportunity to articular ., refine, and magnify
this vision by:

Openly discussing it with the faculty, community,
fellow administrators, and central office staff.

Illuminating instruction that illustrates it.
Finding materials that are consistent with it.
Organizing classrooms to better achieve it.

Not only do these activities help clarify principals' in-
tuitive perceptions, but they also make a strong public
statement about their values.

5. Constant reminders. 'Thought is Taught at Hunting-
ton Beach High" emblazons one school's memo pads. "The
HOTS (Higher-Order Thinking Skills) Committee will

meet in the teachers' room at 3.30" resounds from another
school's loudspeaker. A brightly painted banner exclaiming
Thursday is for Thinking" decui ates one wall of the teach-

ers room as I not-so-subtle souvenir of their commitment
to plan at least one thinking bluils lesson each week. Lesson
plan books list Bloom's taxonumical levels of thinking un
the covers "Just a Minute, Let Me Think" is the slogan on
the bulletin board in yet another school's foyer. In a staff
lounge, a butcher paper scope-and-sequence chart displays
skill activities entered by each teacher at each grade level
for each subject area. These are but a few of the many in-
novative ways principals strive to keep their staff members
thinking about tninking

Using Available Resources
to Support Thinking

Resources are usually defined in terms of time, space,
energy, and money. How principals allocate these limited
resources is yet another significant expression to staff
members, students, and the community of their value
systems.

Most obvious is the vincipal's commitment of finan-
cial resources for thinking skills programs by purchasing
materials and hiring consultants to assist the faculty in cur-
riculum and staff development, sending staff members to
conferences and workshops, and securing substitutes to fa-
cilitate peer observation.
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Securing financial grants from local industries, philan-
i,hrepic organizations, and national, state, and local educa-
tion agencies is one way to increase this often limited
resource.

Because time and energy are an administrator's most
precious commodities, parceling them out wisely is crucial
to their effectiveness. The following suggestions should at-
tract administrators' highest priorities.

1. Monitor instrisztional decision making Once the
staff has defined how to effectively teach thinking, these in-
dicators may be monitored in the instructional decisions
teachers make, such as:

Planning lessons that include cognitive objectives.
Sequencing teaching strategies according to levels

of thought.
Selecting instructional materials that stimulate

problem solving.
Organizing the classroom for discussion of ideas.
Developing learning activities that provoke

thinking.
Evaluating student growth in thin!drig abilities.

In these ways, administrators convey to teachers that
instruction is the mechanism by which thought is taught,
if instruction is improved, thinking will improve
correspondingly.

2. Coordinate the Curriculum Pr:ssessing a broad
curriculum purview, principals art in a good position to of

monitor the relationship betwe.tn teachers' in-
structional decisions and the district's philosophical goals
They can search for ever-increasing complexity and ab-
straAion of thinking required in learning activities at each
grade level, coordinate resources with other schools in the
district or community, and evaluate the long range cumi.la-
five effects of cognitive instruction.

3. Ucc precious faculty time to think and discuss
thinking. Too often, faculty meeting time is relegated to
managerial tasks and information transmission. Discussing
thinking as a total faculty, or it department- or grade-level
meetings, is time well spent. Agenda items can include in-
viting teachers to:

Report what they have learned from thinking skills
courses, staff development activities, ur research

Describe successes and problems in teaching for
thinking.

Discuss whip thinking skiiis to focus on this year.
Demonstrate instructional techniques that provoke

-pinking.
Cumpate huw they include thinking ii each subject

area.
Describe hov, children increase the complexity of

their intaectual skills throughout then devebpr lent
Review and select materials to enhance thinking.
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Discuss ways to support each other's teading with
concurrent instruction (thinking across the LurriLulum)

Invent alternatne ways to assess students' growth in
thinking abilities.

Relate school goals to district priorities.
4. Secure parental support Parents probably have the

most effect on children's abilities and inclinations for men-
tal development Concerned parents model thinking; their
language engages differential cognitive structures Often
what we du in schools to teach tninking is remedial for
those students whose parents du not provide this
mediation.

Principals are the primary link between schools and
the communit} They have the opportunity to invoke par-
ents in deLtsiun making, interpret school programs to the
community, and educate parents in their dominant rule as
mediators of their children's cognitive development.

Some parents believe that schools should teach only
the basics The} ma} Judge modern education in terms of
then experience as studentsduring a time when the
value of thinking was not necessarily recognized. Princi-
p,,ds can help parents enhance their aspirations for then
children 13} stressing that reasctung is a basic for sun nal
in the future, critical thinking is required for college en-
trance and success, cognitive processes are prerequisite to
master} in all school subjects, and career seLurit} and ad-
vancement are dependent on innovation, insightfulness,
and cooperation.

Many parents appear to be realizing that reasoning is
the fourth "R," and there is a definite trend toward in-
creased parental concern for children's cognitive develop-
ment .Gallup, 1k)8-0. Principals should engage parents to
search for as to encourage children to use thinking by
stimulating their interest in school and learning, en}irun
mental issues, time and money planning, and su on.

Time and energ} in} ested in parental education pay
high dividends Elementary school administrators may

ish to involve their school psychologists and nurses in en-
hancing parental effectiveness. Secondary and college level
school administrators may consider including parenting
classes in their curriculum. Possible offerings include in-
struction in such Lognitnek related understandings as.
promoting language de}eluprit,nt, experiential stimulation,
parent-child LunimuniLation skills, good nutrition, child
growth and development, rational approaches to discipline,
supervising homework, providing home environments
conducive to cognitive development, and modeling appro-
priate adult behaviors.

5. Enhance personal thinking skills If any time and
energy remain, principals themsekes may w ish to partiu
pate in staff development activities and learn more about
cognitive education by learning to distinguish among the
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many programs available. considering what to look for in
teacher- student classroom interaction, studying how to ap-
ply criteria to the selection of instructional materials, un-
derstanding more about brain functioning, and increasing
their own cognitive skills of problem solving, creativity, re-
searcn, and cooperative planning.

Modeling in the Principal's Own Behavior
Imitation is the most basic form of learning. Emerson

is often quoted as saying, "What you du speaks so loudly
they can't hear what you say" Thus, when problems arise in
the school, the community, and the classroom, the princi-
pal must he seen solving those problems in rational,
thoughtful ways. If not, the principal may unknowingly un-
dermine the very goals of curriculum to which commit-
ment is sought. Evaluation of a teacher's or program's effec-
tiveness may be performed by the very person who is
rendering the program ineffective. Principals should emu-
late those rational competencies desired in students and
taught by teachers through:

1. Withholding impulsivity. The environment of the
school principal is analogous to living in a popcorn pop-
per. It's easy to become tens,, fatigued, and cognitively
overloaded. Effective principals, howe},..., develop self
awareness and biofeedback strategies to combat stress and
to cope with irritating problems through patience, ration-
ality, and poise.

2. Demonstrating empathy for others. One of the
highest forms of mental ability is empathy. Behaving em-
pathically requires overcoming one's own egocentricity;
detecting another's subtle emotional and physical cues, and
perceiving a situation from another's point of } iewa
complex set of cognitive processes. When dealing with par-
ents, staff members, colleagues, and students, the adminis-
trator who demonstrates empathy will model the most po-
tent intellectual process.

3. Metacognition. Metacognitiun is our ability to for-
mulate a plan of action, monitor our own progress along
that plan, realize what we know and don't know, detect and
recover from ei cur, and reflect upon and evaluate our own
thinking processes. Administrators demonstrate metacog-
ninon when they publicly share their planning strate8tes,
adn it their lack of knowledge but describe means of gen-
erating that kilo, ledge, and engage others in deliberating,
monitoring, and evaluating problem-sok ing strategies.

Metacugnition seems to be an attribute of effective
problem solvers. Administrators can model effective prob-
lem solving by demonstrating their awareness of, discuss-
ing, and then in iting feedback and e}aluatiun of their own
problem-sok ing abilities (Costa, 1984).

4. Cooperative decision making Democratic princi-
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pals realize that their intellectual power multiplies when
they draw un the r wer of others They %aim group think-
ing in decisions facing staff members This requires atti-
tudes such as withholding ludgment, coping with ambigu-
ity; flexible thinking, tentativeness, evaluating alternatives,
seeking consensus, taking another person's point of view,
and employ ing hypothetical, experimental thinking. These
are the same attributes of critical thinking and problem
solving that we want teachers to instill in students.

5 Believing that all children can think School effec-
tiveness research indicates that teachers' and administra-
tors' expectancies of student performance are correlated
with achieemeia. Likewise, in programs of cugnitisx edu-
cation, out expectancies become apparent. In many
schools, however, children with low I Q scores are thought
incapable of higher-level thought. Some schools employ
thinking programs only for the gifted. Some children are
"excused" from thinking because of the supposed inade-
quacies of home environment, culture, socioeconomic
level, or genetic makeup Indeed, those students who are
reluctant to thinkwho recoil from mental activity be-
cause it's "too hard"are the uaes w hu need it must.

Modern cognitive thew ists reject the notion of a static.
and unchanging I.Q. Rather, they adopt a dynamic theory of
multiple intelligences that can he nurtured and developed
throughout a person's life Administrators must &mon
straw the belief that, with proper mediation and instruc-
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nun, all children can continue to increase their .ntellectual
capacities (Gardner, 1983, Feuerstein, 198U, Whimbey and
Whimbey 1975).
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emoving Impediments
to Change

John Bard'

Some people think that it is holding on that makes one
strong Sometimes it's letting go

Sylvia Robinson

et us suppose that you have deLided to Lhallenge your
students to think critically and creatively You enter the

classroom prepared to pose higher-level questions
and probe for underlying meanings, principles, concepts,
and relationships Your students are going to work together
cooperatively and not rely on you as the sole arbiter of
truth.

If your sucLess is to m....tLh }our enthusiasm, there are
several faLtors that you need to plan for. students' diffiL ul-
ties with Lomplex thinking, your own difficulties with Lhai-
lenging students to think, supervisors' routines and orga-
nizational constraints, and community expectations and
pressures.

Students' Difficulties
with Complex Thinking

Student diffiLulties an be viewed from at least two
different perspeLtiv es the hidden ur impliLit LurriLtilum
and students' cognitive developmental levels

The Hidden or Implicit Curriculum

Dewey called the hidden LurriLulum "Lullateral learn
ings" the knowledge acquired just by being a member of a
classroom organization and a sLhuol system. Children
quiLkly pick up a set of expectations, speLifiL rules, rules,

pruLedures, and uutLomes toward wind' they are sup-
posed to strive For example, they learn, among other
things, that:

c Teachers have the right answer and students are
supposed to figure it out. Roby (1981) called this the Quiz
Show Model.

Teachers decide what to do, when, how, and what to
think of it afterwards

Students' responses to questions should be short
and as close to the right answer as possible

Students learn from the teacher and the textbook,
not from each other.

Such behaviors militate against our challenging stu-
dents to think in complex fashions. But there are ways to
help students unlearn these behaviors and learn new
ones. Let's examine a few, speLific teacher actions that an
suLLessfully introduLe a new set of collateral !earnings.

Possible Solutions

Teachers must create an environment for thinking and
spend time focusing students' attention on those precondi-
tions for thoughtfulness that must exist if students are to
become independent thinkers Teachers need to.

1. Ensure that students know their classmates' names.
Students are more receptive to the opinions of people they
know, tau often classrooms at all eduLational levels are en-
claves of anonymity.

2. Spend sufficient time obferving students as they lis-
ten and respond to their peers If students are unable or un-
willing to respond to the reasoning of their classmates,
they will not be Lhallenged w ith perapectives and solutions
to problems different from their own. They may thus miss
out on what Sigel has Lalled the discrepant experienLe
that enwurages inquiry. Johnson and Johnson (1979) said
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that it is through repeated iniei pet solid! Lonnoversies and
arguments, where students must repeatedly take cogni-
zance of the reasoning processes of others, that cognitive
development occurs.

To stimulate listening and responding, teachers can
create structured learning '_xperiences (see, for example,
Johnson and Johnson, 1982), for instance, by requiring
etch student who speaks to paraphrase or build on what
the previous student said.

These communications experiences help to create an
environment in which communications are multidirec-
tional, not just between one student and the teacher They
focus on all students' responding not only to the so-called
right answer but to the reasoning involved in obtaining
any answer, iwupoint, or question (for example, "How did
you arrive at your conclusion?") If by craical thinking we
mean "the cognitive activity associated with the evaluation
of the products of thought" (Yinger, 1980), then we must
devote time to creating the conditions wherein students
can attend to and comment critically on what their peers
are saying and why.

3 Clearly delineate their objectives for thinking Stu-
dents need to know that they will be challenged to use in-
formation as raw material for more productive thought.
generating ideas and many solutions to problems, relating
complex ideas to ea:h other, and probing for why someone
has made a statenient through the use of clarifying
questions.

4 Provide time for students to think in response to
complex questions This means providing sufficient wait
time (more than three seconds) It might also mean giving
students five minutes to write down an answer to a ques-
tion such as "What alternative courses of action might have
been undertaken with what consequences?" Once students
have analyzed the problem and generated some responses,
they can work in small groups to share their answers,
achieve consensus, list priorities, or probe for reasons why
they arrived at these conclusions

5 Model thinking Students enjoy speculating with a
teacher about how the teacher approaches real problems.
One of the best times to do this is when a student asks an
unanticipated question. In addition to noting that such
thinking is creative, unusual, or productive, teachers might
seize this opportunity to engage in inquiry. "I wonder how
we could find out how might we solve that problem ...
how might we solve this another way .. Let's think this
through together" Thinking aloud with students is one of
the best ways to communicate the value of thoughtfulness.

6 Encourage students to pose questions This is easily
done by presenting complex problems and asking "What do
we know2" and "What don't we know that we should or
might want to know2" Asking for students' questions about,

fur example, solving the energy crisis or about Macbeth's
motivations might lead to individual or group projects. In
this way students share some instructional control with the
teacher and have more of a stake in their own learning.

7 Identify excellent thinking when it occurs. When
students demonstrate higher-order thinking, the teacher
should occasionally recognize the quality of thinking and
probe to discover how students arrived at their conclu-
sions. In other words, teachers should directly teach what
assumptions are and what makes a good assumption.

3. Evaluate for thinking. Teachers send confusing
messages to students if they pose challenging thought
questions dui ing classes, but then test primarily for lower
level recall of information. Teachers must reward good
thinking by communicating through their evaluations that
they and the school value more complex thinking. Yes,
identification or recall of information is importantbut
using such information critically and creatively is equally
important.

Students' Cognitive Developmental Levels
We should know at what levels our students are think-

ing Several kinds of diagnostic measures are available with
which to make this determination, for instance, formal tests
such as those devised by Arlin (1984) and Peel (1966) and
informal means of assessing the complexity of students'
thinking.

If your orientation is Piagetian, you might obtain a
very rough estimate of your students' concrete and formal
thinking from the Arlin and Peel or tests by posing hypo-
thetical questions such as. "What if it started snowing and
never, ever stopped? What do you suppose would he the
consequences?"

As students list numerous possible answers, they re-
veal what Torrance calls their ideational fluency (the num-
ber of responses), flexibility (the different perspectives re-
flected in each response), and originality. Students'
answers also reveal their reflection of abstract thought.
Young students tend to limit their responses to things they
might have experienced close to home. ''No school," No
shopping," "We would all die," ''Lots of snowmen," "Daddy
wouldn't go to work," and so on.

Older students are more able to foresee complex fu-
ture possibilities and think in abstract collectivities: "Peo-
ple would become less selfish and more survival oriented,
and that would be a good thing." "Building underground
cities would help us cope." Their ability to foresee remote
consequences allows older students to be more positive
and less tied to immediate and limiting possibilities.

Teachers who are more inclined toward the concep-
tual levels of complexity model (Hunt, 1967) can use a sim-
ple essay question to observe students' abilities along a
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continuum from a simple, one point-of view orientation to
more complex, multiple points of view. A question such as
"Should our government prevent its citizens from smok-
ing?" can be examined to see V students recognize more
than one point of view, analyze each, and relate ideas
within each point of view. Students who can accomplish
this more complex thinking, according to Hunt, are more
independent and require less structure than those whose
thinking is more authoritarian and oriented tuwai abso-
lutes of right and wrong.

Following assessment is the more difficult task of
learning how to present intellectual challenges that are nei-
ther overly simplistic nor complex. For example, expecting
3rd graders to learn mathematical operations without ben-
efit of concrete objects would overlook their concrete rea-
soning abilities Similarly, expecting 6th graders to build
and understand a model of an atomic reactor may be too
complex a challenge, it may involve understanding relation-
ships that are too abstract for them The other side of the
problem is to avoid all but the literal meanings of a play
such as Macbeth with high school students who, because of
their emerging formal thought, should be challenged to
search for and create meanings of the symbols and meta
phors that abound within the play

There is no easy way to gauge the level of intellectual
challenge A rule of thumb is to present a problem of suffi-
cient complexity for students of 1,ary ing abilities to become
involved, perhaps at different levels of difficulty We want
our students to be confronted with a discrepant experience
that is difficult enough to stimulate inquiry. The more our
instructional experiences are problem oriented, the better
our chances of providing a challenge of slightly greater
complexity than any one student can immediately master
Furth's Thinking Goes to School (1974) and Musher's Ado-
lescent Development and Education (1979) provide exam-
ples of the kinds of challenges that are appropriate at each
level of schooling.

One of the best ways to stretch students' thinking is to
present content in the form of problem:, that stimulate com-
plex thinking. such content is likely to hal,e some ur all of
the following characteristics:

Conceptual complexity.
Novelty
Dissonance (ur presenting the discrepancy be

tween expectations and reality that fosters inquiry)
Significance.
Multiplicity of levels ur facets of meaning (capable

of being approached or analyzed from a number of differ-
ent perspectives).

Students' cogniti%e abilities need not impede think
ing We should and must assess the quality of students'
thinking and 1esign learning experiences to match and

slightly exceed the level of complexity at which they cur-
rently function.

Teachers' Difficulties with
Challenging Students to Think

Those of us who wish to challenge our students to
think may encounter limitations of our own. We rrh:ly lack
knowledge of the nature of thinking, professional skills and
behaviors required to challenge students to think, and
problem-solving skills that can help us adapt our new
knowledge to the classroom setting.

Knowledge of the Nature of Thinking
Without a solid foundation in the nature of reflective,

critical, and creative thinking, teachers are unable to pre-
sent meaningfu! J complex problems that stimulate
thinking. They are also unable to recognize the products of
such thinking when students ask intelligent questions or
make thoughtful comments.

There are many ways to define critical thinking. We
might define it, as Dewey did, as essentially problem solv-
ing, as the process of reasonably deciding what to believe"
(Ennis, 1982), or as a search for meaning, not the acquisi-
tion of knowledge (Arendt, 1977). These are only three
possible definitions. With a clearer idea of what critical
thinking is, teachers might be better able to interpret the
following two classroom incidents.

A kindergarten teacher asks her students, "Who was
at the first Thanksgy, ing dinner?" After hearing the desired
responsePilgrims and Indiansone child says, And
cowboy's came later." The teacher says "right" and moves
un to the next phase of the lesson without acknowledging
that this student is seekingperhaps in a novel fashion
the meaning of facts and concepts.

A 12th grade history teacher is checking his stu-
dents' knowledge of the facts surrounding Germany's prep-
aration for World War I when a student raises her hand and
asks, "Was Kaiser Wilhelm the Hitler of Word War I?" Her
teacher says, "No, I wouldn't make that comparison" and
continues with the facts and figures.

In both instances students exhibited the kind of think-
ing that, at a minimum, warranted a clarifying question,
"What made you think of that?" In the latter example the
student displayed complex, comparative, analytic thinking
similar to that poets engage in when constructing meta-
phors and scientists exhibit when designing models for
complex and invisible phenomena.

Without knowing something about the nature of think-
ing, teachers are in danger of denigrating or overlooking
the marvels of students' contributions as well as making
thinking in the classroom the presentation of very discrete
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lessons on equally specific skills such as classification, con-
cept development, inferencing, and so on

Professional Skills and Behaviors

The most important skills to be mastered quickly are
those related to the teacher's ability to stimulate and nur-
ture inquiry the abilities to identify and present a discrep-
ant experience and to initiate and manage discussions. The
discrepant experiet ce is one that puzzles us because we
observe phenomena that conflict with our expectations or
views of how the world works.

A role reorientation is involved hereone that Freire
aptly described as Pedagogy of the Oppressed He articu-
lated the notion of "problem posing" education (in con-
trast to the "banking concept"), where teachers are no
longer merely those who teach, but are themselves taught
in dialogue with students, "who in turn while being taught
also teach" (19'4, p 6') I observed an English teacher ex-
emplify these skills by presenting students with the chal-
lenge of hypothesizing alternative courses of action for the
colonists in Howard Fast's April Morning Once students
had presented two hypotheses, the teacher assumed the
role of manager as they critiqued each other's thinking
This is a very different role from that of sole possessor of
truth and wisdom' Skills related to this role reorientation
include;

9 Posing questions at various cognitive levels.
o Posing clarifying questions "What makes you think

that)" "How did you arrive at that conclusion?"
o Listening and building on student answers

Fostering student questions
o Stimulating interaction and critique of other peo-

ple's thinking (for example, asking Jane to critique Robert's
conclusion and then challenging Robert to critique his own
thinking).

When teachers enter the classroom to foster think-
ing, they will, of necessity, supplement their information-
dispensing role with thor of honest inquirer and problem-
solving participant Self-reflection about their own teaching
is one strategy for improving these skills Audio or video-
tape recordings can aid teachers in analyzing their abilities
to stimulate and manage inquiry

Problem Solving Needed to
Adapt New Knowledge and Skills

No program can be transplanted into your classroom
exactly as it was designed As the Rand Change Agent Study
(Berman and McLaughlin, 1978) noted, successful change
in schools is an "adaptive" and "heuristic" process. This
means that programs designed for one setting need to be
modified to fit the constraints of a different workplace. It

also means that teachers and administrators must work at
making a program meet their own needs by finding varied
ways to meet program objectives.

One way to do this is to establish peer support groups
for coaching and problem posing and resolving. These
groups could be in the form of seminars, additional work-
shops, and informal meetings before, during, and after
school. Such a peer strategy is essential to the success of
any change program and especially for those that involve
such complex role reorientation as programs to foster
thinking.

Kurt Lewin is one of the major theorists of a change
strategy known as re-education, which is based on the no-
tion that behavior change requires more than infusing new
knowledge. Such changes as role reorientations require
alterations in how one sees oneself, the situation, and
others involved in situations. Teachers' work environments
also need to be altered. Lewin noted that "effective re-
education of a person requires changes in his environing
society and cultures as well", we need to "establish groups
of concerned persons with norms that contrast in signifi-
cant ways with those of the group to which a person previ-
ously belonged" (Benne, 1976). The support group's new
norms and values should include openness to communica-
tions, inquiry for problem posing and resolving, risktaking,
and willingness to experiment with varied alternative
solutions.

Support groups foster intellectual growth for teachers
by providing a secure environment where problems may
be presented and rational problem-solving processes used
to best advantage. They also help teachers encounter the
realities of challenging students to transcend the hidden
curriculum and their own cognitive developmental stages.
Sarason (1982) and others have noted the absence of teach-
ers in selecting solutions to school-related problems, iden-
tifying the underlying causes, setting objectives, and
searching for that "universe of alternatives."

Problem-posing and -resolving support groups need
to be built into the staff development process from the very
beginning. These groups may be led by teachers, staff de-
velopers, consultants, or supervisors. Persons conducting
seminars should possess the qualities that Lewin identified:
openness, trust, willingness to confront difficulties, search-
ing for causes and the universe of alternative solutions.
They must exemplify trust, good communications pro-
cesses, and, above all, be removed from the evaluative pro-
cess. Teachers must be able to confront their own strengths
and weaknesses in an atmosphere free from the fear or
threat of subsequent evaluation.

Ideally, seminars should be conducted on school time.
As Griffin (1983) pointed out, spending time with one's col-
leagues in a problem-posing and -resolving situation
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should be considered part of one's daily professional activ-
ities. These kinds of activities cannot satisfactorily be con-
ducted during lunch.

The number of times teachers need to meet depends,
of course, on the duration of inservice activities and the
complexity of the knowledge and skills being considered
Opportunities are needed to debrief and evaluate after
every major, new strategy has been introduced.

In summary; problem-posing and -resolving groups as
envisioned by Freire (1974) and Lewin and practiced in the
change strategies of Griffin (1983), for instance, provide us
with the means for resolving real and immediate difficul-
ties challenging students to think difficulties related to in-
structional practice and management as well as mure per-
sonal problems related to our own psychological comfort
with venturing into the unknown

Supervisors' Routines
and Organizational Constraints

Sustaining any change in instructional practice re-
quires supervision and collaborative problem solving It is
the latter process that is too often neglected in favor of the
usual performance evaluation that may use observation cri-
teria mismatched with the new and more desirable class-
room behaviors.

The following suggestions include possibilities fui
day-to-day assistance, observation to improve instruction,
and observation for evaluation Sume focus more directly
on how teachers can help supervisors understand what
they are attempting to do

Day-by-Day Assistance

Supervisors or department chairs Lan communicate
their support to teachers w ahuut observing than by.

1 Creating opportunities for two teachers to exchange
visits and time to critique each other's performances. Peer
observation and collaboration help to break down the bar-
riers of teacher isolation created by our "egg crate" exist-
ence Sparks (1984) indicates that peer observation can be
more effective in promoting teacher professional develop-
ment than working with an outside consultant

2 Providing opportunities for teachers to plan to-
geth 2r and to implement and evaluate these plans Arrange
schedules so that teachers participating within a specific
program can be free at the same time to engage in problem
posing and resolving

3 Providing teachers w ith research reports and arti-
cles related to effective teaching behav iurs Often, just phic
ing such items in mailboxes w ill foster inquiry and cum
municate interest and support

4. Taking over a teacher's class occasionally to permit
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that teacher to observe someone who practices the desired
teaching behaviors

5. Providing professional days for teachers to visit
other districts where teachers practice the desired teaching
behaviors within a specific program.

6. Providing in-class technical assistanceor coach-
ingto teachers interested in their own professional devel-
opment. CoaLhes might be in-house teachers and supervi-
sors or persons from other districts.

Using departmental ur staff meetings to address in-
struetional problems and issues rather than administrative
affairs. Showing videotapes of Llassroom interactions can
provide a stimulus for focusing on instructional issues and
a setting within which to introduce related research on
teaching.

8. Demonstrating knowledge of effective teaching be-
haviors in post-observation conferences, departmental
meetings, and informal communications with teachers.

9 Linking teachers to technical assistance outside the
school setting by identifying persons from other schools
and eolleges who can conduct inservice or provide coach-
ing services.

10 Actively promoting teachers' self-reflection on per-
formance and using that reflection as the basis for decisions
about instructional improvement.

These practices have been derived from large-scale re-
ports un Lhange in educational settings and have been
found to be related to positive teacher change. If practiced
separately ur in conjunction with each other, they ,:an have
a significant impact on teachers' behavior (Griffin, 1983)

Observation for Evaluation

The most important observation to make about evalu-
ation of nontenured and tenured teachers is that the criteria
fur such judgments must be brought into alignment with
district philosophy and goals regarding the fostering of
critical and creative thinking. We cannot lugieally and fairly
evaluate teachers using criteria that focus un classroom ap-
pearances, noise levels, and the presence of a behavioral
objective oil the chalkboard, ur students' politeness, deco-
rum, and ability to generate correct responses.

District evaluative criteria can and should be based as
much as possible un what research says about teaching be-
haviors that are foundationalpertinent to all who teach
the basicsand those that are found to be conduuve to fos-
tering higher levels of thinking (Barell, 1985). We Lan ere-
ate instruments that include the foundation as well as the
superstructure. those items that help students read with
comprehension (posing questions at various cognitive lev-
els and the use of metaeognitive strategies) and those that
help foster more complex reasoning (critiquing each oth-
er's reasoning processes)
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Developing observational criteria that support what
teachers are attempting in the classroom presents an excel-
lent opportunity for the organization to engage in collabo-
rative problem solving. Without such organizational sanc-
tion and support, teachers may Justifiably think that the
adn ininistration does not really value what the evidence
and research say about thinking in the classroom. that
there are very specific practices and strategies teachers can
exhibit to challenge students to do more than read, recite,
and recall factual knowledge

Strategies to Help Teachers
Communicate with Supervisors

I know an English teacher who went through a com-
plex program of staff development, returned to her class-
room, and started challenging students' thinking with ar-
ious kinds of writing experiencesincluding composing a
class newpspaper Her supervisor immediately began to
berate her "You're using too much paper! There goes my
budget"

This incident illustrates the problem with all re-
educative experiences if they do not include people in su-
pervisory and subordinate roles, confusion results. When
one groupin this case, teacherslearns and adapts new
expectations and role definitions and other groupsin-
cluding supervisors do not, we can expect conflict and
confusion to be communicated to students and to be expe-
rienced by everyone involved Intelligent planning can re-
duce tensions Here are some suggestions for teachers.

I Communicate with your supervisor the concerns
you have about students' thinking. Present specific, con-
crete evidence of their difficulties from your own observa-
tions and tests as well as evidence from national reports.
Stress what is observable and, therefore, less debatable.

2 Enlist the supervisor's support by presenting the
situation as a large-scale problem requiring everybody 's
best thinking Work toward a collegial problem-posing and
-resolving approach: "How can we collaborate and work to-
ward the best kinds of solutions? I have some ideas, but I
need your assistance and the benefit of your experience"

To some this may sound like pie-in-the-sky But never
underestimate another person's desire to be asked, to be
included in problem solving. At the very least they may be
flatteredhopefully, they will recognize that you have
identified a real need warranting further consideration.

3 Share your information with colleagues. Communi-
cate need identification and possible solutions. Work to-
ward building a constituency of people who share your
concerns, this is a necessary step in the change process,
and you may have to do a fair amount of it.

4 Invite the supervisor to observe a lesson during
which you are practicing specific strategies Ask him or her
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What did you see?
May I tell you what I saw happening?
Would you like to know my evaluationwhat I liked

and didn't like?
Can we discuss why these things happened and

what we might do to alter the situation?
This is what I think I'll do differently next time. I'll

work on it. Will you return soon so we can continue this
dialogue?

By using this process, teachers may control more of
the discussion than they usually do. The point is that super-
vision for improved thinking in the classroom must engage
all parties in rational problem solvingidentifying a prob-
lem, understanding causes, and searching for and mutually
selecting alternative solutions.

5. Team up with a colleague to exchange observations.
Discuss your findings using an observation form or posing
questions such as. "What occurred? Why? What seemed to
impede or facilitate thinking? What can we do about it?"
Share your discussion with your supervisor. Such peer ob-
servations will make challenging departmental meeting
topics, especially if you include small portions of the re-
search on teaching.

6. Share workshop curricular materials with your su-
pen isor so that he or she can share such information with
others This can also be useful for departmental meetings.

7 Offer to share your classroom experiences in a de-
partmental meeting. Videotape your implementation of a
specific strategy and offer to have others view and critique
itagain emphasizing the identification of specific, observ-
able behaviors and searching for viable alternatives. Unless
you have previously developed interest in other members
of your department, your performance might be viewed as
the concerns of 'e person, too much work with little re-
ward, or a passing fancy. Having at least a modest constitu-
ency of likeminded persons will give you comfort and sup-
port and may convince others to re-examine what goes on
in their classrooms.

8. Remember than changing how another person
child or adultthinks is difficult and time consuming. Too
often we embark on change in educational settings without
regard for the complexities of affecting how others think
about us, themselves, or the situation.

Community Expectations and Pressures

Too often we undertake an innovative program and ne-
glect to inform the parents and community of our new ex-
pectations for students. This could be especially unfortu-
nate in a program designed to foster thinking in the
classroom. Parents can, if sufficiently informed, become al-
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lies in the struggle to overcome the passivity inculcated by
the implicit curriculum They can reinforce the thinking
strategies teachers are working with during the day,
thereby confronting students with not one but two settings
in which they are challenged to do more than take in infor-
mation and repeat it almost verbatim.

Some viable informational strategies involv ing parents
include.

1 Communicating the intention to include their chil-
dren in a new program early in its development and, if nec-
essary; asking their permission

2 Conducting informal briefings with interested and
concerned parents early in the life of the project to inform
their of the new expectations and behaviors Providing par-
ents with opportunities to practice the new behaviors so
they can become resources for t.achers helping to foster
the desired outcomes within another sittingthe home.

3 Involving parents in planning ways of oveicoming
the implicit curriculum. Engaging their thinking about how
to challenge students to think in ways supported by the
program.

4 Advising parents of difficulties as they arise and re-
sults of program implementation.

5. Enlisting the help of parents in collecting evidence
of students' growth in rational behaviors.

These and other strategies will do more than commu-
nicate expectations to parents They will actively involve
them in the problem -sole ing process and thereby give par-
ents a stake in the life and development of the new
program.

Conclusion

The suggestions set forth here have been derived from
personal experience and research on teacher and student
growth and development There is no prescription for deal-
ing with the difficulties identified here. Nevertheless, there
are significant principlet- that seem to apply to the kinds ut
changes we have been discussing:

1 Recognize that growth in thinking occurs over a
long period of time, because we are concerned with
changes in habits, dispositions, attitudes, and role percep-
tions. Teachers and students must unlearn old ways of
thinking and learn new approaches to confronting the
world

2 Teachers engaged in teaching thinking require sup-
port from other teachers, supervisors, administrators, and
parents. This support should facilitate the challenging task
of posing and resolvin3 instructional problems.

3 If teachers are to challenge students to think, they
must, in turn, be challenged to think critically and crea-

tively by colleagues, super\ tsars, and administrators. They
should he encouraged to be self-reflective, analytic, and
evaluative with respect to their own teaching perform-
ances. This also means that, when appropriate, teachers
should be involved in decision making and not merely be
recipients of mandated changes (see Sarason, 1982).

4 Challenging students to think requires a systemic.
holistic perspective. All elements of the school system
should be involvedphilosophy and goals, curriculum, in-
structional practices, supervisory services, and interper-
sonal relations and communications with the community

Underlying these four principles is one overriding con-
sideration when contemplating change. those most directly
involved in the change should play an active, reflective role
in formulating goals, practices, and programs. Teachers,
therefore, will become more involved in decision making
when planning and implementing programs that challenge
students to think LI itically and LI eatively.
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PART III

What Is Thinking?
Deciding On Definitions

CRITICAL THINKING
One of the major tasks of improving or installing a thinking
skills program is deciding what thinking is

Schools should have a somewhat common vision of what it
CREATIVE THINKING

is they are striving for in order to teach it

LATERAL THINKING
If you don't know what it is you're teaching for, how can you
measure it? Flow do you know if kids are getting better at
it?

Isn't BLOOM'S TAXONOMY enough?

HIGHER-LEVEL THINKING

NOT to provide you with the definition Rather, it is in-
tended to stimulate discussion From these several defini-
tions, you must adapt, modif}; and decide which definition

is most appropriate to your situation:

There is not unanimity

The field of cognitive education today is fraught with differ-
ent interpretations The purpose of this part of this re-
source book is

METACOGNITION

REMEDIAL There is confusion
THINKING

INTELLIGENCE
But the decision on ...efinition is part of the inquiry pro-
cess That makes the process consistent with the product.

Just what do human beings do when they behave
REASONING

intelligently?
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Thinking Skills:
Meanings and Models

Barbara Z. Presseisen

It , not best that we should all think alike, it is differ
ence of opinion which makes horse races.

Mark Wain

0 f the many tasks that confront educators in plan
ning for thinking skills in the curriculum, few are
more critical than determining what is meant by

thinking or developing a model of the thinking process.
Currently, there is a great deal of interest in improving

student thinking abilities, but there is also a great deal of
confusion about what thinking is, the kinds of experiences
or programs that advance it, and the implications of such
efforts for school personnel and policies This chapter pro
vides a glossary of working definitions of thinking skills
and some practical models to help form a taxonomy to ex
plain the working relationships among different levels and
different kinds of thought processes

Definitions of Essential Thinking Skills
Thinking is generally assumed to be a cognitive pro-

cess, a mental act by which knowledge is acquired Al-
though cognition may account for several ways that some-
thing may come to be knownas in perception, reasoning,
and intuitionthe current emphasis on thinking skills em-
phasizes reasoning as a major cognitive focus Consider,
for example, the following definitions of thinking.

This chapter is based on work funded by the National Institute of
Education, Department of Educaticy, iv opinions do not neces-
sarily reflect the position c f the National institute of Education,
and no official endorsement by NIE should be inferred

"Tht mental derivation of mental elements
(thoughts) from perceptions and the mental manipulation,
combination of these thoughts."'

"The mental manipulation of sensory input to for-
mulate thoughts, reason about, or judge "2

"The extension of evidence in accord with that evi-
dence su as to fill up gaps in the evidence. and this is done
by moving through a succession of interconnected steps
which may be stated at the time, or left till later to be
stated."3

Several interesting aspects underlie these definitions
of thinking. Thinking processes are related to other kinds
of behavior and require active involvement un the part of
the thinker. Notable products of thinkingthoughts,
knowledge, reasonsand higher processes, like judging,
can also be generated. Complex relationships are devel-
oped through thinking, as in the use of evidence over time.
These relationships may be interconnected to an organized
structure and may be expressed by the thinker in a variety
of ways. If anything, these definitions indicate that thinking
is a complex and refleane erideawr as well as a creative
experience. Such meanings are highly reminiscent of Dew-
ey's original 1910 writing.'

Current literature on thinking presents multiple lists
of cognitive processes that can be considered thinking
skills. It is dangerous to confuse one level of thinking with
another in terms of its power or significance. Beyer
stresses the importance of defining skills accurately and
suggests reviewing the work of researchers like Bloom,
Guilford, and Feuerstein to find useful definitions.' Clear
definitions, Beyer maintains, do not confuse distinctly dif-
ferent processes like inquiry and simple recall. Further-
more, consistent with other researchers of cognitive pi o-
Lesses, Beyer distinguishes between luwer, essential skins
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and complex, multiple-process strategies For example,
there is a great difference between picking identical exam-
ples of a particular insect and finding the antidote to the
sting of the same insect. One task involves the basic pro-
cesses of identification and comparison, the other requires
multiple, sophisticated, replicable, and sequential steps of
problem solving.

What are the basic or essential skills of thinking? Nick-
erson suggests that no one taxonomy exists 6 Educators
would be wise, he ad-ices, to select abilities that represent
what they want studen s to be able to do and incorporate
these particular skills into their curriculums and school
programs Researchers' lists can be the basis of such selec-
tions Consider, for example, the categories of skills sug-
gested by Bloom and others- and Guilford' over 25 sears
ago.

Bloom's Taxonono.
Knowledge
Comprehension
Application
Analysis
Synthesis
Evaluation

Guilford's Structure of Intellect
Units
Classes
Relations
Systems
Transformations
Implications

Each of Bloom's cognitive categories includes a list of
a variety of thinking skills and indicates the kind of behav-
ior students are to perform as the objectives or goals of
specific learning tasks For example

Knowledge Define, recognize, recall, identify, label,
understand, examine, show; collect

Comprehension Translate, interpret, explain, de-
scribe, summarize, extrapolate

Application Apply, solve, experiment, show, predict
Analysis Connect, relate, differentiate, classify, ar-

range, check, group, distinguish, organize, categorize, de-
tect, compare, infer

Synthesis Produce, propose, design, plan, combine,
formulate, compose, hypothesize, construct

Evaluation Appraise, judge, criticize, deciac
Some of these tasks are also evident in Guilford s

categories. For example
Recognizing a particular object is a units skill
Showing a group of similarly colored or shaped ob-

jects is a classes-based task
Forming a geometric structure out of six match

sticks is a systems task
In both researchers' work, there are some unstated di-

mensions to the thinking skills sequence. Tasks generally
move from simpler to complex operations, from more
observable and concrete to abstract dimensions, and from
an emphasis on working with known materials toward cre-

ating or inventing new, previously unknown approaches or
materials Guilford is interested in both convergent and di-
vergent operations, and his ultimate goal is a thorough ex-
position of the nature of intelligence.

Since the initial work of Bloom and Guilford, a greater
concern for the developmental appropriateness of tasks or
thinking skills has emerged. Hudgin's study of thinking
and learning emphasizes Piaget's research on the develop-
ment of thinking processes as the child grows intellec-
tually.' This research assumes that there is a regular
sequence to children's cognitive development, but not pre-
cisely in direct age correlates. Piaget suggests that youngs-
ters first entering school are mostly preoperational'. or
dominated by their perceptions.' Gradually they develop
systematic explanations or concn-te rules for resolving con-
flicting situations or explaining diverse phenomena; they
form conceptualizations. By their early teens, most stu-
dents develop the ability to perform higher forms of cognt
tive operations, they learn to vary interpretations or de-
scriptions in abstract form and to construct formal
explanations of cause and effect. Somehow, says Hudgins,
the scope of thinking skills expressed in a K-12 curriculum
needs to relate to this developmental and cumulative se-
quence, as well as to the empirical research it represents.
The relationships of particular subject matter to the spe-
cific skills to be learned may also be of developmental
consequence.

Another issue regarding essential thinking skills is the
concern for various models of thinking that are available to
the learner, such as types of symbol systems. Much school
learning involves linguistic or verbal abilities as well as
quantitative, numerical reasoning. Spatial or visual depic-
tions of mental processing are becoming more significant
to instruction, especially with the advent of video technol-
ogies in the classroom. How do these different modalities
or modes of thinking influence cognitive development?
That is an open research question. But the testing of cog-
nitive abilities already reflects the appreciation of multiple
modes of thinking to the instructional process and the
learning of essential thinking skills. The Developing Cog-
nitive Abilities Test is designed around a content format that
uses Bloom's Taxonomy and a th--...e-mode organization of
c& "-::-..mtverbal, quantitative, and spatial for grade 3-12
subjects."

Ideally, then, there are a host of candidates for a basic
thinking skills taxonomy In planning a curriculzr se-
quence, it's wise to consider the developmental level of the
learners, the mode of presenting information to them, and
the subject matters ultimately to be related to. At least five
categoric,' of thinking skills merit consideration. Figure 1,
which draws from the work of Bloom and Guilford, is a
basic framework fur a first-order, operational taxonomy
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FIGURE 1

A Model of Thinking Skills: Basic Processes

CAUSATIONestlhlishing cause and effect, assessment

Predictions
Inferences
Judgments
Evaluations

TRANSFORMATIONSrelating known to unknown char
actenstics, creating meanings

Analogies
Metaphors
Logical inductions

RELATIONSHIPSdetecting regular opelatium,

Parts and wholes, patterns
Analysis and synthesis
Sequences and order
Lo3ical deductions

CLASSIFICATION determining common malities

Similarities and differences
Grouping and sorting, comparisons
Either/or distinctions

QUALIFICATIONSfinding unique characteristics

Units of basic identity
Definitions, facts
Problem/task recognition

Complex Thinking Processes

The hve categories suggested in Figure 1 are essential
thinking skills. The complex processes involved in thinking
skills programsthe macro-process strategies---are
based on the essential shills but use them for a particular
purpose. Cohen dist, fishes pi .h.eses that rely on exter-
nal timuli and S-ek to be productive. such as making judg-
ments or problem resolution, from processes that depend
about equally on external and internal stimuli and seek to
be creative." He suggests at least four different complex
thinking processes.

Problem Solvingusing basic thinking processes
to resolve i known or defined difficulty, assemble facts
about the JifhLulty and determine additional information
needed, infer or suggest alternate solutions and test them
.Jr appropriateness, potentially reduce to simpler levels of
explanation and eliminate discrepancies, provide solution
checks for generalizable value.

Deosiun Makingusing basic thinking p-oce:,ses
to choose a best response among several options, assemble
information needed in a topic area, compare advantages

and disadvantages of alternative approaches, determine
what additional information is required; judge the most ef-
fective response and be able to justify it.

Critical Thinkingusing basic thinking processes
to analyze arguments and generate insight into particular
meanings and interpretations; develop cohesive, logical
reasoning patterns and understand assumptions and biases
underlying particular positions; attain a credible, concise,
and convincing style of presentation.

Creative Thinking using basic thinking processes
to develop or invent novel, aesthetic, constructive ideas or
products, related to percepts as well as concepts, and
stressing the intuitive aspects of thinking as much as the ra-
t. Emphasis is on using known information or material
to generate the possible, as well as to eiaborate on the
thinker's original perspective.

These complex processes obviously draw on and elab-
orate on the underlying essential skills. Certain of the es-
sential skills may be more significant to one complex pro-
cess than others, but current research has not clarified a
discrete understanding of such relationships. What seems
most important is that young learners develop competence
in the essential skills during the early years of schooling,
and thenin middle or juiiior high schoolare intro-
duced to the more complex processes in specific content
matter that is f irly closely related to the use of such skills.

Late midcile school or early junior high school is an ap-
propriate time for introducing instruction about higher-
order skills or complex thinking processes. The adolescent
learner's growing cognitive capacities offer ripe opportun-
ities for the challenge of more complex thinking." Elemen-
tary students can benefit from early exposure to varied
thinking processes and to different media of presentation,
but probably can only approach more complex sequences
as they gain experience and apply similar skills in multiple
content areas. Beyer suggests that an effective thinking
skills curriculum will introduce only a limited number of
skills at a particular grade level, will teach these across all
appi opriate content areas, and will vary the media and con
tents of presentation." Subsequent grades should enlarge
the thinking skills base and provide additional and more
elaborate applications of skills already introduced.

Some ,ompie.x thinling processes may be more rele-
vant to certain subject areas than to others For example,
problem-solving thinking skills se, in ideal for mathematics
or science instruction. Decision making may be useful for
social studies and vocational studies, critical thinking may
be more relevant for the debate team. language arts class,
and problems of democracy or American government
courses. Crea.ive thinking might enhance all subjects, as
well as be particularly meaningful to art, music, or litera-
ture programs. Most important, the goals of the specific
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complex process and objectives for learning in the particu-
lar subject area should be parallel and tonforcing

Figure 2 presents a suggested model of complex think
ing processes The relationship of any one process to We
underlying essential skills is tentatively drawn and is rela
tie to the skills presented in Figure 1 )they potential
complex processes might be examined as to husk they cum
pare to the four strategies presented in terms of undeilying
characteristics and ultimate outcomes

Metacognition and Thinking
A useful taxonomy of thinking must somehow account

for metacognitive aspects of the current thinking skills
movement. 'Metacugnition' refers to one's knowledge
concerning one's uvt n cognitive processes and products
Learners must acutely munItur then use of thinking pro-
cesses and regulate. them according to their cugnitite ub
jean es Hen le considers such regulation the essence uf au-
tonomous self education " Costa suggests that this ability
to "know what we know and what we don't know" is a
unique!) human trait, but not necessarily one that all adults
acquire He proposes metacugnitive skills as a key attribute
of formal thinking or higher-process skills instruction and
Jt re:,s es that the teacher's classroom methodology must
cunstructit-21) deal with metacugnition Other research
ors maintain that metacognitive skills are also significant
factors in developing subject-skilled performer,

One of the most salient characteristics of metacogni-
nun is that it Inv ultes gr swing consciousness One be-
comes more aware of the thinking processes theinseltes

DEVELOPING MINDS. A RESOURCE BOOK FOR TEACHING THINKING

and their specific procedures, as well as more conscious of
oneself as a thinker and performer As learners acquire an
understanding of what the various thinking processes are,
they can better understand and apply them. Some research-
ers suggest that is why, initially, thinking skills should be
taught directly and in relatively c; intent-free situations."

Metacugnitive thinking has two main dimensions. The
first is task-oriented and relates to monitoring the actual
performance of a skill. The second dimension is strategic, it
involves using a skill in a particular circumstance and
being aware of getting the most informative feedback from
currying out a particular strategy. Figure 3 elaborates on
these dimensions.

Monitoring task performance requires learners to
watch their on activities. Students cannot tell if they are at
the right place if they are not aware of the assigned task
and the directions for completing it. They might be advised
to discriminate subguals of a task and relate to ultimate ob-
jean es. In mathematics problems involving reading, for in-
stance, students might identify addition ur subtraction as an
app-upriate operation prior to actually determining a final
answer. Detecting errors while working may involve check-
ing ur proofreading, rereading passages, or recalculating
or retranslating material. Allocating time across work or
checking coverage in qualitative dimensions ("Is my out-
line extensive enough?") are aspects of pacing the comple-
tion of an assignment. The metacognitive thesis is that any
and all of these behaviors can enhance the success of par-
ticular task performance. Often these same behaviors are
also characteristic of sound study skills programs.

In terms of selecting appropriate strategies to work by,

[HIGHER-
ORDER
SKILL

Task

Essential
Skills
Emphasized

FIGURE 2

A Model of Thinking Skills: Complex Processes

PROBLEM
SOLVING

Resolve a known
difficulty

Transformations
Causation

Yields Solution
Generalization

(potentially)

DECISION
MAKING

Choose a best
alternative

Classifications
Relationships

Response

CRITICAL
THINKING

Understand
particular
meanings

Relationship:
Transformations
Causation

Sound reasons,
proof, theory

CREATIVE
THINKING

Create novel or
aesthetic
ideas/products

Qualification
Relationships
Transformations

New meanings,
pleasing products
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FIGURt 3

A Model of Metacognitive Thinking Skills

Monitoring Task
Performance

Keeping place, sequence

Detecting and correcting errors

Pacing of work

METACOGNITION

Greater accuracy of performance

o More powerful ability to complete
thinking processes

Selecting and Understanding
Appropriate Strategy

Focusing attention on what
is needed

Relating what is known to
material to be learned

Testing the correctness of
a strategy

metawgnitne theory suggests that the first order of learn-
ing is to recognize the particular problem and determine
what information is needed to resolve it and where to ob
lain it Through such consideration, the student comes to
recugniie the !imitations of the learning and the ultimate
boundaries of the solution being sought. Sternberg consid-
ers these the "executive processes" of sound reasoning.'9
Haven refers to the various aspects of information retrieval
in learning to think rememberi tg, monitoring, and up
dating informationand draws parallels between class-
room learning and experiences involving thinking in the
world outside school.'" fierile suggests that recognizing
what is understood and to what degree ultimately helps
learners Lome to terms with the power of their own
thoughts.21 Consider, for example, the importance of know-
ing the difference between a wild guess, an informed
guess, a hypothesis, an intuition, and a fact. Finally, testing
the accuracy of ,1 strategy provides an opportun:ty to apply
varying sets of evaluative criteria and to determine if, in
fact, the right approach is being employed The learner has
an opportunity to assess the initial selection of strategy, as

well as to develop insight into a potentially better choice. A
more holistic understanding of strategy and the develop-
ment of fluency or competence in a particular strategy are
involved in this type of learning. From the metacognitive
iew point, the thinker becomes more autonomous as these

skills are developed and refined.

Toward a Common Understanding

When we focus on what we mean by thinking, we need
to consider the various levels of thought that humans are
capable of. The complexity of the cognitive process be-
comes evident. A three-level model has been generated by
this examination:

Cognitionthe skills associated with essential and
complex processes.

o Metacognitton the skills associated with the
learner's awareness of his or her own thinking.

Eptstemk, Cognitionthe skills associated with un-
derstanding the limits of knowing, as in particular subject
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matter, and the nature of problems that thinkers can
address.

Once this taxonomy is considered, educators can ex-
amine the kinds of material available to them for enhancing
thinking instruction in the classroom They may also be-
come aware of the need to devote attention to relating
thinking to current school programs and to teachers un-
derstanding of what thinking is and what it means to stu-
dent development and classroom instruction How to assess
student achievement in the various abilities related to
thinking is also a prominent issut.

Without a common understanding of what we m n by
thinking, we cannot even begin to address the extensive
problems associated with the development of students'
higner cognitive performance
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Allan A. Glatthorn and Jonathan Baron

Thought alone is eternal
Owen Meredith

Schools that are planning to teach critical thinking are
surrounded by what seems to be a bewildering vari-
ety of programs It would be helpful to have a theory

of critical thinking that would allow educators to assess the
theoretical soundness and effectiveness of such programs
In this chapter we describe one such theory and discuss its
implications for educational practice

Baron's Model of the Good Thinker

The model proposed by Baron (in press) is based un a
philosophical argument in the tradition of Dewey (1933),
but is consistent w ith empirical evidence as well Before we
describe it in detail, we would like to point out two impor-
tant features

First, it is a model of conscious thinking In conscious
thinking, we are aware of thinking, we can follow instruc-
tions about its processes and evaluate our use of those pro-
cesses In unconscious thinking, much of the thinking work
is taken over by subconscious processes Baron's model fo-
cuses on conscious thinking because only conscious think-
ing can he influenced directly by pedagogical
interventions

Second, it is a general model that prov ides insight into
several apes of thinking, it is not domain- or discipline
specific It presents a picture of, for instance, how a me-
chanic diagnoses a problem with ,t car engine and how a
principal chooses a method to improve school attendance

1(1 CSJellle, the model involves several closely related pro-
cesses or phases.

Thinking begins with a state of doubt about what to
do or believe. As Dewey (1933) noted, all conscious thought
has its genesis in uncertainty; the individual is confronted
with a problematic situation.

We usually have a goal in mind when the doubt
arises, but we may search for new goals, subgoals, or a re-
formulation of the original goal The goal is the state we
wish to achieve, such as a new insight or an effective solu-
tion. Implicit in each goal is a question that we want to an-
swer. "What is wrong with the car?" "What methods will in-
crease attendance?"

We search for possibilities Possibilities are possible
answers to the question implicit in the goal. They are the
alternative routes or options to solution. Each possibility
has a strengtha measure of the value we accord that pos-
sibility. The strength is a subjective assessment of the close-
ness of the solution to the goal, and is always determined
from our personal perspective, not from an outsider's
viewpoint. While we may be influenced by the views of oth-
ers, it is our own assessment of strength that makes the
difference.

We .search for evidence relative to the possibilities.
Evidence is needed to evaluate possibilities. We search for
arguments, sc enarlos, analogies, and facts that bear on the
possibilities

We use the evidence to revise the strengths of the
Each piece of evidence has a subjective weight for

each possibility We may either overreact or minimize this
weight

We decide that the goal is reached and conclude the
search At a certain point we terminate the search for goals,

5:3
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possibilities. and evidence, deciding that further scarclung
would be Luunterproductive

The must important components of the model are the
three search processes the search fur goals, the search
for possibilities, and the search fur ev idence At times these
searches are activewe exclude all other conscious Jan.
tied At other times they are inactivewe postpone judg-
ment while pursuing other activities Note also that while
the processes are presented here in a :Area form, they do
not all occur consciously in every thought sequence and
are ordinarily nut used in a linear order

Some Common_ Types of Thinking

When we examine the types of thinking that are essen-
tial to certain activities, we need to ask whether there is tuu
much or too little thinking (relative to a range that would
be optimal fur the thinker's rational goals), but we usually
cannot ask whether thinking occurs at all There arc nine
types of thinking.

Diagnosis is troubleshooting, fur which we use our
potheses about the source of the problem. The evidence
may consist of the r.sults of tests we have performed The
goal is usually fixed "My car stalls at corners what's
going wrong?"

Hypothesis, testing is the process of forming and testing
theories, Just as scientists test theories During hypothesis
testing, the goal is often ( hanged Scientists frc,iuently dis-
cover the real question while trying to answer some other
question

Reflection is the search for general principles or rules
based on evidence gathered largely from memory "What
general principle might explain why teachers often ignore
curriculum guides?" ''What are the rules fur simplifying al
gebraIL expressiuns2- We search fur possible answers, new
questions, and evidence that supports the possible an-
swers Here the search for evidence is under considerable
control, we might direct our memories to provide e idence
either fur ur against a given possibility Philosophers and
other scholars spend must of their time reflecting. It is a
major component of Lipman's "Philosophy fur Children"
program (Lipman, Sharp, and Oscanyon, 1980)

Insight is the ''eureka" phenomenon Solutions come
suddenly and with certainty In insight problems it is only
the search fur possibilities (possible answers ur ap
pruaches) that seems under control, the search for and use
of evidence are usually immediate In this sense, insight
problems are atypical of most thinking

Artistic creation is also an important type of conscious
thinking. The possibilities are the components of the work
itself, such as the images in a poem, the colors in a paint-
ing, or the movements in a dance The weight of the evi

dance for a given possibility is the artist's critical reaction
to the evidence itself In creative tasks the search for goals
is under full control and is usually crucial fur success.

Prediction is similar to reflection, but the search fur
goals may nut he as controllable. The ev idence usually con
sists of memories of past situations and analogous Lases.

Decision making is a type of thinking in which the
possibilities are courses of action or plans The evidence
usually consists of imagined consequences. Decision mak-
ing may be one of the most important t} pes of thinking,
since it includes the selection of strategies for other mental
tasks.

Behavioral learning involves learning about the ef-
fects of one's conduct. When we learn behaviorally, we try
to accomplish two goalsto learn about the situation (for
example, to learn huw to cook) and to obtain success with
the task at hand (to pruduc, an edible meal). Often these
goals compete. Repeating some action that has worked in
the past might result in success, but it might also preclude
the experimentation that is needed for learning. The same
issues come up when we learn specific heuristics for prob-
lem solving or writing.

Learning from obsenattun includes all cases in which
we learn about the environment through observation
alone, without voluntary experimentation. In this sense
most language learning is a type of learning from observa-
tion, as are must types of culturally transmitted knowledge.
In this type uf thinking, the search for evidence is nut con-
trollable at all

Good Thinking vs. Bias

Without corrective intervention, mere are two general
biases that may uLcur. First, we might search tuu little, give
up tuu suun, ur be too satisfied with the first possibilities,
ev idence, and goals that enter our minds We tend to du this
because the Lust of thinkingtime, effort, and lust oppor-
tunityis immediate, but the benefits of thinkingIn-
creased knowledge and better decisionsare usually in
the future Thus, learning tu think well is a problem of self-
control, just like saving money

The second bias is that we may not be sufficiently self-
critical We might seek evidence that supports, rather than
conflicts with, our initial ideas, and we might ignore con-
trary evidence or fail to try to think uf alternatives This
bias allows us tu stop thinking early. Thus the first V Vas
reinforces the second

Both biases are difficult to correct without help, fur
those of us who are nut self-critical ur who give up earl}
will never have a chance to experience the beneficial ef-
fects of better thinking Of course, there are people who

5'
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think too much or are too self critical But according to the
theory; those people are victil-ps of tuu much education

Good Thinking vs. Poor Thinking
This model helps us make some valid and useful dis-

tinctions between good and poor thinking Here we w ish
to di.tance ourselves from those who equate good thinking
with a long list of discrete mental operations and those
who describe poor thinking in terms of several logical er-
rors We argue for the analysis summarized in Figure 1.
This analysis enables researchers and educators to focus at-
tention on a smaller number of critical attributes For clar-
ity, Figure 1 contrasts good thinkers with poor thinkers;
however, we do not mean to suggest that individuals should
be so categorized A person can be, for example, a good
thinker in financial matters and a poor thinker in personal
matters.

Given this caveat, we begin by noting that there are
some general traits that cl_aracterize good thinkers. Good
thinkers are willing to think, and may even find thinking
enjoyable They can carry out searches when necessary and
supend judgment They value rationality, believing that

thinking is useful for solving problems, reaching decisions,
and making judgments. Poor thinkers, in contrast, need
certainty, avoid thinking, must reach closure quickly, are
impulsive, and rely too heavily on intuition.

These traits are predictably manifested throughout the
three searches. When searching for goals, good thinkers
are deliberative and take the time necessary to reflect on
several possible goals, poor thinkers are impulsive and
choose one of the first goals that conies to mind. Like sci-
entists, good thinkers can identify new goals while working
on others, they can put aside the original question when a
more basic one appears. Poor thinkers are reluctant to
change goals, believing that changing one's course is a
mark of weakness.

When searching for possibilities, good thinkers again
manifest deliberateness, they can wait to find additional
possibilities, and they ale open to multiple options since
most problems permit several solutions. Poor thinkers pre-
fer to consider only a few possibilities"There are only
two sides to every question or, even worse, only one.

When searching for and using evidence, the differ-
ences are marked. Good thinkers deliberately search for
ev idence that opposes the favored possibilities, as well as

FIGURE 1

Good Thinking vs. Poor Thinking

ASPECT: THE GOOD THINKER.

General Traits

Goals

Possibilities

Evidence

Welcomes problematic situations and is tolerant of
ambiguity

Is sufficiently self-critical, looks for alternate
possibilities and goals, seeks evidence on both
sides.

Is reflective and deliberative, searches extensively
when appropriate

Believes in the value of rationality and that
thinking can be effective

Is deliberative in discovering goals

Revises goals when necessary

Is open to multiple possibilities and considers
alternatives.

Is deliberative in analyzing possibilities

Uses evidence that challenges favored
possibilities

Consciously searches for evidence against
possibilities that are initially strong, or in favor of
those that are weak

THE POOR THINKER:

Searches for certainty and is intolerant of
ambiguity

Is not self-critical and is satisfied with first
attempts.

Is impulsive, gives up prematurely, and is
overconfident of the correctness of initial ideas.

Overvalues intuition, denigrates rationality,
believes that thinking won't help

Is impulsive in discovering goals

Does not revise goals

Prefers to deal with limited possibilities, does not
seek alternatives to an initial possibility

Is impulsive in choosing possibilities

Ignores evidence that challenges favored
possibilities.

Consciously searches only for evidence that favors
strong possibilities
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idence th.tt supports them Pour thinkers, on the other
hand, search unl) fur confirming idence Good thinkers
use el, idence, whether ur not it supports the favored pos-
sibilities, pout thinkers ignore negato,e evidence. Ps)Lhul-
°gists v( hu have studied the persistence of irrational beliefs
attribute such persistence to this bias in searching fur and
using el, idence. (See, fur example, Nisbett and Russ, 1980,
Baron, in press )

Fostering Good Thinking:
The Classroom Climate

Our goal as educators is to foster the development of
the "good thinker" attributes while helping students un-
derstand the limitations of contrary dispositions and be-
haviors One fundamental approach is to provide a class-
room climate conducive tu and suppurtne (if the attributes
of guud thinking. The mudel suggests three crucial
elements

A spirit of inquity The classroom where thinking is
fostered is une where inquir) is valued The teacher admits
uncertainty. "We're not really sure how evolution works."
"I m nut sure about in) interpretation of the poemI Lon
tinue to see other things in It.' Thy teacher welcomes intel-
lectual challenges -You're right in raising that issue I
need to re-think that matter- The teachci alsu emphasizes
education in all subjects as an exploration into the un-
known, as well as teaching what is know a And the teacher
repeatedly on s his ur her uv(n belief in the 1, alue of
thinking. Intuitiun is s aluable, but intelligent peuple look
beyond their hunches

An emphasis on problem finding Must classrooms are
places where answers are sought and solutions are 1, alued
In a thinking-centered classroom, students are taught and
encouraged to find prublems, to wonder, and to speculate
The unthinking person ubseres graffiti and either smiles
ur fruwns. The thinking person wonders. -W11) is graffiti in
Europe so often politicaland in the United States, more
commonly scatological?- The teacher nurtures the prob
lem-finding attitude by encouraging students tu ask clues
nuns, not just answer them. "Here are some data about in-
come distribution in the United States what questions
could we ask?' "We'll be study ing family life in Israel
what questions would you like to haw answered?-

A more deliberative pate Man) classrooms seem to
encourage impulsivenessthe teacner asks a quesuun, ex-
pects an immediate inswcrind calls un the first student
who wal,es .t hand such rapid-fire recitations are useful in
several ways They facilitate assessment of student knowl-
edge, permit rehearsal of facts, and keep students attentive,
yet they can be Lounterpruductie when thinking is the fo-
cus Students need time to deliberateto reflect about al

ternate pussihilities, to weigh the el, idence, and to Lorne to
a tentative conclusion One useful wa) tu reinforce such de-
liberation has been suggested by I).tl, id N Perkins ( per-
sunal Lun:nriunication, 198-+). wan until all students have
raised their hands before calling un an)une, then call un
three and discuss the differences in their answers.

Whenever pussible, examinations should allow time
for reflection and discourage guessing. Some students will
refuse to learn to think, despite strong encouragement, un-
less they are convinced that thinking will improve their
grades It is Inconsistent to encourage thinking in the class-
room and discourage i on tests

Teaching Good Thinking:
Methods That Might Work

We will nut pretend that we have worked out all the
pedagogical implications of the model, much more re-
search and development need to be done However, our re-
iew of pre lous research un teaching thinking and uur ed-

ucational analysis of Wax. s model lead us to believe that
certain approaches might be effective

1. :leach thinking tn all subietts, wherever appropri
ate idence suggests that such multidisciplinary ap-
proaches are more effectne than single Luurses in critical
thinking The model is sufficient]) general in scope that it
can be used in a 1, ariety of school subjects. the student de-
signing .t bookcase in industrial arts and the student inter-
preting a poem in English class are both eng.tged in think
ingor can be if the task is presented in a manner that
encourages thinking. Of course, there are important differ-
ences that should be emphasized. el, ick.nce sought to sup
port a given buokLa design is quite different from that of
fered for a particular interpretation of a puem Students
need to understand both the geneial I and its partic-
ular applications In some Lases, prepared materials de-
signed with thinking in mind 111,4 be helpful, but materials
alone will not be effective

2. Present students with Lase studies of good thinkers
Students can !Lam a great deal b) stud) ing detailed exam
pies of guud thinkers at work The) can see the model at
work and understand why the processes are used differ-
ent!) in each Luurse They Lan understand that good think
ing is nut limited to a given sex, to a particular social class
ur ethnic group, ur tu scientific encleal,ors They can see
th.tt the best thinkers are often w rung. and the path to midi
is often tortuous and uncertain Watson searching fur the
DNA helix, Frost struggling with a puem, and 13ourstin
trying to find patterns in the dist (Acre! s are all examples of
imperfect humans eng.tged in exciting quests

3 Pie.sent students with subjett 'elated pi ublems that
(Van' thin to liSe the protests Nut all learning should
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be discovery learning; there is a time for presenting for-
mulas, explaining concepts, and conveying information
But in each subject the teacher should develop a unit of
study in which the students occasionally use the moai
first with teacher coaching and then on their own. Some
subjects, such as language arts, can be presented primarily
from a thinking vantage point

4 Focus selectively on the relationships of the impor-
tant search processes to particular subjects We do not ar-
gue here for the teaching of discrete skills, however, there
is educational merit in giving selective attention to setting
goals, searching for possibilities, and weighing evidence as
occasions present themselves in the classroom"The
present goal of our foreign policy seems to be one of ex-
panding our sphere of influence. What other goals might
we have?" "Recent research suggests that cancers are virus-
related What other possibilities might be investigated?"
"The manufacturer reports that this medicine is more ef-
fective than aspirin How reliable is that evidence? What
type of evidence might be more helpful?"

5. Provide appropriate opportunities for applying the
model to personal decision making Most educators agree
that children and adolescents need help with personal de-

cision making. The model has direct application to a variety
of personal issues, such as moral choices, consumer deci-
sions, and career options. In appropriate subjects students
could be taught how to apply the model to the.:e and other
types of personal decisions.

We do not claim that this model is the best, nor do we
guarantee that its methods will be effective. We know, how-
ever, that the model is sound in theory and consistent with
available evidence. Aud we believe that the classroom cli-
mate and teaching methods we have suggested have a good
chance of helping students become better thinkers.
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There are two ways to slide easily through life, to be
lieve everything or to doubt et erything Both ways sale us
from thinking

Alfred Korzybski

his chapter presents an overall content outline fui a
critical thinking curriculum. It does nut incorporate
suggestions for grade level, sequence, repetition in

greater depth, emphasis, or infusion in subject matter
areas (which might he exclusive or overlapping)

WORKING DEFINITION Critical thinking is reason-
able, reflective thinking that is focused on deciding what
to believe or do'

Critical thinking so defir ,c1 imulyes both dispositions
and abilities.
A Dispositions

1 Seek a clear statement of the thesis or question
2 Seek reasons
3. Try to be well informed
4 list credible sources and mention them
5 Take into account the total situation
6 Try to remain relevant to the main point
7 Keep in mind the original or basic concern
8 Look for alternatives
9. Be open-minded

a. Consider seriously other points of view than
one's own ("dialogical thinking")

Copyright 0 1985 by Robert 11 Ennis

b Reason from premises with which one dis-
agreeswithout letting the disagreement inter-
fere with one's own reasoning ("suppositional
thinking")

c Withhold judgment when the evidence and rea-
sons are insufficient

10 Take a position (and change a position) when the
evidence and reasons are sufficient to do so

11 Seek as much precision as the subject permits
12 Deal in an orderly manner with the parts of a com-

plex whole
13 Be sensitive to the feelings, levels of knowledge, and

degree of sophistication of others 2
B. Abilities

Elementary clarification
1 Focusing on a question

a Identifying or formulating a question
b Identifying or formulating criteria for judging

possible answers
c Keeping the situation in mind

2 Analyzing arguments
a Identifying conclusions
b Identifying stated reasons
c Identifying unstated reasons
d Seeing similarities and differences
e Identifying and handling irrelevance
f. Seeing the structure of an argument
g Summarizing

3 Asking and answering questions of clarification and
challenge, for example.
a Why?
b What is your main point?
c What do you mean by ?

d What would be an example?

bej
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FIGURE 1

An Application of Critical Thinking
in Real Life

The Charges of Murder and Voluntary Manslaughter, as Presented
to Jurors at a Trial in the State of Ilhoois

The Charge of Murder
To sustain the charge of Murder, the State must prove the following

propositions.
First That the Defendant performed the acts that caused the death

of the victim, or
Second That when the Defendant did so, she intended to kill or

do great bodily harm to the Victim, or she knew that her acts would
cause death or great bodily harm to the Victim, or she knew that her
acts created a strong probability of death or great bodily harm to the
Victim, and

Third That the Defendant was not Justified in using the force that
she used.

If you find from your consideration of all the evidence that -ach ot
these propositions has been proved beyond a reasonable doubt, then
you should find the Defendant guilty.

If, on the other hand, you find from your consideration ot all the
evidence that any of these propositions has not been proved beyond a
reasonable doubt, then you should find the Defendant not guilty

The Charge of Voluntary Manslaughter
To sustain the charge of Voluntary Manslaughter, the State must

prove the following propositions
First That tne Defendant intentionally or knowingly performed the

acts that caused the death of the Victim, and
Second That when the Defendant did 2o, she betievocl that

circumstances existed that would have Justified killing the Victim, and
Third That the Defendant's belief that such circumstances existed

was unreasonable, and
Fourth That the Defendant was not Justified in using the force that

she used.
If you find from your consideration of all the evidence that -ach of

these propositions has been proved beyond a reasonable doubt, then
you should find the Defendant guilty.

If, on the other hand, you find from your consideration of all the
evidence that any of these propositions has not been proved beyond a
reasonable doubt, then you should find the Defendant nut guilty

e What would not be an example (though close to
being one)?

f How does that apply to this case (describe case,
which might well appear to be a
counterexample)?

g What difference does it make?
h What are the facts?
i Is this what you are saying
j Would you say some more about that

Bas' support
4 Judging the credibility of a source, criteria (that are

often not necessary conditions)
a Expertise
b Lack of conflict of interest
c. Agreement among sources

d Reputation
e Use of established procedures
f. Known risk to reputation
g. Ability to give reasons
h Careful habits

5. Observing and judging observation reports, criteria
(that are often not necessary conditions).
a MinimJ inferring involved
b. Short time interval between observation and

report
c Report by observer, rather than someone else

(that is, the report is not hearsay)
d Records are generally desirable If report is

based on a record, it is generally best that.
(1) The record was close in time to the

observation
(2) The record was made by the observer
(3) The record was made by the reporter
(4) The statement was believed by the reporter,

either because of a prior belief in its correct-
ness or because of a belief that the observer
was habitually correct

e Corroboration
f. Possibility of corroboration
g Conditions of good access
h Competent employment of te,_hnulugy, if technol-

ogy is useful
i Satisfaction by observer (and reporter, if a differ-

ent person) of credibility criteria
Inference.
6 Deducing and judging deductions

a Class logicEuler circles
b Conditional logic
c Interpretations of statements

(1) Negation and double negation
(2) Necessary and sufficient conditions
(3) Other logical words. "only," "if and only if,"

"or," "some," "unless," not both," and so on
7 Inducing and judgirg inductions

a Generalizing
(1) Typicality of data limitation of coverage
(2) Sampling
(3) Tables and graphs

b. Inferring explanatory conclusions and
hypotheses
(1) Types of explanatory conclusions and

hypotheses
(a) Causal claims
(b) Claims about the beliefs and attitudes of

people
(c) Interpretations of authors' intended

meanings
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(d) Historical claims that certain things
happened

(e) Reported definitions
(f) Claims that something is an unstated

reason or unstated conclusion
(2) Investigating

(a) Designing experiments, including plan-
ning to control variables

(b) Seeking evidence and countereviderce
(c) Seeking other possible explanations

(3) Criteriagiven reasonable assumptions:
(a) The propose.: conclusion would explain

the evidence (essential)
(b) The proposed conclusion is consistent

with known facts (essential)
(c) Competitive alternative conclusions are

inconsistent with known facts
(essential)

(d) The proposed conclusion seems plausi-
ble (desirable)

8 Making and judging value judgments
a Background facts
b. Consequences
c Prima facie application of acceptable principles
d Considering alternatives
e. Balancing, weighing, and deciding

Adzanced clarification
9. Defining terms and judging definitions, three

dimensions:
a Form

(1) Synonym
(2) Classification
(3) Range
(4) Equivalent expression
(5) Operational
(6) Example and nonexample

b Definitional strategy
(1) Acts

(a) Report a meaning
(b) Stipulate a meaning
(c) Express a position on an issue (includ-

ing "programmatic" and "persuasive"
definition)

(2) Identifying and handling equivocation
(a) Attention to the context
(h) Possible types of response.

(i) "The definition is ju,, wrong (the
simplest response)

(ii) Reduction to absurdity. "According
to that definition, there is an out-
landish result"

(in) Considering alternative interpret&

DEVELOPING MINDS A RESOURCE BOOK FOR TEACHING THINKING
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Lions. "On this interpretation, there
is this problem; on that interpreta-
tion, there is that problem"

(iv) Establishing that there are two
meanings of a key term, and a shift
in meaning from one to the other

c. Content
10 Identifying assumptions

a. Unstated reasons
b. Needed assumptions. argument reconstruction

Strategy and tactics
11 Deciding on an action

a. Define the problem
b. SLIect criteria to judge possible solutions
c Formulate alternative solutions
d. Tentatively decide what to do
e Review, taking into account the total situation,

and decide
f. Monitor the implementation

12. Interacting with others
a. Employing and reacting to "fallacy" labels

(including)
(1) Circularity
(2) Appeal to authority
(3) Bandwagon
(4) Glittering term
(5) Namecalling
(6) Slippery slope
(7) Post hoc
(8) Non sequitur
(9) Ad hominem

(10) Affirming the consequent
(11) Denying Lie antecedent
(12) Conversion
(13) Begging the question
(14) Either-or
(15) Vagueness
(16) Equivocation
(17) Straw person
(18) Appeal to tradition
(19) Argument from analogy
(20) Hypothetical question
(21) Oversimplification
(22) Irrelevance

h Logical Strategies
c Rhetorical strategies
d Presenting a position, oral or written

(argumentation )
(1) Aiming at a particular audience and keeping

it in mind
(2) Organizing (common type main point, clar-

ification, reasons, alternatives, attempt to re-
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but prospe<me challenges, summary m-
cluding repeat of main point)

FOOTNOTES

'Fur an elaboration of du_ ideas in this act of proposed goals,
see Robert H Ennis, "Rational Thinking and Educational Prac-
tice, in Philowphi and Edut,ation (Eightieth 'Yearbook of the Na-
tional Souet) for the Stud!, of Education, Part 1), ed Jonas I Soltis
(Chicago NSSE, 1981), and Robert H Ennis, "A Conception of Ra-

tional Thinking," in Philosophy of Education 1979, ed. Jerrold
Coombs (Bloomington, Ill Philosophy of Education Society,
1980). A note on terminology. "rational thinking," as used hcr' is
what I mean by "critical thinking/reasoning" In deference to pop-
ular usage and theoretical considerations as well, I have aban-
doned the more narrow, appraisal-only sense of "critical think-
ing" that I earlier advocated

'Item "13" under "Dispositions" is not, strictly speaking, a
critical thinking disposition Rather, it is a social disposition that
is desirable for a critical thinker to have
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D. N. Perkins

Creativity is the encounter o the miens:tell' cumstiou.s
human being with his world

--Rollo May

Creativity is a messy and myth-ridden subject Many
of our casual beliefs have prevented an adequate
understanding of creative thinking and have

thwarted efforts to nourish its development in schools,
businesses, and homes. Before addre.sing what creativity
is, its useful to examine two things creativity is not a sin-
gle distinctive ability, and a matter of talent.

Intelligence as measured by IQ is one possible expla-
nation for creativity in terms of ability However, within a
profession, creative achievement correlates poorly with IQ
(Ballo'', 1969, Wallach, 1976a, b). Anodic' abilit), theor) of
creativity implicates "ideational fluency"the ability to
produce a large number of appropriate and unusual ideas
efficiently Although plausible, this theory has not with-
stood empirical testing Correlations between ideational
fluency measures and various biological measures of real-
world creative accomplishment are unimpressive (Crock-
enberg, 1972; Mansfield and Busse, 1981, Wallach, 1976a, b )
Various other ability theories of creativity also fall short
empirically or logically (Perkins, 1981, Chapter 9)

The second myth, that creativity depends on great tal-
ent in a particular held, conflicts with everyday experience
Its not unusual to find individuals with great technical tal-
ent in , field who are not notably creative Moreover, iden-

This chapter is an excerpt from 1) N Perkins, Creamily b
EducaBonal :.eadershIp .42,1 (September 1984) 18-24

it A nth great talent suggests that AC rewg
nize as t_rcati}e °ill) the major InnoNaturs like Beethoven
or Einstein. But, clearly creativity is a matter of degree. it
can be modest as well as grand Moreover, if we only think
of creativity on the grand scale, we may miss opportunities
to foster modest creative achievements that can provide
both practical payoffs and personal rewards

What Creative Thinking Is
Creative thinking is thinking patterned in a way that

tends to lead to creative results This definition reminds us
that the ultimate criterion of creativity is output We call a
person creative when that person consistently gets creative
results, meaning, roughly speaking, original and otherwise
appropriate results by the criteria of the domain in
question

There is no obvious reason that creative results should
depend on a single trait like ideational fluency The pattern
of creative thinking is not simple and neatnot just a mat-
ter, for instance, of generating ideas and selecting among
them. Rather, the pattern involves a number of components
that contribute to the creative outcome. These components
can be categorized according to six general principles of
creative thinking

1 Creative thinking involves aesthetic as much as
practical standards Creative people strive for originality;
and for something fundamental, far-reaching, and power-
ful For instance, Einstein's contributions were shaped sub-
stantially by his intense commitment to parsimonious the-
ories lacking any element of arbitrariness, the same
aesthetic led him to view quantum mechanics with distaste,
despite hi.. .)}vn earl} contributions to the development of
the theory (Holton, 1971-'2)
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Creative results du not just bubble up from so.ne fe-
cund swamp in the mind Crean e indh 'duals tend to Yalue
stated quaiitics and try quite straightforwardly to achieve
them. Getzcls and Csikszentmihaly i (1976) have docu-
mented this trend in creative student artists. Various stud-
ies hate identified similar explicit commitments in creathe
scientists (Helson, 1971, Mansfield and Busse, 1981, Pelz and
Andrews, 1966, Roe, 1952a, 1952b, 1963, Perkii,s, 1981).

2 Creative thinking depend on attention to purpose
as much as to re.;ults Creathe people explore alternative
goals and appro Idles early in an endeavor, evaluate them
critically, understand the nature of the problem and the
standards for a solution, remain ready to change their ap-
proach later, and ey en redefine the problem when
necessary

For an apt example of the latte;, NASA scientists during
the early days of the space program tried to sole the prob-
lem of heat of re-entry by deg ising a substance that could

ithstand the heat They failed in their quest and had to
abandon this defir Awn of the problem Their ultimate so-
lutionthe ablatne heat shield that burns away as the
space N, ehl Lle penetrates the atmosphere, taking the heat
with itturned upside down the original goal of finding a
heat resisting substance The attention creative artists glYe
to choosing what siY,:r!, undertake has been documented
by Getzels and Csikszentmihalyi (1976) for student artists.
Skilled practitioners' understanding of problems has been
extenshely demonstrated for prubleni soh mg in science
and mathematics In brief, experts perceive problems in
terms of possible solution paradigms, whereas no ices per-
cene the same problems in terms of superficial surface fea-
tures ,Chi, FeltuY itch, and Glaser, 1981, Larkin, 1983, Lar-
kin, McDermott, Simon, and Simon, 1980, Schoenfeld and
Herrmann, 1982)

3 Creative thnikilg depend; on mobtltt, more than
fluent As noted earlier, efforts to relate measures of idea
portal fluent. to real world cream e achievement have been
disappointing Instead, when diffieuines arise, creathe
people may make tue problems more abmract or more con-
crete, more g;.neral ur more specific Thcy may use analu-
gies---as Charles Darwin did when he arrived at the notion
of natural sciectiun by reading Malthus un population
growth and contemplating the intense struggle that would
result from human uYerpupulationor they may prurct
themselYes into different rules--the viewer of a painting
rudrer than the painter, the user of an inventarq rattle, than
the inventor

Clement (1982, 1984) has documented the role of anal-
ogy in skilled soh mg of math and physics problems Work
ing backwards from answer to solution is .1 widespread tac-
tic in skilled problem soling (Newell and Simon, 1972).
Reformulating a problem, in %dr-Km:, ways is one tactic used

in Schuenfeld's successful demonstrations of teaching
mathematical problem saying (Schoenfeld, 1982, Schoen-
feld and Herrmann, 1982). These sorts of mobility are, of
course, features of high competence as much as of
creativity.

t. Creative thinking depends un working at the edge
more than at the (-enter of one's competence. Creative peo-
ple maintain high standards, accept confusion, uncertainty,
and the higher risks of failure as part of the processes, and
learn to %le% failure as normal, even interesting, and chal-
lenging. An anecdote about Mozart illustrates performance
under pressure Mozart supposedly wrote the overture to
Don Giovanni in a blitz effur, she night before the opera
opened. Although the orchestra performed it opening
night without rehearsal, the overture was well received. Of
course, many artists have taken risks of another sort, ven-
turing well beyond the accepted canons of taste. Many
works now considered nutaille received a dim reception
from a public accustomed to more conventional styles, as
happened, for instance, with 's Rite of Spring and
Monet's Dejeuner sur l'herbe a, Olympia.

The career of Marie Curie presents a striking case of
persistent research conducted under sometimes appalling
conditions (Perkins, 1981, Chapter 8, rxeld, 1974). Of course,
dedication to success and the stamina to vy ithstand setbacks
are characteristics of many sorts of achievement, not just
creative achievement.

5. Creative thinking depends as 771'0) on being objec-
till: as un being subjeLtive Creative people consider differ-
ent \ iewpoints, set final ur iatermediate products aside and
come back to them later, so that they can evaluate them
with more distance, seek intelligent criticism, and subject
their ideas to practical and theoretical tests.

Evidence on the relevance of criticism and the willing-
ness to seek it out comes from my own studies of the prac-
tices of professional and amateur poets (see Perkins, 1981,
Chapter 4). Contrary to the popular image of poets as ut-
terly prn,:te indh 'duals, many routinely sought feedback
from colleagues. Murto:,cr, these poets produced poetry
judged by a panel of u 'tics to be better than those who did
not seek criticism.

6 Creatii e thinking depends un tntrtrtstc, more wan
eatrinsu_, mutwanun Creatiye people feel that they rather
than other people ur chance, choose what to do and hovt, to
du it They perceive the task as within their competence
(although perhaps close to its edge), view what they are
undertaking as worthwhile in itself, not just a means to an
end, and enjoy the activity, its setting, and context.

Numerous studies discussed by Amabile (1983, argue
the importance of intrinsic motivation. In one study she
biased the attitudes of a group of poets by asking them to
list their reasons fur writing before they cumpused haikus.
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The instructions for 011e group of poets led them to men-
tion pragmatic reasons, such as holding a job as a professor,
whereas the instructions for the second group produced a
list of intrinsic reasons, such as writing for the sake of the
art or fur self-exploration Remarkably, this simple prelims
nary <mit it) produced a (pre.mmably temporary ) set that
Influenced the quality of the haikus the poets w rute im
methately thereafter As rated by judges who did nut know
which poets had retested which tieatments, the haikus
produced by the intrinsic group ranked considerably
higher

In summary; it seems reasonable to say the more these
six print iples guide one's thinking, the more creative a w ill
be Ilowever, nut all the principle~ specifically reflect t rea-
tit it) as much as intellectual tompetente ur mout anon in
general For example, the ability to grasp the nature of a
problem quickly is characteristic uf skilled problem solvers,
whether notably creative or nut The willingness and eten
desire to work at the edge of one's tompeiente is striking
in champion athletes, who may or ma) nut he partitularl)
creative Other characteristics, on the other hand, are spe-
cifically assutiated with creative performance, such as at
tendon to purpose or an emphasis on originality.

The creative pattern of thinking is an interesting mix
uf strategies, skills, and attitudinal factors For instance, at
tention and effort are allutated in certain waysto pur
poses, to transformations of the problem, to gathering and
processing feedback, to the originality and other aesthetic
qualities uf the product At least to some extent, such allo-
Lamina' patterns can be sewed as strategies that teachers
might directly entourage the students On the other hand,
there are aspects uf skill intuited, such as the ability u,
quickly grasp the nature of a problem. By and large, only
considerable experience in the domain in question will im
part such expertise Finally, an 'nth% idual would not main
tasty creative behat ior without some commitment to <les
then_ prinuples, without an int ultement in the pi oblem for
its own sake, without pleasure in pushing a problem into
different patterns, arid su on

How Education Falls Short
There are many books and Lotuses designed to wadi

create ity, but the case for their effettiteness is thin A re
%lett by Mansfield, Busse, and Krepelka 0-8) exanin led
the literature on seteral Lotuses for definitite evidence of
gains and transfer In general, the results were disappoint
ing Some undramatic gains Olt. urred un tasks dose to the
training task, transfer was little in evidence

The six characteristics of creatite thinking discussed
earlier help to explain Vk, In brief speual purpose iiistrut
tion may have little impart on t I cam it) Must such HMI Lk

non fu. uses on strategies for t ream e thinking These strat-
egies probably help, but creativity benefits from skill as
well

The skills described in the six printiples of creative
flanking require extensite practice in a partitular field Al-
though extreme t ompetente may not he necessary, indeed
may even be tounterproduttite, moderate skill seems es-
sential Thus, some efforts to impart creative problem sok,
mg may falter nut so much because they fail to Bite enough
emphasis to We creative side tithe matter but because they
do not provide sufficient guidance and experience on the
competence side

Moreover, attitudes as well are critical to create e
thin ing They cannot be taught directly, any mu-e than une
can teach students to like Shakespeare Teaching remit it)
must involve expJsing students tu the flatur and texture of
creative inquiry and hoping they get hooked

Another problem with special purpose programs is
the eery limited time usually invested. We seem to assume
that normal edutatiun equips students with the knowledge
base fur a t reante pattern uf thinking and that they need
only a few quick ups about how to marshal existing knowl-
edge and know how to creative ends. Experience does not
bear this out

The deeper diffit ulty may he that sthuoling in general
works against the creative pattern of thinking. Accordingly,
instruction designed to foster tre -tut ity has to make up for
the shot ttomings of normal instruction While the usual
reasonsthat sthooling is too -right answer- oriented and
has littie tolerance for the materitkare relet <int, they are
part of a much more pervasive syndrome The six general
print 'pies of treatise thinking ) meld a good map of the
problem

1 Mimi:y:7 to aeslbelks Outside of literature and the
Jets, wnventional schooling pays little attention to the aes-
thetics of the many products of human inquiry that <ire ad-
dressedfor instance, stientifit theories, mathematical
systems, lusturital syntheses. How often, fur example, do
teachers point out the beauty of Newton's laws or the peri-
odic table? flow often do they highlight the originality of
thinking of history as shaped by geograpny rather than
skillful and willful leaders, or the originality of proving a
theorem by redtaitu ad absurdum rather than by a tun-
struttive proof Likewise, how often do teachers comment
on the aesthetics of students' work in math and SUCIR e'

2 Allenitun to purpose Must signments <ire su nar-
row that students hate little opt-unway to generate, ur
eten select among, different purposes The treatment of
stientifit theories, for instance, often tontentiates on the
result to the exclusion of the broader purposes of explana-
tion and understanding that mom ated their initial devel-
opment Fur example, what range of phenomena spurred
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New ton to deNelop Its laws, and where, instorwally, did that
concern come from' How do Newton's laws affect our
everyday hves% Some instruction in physics gives full play
to such questions, but much does not

3. Mobility Most school problems are so narrow and
cornergent that, except for 'working backward" ,
doesn't count for much Mobility applies most when a task
presents major choicesfor instance, selecting a problem,
revising a problem, choosing between empirical and
retical methods, or in a more humanistic context, choosing
to treat a w riting assignment either disc ursive4 or a dia-
logue or drama, or trying to distill from one s knowledge a
particular thesis to defend For the most part, school drob-
lems lack the elbow room for exercising mobility

4 Working at the edge of one's competence Espe-
cia14 gifted students may become discouraged if the) do
not find school challenging enough. But perhaps the
broader difficulty is this school does not challenge stu-
dents to be creative If they have the motivation, students
can work at the edge of their competence in other three-
tionsb). precision, remembering all the facts, solving
textbook problemsbut not so much in the direction of
creative accomplishment

5 Objectivity Schools typically do highlight objectiv-
ity althingh not always Nei-) successfully in the arts

6 P117771S1C motivation It's no news that conventional
schooling does not do a very good job of fostering intrinsic
motivation Teachers, understandably discouraged by inat-
tentive students and an often unsupportive society, often
project an offhand or mechanic ai attitude tow ard know l-
edge and teaching Students pick this up and project it
back, continuing the vicious circle Also, textbooks usually
give little play to the most interesting features of subject
areas Finally students have few opportunities to select the
problems they address or the direction their instruction
takes

In summary conventional schooling gets a mixed report
card for its influence on creative thinking Most of the
problems trace back to two pervasive practices Schooling
generally presents knowledge as a given, rather than as the
product of a creative effin t to accomplish something And
schooling generally poses to students tasks that do not ex-
ercise or even allow creative effort
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ow rd a odel of
Intellectual Fnnc®

Arthur L. Costa

Learning and memory are influenced by the sets, in
tentions, and plans generated in the neocortea. of the
bran as well as by the Information received from the un
mediate environment and from internal states, drwes,
and muscular responses The reality we percent, feel, see,
and hear n, influenced by the constructive processes of we
brain, as well as b) the cues that impinge upon it

Merlin C Wittrock, 1978

The information processing model described in this
chapter serves as a basis for the definitions of think-
ing, instructional strategies, and teaching behav iors

discussed in later chapters Such a model series as a guide
to Lurriculun, and instructional development, not as a neu-
rubiological definition of thinking Such a definition is still
open to interpretation In fact, brain researchers are at-
tempting to discover whether thinking is a natural bodily
function similar to the heart pumping blood ur whether it
is the result of intense efftrt, stria discipline, and careful
programming of instructiu al outcomes

While there ale numerous models of human intellec-
tual functioning, it is best to adopt a familiar one as a guide
For example, if you're familiar with Bloom's Taxonomy
(Bloom, 1956) or Guilford's Structure of the Intellect (Guil-
ford, 196'), you can use them as a guide in materials selec-
tion, staff development, and defining thinking. Adopting a
deaLription of human intellectual functioning can help you
re.Lugnize and develop teaching methodologies, Lurric.0
lum sequences, learning activities, and ass. ,sment price
lures that go beyond superficial learning

An examination of several models of thinking y iclds
more similarities than differences Many authors distin

guish three to four basic thought ...lusters (Smith and Tyler,
19-i5) ( 1 ) input of data through the senses and from mem-
ory, ( 2) processing those data into meaningful relation-
ships, (3) output ur application of those relationships in
new ur novel situations, and (4) metacugnition. Figure 1
presents a comparison of several authors' constructs.

Thinking is the receiving of external stimuli through
the senses followed by internal processing. If the new in-
formation should be stored, the brain attempts to match,
compare, categorize, and pattern it with similar informa-
tion already in storage. This process is done extremely
qinckly in an apparently random order, and either t the
conscious or unconscious level.

Thus, every event a person experiences causes the
brain to call up meaningful, related information from stor-
agewhether the event is commonplace or a carefully de-
veloped classroom learning experience The more mean-
ingful, relevant, and complex the experience is, the more
actively the brain attempts to integrate and assimilate it into
its existing storehouse of programs and structures. Accord-
ing to this model of intellectual functioning, the most com-
plex thinking occurs when external stimuli challenge the
brain to (1) draw upon the greatest amount of data or
structures already in storage, (2) expand an already exist-
ing structure, and (3) develop new structures

A problem may be defined as any stimulus or chal-
lenge, the response to which is not readily apparent. If
there is a ready match between what is perceived by the
senses and what is an existing structure ur program al-
ready in storage, no problem exists Puget calls this assim-
ilation If, however, the new information cannot be ex-
plained ur resolved with knowledge in short- or long-term
mentor), the information must be processed, action taken
to gather more information to resolve the discrepancy, and
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FIGURE 1

Comparison of Thinking Models

DATA INPUT PHASE PROCESSING PHASE OUTPUT PHASE SOURCE

Internal and external input Central Processing Output Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968,
pp. 90-122

Participation and awareness Internalization Dissemination Bell & Steinaker, 1979

Knowledge Comprehension
Analysis
Synthesis

Application
Evaluation

Bloom & others, 1956

Descriptive Interpretive Evaluative Eisner, 1979, pp. 203-213;
Great Books Foundation

Input Elaboration Output Feuerstein, 1980, pp 71-103

Fluency Manipulation Persistence Foshay, 1979, pp. 93.113

Cognition and memory Evaluation Convergent and
divergent production

Guilford, 1967

Fact Concept Value Harmin, 1973

Receiving Responding
Valuing
Organizing

Characterizing Krathwohl & others, 1964

Alertness Information processing Action Restak, 1979, p. 44

Learning Integrating Applying Sexton & Poling, 1973, p. 7

Intuitive Awareness Function Strasser & others, 1972,
pp 46-47

Intake storage Mediation Action Suchman, 1966, pp 177-187

Concept formation Interpretation
Inference

Application Taba, 1964, pp. 30-38

Detailed information,
recall of previous knowledge

Comparison Rule generation
Auto-criticism

Whimbey, 1976, pp 116-138

Pre-exposure Exposure Re-creation Barazakov, 1984

From Toward a Model of Human Intellectual Functonmg

the ultimate resolution evaluated tut its "fit- with reality Fi-
dget refers to this as acwmmodatum. Our brains seem to
dislike disequilibrium and constantly strive to satisfy and
resolve discrepancies percen,:d in the environment.

Inputting information alone seems to be brain-dys-
functional. Information that the brain has not processed re-
mains in memory for very short periods of time Merely ex-
periencing or memorizing without acting on that
information commits it to short-term memory. Finding a
pattern through comparisons, classifications, and causal,
sequential, or hierarchical relationships apparently forms

ur expands a structure in the brain so that the information
is available for application in situations other than that in
which it was learned. For example, try to remember which
direction Lincoln, Kennedy; Roosevelt, and Jefferson are
facing on their respective coins. Only when comparisons
are made, relationships drawn, and connections built will
this information stay in long-term memory

Figure 2 provides a simplistic visual presentation of
this complex model of intellectual functioning It deletes
such important factors as affect, motivation, and perceptual
abilities.

7. 2
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!INPUT

FIGURE 2

A Model of Intellectual Functioning

PROCESSING I OUTPUT

..111
Intake of data

through
the senses

Recalling from
both short-

and long-term
memory

Applying and
Evaluating

Metacognition

From Toward a Model of Human Intelle( tual Fun( homng

Our brains never stop. NXe process information during
sleep and even under anesthesia. The brain actively en-
gages in these processes regardless of the external input
that is presented The brain does not remain inactive when
it is not fully engaged in learning specific information
When learning tasks are presented that are insufficiently
organized, unmotivating, or are not meaningful enough to
engage these thought processes. the brain seeks stimula-
tion in other ways random thoughts, feelings, physical sen
sations, daydreaming, fantasy, problem solving, creative in-
spiration, and spontaneous memories Instead of focusing
on a lecture on igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic
rocks, for example, the brain may focus on the teacher's
blue dress and start daydreaming about what to wear to the
dance next Saturday Thus, the brain continues tu find pat-
terns and relationships but not necessarily in the direction
that the teacher intends

Teachers and parents are crucial mediators of these in-
tellectual behaviors They can present or call attention to
discrepancies and pose problems intended tu invite more
than a memory (assimilation) type response Teachers can
arrange the classrcom and learning experiences to cause
the exercise of these intellectual functions.
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Arthur L. Costa

s a result of observing, describing, analyzing, and
classifying the behaviors of efficient scientists, suc-
cessful entrepreneurs, accomplished artists, capa-

ble workers, effective managers, and so forth, we have been
able to synthesize a list of pervasive behaviors that seem to
be characteristic of intelligent action What follows is an
interpretation of those indicators, which draws heavily
from Feuerstein's definitions in the Instrumental Enrich-
ment Curriculum (Figure 1 shows how a 5th grade teacher
charted this information for her students.)

1. The basis of all thinking imams taking in infw-
mation through the senses Listening, smelling, observing,
tasting, and feeling are the pro eases through which all in-

formation is passed to the brain Intelligent human beings
Use these senses to gather complete information

(perceiving clearly)
Are alert to problems, discreparkies, and conflicts

in the information perceived
Are tolerant of ambiguous situanoils.
Have a system or plan to collect all information, and

do not need to repeat observations (exploring
systematically)

Name the objects, conditions, and events being ob-
served and experienced with precision su that they can be
remembered and discussed (labeling).

Describe objects, conditions, and events in terms of
wl-ere anti when they occui (perceiving temporal and spa
tial relationships).

I.luiufy which cliarac.tcriAlc, J 'oject, went, ur
condition remain the same when changes take place (ob-
serving constancy).

Consider more than one variable when organizing
and reorganizing the information gathered (using more
than one frame of reference).

Strive to be precise and accurate.

2. Some meaning must be derwed from all the re-
ceived information Intelligent human beings act on that
information in ways to make sense of it Intelligent human
beings

Define the problem, determine what is needea to
resolve the problem, and design strategies to solve it (ana-
lyzing discrepancies)

Select from the information gathered that which is
relevant and applicable and that which is not (perceiving
relevance).

Have a guala picture, N 'mon, ur image of what to
look fur and how tu find it, and change ur alter that image
when necessary (interiorizing)

Identify data needed to accomplish goals and gen-
erate strategies to produce those data (strategic
reasoning).

Develop a plan or strategy that includes the steps
needed tu reach the goal (systematic planning)

Remember the various pieces of information
needed (broadening the mental field)

Search for relationships (hierarchical, temporal, se-
quential, comparinve, syllogistic, causal, and so un) among
disparate objects, conditions, events, anti past experiences
(projecting relationships)

Search fur similarities and differences amu.. ob-
jects, conditions, and events (comparing and contrasting).
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FIGURE 1

Behaviors Characteristic of Intelligent Action-
5th Grade Class

1 GETTING WHAT WE NEED
Use our senses (listen, see, smell, taste, and touch) to get
information

e Use a plan (system) so we do not miss or skip anything important
Give what we do a name
Tell where and when.

e Tell what stays the same even when things seem to change
Be able to use more than one idea at a time
Be careful when it matters

2 USING INFORMATION
Know what we are asked to do.
Use only the information we need.
See a picture in our mind of what we must do
Plan our steps
Keep all the facts in mind.

o Find out how things go together
Tell what is the same and what is different
Find where things belong
Think things out in our headsthen choose

o Prove our ideas.

3 SHOWING WHAT WE KNOW
Think before we answerdon't rush
Tell it clearly
If we "know" the answer but can't tell it right away, waitthen
try again
Don't panic

4 WE DO OUR 13E°:
Check to m-ke sure our lob is finished
Think about your own thinking
Listen to others tell about their ideas
Tell how we solved the problem

Find the class ur set to wh:ch a new ubjeLt, Lund'
:011, ur event belongs ( classifying, categorizing)

Explore alternate solutions and project what might
happen if one or another were chosen (hypothesizing)

Defend an opinion with logical evidence, seek evi-
dence to support more than one hypothesis, and are criti-
cal of their own an' others' propositions that lack logical
evidence

Have a repertoire of p...oblem-solving strategies to
select from when one does not produce desired results
(flexibility and perseverance)

3 The mewl:lig der:vett from ac.tIng on envaunnien-
tul (tutu is t,uniniulmated to others, applied in novel situ
ations, and constantly evaluated for accuracy Intelligent
human beings:

Communicate accurately and precisely (using pre-
cise language)

Express another person's ideas, point of view, and
feelings accurately (overcoming egocentrism)
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Think through a solution or answer, thus decreasing
mistakes and repetition (overcoming trial and error).

Use memory and past experiences to draw forth rel-
evant data and strategies that are needed to solve the prob-
lem at hand (overcoming an episodic grasp of reality).

Pause to formulate an idea before saying the first
thing that comes to mind (restraining impulsivity)

Invent novel, creative images, solutions, and rela-
tionships (fluency, flexibility, originality).

Use alternate strategies to find answers when they
are not immediately apparent, and do not give up in panic
or despair (persistence, perseverance, overcoming
blocking)

Check to see if the results of the strategy (product)
match the intended outcome (image) (checking for
accuracy).

Strive for quality, craftsmanship, and accuracy

4. Being conscious of their own behaviors (metacog-
nition) and their effects on others is not only a character-
istic of mentally healthy people, but also an attribute of ef-

fective problem solvers. Intelligent human beings:
Plan a strategy to solve a problem, monitor their

progress along the way, and evaluate their strategy before,
during, and after the conclusion is reached
(metacognition).

Know when they need additional information and
devise systematic strategies to gather it.

Use environmental cues to determine which behav-
iors are appropriate in certain situations (rational/intuitive,
playful/purposeful, cooperative/competitive, and so on).

Toward a Hierarchy of Thinking: Skills,
Strategies, Creativity, am' Attitudes

Obviously, there is no one way to classify thinking
skills The following four-tier system summarizes what has
been presented in Part III of this resource book. It has
been found help:al as a way to organize for teaching, select
programs, and adopt and develop instructional materials A
well-rounded instructional program that promotes think-
ing should attempt to develop all four levels

Level I: The Discrete Skills of Thinking
This ...ategory includes individual, discrete mental

skills that are prerequisite to more complex thought, such
as.

1. Input of data.
Gathering data through the senses (listening, ob-

serving, smelling, tasting, and feeling)
Being alert to problems, discrepancies, and di-

lemmas

t-,
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o Being fascinated by the environment
2. Elaborating (processing) the data

Comparing/contrasting
Analyzing/synthesizing

o Classifying/categorizing
Inducing/deducing
Perceiving relationships (temporal, analogous,

seriational, spatial, hierarchical, syllogiQtic, transitive, sym-
bolic)

3. Output of the products of elaboration
Inferring
Hypothesizing
Predicting/forecasting/extrapolating
Concludingigenei al izingisummarizing
Evaluating

Level II: Strategies of Thinking
This category involves the linkage of the discrete skills

to strategies. People employ these tactics when faced with
situations to which the resolution or answers are not im-
mediately known.

Problem solving
Critical thinking
Decision making
Strategic reasoning
Logic

Level III: Creative Thinking
These are the behaviors of novelty and insight We use

them to create new thought patterns, unique products, and
innovative solutions to problems Because they are so idio-
syncratic, they are difficult to define and reproduce. It is
believed, however, that with properly designed instruction,
they can he developed

Creativity
Fluency
Metaphorical thinking
Complexity
Intuition
Model making
Insight
Imagery

Level IV: The Cognitive Spirit

With all the above skills identified and defined, there
is ;,t,11 something missing The thinking person must have
the willingness, disposition, inclination, and commitment
to think Some of the attitudes and tendencies that demon-
strate this internalization of the thinking spirit include.

Being open-minded
Withholding judgment
Being honest
Seeking to become more informed
Searching for alternatives
Dealing with ambiguity
Striving for precision, definition, and clarity
Remaining concerned with the central issue or

main points
Perceiving relationships between the basic concern

and the discussion at hand
Being willing to change with the addition of more

information or for compelling reasons
Taking a stand when the eidence and reasons are

sufficient to do so
Being sensitive to the feelings, level of knowledge,

and concerns of others
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PART IV

niculum
inkii

There is no doubt that it would be helpful to include
in this book a "seupe and sequence" chart identify
ing NA, illt.h l. ug nit ie functions should be taught at

'Allah wade levels and in what order Indeed, many school
districts have mule such Yahant attempts at eurneulum de-
velopment These endeavors have proved to be highly in-
struetn e for the partleipants, extremely helpful in :he
placement of learning aeny ales And materials, basic to les-
son planning, and crucial to the assessment of student
progress Such local eurraulum development is strongly
encouraged.

Numerous researchers and teachers believe that think-
ing skills can and should be the focus of special exercises,
texts, and programs In Cognitive Prme.ss In,strution,
Wellhead and Clement (1972) spea'as of the need to isolate
specific eugmme skills and to design instructional material
appropriate for each skill." Edward de Bunu claims that
"generalizable thinking skills" can and should be taught in
addition to "local skills" required in particular subject
areas. Howard Citron believes that we must "systematically
develop students' thinking and reasoning abilities in a
'purer' sense and directly build transfer of these abilities to
academic learning and real behavior" The idea that certain
genera cognitive functions underlie all school learning is

baoic to the dunking AIL, iWano Jc. iibcJ in Part VIII
of this resource book.

There is little agreement among psychologists, how-
ever, un what constitutes thinking. There are several com-
pelling taxonomies of thinking skills to be usc..1 in building
a curriculum. The ones developed by Feuerstein, Bloom,
Guilford, Upton, Kuhiperg, and Erickson are the most per-
suasie The research on the effectiveness of these ap-
proaches is advanced cautiously, and the placement of
grade ur age level ariu the sequence in which each thinking
skill should be learned is disputed vigorously.

In fear of suggesting a "national curriculum for think-
ing skills," no such scope and sequence chart is included
here In keeping with the philosophy of this resource
bookthat teaching for thinking should itself be an in-
quiryguidelines for local decision making are presented
instead These guidelines include building a curriculum
that is consistent with children's biological and psyehulugi-
eal development, analyzing materials and matching Darn-
ing activities to students cognitive maturation, ai d con-
structing lessons yv ith appropriate cognitive ubjeetive..

R111.1iPM I

Lk Id lead, J , and (.1ernedt.) . eds c,ogiutuv l'roce,ss In.structIon
Philadelphia Franklin Institute Press, 19-9
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1747
e may he the universe swat of looking at ibelf,
Aside from ourselv es, we know of no other organ-
ism that can contemplate the outer edges of the

universe or the inner workings of the atom Nu other crea-
ture can imagine the future or reconstruct the past beyond
the limits of its own life How have humaAs become
uniquely able to attain such a level of thinking? What know l-
edge about our thinking is important for eductet)rs to con-
template as they look to the future of schooling in light of
the present and past?

Most people act as though thinking and the brain are
synonymous A fine thinker is often referred to as "brainy"
"Brains over brawn" clearly equates the brain to clever
thinking A "brainless" person lacks intelligence But think-
ing and the brain are not synonymous They are quite
distinct

The brain is a physical organ, which at birth is about
one third its eventual mass Its estimated number of 100
billion cells will double within two years following birth,
and many cells in the following 15 tears will develop
600,000 connections between themselves and other cells
(Maranto, 1984) In the past ttn years we have learned
much about the physiologt of the brainits elec. troc unduc
twat; chemistry, and anatomy

Thinking, however, is the ghost in the machmert It is
something beyond the physiological attributes Imagine
looking at a chess board at midgame The physical place-
ments of the pieces can be described, but where are the
strategies of offense and defense? Similarly imagine tour-
ing the chambers of a court and locating where the ;art,
judge, defendant, and prosecutor reside Can you point to

the justkc that is ...irricd out tiickc Ittttegics if Lik.s,
and courtroom justice are processes within physical con-
figurations And so, too, is thinking with the brain Neuro-
biologists mat identify one or more factors actively engaged
among cells duriag a thought process, but with the more
than 100 billion interactions that are possible within our
heads, it is the process of thinking that is of prime impor-
tance, not the particular mechanism

Bt piecing together research information obtained
from anthropologists, biologists, neurobiologists, psychol-
ogists, and psychubiologists, we know that thinking de-
pends on our other physical attributes. We are not horn
with our thinking capabilities completely in place, they de-
velop sequentiallt over time t nefe is a biological founda-
tion for all human thinking

Biological Structures and Thinking
With a head that 3wivels and tilts and eyes that per-

cCIN e color and depth, the human structure is built to move
about and explore unknown territort The upright stance
frees the forelimbs, and the hands, with their opposable
thumbs, can manipulate the environment These biological
structures provide the means bt which our thinking Is im-
posed on the world to test or alter it In so doing, we learn
about our environment bt noting what happens There is
no separating the intricate relationship of bipedalism, !mud
manipulation, sensort input, and brain development Their
interdependenct is important to us all our lives just as
young children observe objects in their environment by
looking, touching, tasting, smelling, and throwing them,
adults place a space probe on the surface of Mars and turn
on the TV eve to Nee what it can Nee A mechanical hand
touches the surface and fondles the soil Antennae listen

7j
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Sensors -smell- the atmosphere With each of these ac-
tionsthe youngster's firsthand, sensors experiences and
the adult's inventive extension of the senses humans
gather knowledge about the world.

Educators have long praised the hands-on approach to
teaching But in spite of the praise, a visit to must class-
rooms reveals a different environment in which learning is
taking place Books replace experience very early and are
almost the exclusive way by which students are taught from
grade 4 through 12 When not doing assignments in books,
children spend time listening to teachers or responding to
their questions Classrooms are primarily environments in
which symbols are manipulated and substituted fur
experience

Books are important We can learn from them But
books can only do this if our experiential foundation is
well prepared To learn geometry, we must have experience
in handling geometric forms and ..omparing hem for sim-
ilarities and differences To learn about electricity, we must
explore relationships among batteries, wires, and bulbs

At one time the particular biological adaptations that
enabled humans to generate, hear, and recognize sounds
were important for survival It took a lung time fur humans
to invent way s to convey information using marks as sym-
bols I lumans were not biologically designed for the pur-
pose of reading or writing Reading and writing are fortu-
nate extensions of biological attributes that were designed
for other purposes The only way we can learn anythoig is
through our biological structures

Biological Stages and Thinking
Compared to other In ing organisms that we know

about, humans enter this World quite empty headed Many
species of birds, fish, and other animals are born with
brains preprogrammed w ith information that enables them
to sun lye, gather food, and reproduce their own kind
Some can travel to locations they never experienced di-
rectly Others behave in ways that are independent of learn
ing But the human baby is quite helpless It must construct
a view of the world for itself

From a biological perspective, the lack of has ing a
view is superb It has sun, nal value I Iumans e.,n repro-
duce their kind in virtually any env ironmentind the off
spring wail learn that environment through observations
and interactions with it We have been endowed with a
powerful genetic gift a set of thinking capabilities that are
programmed to appear at intervals and spaced well enough
apart to let the current capability establish itself

One might view these capabilities as maps, one kAer-
lay ed on another to depict more complexity, of surfaces,
streets, cities, terrains, and continents But they are maps

without content, the names, terms, and qualities are not yet
in place The indiv idual's interactions with the environment
gradually fill in the contentfirst one map, then another,
and another.

The nature of thinking capabilities and the sequence
in which they appear have been well established un two re-
search fronts. The biological basis underlying their appear-
ance is established by periodic increases in brain size (Ep-
stein, 1974), brain weight (Epstein, 197'), cellular growth
within the brain (Winiek and Russ, 1969), electrical func-
tioning within the brain (Munmer, 1960), and head circum-
ference (Eichorn and Bayley, 1962). The psychological basis
is established through (1) evidence of the individual's ca-
pacity to deal with independent ideas and to relate them in
Increasing combinations in two- or three-year spurts from
about age three through 17 (Pascual-Leone, 1970, Case,
1974), and (2) the individual's tendency to exhibit the same
kinds of behaviors as other individuals within two- to
three-year ranges, and as they grow older to replace each
view by a more sophisticated view, which, in turn, is re-
placed (Piaget, 1969) Although researchers have provided
various descriptions of the unfolding of the thinking phe-
nomenon (Bruner, 1966, Erikson, 1950, Gagne, 1970, Vygot-
sky, 1974), the sequence is described here in terms of class-
room usefulness

Stage 1: Building a Repertoire
A baby begins life with the first thinking capability

ready to go Although quite passive until motor develop-
ment is in place, the baby receives information through all
his senses He organizes the information into mental struc-
ture., of what is seen, heard, smelled, tasted, and felt. As
muscle coordination becomes filth:Iona!, his thinking
leads him to reach out to touch uti.:.cts and later to move
into unexplored territories. When he can grasp an object,
he pulls it to hirmyflf, fondling, tasting, and maybe throw-
ing it Each action and interaction provides more informa-
tion about the world His mind organizes the information,
and he contemplates other actions to impose on the world.
In his first few months, he acts only on objects that he sees
When an object is placed out of sight, he seems not to think
about it At one year of age, he actively seeks objects that he
know s exist behind barriers, such as in drawers, behind
cabinet doors, or in boxes

The most important aspect of this first stage of think-
ing is the establishment of ubjea permammeethat is, ob-
jects that have been experienced are known to t-xist even
though they are out of sight. Such an important develop-
ment for thinking and so fundamental to all that we du! We
would nut know Where to go home at night if we did not
have object permanence We would not know where we

U
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FIGURE 1

Examples of Thinking: Stage 1
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mg at them Knowing that the w odd can he ti ust(d to k,

things in place and as thee are is important t++ all Lac ,
learnings

The evae thoughts are structured dui mg tlic
stage is best revealed through e, hills behac iur. N), he

given objects to play with, the child w ill explore WC fit our
at a time, attracted he their perc.Ttual feature \\ heti thc.
C held has finished exploring it, the object w ill be disc al ch. cl

The thinking capability at this stage is highl sensur, and
actions are imposed on wiects one at a unit+ pea eix ing as-
pects of color, size, ind shape, touching it and sensing tex-
tures and firmness, pushing, pulling, or throwing it and
noting how it behaves from such actions, tasting it and not-
ing its flavor, firmness, and texture These experiences pro-
vide the fundamental repertoire for future stages Nologi-
call, we hate been green about three which to
establish the repertoire

Stage 2: Comparing the Known to the
Unknown

I he second thinking process begins to unf,ild at about
age three Nods, when the child thinks about objects and
acts upon them, she produces pairings as groups, piles, ur
chains on the basis of sue, shape, color and su on, from her
previous experiences (repertoire) In so doing, she estab
lishes additional mental constructs about the world and
how the objects and events in it are related All lief think-
ing is characterized b. the abiluc to group two thick. ts to-

gether on the basis of a common attribute or to link two
events on the basis of a relationship This will continue to
be the cio,dinant war in which she thinks and sok es Fob-

!ems until about age six ( Kolsk, 196(1thn, 196-, Lowery,
1981a)

The po.,,ver of thinking at this tage IS amazing The
child will construct fundamental concepts about the physi-
cal world and its prop rues (similarity and difference com-
parisons based on sizes, shapes, cohirs, and so on). ahorit
ordinal and cardinal numbers (one-to-one correspond-
ences of varying degrees), about all measures ( comp:ri-
sons of a known measure, such as a meter stick, to an I-M-
UM\ n measure, such as the dimensions of a table), and
about the use cif symbols to stand for me ining (word rec-
ognitions) The child will learn more words during this
stage than she will over the rest of her life She can also
learn to read music and, with prober motor coordination,
pia\ musical instruments, dance complex patterns, or carry
out gymnastic or other athletic routines

Educators have seldom provided instruction that al-
lows the potential of this stage to develop When we do
halls lige children to use this stage of thinking abilit}, the
l,alk lige usual h takes the form of a rote memor 'recall
utuic And we continue to teach tow ard this tpe of rou-

tin. .ill the s, hool years It is matching, sorting,
pairing and serrating real objects, illustrations, and sym-
llols Iu realise what is possible for the child, educators
- .hitch consider the potential of the computer The coin
purer, which can on4 make simple comparisons on a one-
.) one basis, clues IRA use a stage of -thinking- be}ond this

one But we appreciate the computer's capability and are in
awe of what it can do VTh not also appreciate the rhddUs

capabilit at this stage (which will soon surpass the corn
putcr's current capability) and pro\ icic experiences that
will develop it

Stage 3: Putting Things Together
The next thinking process begins at about age six and

is established for most children he age eight (Lovell and
others, 1962. Smedslund, Bruner and Kenney, 1966)
The process enables the child to group all objects in a set
on the basis of one common attribute For the hr st time, the
resulting construct is ccimp,ehensive and has a rationale or
logic to it Without formal insti uction, the child will put all
the blue objects together from in} arm of objects, and
then continue to sort the ellows, reds. and other colors
into wimps If asked whether ur nut the objects can he ar
ranged in another w ac, the c had w ill rear i dirge them on the
basis of some litho atti ibute If earlier CX pel lent CS have
provided a rich repertoire, the child w ill hake 111.111\ pussi
bittics acadable to impose un am set of objects using this
new thinking capabilm

In foi mal schooling, the concepts of all and -some-
an be easil taught at this stage I pun these concepts, the

8 1
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FIGURE 2

Examples of Thinking: Stage 2

groups

chains

piles

FIGURE 3

Examples of Thinking: Stage 3

blue objects red objects

All grouped on the ba.ss of color

r% 0

yellow objects

child can build an understanding of all the fundamental op-
erations of mathematics Simple rules can be understood
and generated the child if given the opportunity In our
everyday existence, we seldom need to use thinking any
higher than this stage

Stage 4: Simultaneous ideas
When children exhibit thinking that indicates they can

mental I! combine more than one idea at a time, they have
entered Stage t For most children this takes place at about
age eight and continues to develop until age ten ( Inhelder
and Piaget, 196-i, Vernon, l965)

Students begin to enjoy puns and can easily under-
stand homonyms Their creative writing moves from "It is
an old house, it is a brown house, it is an empty house"
(descriptions of a house, one property at a time) to "It is an
old, brown, empty house" (multiple descriptors for the
same noun) Their scientific reasoning mows from trial
an error thinking or following an experimental "recipe"
to contemplating the effects of comparing two situations si-

FIGURE 4

Examples of Thinking: Stage 4
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multaneously under different conditions. In mathematics,
place and value can now he understood.

If the earlier levels have been properly established, the
youngster can now exihit sophisticated products in all
fields Complex problems involving more than one idea at a
time can he tackled The essence of quality writing he
comes apparent both through analysis of an author's writ
ings and the youngster's own work,

Stage 5: Superordinate/Subordinate
Relationships

Thinking about the relationships among groups of ob-
jects and a superordinate conception of them marks the
stage of deNelopinent that appears at about age ten Such
thinking realizes that if one collection of objects is in-
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cluded in another, then all the objects in the smaller group-
ing are but a part (some) of the larger. Conversely, some (a
part) of the larger cla,-,s is all of the smaller.

One use of this stage of thinking is evident as deduc-
tive reasoning that logically makes inferences between the
more general and the less general: All women are mortal
All queens are women Thus all queens are mortal

The conclusion of a deductive argument is simply an
explicit statement of something that is implicit in the prem-
ises. Its validity or consistency can be certified by logical
considerations alone, usually through a transitivity of
implications.

Some callytoots are herbitods All herbwods have four
legs Therefore, which of the following must be true?

1. All callytoots have four legs
2 All hernods are callytoots.
3. Some callytoots have four legs.
'. It Lannot be determined w hethor if the abuse

are true
Teachers can substitute real concepts for make believe
ones (try 'mammals' fur callytoots" and "dugs" fur her-
bituds ') without interfering with the iogi. of the thinking
represented by this stage

Pi au' to this stage, children use ,iperordinate words
synuny muusk with subordinate words For example, they
use the word bird' ( which dues nut exist in any real way)

FIGURE 5

Examples of Thinking: Stage 5
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FIGURE 6

Examples of Thinking: Stage 6

24 + 32 = (3 x 8) + (4 x 8)
= (3 + 4) x8
= 7 x 8
= 56

for a particular bird, such as a canary, a robin, or an eagle.
At this stage, children can conceptualize the abstractness of
"bird" and similar superordinate terms such as "justice,"
"freedom," "specific gravity," or "phyla," but only if the
proper experiences have been made available for the con-
ceptualization to take place

The logic required to understand relationships is the
major thrust of thinking at this stage. For it to develop and
be useful to the student, curriculum materials must pru,,-ide
opportunities to do such thinking. For educators, this is th2
rime to provide a curriculum that moves students from the
real objects and experiences to the abstractions that can be
derived from them or the abstractions that represent them
(such as metaphors). This cannot be done by memorizing
definitions. It can be done only by encouraging students to
think about the relationships among objects or ideas.

Stage 6: Combinatorial Reasoning
As the next stage unfolds, at about age 13 (Lawson and

Renner, 1975; Lowery, 1981b), the student becomes more
flexible in her thinking. She can organize and then reorga-
nize a collection of objects or ideas in different ways, while
realizing that each way is possible at the same time and that
the choice for an organization depends on one's purpose.
Fui example, if a student is given a set of books with the
identifying characteristics of size (number of pages), shape,
color, and content, she realizes that the books can be orga-
nized on the basis of: size; shape, color, content; size and
shape, size and color; size and content; shape and color;
shape and content, color and content, size, shape, and color,
size, shape, and content, shape, -olor, and content; size,
shape, color, and content. Given the goal of locating infor-
mation, she selects only the content as the organizing at-
tribute because the other attributes are not useful to
achieving the goal. Given a different goal, such as the deter-
mination of the ratio of books with fewer than 100 pages to
those with more than 100 pages, she reclassifies the books
for a different attribute to achieve that goal
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Similarly, soh tug problems that imoke the identifica-
tion and , sternatic testing of each 'variable requires this
stage of ability to separate anables by exclusion For ex-
ample, factors that influence the rate of swing of . pendu-
lum are determined by isolating possible factors and test-
ing the m one at a time, all others are held constant

Schools must not continue to teach at the upper glade
le,els the way they teach at the earlier leNels, making only
the content more abstract Students need experiences ap-
prop iatc to the thinking they are learning If such expert
ences are not pros ided at this stage, many students, as
adult, "ril tic unable to identify and isolate the possible
combinations of relationships imoked in complex prob-
lems they will face in their personal and professional Ines

Stage 7: Flexible Thinking

When flexible thinking appears, about age 16 ( Karplus
and Karplus, 19-2, Lowery; 1981a. Lowery, 1981b), the stu-
dent becomes able to develop a framework based on a log-
ical rationale about the relationships among the objects or
ideas in the taxonomt, w pile at We same time realizing that
the at rangement n one of many possible ones that eentu-
all% mac be changed based on fresh insights

This stage of thinking can deal 'en flexibly with ,om-

plex situations Each held of ended% or produces new
knowledge and further ideas Resolutions to problems and
knowledge generation often take many forms. The field of
science is noteworthy for its examples. Darwin organized
ideas concerning how all living organisms are related and
formulated a comprehensive theory. Einstein did the same
for the physical world Mendeleev demonstrated this stage
of thinking when he logically ordered the more than 50 dif-
ferent elements known in his day. His first Fertochc Chart of
the Elements clearly indicated the existence of elements nut
yet identified Mendeleev predicted, in advance of seeing
the elements, their weight and other important properties.
This biological sequence of human thinking capabilities
takes us wonderuusly from the early establishment of ob-
ject permanence to the conceptualization of permanence
and consistency among objects and events we have never,
and may never, experience because of distance in time and
space'

Educational Implications
The notion of stages is more than the sequential pro-

gressioi of thinking development It includes the pattern-
ing of responses throughout the sequence and the time pe-
riods necessary for consolidating each capability.

DNA

FIGURE 7

Examples of Thinking: Stage 7
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De}, elopment of the set en biologic ally based stages de-
scribed here is invariant (Infielder and Piaget, 1964, Kofskt,
1966kllen, 196-, Hooper and Sipple, 1974, Krues, 1974,
Cowan, 1978) and involves a sequence common to all cul
tures (Bruner and others, 1956, Price-Williams, 1962, Lot ell
and others, 1962; Schmidt and Nzimande, 1970, Wei and
others, 19-1, Lowery and Allen, 1978, Cowan, 19-8), a hier-
archical integration of lower to higher levels, and a gradual
consolidation in formation that unifies behaviors, concepts,
and skills The result is a IN lid structural network of inter-
related capabilities appearing, not all at once, but within a
fairly narrowly defined period followed by a plateau of set
eral years For this king to dodo!) properly, a ter) long
childhood is necessaryone in which the youngster is free
from hat mg to carry out sun, it al actit ides until all the
stages are in place This is why, humans hate a longer, Imo-
logically determined childhood than any other animal on
earth Pierce (19--) said it this coat.

Although at any stage of development, nature is preparing us
for the next stage, the beaus of the system is that we are con-
scious of none of this Idealk, we must full) accept and exist
within our deelopmehtal stage and respond full) to its content
and possibilities This means that eery stage is complete and per-
fect within itself The three-year-old is not an incomplete five-
year-old, the child is not an incomplete adult Never are we simply
on our way, always we have arrived Everything is preparatory to
something else that is in formation

The importance of this biological basis for the de 1-
opment of thinking is too often uterlooked by educators
The periodic rapid increases in brain growth (perhaps the
establishment of cellular networking) coupled by the ap-
pearance of new, content-free thinking capabilities (which
uerla) earlier capabilities containing content) are fol
lowed by plateaus (time periods that allow new capabilities
to become integrated, used, and made functional) Unfor
tunatelt, the organization of curriculum and teaching in
Amer ican schools and textbooks reflects an assumed, con-
stant continuum of the thinking capacities of learners

Most teacher, are familiar with and trained in the t'er
tical sequencing of content skills and concepts constantly
increase in complexity as students mote through the
grades, curriculum expectations for a student's perform
ante are constructed upon the indices of school grade,
chronological age, or achievement scores rather than upon
indit idual cogninte and affective development indices

In the competitive, social context of schools, educators
try to accelerate the stages of develop.nent through school
intertennon (Furth, 19-- ) They act as if the distance from
childhood to intellectual adulthood is measured unit in
,rms of quantity students acquire more experience,

greater information, and broader knowledge as they grow
older This is an incomplete iew of intellectual growth The

most sign,ficant chfwrences between youngsters and idults
rest in the nature and quality of their understanding As
youngsters develop, they pass through ways of dunking,
each representing a different organization of experience,
information, and know ledgeind each leading to a eery dif-
ferent view of the world

In our current educational system, many students pm-
gessivelt lose control user their ow 11 rate and sense of suc-
cess (Collins. 1974, Covington and Berry, 1970) The rea-
sons for this are highly complex, but two aspects related to
the biology of dunking seem to be comaructive

1 The potential for success diminishes in relation to
the degree of mismatch between content and thinking ca-
pability during a plateau period

2 As personal evaluation becomes official evaluation
in formal schooling, the mistakes and errors that are a nat-
ural part of learning become misinterpreted as failures
Students become motivated to work for extrinsic, symbolic
rewards, such as gold stars and grades or to please adults,
rather than for the sake of exploration and learning

When cognitively mismatched content is accompanied
by external expectations and rewards, the standard, for
successful performance are extended beyond the reach of
many students Over time, students are likely to lose confi-
dence and develop a sense of failure The result may con-
tribute to developmental dysfunctiona slowing down or
solidifying of stages plus asynchrony (very good perform-
ance in some things and very poor in others)

It is important for curriculum and instruction to reflect
the biological basis for thinking A horizontal curriculum
is one in which students are challenged to use a particular
stage of thinking with different materials at various levels
of abstraction without the progressit e requirement of hat-
ing to be at a more and more ad}, anted de% e lop me nta
stage The model allows students at an identified stage of
development to explore !mtt experiences within and near
that stage Teachers do not compare a student's pi ogress
with that of other students, but rather select worthwhile ex-
periences appropriate to his or her stage, organize them
for meaningful interpretation, and orchestrate them to pro-
toke the student s thinking Numerous researchers have
helped to andate this model in the sciences (Askham,
1972, Loggins, 1972, Lower) and Allen, 1978) and in mathe-
matics (Ginsburg, 1977, Langbort, 1982, Ruplet, 1981

The esseu, e of the approach is dented froi:i the bio-
logical basis for the thinkingthe thinking capabilit! is in-
dependent of the objects involted in a given task Students
experience small, sequential steps of equilibration through
are inexhaustible set of possible experiences. For example,
a teacher might design Mg ung tasks to challenge a student
who is at or beyond Thinking Stage 2 (comparing the
known to the unknown) by asking the student to find from
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an array of marbles two that arc alike on the basis of first
one color and then another The activity can be done with
other objects using colors or other physical properties In
each variation, the thinking capability required remains
the samepairing two objects on the basis of a single
property Studies show that when instructed in this way,
students' thinking capabilities become more prohc lent and
transfer more easily to new tasks

The horizontal curriculum approach can also be used
to extend students toward abstractions without requiring a
higher stage of thinking For example, if a student who is at
or beyond Thinking Stage 3 (putting things together) can
group all objects within a set so that they logically belong
together, the action is considered to be firsthand or con-
crete The action involves manipulations of real objects and
not abstractions of reality. The student who can do the log-
ical, concrete action has the potent al to impose the same
thinking on pictorial representations of reality without hav-
ing to be at a more advanced stage Pictorial representa-
tions are considered to be one step removed from reality
Again, w ithout ha mg to he at a more advanced stage, the
same student has the potential to successfully carry out the
same thinking on symbols and abstractions that are several
steps away from reality

Experiences designed to make use of thinking capa-
bilities may provide significant cognitive and affective ben-
efits by allowing students to perform progressively chal-
lenging tasks that are within a realm of potential success,
while the accelerated and often mismatched vertical
schemes may be inviting failure and erroding self-worth
The horizontal curriculum model allows teachers to be
touchers having purpose for and power over materials
rati,2r than managers NN ho keep track of places and pages
Fri order nut to interrupt the sequence dictated by the
material,,

Our biological heritage provides us w ith a sequew e of
thinking capabilities and a set of physical tools that contrib-
ute to the establishment of teach thinking capability Origi-
nally designed to enhance our c:nnces for survival, the in-
terplay between thinking and actions has brought about
understandings about the world that transcend the imme-
diacy of surviN al We have ;he leisure to fantasize and con-
template. We create through art, rr' ,ic, and construction,
we imagine and communicate thru :h hooks We explore
frontiers that are beyond the tangible and experiential Ed-
ucators must understand the heritage in order to appropri-
ately, select and sequence worthwhile experiences fur stu-
dents and to enhance their ability to think well An
understanding of the biological basis for thinking can lead
to the conceptualisation of a school curriculum far more
responsive to the realities of how humans learn and to the

intellectual different Cs among students at all grade levels,
from early childhood through adolescence
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nitive Levels Matching
Cu cilium Analysis

Esther Fusco

There are one story intellects, twu-stury intellects, and
three-story intellects with skylights All fact collectors who
have no aim beyond their facts are one -stury men Two
stUrl ME.71,,uMpate, reason, generalize, Wing the labor of
fact collectors as their own Three story men idealize,
imagine, predict then best 1111-1111111atiun comes from
above the skylight

Oliver Wendell Ifulmes

Five years agu the staff of the Shoreham Wading Rive:
School District developed an inservke program de-
signed to promote students' cugnitive development

Initially, five staff members attended a course at Brandeis
University designed by P K Arlin arid II T Epstein The
course, Cognitive Levels Matching (CIA ), refers in its
broadest sense to teachers' ability to employ both formal
and informal assessments to determine students' cognitive
levels based on these assessments, the teachers adapt cur
ricular tasks and guide students' acquisition of knowledge
and problem-solving abilities in ways consistent with their
cognitive abilities To du so, teachers need to

i Understand cognitive developmental principles
2 Understand the methods of assessing students' cog

nitive abilities
3. Develop the abtlity to analyze and modify the Lug

naive demands of school-based experiences
Thus, tcquisition of a developmental perspective and

creation of a "match- are central tenets of the filSerk 'Le
program The term "match- recognizes and stresses the
importance of fitting learners' abilities with certain tasks

The en irunmental circumstances force accommucla
tie modifications in schemata only when there is an ap

woo-hitt_ niatcli between die LifLufli6tatit.L6 that dtild en-
counters and the schemata that Ix already assimilated into
his repertoir- (Hunt, 1961)

Hunt's approach stresses Cie matching process in
walling by encouraging the analysis of already assimilated
schemata of an individual and the newly presented task ur
circumstance Hunt considered this process difficult since
such assessment can only be conducted through observing
behavior, listening as individuals express themselves on
particular matters, and awareness of individuals' past ex-
periences This is further complicated by the need to ana-
l} ze individuals' potential intellectual ability

The first CLM course presented at Brandeis was con-
sistent with Hunt's Ne lewpuint and also embodied Piaget's
stages of intellectual development The course has been ex-
panded since then and now incorporates the work of other
cognitive developmentalists (Arlin, 1977, Elkind, 1976,
Sigel, 1978)

Such an approach requires that teachers become re-
sponsible educational leaders and model reflective think-
ing by designing emirunments consistent with the princi
pies c,f cognitive development. To create this environment,
they must assess the cognitive lemands of the task and the
cognitive abilities of the students, and then systematically
land often spontaneously ) match the two. From this ap-
prt ich, another tenet emergesone that seems somewhat
revolutionary the teacher is responsible fur the develop-
ment of thinkirv, in the classroom Thus, the teacher serves
as the instructional leader and decision maker, mediates
learning, and structures the classroom environment in a
developmentally appropriate fashion This goal is currently
being acconiplishecl in our system

The dynamic matching process advocated here has
been wined thinking in your feet.- Acql.111 Mg this think-
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mg teaching ability dues nut inyulye massnc school rc..r
ganization, but instead, recognizing the Llasstukifil's multi-
dimensional components Teachers in such classrooms
understand the cognitive demands of the task and then
:Lift, refocus, extend, create, elaborate, and shape the

learning to enable students to construct their own knowl-
edge There is an admission here that knowledge does not
reside outside the children, nor can it he poured into them
Rather, learning is y iev,ed as a constructed process that Lin
folds within each student

Over the years, the CLN1 course has been restructured
as we have learned more about the relationship of devel-
opmental perspectiLe to the teaching learning process The
initial six-credit graduate course presents th2oretical back-
ground Advanced courses are designed to implement the
first course's goals One major component teachers must
focus on is cognitive assessment of the curriculum

To assess the cognitive demands of curriculum, teach-
ers n ',t first decide what concept or task they want to pre-
sent and recognize the steps no.olved in the presentations
Once this is accomplished, teachers consider the cognitive
schemata ( InhcIder and Piaget, 1958) that the curriculum
demands of the students Teachers who have completed the
introductory course may initially refer to the Concrete and

formal Stage Concep.. Ic for assistance in determining
the schemata necessary fur understandinp, the thinking a
concept or task requires, but eNentually they will he able to
do this automatically ( Figure 1)

Examples of Cognitive Assessment
Several illustrations may help clarify the cognitive as-

sessment process The first deals with understanding al-
phabetization, which requires students to be able to.

1 Recognize letters
2 Comprehend the word "initial."
3 Recall the order of the alphabet
i Understand the words, "before," "after,- "begin-

ning," "middle," and "end."
5 Understand w hat to do with words that have the

same initial letters
The cognitive prerequisites for alphabetizing are.
1. Simple classification (these are all "g" words).
2 Simple and double serration ("g" words in order.

ga, ge, gi)
3 Class inclusion when alphabetizing to second and

third letters (these -g" words are in the correct group and
niter game, gate, gave, great, green, greet)

FIGURE 1

Concepts Associated with the Concrete and Formal Stages

CONCEPT DEFINITION ASSESSMENT EXAMPLE OWN EXAMPLE

Simple classiiication the ability to
spontaneously group objects by one
attribute and be able to shift to another
attribute and regroup the same objects

Attribute ,, , :Ismake groups
that are the same, go together, or
are alike in some way

1 Finding the "short e" and
"long c words in a list

2 Classifying animals as meat
eating or non-meat eating

3 Oiscussing how two pictures
of patterns are alike and how
they are different

Two-way classification the ability to
simultaneously coordinate two
attributes of objects and group objects
by that coordination

Matrices applethower, cue le/
square Venn diagrams,
"I-shaped" classification task

1 Comprehending similes
2 Applying a grammatical rule

that has two colditions

Three-way classification the ability to
simultaneously coordinate three
attributes of objects and group objet is
that share three attributes

Matrices shape/color/direction 1 Identifying countries that
have the same three natural
reSOUrc es

2 Grouping word:,

Class inclusion the ability to
understand and coordinate, in a
hierarchical sense, part-whole
relationships

Flowers (plastic vs colors),
blocks (wood"n vs colors),
cards (animals vs types)

1 Fractions
2 Recognizing the main idea of

a paragraph
3 States and capitals
4 Missing addends

Developed by P h Arlin, University Lit British l ulumbia, and the stair ut shoiehani-Vvadrng River in the Cognitive Levels Matt ping proiek t
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FIGURE 1

Concepts Associated with the Concrete and Formal Stages
(Continued)

CONCEPT DEFINITION ASSESSMENT EXAMPLE OWN EXAMPLE

Simple Seriation the ability to order a
so of objects along some relevant
dimension such as size

Sticks of graduated sizes
Stacking cups
People pieces

1. Getting in line according to
size

2 Putting events in a story in
order

Double Seriation the ability to order
one so of objects according to some
relevant dimension and to order a
second set of objects along a relevant
dimension in relation to that set of
objects

Cups ordered by size and in
relation to sticks, which are also
ordered by size or some other
dimension

1. One-to-one correspondence
2 Copying words from the

board to paper.
3 Alphabetical order

Number Conservation recognizing that
the property of number does not
change in relation to a set of objeus
regardless of how those objects are
arranged as long as no operation ( + , )
is performed on them (The operation of
reversibility supports this
understanding )

Two rows of 8-10 blocks, which
are set up in a 1-1
correspondence and then one
row is pushed together

1 Basic addition and
subtraction facts

2 Different representations of
the same number

Quantity Conservation recognizing
that the property of quantity dces not
change tas above)

Two balls of clay, the size of a
ball is changed after child
establishes that both balls have
the same amount of clay

1. Pouring coke into different
sized glasses

2 Distributing materials

Length Conservation recognizing that
the property of objects called length
does not change (as above) (The
operation of compensation also
supports this concept )

Two pipe cleaners of equal
length Displacement of one of
the pipe cleaners or the culling
up of one

1 Concept of units of measure
2 Distances of cities and

countries from each other
3 Number lines and time lines

Weight conservation the ability to
recognize that weight does not change
when the shape and form of an object is
altered unless the object is operated on
by addition or subtraction Requires the
operation of compensation

Two balls of clay, a pan balance
Establish equivalence and then
alter the shape of one ball so
that it "teels" lighter

1 Scientific concepts of density,
mass, and gravity

2 The solar system
1. Stress on bridges, and so on

Volume conservation the recognition
that volume does not change even it the
form of an object is changed, unless it
is operated on Requires multiplicative
compensationsnamely, even though
the form of the object is changed, what
the volume gains or loses in one
dimension is compensated for by w:iat
it gains or loses in the other two

Two cylinders of equal size, one
of brass, the other of aluminum,
and two breakers of water with
equal water levels.
The islands problem with two
sets of blo'
Clay balls , the two beakers
of water

1 Interior and exterior volume
2 Displacement of volume
3 Mathematical understanding

of volume
4 Analysis ot closed systems A

change in one part of the
system affects all other parts

Formal schemeMultiplicative
compensations see definition above

Same as above Same as above
5 Centrifugal force

Formal schemeProbability the ability
to develop a relationship between
confirming and possible cases, with
both beginning to be calculated as a
function of the combinations,
permutations, or arrangements
compatible with the given elements

Five red, five blue, and five
yellow beads m an open box

1 Figuring the odds in a gar e
ot chance

2 The likelihood that a
particular political event will
occur given several
preconditons

Continued
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FIGURE 1

Concepts Associated with the Concrete and Formai Stages
(Continued)

CONCEPT DEFINITION ASSESSMENT EXAMPLE OWN EXAMPLE

Formal schemeCorrelations the
ability to conclude that there is or is not
a causal relationship, whether negative
or positive, and to explain the minority
cases by inference of chance variables
The task for th subject is to find out
whether there is a relationship between
the facts described by two or more
variables when the empirical
distribution is irregular

Cards with people who have
brown or black hair and blue or
brown eyes
Different sets of cards with
objects that vary in two or more
dimensions

1 Is there a relationship
between economic condition
and social protest?

2 Is there a relationship
between hours of sunshine
and plant growth?

3 Is there a relationship
between movie genre and
sociohistoric and cultural
events?

formal scheme Combinations the
ability to systematically generate 311
possible combinations of the givens
when a problem's solution demands
that all possibilities be accounted for

Electronic analog with five
buttons and a light source
Chemical combinations tasks
Tokens tasks

I Qualitative analysis
problemschemistry

2 Variation of ingredients for a
specific recipe

3 Meaningful combinations of
beginnings, middles, and
ends in writing tasks

Formal logic the ability to reason using
propositions based on a formal system

Most tasks that assess formal
schemes employ various logical
propositions

1 Syllogistic reasoning
2 "If/then."
3 Making inferences
4 Separating facts
5. Literary criticism

Formal schemeProportional
reasoning the ability to discover the
equality of two ratios that form a
proportion

Balance beam problem
Projection of shadows
"Mr Big/Mr Small "

I Understanding analogies
2 Ratio and proportions
3 Making drawings to scale

Formal schemeThe coordination of
two or more systems of reference the
ability to coordinate two systems, each
involving a direct and an inverse
operation, but with one of the systems
in a relation of compensation or
symmetry with respect to the other This
represents a type of relativity of
thought

Snail/path problem
Cyclists problem

1 Understanding and
comparing political or
economic systems.

2 Developing a political
ideology.

3 Generating multiple solutions
to problems depending on
multiple contexts

4 Interpreting alternate
historical accounts or
interpretations

Formal schemeMechanical
equilibrium the ability to
simultaneou,ly make the distinction
and the iramate coordination of two
complementary forms of reversibility
inversion and recap' scity

Piston problem 1 Developing an understanding
of work and energy

Forms of conservations beyond direst
verification the ability to deduce and
verify certain conservations from their
implied consequences Developing a
chain of inferences through whic h
conservation can be sentied by
observing only elle( is

Conservation of momentum
problem with six suspended lead
spheres

I Developing an understanding
of momentum
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4 Hierarchical classification ( these are ordered prop-
erly fee, fit, got, grace, help)

In constructing the learning experience, teachers con-
sider the task analysis and cognitive prerequisites Stu-
dents' understanding of alphabetization can be assessed
when such information is available, since the teacher can
observe their performance and determine whether their
demonstrated knowledge is appropriate to the task

Examples of cognitive assessment are numerous in lit-
erature Seventh graders read Sounder and engage in an
active class discussion The teacher asks what Armstrong
(1972) meant when he wrote, "Cabin quiet was long and
sad" In asking this question, the teacher recognizes that
the students must comprehend the imaginary- relationship
and comparison the writer has created The ability to un-
derstand this analogy or metaphor involves transposing the
qualities of people, time, and cabins Determining this
comparison requires the students to first organize and
classify the information and then reason proportionally
Thus, the cognitive demands require the use of the sche-
mata classification and proportional reasoning

Social studies provides still another curriculum ex-
ample for determining cognitive levels Suppose an 8th
grade history teacher discusses the concept of tariffs The
teacher's goal is to enable students to comprehend what
tariffs are and how they serve as another source of revenue
for the government

The cognitive schemata for comprehending tariffs and
related concepts include

1 Classification (qualities and attributes of terms such
as import, export, free trade, tariff, foreign trade, and
revenue)

2 Coordination of two or more reference systems
(comprehending the symmetrical relationships that exist in
free trade, international trade, reciprocal trade agreements,
and government revenues)

3 Conservation beyond direct verification ( under-
standing the balance of trade and payment )

4 Proportional reasoning (understanding the rela-
tionship ,4 taxes to quantity, rates, and needs of country )

5 Correlational reasoning (developing an awareness
of kinds of tariffs, their purpose, and how they are ley red,
their effects on industrial development, lob protection, and
prices)

As a final example, science courses also offer oppor-
tunities for cognitive assessment Photosynthesis is an al)
strict concept that requires some understanding Of the
physics of light, che-ncal structure and reactions, diffusion,
and the biochemical basis of organismic activ tries The
comprehension of this concept requires formal logical rea-
soning because it presupposes that students are able to use
the following processes

1 Classification, to comprehend the attributes of
terms such as chloroplasts, molecules, energy related to
work, wavelengths, photosynthesis, glucose, chlorophyll,
and electromagnetic radiation

2 Correlational reasoning, to comprehend the causal
relationships between white light and the band of colored
light, and CO, and blue/yellow bromthymol.

3. Combinatorial reasoning, to recognize what is re-
quired in plants for photosynthesis to take place, the types
of light essential for plant growth, and activities that are
necessary for plants to produce sugar or starch

4 Proportional reasoning, to understand the number
of chloroplasts in each cell and the quantities and sub.
stances necessary for photosynthesis.

5. Conservation beyond direct verification, to deduce
and verify the consequences of chlorophyll's reaction to
white light

Applications of Cognitive Abilities
Once assessment is complete, the teacher constructs

activities that reflect an understanding of students' various
cognitive abilities. Suppose the teacher has had a group of
students read Twenty -One Balloons, b' William Rene du

(1947). The teacher has assessed the students' cogni-
tive levels and thus might use the following activities to deal
with the group's cognitive range as students read 7iventy-
One Balloons The cognitive schemata listed next to the ac-
tivity indicates the thinking skill the teacher anticipates em-
phasizing and each activity specifically related to the
book's content.

1 How many different ways, both old and new, can
you think of that people use to get from one place to an-
other2 (Classification)

2 Create a club you would like to loin Describe the
rules and regulations for granting membership. Choose
two people as honorary members, and tell us who they are
and why you selected them (Classification, correlational
reasoning)

3 Imagine that an emergency has Just happened and
you only have ten minutes to get out of your house safely
What would you do first Second What would you take
with you> Why? (Spatial-temporal relationships, seriatton,
correlational reasoning)

4 You are Thomas the Travel Agent. Andrea the Adven-
turer comes into your office with a request. She wants you
to design the must unusual itinerary you can for he- trip
Be as creative as you like, lust remember that your plans
should begin with the date of departure and include all the
necessary information for it to be a successful trip fur this
famous customer Nbu may want to call a travel agent fur
helpful information Have fun with this (Correlational rea-
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soning, frames of reference, classiication, spatial-temporal
relationships, and formal logic)

Conclusion
This chapter has focused on the cognitive analysis of

LurriLulum, whiLli is mere!) one dimension of the process
Other wmponents of Cognitive Levels Matching are the in-
formal and formal assessment of students' cognitive abili-
ties and the systematic marching of students and curricu-
lum Each component IF vital and integral in constructing
classrooms that are dediLated to facilitating cognitive
development
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eveloping Lesson lane
Cognitive Objectives

S. Lee Winocur

Solutions to the significant problems facing modern
society' demand a widespread, qualwatne improvement m
thinking and understanding We are slowly and painfialy
becoin ',t; aware that such diverse contemporary chal-
lenges cis e.tergy, population, the em ironment, employ
mow, health, psychologwal well -being of indilitiuttls and
meaningful education of our youth art' not being met bj
the mere accumula,:on of more data or the cventhture of
more time, energy or Mane)' of the incrCcOlng
pressures imposed on our society by these problems, man)
responsible thinkers hale realized that ite cannot sit back
and hope for some technologkal iinottton to cure out so
cia! ills We need a breakthrough in the quality of thinking
employed both by decision niakers at all fez of MA_ WI)

and br each of us m our daily affirms
Robert Ornstein

For the past six years, the Center for the leaching of
Thinking of the Orange County Department of Edu-
cation has been designing and testing curriculum

materials and instructional strategies to help students ac-
quire higher order thinking skilk This effort, called Proj-
ect IMPACT (Improve Minimal Proficiencies by Activating
Critical Thinking), has resulted in a professional training
program for teaching thinking skills supported b 120
model lessons

Enhancing Student Thinking
The goal of teaching thinking skills is based on a scr

different set of assumptions than those inherent um trade
Ilona! practices Teachers who suft essfulk teat h the IM-
PACT program assume that

All students are capable of higher-level thinking
Thinking skills can be taught
Thinking skills can be learned
Thinking skills are bask to the learning protess
Thinking is best mu Wilted in a suual content.

To accomplish our goal of enhancing student thinking,
we needed to bridge the gap between nadmonal instruc-
tional design, whkh is rooted in behavioral science, 1
the new designs of cognitive psf hology The IMPArT
model serN es as a framework for integrating beim% iuristk
lesson elements such as performance indicators, direct
instrut tion, practice, and etaluationwith cognitive strat-
egies for destribmg mental processes Although primitive
and .mpLrfeft, the lessons pro% ide et 'dente that thinking
skills can serve as both the purpose and the product of
learning experiences

The instructional design concentrates on three spe-
cific factors of cognitive theory that affect decisions by the
teacher in pli"ming the lesson. content, constructs, and
conditions Content involves separating the curriculum into
its component parts so that it can be assimilated easily by
the learner Constructs are factors that ensure that learners
bring the appropriate schemata or cognitive constructions
to the learning situation Conditions have to do with se-
quencing learning events and supplementing mmructional
approaches to include those that have been shown to pro-
mote cognitive growth

Content
Our intention was to %%ea e the teat lung of knowledge

of mathematic, and language arts with insti Litwin in the
thought processes underR mg those disciplines In deter-
mining our strategy, two positions emerged First, although

9 5
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specific cognitive skills had been isolated, the lessons were
to emphasize the interrelatedne,, of reasoning processes
with content Fur know ledge to be translated to new situa-
tions, thinking must nut be addressed as a separate subject
We A uuld look for ways tu promote higher level reasoning
as an integral part of any lesson Second, the lessons were
tu foe us un existing educational goals The teaching w flung
team A as adamant that no new content be added tu their al
ready overburdened curriculum

To systematically organize the teaching events related
tu thinking, vNe by puthesized that specific skills might be
sequenced to create an overreaching structure, a frame-
work possessing internal coherence Ausubel (1957) had
proposed that eognitive structure could be organized hi-
erarchically with highly inclusive concepts subsuming less
inclusive subconcepts We found that it was possible to se-
quence thinking skills in this way.

The Universe of Critical Thinking Skills (Figure 1) or-
ganizes the skills so that we can teach the application of
thinking in any content area Derived from the work of Pi
agct ( 1958) and Ennis (1962), and Winucur (1981) and Nal
'dated procedurally by IMPACT teachers in their class
rooms, the placement of skills into categories is based on
the idea that some less complex skills are prerequisite to
the understanding and application u: others The rationale
fur the arrangement, therefore, depends on a factor of in
elusiveness The more inclusive of other skills, the higher it
1,, placed on the model The arrangement of skills also rests
on the assumption that thinking is based on an ability to
apply each skill independently and combine and sequence
them to form a strategy Although the position of skills
within each category remains somewhat arbitrary, the
three keels of the taxonomy reflect the theoretical devel-
opment of cognitive ability

The design or organization of skills can be easily re
lated to each discipline Reading, fur example, makes use of
skills listed in all three levels Good readers make predic
nuns as they read We found that the ability to predict ac
curate() presupposes and depends on the ability to ob-
sere e, disunguisi relevant data, identify patterns, and infer
cause-effect relationships. Systematic attention to the pro-
cess of predicting and to explicit instruction in that skill
and its prerequisites is fundamental to better comprehen-
sion The identification and ordering of the skills in the tax-
onomy allows a teacher to select, blend, and sequence the
skills and thus manage the teaching learning event

To prepare lessons aimed at developing cognitne
skills, teachers must understand each skill and how it re
later to both the curriculum at hand and to other skills Us(
of the framework simplifies the task de, eloping cognitive
objectives fur lessons because it allows us ( ) to break
down complex learning outcomes into component parts

NISEEMICIENEWSISIBMIERMIIIIIIM

(fur example, analyze standard objectives to determine
whether or not sufficient instruction has been provided to
complete a task), and (2) to identify the thinking skills pre-
requisite to the learning if re-teaching is necessary.

Not all disciplines emphasize all skills Standard math-
ematics content, for example, may not require instruction
Ill fact and opinion ur identification of points of view. How-
ever, it dues incorporate all of the enabling skill,, some of
the processes including identifying relevant vs. irrelevant
information, cause-and-effect relationships, and the form-
ing of generalizations, as well as deductive logic at the op-
erations levei Although it may not be appropriate to teach
ail the skills in each course, it is possible to coordinate the
effort su that students are exposed to instruction in each of
the skills during one class or another

The taxonomy serves instruction in two ways. First, if
prerequisite component skills can be taught by a known
method, the model can be used to prepare the task analysis
of a complex skill as a way of reaching the entire objective.
This approach of reducing complex objectives into sets of
simply taught une3 is popular among behavior-oriented ed-
ucators, it works well with students who enter instruction
with little or no knowledge of the skill being taught. In this
case, the skill is explicitly described and modeled by the
teacher and practiced by the student during the initial
phase of the lesson followed by application to content
material

A second application, more appropriate for students fa-
miliar with skills, is to pr(A ide direct instruction only w hen
student performance indicates that application is lacking ur
incorrect In this case, the teacher begins the lesson by fo-
cusing on the content and uses of taxonomy to diagnose
which skills are the sources of error. The teacher can then
focus instruction on the processes in question.

From the viewpoint of an instructional designer, it is
important that there be continuity and relevance between
the objectives that are being developed fur a particular les-
son and overall curriculum objectives This is equally true
for process instruction as for content The planner plays a
critical role in coordinating, stimulating, and ensuring the
use of cognitive skills

Constructs

In our search fur instructional techniques for transmit-
ting rational thought processes, we found that cognitive
psychology pros ided a powerful tool graphic organizers.
This instructional method involves the use of visual con-
structs it diagrams as a communication aid fin ,,ystemati-
(illy mapping the organization of ideas and guk;Ing inter-
nal dialogue IMPACT lessons ir,c orpurate a nu rnber of
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FIGURE 1

Universe of Critical Thinking Skills

Application L. CRITICAL THINKING

t

Application

OPERATIONS

7 0 LOGICAL REASONING 8.0 EVALUATING
7.1 Deductive 8.1 Judgment
7.2 Inductive 8.2 Decision-making

PROCESSES

4 0 ANALYZING 6.0
4.1 Relevant/

Irrelevant
4.2 Fact/Opinion
4 3 Reliable/

Unreliable

INFERRING
6.1 Meaning of

Statements
F.2 Assumptions
6.3 Cause /Effect
6 4 Generalizations
6 5 Predictions

5.0 QUESTIONING 6.6 Point-of-View

ENABLING SKILLS

1.0 PERCEIVING 3 0 SERIATING
1.1 Observing 3.1 Ordering
1.2 Comparing/ 3.2 Sequencing

I Contrasting 3.3 Patterning
3 4 Prioritizing

2.0 CONCEIVING
2.1 Grouping/Labeling
2.2 Classifying/

Categorizing

Copyright 1981 by S l Winocur

these constructs at %art ou s stages of the learning
experience.

Research on memory has produced some valuable
generalizations. First, the mind can concentrate on only a
small number of elements at any one time. To be remem
beied, complex information must be grouped and stored
intact so that attention can be focused on other topics. Sec-
ond, the task of searching the memory for manageable
amounts of related information is easier lf that information
was stored with reference to some kind of framework. A

frame, or cognitive organizer, acts as a checklist, ensuring
that the student searches through appropriate areas of
memory in a systematic way.

To write an essay, solve a mathematics problem, or
summarize a reading passage requires more than locating
the correct answer. Students need a systematic plan for re-
tile% trig information, and for interpreting and recreating It
in a coherent fashion (Calfee, 1981). Explicit training with
referent e to some kind of framework makes students Lon-
sciously aware of the need to search fur, compare, and eval-
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uate various ideas in order to comprehend their
relationships.

Collins and Loftus (19-5) identified several methods
for cunbey ing and restructuring the relationships of con-
cepts within anti domain In addition. the follow ing instruc-
tional theories are useful. advanced organizers (Ausubel,
1968), digraph analysis (Ilarary, Norman, and Cartwright,
1965), graphic organizers (Junassen and Han k, 1984), cog-
nitive maps, concept maps, spider maps, concept hierar-
chies, semantic feature analysis, and cross-classification ta-
bles (Jones and Friedman, 1984). Based on research on the
scaling of similarity judgments, these schemes require the
learner to consuuusly map the interrelationship of prior
knowledge, locate anchors for new ideas, and identify gaps
or defiLienues in their own cugnitibe structures.

Performance objectives for cognitive lessons require
the learner to correctly apply these frames as conditions of
learning. The following are three basic examples of con-
structs used in remedial language arts lessons with 7th and
8th graders.

Construct 1Compare/Contrast
The teacher introduces a lesson in writing business

letters by gibing students copies of a business letter and a
personal letter and asking them to identify similarities and
differences, which they then plot on a Venn diagram (Fig
ure 2)

Construct 2Ciuse/Effect
A combination of a Venn diagram and mind-mapping

helps students organize Luncepta surrounding the identifi-
Lawn of cause -and- effect relationships in a reading assign-
ment. In small groups, students first discuss the hypotheti-
cal causes for and long-range effects of school dropout.
Next, students anal} ze a reading passage and apply the
frame to elements of the story (Figure 3).

Construct 3Concept Formation
A third scheme that has met with widespread accep-

tance is based on the principle of concept attainment. To
use this diagram appropriately, the teacher constructs two
lists. The In" list contains words or phrases related to a
specific concept or rule, in this case adverbial clauses. The
"Out" list contains words or phrases unrelated to that con-
cept. Students are instructed to hypothesize specific ex-
amples for the "In" column, and are cautioned not to dis
close the rule. By apply ing such thinking skills as
ubserbing, Lumparing and contrasting, identifying relevant
and irreleb ant attributes, and generalizing hypotheses, stu
dents generate additional examples for the In column. As
students offer suggestions, the teacher writes them in the
appropriate column, either In or Out (Figure 4, p. 92).

The activity concludes when the majority of students can
state the governing concept or rule.

In addition to its unique and game-like quality; use of
a frame encourages students to consider each element of a
situation separately, searching their memories for related
ideas. This is particularly helpful for learners at the con-
crete stage of cognitive development, who have difficulty
4 unsidering the multiple aspects of one clement w bile hold-
ing several other elements constant.

Conditions
The IMPACT lesson format, based un the Hunter (1983)

model, incorporates the use of frames to introduce, model,
reinforce, transfer, and evaluate the thinking process dur-
ing any of the following four stages of the learning
experience.

Stage 1Orientation
In those lessons in which a thinking skill is to be

taught directly, teachers began by presenting a situation de-
signed to perk student curiosity. The teacher graphs key
concepts and supporting details generated by large- or
small-group discussions, using th,: same advanced organ-
izer that the students subsequently will learn and practice.
The construct in Figure 3 represents part of an orientation
experience

Stage 2Instruction
During instruction, the teacher labels a thinking skill

used by the students during the discussion and then uses:.
frame to model its application. Whether the topic is corn
plea or simple, it is important that the teacher explicitly de-
scribe the mental strategies being performed while the
process is under way For example, for the "In Out" frame,
the teacher might describe the process as follows.

Focus on several examples and nonexamples.
Identify relevant attributes of each example.
Compare and contrast attributes of the examples,

noting commonalities.
Generalize a commonality of all the examples.
Compare the commonality to the nonexarnples and

note the differences.
Verify the attributes that distinguish the examples

from the nonexamples.
Due to the suhectibe nature of the complex mental

performance, this description is imperfect. Yet we agree
with Beyer (1984) that this verbal sharing of the reasoning
process pro% ides a model of performance needed by some
students, and encourages each student to interiurize the
strategy. When the description of thinking skills perform-
ance is accompanied by application of a frame to the con-
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FIGURE 2

Comparing and Contrasting Using a Venn Diagram
Types of Correspondence

BUSINESS

part of heading date alone
part of heading address on envelope
impersonal language personal, gossipy
block format indented
typed production handwritten
singular purpose multi-purpose
formal style informal

/
Similarities

FIGURE 3

Causes and Effects Using a Venn Diagram/Mind-Mapping Scheme

wasting time
loss of
friends

not studying poor
teaching

no interest

no funds

not attending

POSSIBLE

CAUSES
OF

SCHOOL
DROP-OUT

limited
views

free
time

loss
of

respect

negative
attitude

POSSIBLE
EFFECTS

OF
SCHOOL

DROP-OUT

fewer ,AV.--
skills

less
work

sickness
peer

pressure
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FIGURE 4

A Graphic Organizer for Generalizing A Rule
About Adverbial Clauses

What's The Rule?

IN OUT 1
We will eat whon the guests arrive.

If you don't know where you're going,
it doesn't matter how you get there.

The pass was completed even though
the quarterback had been tacked

Because of the , rain shortage,
cereal proaucts have doubled
in price.

You understand the rules of the
game.

I have a friend who may help

tent area, the demonstration becomes all the more povver
ful.

Stage 3Practice
Here students aie guided in the construct to specific

sample items ur situations. For example, to identify the as-
sumptions imbedded in an advertisement, students might
use a mind-mapping organizer. The teacher monitors the
performance, and students receive feedback from either
the teacher ur from a small woup. For some students, fur-
ther application of the skill might be necessary prior to ap-
plying the strategy to subject-matter content.

How do students acquire mental routines that are the
basis for skilled performance? Irion (1966) recommends
practice NA, ith feedback. If guidance was adequate, the num
ber of times a student has performed a task is a good index
to skill level It is also important for students to perform the
task in different situations so that they have experience in
adapting the performance to a variety of contexts.

Stage 4Transfer
The teacher introduces the application of the thinking

skill and the frame to new material from the content area,
carefully indicating those aspects of the learning closely
akin to the prior application. Use of the graphic organizer
during this stage greatly facilitates identification of the sim-
ilarity of the two learning situations and promotes applica-
tion of the thinking process to the new material.

Students describe, in their own words, the steps of the
skill application, and demonstrate application of the

graphic construct to the appropriate content material. Since
they have participated in discussions and have symbolized
their thinking on paper, they should have available a strat-
egy that can then be used independently in the follow-up
exercises. If students have had the opportunity to use a
frame in a variety of experiences, they are more likely to
consider using it in a new setting.

Note that at every stage, use of a frame encourages stu-
dents to employ a thinking skill in a conscious way. Al-
though each skill undoubtedly is used in combination with
other mental processes during any lesson, direct instruc-
tion and application of the organizer emphasize one partic-
ular skill during each occasion.

Development of the IMPACT curriculum has broad-
ened our view of the capability of teachers and students to
deal effectively' and efficiently with information. Neither les-
son design nor curriculum materials have required radical
change. Rather, in app'ying the principles of inOrmation
processing theory to instructional development, we have
found that the educational impact has had more to do with
instructional emphasi- than with program reformation,
more to do with an implicit view of students and learning
than with the details of a particular learning experience.
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PART V

Thinking Pervades the
Curriculum

You are a high .school principal lour school district
has adopted a "thinking across the curriculum" approach,
and all teachers will teach fur thinking }bur RE depart-
ment chairperson says, u ay }bur uuc-ed teacher .says,
"That's the role of he science and math departments" lbur

foreign language department chairperson says, '7t comes
later; when they art fluent "lbw cwinseling.staff .shuns the
task because "it's outside their dunzain" hate tu con-
vii;:e your entire staff that each cf their disciplines is based
on cognitit c functions, the master; of which permits the
achievenzent of that disciple e and its contents

Thomas

Accurding to Ed Gordon, Professor of Music at T-mple
Unnersity, to create, recreate, enjoy, or remember
mask is a form of thought His term, "audiatiun,- is

to music what "metacugnitiun" is to speech Whenever we
internally rehearse a tune, compose a melody, predict an
ending, or feel a beat, ve are audiating.

During the last Olympic games, it was reported that
there were more psychologists attending the players than
physicians The athletes were already perfect physically,
mental "pumping" is what gale them the edge. Mental re
hearsal of athletic performance (the -Carpenters Effect"),
freedom from stress, and not being uerly confident are
cugnitie conditions that seem to enhance physical
performance .

Increasing amounts of research show that mastery of
any subject area or basic skill depends on students' posses-
sion of certain pi erequisite cognitive abilities. For exam-
ple, if students du not spontaneously analyze, compare, and
infer, they will never master the skill of decoding. More
drill and practice would prove to be of little help.

All teachers would agree that such intelligent behav-
iors as following instructions, striving for precision, check-
ing fur accuracy, perseverance, listening to others' points of
view, and innovation are basic to their discipline. Regard-
less of their subject area, teachers want students to perform
intelligently. measuring twice before cutting is an indica-
tion of reduced impulsivity practiced in the shop and home
economics classrooms. Installing, remembering, execut-
ing, and evaluating a strategic plan of action is as basic to
the football field as it is to the science laboratory. Being
Zen tu, interpreting, and responding appropriately to en-
y irunrnental cues is as much a survival skill in driver train-
ing as it is in a successful marriage.

Pervasiveness implies that thinking skills are to be em-
phasized w ithin existing subjects instead of being added as
a separate subject. In this chapter, several commonly' taught
subjects and skills are examined to determine the thinking
processes on which they are based. will not examine
all subject areas and skills, rather, we wish to emphasize
that process and content are interdependent and insepara-
ble. Tu teach uae without the other is meaningless indeed.
Learning is a process that engages and alters the mind.

2
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Some Thoughts About
Mathematics and Problem

Solving
Robert Wirtz

The note from school said Marcia needed extra aurk
a ith flash ci,r Is . . she is still counting on her fin-
gers, and that's not fast enough in 4th grade." Mar

cia's parents were surprised, they had learned that children
ahu are dependent on their fingers can test out at grade
level"until 4th grade.

Marcia's father found out quickly a h.It the teacher had
reported. When the card "3 + 7 = Lame up, Mar-
cia used her fingers. ''8, 9, 10 ... it's 10" Her father compli-
mented her for getting the right answer, but with a note of
mural judgment, asked, "Why don't you remember that?"

There was considerable finger counting and more,
Why don't you remember that?" Frustration aas mounting.

When the card with "5 + 5 = came up, Mar-
cia beamed and said "10," without hesitation. "Ah," her
father thought, an entry point." Su he found "5 + 6 =

and put the cards side b, side un the table. He then
asked, "Nua, hua much is 5 + 6?" Marcia counted on her
fingers from 6 to 11 and said, It's 11."

"But Marcia, you know that 5 + 5 = 10; 6 is one more
than 5. So if 5 + 5 = 10, how much is 5 + 6?"

Marcia was confused and troubled. With brows knit
tightly, she counted on her fingers from 6 to 11 and asked,
"Isn't it 11, Daddy?"

"Marcia, don't you see any connection between 5 + 5
and 5 + 6?"

"Yes, they both begin with a 5."

This chapter is excerpted from articles by the late Robert Wirtz.
Permission to reprint has been granteJ by curriculum Develop
ment Associates of Washington, D C., and Monterey, California

This first session ended with Marcia knuaing she was
an "I don't get it," and her father realizing he was an "i
can't help her'

Everyone a ill agree rote memory and understanding
are both essential ingredients of mathematical fluency. Any
disagreements are limited to the relative importance of
these two factors. It is enough for us to begin by recogniz-
ing the importance of both. Any math curriculum must sug-
gest well-developed strategies for (1) helping all children
remember more in less time, and (2) helping all children
understand more mathematics. The standard curriculum is
silent on both questinsor if not silent, certainly fuzzy
and not at all specific.

If one were to look for implied strategies in the tradi-
tional curriculum, the following might be noted.

Rute memory is a matter of sufficient repetitions."
Understanding "is telling about an idea often

enough so all children will eventually understand it."
Such implications suggest an almost complete lack of

understanding of both aspects of learning. They seem to
rest on some kind u. accumulated a isdurn and are useless
as strategies to overcome children's difficulties.

Rote Memory
Why is it Marcia can encounter "3 + 7 =

countless times over four years and not remember the
answer?

Clearly, "sufficient repetitions" is not a productive tac-
tic for many children. A bit of analysis reveals that Marcia
has been practicing counting on her fingers and that she
needs no more practice at that method of problem solving.
What she has always needed and almost never experienced

as say ing the complete sentence"three plus seven
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equals ten' and hearing that sentenLe from teachers, par-
ents, and other children.

The unit of rote memory is a verbal pattern that, once
begun, 'rolls off the tongue" as a TV commercial ur line of
poetry And this is true whenever rote memory is involved.
Consider these questions:

What is your phone number and area code?
In the Pledge of Allemance to the Flag of the Owed

States, what words come just before and just after the word
"Republic"?

How many days are in the month of April?
Xliat is the fourth letter of your last nam.22
How does this sentenLe end? Hey, diddle, diddle,

the ...."
No trouble. once begun, the rest rolls off your tongue

with no Lunscious a -t of mind. It is in your rote memory
as a verbal pattern, a unit of memory

This insight into the nature of rote memory leads to
productive strategics and tactics. When Marcia encountered
"3 + 7 = ," she began immediately to read the card,
three plus seven equals If the answer didn't roll

off her tongue, she would find out on her fingers that
7 + 3 = 10. It didn't roll off my tongue that time, Daddy,
but I know what to do. I'm going to say the whole sentence
three timesI'll say it as if I were angry or happy ur
or with a beatany way she has decided to say it).

When rote memory is involved, classroom teachers
and parents need to police their own language, never set-
tling fur answers, but requiring complete sentencesre-
peating over and over again the full unit of memory. And
we might reinstate to good standing "chanting" or "choral
response:. which not only promotes memory but can also
embrace the powerful a, d positive dynamic of group sing-
ing. The "I don't get its and "I get its" respond together
and the latter group ought not be excluded because they
know the words of the song."

Understanding
Fidget (1965) pro% ides powerful insight into the

source of difficulty that "I don't get its" experienceand
indicates strategies we must develop to uverwme those dif-
ficulties and prevent them from arising.

The true cause of failure in formal education is that we begin
with language rather than beginning with real and material
action.

Language is a repository of experiences. It begins as
Lhildi en respond to the sensory data flooding into their
minds as they encounter the three-dimensional world
around t1 ema world of people and things. They see con-
nections and relationships and talk about themto them-

selves and to others. They use words and language patterns
as organizers to draw together various aspects of their ex-
periences. They build mental images and develop language
patterns that persist in their minds after the experience
passes.

Language grows out of "real and material action"its
meaning depends exclusively on the experience. Unfortu-
nately, it is possible to begin with language that has no re-
ferent, no meaning. And this is doubly destructive. it devel-
ops a language as limited and capricious as the vocabulary
of parrots, it also hides the fact that no meaningful lan-
guage is being developedthe worthless counterfeit is
being accepted at face value. This is the plight of "I don't
get its."

Marcia could not comprehend her father's language,
which focused on relationships, because it had no referent
for her. Shortly thereafter her father introduced her to ten-
framesan array of wire or plastic mesh. He asked Marcia
to put five beans in each of two frames as shown in Figure
1 a.

He asked her whether or not she counted the beans as
she put them in.

"No, I just filled up one row in each, and I know you
want me to say 5 + 5 = 1.0."

"That's right. Now will you please put another bean in
the bottom frame?" She did (Figure lb), and without hesi-
tation, said, "Now you want me to say 5 + 6 = 11."

"How did you find that out so easily?"
"Don't you see, Daddy, the two 5s make 10 and one

more is 11?"
A little later he asked her to put our beans in the top

frame and five in tne bottom frame (Figure 1c).
"Did you count those nine beans as you put them in?"
"Nu, I just left one hole, and you want me to say 4 + 9

= 13. That's easy you take one of the four and fill up the
hole in the bottom frame, and then you have 10 and 3, or
13."

She thought a minute and said, "Hey, Daddy, that'll
work for all the nines ... you can always fill up the hole and
has e 10 plus one less than you started with the other
frame."

And she proceeded to make up examples without us-
ing the frames or beans. "7 + 9 will be 6 and 10, or 16" and
so on.

Marcia smiled, From now on, the nines are my 'cin-
chy' numbers."

She thought for a minute and continued, "And I can
u the same trick with the eightsyou move over two to
fill up the tea frame. 8 plus 7 must be the same as 10 and 5
more, or 15."

You knuv I think I'll call the eights my almost cinLhy
numbers."
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Not long afterward, she asled, "Daddy, will the nines
be cinchy in subtraction?"

She was building a language of connections as it grew
out of "real and material action" and now was asking
"global questions" searching for broad generalizations.

"I don't get its" are not naturally language deficient.
Rather, they are failing because they were initiated to lan-
guage that was not rooted in real and material action.

"I don't get its" are victims of a curriculum that fails to
appreciate the central role of language experience and lan-
guage development in mathematics or fails to help teachers
and parents with their responsibility to help children de-
velop the crucial language of connection and relationships.

"I don't get its" suffer a common difficulty. To them,
each bit of arithmetic stands by itself. The subject is a maze
of unrelated items. They never learned the language of
connections or relationships. The "I get its" learned that
languagethey can talk their way from what they know
into nearby, less familiar terrain.

Children As Learners
Children are experts at learning through trial and er-

ror. They come to school as seasoned inventors, full of the
aspirations, dreams, and self-confidence that distinguish
human beings from all other animals.

The extension of these natural learning abilities is
awesone. At age two or three, children fathom the basic
structure of their mother tongue. When they ask, "Will you
read me the same story you readed me yesterday," they are
not mimicking--they are inventing a new word according
to the standard rule of forming the past tense of regular
verbs in English. Early on, they learn to read body language
and develop several reliable ways to control adults.

They have also had many experiences with the four
basic operations of arithmetic: subtraction ("take away"),
addition ("some more"), multiplication ("so many for
everyone"), and division with remainders ("fair shares").
However, they are not yet able to verbalize all they know,
consequently, the math curriculum must start by providing
opportunities for language experiences. As the need be-
gins to be fulfilled, another need arises naturallyto learn
more about the "neat" and efficient ways arithmetic pro-
vides to record what they have learned to describe with
language. But the ability to learn is unquestionable.

Many researchers, notably Piaget, report their obser-
vations of this natural learning process the ways children
who are on their own learn without adult intervention.
These researchers remain outside, uninvolved in the activ-
ity, thereby preserving its "naturalness." They are careful
that they do not "contaminate" the process they are
observing
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FIGURE 2

The Sequence of Cognitive Development

Manipulative Representational Abstract

Beginning

They report that children follow a common develop-
mental pattern, maturing slowly through several stages ac-
cording to some kind of innate timetable. They describe
the basic development of ideas that children internalize and
learn to use. All such notions are born out of "real and ma-
terial action"children responding to the sensory input
that flows from the world about them As familiarity grows,
language begins. Gradually, children replace the three
dimensional context in which the idea originates with two-
dimensional representations such as pictures, diagrams,
sketches, and gr.iphs. The language already developed is
used to talk about things that can no longer be mused
around Eventually, these representations of the real world
also fade out, "rid the idea is retained as a combination of
visual images and language patterns. This slow transition
from concrete to abstract is dependent on the continuing
development of 1,isualization, language, and thinking.

Other researchers, notably Jerome Bruner, are not
content with ubsening and describing the natural learning
process. They want to intervene in that process to help
maximize children s development at higher cognitive ley
elsde%eluping those potentials that are uniquely human.
Only human beings can organize what we remember, ena
bling us to tackle problems and solve them. Moreover, hu-
man beings can progress to an ei,en higher leyel
initiating and carrying on our own independent
investigations.

In The Relevance of Education, Bruner (1971) wrote.

Discove:y teaching generally involves not so much tht pro-
cess of leading students to sIt,cover what is out there," but rather,
their discovering what is in their own heads It involves encour-
aging them to say; "let me stop nnd think about that", "let me use
my head"; "Let me have some vicarious trial and error." There is a
vast amount more in most heads (children's heads Included) than
we are usually aware of, or that we are willing to try to use. You
have to convince students or exemplify for them, which is a much
better way of putting it) of the fact that there are Implicit models
in their heads which are useful.

At a single sitting children can move from one cogni-
tive level to another from remembering experiences, to
sulying problems, to making independent investigations.
Children can move from one level to ar.uther and back re-
gardless of their progress along the developmental axis
from concrete to abstract. Children can use their heads.

Any math curriculum that is fit for human consump-
tion must pro, idt a great variety of opportunities for activ-
ity at these higher cognitive levels. (This is true even
though test makers have been able to monitor progress
only at the levels of remembering experiences.) And math-
ematics is uniquely rich in problem soling situations that
can be tailored to meet a wide range of different needs

The two dimensional diagram in Figure 2 accommo-
dates both the observers, such as Piaget, and the interven-
ors, such as Bruner.

Movement from left to right suggests a slow develop-
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mental processideas bore: in real and material action ma-
ture through a representational stage and finally grow into
useful abstractions. This is essentially a one-way route.
Movement back and forth from top to bottom suggests that
higher levels of appropriate cognitive aLtivities are avail-
able to all children at all times. Both movements have their
origin in real and material action. The ultimate goal of ed-
ucation is shown as helping to provide all children with op-
portunities to enjoy making independent investigations at
the abstract level.

Every strategy, every tactic, every activity in the math
curriculum can be evaluated in terms of its contribution to
continuous development of the process mapped by this
diagrain. This theory suggests there ate always two op-
tional ways to move aheadtoward increasing levels of ab-
straction and toward higher cognitive levels. It also sug-
gest:, useful strategies to help learners who are confused or
frustrated move hack toward a less abstract level or to a
lower cognitive level to build a more firm foundation be-
fore moving out again.
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Conclusion

The math curriculum for the 80s must assume the re-
sponsibility to help children memorize what they need to
memorize and to help all children understand the relation-
ships that weave all of mathematics into a single tapestry !:
must provide strategies that are responsive to the unique
characteristics of rote memory strategies designed to
build understanding and to develop the language upon
which understanding depends. finally, it must offer sugges-
tions for weaving the cognitive functions together in Ali
learning activities.
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The Thinki /Writing Connection

Carol Booth Olson

n his report un the current state of secondary educa-
tion in America entitled High School, Carnegie Foun
dation President Ernest Boyer adocates that writing

should be taught across the curriculum because "dear
writing leads to .gear thinking, deal thinking is thebd is of
Tear writing." Perhaps more than any ether form of com-

munication," he adds, writing holds us responsible for our
words and ultlinately nukes us more thoughtful human
beings In essence, Buyer's statement recugri..,es the
thinking, writing connection that depth and clarity of
thinking enhance the quality of writing, while at the same
time, writing is a learning tool for heightening and refining
thinking.

This renewed emphasis un writing as a reflection of
thinking conies at al time when the reasoning skills of
American school children appear to be on the decline. For
example, Reatling Thinking and Writing, a recent report
of a national reading and literature assessment of user
100,000 nine-, thirteen , and seventeen- year -olds cites as its
major and ar,erriding" finding that although siudents at

each age lead had little difficulty making judgments about
what they read, must lacked the problem soh, ing and criti
cal thinking skills to explain and defend their judgments in
writing According to the authors of this report (Applc:,ee,
I3row II, Cooper and odic's). the results of this assessment
do not point to any cognitive inability on the part of stu-
dents to respond analytically Rather, because of the current
emphasis in testaig and instruction un multiple choice,
true, false and short answer responses, students are simply
unused to undertaking critical thinking tasks A separate
study i Applebeekuten 1,chr ), corroborites these findings.
In an intensive one year observation of two high schools,

rcscarcher reporied that 44 percent of the lesson time in
six major subject areas involved writing activities of some
kind, yet only 3 percent of that time was spent in writing
tasks of a paragraph or longer.

What is important to note is that thinking and writing
are interdependent processesways of making meaning
out of experience. Both take practice. And that practice
must be sustained. When one contrasts the current empha-
sis on teaching, to the proficiency test wilt, i he expectations
of higher education, one has to wonder when, where and
how students will get the wide ranging, practice in thinking
and writing that will enable them to tap the full range of
their cognitive potential.

Hilda Taba acknowledges the crucial role the teacher
can play in providing students with the kind of practice that
will facilitate cognithe growth ,lien she concludes that

how people think may depend largely on the kinds of
thinking experience' they have had. Writing is a complex

and challenging thinking experience. In fact, researchers
Flower and Hayes have observed, "Writing is among the
most complex of all human mental activities.' In order to
produce a composition. writers must tap their memory to
establish what they know, review the informaton they have
generated int.: translate it into inner speech or print, orga-
nize main dens, re-see the whole to find a focus, construct
a structural framework for communicating an intended
message, transform this network of thought into a written
palm, and evaluate the product.

This description of the writing process mirrors t'
stages of the thinking process as portrayed in Bloom's Tax-
onomy of the Cognitive Domainknowledge, comprehen-
sion, application, analysis, synthesis, eNaivation. All of
Bloom's le .els of thinking recapitulate the writing process
and vice versa (Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1

The Thinking/Writing Process
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Thinking and writing are recursive processes in
which one often has to go backward to go forward. It is ad-
mittedly somewhat appropriate, then, to describe the act of
composing in a strictly linear fashion. However, whether
evaluation should precede synthesis, whether one has to

analyze in order to apply, or whether stages in the writing
process can simultaneously tap two u. more thinking levels
dues not alter the important point that composing involves
all of the skills in the taxonomy.

Writing demands complex, intellective activity what-
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ever the order of levels of thinking because while wmpos-
ing, writers must simultaneously entertain two win ques-
tions The first is a content-oriented concern. What do I
have to say? The second, a procedural concern that deals
with transforming thought into print, focuses more on form
and less on substance: How will I get my ideas into writing?
Whether a student describes in rich sensory detail what it's
like to eat an orange (a primarily comprehension-level
task) or interprets and comments on the significance of the
"Turtle Chapter" in The Grapes of Wrath (a predominantly
analysis-level task), balancing the twin demands of the writ-
ing process taps all the levels of thinking.

Flower and Hayes have likened the writer in the act of
composing to "a busy switchboard opervor," juggling
"constraints" and "working on cognitive overload." Be-
cause students must grapple with such constraints as the
limited knowledge they have to construct and express
meaning, the imprecision of language they have to com-
municate what they know, the challenge of assessing their
audiences and purposes for writing, and the demands of
the contexts in which writing occurs,' it is not enough to
simply assign writing tasks and anticipate spontaneous im-
provement in thinking, Practice in writing alone will not
net.t.6sarily lead to enhanced thinking and writing skills. To
facilitate the growth of problem-solving ability, teachers
must carefully sti ucture lessons that gradually increase the
intellectual complexity and provide guided practice that
makes the what in a paper more accessible to students and
also allows them to focus more on the how of composing.

Virginia Baldwin, a teacher and consultant with the
University of California, Irvine, Thinking/Writing Project,
carefully crafted the lesson seen here (with annotations).3
The lesson is organized according to the stage process
model of compositionprewriting, precomposing, writ-
ing, sharing, revising, editing, and evaluatingand moves
students through all of the levels of thinking from knowl-
edge through evaluation

Writing Domain: Analytical/Expository
Thinking Level. Evaluation Grade Level' Elementary (4-6)

PERSUASIVE LETTERS

Lesson:
Predicting possible reactions and meeting them with logical arguments,
students will write a letter designed to persuade a specific audience to
do something

Objectives:
Thinking SkillsStudents will function at the EVALUATION level

by PREDICTING AND PERSUADING

Writing SkillsStudents will be expected to write a persuasive
letter that contains a well-supported argument directed toward a partic-
ular audience.

DEVELOPING MINDS: A RESOURCE BOOK FOR TEACHING THINKING

Although the lesson described here was designed for
student. in grades 4-6, it has been used successfully with a
wide range of students, including adults, to guide the eval-
uation skills of predicting and persuading.

Prewriting

1 As a class, ask students to brainstorm who they have tried to
persuade in the past, what they have tried to persuade them to do, how
they tried to persuade them, and what the results were on the following
chart:

What Who How Results

Take me to the
movies.

Let me take
skating lessons

Stay all night.

Buy me a bike.

Big brother

Mom

Friend

Parents

Begged

Panted and
whined

Asked polite!y

Cried

Was mad but took
me anyway,

Said, "Nc."

Stayed

didn't buy it

2 Ask students to describe and explain o ally their situations
(what, who) to the class. Discuss the how and results columns.

3. Ask the class if anyone has ever tried writing a persuasue letter.
If nobody has, suggest it and explain that letter writing can be a very
effective tool for persuasion.

Prewriting activities generate ideas for writing. In
any of its wide range of formsclass discussion, brain-
storming, visualizing, free writing, and so on prewriting
aims to stimulate the free flow of thought. In this lesson,
Baldwin asks students to share experiences in which they
tried to persuade someone to do something, to allow some-
thing, or to give something. This activity Stimulates student
interest, el'cits a wealth of examples, and sets the stage for
introducing the prompt; that is, the writing assignment.

The Prompt

Choose one thing that you would like to persuade someone to do. Write
a letter to persuade your chosen audience. Your letter should show that
you have:

Clearly stated what you want and why.

Used a tone suited to your audience.

iD Predicted two possible objections your audience might have.

Shown logically that those objections have been considered and
resolved

Followed the standard letter form of greeting, body, and closing.

Notice that the lesson now moves from past to present
as students are asked to think of something they would like
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to persuade someone of now Perry noted that one sign of
cognitive growth is the ability to move frum the stage of
Basic Duality, where the world is perceived in absolutes, to
a recognition that there is more than one approach to or
perspective on a problem in the stage of Multiplicity' In
our sample lesson, the teacher encourages this transition in
young children by asking them to anticipate the objections
of their audience, presumably a parent, other trusted adult,
teacher, or friend

Precomposing

Focusing

4. Students may work in pairs, in groups, or individually Ask stu-
dents to choose one thing they would like to persuade someone to do
(who, what) and enter the information in the first two columns of this
chart:

Who What
Possible

Objections
Possible

Arguments

Mom Let me take three 1

friends to
Farrell's for my 2

birthday

1

Predicting objections of audience and experimenting w.th tone

Oral Persuasion

5. Introduce the concept of tone by presenting students with this
situation: Suppose you were certain that you had put your favorite
record aibum in a special spot in your bedroom, and it's not there.
After searching your room thoroughly and feeling frustrated, you must
set out to question the following people about whether they've moved,
misplaced, or taken your record.

The housekeeper
Your mom
Your younger brother or sister
A neighborhood friend who is always "borrowing" things with-
out asking.

a. What words and tone of voice would you use to inquire about
the whereabouts of your record with each specific audience?

b. How would your language and tone differ depending on your
relationship with each person?

6. Explain to students that tone is used in writing as well as speak-
ing. The tones one might verbally use can also be conveyed in writing,
depending on nuances of chosen words.

7. Ask two iudents to roie play the situation they chose during the
Focusing Stage (see Step 4) in front of the class Ask the students to
identify which person is the audience and which person is the per-
suader. Before the role play begins, brainstorm characteristics of the
audience that might influence their reactions. (For example, if a student
wanted to persuade his mom to let him buy a boogie board, it would
help the partner who is playing the role of his mom to anticipate her
objections if she knew that Mom had earlier refused to let her son buy
a skateboard because she was afraid he might fall and hurt himself.)
Persuaders can experiment with different tones in attempting to per-
suade the chosen audience. Discuss which tones '1.t> persuader used
that were most effective, and why.

8. Students should enter the possible reactions of audiences and
possible arguments of the persuader on the chart

Who What
Possible

Objections
Possible

Arguments

Mom Let me take three
friends to
Farrell's for my
birthday

1. It's too
expensive.

2.

3

1. I'll help pay
with my
allowance

2.

3.

Trarsition from oral persuasion to written persuasion

9. Help students make the transition from oral role play to written
expression by conducting the following activity:

a. On a fined sheet of pa ter, the persuader should request the
audience to do something. Example: "Mom, will you let me
take three friends to Farrell's for my birthday?"

b The audience should read the question silently, write a response
according to his or her first possible reaction, and return it to
the persuader. Example: "No, Farrell's is too expensive."

c. The paper is passed back and forth in this manner until the
audience is convinced or the persuader gives up.

d. The persuader should then read over the dialogue and enter on
another chart new possible reactions and possible arguments.

e. Have the students switch roles and do the exercise again so that
bot:t students' charts are complete.

Who What
Possible

Objections
Possible

Arguments

Mom Let me take three
friends to
Farrell's for my
birthday

1. It's too
expensive.

2. I don't know
where
Farrell's is.

1. I'll help pay
with my
allowance.

2. There's a
Farrell's only
two blocks from
school.

10. Review the prompt and proper letter format with the class.
Discuss possible opening statements they could use in their letters. (It
is helpful to list them on the chalkboard ) Sample letter format:

(date)
Greeting 1):,ar Mary,

Body It is really important to me
that .

Closing paragraph: So, you see, this is why

Closing: Sincerely,

(Signature)

11. Read a model to the class emphasizing the structure followed
Students may use their own structure but should include:

What is wanted
Reasons for wanting it
Two possible obtections
Reasons to overcome the objections
Closing summary

The following is a sample of the model.
(Continued)
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(date)
Dear Mom,

This year I would like to have my birthday party at Farrell's with
three of my best fiends I ve always wanted to go there because they
sing Happy Birthday and play the big drum it you tell them it s your
birthday.

I know you probably will think that it will be too expensive, but it
really won't be because I will pay for my friends ate cream with my
allowance. You won't need to give me any extra money because my ice
cream will be free just because it's my birthday That's why everyone
likes to go to Farrell's on their birthday

You might not know where there is a Farrell's and be worried about
driving with kids in the car Guess what? There is a Farrell's just two
blocks from school. We could walk and meet you there.

I hope you will think about my idea and say "Yes" The only thing
really want for my birthday is to have a party at Farrell's Please let me

know what you decide
Love,

Molly

Helping students generate ideas for writing is often not
..nough to enable them to organize and articulate their
thoughts. Precomposing activities help students focus on
the specific requirements of the prompt as well as formu-
late a writing plan. Since Baldwin's lesson calls for sophis-
ticated critical thinking on the part of young students, it in-
cludes a very extensive precomposing stage to prepare
them for writing. Students work in pairs and role play, first
orally and then in writing, to generate t list of the possible
objections they may encounter and to formulate reasons to
overcome those anticipated objections.

Writing

12 Students write their letters referring to their lists of possible
reactions of audience and possible arguments of persuader.

Writing is the stage in which thought is transformed
into print But more than that, it is an act of discovery Often
it is only as we write about what we think (and vice versa)
that we grasp what it is that we truly want to communicate.
Precomposing activities should facilitate and not inhibit the
growth of thought that occurs in writing. The goal of the
first draft should be fluency rather than refinement of ideas
or expression.

In order for students to perceive writing as genuine
communication and not just a chore to accommodate the
teacher, opportunities must be provided for sharing writ-
ingfor giving and receiving feedback on work in prog-
ress. Sharing enables students to dist:0%er how their
words affect other readers. Responding assists them in in-
ternalizing the criteria for good writing.

DEVELOPING MINDS: A RESOURCE BOOK FOR TEACHING THINKING

Sharing

13. Students share letters and help each other decide whether or
not the letter will persuade the intended audience Partners should
underline the objections of the audience in red and arguments to over-
come objections in green. Partners should also discuss whether or not
the tone is appropriate for the audience. Optional. Partners may indicate
a preliminary primary trait score (see Evaluation section).

Revising

14. Based on the feedback received, students should revise letters
to make them more persuasive They should consider the following
questions:

Is what I want clearly stated?
Have I stated the reasons why I want it?
Do the words I chose create the right tone for my audience?
Did I include two possible objections(
Are my arguments against those objections persuasive?
Is my closing paragraph effective?

Editing

15. Students may edit their own letters or exchange them with a
friend The secondary trait scoring guide should be used as a reference
(see Evaluation section).

Evaluation

16. Primary Trait Scoring Guide:

3 This letter clearly states what is wanted and why, anticipates
objections and meets them with logical arguments. It probably
would persuade your audience because the arguments are pre-
sented in a tone suited to them.

2 This letter presents persuasive arguments but does not anticipate
the possible reactions of your audience. It might persuade them,
but then again it might not.

1 This letter would probably not persuade your audience since it
is not presented in a tole suited to your audience and does not
anticipate possible reactions or meet them with specific argu-
ments.

17. Secondary Trait Scoring Guide

2 This letter follows proper letter format, is neat and easy to read,
and has no errors in spelling, mechanics, or usage. A letter like
this is a pleasure to receive. Your audience will be impressed
with your writing skills.

1 This letter follows most of proper letter format but is not as neat
and easy to read. It has a few errors in spelling, mechanics, or
usage. If your primary trait score is high, your audience still
might be persuaded.

0 This letter is not neat or easy to read. It has many errors in
spelling, ,nechanics, or usage. Even if your primary trait score is
high, your audience probably would not do what you want them
to since they might not be able to read it.
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For many writers, editing occurs automatiLally as they
compose. For those writers, editing is simply proofreading
for minor errors in grammar, punctuation, spelling, and so
forth. For students who have not acquired (or young writ-
ers who are still acquiring) the conventions of written Eng
lish, it requires more conscious attention to correctness.

Although any revision is an act of self-evaluation, the
evaluation stage of the composing process involves assess-
ment of the final written product. Whether this ratig
comes in the form of a letter grade, holistic score, or ana-
lytic comment, the criteria on which the paper is to be
judged should be dearly delineated and communicated
early on in the writing process. Primary and secondary
trait scoring guides allow the teacher to rank clarity and
logic over details of format and correctness.

As mentioned previously, students need to see writing
as a mode of genuine communication rather than as some-
thing artificially imposed. Positive perceptions of writing

Extension Activities

Application

Deliver the final letter to the audience it was intended tor. Ask your
audience to write back and tell you if your arguments were persuasive

Ana lyr.:c

Prompt

SUBSEQUENT EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

After reading Mark Twain's Torn Sawyer, explain how
Tom persuaded his friends to whitewash the fence for
him. How would you characterize the tone he used with
his friends? Why do you think his approach to persua-
sion was effective?

Evaluation

Prompt Choose a real audience at home or at school and try to
convince them of something by writing a letter or com-
posing a speech. You might try convincing:

The teacher to give the class an extra recess.
The principal to allow the class to raise money for a
special field trip.
The custodian to take you as a morning nelper.
Other classes to write letters and send art to home-
bound children or a children's hospital.
Another school to exchange letters and art with your
class.
A community club to sponsor an activity at your
school
Students at your school to write letters about endan-
gered species legislation to members of Congress.
Students at your school to write letters stating a posi-
tion on the nuclear arms race to members of Congress.

as a useful, personal tool are fostered by a pustwriting ac-
tivity like publishing the writing in some form or, in this
Lase, delivering the final product to the person for whom it
is intended.

Finally; working from the premise that there is a devel-
opmental sequence in the growth of thought that this se
quence progresses from concrete to aostract levels, and
that the mental structures developed at a preceding stage
are," as Taba says, "prerequisite to success in a subsequent
one and are incorporated into teacher can use the
Persuasive Letters lesson as a stepping stc,de to two other
writing assignments that will provide additional practice in
higher-level thinking and writing skills.

Regardless of whether one uses the stage process
model of comp,. sition described in the Persuasive Letters
lesson or another technique for facilitating written expres-
sion, the important point is that writing can and should be
used as a learning tool across the curriculum for expanding
and refining thinking. The most successful teachers of writ-
ing will think critically about critical thinking before de-
signing curriculums. Writing develops thinking, after all,
not so much from having students perfect any single wrii-
ten product or reaching the top of a critical thinking hier-
archy, as much as from providing enough guided practice to
cause students to internalize a workable problem-solving
process.

FOOTNOTES

'Linda Flower and John R. Hayes, "The Dynamo of Compos-
ing, in Cognitive Processes in Writing, ed. Lee V. Gregg and Er-
win R. Steinberg (Hillsdale, NJ.. Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,
1980), p. 33.

'Carl H. Frederiksen and Joseph E Dominic, eds. "Introduc-
tion. Perspectives on the Activity of Writing,' in Writing, The Na-
ture, Development, and Teaching of Written Communication
(Hillsdale, NJ.: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1981), pp. 39-40.

3This letter appears in Thinking/Writing: Fostering Critical
Thinking Through Writing, edited by Carol Booth Olson (Fund
for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education, 1985). It was
written by Virginia Baldwin, a teacher at Del Cerro Elementary
School in Saddleback Valley United School District, and Teacher/
Consultant from thi. 'University of California, Irvine, Thinking'
Writing Project.

'William Perry, Forms of Intellectual and Ethical Develop-
ment in the College Years (Now York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1970).

'Hilda Taba, Thinking in Elementary School Children (Wash-
ington, DC. US Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Cooperative Research Project No. 1574, 1967), p 12
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eading and Thinking

Beau Fly Jones

Knowledge is the most powerful problem-solving tool
there is If I want to solve problems in mathematic., I've got
to hate mathematical concepts But there s a difference be-
tween teaching knowledge iv; a tool that facilitates prob-
lem solving and teaching it simplj as a thing to be
memorized

John Bra nsford

The definition of reading that arises from schema the-
ory argues that meaning is not contained in the text
(Rumelhart, 1980, Spiro, 1980). It is not enough fur

the reader merely to decode words in order to determine
their meaning Rather, reading inyulves an interaction of the
reader, the information suggested in the text, and the char-
acteristics of the context The goal of reading, in this i.ievi,
is to construct meaning from text.

This definition of reading raises two key questions. (1)
What are the key characte :sties of the reader, the text, and
the context that affect comprehension? and (2) How do stu-
dents process text-based instruction?

Characteristics of the Reader,
the Text, and the Context

First, the reader's prior knowledge is critical and in-
cludes knowledge of content as well as learning strategies.
Clearly, the greater the reader's knowledge of content and
repertoire of reading and learning strategies, the greater
the comprehension. Second, the reader's ability to control
his or her own learning contributes significantly to the ca-
pability to comprehend This capability; called metacogni
tion (Armbruster and Brown, 1984), includes the capability

to plan, monitor comprehension, and evaluate what is
learned. There is strung evidence that direct Instruction in
the use of metawgnitive strategies can markedly improve
comprehension (Paris, Cross, and Lipson, in press). There
also appear to be individual differences in the ability to ac-
cess prior knowledge and mediate one's own comprehen-
sion (Spiro, 1980).

Extensive research, conducted largely at The Center
for the Study of Reading at the University of Illinois at Ur-
bana, has shown that existing commercial materials often
hinder comprehension because they lack appropriate con-
nectives, pronoun references, and highlighting and signal-
ing devices that help students understand the text (Ander-
son and Armbruster, 1984, Davison, 1984; Osborn, Jones,
and Stein, '985). Other comprehension problems arise
from poor text design (Duchastel, 1982, Hartley, 1982).

Anderson and Armbruster have distinguished "consid-
erate" from "inconsiderate" texts. The latter hinder or pre -
sent comprehension because they are poorly written and
are therefore inconsiderate to the reader. Considerate texts
include carious features that are intended to help readers
learn. Four characteristics of considerate texts are struc-
turetext structures that are well-organized and clearly
signaled throughout the text, cohesivenessthe flow of

This chapter is a summary of a paper presented at the annual
meeting of the American Educational Research Association, Chi-
Law), April 1985 For further elaboration, see Jones, 1985, and
Jones, Friedman, Tinzmann, and Cox, 1984.

The original research was conducted for the U.S Army Re
search Institute, Contract No. MDA-903-82-069. The opinions and
findings contained herein are those of the author and should not
be construed as those of the Department of the Army or the North
Central Regional Educational Laboratory.
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ideas that is guided by text markers, Lunnectives, and pro-
nouns that help identify the text structure and the flux ur
arrangement of ideas, unitythe absence uf irrelevant in-
formation and remarks, and age appropriateness.

Research on text design emphasizes additional fea-
tures to help the reader learn.

Before readingrek sews, preN iews, advance urgan-
izers, graphics, titles, subtitles, and paragraph headings
emphasize the macru-structure or uverali urganizational
pattern;

During readingunderlining, buldfacing,
buxes, and marginal nutes identify and emphasize impur-
tant information from segments of the text,

After readingsummaries and graphic. urganizers
help students select impurtant infurmation and integrate
information from diverse segments of text.

In schema-theury literature, context is traditionally de-
fined in terms of the nature uf the task and purpose for
reading. Undoubtedly, these are puwerful variables that in-
fluence reading rate, reading and study strategies, plan-
ning, and su un. Another context k ariable discussed at
length in the researc.h literature is the amount uf knowl-
edge about the text and the task that readers have access to
as they read the text. SpecrfiLally, the infurmatiun given
abuut the task and setting uf the stury ur message, the au-
thor's purpose, ancillary text features, and the reader's Lul-
tural backgruund all influence his ur her interpretation uf
the text.

More puwerful than these k anab les , however, is the
role of the teacher. According to the Commission on Read
ing (1985), the effects uf the teaLher are far mure signifi-
cant than the effects uf instructional materials, Lurriculum
alignment, and uther k a n able s SpecrfiLally, the teaLher is
impurtant as manager uf instruLtiun, with the ability to
make effective decisions abuut content, pacing, gruuping,
and use of time (Berliner, 1984) Equally impurtant, the
teacher is a mediatur uf learning, pruviding instruction that
is explicit, sustained, and interactive, guiding the students
to construct meaning frum text.

The Process: Comprehending and
Responding to Text

The reader engages in different aLtivities 'refure, dur-
ing, and after reading (Cullins, Bruvin, and Larkin, 1980,
Tierney, 1983). And in responding tu essay questions abuut
the text, the student progresses thruugh k a nuu s phases uf
planning, drafting, editing, and revising (Graves, 19'8).

Before reading, a reader may use any uf a kariety uf
strategies tu link new infurmatiun tu prior knowledge and
to predict the gist of what the text will Luntain. These strat-
egies include mentally reviewing previously acquired in-

furmatiun, skimming the title, headings, subheadings,
questions, and graphics, making hyputheses ur predictions
abuut the text's Luntent or structure, self-questioning, pre-
learning new k uLa bul a r , and so un. All of these strategies
activate existing schemata or knuvi ledge structures. Fur-
ther, the reader determines the purpose of reading (for
pleasure ur for information) tu plan the apprupriate rate uf
reading and strategy (nutetaking, for example).

During reading, the reader begins tu refine earlier
predictions and hypotheses, noting what is important and
unimportant, what is clear and unclear, and pussibly what
analugies are relev ant to the content. Depending un the
purpose, the reader may use any of several strategies to en-
code and recall what is read. generative underlining (Rick-
ards and August, 19'5), inferring the main idea (Pearsun
and Leyes, in press, Wittrock, 1984), elaborating the text
(Weinstein and Mayer, in press), furming analugies (Alex-
ander and White, 1984, Sternberg, 1977), answering ques-
tions associated with the text (Brown and Palincsar, 1982),
and su on. The reader may also engage in a number of in-
novative nutetaking activities, such as matrix outlining
(Jones, Amiran, and Katims, 1985) and fix-up strategies
when the text is unclear (Anderson, 1980).

In this stage, readers also evaluate word meanings. Is
a given word impurtant? Can it be defined in the immedi-
ate. Luntext? In the distant cuntext? Is it impurtant enough
tu disrupt reading and louk up in a dictionary? Fur words
whose meaning is given, the reader may use various strat-
egies to link the new word to prior knuwledge, such as
identifying a synonym or visualizing.

After-reading aLtivities, like those during reading, de-
pend un the purpose fur reading. If the infurmatiun is nut
tu be pruLessed in depth, memorized, or assessed for cum
prehension and retention, there may be few After reading
aLtivities. If it is to be learned, huwever, the reader may en-
gage in a number of aLtivities tu study what was read or
murmur his ur her own comprehension. Here the reader
might outline or summarize the text, louk back to check fur
mislearning, or reread what was unclear (Winograc4, 1984).

Responses to essay questions are often part of ihe read-
ing/thinking process. The teacher assigns essay questions
to assess what the student has learned and to facilitate com-
prehension and writing skills. Throughout the country, the
emphasis in writing instruction is largely prucess uriented
(Applebee, 1981). While I fully support this emphasis in the
cuntext of language arts courses, uther considerations ub-
tain in the Luntext uf content courses. It is impurtant to dis-
tinguish learning to write frum writing tu learn, which is
ubviuusly analuguus tu the distinctiun between learning tu
read and reading to learn (Herber, 19'8). In learning tu
write, the fouls of instruction shuuld be prucess oriented.

11u-ever, it is important to be product uriented when
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FIGURE 1

The Interaction of the Teacher, the Reader, and the Text

Stage I. Before Reading-Readiness Processing

Teacher Behaviors

1 Explains objectives (such as reading to learn) and identifies text
to be read

2 May preteach or mention critical vocabulary

3. Asks students to skim title, subtitles, graphics, and questions,
and to respond by making predictions/hypotheses

4. May generate questions to focus the students attention

5. May provide or elicit extended review of previously acquired
information

6. May provide advance organizers (such as outlines, graphics,
previews, summaries)

7. Stimulates readers to generata the questions they want the selec-
tion to answer

8 May suggest or explain specific readingilearning strategy

<11-110-

Reader Behaviors

1. Mentally reviews prior knowledge of author, topic, and skills,
considers reading rate

2. Becomes aware of new vocabulary and word meanings

3. Makes predictions/hypotheses about
a. content and text structure
b. type of responses indicated by the questions (such as com-

pare/contrast, details)

4. Relates frame questions to titles, subtitles, graphics, and so on

5. May take notes

6. Begins to construct ideas about the text content and its relation
to prior knowledge

7. Asks own questions

8. Recalls prior knowledge of reading/learning strategy

Learner Outcomes

1. Establishes purpose(s) of reading

2. Estimates rate of reading

3. Activates existing knowledge structures

4. Forms some rudimentary ideas about meaning
J

Stage II. During Reading-On-Line Processing

Text Characteristics

Context Text
1 Considerate/inconsidt -ate text

a. structure
b. cohesiveness
c. unity
d. age appropriateness

2. Vocabulary
3 Text condition

a. explicit/literal
b. Implicit/inferential
c. inadequate

4. Graphics

5 Questions

Instructional Text

1. Horizontal and vertical sequencing

2. Examples/models/explanations

3. Different modes of presentation

4. Guided and independent practice

5 Reviews/tests

6. Correctives/enrichment

r
1

I

I

I

1

I

1

L

Reader Behaviors

1. Decodes words; may visualize meaning

2. Pays special attention to new vocabulary words

3. Seeks to define unfamiliar words in context or with a
dictionary

4. Begins to confirm or reject predictions and hypotheses

5. Searches for links to prior knowledge
a. synonyms for new vocabulary
b. analogies

6. Elaborates text by self-questioning and explanation, visualiz-
ing, taking a particular perspective, and so on

7. Searches for information to answer questions

8. May underline or take notes in prose or graphic form

9. Monitors comprehension; notes gaps and contradictions

10. Seeks to distinguish important from uni, portant information

BEST COPY

Learner OutcomesOutcomes

1. Engages in reading and thinking

2. Generates surface-level understanding

3. Becomes aware of gaps in knowledge,
possible errors

4. Refines hypotheses regarding content and
responses to questions

-t
1
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Stage III. After ReadingIn-Depth Processing

Teacher Behaviors

1. Discusses word meanings

2. Evaluates predictions/hypotheses made before reading

3. Monitors comprehension
a. fills in gaps, corrects notes
b. clarifies confusions

4. Guides students to construct
a. graphic outlines
b. graphic organizers
c. explanations

5. Discusses author's purpose/different perspectives

6 Explains applications of comprehension strategy

7. Focuses on higher-order questioning strategies

r

L

Reader Behaviors

1 Links new word meanings to prior knowledge

2. Confirms/rejects earl.er predictions /hypotheses

3. Evaluates comprehension; identifies important information,
may engage in review er other fix-up strategies

4 Organizes notes, diagrams, and so on
a. categorizes
b. labels
c. restructures

5. Analyzes author's purpose/perspective

6. Thinks about appropriate strategy

7. Engages in inferring, application, analysis, reasoning, tries to de-
fend answers

Learner Outcomes

J

1. Constructs in-depth, organized meaning

2 Increases knowledge of concepts and facts

3. Gains knowledge of author's purpose, text
structure, and content (idea) structure

4 Increases awareness of comprehension
strategy taught and the process of compre-
hension monitoring

Stage IV. After ReadingResponse Processing

Teacher Behaviors

1 Guides students to summarize passage and answer questions
using notes graphics, and so on

2, Discusses essay purpose and text structure (such as compare'
contrast)

3 Guides students to organize notes for response to essay
question(s)

4 Establishes criteria for prewriting, drafting, revisions, and edit-
ing; provides model response

5. Monitors writing process for class

6. Holds conferences with students

7. Reads/publishes selected essays

Copyright 1984 by Beau Fly ;ones

Reader Behaviors

1. Summarizes content orally or in writing, generates overviews

2 Plans text structure for essay; reviews appropriate text markers

3 Converts notes into outline for longer questions requiring a
paragraph or essay; generates analogies, examples, and so on

4. Discusses notes, criteria, engages in self-questioning regard-
ing audience, focus, point of view

5. Engages in prewriting, drafting, revising, and editing
6 Discusses ideas with teacher and other students

7 Reads other students' essays

Learner Outcomes

1 Increased in-depth processing

2. Increased comprehension of content

3 Increased retention

4. Increased knowledge of text structures and
frames

5 Incieased awareness of writing process
and applications

6. Increased control over writing process

t

BEST COPY AVAU:LE
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s riting to learn if the student ,s expected to Lumplete essay
questions containing specific info' matiun and text struc-
tures in literature and uthLr Luntent Lourses. Obserb awns
of instruction in s.,me of the most outstanding pubic and
prib ate schools in the Luuntry dearly shun that good teaLh-
ers provide what I term response instruction (Jones, 1985).
Such teaLhers have very specific Luntent and text s:ructure
ubjeLmes in mind a hen they gibe essay assignments (fur
example, Lumpare Luntrast tau characters or situations in a
nubel) Iblureuber, teaLhers communicate these ideas to stu
dents in barious oats through Lourse objectives, handouts,
berbal explanations, modeling, Lomments un exam ques
tiuns, and su un I ha'e even seen such teaLhers prubide ex-
plicit essay a riting instructions before testing. These ef-
forts are to be commended, because a ruing objectives are
often a hidden agenda in content courses as well as in lan-
guage arts courses

Model of Instruction
If Lumprehensiun is a process that involves different

aLti% ities at different stages of readingbefore, during,
and after reading, and in responding to questions then
instruction should assist the reader at each of these stages
(Anderson, 1980). Specifically, instruction, provided in ma-
terials or by the teacher, should help the reader construct
meaning from text and should teach the reader to become
an independent learner at each stage of the learning pro-
cess In many instances, instruction should teach readers a
repertoire of reading and encoding strategies to use before
and during reading, as well as in-depth study or learning
strategies and arising skills they can use after reading. Ad-
ditionally, instruction should provide students opportuni-
ties to learn which strategy is most appropriate for a given
task or text condition, and it should give the criteria by
which they will be judged and can judge themselves

Figure 1 is a model of the interaction of the reader, the
text, and the teacher at each stage of student cognitive pro-
cessing It provides an in-depth look at this interaction and
identifies specific behaviors related to the role of the
teacher as mediator

Conclusions
The model of student cognitive processing I have pre-

sented incorporates research in reading, thinking, teach-
ing, and instructional materials. It has led to three
conclusions:

First, the teacher is critical in helping students process
information from textswhether the texts are for litera-
ture, content subjects, math, or problem solving, a hether
they are in print or electronic media; and whether they are

erbal ur graphic. Given the importance of text-based in-
struLtiun in all course areas and at all grade levels, it would
be useful to researchers and practitioners alike to use the
interaction model to document precisely a hat teachers do
and say that helps students construct meaning from the var-
ious texts they read (Duffy, 1985).

Second, reading to learnthe act of constructing
meaning from textts fundamentally higher-order think-
ing at ebery stage of Lomprehending and responding to
text Therefore, it is as critical to define thinking skills with
reference to research un reading and instructional mate-
rials as it is to define reading comprehension a ith refer-
ence to research un depth of processing and higher-order
thinking I hope the proposed model will facilitate this in-
tegration of ideas and data among researchers and
practitioners.

Third, it is simply impossible to understand fully the
teaching process or the model of instruction in any course
without first understanding the characteristics of the tex-
tual materials and the interaction of the teacher, the reader,
and the text. Given the preponderance of text-based in-
structiuu, this conclusion has implications for instructional
design and research on teaching in all subject areas includ-
ing those in higher-order thinking.
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How Scientists Think When They
Are Doing Science

Arthur L. Costa

The mere furmulauun of a problem is often far mure
essential than its solutIon, whIch may be merely a matter
of mathematical or experimental skill. To raise new ques-
tions, new possibilities, to regard old problems from a new
angle requires creative imagination and marks real ad-
vances in science

Albert Einstein

What follows is a suentist s desuiption of what he
did and how he felt as he was working to solve a
problem that perplexed him. In his description,

he uses some names of objects and pieces of equipment
with which you may be unfamiliar, however, the emphasis
here is not un the equipment, but on the thought processes
he used.

The scientist's description is accompanied by annota-
tions that identify the cognitive processes of inquiry he
used in solving his problem. The annotations are intended
to illuminate the mental processes that are prerequisite
and pervasive throughout the scientific process of inquiry.

Reading through the scientist's description first will
give an overall picture uf the scenario. A second reading,
with attention to the annotations should help illuminate the
process.

The Scientist's Description

NXhile supervising a student uptiLal laboratory one after
noun, I was asked by t student using a Michelson interfe-
rometer what would I appen if the light that had passed
througn the interferometer were dispersed by a grating. I
replied that I thought the grating would merely diffract the
light into its usual spectrum, and I suggested that he try it.

Using an inexpensive transmission grating, the student
looked at the light coming from the Michelson interferom-
eter and agreed that it produced the usual spectrum.

On closer observation, however, he noticed some dark
bands in one region of the spectrum. The bands appeared
only on the left side and covered a very limited region of
the spectrum.

Annotations

The student is Guriuus. He questiuns The scientist drau s on
past knuuledge und predicts uliat may happen

The student obseri vs the data

When ubsertuttun.s are lnaa; ulth greatt7 pr vas:cm, a dis
crepancy is noted

1 2 0
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We found that when one light path in the interferometer
was changed by adjusting the position of one mirror, the
dark bands shifted to another region of the spectrum.

This immediately suggested an ariplication for the t'ark-
band phenomenon. It could be used to locate the white
light fringes and bring them readily into the field of view of
the interferometeran adjustment that is usually tedious to
make.

For the next couple of days I was too busy to make further
observations of the dark bands, but in spare moments I
kept wondering what might be causing them

Suddenly, a couple of the observations that already had
been made suggested to me that the dark bands might be
white light fringes produced in the spectrum, even when
the interferometer was not properly adjusted for white light
fringes. It is well known that white light fringes are ob-
served in an interferometer only when the paths traveled by
the two interfering light beams are exactly equal.

I decided that the grating must somehow compensate for
the unequal path lengths in the interferometer and equal-
ize the total lengths for the light seen in the dark bands

With this .dea in mind, I began to think about the problem
even when should have been doing other things I scrib-
bled drawings un pieces of scratch paper, repeated the ob-
servation in the laboratory; showed the phenomenon to
colleagues, asking them if they had any explanations, and
looked through a number of optics books to see if the ef-
fect had been observed and explained by others No one
seemed to have an explanation.

As I struggled to find further relations between ubser% a-
nuns, I became more and more convinced that my idea
about the compensating path lengths was correct. Filially, a
sketch I drew during an airplane flight gave me a as to
how the grating could equalize the path lengths and sug-
gested an effect that I had not observed: moving the light
source should cause the bands to shift

That night I hurried to the laboratory to test my latest data
Quickly I set up a light source beside the interferometer
and watched the dark hand while moving the source

Nothing happened. The position of the dark bands re-
mained unchanged even when the light source was moved
through large distances My theory was no good, and I
went to bed disgusted with the whole affair
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Thcy eapermient by chang,ing, wee; of the Ito cables to deter-
mine its effect on the problem

The scientist applies I:1.s initial eAplariation to solve as
analogous problem

Although he was able to arrive at an immediate explana-
tion, he continues to ponder

Based un his observations, he draws a cause-effect rela-
tionship betuven the dark bands and the adjustment cf the
interferunieter. 1k compares previously learned generali-
zatios with this relationship to determine if they .support
each other

He theorizes, then concludes with an Explanat,un of the
cause of the event he originally observed.

He makes drawings or n.udels to represent his ideas He
seeks verification from others he thinks might have infor-
mation He dues research hoping to gain further
information

1k becomes increasing!) intrigued u ith the problem, it
consumes his attention His theory is supported by infor-
mation be (1,athers He feels his caplanation is gaining
power

He generates data to test his idea and observes the results

He L.unipar es the data generated 141th 10 their)
fit, so he rejects his theory

It dues not
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mommennemmisomemmea

The next day, however, I redrew the skets.h I made un the
airplane and .,.as struck with another idea. If mu% ing t'.e
light source had no effect, then it must be the position of
the grating that determines the location of the bands.

A more careful drawing of how the light traverses the inter-
ferL meter and is diffracted by the grating Lon% inLed me
that the location of the dark bands would change as the dis-
tance between the grating and the interferometer was
changed, and as the angle of the interferometer mirror was
changed

Again, I hurried into the laboratory to test this hypothesis

This time it worked!

Now I knew I was un the right track and that I should be
able to predictqilantitatnely as well as qualitamely
w here the dark bands would appear and how they would
shift. With an even more careful drawn figure based on my
new observations, it was not difficult to derive a mathemat-
ical formula that related the location of the dark bands to
the path difference in the interferometer, the location of the
grating, the angle of the interferometer mirror, the wave-
length of the light, and the ruling spacing of the grating.

The next day I was again scheduled to st.penise the optics
laboratory, so I decided to let the stwient who first asked
about the pherlomeaon make the ci ucial test. I told him
briefly about my theory and wrote down the formula I had
derived. With excitement equal to mine, he set up the ap-
paratus and made the necessary measurements.

We Men entered the numbers in the Lumputer and Laleu
lated where the bands should appear. His first LalLulanun
came out right on the nose

Since then the student has made many measurements to
check the theory, and has found that it agrees with all
observations.

He is now engaged in a more thorough search of the liter
ature to see if he theu. y has been published in any seen
tific journal Even ii he finds that it has, both of us will al-
ways remember the thrill we experienced that afternoon
when the mathematical theory correctly predicted the phe-
nomenon that we observed
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The scientist persi,sts. He again draws models of hisi
He makes another hypothesisan "if then" statement.

He draws a more precise mudcl, un which he bases ar..)ther
hypothesis of what shuuld happen when variables .ore
changed.

He experiments to generate more information: as a test of
his hypothesis. He observes

The data he collected supports his explanation.

Now, knowing which tariables are significant and hew
they interact, he is able to make a prcdktion. He formu-
laws a mathematical model of the rela:iunship.

..tft tots h s theory by setting up the expel :ment and nuthing
observations

Tho, ubserre and rewrd their infirmaaun, and find that
the data they gather fit" the mathematka: furmula.

The student cuntinuo to repec..t the experimei a to gather
more data, thereby strengthening his explanat,on.

The student invesugates usher sources fur agreement with
explananun. The scientist and his student ars satklkd

with their process
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In this description. we have traveled with a scientist as
he discovered a problem, formulate ! possible theories,
tested his explanations, rejecte.i certain explanations, de-
veloped an explanation that corresponded to the data he
generated, and converted the explanation into a mathemat-
ical formula.

Thus we have seen the intellectual processes of in-
quiry used to solve a rather simple scientific problem Not
everyone would have worked through that problem in the

same way, nor would this scientist use the same processes
in exactly the same way un his next problem The important
point is how this scientist applied effective thinking skills
and attitudes that are bask and prerequisite to the scien-
tific endeavor.

Authors note My thanks to Graydon Bell, Physicist, Harvey Mudd
College, Claremont, California, for permission to use this
description
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Aesthetics: Where Thinking
Originates

Arthur L. Costa

II information gets to the brain through our sensory
channelsour tactile, gustatory, olfactory, visual,
kinesthetic, and auditor) senses. Those whose sen-

sory pathways are open, alert, and acute absorb more in-
formation from the environment than those whose path-
ways are withered, immune, and oblivious to sensory
stimuli. It is proposed, therefore, that aesthetics is an es-
sential element of thinking skills programs. Cognitive
education should include the development of sensory
acumen.

Permeating the spirit of inquiry, inherent in creativity
and prerequisite to discovery, the aesthetic dimensions of
thought have rtceived little concern or attention as a part of
cognitive instruction. The addition of aesthetics implies
that learners become not inly cognitively involved, but also
enraptured with the phenomena, principles, and discrep-
ancies they encounter in their environment. In order for
the brain to comprehend, the heat must first listen.

Aesthetics, as used here, means sensitivity to the artis-
tic features of the environment and the qualities of experi-
ence that evoke feelings in individuals. Such feelings in-
clude enjoyment, exhilaration, awe, and satisfaction. Thus,
aesthetics IS the sensitive beginning of rational thought,
which leads to enlightenment about the complexities of our
environment. It may be that from within the aesthetic
realm the skills of observing, investigating, and question-
ing germinate. These are bases for further scientific in-
quiry. Aesthetics may be the key to sustaining motivation,
interest, and enthusiasm in young children, since they must
become aware of their environment before they can en-
plain it, use it wisely, and adjust to it. With the addition of

aesthetics, cognition shifts from a mere passive compre-
hension to a tenacious quest.

Children need many opportunities to commune with
the world around them. Time needs to be allotted for chil-
dren to reflect on the changing formations of a cloud, to be
charmed by the opening of a bud, and to sense the logical
simplicity of mathematical order. They must find beauty in
a sunset, intrigue in the geometrics of a spider web, and ex-
hilaration in the iridescence of a hummingbird's wings
They must see the congruity and intricacies in the deriva-
tion of a mathematical formula, recognize the orderliness
and adroitness of a chemical change, and commune with
the serenity of a distant constellation.

We need to observe and nurture these aesthetic quali-
ties in children. Students who respond to the aesthetic as-
pects of their world will demonstrate behaviors manifest-
ing such intangible values. They will derive more pleasure
from thinking as they advance to higher grade levels. Their
curiosity will become stronger as the problems they en-
counter become more complex. Their environment will at-
tract their inquiry as their senses capture the rhythm, pat-
terns, shapes, colors, and harmonies of the universe. They
w ill display cognizant and compassionate behavior toward
other life forms as they are able to understand the need for
protecting their environment, respecting the roles and val-
ues of other human beings, and perceiving the delicate
worth, un queness, and relationships of everything and
everyone they encounter. After the period of inspiration
comes the phase of execution, as children explore, investi-
gate, and observe, their natural curiosity leads them to ask
"What?" "How?" "Why?" and "What if?"

Children need help in developing this feeling for,
awareness of, and intuitiveness about the forces affecting
the universe the vastness of space, the magnitude of time,
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and the dy namics of change. But can this attitude be taught
m specific lesson plans and instructional models? Are steps
for its de%elopment w ritten in method books? Can we con
struct instructional theory for cognitive education that In
dudes aesthetics as a basis for learning? Or du children de-
rive this attitude from their associations and interactions
with significant other adults who exhibit it?

Perhaps we need to identify teachers who approach

thinking w ith an aesthetic sense. It may be teachers who
generate awareness of the outside world in children. They
are often the underly ing inspiration for children to become
ardent observers and insatiable questioners. Teachers may
be the ones w ho develop in others a compassionate attitude
toward the em ironment and a curiosity with which they go
wondering through lifea prerequisite for higher-level
thought.
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Thinking Across the Disciplines:
Publications and Programs

Arthur L. Costa

Publications
The following is a selected list of publications empha-

sizing the interrelationships between thinking and the var-
ious disciplines commonly taught in schools

GENERAL

Eisner, E., ed. Learning and Teaching the Ways of
Knowing. 84th Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education, Part II. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1985.

THE ARTS

Getzels, Jacob, and Csikszentmihalyi, M. The Creative Vi-
sion: A LongituZinal Study of Problem iinding
in Art. New York: Wiley, 1976.

Howard, . A. Artistry, The Work of Artists. Indianapolis.
Hackett, 1982.

Perkins, David, and Leondar, Barbara, eds The Arts and
Cognition. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1977

sinaira, R. Visual Literacy Connections to Thinking,
Reading, and Writing. Springfield, Ill.. Charles C
Thomas, 1986.

LANGUAGE ARTS

Eco, Umberto. A Theory of Semiotics. Bloomington: In-
diana University Press, 1976.

Hays, Janice, and others The Writer's Mind. Urbana, Ill..
National Council of Teacners of Ei:glish, 1983.

Chicago Master), Learning: Reading (2nd
ed.) Watertown, Mass.: Mastery Education Corp., 1982.

Sinatra, R., and Stahl, Gemake. Using the Right Brain in
the Language Arts. Springfield, Ill.: Charles C
Thomas, 1983.

Thaiss, Christopher, and Suhor, Charlf!s, eds. Speaking
and Writing, K-12: Classroom Strtegies and the
New Research. Urbana, Ill.: National Council of
Teachers of English, 1984.

SOCIAL. SCIENCES

Branson, M. Inquiry Experiences in American His-
tory. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Co., 1975.

Carpenter, H. M., ed. Skill Development in Social Stud-
ies. Washington, D.C.: National Council for the Social
Studies, 1963.

Ehman, L, Mehlinger, H., and Patrick, J Toward Effective
Instruction in Secondary Social Studies. Boston
Houghton Mifflin, 1974.

Fair, Jean, and Shaftel, Fannie. Effective Thinking in the
Social Studies. 37th Yearbook of the National Coun-
cil for the Social Studies. Washington, D.C.: N. C.S.S.,
1967

Kurfman, D., and Soloman, R. Measurement of Growth
in Skills in Selected Social Studies Skills. Boul
der, Colo.. Social Science Education Consortium, 1963.

Phillips, R. C. Teaching for Thinking in High School
Social Studies. Reading, Mass.: Addison Wesley, 1974.

MATHEMATICS

V'himbey, Arthur Analytical Reading and Reasoning.
Stamford, Conn.. Innovative Science Inc , 1983

Whimbey, A., and Lochhead, J. Developing Math Skills:
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Computation and Problem Solving. New York.
McGraw Hill, 1982.

SCIENCE

Rose, Mary Teaching Science as Continuous Inquiry.
New York: McGraw Hill, 1978.

Harms, Norris, and Yager, R E What Research Says to
the Science Teacher, Vol 3 Washington, D.0 . Na-
tional Science Teachers Association, 1981.

Hufstedler, S., and Langenberg, D. Science and Engi-
neering Education for the 1980's and Beyond.
Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S
Government Printing Office, 1980.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Gallwey, T Inner Game of Golf. New York: Random
House, 1981.

Gallwey, T Inner Game of Tennis. New York: Bantam
Books, 1981.

Gallwey, T. Inner Skiing: New York: Bantam Books, 1982
Garfield, C., and Bennett, H. Peak Performance: Mental

Training of the World's Greatest Athletes. New
York: Random House, 1974.

Programs
The foliowing is a list of some of the major curriculum

programs that teach thinking skills and methods of inquiry
through subject matter Brief annotations as well as sources
for more detailed information are provided.

GENERAL

Thinking and Learning, des eloped by Selma Wasser
mann, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Co-
lumbia, Canada. Published by Coronado Publishers,
Inc., San Diego, California.
Includes a teacher's manual, teacher Lards that de
scribe how to use the program, posters, and over 100
student color-keyed cards. Each cognitive operation
observing, comparing, classifying, imagining, identify-
ing assumptions, making hypotheses, solving prob-
lems, and making decisionsis identified by a differ-
ent color. Using a variety of curriculum areas
(including social studies, language arts, mathematics,
musk, and sLienLe), students fulluv% the direLtiun, un
their cards and perform the thinking skiils involved in
each activity

SCIENCE AND HEALTH

Individualized Science Instructional System (ISIS),
developed by the Florida State University, College of
Education, 414 Monroe St., Tallahassee, FL 32301. Proj-
eLt Director, Ernest Burkman. Published by Ginn and
Co., Lexington, Massachusetts.
ISIS is an individualized science program designed to
pro% ide direct experience in planning and conducting
investigations, observing, interpreting data, keeping
records, checking conclusions, and making hy-
potheses.

Health Activities Project (HAP), developed by Law-
rence Hall of Science, University of California, Berke-
ley, CA 94720. Project Director, Robert Knott. Pub-
lished by Hubbard Publishers, Northbrook, Illinois.
Involves 4th through 8th graders in an investigative/
discovery approach to health, safety, and bodily func-
tions.

Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies (OBIS), de-
veloped by Lawrence Hall of Science, University of Cal-
ifornia, Berkeley, CA 94720. Project Director, Robert
Knott. Published by Delta Education Inc., lyngsboro,
Massachusetts.
Through games, simulations, crafts, experiments, and
data analysis, OBIS emphasizes the interaction of or-
ganisms with each other and the environment. It is in-
tended for 10- to 15-year-olds but can be adapted for
younger and older participants, including families.

Unified Sciences and Mathematics for Elementary
Schools (USMES), developed by Educational Devel-
opment Center, 55 Chapel St., Newton, MA 02158. Proj-
ect Director, Earl L. Lomon. Published by Moore Pub-
lishing Co., Durham, North Carolina.
An interdisciplinary program that challenges students
to solve real problems that occur naturally in their
school and community environments.

Human Sciences Program (HSP), developed by Biolog-
ical Sciences Curriculum Study; P.O. Box 930, Boulder,
CO 80306. Project Director, Norris Ross. Published by
C & F Associates, Batavia, Illinois.
Intended for 10- to 14-year-olds and designed to ex-
pand the experiential base required for transition to
Piaget's stage of formal operational thinking.

Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS), de
%eloped by Robert Karplus and Herbert Titter, Law-
rence Hall of Science, University of California, Berke-
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ley, CA 94720. Published by Delta Education Inc.,
Nashua, New Hampshire
Materials and teacher guides help elementary school
children explore a variety of scientific concepts, in-
cluding interactions and systems, material objects, rel-
ative positions, subsystems, and variables. Develops
students' abilities to observe, hypothesize, predict,
and solve problems.

Elementary Science study (ESS), developed by Educa-
tional Development Center, 55 Chapel St , Newton, MA
02158. Published by McGraw-Hill, Novato, California.
Consists of over 40 instructional units with materials
and teacher guides. Teacher guides suggest open-
ended questions that lead students to observe, investi-
gate, gather information, test hypotheses, and solve
problems.

Voyage of the Mimi, developed by Bank street College,
New York.
A mull. o mp orient system of software, videotapes, mid
printed material that requires students to solve prob-
lems encountered on a sailing voyage (including nay i-
gation and searching for whales).

MATH

CDA Math, developed by Robert Wirtz, Curriculum Devel-
opment Associates, 1211 Connecticut Ave., N.W, Wash-
ington, DC 20036. Published by Curriculum Develop.
ment Associates, Washington, D.C.
Based on the theories of Bruner and Piaget, develops
language and problem-solving ability of students in a
logical/developmental manner.

Comprehensive School Mathematics Program. Pi of
ect Director, Claire Heidema, 470 N. Kirkwood Rd., St.
Louis, MO 63122.
An experimental (bit riot strictly Piagetian) approach
to teaching mathematics that uses a spiral curriculum.

British Primary Schools Materials, developed by Nuf-
field Mathematics Published by John Wiley & Suns,
Inc., 605 Third Ave., New York, NY 10158.
Includes directions for teachers in conducting and or-
ganizing science and mathematics instruction in the
British primary schools. It is intended for 5- to 13-year-
olds
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SOCIAL STUDIFS

Law in a Free Society (LFS), developed by Center for
Civic Education, 5115 Douglas Fir Rd., Suite I, Calaba-
sas, CA 91302. Project Director, Charles N. Quigley.
Published by the Center for Civic Education, Calabasas,
California.
Students from grades K-12 engage in reading, writing,
and discussion involving Socratic inquiry techniques;
simulations of appellate court, administrative, and leg-
islative hearings; and the use of "intellectual tools" to
understand and apply the fundamental concepts of au-
thority, justice, responsibility, and privacy.

Man; A Course of Study (MACOS), develope .1 by Jerome
Bruner, Education Development Center, 55 Chapel St.,
Newton, MA 02158. Published by Curriculum Develop.
ment Associates, Washington, D.C.
Organized around the conceptual question, "What
makes man human?" MACOS aims to develop students'
questioning processes, research methodologies, dis-
cussion skills, reflective thought, and hypotheses de-
velopment and substantiation skills using a variety of
data sources. It shifts the role of the teacher to one of a
resource/facilitator rather than authority.

U.S. History Data Base for P.F.S. File, published by
Scholastic Inc., P.O. Box 7502, Jefferson City, MO 65102.
Consists of a series of six disks, each with a corre-
sponding activity unit. Three teach students how to
use the data files, and the other three teach students to
build their own files. Students become actively in-
volved in manipulating data, building and testing hy-
potheses, and perceiving relationships and trends
over time among events, people, and places in U.S.
history.

One World: Countries Data Base, developed by Active
Learning System, P.O. Box 197, Indooroopilly, Queens-
land, Australia 4068.
Begins with the input of simple data and advances to
the analysis of information, perception of new rela-
tionships, and comparisons among data. Uses formal
logic and syllogistic thinking to interpret data. (Other
data base curriculums under development include USA
Profile, Rocks and Classification, The Whales, Ecology
and Environmental Studies, Town Planning; Man's Ma-
jor Achievements in the Sciences and Arts, Voyages of
Discovery, Space Exploration, and Time Lines in Mod-
ern, Asian, Australian, European, and American
History.)
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Critical Analysis and Thinking Skills (CATS), devel-
oped by Terry Applegate, 4988 Kalani Dr., Salt Lake
City, UT 84117.

Instruction may be integrated into existing social stud-
ies and language arts courses in grades five and above.
Teaches research skills, critical reading, discriminat-
ing between fact/opinions/inferences/implications;
predicting consequences, assessing credibility; and
promotes effective oral and written communication.
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THE ARTS

Developing Creative Thinking Skills, developed by In-
stitute for Creative Education, Educational Improve-
ment Center, Box 209, Rt. 4, Sewell, NJ 08080.
Student exercises using imagery, sensrry awareness,
brainstorming, relaxation, meditation, analogy, and so
on may be used at any grade level and with any ability
level. Useful in creative writing and visual arts
programs.
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PART VI

Teacher Behaviors That
Enable Student Thinking

Arthur L . Costa

Teachers are the ones who touch students and interact
with them. They are the ones who implement educational
policy and curriculum content, .scope and sequence.
Andmost importantthey are the ones who establish the
educational climate and who .structure learning experi-
ences In short, they have almost complete power over the
process that takes place in the classroom And it A my con-
tention that process is more important than content in
education

J J. Foley

What the teacher says and dues in the Llassruum
greatly affects student learning Over the past i5
years much research has demonstrated that ce.--

tain teacher behaviors influence students' achievement,
self-concept, social relationships, and thinking abilities

This chapter attempts to explain and justify the use of
certain teacher behaviors that invite, maintain, and en-
hance students thinking in the classroom. These behaviors
fall into four major categories.

1. Questioning to help students collect and recollect
information, process that information into meaningful re-
lationships, and apply those relationships in different or
novel situations.

2. Structuring the classroom by arranging for individ-
ual, small-group, and total-group interaction; managing the
resources of time, energy, space, and materials to facilitate
thinking, and legitimizing thinking as a valid objective for
students.

3. Responding to help students maintain, extend, and
become aware of their thinking

4, Modeling desirable intellectual behaviors in the

day tu-day problems and strategies of the classroom and
school.

Dillon (1984) distinguishes two, types of classroom in
teraction. recitation and discussion. Recitation is character-
ized by recurring sequences of teacher questions plus stu-
dent answers, where students "recite" what they already
know or are learning through the teacher's questioning
The interaction is teacher-centered. The teacher controls by
asking the questions and reinforcing responses.

Discussion, on the other hand, involves group interac-
tion in which students discuss what they don't know; stu-
dents put forth and consider more than one point of view
on a subject. The teacher, the discussion leader, facilitates
by creating an atmosphere of freedom, clarity, and equality.
John Goodlad in his Study of Schooling (1984) found that
only 4 to 8 percent of classroom time was spent in discus-
sion. Less than 1 percent of teacher talk was intended to
elicit a student response.

This latter definition of classroom interactiondiscus-
sionmust be kept in focus as we consider which teacher
behaviors are facilitative. Analyses of major programs and
instructional strategies intended to enhance thinking, crea-
tivity, woperation, and positive self-worth stress the need
for this dialectic discussion strategy (Costa, 1984, Paul,
1984).

Teachers' Questions and Statements That
Cause Thinking

Early in their school experience, children learn to lis-
ten and respond to the language of the teacher. From ques-
tions and other statements that the teacher poses, students
derive their cues for expected behavior. Questions are the
intellectual tools by which teachers most often elicit the de-
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A Teacher's 'Testimonial

After the inservice on teacher behaviors and their consequences
on sturlents' thinking, I decided to test some of the theories in the
sophomore biology class I teach. I was particularly interested in exam
ining my questioning behaviors and students' responses to them I was
also curious about the effects of silence anc..1 nonjudgmental acceptance.
When I began the grand experiment, I immediately discovered how
difticult it is to structure questions and watch for reactions at the same
time.

Given this lir itation, I consciously practiced my questioning and
response behaviors during a two-week period and began to notice a
number of things evolving in the class.

First, the time I spent on lecturing to students declined There was
a shift to a more Socratic format as students became accustomed to
processing and applying information. They appeared to become actively
involved in what was going on, rather than passively taking notes and
listening.

Second, some students who did not participate in class began to
join in the discussions. These students seemed to come to an under-
standing of the material after they had the opportunity to talk about it
The number of "relevant" student questions increased, and students
generally began to accept the position that it as not necessary for an
answer to be right to be acceptable. More than one answer may solve
the same problem.

Third, as I began "accepting" solutions to problems as plausible,
more students risked answers. The level of anxiety decreased as students
realized their answers wouldn't be classified as either right or wrong. I
think that in the process, students were getting much needed practice
in using their higher-order cognitive skills.

Finally, I've noticed an increase in test scores on inquiry/applica-
tion questions. I'm not sure that this increase is due to Audents becom-
ing more familiar with the test format or to gaining experience in solving
these types of questions in class. I hope that it is the latter Maybe it s a
combination of both.

Although this "experiment in no way reflects the scientific model,
it has increased my sensitivity to the need for me to monitor my own
behaviors in the classroom. What I do and the manner in which I do it
has direct bearing on student behavior and learning.

Ron Edwards, Teacher
Jesuit High School
Sacramento, California

sired behavior of their students Thus, the) can use ques
tions to elicit certain cognitive objectives or thinking skills.
Embedded in questions and other statements are the cues
for the cognitive task or behavior the student is to perform
(Davis and Tinsley, 1967).

There is a relationship between the level of thinking
inherent in teachers' verbal behavior and the level of think-
ing of their students (Measel and Mood, 1972). Correlations
have been found between the syntax of the teacher's ques-
tions and the syntax of the student's response (Cole and
Williams, 1973). Furthermore, teachers whose questions
more frequently require divergent thinking produce more
divergent thinking on the part t)f their students, in contrast
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to teachers who use more cognitive memory questions
(Gallagher and Ashner, 1963). Students sccre higher on
tests of critical thinking and on standardized achievement
tests when teachers use higher-level cognitive questions
(Newton, 1978; Redfield and Rousseau, 1981).

Realizing that teachers can cause students to think by
carefully designing the syntax of questions and other state-
ments, let us now return to the Model of Intellectual Func-
tioning, desc ibed in Part III, Chapter 12. This model will
serve as a ba ;is for the composition of questions. Teachers
can cause students to perform the intellectual functions
represented in this model (Figure 1) by composing ques-
tions and other statements with certain syntactical
arrangements.

Thus, with a model of intellectual functioning in mind,
the teacher can manipulate the syntactical structure of
questions and other statements to invite students to accept
information, to process or compare that information with
what they already know, to draw meaningful relationships,
and to apply or transfer those relationships to hypothetical
or novel situations.

The following sections provide examples of questions
or statements that the teacher might pose to cause students
to take in informationthrough the senses or from mem-
ory; to process that information; and to apply, transfer, or
evaluate relationships in new or hypothetical situations

Gathering and Recalling Information (Input)
To cause the student to input data, the teacher can de-

sign questions and statements to draw from the student the
concepts, information, feelings, or experiences acquired in
the past and stored in long- or short-term memory. Ques-
tions can also be designed to activate the senses to gather
data that students can then process at the next higher level.
There are several cognitive processes included at the input
level of thinking. Some verbs that may serve as predicates
of behavioral objective statements are: completing, count-
ing, matching, naming, defining, observing, reciting, select-
ing, describing, listing, identifying, and recalling.

Examples of questions or statements designed to elicit
these cognitive objectives are.

Question/Statement Desired Cognitive
Behavior

Name the states that bound Naming
California.

How does this picture make Describing
you feel?

What word does this picture go Matching
with?

'What were the names of the Naming
children in the story?
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FIGURE 1

A Model of intellectual Functioning

Intake of data
through

the senses

Applying and
Evaluating

Recalling from
both short-

and long-term
memory

Metacognition

How many coins are in the
stack?

Which words on this list are
rhyming words?

Mexican houses were made of
mud bricks called

List the first four numbers in a
set of positive integers.

How did you feel about the
grade you received in algebra?

Counting

Selecting

Completing

Listing

Recalling

Making Sense of Gathered Information
(Processing)

To help students process the data gathered through
the senses and retrieved from long- and short-term mem-
ory, teachers' questions and statements should prompt stu-
dents to draw relationships of cause and effect, to ..ynthe-
size, analyze, summarize, compare, contrast, or classify the
data they have acquired or observed. Following are some
verbs that may serve as the predicates of behavioral objec-
tive statements if the desired cognitive behavior is at the
processing level: synthesizing, analyzing, categorizing, ex-
plaining, classifying, comparing, contrasting, stating caus-
ality, inferring, experimenting, organizing, distinguishing,
sequencing, summarizing, grouping, and making analo-
gies.

Examples of questions or statements designed to elicit
these cognitive objectives are:

Question /Statement

Why did Columbus believe he
could get to the east by sailing west?

What do you think caused the
liquid to turn blue?

What other machines can you
think of that work on the same
principle as this one?

How can you arrange the
blocks to give a crowded feeling?

How are pine needles different
from redwood needles?

How does the formula for
finding the volume of a cone
compare with the formula for
finding the volume of a pyramid?

Arrange the following elements
of a set in ascending order. 13/4,
3/2, 5/6, 32/5.

From our experiments with
food coloring in different water
temperatures, what can you infer
about the movement of molecules?

Desired Cognitive
Behavior

Explaining

Stating causality

Making analogies

Organizing

Contrasting

Comparing

Sequenung

Inferring
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Applying and Evaluating Actions in Novel
Situations (Output)

Questions and statements that lead to output require
students to go beyond the concepts ur principles they have
developed and to use this relationship in noel or hypo-
thetical situations, Application invites students to think cre-
atively and hypothetically, to use imagination, to expose ur
apply value systems, or to make judgments. Following are
some verbs that may serve as predicates for behavioral ob-
jective statements if the desired cognitive behavior of stu-
dents is at the application level. appi} ing a principle, imag-
ining, planning, evaluating, judging, predicting,
extrapolating, creating, forecasting, inventing, hypothesiz-
ing, speculating, generalizing, model building, and design
ing.

Examples of questions designed to elicit these cogni-
tive objectives are:

Question Desired Cognitive
Behavior

If our population continues to Speculating
grow as it has been, what will life
be like in the 21st century?

What can you say about all Generalizing
countries' economies that are
dependent (Al only one crop?

What would be the fairest Evaluating
solution to this problem?

From what we have learned, Judging
which painting is the best example
of modern art?

What do you think might Hypothesizing
happen if we placed the saltwater
fish in the freshwater aquarium?

Teachers have awesome power. Through the careful
and selective use of questions and other statements, they
can elicit, invite, and cause students to perform these cog-
nitive behaviors As a result of such questions, over time
students should be able to.

1 Develop the relationship between the verbal syntax
and the mental processes.

2 Experience and thus exercise these mental
functions.

3 Become aware of these cognitive processes.
4. Apply these cognitive processes beyond the

classroom.
5 Understand and appreciate teachers' imitations to

think.
6 Increase their on inclination and desire to ask a

range of questions
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Structuring the Classroom for Thinking
Structuring may be described as the way teachers con-

trol such classroom en ironmental resources as time,
space, human energy, and materials. Every teacher in every
classroom structures those resources, either consciously
ur unconsciously, directly or indirectly. Even the 'unstruc-
tured" classroom imposes a structure to which and within
which students interact.

Research on school and teaching effectiveness has re-
peatedly demonstrated that higher student achievement is
produced in a well-structured classroom where students
know the objective of the lesson, time is used efficiently, the
teacher is clear about the directions, the classroom envi-
ronment conveys a congenial sense of order, and student
energies are engaged in a meaningful learning task.

Structuring the classroom for thinking should be con-
scious, deliberate, clear, and based on the desired objec-
tives for the students. Knowing what learning tasks are to
be accomplished and what type of interaction is desired,
the teacher gives directions, states ground rules, describes
objectives, places limits and constraints, and creates a
classroom organizational pattern intended to best accom-
plish the desired cognitive performance of students.

There are three central aspects of teacher structuring.
1. The clarity of verbal and written instructions.
2. The structuring of time and energy.
3. Different ways of organizing and arranging interac-

tion patterns.

Instructional Clarity

Teacher "Why do you think Robert Frost repeated the last line
of this verse?"

Student (No response)
Teacher (After a long pause) "Well, what feelings did you have

as you read the poem?"
Student "Why don't you just tell us the answer?" (Wasserman,

1978)

Students expend great amounts of energy trying to fig-
ure out teachers' intentions. Because some students come
from homes, previous teachers, or other schools where
thinking skills were not valued, they often are dismayed
and resistant to the teacher's invitations to think. Such re-
sistance and reluctance to respond should be taken as an
indication that a program to develop intellectual skills is
sorely needed.

Teachers must convey to students that the goal of in-
struction is thinking, that the responsibility for thinking is
theirs, that it is desirable to have more than one solution,
that it is commendable when the} take time to plan, that an
answer can be changed with additional information.
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Research in classroom management seems to indicate
that the clarity and purposefulness of the teacher's direc-
tions concerning a new learning task affect student behav
ior. If the messages and directions presented b) the teacher
are confused, garbled, and unclear, then students will have
a more difficult learning task. Similarly, providing too many
details at one time and repeating information that the stu
dents already know increases ..lass restlessness and the
possibility for nonattentiveness (Kounin, 1970).

Rosenshine and Furst (1971) placed teacher clarity at
the top of their list of effective instructional behaviors.
Teacher clarity Is consistent and positively associated with
student achievement. Some of the observations of instruc-
tional clarity focus on teachers' vagueness, redundancy, and
use of mazes. Conversely, students increase their under-
standing of directions when the teacher frequently repeats
concepts from one sentence to the next ur says the same
thing in more than one way, reviews prior work, prepares
students for upcoming tasks by describing the work tu be
dune and how to do it, allows time for students to think
about, respond tu, and synthesize what they are learning,
uses visual and verbal examples, reviews difficult concepts
on the chalkboard, and models the type of performance re-
quired in the task.

It seems imperative, therefore, that teachers convey to
students their objectives, instructional strategies, and a
sessment procedures so that students will I calize thinking
is a legitimate goal of education.

Structuring Time and Energy
While much research has demonstrated that achieve-

ment (in basic skills at certain grade levels as measured by
standardized tests) correlates highly with the amount of
time students are successfully engaged in learning (Burg,
1980, Stallings and Kaskowitz, 1974, McDonald, 1976), this
same proposition holds true for teaching thinking.

But how much time is enough? This can only be an
swered in terms of the needs of a particular population of
students. A survey of the most popular curriculums and
programs for teaching thinking suggests that at least two to
three hours per week with carefully designed materials
and well-planned and executed lessons are needed to per-
manently affect students' cognitive abilities. Furthermore,
it seems this intensity needs to be maintained for at least
two years for mastery of these mental functions.

With an educational organization that typically tracks
students in one -year ur -semester segments and 55-minute
periods, it may prove difficult to provide such intense in-
structional continuity. Furthermore, emphasis on thinking
cannot be viewed by the student as an isolated event oc-
curring only when an itinerant teacher arrives, ur from 2.00
to 2.53 each Thursday. Rather, students must repeatedly re-
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ceive instruction in cognitive skills and encounter situa-
tions requiring the need to think throughout the school
day, across academic content areas, and over extended pe
nods of time. As a result, there is greater possibility for
transference, generalization, and application of that cogni-
tive skill (Sternberg ;nd Wagner, 1982, pp. 50, 53) For
some schools, this may require a reconsideration of curric-
ulum goals, school organization, allocation of time, and as-
sessment procedures.

Structuring time alone, however, is inadequate. Con-
sideration must also be given to the quality of the task dur-
ing that time. the degree that students' energies are en-
gaged. According to Piaget s constructi .rist theory, all
knowledge arises -or is constructtdfrom interactions
between learners and their environment. That is, to the ex-
tent that teachers mediate the interaction of pupils with in-
structional materials and with the content of the lesson,
those skills are likely to be learned. Much research has also
shown that active learning has a positive effect on students'
development of decision-making and problem solving skills
(Thomas, 1980), and their attitude toward school. teachers,
the content to be learned, and learning itself (Kahn and
Weiss, 1973).

This research strongly suggests that teachers organize
their classrooms in a variety of ways so that students be-
come actively involved in thinkingnut passive. This might
include teacher-led, Socratic-type discussions, individual
manipulations, and cooperative small-group or total-group
investigations.

Structuring Classroom Organizational Patterns for
Thinking

Of all the various patterns of classroom organization
that a teacher might use, some seem to get better results
than others for certain students at certain grade levels and
for certain goals of instruction. Gage (1976) and McDonald
(1976) report that students learn more in a question-and-
answer discussion strategy. Greater gains were found for
5th grade reading when teachers spent time discussing, ex-
plaining, asking higher level questions, and stimulating
cognitive processes. Group work with individual monitor-
ing by the teacher seemed best for reading while less
group work proved best for math.

Individual work seemed very ineffective if not care-
fully monitored by the teacher. Students were "off-task"
more and a greater number of errors went uncorrected if
the teacher did not constantly monitor indiv idual students'
learning

The lecture method has long been found wanting in
terms of student learning. Early studies have shown that
there are vast individual differences in the amount of learn-
ing assimilated by students through lecture (Jones, 1923)

1 3 4
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But ... Do I Have The Time To Do It Right?

Dave Schumaker

Teachers should ask themselves, "Have my students really been
learning what I have been teaching them, and can they put that knowl-
edge to work in creative and critical thinking situations?" When I asked
myself that question, the answer was, "No, my students have short-term
memories; what they seem to learn one week is gone the next. I havc to
teach complex concepts such as photosynthesis and genetics over and
over again, and the students still don't seem to understand them." It does
not matter how much material you cover, if the students don't under-
stand it and can't use it when you are finished teaching, it is useless to
them.

If you want to change your students' attitudes toward learning, you
should have them listen to each other and give them time to think before
speaking You should design your lessons around the basic questioning
format that requires students to gather facts and process them using
higher cognitive skills I am convinced that good questioning skills im-
prove student learning, and I have been trying to pass this notion on to
other teachers.

The question that comes up at almost every workshop I conduct is,
"But it sounds like it takes too much time I have to get through the
book or my curriculum, al d how will I be able to do that if ! spend so
much time questioning?" Since I have changed my method of question-
ing students, I have found that my students have changed their attitudes

toward learning. This change, very subtle at first, is now quite startling.
They pay attention, they listen to each other and give answers that show
they are thinking about what they are going to say. I find that the quality
of their questions has also improved, they seem to have a better under-
standing of the concepts and are showing improvement on tests and
written work. Since I have become used to this new style, the amount of
material I cover seems to be about the same now as it was in the past,
although I must admit that when I was learning to use good questioning
techniques the process did take longer.

The other question that I commonly hear is, "Do I have to change
my teaching strategies?" Of course not! All teaching strategies require
teachers to ask questions and students to answer them. The only thing
you will change is your style of questioning, and that alone ill allow
your students to tale a quantum Jump in their ability to learn the material
presented and truly understand how to apply it to problem-solving
situations.

Let's face iteducation has been under fire for some time, and we
need to do all we can to improve our product. Our product is educated
students, and through the implementation of sound questioning prac-
tices we can improve the quality of student education without the ad-
dition of a single dollar to our budgets or an extra minute to our teaching
day

Furthermore, students forget much content that is pre-
sented through lecture Ebbinhous (1913) found that the
curve of retention dropped from about 60 percent of im-
mediate recall after the lecture to about 20 percent after
eight weeks.

Different students need different classroom organiza-
tional patterns Some students learn best individually, some
learn best in groups. There are students who can only
learn when an adult is present to constantly encourage and
reinforce them; others can't learn when another person is
nearby Some students need noise; others need quiet Some
need bright light, some need subdued light Some need
formal settings; others need informal situations. Some
need to move; others need to be stationary (Dunn and
Dunn, 1978).

Similarly, some students need a great deal ofstructure
while others need minimal structure. Less able students
seem to do better in highly structured situations where di-
rect help is generous than do more able students for whom
less structured situations seem preferable (Sternberg and
Wagner, 1982, p. 51).

What kind of classroom structure, then, produces the
greatest achievement of cognitive skills and strategies?
Thomas (1980) states:

Where the locus of Luntrul over learning-related behaviors is
entirely vested in the teacher, where maximum structure is pro-

vided for Laming out learning activities, and where the motiva-
tion to perform is provided for through external rewards, praise,
and'or fear of reprisal, there is little latitude ur opportunity for
students to develop a sense of agency and subsequently, to be-
come proficient in using learning strategics .... What may be re-
quired is an instructional procedure replete with tasks for which
strategies have some payoff and perhaps a deliberate attempt to
teach and. ur allow for the disLuvery of varieties of Lugninve strat-
egies appropriate to these tasks (Thomas, 1980, p. 236)

The Johnsons found that having students work coop-
eratively in groups promotes the use of higher reasoning
strategies and greater critical thinking competencies more
than do competitive and individualistic learning strategies
(Johnson and Johnson, 1983).

What most authorities in curriculum and instruction
promote, and what the authors above support with re-
search, is that when higher-level thinking, creativity, and
problem solving are the objectives, students must be in a
classroom climate where they are in the decision-making
rolewhere they decide on strategies to solve problems;
where they determine the correctness or error of an an-
swer based on data they produced and validated; where
they are involved in setting their own goals and me2ns of
assessing the accomplishment of those goals.

Furthermore, the reward system in such a classroom
should be intrinsic rather than extrinsic derived from .in
internal motivation to learnan intellectual curiosity
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about plicnumenain internal striving for Lraftsmanshlp
and accuracy, a sense of responsibility to be a productive
and interdependent member of a community of scholars,
and a desire to emulate significant, respected ethers Lep-
per, 1978; Bruner, 1956).

Teachers who value internal rather than external re-
wards, who 'gage students in structuring their own learn
ing, who realize human variability in learning, and who
can teach toward multiple goals use a repertoire of class
room organizational patterns. Classrooms organized for
thinking are characterized by.

Individual students working alone. engaged in a
task requiring one or more cognitive skills: comparing,
classifying, sorting, and evaluating. Durni3 indiv 'dual
work, teachers monitor student progress and mediate their
experiences.

Gruups working cooperatively, in pairs or small
groups on such collaborative problem solving as. planning
stra; for group projects, contributing data and ideas to
the progress of the project, identifying information that
needs to be gathered, devising strategies to generate that
information, and evaluating inc'ividual and group social
skills. During group work, teachers monitor students' prog-
ress, assess growth in social and cognitive abilities, and
mediate both the intellectual skills required of the task and
the cooperative group skills.

At other times, total group engagement in listening
to presentations by and interacting with the teacher, re-
source people, media, and other students. Such total-group
Interactive strategies as the Socratic, the dialectic, and class
meetings are also employed when the teacher ur a student
raises a dilemma, problem, or discrepancy for all to partic-
ipate in debating and resolving.

To learn to think, students must engage in, discuss,
and Lome to value thinking. If schools are to value thinkifig,
they must eagage students in Interacting inch% 'dually, in
small groups, and in total groups with problem-solving and
creative activities that students design and evaluate
themselves.

Response Behaviors that Create a Climate
for Thinking

Teachers can create a classroom climate for thinking.
It is the quality of certain teacher interactions that deter
mines the degree of trust, risk-taking le el of cognition,
warmth, rapport, upc.-ness, and psychological safety in the
classroom (Kahn and Vveiss, 19'3). Basically, it is the way
the teacher responds to students mat creates this class
room climate. Teachers' responsive behaviors are those ac-
tions taken after the student answers the teacher's ques-
tions ur follows directions. In other words, the teacher
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Inmates a behav ior through questioning or structuring, the
student performs the behavior, then the teacher responds
to the student's performance.

Lowery (1979) found that the way the teacher responds
is more influential in determining students' behavior than
what the teacher asks or tells students to do. Because stu-
dents are constantly anticipating how their teacher will re-
spond to their actions, teacher responses seem to exert
greater influence than structuring or questioning. Flanders
(1965) found that teacher responses have a great deal of in-
fluence on the development of students' self-concept, their
attitude toward learning, their achievement, and their class-
room rapport.

Response behaviors may be categorized according to
their effect on students. those that tend to terminate or
close down thinking, and those that maintain, open up, and
extend thinking. There are six behaviors that can be class-
ified under those two categories.

Terminal or closed responses.
1. Criticism (and other put downs)
2. Praise

Open or extending responses.
3. Using silence (wait time)
4. Acceptingpassively, actively, or emphatically
5. Clarifyingof both concept and process
6. Facilitating data acquisition

Much research accumulated over several years sup
ports the beneficial effects un students when teachers use
these behaviors selectively.

Criticism (and other putdowns)
C. luusm may be defined as negative value judgments.

When a teacher responds to a student's performance with
the use of such negative value words as "poor;' 'incorrect,"
or "wrung," it tends to terminate student thinking. Negative
value judgments can sometimes be inferential or subtle sig-
nals of inadequacy, for instance, "You're almwt right."
"Who has a better answer?" or "You'ie getting close." Other
criticism may be value judgn:ents in the form of ridicule:
"What a dumb idea" or "You're not good enough."

Other put downs include responses that imply sar-
casm ur rejection. These are sometimes subtle cues to stu
dents by the teacher's voice intonation ur inflection that
their performance was inadequate. "Who would wane. to
help you when you act that way ?' 'Where on earth did ;,rou
get that idea?" "Now th..t Mary is f nished, who will show
us the way it should be 'lone:"

An abundance research demonstrate: that criticism
is not helpful in promuung cognitive ur learning.
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Soar (19'2) synthesized much research on the effects of
criticism and found no evidence to support negative criti-
cism as positively affecting learning. In fact, Flanders
(197) found that greater teacher criticism was related to
less positive pupil attitudes and homer pupil achievement

Criticizing students and makirg them feel failure ob-
viously does not enhance thinking There are numerous re-
sponses that teachers can use that are more helpful in pro-
moting student thinking.

Praise

Praise may be defined as the opposite of criticism in
that it employs the use of positive value judgments such as
"good," "excellent," "great," and so forth

Surprisingly, while many teachers advocate the use of
praise in attempts to reinforce behaviors and to build self-
worth, the research on praising seems to indicate that in
reality, the opposite is more often the case Praise builds
conformity at a time when our goal is diversity It tends to
make students depend on others for their worth rather than
on themselves for their worth.

Some teachers use praise so often and so indiscrimi-
nately that it tends to become a meaningless response pro-
viding little benefit Praise does seem to be appropriate un-
der certain conditions It would be desirable for teachers to
learn to recognize and use praise sparingly and judiciously
and only in those circumstances, with only those students,
and for only those objectives for which it is suitable. Teach-
ers can replace praising with an enlarged repertoire of re-
sponse behaviors that research indicates are more condu
cive to developing students' thinking skills.

Praising seems best used with only certain students
and for certain tasks. Following are some circumstances in
which praise seems warranted.

1 Reluctant, unmotivated, dependent learners Some
students are difficult to motivate They depend on the
teacher for reinforcement and need constant reminders to
stay on task These are often students who, when given an
assigrment, soon lose interest, have a limited attention
span, and quickly seek redirection. While praise often ben-
efits this type of learner, a goal for them should be re-
place external reinforcement with internal motivation
Therefore, the amount and frequency of praise must grad-
ually be reduced and replaced with the satisfaction derived
from solving intriguing problems, accuracy and craftsman-
ship of tasks completed, and with the responsibility for
contributing to group accomplishment. Thus, with this type
of learner, the teacher must consciously withdraw praise
over time (fading) Often when new or difficult learning is
begun, praise will need to be used again briefly until the
student has a feeling of confidence and mastery

2. Lower grade level students Kohlberg has described
a sequent.c through w MO students grow in their under-
standing of suLial justice and moral reasoning. During
early stages, children understand right and wrung because
tithe rewards and punishments given by adults and others
in authority: These rewards and punishments are the con-
sequences of their behavior. In later life, students can un-
derstark: the consequences of their behavior because of
their effect on others or because they understand "morally
ethical" behavior.

While students are still in the early stages of moral de-
velopment, praise and rewards may be appropriate. These
states are not necessarily determined by chronological ma-
turity, but rather by observation of students' behavior in sit-
uations requiring social decision making and by analyzing
discussions with children about appropriate behavior in
varying problem situations. Higher levels, more autono-
mous, and more appropriate, kind, and just behaviors will
develop in students if they are involved in decisions and
problem situations that require making choices. It is help-
ful if their behaviors are discussed and analyzed with
them, and if significant adults in their environment model
those more appropriate social behaviors.

While praise may seem to be more appropriate with
young, morally immature students, we want to help them
progress beyond that stage. Teachers, therefore, must soon
abolish praising and replace it with the type of internal mo-
tivation system that is consistent with the higher stages of
moral development.

3. Low level cognitive tasks As indicated earlier, input
questions help a student confirm or produce an answer
from memory or from sensory observations. It is probable
that the answer the student gives is predictable and there-
fore "correct."

If praise is used, there are some guidelines that can
help students decrease their dependence on it:

Giving the criteria or rationale for the value judg-
ment, It is important that the criteria for praise be de-
scribed. What makes an act "good" or "excellent" must be
com.nunicated along with the praise. The student then un-
derstands why the act is acceptable and can repeat the
performance.

Helping students analyze their own answers. For
example,

Teacher. 'lane says San Francisco is the largest city in
California. Bill says Los Angeles is the largest Wou'ld each
of you please tell us what is the population of the two cities?
One way to find out is to compare our data."

In the long run, the teacher's goal should be to de-
crease the use of these terminal behaviors and use other
response behaviors that have a more instructive effect on
students' cognitive development
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Which instructional objectives warrant praise? Flan-
ders (1970) stated

The pupil growth index which involves memory, a relatively
low lord cognitive task, can tolerate lower levels of teacher indi-
rectness yet higher levels of cognitive reasoning are associ-

ated with more indirect teacher influence patterns Creativity
appears to flourish most with the most indirect patterns

McGraw (19'8) and Condry and Chambers (19' 8)

found that student performance on routine, familiar pro-
cedures was not adversely affected by rewards and praise
In fact, when students did not particularly like assignments
that were repetitious and of a practice nature, rewards en-
hanced their performance. In contrast, McGraw and
Thomas (1980) found that rewards had a detrimental effect
on studen performance of tasks requiring higher-level
problem solving Condry and Chambers (19"8) emphasize
that the learning process is different from the learning
product and indicate that the process is detrimentally af-
fected by rewards They suggest that effects of rewards dif-
fer depending on the extent to which the student had al-
ready learned the subject matter. Thus, rewards for tasks
already learned are not detrimental because learning has
already occurred and the focus is now on learner produc-
tion of what he or she already knows

In contract, the process of learning is detrimentally af-
fected by rewards The performance of new task, skills,
and processes requires cognitive rigs and exploration,
which are Inhibited by praise and promised reward Thus,
these findings seem to indicate that rewards are best ad-
ministered fcr well-learned tasks where specific rules need
to be followed, as opposed to tasks that are in the process
of being learned or are problem solving or exploratory in
nature Seatork, which is of a practice nature, is likely to
he facilitated by rewards, while rewards for learning a new
skill are likely to have a detrimental effect.

Silence
Rowe (194 ) found observable differences in clss-

room behaviors of students whose teachers waited after
asking a question or after a student gave an answer

If the teacher waits only a short timeone or two sec-
ondsstudents will give short, one-word responses. On
the other hand, if the teacher waits for longer periods, the
students tend to respond with whole sentences and com-
plete thoughts There is a perceptible increase in the crea-
m, ity of the response as shown by greater use of descrip-
tive and modifying words There is also increased
speculativene' in the students' thinking, Research has also
shown that student to student interaction is greater, the
number of questions students ask increases, and shy stu-
dents begin to contribute

Good and Brophy (1973) report that teachers commu-
nicate their expectancies of students through the use of si-
lence Teachers who ask a question and then wait for a stu-
dent's answer demonstrate that they not only expect an
answer but also that they have faith in the student's ability
to answer given enough time. Teachers who ask a question,
wait only a short time, and then give the answer, call on an-
other student, or give a hint, demonstrate their belief that
the student really can't answer the question and is consid-
ered too poor a student to offer an answer or reason
independently

Accepting Responses

Teachers who are accepting are those who are none-
valuative and nonjudgmental. They give no clues through
posture, gesture, ur words as to whether the student's idea,
behavior, or feeling is good, bad, better or worse, right or
wrung. The intent of accepting is to provide a psychologi-
cally safe climate in which students can take risks, are en-
trusted with the responsibility of deciding for themselves,
and can explore the consequences of their own actions. An
accepting atmosphere in a classroom encourages students
to examine and compare their own data, values, ideas, cri-
teria, and feelings with those of others as well as those of
the teacher. Even though students' values and feelings may
differ from those of the teacher, teachers can still accept
these differences because they know that only the student
is able to modify them and make them consistent with their
reality.

Thus, an alternative way of responding to a student's
answer is by paraphrasing it, applying it, acknowledging it,
comparing it to another idea, or summarizing what was
said. Among the numerous ways of demonstrating accep-
tance are passive acceptance, active acceptance, and em-
pathic acceptance.

Passive acceptance is demonstrated when the teacher
me:ely receives and acknowledges what the student says,
without making a value judgment It demonstrates that the
student's ideas have been heard. Passive acceptance might
be'

Verbal, by saying. "Um-hmm," "That's one possibility,"
"Could be," or "I understand."

Nonverbal, by nodding the head ur writing the stu-
dent's statement on the chalkboard.

Active acceptance demonstrates ail understanding of
what the student says or does. The teacher actively accepts
by reflecting (nut merely repeating), rephrasing, para-
phrasing, recasting, translating, ur summarizing what the
student said or did It occurs when the teacher extends,
builds un, compares, or gives an example based un the stu-
dent's response While the teacher may use different
words, the teacher strives to maintain the intent and accu-
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rate meaning of the student's idea. Active acceptance is
more than passive acceptance because the teacher demon-
strates not only that the student's message has been re-
ceived, but also that the message is understood Examples
of active acceptance are:

"Your explanation is that if the heat were ircreased,
the molecules would move faster and therefore disperse
the food coloring faster."

"I understand Your idea is that we should all write our
legislators rather than send them one letter from the
group."

Empathic acceptance is the acceptance of feelings in
addition to cognition Often teachers can show empathy
when they express similar feelings from their own experi-
ences It means that the teacher not only hears the student's
ideas, the teacher also hears the emotions underlying the
ideas Some examples of empathic acceptance are.

"I can see why you're confused Those directions are
unclear to me, too."

"You're frustrated because you didn't get a chance to
share your idea We've all got to take turns, and that re-
quires patience It's hard to wait when you're anxious to
share"

The student enters the room and slams a math work-
book on the desk. The teacher responds empathically to
this behavior by saying, "Something must be upsetting you
today. Did you have difficulty with the assignment?"

Empathic acceptance does not mean that the teacher
condones acts of aggression or destructive behavior. It
does, however, demonstrate an understanding and accep-
tance of th _ emotions that produce those behaviors

Clarifying

Clarifying is similar to accepting in that both behav-
iors reflect the teacher's concern for fully understanding
the student's idea While active acceptance demonstrates
that the teacher truly does understand, clarifying means
that the teacher does not understand what the student is
saying and, therefore, needs more information.

Rosenshine and Furst (1971) report that when a
teacher responds to students' comments by encouraging
them to elaborate, there is a significant and positive corre-
lation with student achievement.

Kleven (1968) found that when teachers use clarifica-
tion, students tend to increase their consistency of thinking
as measured on a scale-of-beliefs test. Students become
more purposeful in their thinking and behaving.

Flanders' research (1960) supports the use of clarify-
ing behavior It shows that achievement is higher in class-
rooms where teachers use, build on, extend, or clarify stu-
dents' ideas

One of the most compelling reasons why teachers
should clarify is that it contributes to the development of
students' metacognitive abilities. Brown (1978) found a
correlation between the degree of metacognitive aware-
ness and the level of performance on complex problem-
solving tasks. Students seem to become better problem sol-
vers if they are able to become aware of and talk about the
strategies and steps they use to solve problems.

Often students follow instructions or perform tasks
without questioning why they are doing what they are
doing. They seldom question themselves about their own
learning strategies or evaluate the efficiency of their own
performance. They may have virtually no idea what they
are doing when they perform a task and are often unable to
explain their strategies in solving problems (Sternberg and
Wagner, 1982).

When the teacher clarifies by asking students to ex-
plain their answers and how they arrived at them, or to
share the rationale behind them, the teacher causes the stu-
dents to metacogitate. Much evidence suggests that causing
students to talk about their thinking processes and prob.
lem-solving strategies before, during, and after enhances
their ability to think. Evidently, thinking and talking about
thinking begets more thinking (Whimbey, 1980; Bloom and
Broder, 1950).

Facilitating the Acquisition of Data
If one of the objectives of cognitive education is for

students to process data by comparing, classifying, infer-
ring, or drawing causal relationships, then data must be
asailable for the student to process. To facilitate the acqui-
sition of data, the teacher must perceive students' informa-
tion needs and provide data or make it possible for stu-
dents to do so themselves Thus, it is classified as a
response behavior.

The teacher, therefore, creates a climate that is respon-
sive to the student's quest for information. Teachers do this
in a variety of ways.

By providing data (feedback) about a student's per-
formance. "No, three times six is not 24. Three times eight
is 24." "Yes, you have spelled 'rhythm' correctly."

By providing personal information or data (self-di-
vulgence). (These are often in the form of "I" messages ):
"I want you to know that chewing gum in this classroom
really disturbs me." "John, your pencil tapping is disturb-
ing me." "The way you painted the tree makes me feel like
I'm on the inside looking out,"

By making it possible for students to experiment
with equipment and materials to find data or information
for themselves. "Here's a larger test tube if you'd like to see
how your experiment would turn out differently." "We can
see the film again if you want to check your observations."
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By making primary and seLondary sources uf infor
'nation accessible "Mary, this almanaL gives information
you will need for your report on the world's highest moun-
tain ranges." "Here's the dictionary The best way to verify
the spelling is to look it up"

By responding to a student's request for
information

Student "What's this thing called?"
Teacher: This piece of equipment is called a hell

jar:"

By surveying the group for its feelings or for input
of their information. On this chart we have made a list of
what you observed in the film. We can keep this chart in
front of us so that we can refer to it as we classify our ob-
servations." "Let s go around the circle and share some of
the feelings we had when we found out the school board
decided to close our school

e By labeling students' performance of a cognitive op-
eration: When you shared your crayons, that was an ;:x-
ample of cooperation Your statement, If there is water
found on Mars, then there could be life' is a hypothesis."
"That was an assumption you made."

Knowledge of results is the single most important var-
iable governing the acquisition of skillful habits (Irion,
1966).

There is a difference between rewards and feedback.
Rewards can eith control behavior or give information
about competence. if students perceive the teacher's re-
wards as wntrulling, their intrinsic mumation will likely
decrease If students perceive rewards as providing feLJ
back about their knowledge or competence, however, their
intrinsiL motivation is likely to increase (Deci, 1976, 1978i.

Feedback or a response to a student's behavior should
be given within seconds if learning is to progress rapidly
(Kimble, 1961) Feedback need nut always come frum the
external situation but may arise frum other concepts, data,
and prinuples recalled ur gathered by the learners them-
selvesfur example, by providil g a model with which the
student checks for accuracy ur correctness, by comparison
with other students' answers, ur with rules stated in the in
struction, (Feuerstein, 1980) I., other words, the teacher
needs tu prui,ide an uppurtunig for students to check their
ideas against the data being gathered su that they an de
tide fur themselves if their ideas ur answers are curreLt.
This self LheLking an furnish some immediate feedback
and satisfaction that in turn reinforces learning (Gagne,
1967).

Suchman (1964), in his studies of Inquiry Training,
found that students need a "responsive ens ironment:' Data
uf all kinds need tu be available in great abundance It
should be pussiLle for inquiring students tu obtain what
ever data they want as easily and quiLkly as possible from

many sources manipulation uf materials, tools, and refer-
ences, the teacher, and other resource people (Andre,
1979).

In Summary
Ina poll conducted by the University of Northern Col-

orado, 87 percent of the parents surveyed said that teachers
needed the ability to communicate, understand, and relate.
The Colorado Department of Education concluded that the
top concern of high school students was teachers' lack of
acceptance and involvement Students felt no one cared and
no one listened to their needs (Education USA, 1978).

Probably the main reason why all the open response
behaviors described in this chapter create a warm climate
for learning is that they require teachers to listen. The
teacher's use of silence communicates to students the value
of reflective, thoughtful, crafted answers over impulsive an-
swers. The use of accepting behaviors demands that teach-
ers be sen3itive to and understand students' ideas. Clarify-
ing and probing demonstrates a desire to go deeper and to
further explore the students' ideas. Facilitating data re-
quires teachers to listen to and sense the students' need for
information so that the proper data may be supplied. Per-
formance of all these behaviors presents a model of the
type of rational behaviors that teachers desire in students
as well.

Modeling: Behaving Consistently With
Cognitive Goals and Objectives

What you do speaks so loudly; they can't hear what you say
Emerson

Students are quick to pick up the inconsistency be-
tween what a teacher verbalizes as ideal behavior and the
demonstration of that behavior. Powerful teachers of think-
ing constantly strive to bring their words, actions, bel,Js,
values, and vats for students into harmony.

Research in modeling substantiates the fact that chil-
dren acquire much of their behavior, feelings, attitudes,
and values without direct instruction but through imitation
uf both adult and peer models (Bandura and Walter, 1963,
Good and Brophy, 1973). A considerable number of studies
conclude that students adopt new behavior patterns or
modify their own behavior un the basis of observation
alone. Thus, since there is such extended contact between
teacher and student, the teacher is one of the most signifi-
cant and influential models in the student's life.

Modeling tends to reinforce students' perceptions of
the values and goals stated by the teacher or by the school.
Adults, by exhibiting the kinds of behavior desired in stu-
dents, strongly influence students in those behavior pat-
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terns in regard to the desired actions and reactions For
example.

If listening to one another is a valued behaNior of
cognitive education, teachers who listen to students will
greatly enhance the probability of achin ing this objectne

If solving problems in a rational, scientific manner is
valued, students must obsene teachers and administrators
solving problems in rational, scientific ways when problems
arise in the school or classroom (Belcher, 1975).

If restraining impulsivity is a characteristic of intel-
ligent problem solving, students must witness teachers and
administrators reacting calmly and patiently during stress-
ful situations.

If teachers desire students to understand others'
points of view, values, and differences (overcoming ego-
centrism), they will accept students' differences

If teachers want students to become enthusiastic
about thinking, they will demonstrate enthusiasm about
challenges, puzzles, and complex tasks requiring thought
(Rosenshine, 1970)

Emulation of significant others is a basic motive for
learning Yet if we are "do as I say, not as I do" educators,
then students will easily and quickly sense this incongru-
ence between our behaviors and our stated values. The
credibility gap that results can lead to hostility, frustration,
and confusion In the last analysis, there is probably only
one person's behavior we have the power to control, train,
and modify: our own!
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PART VII

Teaching Strategies
Intended to Develop

Student Thinking

Ateaching strategy is a sequential pattern of instruc-
tional activities that are employed over time and
are intended to achieve a desired student learning

outcome. Incorporated within a teaching strategy are spe-
cific teaching skills such as questioning, communicating di-
rections, structuring, and responding to students' answers.
Within a teaching strategy, the teacher also employs a rep-
ertoire of instructional techniques, such as unique class-
room arrangements and grouping patterns, ways of causing
interaction, and various approaches to the use of instruc-
tional materials.

You will find, therefore, that the use of those basic in-
structional skills described in Part VIquestioning, struc-
turing, responding, and modelingare present in cich of
the teaching strategies described They are u.,ed, however,
in differing amounts, sequences, combinations, and for dif-
ferent purposes For example, teacher questioning is pres-
em in every strategy In the Discussion strategy; the teacher
presents only one question, in the Concept Development
strategies, the teachers asks three major types of questions
in a hierarchical sequence, in the Inquiry and Deep Pro-
cess strategies, the syntactical structure of the questions are

selected becauoe of a particular cognitive process that the
teacher desires the students to perform.

In this section, the characteristics of various strategies
are described. they are intended to develop students' think-
ing skills, but each strategy does so in different ways. Gen-
erally, there are four distinct categories of teaching
strategies:

Directive strategies help students acquire and retain
important facts. ideas, and skills.

Mediative strategies help students develop reason-
ing, concepts, and problem-solving processes.

Generative strategies help students develop new so-
lutions, insights, and creativity.

Collaborative strategies help students learn to re-
late to each other and work cooperatively in groups.

The distinguishing characteristics of these four cate-
gories are their different purposes for students, the varied
roles of students and the teacher, and the human motiva-
tions to learn on which each strategy capitalizes.

In the ensuing sections we will discuss each of these
strategic styles in depth, give several (mailed examples of
strategies from each of the four categories, describe the
goals toward which they aim and the roles they assign to
'eachers and students, and specify the curriculum areas in
which they may be used
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gilding a Repertoire
Strategies

Arthur L. Costa, Robert Hanson, Harvey E Silver, and
Richard W. Strong

The vast majority of problems, decisions and situa-
tions which confront us daily are those which do not hate

just one answer Several solutions are usually possible.
Logic suggests that if one can mentally generate many pos-
sible solutions, the more likely it is that an optimum solo
Lion will be reached This is a creative processthe for-
mation of new and useful relationships

Richard E Manelis

Teaching strategies are nothing new. They are simply
the various forms that teaching may take: Socratic/
didactic, inductive 'deductive, directiindi rect. By del

inition, a teaching strategy is a sequential arrangement of
instructional activities that is employed over time and is in-
tended to achieve a desired student learning outcome.

What is new is that over the last 30 years teachers and
researchers have worked together to identify or create a
wide repertoire of teaching strategies Each of these strate-
gies is intended to model, focus on, and develop a unique
form of thinking

Different ThoughtsDifferent Strategies
In Part III several definitions of thinking were pre-

sented discrete skills, linkages of those skills into strate-
gies, creative thinking, and attitudes of thought. One rea-
son we need a repertoire is that there are many forms of
thinking, and they are learned under differing conditions.
For example, six different forms of thinking might be:

1 Remembering Recalling specific facts, ideas, defini
tions, concepts, and generalizations, for example, giving
the definition of a denominator.

2. Repeating. Using models (either present in the en-
vironment or stored in memory) to imitate in mastering a
skin, for example, following the directions of how to add
two fractions with unlike denominators

3 Reasoning (critical thinking). Relating specific in-
stances to general principles or concepts according to
norms of provability and acceptable argument, for example,
explaining why unlike denominators need to be changed.

4. Reorganizing (creative thinking): extending
knowledge to new and different contexts in order to solve
problems and create original products; for example, a stu-
dent inventing a new way to add fractions with unlike
denominators.

5 Relating. Establishing a connection between the
knowledge being acquired and our own personal experi-
ence, for ex, a student trying to justify spending one-
third of his of her day watching television.

6. Reflecting (metacognition): Exploring thought itself
and describing how a particular thought comes into being;
for example, a student aware of and looking over the results
of any of the previous styles of thought and trying to under-
stand the processes that brought him or her to a particular
conclusion.

Each of these styles of thinking makes use of knowl-
edge in its own way, but all are normal human functions. In
the same way that almost all humans can walk, run, skip,
and hop, they can remember, repeat, relate, reason, reor-
ganize, and reflect.

Different StylesDifferent Strategies
Students have different styles and preferences for

learning. Some students learn best alone, others learn best
in pairs. Some learn best in small groups, some large
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groups Some learn with adults present, and others learn
without adults Some -wed constant structuring, but for
others such structuring would be a distraction (Dunn and
Dunn, 19'8) Students with "field independent" learning
styles learn best through an inductive approach while "field
dependent" students learn best deductively. Some are au-
ditory learners they learn by hearing, some are visual
learnersthey learn by seeing, others are kinesthetic/tac-
tile learnersthey learn best by doing. Still others need all
of the above

Furthermore, different teachers have different styles.
Just like students, some teachers are more comfortable
teaching holistically while others are more comfortable
with a step by step, analytical approach Some teachers like
to use diagrams, charts, the chalkboard, videotapes, films,
and vivid examplesthey focus on bright and clear im-
ages. Other teachers use discussions, tape recordings, lis-
tening games, and lecturesthey stress classroom Interac-
tion Still other teachers employ manipulatives, role
playing, dramatizations, and hands-on experiencesthey
want students to be actively engaged.

Different GoalsDifferent Strategies
A balance of educational gals might include academic

skills, physical agility; a positive self-concept, a sound value
system, social abilities, reasoning, problem solving, and
creativity Basic skills are not learned in the same way as
cognitive processes, values are not learned in the same
way as creativity, physical agility is learned in a different
manner than are social skills.

Thomas (1980) found striking differences in outcomes
under different forms of instructional strategies. Those
strategies that give the teacher controlto decide what
should be learned and how and when it should be learned,
to determine the criteria for success, and to control the re-
ward system for correct performanceproduce greater
gains on low-level cognitive achievement test scores. They
du not, however, go far in producing higher-level cogni-
tion, creativity, or autonomous behavior in students.

If, on the other hand, students are involved in deter-
mining what should be learned and how it should be
learned, deciding on the criteria for success, and assessing
themselves on those criteria, and if the reward system is in-
trinsiL, greater problem solving, creativity, and internal lo-
cus of control in students is produced.

Different MotivesDifferent Strategies
In his book, Toward A Theory Of Instruction, Bruner

(1966) states that almost all humans possess "intrinsic"
motives for learning. An intrinsic motive is one that does
not depend on outside reward; reward is inherent in the
successful termination of that activity or even in the activity
itself. He identified four such motives:

Curiosity is almost a prototype of the intrinsic motive.
Our attention is attracted to something unclear, unfinished,
or uncertain. We sustain our attention until the matter be-
comes clear, finished, or ..:ertain. The achievement of clarity,
or merely the search for it, is what satisfies.

Competence is getting interested in what we become
good atan instinct for workmanship. It is usually difficult

Strategy

FIGURE 1
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to sustain interest in an activity unless one achieves some
degree of competence. To achieve a sense of accomplish-
ment requires a task that has some beginning and some
end point. Unless there is some meaningful unity in what
we are doing, and a way of measuring our performance, we
are not very likely to strive to excel. From the beginning of
human history, we have not been able to leave a cave wall
or a gold nugget alonewe have a strong drive to embel-
lish, enhance, perfect, craft, and detail.

Reciprocity involves a deep human need to respond to
others and to operate jointly with them toward an objective.
It is probably the basis of society. Where joint action is
needed and reciprocity is required for a group to attain an
objective, there seem to be processes that carry individuals
along into learning and sweep them into a competence that
is required in the group setting. We sometimes endure
hours of exhaustive labor while performing a group task
that we would quickly give up on alone. The need to recip-
rocate can provide a driving force to learn.

Emulation refers to the strong human tendency to
model oneself and one's aspirations on some other person.
When we feel we have succeeded in being like significant
identification figuresour heroeswe derive pleasure for
the achievement. Conversely, we suffer when we have let
them down The teacher must be an effective cumpetenc.
modelthe day to day, working model whose actions and
values the studef can emulate

Different ProblemsDifferent Strategies
Students will encounter a variety of problems in their

lives Some of the major types of problems, and methods to
solve them, include:

1 Finding answers, through the use of
Data sources (timetables, dithunaries, almanacs,
and so on)
Memory or analogous experiences
Simple operations
Short-term memory
Mnemonics

2. Developing strategies to solve puzzling situations, using.
Inductive and deductive reasoning
Hypotheses and experimental designs
Data production
Strategic reasoning
Logic
Syllogistic reasoning

3. Coping with value-based problems, by.
Selecting from multiple, alternative solutions
Making decisions with little or no data or precedent
Interpreting data under different value systems
(point of view)
Dealing with a lack of data and feedback
(ambiguity)

Selecting the best alternative
Prioritizing from a value base
Understanding and appreciating others' values

4. Innovating, through:
Generation of novel solutions
Creative problem solving
Creativity, novelty, fluency, insight
Artistic expression
Invention

Our instructional task is to create opportunities that
fouls on and develop these innate and cultural cognitive
functions. A variety of teaching strategies are the tools that
will best equip us to accomplish this task. Figure 1 graphi-
cally displays the comparisons of the characteristics of the
four categories of strategies.
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Tell a child WHAT to think, and you make him a slave
tu your knowledge. Teach a child HOW tu think, and you
make all knowledge his slave

Henry A Taitt

The directive strategies are intended to help students
acquire and retain the information, knowledge, and
skills most likely to be useful to them as literate, ef-

fective citizens. They are termed "directie" because they
require students to accurately imitate those behaviors or
skills that are modeled, presented, or instructed by the
teacher. Whether the teacher is presenting the correct way
to spell a word, perform a mathematical operation, or ad-
just a microscope, the goal is for students to perform this
skill ur demonstrate ability to reproduce the behavior in a
manner that closely or exactly resembles the way the
teacher presented it

Roles and Motivation
Directive strategies place teachers in the role of pre-

senter of information. In this role, teachers may use a wide
variety of materials (such as films, tapes, tests, lectures, and
the work of other students), but their primary responsibil-
ity involves:

Structuring the information so that it 'lbws the stu-
dents' need to know

Selecting the goals and objectives to be achieved,
the methods of achieving them, and the conditions under

which and the criteria by which mastery will be demon-
strated and evaluated.

Providing an organization that permits easy storage
and retrieval.

Checking for understanding and retention.
Rewarding correct performance of the desired be-

haviors.

Student Outcomes
Goals are often phrased in terms of recall or students'

ability to demonstrate understanding Directive strategies
attempt to provide all students with a common well of in-
formation and resources that they can use to establish re-
lationships with other members of our culture Behavioral
objecties of the directive strategies are often stated in
such terms as to understand," "to demonstrate," "to ac-
quire," to recall." They are usually at the "knowledge"
level of Bloom's Taxonomy. Much research has shown that
when these attributes of the strategies are employed, stu-
dents score higher on standardized tests of basic skills.

Instructional Strategy
The following description of Direct Instruction is from

one of Lts chief proponents, Barry Beyer. Beyer presents
this strategy by comparing two as of teaching discrete
thinking skillsinductively and deductivelyand by iden-
tifying and comparing the critical attributes of both
methods
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Practical Strategies for the
Direct Teaching of Thinking Skills

Barry K. Beyer

any teachers today believe that they teachi think-14 ing skills In most instances, however, what they
actually do involves putting students into situa-

tions where they are simply made to think and expected to
do it as best they can Most methods teachers customarily
use to "teach" thinking are indirect, rather than direct.'
These methods are based on tilt questionable assumption
th'it by doing thinking, students automatically learn how to
engage in such thinking

Educational researchers have pointed out time and
again that learning his to think is nut an automatic by-
product of studying certain subjects, assimilating the prod-
ucts of someone else's thinking, ur simply being asked to
think about a subject or top.,c 2 Nur do youngsters learn
how to engage in critical thinking effectively by them-
selves' As Anderson has noted, there is little reason to be
lieve that competency in critical thinking can be an inu
dental outcome of instruction directed, ur that appears to
be directed, at other ends' By concentrating un the detail
of the subject matter being studied, most common ap-
proaches to teaching critical thinking su obscure the skills
of how to engage in thinking that students fail to master
them

If we want to improve student proficiency in thinking,
we must use more direct methods of instruction than we
now use c First, we must establish as explicit goals of in-
struction the attitude, skill, and knowledge components of
critical thinkingas Glaser recommended.' Second, we
must employ direct, systematic instruction in these skills
prior tc, during, and following student introduction to and
use of these skills in our classrooms.

A Framework for Teaching
Critical Thinking Skills

Research on skill learning and teaching suggests that
teachers should, for example, provide students with oppor-
tunities to identify examples of a skillor products of its

use before asking them to use the skill to develop similar
products of their own.' They should also introduce com-
ponents of a skill as systemat:cally as possible' and explic-
itly introduce and demonstrate its basic attributes and pro-
cedural operations. Additionally, students should frequently
discuss these operations and how to employ them.' They
need repeated practice in the skill over an extended period
of time with corrective feedback provided by peers or
teacher and by analyzing the results and how they were de-
rived." Skills need to be broadened beyond their original
components and operations. At this point more subtle or
content-specific components need to be added, and the
skills should be used in combination with other skills." To
facilitate generalization and transfer, students need to apply
and practice skillswith instructional guidancein a va-
riety of settings and with a variety of data and media." Fi-
nally, teachers should present lessons in a skill using the
course content." What we should do, it a nutshell, is keep
the teaching, learning focus continuously and explicitly on
the skills we are trying to teach and not let them get smoth-
ered by the content with which we use them.

Teachers can apply these principles by organizing in-
struction in each skill in terms of a five-stage framework.

1. Where appropriate, teachers should provide stu-
dents with several opportunities to select examples of a
specific skill by focusing on the products of that skill rather
than un its nature. This helps develop readiness for more
specific instructional introduction of the skill.

2. In a single 30- to 40-minute lesson, teachers should
introduce, present, and demonstrate the skill components
in as much step-by-step detail as possible.

3. Three to six lessons that provide guided, instructive
practice should then follow, each with explit it reference to
the skill components as originally introduced and each us-

A slightly different version of this chapter was published as
leaching Critical Thinking A Direct Approach,- Social Educa-
tion 49, 4 (April 1985) 297-303 Copyright 0 1985 by Barry K
Beyer
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mg data and media identical in form and type of content to
those used when the skill was introduced.

Next, in a new 20- to 30-minute lesson, teachers
should review and transfer the skill to media ur data that
differ from those used when the skill was introduced.

5. Finally, teachers should provide students with addi-
tional opportunities to apply the skill with appropriate
corrective feedbackuntil they can individuall:, initiate
and employ the skill and evaluate their use of it.

Over the duration of any course, then, a single newly
introdut ed skill may well be the focus of eight to 12
lessons

Strategies for Introducing a Thinking Skill
Each stage of teaching any thinking skill is important

to effective instruction and learning. However, 6_ intro-
duction is the most important stage. A detailed introduc-
tion should focus specifically on the skill's attributes and
make the skill a subject of the students' continuing and con-
scious attention. Two kinds of classroom teaching strate:,ies
can serve this purpose The firstan inductive strategy
allows students to articulate for themselves the key attri-
butes of the skill The seconda more directive strategy
gives students the components of the skill right from the
start Teachers may vary the two approaches to avoid mo
notuny in learning as well as to suit the content, the specific
skill, or students' ability levels and learning styles.

An Inductive Introduction
In executing an Inductive strategy; teachers and stu-

dents proceed through five major steps
The teacher
1. Introduces the skill
Next, the students
2. Experiment with using It.
3 Reflect on and articulate what goes un in their

heads as they execute the skill
Apply their new knowledge of the skill to use It

again.
5. Review what goes on in their heads as they execute

the skill.
All of this can be dune in a way that advances subject

matter learning. Such a lesson need not be a special event
ur in a "content free- context. It canand indeed should
be presented when using a new skill is necessary in order
to understand the content being taught. is

Suppose a teacher is introducing the skill of detecting
bias in written documents in a world history course. The
students have already studied the causes of England's late
18th century industrial revolution and are about to Invest'
gate its results This subject provides an excellent oppurtu-
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nay for the teacher to Introduce this skill and help students
learn how to use It. Students are motivated to attend to this
learning objective because they need to be able to find out
the real impact of this economic and social revolution.

Step 1 Tu introduce the skill the teacher states its la-
bel, defines It or has the students define It, gives a synonym
ur two, and identifies several examples. Such an introduc-
tion provides a purpose for learning and a focus for the
lesson.

Step 2 Without any further instruction, the students
experiment with the skilluse itas best they can to
achieve a substantive learning goal; in this case, determin-
ing the impact of the industrial revolution. Given an ex-
cerpt from a historical document, students examine it to
see if it is biased:

EXCERPT A

Some of these lords of the loom employ thousands of mis-
erable creatures [who are kept, fourteen hours in each day,
locked up, summer and winter, in a heat of from eighty to eighty-

four degrees. .

What then must be the situation of these pour creatures who
are doomed to toil day after day 7 Can any man, with a heart in
his body , refrain from cursing a system that produces such
slavery and cruelty?

[Mese poor creatures have no cool room to retreat to
landJ are not allowed to send for water to drink, even the rain
water is lucked up, b} the master s order [Mil) spinner found
with his window open . is to pay a fine .

. rnhe notorious fact is, that well constitutioned men are
rendered old and past labour at forty and that children are
rendered decrepit and deformed . before they arrive at the age
of sixteen .'s

Step 3 Students then reflect on how they used this
skill At this point, most remark that this document cer-
tainly is biased. They usually cite the numerous, emotion-
ally charged terms"miserable creatures," "locked up,"
"poor creatures," "doomed:. "slavery:. "rendered de-
crepit" all with exploitative connotations and all identi-
fied with workers. On the other hand, terms suci. as "lords
of the loom" and "masters" are applied to the factory own-
ers ur their actionsthus putting them in a rather negative
light. Overgeneralizations ("any spinner ...") also lead to
this judgment. Moreover, even the rhetk,:ical question
("Can any man, with a heart seems loaded And the
author's emphases (italicized words) show bias even more
Is there,' students ask, "nothing of merit un the side of the

mill owners?" One-sided accounts might well indicate bias.
As students engage in this analysis, they als discover

procedures for finding such dues and making sense of
them As this occurs, they begin to articulate inductively
some of the major attributes of the skill of detecting bias

Step 4 i sing another documentary excerpt, the stu-

14)
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tents next deliberately apply and "test out" the clues and
rot oc fdures they have just inferred to see if a pattern
emerges among their findings.

EXCERPT B

I have 1, isited Man) .. and I never saw . children
in ill humor They seemed to be always cheerful and alert, taking
pleasure in the light play of their musclesenjoying the mobility
natural to their age The scene of industry . . was exhilarating. It
was delightful to observe the nimbleness with which they pieced
the broken ends as the mule carriage began to recede rom the
fixed roller Learn ani to see them at lev-:.ire after a few sewnds
exercise of their tiny fingers, to amuse themselves in any attitude
they chose The work of these lively elves seemed to resemble
a sport (Tjhey evidenced no trace of exhaustion on emerging
from the mill in the evening; for they skip about any neighbor-
hood playground. ..lb

Step 5 Finally, the students review what they did as
they used for the second time the clues and procedures of
detecting biasas they have identified themto clarify the
components of this particular skill.

By the end of this introductory lesson, students have
articulated the key attributes of the skill of detecting bias as
well as discussed effects of the industrial revolution. Both
kinds of knowledge can be used in future assignments and
serve as the basis for subsequent lessons, but what they
have expressed about the skill of detecting bias is crucial,
and it is on this note that the lesson should conclude. By en-
gaging in these five crops introduction, experimentation,
refle, :ion, application, and reviewstudents and _e....ther
have, in effect, invented some major attribute? of the skill

begun w learn how to execute it This strategy allows
field independent students to shre their intuitive insights
about a skill with their field dependent peers, who rely
more often on teacher direction to accomplish a task.'"

A Directive Introduction
A more direct in: 'uction may prove useful for teach-

er who know the cssential attributes of a skill, ur when a
new skill is complex and students require additional
guidance

To use a directive strategv, the teacher
i. Introduces the skill
2 Explains the procedure and rules of which the

consists.
3 Demonstrates how the skill is used
Then toe students
4. Apply the skill.
5 Reflect on what occurs as they execute the skill
Here's how a teacher might use a directive strategy 10

Introduce world history students to the same thinking skill
described above, that of detecting bias.

step 1 The teacher can introduce the skill by writing

Its name on the chalkboard and defining It in terms of ex-
amples and synonyms. Dictionary definitions are also use-
ful at this point. This introduction allows students sufficient
time to prepare to deal with this skill by recalling anything
they might know about bias and by making connections to
previously learned or related knowledge or experience.

Step 2 The teacher should explain the key procedures
and clues that constitute the skill, writing these on the
chalkboard or sharing a ditto outline of them with the stu-
dents In addition to listing clues that distinguish this skill
(use of loaded words, overgeneralizations, one-sidedness,
and so on), the teacher also outlines a pi ocedure by which
students can execute this skill. For example.

1. State your goal: to see if something is biased
2. Identify some clues to bias.
3. Search the material line-by-line or phrase-by-

phrase to find these clues.
4. Identify any pattern of relationships among these

clues.
5. State and give evidence to support the extent to

which the source is biased.
Step 3. Using an example of biased datain this in-

stance, Excerpt A--the teacher can demonstrate the skill by
walking the students step-by-otep through the above pro-
cedure and th^n reviewing the process.

Step 4. Ti- students, individually or in pairs, apply the
skill as modeled by the teacher to examine a second exam-
ple of biased information (Excerpt B), deliberately employ-
ing the procedures, rules, and clues presented and dem-
onstrated by the teacher.

Step 5. Finally, students should reflect on what they did
in executing the skill in order to articulate as essential at-
tributes. Such reviews serve to set up further learning that
requires using the newly introduced skill to achieve fur-
ther content objectives.

The directive strategy starts with attributes of the skill
to be introduced already known to the teacher and pre-
sented to the studentsnot as the only attributes of this
skill, but as basic ones to be used, learned, and then modi-
fied as students practice the skill in future lessons. Like the
inductive approach, this strategy should not be used all the
time nor with all skills. The complexity of the skill, the
teacher's knowledge of the skill, and the kinds of data
needed or available, as well as student abilities and teacher
instructional goals, determine w!. -re and when this strat
egy should be used.

Guidelines for Introducing Thinking Skills
These tw-., introductory teaching strategies are useful

not simply because they may appeal to different personal
teaching styles, but because they also incorporate impor-
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tant findings of research on and thoughtful practice of skill
teaching and learning. To minimize the negative effects of
interference, both strategies place obvious and continuing
emphasis on the skill being introduced Student attention is
repeatedly focused on the skill throughout each strategy. To
enhance student motivation and to make leaning the skill
easier, teachers introduce students to the skill when they
need competence in it to accomplish a content-related task
Students also either invent a model for the skill or partici-
pate in a "dry run,- consciously attempting to articulate
components of the skill Each strategy includes repeated
stud nt discussion of the skill, which takes precedence
over discussion of subject matteralthough as students
discuss the skill they simultaneously talk about the subject
matter Each strategy also gives students an opportunity to
apply the skill and receive immediate feedback'"

These two strategies have subtle implications for
teachers For example, use of a directive introductory str,Ei-
egy presupposes that a teacher know s the skill Such
knowledge is not cam to come by, however. Descriptions of
the key attributes of critical thinking skills are exceedingly
sparse, yet there are several ways teachers can identify
them One, of course, is to search for descriptions in the lit-
erature or in instructional materials Another is to perform
the skill and reflect on the results in order to articulate the
steps employed and the rules or principles followed.'"
Third, students or adults who demonstrate competence in a
particular skill may engage in the skill and repo-
what they are thinking or mentally doing and vc11), (meta
cognition) A subsequent icualysis of their transcribed re-
marksusually called pru;ocolscan help identify ke}
elements of the skill All of these approaches take time, of
course, and additional resources.2°

Teachers may also "discover" key attributes of a skill
by joining their students in studying and practicing the
skill. Using the inductive strategy above as a jumping-off
point, teachers can use student responses and th, ir own in-
sights to hypothesize a description of a skill's major proce-
dures and rules. As teachers reintroduce the skill via this
same strategy in successive classes, they gain additional in-
sights and can continue to build and refine a more detailed
concept of the skil!. This inductive introductory strategy
thus serves two major functions. to aid teachers and stu-
den,s in inventing a hypothetical skill model, and to serve
as the initial strategy for pr, Aiding instruction in a skill

Although transfei is not inherent in these two strate-
gies, it is a crucial aspect of skill teaching. Notice that in
each example introductory lesson, the data used in the sec-
ond task application are identical in form and genre to
those used in the minal demonstiation or inference-
making task The reason for this is important transfer is
best facilitated when students Inman} ueerlearn the skill,

this initial learning requires repeated guided practice in
the same context (form and media) as that in which it was
introduced =I However, once students have demonstrated
master} of a skill in a given context, the teaches can then
vary the context to induce those cues needed to facilitate
transfer to new contexts.

Strategies for Guided Practice
in Thinking Skills

Teaching thinking, of course, requires more than a les-
sor. utilizing one of the introductur} strategies outlined
here, and use of either strategy dues not eliminate the need
for repeated follow-up guided practice. Guided practice
consists of students' rev loving the skill attributes before
they use the skill, while they use it, and after they hate
used it. Through deliberate attention to the skill at these
three points of a practice lesson, students can become
more aware of what goes on in their heads as they engage
in thinking.

Teachers can use at least two different Strategies to
guide students in such reflective skill practice. In the first,
teachers:

1 Introduce the skill.
2 Have students review the skill procedure, rules,

and associated knowledge.
3 Have students employ the skill to achieve the as-

signed subject matter objective
-i. Help students reflect on and review what they did

in their heads as they executed the skilland why
A second strategy engages students in even more de-

liberate reflective analysis of their thinking In this strategy
teachers have students:

1. State what they expect to achieve ny using a specific
critical thinking skill

2 Describe the procedure and rules they plan to use
as they employ the skill.

3 Predict the results of their use of the skill
4 Check the procedure they use as they employ the

skill
5 Evaluate the outcome of using the skill and the way

they employed it
This latter strategy helps students become more aware

of their ow n thinking and thus gain the kind of conscious
control over it that skill teaching experts claim is crucial to
learning thinking skills 22

Additional Strategies for Teaching Thinking
Student mastery of various thinking skills requires

continued instruction beyond a single course. In lower
grades, the skill teaching framework should extend across a
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sequence of coursc and lAci a peliod of )ears-stal twig,
as Dwyer suggested, with a simphhed \vision of the skill at
a readiness and t her introductory level More attributes,
applications to new data, and student-initiated use of the
skill can follow in later sears 2' Thinking skills grow and
de\ clop gradually as students ha\ e repeated experiences
with them in a )ariet) of contexts

Thus, it may be most productive to introduce some
skills before others The skill of distinguishing statements
of facts from value judgments, for example, ought to be in-
troduced before that of detecting bias in data At first
these skills can be practiced direct!) and explicit!) ,ts dis-
crete skills Then, in subsequent grade, guided practice
and extension of these skills can be integrated with other
thinking processes as the skills arc themselves broadened
b) instruction in their subtleties and more complex attn
butes and used w ith a cariet) of content and media

No one engages in thinking by employing a single cog-
nitive thinking skill One does'not separate relevant from
irrelevant data, for instance, and then stop This skill may
he used w ith other thinking skills, such as identifying un
stated assumptions, separating statements of keritiable facts
from value judgments, and so on Instruction needs to fo-
cus on how to know when it is approj mate to use a partic-
ular skill and how to apply skills in combination in order to
make meaning The threctRe or inductne strategies de
scribed here can be used to introduce such skill instruc-
tion Guided practice in identifying where and when to em-
ploy specific thinking skills should follow Students need
instruction and guided practice in critical thinking as a
whole as well as in the discrete skills that constitute
thinking

Teaching thinking skills also involves teaching students
the analytical c'oncepts that inform these skills " This
means proviumg instruction in the knowledge base in
which they are to be employed McPeck' and others'
assert that thinking is intimate!) connected with the spe-
cific helds of knowledge in which it is used, it cannot be
taught-or learned-in complete isolation from any body
of content The better informed we 're about a subject, the
better able we are to think about it flow a specific skill
may be used and when it is appropriate to use it are deci-
sions closely tied to a specific kids of information as well
as to the goals of the individual learner 28

Although we may not no x know all there is to know
about teaching thinking skills, we can improve the teaching
and learning of these skills if we use techniques of direct
instruction One wit) to do so is to employ the skill teaching
framework, skill teaching strategies, and guidelines for
teaching presented here If these approaches can be incor-
porated into our teaching, I suspect that students can and
will make major su ides toward improving their competen-
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cies in thinking and in better understanding the world in
Inch we lie -both m ijor goals of education today
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Mediative teaching strategies help students at on
and inductively transform information, skills, and
concepts into new meanings and practice and un-

derstand the rational processes of problem solving, deci-
sion making, and critical thinking They are intended to en-
able students to learn to evaluate different points of view in
controversial issues, respect the opinions and beliefs of
others, and use alternative problem-solving processes
sometimes called "heuristics,- from the Greek eureka,
meaning "I have found it

Roles and Motivation

Medianve strategies ma) employ the dialogical ap-
proach discussed in Richard Paul's chapter They are some-
times referred to as "Socratic" because, like Socrates, the
teacher mediates by raising questions and dilemmas that
tease students' curiosity and stimulate their inquiry, and by
causing them to arrive at and test their own conclusions,
apply the concepts they have induced, consider alternative
theories or explanations, and experiment with alternative
problem-sok ing approaches The teacher refrains from
making value judgments about students' ideas and mutes
them to evaluate ideas fur themsekes After gathering the
necessary information, ,tudents process it to form their
own concepts and generalizations

Students are mom ated the curiosit) inherent in the
cognitive task explaining phenomena, finding patterns, de-

signing systems for generating needed information, ex-
plaining causality, inducing concepts (such as metamor-
phosis, conductors, or prime numbers), establishing proof,
considering alternative points of view, Lonfronting real
problems to solve, and hypothesizing

Student Outcomes

Students, in turn, are expected to examine the prob-
lems posed and the discrepancies illuminated by the
teacher and to use inductive and deductive reasoning to
produce an explanation and to support that explanation
with both logical and evidentiary proof. Students are also
expected to articulate the understandings and cognitive
processes they are developing and using.

By employing these strategies over time with skill, pa-
tience, and close adherence to their attributes, students be-
come more autonomous, increase their problem-solving
skill, and show greater respect for the varying opinions and
points of view of others

Instructional Strategies in this Category

Mediatne strategies include Open-Ended Discu.s.sion,
Concept Development (which includes Concept Attain-
ment and Concept Formation), Values Awareness/Clarifi-
cation, Inquiryilural Reasoning, and Deep Process In-
struction We have selected Bruner's and Taba's Concept
Attainment and Open-Ended Discussion, and SuLtiman's
inquiry as strategies to present in greater detail
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Dialectical

Richard W. Paul

easoning

Education Ls training in HOW to think rather th,,at in
WHAT to think, it is a confrontation, a dialogue betuetli
!cats of assessing evidence and supporting, conclusions It
implies that the teacher's primary job Ls that of making,
clear the bases upon ti .Inch be weighs the facts, the methods
by ulna) he separates facts from fiinctes, and the !tap in
which he discovers and selects his ultimate norms This

concept of teaching 'wino that the purported facts be
accompanied by the reasons 14 hi they ate consult,' ed the
facts [hereby the teacher e.xposed his methods of reason-
ing to tet and change If the facts are in dispute then
the ream ns why others du nut consult,' them to be facts
must also be presented, thus bringing alternative.' ways of
thinking and believing into dialogue 14 nth each tithe[

Emerson Shideler

critical thinking mokement kkhuse earl) stir-
rings can be traced back to and be) (id Edvk ard
("laser s An Experiment in the Dei'elopment of Cru-

tcal Thinking 19-d and his dekelopment with Aatson of
the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Ii?st (19410), is nokk,
after a lung and halting start, budding up a head of steam
Predietabl)i anetk of quick -fix, miracle cures hake
sprung up Riming to them is a distant temptation, espe-
cially given the increasing variety of imperatives and man-
dates under which sellouts are operating I adk ()Late both a
short and a lung-term strategy, based on a global analysis of
A here ve nuv stand and of what ulti maid) kte should
strive to aehieke Our strategy should reflect a realistic ap
pratsal of ( 1 ) the baste ll)gintRe and affeenk e "tendencies-
of the human mind in its -normal" uncritical state, (2) the
categurieallk different modes of problem types and reason
ing appropriate to them, (3) the smut and personal euneh
nuns under which eugnitike and affective processes de-
velop, (4) the present critical thinking skills of teachers and
students, and (5) the fundamental intellectual, affective,
and social obstacles to the further development of such
skills

I emphasize the importance of recognizing and high-

lighting a fundamental differenee betAecn tAu distinct
eoneeptions of critical thinking skills, that is, a conception
of these skills in a Aeak sense and in a strung sense. Con-
eeiked of in a weak sense, critical thinking skills are under-
stood as a set of discrete micro logical skills ultimately ex-
trinsie to the character of the person, skills that can be
tacked unto other learning In the strung sense, critical
thinking skills are understood as a set of integrated macro-
logical skills ultimately intrinsic to the character of the per
sun and to insight into one's ()An cognitive and affective
processes If Ae opt for the latter, we w ill concern our-
selkes not onl) A ith the do elupment of technical reason
skills that du not transform one's grasp of one's basic cog-
ninke and affective processes but also )kith the develop-
ment of emancipatory reasonskills that generate not
only fundamental insight into but also some command of
one's own cognitive and affective processes Also in the
strong sense, we emphasize comprehensive critical think-
ing skills essential to the free, rational, and autonomous
mind In the Aeak sense, Ae are content to develop what
tk [mall) wines doA n to "koeanunal- thinking skills, which
b) themselves hake little influence on a persun's intellec-
tual, emotional, or moral autonomy

13). aspiring to strung -sense critical thinking skills fur
long-term goals, and by taking stuck of here kke now
stand, careful eunsideranon of the ekidenee )kill eventually
convince us that

1 There are deep seated tendencies in the human
mind to reason in older to maximize getting, and to justify
getting, v hat Ae often uneonsuouslk kkant. This typieally,
ink ()hes using Logi-nuke and affective piuceL es to maintain
self-serk ing or pleasant illusions, to lute out ur unfairly un-
dermine upposnig ideas, to link our identity Aid] ideas that
arc 'ours' (suet] that disagreement is expereneed as ego-
th. eatening )ind ()then\ Ise to distort ur -misinterpret"
our experienc e to serve our ()An adk antage

This. chapter N excerpted from Richard \X Paul, Critical Think-
ing Fundamental to Education for a Free Society; Educational
Letklership 1 (September 198,i ) +Ft
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2 There is a fundamental different e between the
kinds of problems one faces in tecilr)-1 domains and those
in the !opal} mess} "real world'. Solutions to technical
problems are typically determined by one self- wnsistent
close-textured system of ideas and procedures in contrast,
the problems of everyday life are rarely settled in a rational
manner as a result of opposing points of N. levv, Lontradk-
tory lint, of tta,oning, and the realities of power and self
delusion

3 To this point the sthools, to the extent they hate ad-
dressed problem sok nig, hay' fit used thcir efforts on
technical problems and technical reason and procedure,
and ha% e either illiuth red tit et! real world problems to
them or ha% e tat itly rnurlLated into students the prefabri-
cated "apothLtk answers'. of the dominant sotial majority
or some favored minority

a Our capon to Lommand our Lognitne and affet
tn c processes is hcanih influented by flit character of our
earls Ines, both at home and sthuol Vet y sputa prepara
non is necessary if we want children to dodo].) into adults
who are Lomfortahlt with and skilled in weighing, ret (in-
t ding, and assessing Lontraditto \ arguments and points of
few through dialogue, dist ussion, and debate

Teadung strategic, need to be reNamped actoss the
board espet hilly in sotial studies and bask. at admit
t (ilment les to sties the de\ clopment of d ialet tit al
knowledge and skills, and thus self formed, self reasoned
conviction

The Short-Term Strategy
The best shoi t-term strategy is to fat ilitate the under-

standing and the teat lung of m ro logical. anal tit t nut al
thinking skills within established subict t areas At the base
of this is the important e of skill in the elementary critical
analytic uktbular of tilt English language a working
knowledge of such mundane terms as premise, reason,
cOnChLsion, infiTtliCe, assumpuon, relevant wrelervnt,
coliszstort collo-atilt tor), cletlible doubtful, civic, ice, fik t,
nuerpretanon, questum at Issue, problemind so on
Teachers should he encouraged to take at least one univer-
sity level Lourse ui critical thinking that PRA ides Rant e
in the bask nut ro logit al skills assot iated with these
terms SuL h a t curse t au teat h them how to isolate and dis
tinguish issues, prcnuses, assumptions, tont lusions, and
inferences, and to niastei the rudiments of argument as
sessment

Ilk flat tunali nut med tests, s h die Watson (Ilse'
and the Cornell Ciitttal Thinking Tests, should he awl table
to teat hers, who should learn how to formulate test gut s-
nuns modeled on them A full range of mut al thinking
books and materials, both mine' ,ity level and "L unit ular,"

should also be available to kaLhers, ilung with brainstorm-
ing sessions on their use Teachers need to begin to du
some tritital thinking about Li mull thinking programs, to
gain a grasp of what makes sense to Clem and of what the}
can begin immediately to du

An important caveat should be entered here, however.
Unlike the Lase of computer skills or other technical
there is a natural disinclination for people to recognize the
degree to which they themselves have not developed criti-
cal thinking skills. Educators tend to retreat to simplistic
curriculum packages that du not lay an appropriate foun-
dation for higher level (strong-sense) critical thinking
skills, or to dismiss the need fur an new curriculum ma-
terials or !earnings at all ("All good teat hers naturally teach
critical thinking ") Most people, int luding the most uncrit-
ical, take offense at the suggestion that they lack skill in this
area This ego- identification with critical thinking (it is the
others who need it) is a Lontinual problem in the nurturing
of such skills. To the extent that people lack critical thinking
skill', they tonteptualize those who have them as preiu-
tilted, dose-minded, overly academic, negative or nit-picky

It is well, therefore, to emphasize from the outset that
the ability to think cinicall} is a matter of degree. No one is
without any critkal skills, and no one has them so fully that
there are no areas of his or her life and thought in which
uncritical thinking is dominant Open-mindedness may be
the proper, but it is not the Thant( il; disposition of the hu-
man mind

Additional short-term goals should include the follow-
ing

1 Training master teachers in a few of the best pro-
grams av ailable, for example, Philosophy for Children and
[cite in a Free Society' Both programs were carefully de-
signed b} scholars, begin in the early elementary years,
and aim at foundational ennuil thinking skills Both also
pros ide the kind of staff deNelopment that lessens the pos-
sibility of superfit wilt}, and foLus on midi needed dia-
logue and dist ussion rather than lecture

2 Ent ouraging teat hers and curriculum spet to
attend the growing number of t mita) thinking Lonfer-
ences

3 irking to det clop a sthoolwide attitude in which
reasoning within unui thodox and conflicting points of
new and respectful reasoned disagreement is Lunsidered

essential and health} (a N.er diffiL tilt goal to achieve)
i Ent ouragmg special attention to what Bloom (1981)

has called "latent" curricula and "unspoken" values that
ma} undermine the critical spirit (again, very difficult).

5 Establishing a working relationship with at least
one UM% ersity tritkal thinking instructor (not because he
or she will grasp all of the diffiLulues you fate but because
it is useful to get the kind of feedback that will help to avoid
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straying into what seems to be, but is not, critical tluuking
instruction).

The ideal is to take those first steps that initiate the
teaching of relatively "self-contained" critical thinking
skills testing for inferences that explicitly du or do not fol-
low, for recognition of assumptions and clear-cut contradic-
tions, for initial formulations or reasons to support conclu-
sions, for consideration of evidence rather than reliance on
authority, and so forth, and that enhance the development
of an environment conducive to strong sense critical think-
ing skills Wherever possible, students should be given
every opportunity to advance ideas of their own and to give
reasons to support them, as well as opportunities to hear
the objections of other students If this is dune arefully in
an atmosphere of cooperation and while learning critical
analytic terms, students will begin to use critical distinc-
tions when defending their ideas This vocabulary integra-
tion sets in motion a very healthy process that, properly
nurtured, can lead to at least primitive emancipatory think-
ing skills

Long-Term Strategy

An effective long-range strategy should have two com-
ponents an explication of obstacles to the development of
strong-sense critical thinking skills, and an increasing rec-
ognition of the distinctive nature and importance of dialec-
tical issues and importance of dialectical issues and of the
manner in which they can be brought into the traditional
school curriculum

It is nut enough to recognize that all human thought is
embedded in human activity and all human activity embed-
ded in human thought We need to recognize in addition
that much of our thinking is subconscious, automated, and
irrational The capacity to explicate the roots of the th :nk-
ing that is hidden" from us and to purge it when irrational
are crucial Long-range strategy must have, in other words,
an explicative/purgative, as well as a constructive/develop-
mental, dimension

Obstacle One: The Denial of the Need
Without ignoring the many as in which they inter

sect, it is illuminating to recognize the degree to which we
live in two very different noetic worlds a world of technical
and technological order and clarity, and a world of personal
and social disorder and confusion We are increasingly ad-
ept at solving problems in the first domain and mel easingly
endangered by our inability to solve problems in the other

Various explanations have been given for this unhappy
state of affairs One of the most popular identifies a two-fold
rout cause or the problem firsti lack of w illingness on the
part of those who are right, and know they are, to "stand

tall and refuse to be pushed around by those who are
v rung I and are being irrational, stubborn, or malevolent);
and second, the difficulty of getting the others (our oppo-
sition ) to se the rationality and fair-mindedness of our
ievs and the irrationality, close-mindedness, or malev-

olence of theirs.
President Reagan, to take a recent striking example,

put it succinctly when he claimed that one country, the
USSR, is the "focus of all evil in the world," an "evil em-
pire," which understands nothing but force and power and
steel-eyed determination. That a one-dimensional explana-
tion of this sort can still lot only catch the public's fancy
but seem intelligible to many national leaders, not to men-
tion some "intellectuals," testifies to the primitive state of
much of our thinking when it comes to nontechnical, non-
technological human problems.

President Reagan's nationalistic expostulations are
reminiscent of a tendency to ethnocentrism deep in ow
own and perhaps in all cultures.

Fellow Americans, we are God's chosen people. Yonder at
Bunker Hill and Yorktown His providence was above us At New
Orleans and on ensanguined seas His hand sustained us Abra-
ham Lincoln was His minister, and His was the altar of Freedom
the boys in blue set on a hundred battlefields His power directed
Dewey in the East and delivered the Spanish fleet into our hands
on the eve of Liberty's natal day, as he delivered the elder armada
into the hands of our English sires two centuries ago His great
purposes are revealed in the progress of the flag, which surpasses
the intentions of congresses and cabinets, and leads us like a ho-
lier pillar of cloud by day and pillar of fire by night into situations
unforeseen by finite wisdom, and duties unexpected by the un-
propheue heart of selfishr The American people cannot use a
dishonest medium of exchange, it is ours to set the world its ex-
ample of right and honor We cannot fly from our world duties, it
is ours to execute the purpose of a fate that has driven us to be
greater than our small intention We cannot retreat from any soil
where Prue idenee has unfurled our banner, it is ours to save that
soil for liberty and Lie ilization For liberty and civilization and
God's promise fulfilled, the flag must henceforth be the symbol
and the sign to all mankindthe flag' (Beveridge, 1898)

These sentiments remind us of the views articulated
by children interviewed by Piaget in his study for UNESCO
of the causes of war (Campbell, 1976).

Thaget Have you heard of such people as foreigners?
MiLbel M (9 years, 6 months old) Yes, the French, the

Americans, the Russians, the English . .

Piaget Quite right Are there differences between all
these people'

Michel Oh yes, they don't speak the same language
Piaget And what else)
Michel I don't know
huge/ What do you think of the French, for instance)

Do you like them or not' Try and tell me as much as
possible
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Michel The French are wry serious, the) don't N.% rr
about anything, an' it's dirt) there

Piaget And what do you think of the Americans?
Michel They're ever so rich and clever They've discov-

ered the bomb
Piaget And what do you think of the Russians)
Michel They're bad, the le always wanting to make

war
naget And what's your opinion of the English?
Michel I don't know they're nice .

Piaget Now look, how did you come to know all
you've told me?

Michel I don't know I've heard it that's what
people say

Piaget If you didn't have nationality and you were
given a free choice of nationality, which would you choose?

Maurice (8 years, 3 months old) Swiss nationality
Piaget Why?
Maurice Because I was born in Switzerland.
Piaget Now look, do you think the French and the

Swiss are equally nice, or the one nicer or less nice than
the other?

Maurice The Swiss are nicer
Piaget Why?
Maurice The French are always nasty
Piaget Who is more intelligent, the Swiss or the

French, or do you think they're just the same?
Maurice. The Swiss are more intelligent
Piaget Why?
Maurice Because they learn French quickly
Piaget If I asked a French boy to choose any national-

ity he liked, what country do you think he'd choose?
Maurice He'd choose France
Piaget Why?
Maurice Because he was born in France
Piaget And what would he say about who's the nicer?

Would he think the Swiss and the French equally nice or
one better than the other?

Maurice He'd say the French are nicer
Piaget Why?
Maurice. Because he was born in France
Piaget And who would he think more intelligent?
Maurice The French
Piaget Why?
Maurice He'd say that the French want to learn

quicker than the Swiss
Piaget. Now you and French boy don't really give the

same answer Who do you think answered best?
Maurice I did
Piaget Why?
Maurice I3ecause Switzerland is always better
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Piaget If you were born without any nationality and
you were given a free choice, what nationality would you
choose?

Marina (7 years, 9 months old). Italian.
Piaget. Why?
Marina Because it's my country I like it better than

Argentina where my father works, because Argentina isn't
my country.

Piaget Are the Ii. ,ians just the same, or more, or less
intelligent than the Argentinians? What do you think?

Marina. I can see the people I live with, they're Ital-
ians

Piaget. If I were to give a child from Argentina a free
choice of nationality, what do you think he would choose?

Marina. He'd want to stay an Argentinian.
Piaget. Why?
Marina. Because that J his country
Piaget. AnC if I were to ask him who is more intelli-

gent, the Argentinians or the Italians, what do you think he
would answer?

Marina: He'd say Argentinians.
Piaget Why?
Marina Because there waln't any war.
Piaget. Good. Now who was really right in the choice

he made and what he said, the Argentinian child, you or
both?

Marina. I was right.
Piaget Why?
Marina: Because I chose Italy.
For both the President of the United States and these

children, the world is a nationalistically simple one in
which the forces of good (embodied in ourselves) stand
opposed by the forces of evil (tnose who oppose us) The
need for emancipatory reason is a need of the other," the
stranger, the foreigner, the opposition.

From this vantage point the task of the schools is that
of passing on our way of thinking to children, exposing
them to all the reasons why we are right and superior and
unouestionable and, at the same time, developing technical
ab.,ities and technological power to defend (enforce) our
views 'I he school's task, in short, is to inculcate cultural pa-
triotism and facilitate vocational training.

The distinguished American anthropologist, William
Graham Sumner (1959), conservative though he was,
sharply challenged this way of thinking though he had no
illusion about the difficulty of transforming the schools
into vehicles for human and social emancipation:

School education, unless it is regulated by the best knowl-
edge and good sense, will produce men and women who are all
of one pattern, as if turned in a lathe The examination papers
show the pet ideas of the examiners An orthodoxy is produced
in regard to all the great door-Ines of life (There is a desire)
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that children shall be taught just that one thing V, hit. h is 'right" in
the view and interest of those in control, and nothing else

Sumner even had a conception of what a society would
he like if critical thinkingIn what I am calling the strong
sensewere a fundamental social value

The critical habit of thought, if usual in a society, SS ill pert ade
all its mores, because it is a way of taking up the problems of life
People educated in it cannot he stampeded by stump orators and
are never deceived by dithyrambic oratory They are slow to be-
lieve They can hold things as possible or probable in all degrees,
ssithout certainty end \ ithuut pain They can %%an fur evidence
and weigh evidence, uninfluenced by the emphasis and Lunn-
dence with which assertions are nude on one side or the other
They can resist appeals to their dearest prejudices and all k:nds
of cajolery Education in the critical faculty is the only. education of
which it can be truly said that it makes good citizens

Sumner's concept of a "developed critical faculty" ms

one that clearly goes much beyond that envisioned bt those
who link It to a shopping list of atomic academic skills It is
a pervasive organizing core of mental habits, and a shaping
force in the character of a person It is fair-mindedness
brought into the heart of everyday life, into all of its mar,i-
fold dimensions As a social commitment, It transforms the
very nature of how life is lived and human transactions me-
diated

Obstacle Two: The Failure of Cognitive Psychology
and Problem Solving Theorists to Call Attention to
the Logic of Dialectical Issues

One of the major weaknesses in cognitive psychology
and in problem solving theory today is the failure to high-
light the striking difference between the logic of technical
problems and those of a dialectical nature Until one rec-
ognizes this difference, there is a tendency to reduce all
problems to technical ones and so to reticle' all knowledge
and all problems procedural, if not algorithmic Suscepti-
bility to operationalism is li,ah the s irtue and the !mutation
of technical crafts and disciplines Progress is made in
technical domains by severely narrow ing what qualifies as
appropriate subject matter and appropriate tleatment of It
All concepts developed are specifically designed to sere
restricted discipl mart purposes Additionallt, scope is tt 1)-
icaliy further limited to what is quantifiable For these rea-
sons many of the concepts and attendant skills of applica-
tion are relatively subject-specific

Consider the wide varlet} of technical disciplines that
can be brought to bear on the studs of humans physics.
chemistry, neurology, physiology, biology, medicine, psy-
chology; economics, sociology anthropology history and
philosophy Put another way humans are physical. chemi-
cal, neurological, biological, pstchologic al, economic, so
ciological, historical, and philosophical beings, but the are
all of these at once Each pet son is one !icing, not many To

w. A=.;

the extent that a problem about humans is rendered tech-
nical it is reduced to a relatively narrow system of exclu-
sionary Ideas; technical precision and manageability are
achieved by excluding a variety of other technical and non-
technical features. Specialized disciplines develop by gen-
erating ever more specialized subdisciplines, abstracting
further and further form the "wholeness'' of things.

This is made more evident when we reflect upon those
disciplines whose study of humankind does nut appear to
admit, bffond a range of foundational premises, to disci-
pline-w ide unanimity. history, psychology, sociolog}, an-
thropology, economics, and philosophy In each of these so-
cial "sciences- and humanities, there are a variety of
alternative systems or competing viewpoints. Generate a
question within them, and you typically generate a field of
possible conflicting lines of reasoning and answers Raise
questions about their application to everyday life problems,
and the debate often intensifies The issues are properly
understood as dialectical, as calling for dialogical reason-
ing, for thinking ci itically and reciprocally within opposing
points of view This ability to move up and back between
contradictory lines of reasoning, using each to critically
cross-examine the other, is not characteristic of the techni-
cal mind Technical knowledge is typically developed by re-
striction to one frame of reference, to one standpoint.
Knowledge arrived at dialectically; in contrast, is like the
verdict, with supporting reasoning, of a jury There are at
least two points of view to entertain. It is not, as problem-
sok mg theorists tend to characterize all problems, a move-
ment from an initial state through a series of transforma-
tions (or operations) to a final (answering) state.

Despite the need fur nontechnical, dialectical, integra-
nt e thinking, most of the work in cognitive psychology and
problem-sok mg theory seems to be premised on the no-
tion that all problem solving can be understood on the
model of processes appropriate to technical disciplines
Since each technical domain generates a dominant logical
system, which in turn creatt's criteria and procedures for
cognitive moves w ithin them, there is a tendency to try to
reduce problem solving to a technical or scientific model
This was true from the earliest beginnings of problem solv-
ing theory

For example, Dewet (193.1, 1938) thought that one
could approach all problems through the following or-
dered scientific steps (1) identify the problem, (21 estab-
lish fa, ts, (3) formulate lit pot heses, 4) test hspotheses,
and (5) es aluate results Polka 195-) formulated a similar
general procedure

I3arr} Beyer (198-i) identifies insufficient pro( edurali-
zation as a major problem in instruction in thinking skills
Ile ads ises teachers to provide step -by -step instruc-
tions on how to use specific thinking skills, indeed to spell
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Out exactly how to execute a skill lie demands that
"the crucial part of teaching a skill is discussing its opera-
tional procedures" There is no apparent recognition on
his part that the largest and most important fiirm of numan
thinkingdialectical thinking cannot, by its very nature,
be reduced to an operational procedure When we think
dialectically we are guided by panciple,s, not prucethiro,
and the application of the print iples is often subject to dis-
cussion or debate

The most %exit-1g and significant real life problems are
logically messy They span multiple categories and disci-
plines They are typically nut in any one of them The gen-
eral attitude of mind, for example, that enables one w ith ap-
parent peace and tranquility to confuse egocentric
dogmatism with genuine conviction, to accept vague avow-
als as true beliefs, take sentimental credulity for mural
insight, to harmonize technical truths with pleasain Jelu-
sions and superstitions. to wander in and out of a Nast pan-
oply of self serving reifications, to use confusion to one's
advantage, to perform soLial rules that one does not know
one is performingis not a problem whose solution lies in
a discipline, or in a procedure, or in finding the connection
between the data and the unknown, or in considering an
auxiliary problem or in using special operators, or in per-
forming a cost benefit analysis, or in learning mnemonic
techniques or memory codes or study systems or protowl
analysis

Once into the ebb and flow of mundane life, into its
mess} eriss-L rossing of categories, values, and points of
view, its me% 'table blending of the intellectual, the affective,
and the moral, its embody mg of irrationality in social prac-
tices and beliefs, there is little room for the neat and ab-
stract procedures of technical reason What is called for is
dialogic, point counterpoint, argument for and argument
against, se Rainy if individual event against the background
of this or that global "tot,ilizing" of it into one's life What

called for is liberating emancipatory reason, the ability to
reason across, between, and bound the neatly marshalled
data of any given technical domain Because it cannot pre-
suppose or restrict itself to am one system or technical Ian
gnaw or procedure, it must be dialectical That is, it must
move back and forth between opposing points of vICAN, It
must consider how this or that situation might be handled
if we looked at it this way, or how if we looked at it that way,
of what follows from this construal and NN hat from that, of
whjt objection can be rai,ed to this and what objection to
that It is the logic that is mucked in the typically chised-
minded exchanges of mundane human arguments about
the personal and social affairs of life It is the logic that is
concept generating as well as cot-kept-using (since our
point of view is shaped as we use it in a way parallel to case
law)

Now, precisely because it is not procedural, not sus-
Lepuble to a decision-procedure ur a set of technical ma-
neuvers, there is the temptation to retreat either to apodic-
tic self-righteousness (let us pass on to our children our
heritage, our wisdom, so they like us can recognize the
folly of those who oppose us) ur to vacuous ur self- contra-
dictor} relativism (we cannot teach dialectical thinking
skills for they ai e in the 'calm of opinion or faith). Both
choices fail to give due recognition, or any recognition at
all, to the proper rule of dialectical reason, which, when
used as a means of penetrating and assessing the logic of
our mundane livesilone creates the possibility of becom-
ing intelleL t emutionall}, and morally autonomous
persons

Obstacle Three: Childhood Ego-Identification With
Adult Beliefs: A Foundation For Closed-Mindedness

If we du not control the fundament, logical struc-
turesthe assumptions, values, and beliefs that shape
our own thought, feeling responses, and mural judgments,
then in a significant sense we are not free Close scrutiny of
the process b} which must children come to imbibe those
structures and of the ev telence that can he adduced to dem-
onstrate that must adults are both oblivious to them and
tvpieally unable to resist them mandates the recognition
that .ve have not yet learned how to make fundamental in-
tellectual, emotional, and moral emancipation a probable
outcome of parenting ur schooly.g. The ultimate court of
appeal of a free and open mind is, and must be, the princi-
ples of comprehensive reason and evidence, nut external
authority, ego identification, or technical expertise, the
willingness to listen to and empathize with all contending
perspectives on an issue without presupposing any con-
nection between the truth and an preselected line of rea-
soning The foundation for this capacity, if it is to flouri1,
must be laid in the earl} years of life. It is determined by
what behav for is rewarded and penalized, by the process
that is used to shape children's identities. It depends on
whether and to what extent children are persuaded that
their goodness as human beings depends on believing
what those in authority believe. When love and affection
are contingent on specific belief states, those belief states
become an integral part of children's identities. They be-
come egocentric extensions of children, who are thus de-
nied opportunities to separate their own beings from the
belief structures that adults are, in effect, imposing. Chil-
dren become literally dependent, intellectually and emo-
tionally, on them and are unable later, without trauma, to
subject them to serious critical scream} In this way, chil-
dren are condemned to closed-mindedness

Our present process of raising and teaching children
is having precisely this unhappy effect Children come to
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adulthood today as intellectual, emotional, and mural trip
pies They are not whole or free persons in the sense delin-
eated in this article, and they hate no conception that they
are not Like all persons whose belief states are ego-identi-
fications, they conceive of those who disagree with them
independently of how rationally the case is put against the
favored point of %levyas biased. The} may have learned
how to affect an adult veneer, how to put on socially ac-
cepted masks, at rout, however, infantile egocentric identi-
fications and commitments rule their minds They du nut
know how to conduct a serious discussion of their own
most fundamental beliefs Indeed they du nut know in
most cases what those beliefs are They are unable to em
pathize with the reasoning of those who seriously disagree
with them. If adept at conceptual moves at all, their adept-
ness is in dodges such as transforming the reasoning of
those who seriously disagree with them iiitu caricatures
They know, like politicians, how to retreat into %agueness
'o protect their challenged beliefs

This need not be the case Children can be raised to
value the authority of their own reasoning capacities The}
can he taught comprehensive principles of rational thought
They can learn to consider it natural that people differ in
their beliefs and points of view And they can learn to grasp
this not as a quaint peculiarity of people but as a tool for
learning They can learn how to learn from others, e en
from their objections, contrary perceptions, and differing
ways of thinking

But how is this to be done) I km are these obstacles to
be overcome) How are we to teach dialectical reasoning
and pave the way for human emancipation?

Teaching Basic Academic Competencies As
Incipient Higher Order Thinking Skills
Let's focus on a central feature, namely, that strategics

be designed to achiee an understanding of the relation
ship of language to logic leading to the ability to analyze,
criticize, and advocate ideas" The important assumption
here is that unless one achieves an understanding of the re
lationship of language to logic, one will nut deYelop the
ability to analyze, criticize, and achocate ideas It is essen
teal to recognize that there are differences between the
structure and purposes of technical languages, the nature
and use of concepts within them, and those of a natural
language like English, German, or French The differences
are parallel to those between technical and dial, _.,cal is
sues, and the divergent modes of reasoning they require
Teachers should realize when, on the one hand, they are in
essence teaching a technical language, and su presuppos
ing one standpoint and a specialized technically defined Iii
erarchy of problems and when, on the other, they are in a

domain where multiple standpoints are possible, and so
where some key concepts are being used in a nontechnical
way, and where opposing lines of thought need to be con-
sidered. Whenever we think, we conceptualize and make
inferences from our conceptualization, based upon as-
sumptions. In technical domains like math, physics, and
chemistry, howeYer, the concepts and assumptions are
given. They are not in the standard case to be challenged
by an alternative point of Yiew. The logic, on the one hand,
and the technical language, on the other, are virtually op-
posite sides of the same Loin But the affairs of everyday
life, including the inner life of the mind, are fundamentally
conducted within the logic of a natural language, and the
key concepts are inevitably used nontechnically and (when
properly handled) dialectically

How we read, write, speak, listen, and reason varies,
or should nary, in accordance with these fundamental dis-
tinctions. Du I read, write, speak, listen, and reason so as
to throw myself totally into one well-defined point of view
and make its rules, regulations, and operations the control-
ling ariables in my thinking? Or do I read, write, speak,
listen, and reason so as to entertain comparisons and con-
trasts between ideas in competition from different compet-
ing perspectives? Do I reason monologically or dialogi-
cally?

Most of our students have virtually no experience in
this second and crucially important mode of reading, writ-
ing, speaking, listening, and reasoning, even though many
of their everyday experiences presuppose such abilities. In
their everyd.) lives they often talk and listen to people who
are looking at events and situations in a variety of ways.
Their parents and their peers often see situations differ-
ently from them They are often frustrated by their inability
to come to terms with these conflicts and dilemmas

If we understand speaking and writing as constructing
a point of iew, developing ideas in some logical relation to
each other, and listening and reading, as entering into
someone else's point of levy, into his ur her organization of
ideas, then we are in a better position to grasp how the
teaching of basic academic competencies ought to be
understood as incipient higher order thinking skills.

Furthermore, we will recognize that when we are lis-
tening to or reading ideas that conflict Nv ith our ego-identi-
fied belief states, we have a different problem to combat
than when the difficulty is not a matter of resistance but of
technical complexity Learning how to listen to and read
(without distortion) lines of reasoning whose possible
truth we egocentrically wish to rule out is an essential ex-
perience and should constitute a significant element at all
ages and at all levels of educational development As in all
al eas of intellectual and emotional competency, these read-
ing and listening capacities must be built up progressively
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and over a long time They are aqui! ed by degrees They
are always amenable to further development

Dialectical Knowledge Is Not Opinion But
Macro-Logical Synthesis

It may be thought that dialectical reasoning (the rea-
soning called for whenever we are confronted by issues
that cross categories ur disciplinary lines, by issues for
which different possible points of view can plausibly be de-
veloped) limits one by definition to OPIMUMS This would
be a mistake. TO s,s, as a jury must ultimately, that a given
defendant is innocent or guilt! is not to imply that we seek
their opinion as such We are seeking their reasonedjudg-
ment, and we eApect them to use the best comprehensive
canons of reasoning and ev idence to get it. We expect them
to enter emphatically into the arguments of both prosecu-
tion and defense, and we want the strongest possible case
to be made on both sides A juror who fulfills these stan-
dards and in the end concludes that the accused is guilty ur
innocent may properly be said to know what the verdict
enunciates He or she may know it as well as he ur she
knows this or that technical truth The knowledge is condi-
tional, of course, but so too is technical knowledge

A scientific experiment, for example, produces scien-
tific knowledge to the extent that (1) its conditions were
carefully and appropriately controlled, (2) its results were
accurately recorded, and (3) accurately interpreted. Put an-
other way, most of the important knowledge we have is the
result of integrative acts of the mind, and inevitably the
more we integrate, the more we must scrutinize what is left
out, what is highlighted, and how the whole is being inter-
preted The process is always subject to error. There are
mistakes possible in all processes that lead to knowledge
whenever we claim to know anything, our confidence is
justified to the degree we have carefully attended to possi-
ble mistakes.

Synthesis across or beyond technical categories can be
well or poorly justified When outside the purely technical,
part of the dues we must pay to justify rational confidence
is empathy into the strongest case that can be made against
our conclusion These, unfortunately, are dues rarely paid.
When they are, a person is not expressing a mere opinion,
but rendering a rational verdict

Finally, it should be emphasized that dialectically
achieved synthesis is based on comprehensive rational
principles, not on specialized procedures and concepts It
is principled, not procedural, thought Like the law; it is
based on the capacity of the mind to marshal cases and ex-
amples that illustrate principles, unlike the law, it doe: not
require any technical concepts or procedures to do this It

is based on our capacity to achieve command of a natural
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language and our own minds and to use both as resources
to make rational assessments of experience and human life,
to create a standpoint in life that is neither egocentric nor
ethnocentric

A Final Plea
When, as the result of a trial, the jury comes to a ver-

dict of guilty or innocent, when, as a result of political de-
bate, a citizen decides to vote for one of the candidates,
when As a result of reading the case for alternative political
systems, one concludes that one is superior to the others,
when, as a result of hearing various sides of a family argu-
ment, one becomes persuaded that one way of putting
things is more justified and accurate, when, as a result of
reading many reports on the need for educational reform,
one is prepared to argue for one of them, when, as a result
of entertaining various representations of national security
and the building of more nuclear weapons, one reasons to
a position on the issue, when, after reading and thinking
about various approaches to the raisin,; of children, one
opts for one, when, after "knowing" a person for a number
of years and exploring various interpretations of his or her
character, one decides that he or she would make a good
marriage partnerone is reasoning dialectically Dialec-
tical thought is the master-principle of all rational experi-
ence and human emancipation. It cultivates the mind and
orients the person as technical training cannot It meets the
need of persons to bring harmony and order into their
lives, to work out an amalgamation of ideas from various
dimensions of experience, to achieve, in short, intellectual,
emotional, and moral integrity The proper doing of it is our
ultimate defense against closed-mindedness

Collectively reinforced egocentric and sociocentric
thought, conjoined with massive technical knowledge and
power, are not the foundations for a genuine democracy.
The basic insight that was formulated over a hundred years
ago by John Stuart Mill (1858) is as true today, and as ig-
nored, as it was when he first wrote it.

In the case of any person whose judgment is really deserving
of confidence, how has it become so> Because he has kept his
mind open to criticism of his opinions and conduct. Because it
has been his practice to listen to all that could be said agairst him,
to profit by as much of it as was just, and expound to himself, and
upon occasion to others, the fallacy of what was fallacious Be
cause he has felt, that the only way in which a human being can
make some approach to knowing the whole of a subject, is by
hearing what can be said about it by persons of every variety of
opinion, and studying all models in which it can be looked at by
every character of mind No wise man ever acquired wisdom in
any mode but his, nor is it in the nature of human intellect to be
come wise in any other manner
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Concept Development

Sydelle Seiger-Ehrenberg

espite much talk about concept-centered curricu-
lum, too many students still just learn facts. Teach-
ers report tnd tests show, that even thos, student:

who seem to have learned concepts often fail to apply them
to new but similar situations

Let's explore some of the possible reasons

Different Concepts of "Concept"
One reason ma) be that educators haven't been suffi-

ciently clear and consistent about Iv hat they think a concept
is They hay en t distinguished between concepts and other
things they want students to learn, such as fat ts, principles,
attitudes, and skills Fuzziness or lack of common unuer-
standing among curric ulum developer.,, teachers, and test-
ers about what a conk ept is could well account for disparity
among what is taught, learned, and tested

Lack of Understanding of Concept
Learh;ng/Teach;ng Processes

Another reason may be the assumption that concepts
are learned (and therefore should be taught ) in the same
way facts are learned While much attention has been given
to difference: in individual student learning "styles- (pref-
erences related to gathermg information), er) little nas
been focused on the differences in \ ancas learning "strat-
egies ( ,t..edures for processuN information) The pro-
cess for learning and teaching concepts differs significantly
from those appropriate for fact, principle, attitude, and skill
learning Lack of understanding of those differences on
part of the curric ilium developer or the teacher could cer-
tainly contribute to student failure to 'cam concepts

Inadequate or Inappropriate Curriculum Material
Curriculum guides, teachers' manuals, and student

may not contain enough of the right kind of infor-
mation Neither commercial nor locally developed curricu-
lums may be thorough enough in identify mg, defining, and
relating the concepts students are expected to learn, of out-

appi opt tate concept Laming p1occsscs, or of pre
senung the kind of information students need in order to
form concepts Too often, the concept is just "presented"
(as though it were a fact). Teachers who have to work with
an inadequate or inappropriate curriculum may well be
misled as to how to help students learn concepts, or, if they
kiiow better, are burdenec: w ith the task of revising or even
developing the curriculum horn scratch.

these may not be the only reasons students are not
learning concepts as well as we hink they should, but since
these factors are under control, they should be addressed
and, to the extent possible, eliminated.

Following are some ideas about concept learning and
teaching which over the past 12 years many educators have
learned and successfully applied Their success came not
from merely reading about or listening to these ideas, but
as a result of hard work dui ing and after intensive tt.:ining
in a staff development program called BASICS. This pro-
gram and its predecessor, The Hilda Them Teaching Strate-
gtes Program, focus on the thinking strategies s; udents
need to learn to achieve each of the basic types of learning
objectives of any curriculum concepts, principles, atti-
tudes, and skills

What Is a Concept?
Following are three examples of concepts
I. An) plane, closed figure having just three sides
2 Any body of land bordered on all sides by water

3 Any in ci t,'rate hay ing lust three body parts and
exactly six legs

First, observe what each statement says Note the dif-

frremes among them Then decide what is true of all three
,statements What is true of all three is what makes all of
them examples of "concept

This subchapter originally appeared in sydelle t) Ehrenberg,
cum tin Learning Ilkm To Make It Happen In The Classroom,"

hhkational Leadership 39, 1 ',CX tuber 1981) 36-3
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Now focus on the following three items .Vone of the
three is a concept

a ABC is a plane, closed figure haying three sides
b. island
c. ant

Consider items "a," "b," and "c" one at a time Compare
and contrast each with the concept examples (#1, #2, and
#3) and decide why "a," "b," and "c" are not examples of a
concept Item "a" states certain facts about figure ABC its
characteristicsbut it does not state the characteristics
common to any and all examples of that type of figure Item
"b" gives the English label for a type of thing but does not
state the set of characteristics common to any and all ex-
amples Item "c" gives the name of one example of concept
#3, insect, but it does not state the characteristics common
to any and all examples of insects, distinguishing all insects
from any non-insect

Based on the above, consider the following definitions
and examples

conceptthe set of attributes or characteristics com-
mon to any and all instances (people, objects, eyents, ideas)
of a given class (type, kind, category) or the characteristics
that make certain items examples of a type of thing and that
distinguish any and all examples from nonexamples

Concept Labelone or more terms used to refer to
any and all examples of a given concept

Examplesany and all individual items that have the
characteristics of a given concept (class)

Nonexamplesany and all individual items that may
have some but not all the characteristics that make items
examples of a given concept (class)

The concept is the set of characteristics, not the label
A person can know the label for a concept without knowing
the characteristics of any and all examples and Nice versa A

concept is not the same as a fact A fact is verifiable infor-
mation about an individual item, while a concept is a gen-
erahiation in a person's mind about what is true of any and
all items (even those the person has never seen) that are
examples of the same class.

A few additional points about concepts.
All concepts are abstract This is so because a concept

constitutes a generalized mental image of the characteris-
tics that make items examples However, the characteristics
of indiy ideal items may be either concrete (all of the char-
acteristics are perceivable, as in an apple) or represented
in some way A representation may be quite "concrete"
(many of the characteristics are perceivable, as in a model,

or photo) or quite "abstract" (few or none of the char-
acteristics are perceivable, as in a diagram, symbol, spoken
ur written description) A common misconception is that
young children cannot conceptualize because they cannot
yet form abstract ideas. Actually, young children can and do
conceptualize but only when the characteristics of exam-
ples of the concept are perceivable directly through the
senses and they have the opportunity to perceive those
characteristics firsthand in several individual items. They
need these sense perceptions to form the generalized men-
tal picture of the characteristics (Is it any wonder that
young children have so much trouble forming such con-
cepts as "sharing" and "tidiness ?)

Concepts cannot be verified, like facts, as being
"right" or "wrong" Although it is difficult for us to realize,
our concepts are not what is but what we have learned to
think is As a cultural group, over time, we decide what
things are and what to call them We store our current sets
of characteristics and the concept labels that go with them
in the dictionary and this becomes our "authority" to ar-
bitrate any dispute I Iuwever, we all know how dictionaries

FIGURE 1

Concept Examples

CONCEPT LABEL CONCEPT CHARACTERISTICS EXAMPLES NONEXAMPLES
Compound Word Any word whose meaning is a combination of the meaning of the root Nightgown Carpet

words of which It is composed Oversee Begun
Doorknob Understood

Fruit The part of any plant that contains the seedtsi Apple Potato
Tomato Celery
Squash Carrot

Impropr Fraction Any frac Hon whose numerator is equal or greater than its denominator
itv 4/16
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differ and that dictionaries need to he updated periodically
to keep up with our changing concepts that are newly-
developed and commonly agreed on

If you want to test this idea about concepts, see how
many different explanations you get when you ask several
people whether each of the following is a "family- i-n.1 why
they think it is or is not

A husband and wife with no children
Several friends sharing the came home
Roommates at college
--A separated husband and wife each having °he of

their children
A mother and grown daughter living together
Concepts are hierarchical, that is, some classes in-

clude other classes Living things include plants and ani-
mals, animals include vertebrates and invertebrates, verte-
brates include mammals, fish, birds, amphibians, and
reptiles, and so on. My dog Spot is a specific example of
every one of the classes in the hierarchy until he separates
out into the canine class because some of his characteris-
tics distinguish him from examples of feline, equine, and
so forth Not only that hut, by virtue of the unique charac-
teristics that distinguish him from other mongrels in the
world, Spot is himself a concept (in a class by himself).

We've already made the distinction between "concept"
and "fact." Let's now consider the relationship between
concepts and the other types of learning. principles, atti-
tudes, and skills.

1 Fact Verifiable information obtained through ob-
sery ing, experiencing, reading, or listening Evidence of ac
quisition, comprehension, retention, and retrieval of infor
matiun is the learner's expression of the specific, accurate,
complete, relevant information called for

2 Concept Mental image of the set of characteristics
common to any and all examples of a class Evidence
conceptualization is the learner's demonstrated ability to
consistently distinguish examples from nunexamples by cit-
ing the present e or absence of the concept characteristics
in individual items

3 PrInclph. Mental image of the cause-effect process
which, under certain conditions, occurs between examples
of two or more concepts Evidence of understanding of the
principle is the learner's demonstrated ability to make well
supported and qualified inferences of either cause or effect
in new or changed situations

4 Attitude Mental set toward taking some action
based on the desirability of anticipated consequences cvi
deuce of attitude learning is new!, ..cquired willingness to
take ( or refrain from) an auk based on the learner's con
cept of what the action is and his or her predictions as to
the desirable or undesirable effects of taking (or not tak
ing) the action
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FIGURE 2

Levels of Learning

5 Skill Proficiency and speed in performing a mental
or physical action or set of procedures Evidence of skill
learning is the learner's performance of the action;proce-
dures at the desired level of proficiency or speed and,
where applicable, a product that meets desired standards
for quality and,ur quantity. This performance is based on
the learner's concept of the action, his or her predictions as
to the effects of performing one way or another, and his or
her internalization of the procedures through repeated
practice.

It is important to note, in Figure 2, that concept learn-
ing is distinctly different from any of the other levels of
learning, therefore, the evidence of achievement is differ-
ent You can't, for example, appropriately test understand-
ing of a concept by having the learners state facts or per-
form a skill. Note also that each level is prerequisite to and
an important component of the next level of learning This
being the case, fact learning is necessary but not sufficient
to concept learning, and concept learning is necessary but
not sufficient to the learning of principles, attitudes, and
skills (Paradumeally, the learner needs to develop a certain
degree of thinking, listening, and reading skill before
achieving even the fact-learning level.)
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What Learning/Teaching
Strategies Develop Concepts?

Fundamental to helping students learn concepts is un-
derstanding that conceptualizing has to take place in
mind of the learner That is, the learner needs to establish
in hisTier own mind a mental imagc of the set of character
istics that makes something in example of the concept and
that distinguishes examples from nonexamples. If the
learner has access only to the concept label and a definition
(all words), his,'her mental image of the characteristics of
examples of the concept ma) he sague, inaccurate, or non-
existent Being able to accurately state a definition one has
read or heard amounts only to fact-level learning, not con-
ceptualization, the learner is only recalling words

One who has conceptualized, on the other hand, is
able to consistent!) identify new examples, create new ex-
amples, distinguish examples from nonexamples, change
nonexamples into examples, and, in eYery case, is able to
explain what he,'she has done by citing the presence or ab-
sence of the concept characteristics The learner can do
this because he 'she is guided by a clear mental image of
the characteristics that should be there

There are a number of strategies through w fifth the
learner can he guided so that he 'she gathers the appropri-
ate information, processes the information appropriately,
and ends up with his her MN n clear mental image of the
concept characteristics

For example, using an inductile strategy from the
BASICS Program, a teacher might hale students record on
worksheets information about the ph)sir11 characteristics
and life cycles of ants, grasshoppers, moths, and mantises
When the information has been reported, verified, and re-
corded on a large wall chart, the teacher would ask clues
tions intended to direct students' attention to differences
among the examples and then to characteristics common to
all examples Students would be asked to formulate a state-
ment specify ing "What is true of all ins ertebrates like
these?"

After giving (or asking students for) the concept label
"insect," the teacher might hale students complete another
worksheet calling for information about the characteristics
of spiders, centipedes, scorpions, and earthworms The
learning sequence would be completed by has ing students
respond to

According to this information, what are some of the charac-
teristics of these invertebrates that make them like insects?

What was true of the insects that is not tic.- of any of these
other insect like incertebratesd

Based on what you'se said here, finish the statement. 'What
makes insects different from other insect-like animals is

Identify the animals shown here which cou think arc insects

and the ones you think are not For each be reads to tell what
about the animal made you decide it was or was not an insect

Using a deductive (classifying) strategy a teacher
would first present information about characteristics of all
examples of the concept (a definition) along with the con-
cept label For the concept "contraction," for instance, the
teacher might ask students to state in their own words what
the) had read was true of all contractions Next, students
would he asked to identify and verify the characteristics in
each of several examples of the concept. For instance the
teacher might say, "In the sentence, 'The girl's here,' the
word girl's is an example of a contraction. Referring to the
definition we just discussed, what about girl's in this sen-
tence makes it an example of a contraction?"

Next, students would be asked to note the absence of
one or more of the concept characteristics in each of sev-
eral nonexamples Fur example, the teacher might say, "In
the sentence, 'The girl's coat is here,' the word girl's is not
a contraction Referring to our definition, what about
in this sentence makes it not a contraction?"

Then students would develop generalized personal
statements giy, ing characteristics of all examples of the con-
cept and characteristics that distinguish examples from
nonexamples Finally, the teacher might have students iden-
tify which underlined words in a group of sentences were
contractions and w hich were not. Students would be ex-
pected to explain what matte each an example of a nonex-
ample of contractions

From these examples you can see there are certain
mon elements to concept-learning strategies
I Students must focus on several examples of the

concept
2 Students must gather and verify information as to

the concept-releiwit charactertsttLN of each individual ex-
ample and nonexample

3 Students must note how the examples bar) and yet
are still examples of the concept

-I Students must note w hat is alike about all the ex-
amples of the concept

5 Students must generalize that what is alike about all
the examples they've examined is also true of all other ex-
amples of the concept

6 Students must note how the nonexamples resemble
examples, but, particularly, how they differ from them

Students must generalize about the characteristics
that distinguish all examples of the concept from any item
that might resemble them in some way

What Should Curriculum Materials Provide?
You might find it useful and enlightening to check a

number of c urric ulum guides and text materials to see how
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concepts are introduced flow often is there nothing inure
than words the concept label and a definition? If examples
are presented, are the concept characteristics cleat} iden-
tified in each example, or is it assumed that the reader can
and will identify the right ones?

For curriculum materials to promote concept
development

I. Concepts should be clearly identified as concepts
(not facts, principles, attitudes, and skills)

2 Concepts should be clearly stated in terms of the set
of characteristics by which examples are identified and by
which examples can be distinguished from nonexamples

3 Several good examples and nonexamples should be
suggested or provided for use with students

at One or more appropriate concept development
learning sequences should be outlined for each concept
These should state clearly what the learner needs to do at
each step of the sequence and what the teacher might pro-
vide, do, or say to guide students through the conceptual-
izing process

5 Appropriate concept testing and reinforcing acti}
ties should be included ( as in our example of having stu-
dents distinguish contractions from possessives) Each
should require students not only to identify new examples
but also to cite the presence ( or absence) of the concept
characteristics

None of the foregoing ideas is new Nor is reading and
understanding them all that is needed to make concert
learning a consistent reality in the classroom 'lb concep-

tualize these ideas, the reader needs to encounter and deal
with a number of examples and nonexamples of their use
in the classroom To develop skill in the use of concept
learning teaching strategies requires not onl} conceptuali-
zation, but firsthand experience with their results with stu-
dents, willingness to take the required action to achieve the
desired results, and enough practice and application to
make the learning and teaching strategies an integral part
of both curriculum and instruction.
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The Open-Ended Discussion Strategy
Goal To promote all students' effective expression of

opinions, support their opinions with rational and logical
evidence, and to actively listen to and appreciate the opin-
ions of others

Critical Teacher Behaviors
Pose one question or assign a task to the total group
Assign students to work independently (covertly) to

visualize or think about an answer
Assign students to work independently and merd}

by writing down their anyvers, demonstrating them, role
playing, construction, and so on

Assign students to small groups to explain and cri-
tique their own and others' ideas

Conduct total-group discussions Establish and
maintain a nonjudgmental en nonmcnt that encourages
oluntar} participation and open, personal communication

Refrain from influencing students' responses, avoid
summarizing the discussion, and iesist stating a personal
opinion about the question

Design a task

Internalize the task (see it, think about it)

Share your response with another person

Communicate in small groups

Use principles ut active, nonjudgmental participation

Stimulate discussion

Students summarize the discussion

Evatuatron As a result of using the open endeu dis
cussion strategy over time and wall close adherence to its
attributes, students w ill think and % isualize co% cud}, ex
press their ideas and opinions inertly, seek the ideas and
opinions of others, pro% ide lugteal e% idence to support

bct..0111C better lr,tciieis, and appieciate an-
other person's point of view even though it may differ from
their own

The Inquiry Strategy
Goal To develop students' awareness of and ability to

apply a range of problem-solving and critical thinking be-
haviors when confronted with a problem to which the an-
swer is not readily known

Critical leacher Behaviors
Pose or identify a problem that is not explainable

with students' present store of knowledge The problem is
'discrepant- w ith students' expectations, beliefs, or

predictions
Establish and maintain a nonjudgmental environ-

ment in which students are free to offer theories or expla-
naoons that might resolve problems

Hold students responsible for building and testing
their own theories or explanations by determining what
data ale needed and how they may be obtained.

Facilitate students' acquisition of needed informa-
tion and data

Assist students' growth in their experiencing, be-
coming aware of, applying, and evaluating various inquiry
problem-solving processes and strategies (metacogninon)

Refrain from influencing students' theories or ex-
planations, avoid summarizing or judging their inquiry
problem-solving processes and strategies, and resist stating
personal explanations or solutions tc the problem

Evaluation As a result of repeated experiences with
the inquiry strategy; students will become better able to au-
tonomously and voluntarily build and test theories and ex-
planations to problems, and discuss the strengths and
wed messes of various problem-solving strategies in a wide
range of topic areas. They should demonstrate greater
awareness of their own problem-solving strategies and
spend more time planning rathe than reacting impulsively,
they should demonstrate increased inventiveness in design-
ing everimental approachc.' that will produce and verify
the information needed to support a theory
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Background In 1933, John Dewey described the pro-
cess of teaching intended to develop the progressne states
of what he called rellectie thinking. These states are.
suggestion, formation uf a problem, hypothesis, reasoning,
and testing of the hypothesis. When students engage in re-
flective thinking, they must utilize and process data to test
answers they have posed to problems Inquiry is an ap-
proach to teaching and Laming that entourages students
tu ask questions that will lead them tu the answers they
seek

In thL models of intellectual functioning constructed
b} Bloom, Plaget, Taba, and others, students must use sig-
nincant skills in reflectne thinking. They must pass the in-
put- recall stage and enter the higher levels of thinking, they
must possess and apply data. As students make meaning of
data through process and application, there is an increased
chance that the material will enter lung-term memory and

become lasting, durable, and applicable to new situations
The inquiry methods of teaching purposely creates sit-

uations for students to use and extend the reflective think-
ing process. Fenton (1967) des ribed six majur steps of
inquiry:

1. Recognizing a problem from data.
2 Formulating hypotheses.
3. Recognizing the logical implications uf hypotheses.
4 Gathering data on the basis of logical implications
5. Interpreting, analyzing, and evaluating data.
6. Evaluating hypotheses in light of the data.
The process begins with a problem situation The

problem must be discrepant to the studentsthey are un-
able tu explain the problem using existing knowledge The
learner creates a hypothesis to explain the problem, anti
gathers, organizes, and verifies information to test the hy-
pothesis fur its power to explain and resolve the problem

FIGURE 1

A Diagram of the Products and Processes of Scientific Inquiry
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Suchman (1966) wrote, it is clear from the research
on teaching strategies that the more a( five and autonomous
the learner becomes in a learning process and the more
he/she takes responsibility for decisions regarding the col-
lection and interpretation of information, the more mean-
ingful the learning becomes and the more motivated the
learner becomes'. In the inquiry method, the responsibil-
IR for initiative and control rests squarel with the inquir-
ers Learners control the process so that cognitive gains
match their own goals, thus building learner autonomy

According to Bruner (1961), the potential benc.fits of
the inquiry process include an increase in learner motiva-
tion as inquiry brings a shift from extrinsic to intrinsic re-
wards plus an increased comprehension of the heuristics of
discovery Other potential benefits noted by Bruner include
an increase in intellectual potency and the development of
a useful aid in memor I)} helping students organize mate-
rial in terms of their own interests and cognitive
structures

Goldmark 1968 suggvsr,, rfi. (11-(,(1 (,ite of the
inquiry method is that it teaches learners hm to learn The
objective of the method should be to des clop in learners a
commitment to inquiry as a useful process In order to
gain maximum insight into their thinking, Goldmark would
include in the process a step in which learners analyze
what they do, how they do it, and how an inquiry would dif-
fer if they were to take a different view point or pose the
problem in a different context

To teach for inquiry, the teacher must create and sus-
tain the conditions that stimulate the process Learners
must be faced with an event that is discrepant with their
idea of the universe The teacher ma} manage presentation
of the problem, but must not provide an explanation that
narrows learners thinking Vbrking in a climate that allows
freedom to successfulk gather data and test ideas, learners
are allowed to come to grips ss ith the problem in thc.ir own
terms

The Values Awareness /Clarification Strategy

Goal To cause students to become aware of and to
clarify their own values and those of others and to appre-
ciate the divergent values of others osercoming ethno
centrism and ego-centrism)

Critical leacher Behaviors
Arrange an activity or pose a value-laden question

(of a somewhat controversial nature) as a stimulus for
discussion

!mite students to make judgments and evaluations
and t( pros ide reasons or justifications for their judgments
and actions

klentif the values underlying students' reasons, ac-
tions, Or judgments

Maintain a nonjudgmental environment in order to
encourage open, responsible, and personal
communication

Refrain from influencing students' responses, avoid
summarizing the discussion, and resist stating personal
opinions, values, or courses of action

D'a/riation As a result of repeated values awareness/
clarification sessions, students will be able to report their
own values and beliefs, relate their values to their actions,
decisions or judgments, and appreciate the diverse values,
actions, and judgments of others

The Concept Development Strategies:
Concept Formation/Concept Attainment

Goal To promote students' conceptual knowledge, in-
cluding concept definition, the abilit to describe the attri-
butes of members of the concept, to distinguish between
members subsumed within that concept and those that are
not, to apply the concept in settings other than in which it
was learned, and to become aware of the cognitive pro-
cesses of conceptualizing,

Critical 'leacher Behaviors
:stake the cdncept definition available to the ,todent

or pros ide opportunities for them to "discover- the
definitions

Provide practice for students to recall the concept
definition

NIonitor their practice and provide appropriate
feedback

Provide practice foi students in distinguishing the
attributes of the concept, to build or design a product, to
explain, to categorize, or to predict

Use an ex aluat ion method designed to test students'
abilit to recall the concept definition and to use that con-
cept in a setting or condition different from that in which it
was learned or practiced

Stepp ut the Concept Formation Strategy
1 Pros ide or have students generate data relevant to a

particular question (ii problem Teacher collects data on re-
trieval chart

2 Ask students to group data according to common
at ti ibutes

3 1 lave students label groups with a word or phrase
that most prec 'sc.+ describes the attributes of the members
of that group

Ask students to subsume items under other jai
or labels under more ((nick's's e categories !Live students
gi)e reasons for then groupings
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/ e students suggest different ways of grouping,
labeling, ind subsuming items based on (Abet
relationships

Generate data

Record data

Organize data into groups

Use labels to describe eat h group

Place additional items into categories

Subsume items and labels into larger groups
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Etuhiation Asa result of use of this strategy over time
and N\ lose adherence to the attributes, students should
be able to recall concepts, to use the concepts correctly,
and to use that concept in the construction of a model, ca-
tegorization, prediction, or explanation

Take a concept and identify its essential attributes

Review attributes and develop positive and negative examples

Arrange examples into a sequence

Identify the concept according to its attributes

Try to generate additional examples of the concept

FIGURE 2

Steps in the Concept Attainment Strategy

Phase I. Introduction of the Concept:

The teacher presents unlabeled examples, such as

Students inquire whir h examples, including their own, are
prison,' Jnes

Gazelle?
Mosquito?

The teacher plat es examples in the appropriate list

Phase II. Testing Attainment of the Concept:

The students generate and test hypotheses

Bugs you swat?

Students identity additional unlabeled examples

Students generate examples

The tear her confirms hypotheses, name, com ep's, and
restates dennition according to essential attributes

Phase III. Analysis of Thinking Strategy:

Student', des( nbe thoughts

Students (IN( uss role of hypothesis and attributes

Students disk uss type and number of hypotheses

Hypotheses

In Out

Butterfly
Flv
Grasshopper Mouse

Mosquito Gazelle

Frog Baboon

Clam Shark

METAMORPHOSIS
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Generative strategies help students create new
knowledge and develop notel and insightful vas
of approaching and soli mg problems.

Roles and Motivation

Using genertne strategies, teachers stimulate stu-
dents imaginations b), uniting creante imager}, using met
aphois, and posing 11),pothetical and seerning1), bizarre
uations They withhold value judgments so as not to stifle
students' "creative juices." They elicit and explore multi-
tudes of answers, products, and solutions in an attempt to
make them more generalized, specific, detailed, parsimon-
ious, or elegant and crafted Planning Is essential and in-
cludes developing standards, making criteria explicit, and
exploring alternative strategies

Students are motif ated to participate in the generatite
strategies by their natural, human drive toward compe-

tcli,c and craftsmanship \Xe want to Act bum at what we
do

Student Outcomes
These strategies ma), well be used in expressive writ-

ing processes, developing solutions to nonroutine prob-
lems, and in artistic erression. By employing these strate-
gies under low-risk conditions, research has shown that,
()ter time, students become more creative in their use of
new materials, more insightful and raturate in offering so-
lutions to problems, ..ad more metaphoricall} descriptive
in their vocabulary

Instructional Strategies
Generante strategies include Osborne's Brainstorm-

ing, Buzan's Mind Mapping, (cordon's Synec.tics, Perkins'
Creativity hi. Design, and de Bono's Lateral Thinking. We
hate selet ted Syneaks and Creativity fit' Design as exam-
ples to describe in greater detail

17,4
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Creativity by Design

D. N. Perkins

Education for creattriti is nothing short of education
for ht ttig

Erich Fromm

(6...^4 ourses that fut. to on creatiLe thinking, address
strategies, skills, and attitudes and offer plenty of
time-on-task can haze a significant impact on crca

tix e thinking Such courses, slipped into the curriculum
where possible, would be Niurtlw.hilL But by far the better,
although more difficult, path is to rex lac normal schooling
to lost r creative thinking in all subjects

As noted earlier, part of the problem is th.. . omen-
nonal instruction usually presents know ledge as gix en,
w lien it should encoul age a '. ICNN of know ledge as the prod
uct of creatie effort An approach well suited to this aim
can be summed lip in three \Nord:, knowledge as design

The notion is that pieces of know ledge are designs
shaped by human 'mention, designs not so unlike a screw
LImet or a can opener Although this stance mas seem pe-
culiar at first, it offers a powerful metaphor for unit\ mg the
range of human produc tix e act ix ines under a common
framework TO nut it succinctly, x irtuall am product of hu
man effort, including know lege, can be understood better
with the help of four design questions What is the pur
pose, \X hat is the stric ture" W hat are some niodel cases
( concrete examples that bring the matter in question closer
to perceptual experience), Tat are the arguments for of
against the design,

For instance, WC can easily see a thumbtack as a struc-
ture adapted to a purpose Theptopose temporal M attach
mg materials, usually paper, to 5, i. faces like bulletin boards
and walls The structure: a short point and a wide head ,A
model case an actual thumbtack The argument ohs is the
head so VS Ide. So the thumb can push it, and so it holds the
paper well VS Ith its breadth Wh is the point so short, So
the thumb can push the tack all the way in, and so that it
isn't hard to remove As this simple example shows, the de-
sign questions require that we understand the thumbtack
as a design and from four perspectis es at the same time
purpose, structure, model, and argument

The design perspeLme is a flexible tool because ab-
sti act concepts can also be treated as designs Consider the
organization of a sentence as an invention The purpose to
package linguistic information in an orderly way that pro-
motes production and comprehension The latter can be
demonstrated st, ipping syntax, sentence, and phrase di-
'stuns from text, which makes it much harder to read The

structure nouns, xerbs, adjectives, and so on pt t together
in .accordance with the rules of grammar, Model cases the
sentences in this paragraph, for instance The argument
the structure of a sample sentence makes a neat package of
informationwhat thing (the subject) exert ises what ac-
tion ( the '.erh ) on what other thing the direct sbject) with
what qualifications on the things ( adjeem es) and on the ac-
tion ( the ackerbs)? The grammatical ordering and the case
endings help the hearer to discern what does what to what,
and which qualifiers limit which things and actions

This example is far too sketchy to serve students well,
of Louise It is but an outline of what would be neeessar
for a thorough Slew of sentent ;:s from a design perspective
But perhaps it corners a sense of how the design perspec-
me could be used to discuss gramma'

Now consider a xer) different examplethe (hap)
roan theorem nes/rm./tire the square of the 1-1. putt:mist!
of a right triangle equals the surn of the squares of the
other two sides Model ccse perhaps the most familiar
model case is a right triangle with squares constructed on
all dB cc sides The argument one of the man proofs of
the Pythagorean theorem is based on just such a
construction

As thepwpo.se, this theorem has come to have a ',um-
ber of imptir taut purposes in mathematical contexts, It pro-
\ ides the basis for measuring distance in an n-dimensional
Cartesian coordinate system As such, it underlies ket.tor
calculus concepts such as the dot and cross products The
l'thagoie.tn theorem plays a i ole in apply mg the calculus

This subLhaptel is an excerpt from 1 N Perkins, Cream its by
Design, Lducatumal leadershIp 42, 1 (September 19th) 18 2-i

17b
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to compute the lengths of lures in space The trouble is
that it is difficult to Lome) this wide ranging import to stu-
dents encountering the theorem for the first nme

This difficulty is a perk aswe problem in mathematics
instruetion, where quite commonly the purpose of newly
introduced incepts and theorems do not become fully ap-
parent until MUCh later in the instructional sequence But
haling sonic grasp of the purpose of anything is cruoal to
understanding It as a design and indeed, to feeling it to he
impoi Lint Mathematics teachers must forecast and make
vivid fur students the import of mathematical findings and
coi-icspts \\hen the are introduced, een b1 use of analogy
and cell If the message is not fully understood

Virtually eery other topic dealt with in sehools can be
viewed as a design and discussed as such, for example, his-
torical claims, mathematical notations, Newtons laws, short
stories and poems, legal codes, biological organisms, math-
ematical algorithms, newspaper layout, and moral princi-
ples If all knowledge were presented and discussed from
the perspectne of design, education would field a mud]
more LreatRe 1 iew of know ledge

Learning to Design
If design pi-oxides a useful way of thinking ab( ut

knowledge, it (gels an een greater hold on the nature of
creatne thinking One Lail view ereatwe thinking as the

Ol.cs, of designing something and pros ide advice ut how
to do so This might be done in nuns ways, I w ill describe
one

Oyer the past few years, I haw helped to deelop a
Course on thinking skills fur the -th grade le el in Vene-
zuela (Final Report. Pro;ect Intelligence, 1983) The course
consists of six lesson series The series on inycntwe think
mg ( Perkins and Laserna, 1983) begins with nine lessons
that teach students strategies for analyzing e%erk.1,i de-
signs (like chairs and tacks), evaluating them, planning
proxements, and 11-Renting useful gadgets that do not al
reads exist It continues w itli a second set of six lessons that
takes the same approach to dady procedure's, such as shop
ping, which can also be %1CNed as designs the lesson se-
ries emphasizes most of the six Characteristics of ereatwe
thinking identified earlier

The extenswe surnmatwe exaluation of the course,
whit. h y ielded generally fax ()rabic results, use lulled a design
task admiiiistered both v) students who had receixed the
first nine imentwe thinking lessons and the other lesson
series ind to control students The students' designs were
rated on a number of dimensions by two judges The treat-
ment group outperformed the control group considerably
on a number of measures For instance, treatment students
included in their designs an average of two features to help

sole the green problem, while (inn ol group students in-
corporated an average of only 1.2 Treatment students de-
scribed their designs in much more detail, an average of 83
words as compared to the control students' average of -16.
Treatment students also included much more detail Iii their
sketches in a number of categories of detail (Final Report,
Project Intelligence, 1983)

Obx mush, these results do not imply that students
learned to be ereatwe in the course of nine lessons. The
treatment was not lung enough nor comprehensive enough
to warrant such a conclusion But the students do appear to
haw leaf ned some patterns of creative thinking as they ap-
ply to simple design tasks The results suggest that with
continued treatment to inLrease such skills and extend
them to other contexts, creative thinking might he
enhanced

Wide-Ranging Products of Inquiry
One of the most interesting features of the above ex-

periment is that it emphasized working on whcle creative
productsthe deisgns of simple objects After all in real
life, the outcome of a creative endeavor is almost always a
complex product rather than a brief answer to a question.
School knowledge also deals largely in complex products.
Theorems, theories, definitions, classification systems, ar-
gumentsmalyses, field notes, interpretations, and evalua-
tions are among many products of inquiry found in the
studs of the various disciplines However, although stu-
dents leach about scholars' products of inquiry-, they do
ket- little creating on their own. Students function primar-
ily as consumers of products of inquiry, not producers.

1 look at the kinds of products students normally at-
tempt quickly reseals the limits Broadk speaking, students
are asked to produce three kinds of (flings short answers,
as in grammar or arithmetic exercises or fill-in-the-blank
quizzes, prublenz solutions, as tn physics ur mathematics,
and ess,:ys The first of these hardly deserves to be called a
product at all Solving green problems dues imule sub-
stantive thinking, but it is only a small part of the activity of
the .-nathematieian ur scientist, who also routinely formu-
lates problems, dex ises classification systems, constructs
definitions, analyzes phenomena, and so on

The essay is it principle an enormously flexible me-
dium of expression I low evet, students do not know how to
exploit its flexibility, and teachers do little to help them
Most students compose essays by writing what they know
about a given topic Tin, 'know ledge telling- approach, as
researchers have called it Bereiter and Seardamalia, In
press), is a x(21) Ilan ow, not very creative use of the essay
vehicle

Hie narrow range of pet duct: of inquiry produced by
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students reflects tract-n and Low cnieriLL more than ne-
cessity Here are some examples of assignments that call fur
rather different w ritten products an analysis1 prediction
with argument, a classification system, a plan

1 Analysis of a tool according to physical principle ,s
After learning about basic physical principles such as the le-
ver and the inclined plane, pick a toolfor instance, a
screwdriver or a hammer and write an analysis of how
the tool works by identify ing the physical principles under-
lying it Many tools involve several such principles

2 Prediction of a political event Wait fur an interim
tional incident, and then predict what actions the nations
involved will take ober the ensuing weeks Base your pre-
dictions on as much information as you can find in news-
paper accounts, plus historical analogies Gibe nut only
your prediction but the argument fur it Then see what hap-
pens If your prediction dues nut pan out, explain at what
point events dixerged and suggest why

3 A classification system for sources of slang Slang
words enter the language in many ways Special dictionar-
ies often give their derivations After learning some impor-
tant characteristics of classification systems, use these spe
cm) dictionar es as resources to design a classification
system for the ,yays slang words arise

4 Strategic planning Instory Select a famous bat-
tle, and learn as much as you can ai/blit it Then using hind-
sight, make the best plan you can for the strategy of the los-
ing side In light of this plan, mignt the losing side have
won, or was the loss an inevitable consequence of re-
sources and position') Present not only your plan but also
your argument on this point

As these examples show, it s relatively easy to formu-
late both short assignments, like analyzing a tool, and term
projects, like the strategy planning project above, that en-
gage students in designing products of inquiry Note also
that the rubric of design leads to a much broader concept of
creative activity When we think of creativity in school con-
texts, we usually think of creative writing and art, which
are far too narrow, AN boon as one thinks in terms of de-

sign, one realizes that all sorts of thins in the various sub-
jet t matters are designed and hence can i..Lume objects of
creative thinking fur students Accordingly, a drastic expan-
sion in the range of products of inqui y asked of students
should be a key element in promoting creative thinking in
schools.

Of course, an emphasis on products of inquiry is not
enough Just because students work on such products dues
nut mean that they w ill do so creatively But we can help
them by prox iding instruction in various strategies, skills,
and attitudes appropriate to creative thinking and design.

In summary, creative thinking turns out to have a dis-
cernible pattern that we can put to %yolk throughout edu-
cation The passive blew of knowledge fostered by conven-
tional instruction can be replaced by the more active
perspeL tibe of knowledge as design. Students can learn
about the art and attitudes of design, and the} can work on
a far greater range of products of inquiry than they nor-
mally do

Although questions certainly remain about creative
thinking, it is no longer so mysterious as to excuse neglect
on the grounds of ignorance. The only excuse is inertia
education's favorite but not a good one With a vigorous
push, perhaps we can set schools in motion toward worlds
of invention, which now seem no so far away
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Synectits: aking the Familiar S

Arthur L. Costa, Robert Hanson, Harvey E Silver,
and Richard W. Strong

TO him tetose elastic and vigorous thought keeps pace
with the sun,

The day is a popetual morning
1Ienry David Thoreau

o make the fan,ili Ar strange is to distort, invert, ur
transpose the traditional ways of experiencing uu
surroundings The result is a new look at the world

In the familiar world, objects are always right side up, chil-
dren who bend over aid peer at the world from an upside-
down positit qi are experimenting with the familiar made
strange

Art and literature have lung recognized the role of
metaphor fur seeing the %wild in a new wa). Metaphor can
also be used as the basis fur a new approach to teach crew
tive thinking and wi-!'irg In synectics exercises, anitiogies
and metaphors are the mechanisms for finding ideas and
putting them into words As connectors, they permit com-
parisons to he brought out in order to develop new ways to
see ourselves and our surroundings

Background
Since 19,1-1, the Cambridge Synecti,:s Group has di-

rected its efforts toward the possibility of increasing the
creative output of individuals and groups by uncovering
the psychological mechanisms basic to creative activity
This investigation resulted in the synectics system for the
conscious use of metaphor in problem solv mg and h),poth
esis formation Svnectics theory holds that.

1 Creative efficient.) in people can be marked!) in-
creased if the) understand the psychological process by
which the) operate onetacognition)

2 In creative processes, the emotional component is
nine iniportant than the intellectual, the irrational more
important than the rational

3 It is these emotional, irrational elements that can
and must be understood in order lc, increase the probabil
it) of success in a problem solving situation

Or iginally, 90. reocarch creative
process in the sciences. This was a research decision based
on the fact that the innovative degree of a technical inven-
tion can be judged more object vely than any other area of
innovation. In spite of substanti al assistance from such di-
verse, creative groups as the Department of Defense, the
Institute of Contemporary Art, the Rockefeller Foundation,
Harvard Univers.ti, and the Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nolug), the industrial world was synectics' laboratory until
1960.

Industry presented a variety of pragmatic scientific
problems. Through i-r...search, it became apparent that the
most important element in creative problem solving is mak-
ing the familiar strange. Innovative breakthroughs depend
un strange, new contexts through which to view familiar
problems. S)neetics research identified three operational
mechanisms, each metaphorical in character, for deliber-
ately making the familiar strange. They are

I Direct analog)simple comparison
How is a teacher like a tuna fish sandwich'

2 Personal analogybeing the thing:
A candle is not alive
But it looks alive when it burns
How would you feel
If you were a candle,
Burning in a camping tent?

3 S). mbolic analog)compressed conflict (ox-}moron).
What is an example of a careful collision?

since 1961, synectics theory has become increasingly
operational An investigation was launched based on more
operational tools to examine ways to teach young people
how to use metaphors to understand the world around
them and write creatively about their world In the fall of
196,r, synectics' metaphorical approach was used experi-
mentally as a teaching dev ice in science, social studies, and
creative NA, riting These successful experiments led to more
concrete conclusions than any other research to date The

1 7
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FIGURE 1

A New Design for
Creative Thinking and Writing

Choose a subject and a metaphor Present the stuoents with an imaye
that in some ways resembles and in other ways ditfers irom your sub
ject Summer is like a bridge because

Record students' descriptions of both the subject and the image

Establish the relationship between the tamiliar subject and the uniand-
far image

Ask students to personalize Be a summer How do summers feel?

Take two words from the student discussion and make them oppose
each other (oxymoron) Vacation kmelmess

Establish a new metaphor

Summarize new learnings

results of this research %Nere developed into a new design
for creative thinking and writing ( Figure 1)

(,orlon, ,Siviectic Ne. flamer Brothers, 19u1

17 J
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Cana' r rive S ate ies

Arthur L. Costa, Dee Dishon, and Pat Wilson O'Leary

trollaborative strategies provide a way to structure
_student groups for learning They help students

14....1think and sohe pi oblems together, successful!) ac
complish tasks, both ak. ACM ll and Ill ma adenlik., ark: 'CM
plus and process the 51 k la I ; ills necc-,-,a0, t,, trident
success

Roles and Motivation

The elements of successful coopei mice learning, arc
discussed below

Positive interdependence is created if the success
the individual is related to others in the group by distrib
cited leadership, a group product, gi oup materials and re
sources, and a group reward

-erbal intenittion and tommunkation skills alt.:
quired to build and maintain positicc lilt tiCIA.

171(117 l'Stlits wild students
take responsibilit ft. then ow n accomplishment of the
task and for assisting and encouraging all member s of the
group to understand and accomplish

Social skills are necessary for accomplishing the
task and maintaining the group in wo-kmg order, and must
be practiced by all group members

V'hile the teacher structures learning, assigns tasks,
ncomposes the group, monitors the pit C55( 's, and incites

eN illai lUll of group skills, the main emphasis is for stu-
dents to become aware of, pi actice, and evaluate then own
employment of cooperative group skills

The motivation in the collaborative strategies is the re-
ciprocity of group effort, about h Brunei spe tics Stu
dents soon real that the product of group thinking is

oho, ,uperior t, that of u d1viduai thinking Tlius, tire) take
responsibility, for their own roles in and contributions to
the groups functioning and productivity

jtudent Outcomes
It takes tine and practice fur teachers and students to

learn the skills reduced of the collaborative strategies
I !MC\ er, the results make the efforts worthwhile Research
has shown that students not Only learn the academic con-
tent, but also develop and employ higher-level thinking
skills They develop greater appreciation of group mem-
bers, and learn to apply social skills in groups beyond the
classroom

Instructional Strategies
The collaborative strategies include Johnson and John

son's Cooperative Learning,Slasm's.figsate,figsaw II, Stu-
demi %earns and AL adt'llik D11'1,s1011S (S7AL)), Rutabaga,
AVMs Gatile,S ThUrnaMents (7.0), Glaser's Class Meetings
(Circles of Anon ledge), and \X himbey's Paired Problem
.solting Dee I)ishon and Pat 'X'ilson-O'Leary, two propo-
nents of Johnso -I and ,Johnson's Cooperantv Learning, de-
scribe this strategy in greater detail

Ri 11 RI S

Dishon, 1) , and 0 Lean:, P A Guideboo k for Cooperanre Learn-
mg A lechtnque fiff creanng Afore Iffrcnve 1iolmes
Beach, Fla Learning Publicatitms, 108, pp 10-11

folinson, ,1.41nson, R , 1lolubec, E , and RO!, P Circles ()J- Learn-
ing Cooperanon ui the Classroom Alexandria, Va Associa-
tion for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1984

Johnson, 1) , and Johnson, It learning Together and Alone Co-
opetallon, competition, and Indulduahzanon Englewood
Cliffs, N J Prentice-1UL 19-9
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Sharan, Loopt rato.t Learning in small (Iroups Re-tent Melt.
ods and I.11cLts uu Lthink Itcla
lions Rel WU' of Edut aironal &search 50,2 (Suniniel 1980)
2.41

',la% In, R E In,( 4 Learning. the 11001,1%
10011 Leal11114; Pnyea Balumorc, Ntd for Social ()(
ganuation of Schools, 19'8
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Cooperative Learni

Pat Wilson O'Leary and Dee Dishon

It ts good to rub and polish our brain against that of
others

Nlontaigne

Cooperative strategies pry A ide a way to structui e stu-
dent groups for learning The purposes of coopera-
tive strategies are to help students successfulk ac-

complisi- tasks ( both academic and nonacademic) and to
use s' vial skills necessary for success Successful coopera-
tiv_ experiences are based on five principles

1 The I rinciple of 1);,tributed Leadership All students
are capable of understanding, learning, and perfOming
leadership tasks

2 The Prittctple of Heterogeneous Grozipttig Effective
student groups are those that are heterogeneous, including
students of different genders, social backgrounds, skill lev-
els, and physical capabilities

3 The Principle of Positive Interdependence Students
need to learn to recogni,e and value their dependence on
one another Positive interdependence is promoted through
common subject matter tasks, group and Indic 'dual ac-
countahility, shared materials and rewards, or the creation
of one group product

4 The Principle of Skill Acquisition The abilit} of stu-
dents to work effectively in a group is determined by the ac-
quisition of specific social skills that promote collaboration
and group maintenance

5 The Principle of Group Autonomy Student groups
are more likely to rest+ e their own problems if they are
not "rescued- b their teacher Students soling their own
problems are more autonomous and self-sufficient (Dishon
and Olear, 1984)

Teacher Behaviors
The teacher's role is critical in transferring these grin-

"Aes to classroom practices For instance, before a coop-
erative learning lesson begins, the tcachei

I States insti uction..1 goals, both academic and social

2 Prot, ides erbal and w i awn subject mane!
objectives

3 Supplies materials to be used and shared by all
groups

4 States that individual and group accountability will
be checked and explains criteria to he used,

5 Describes any rewards available and how to obtain
them

6 Announces and teaches the assigned social skills,
pros Kling "looks liked sounds like" examples collected from
the class

" Describes the teacher's role as one of an observer,
states what is to be collected, why, and how it will be
shared

8 Organizes each group in the optimal size and com-
position for the assigned task and available time and
materials.

9 Assigns the groups to a specific area, arranging the
room to promote group sharing and noise control

ig the lesson, the teacher:
10 Observes students' social skills and tallies those

L ng used
11 Monitors student behavior and takes notes to be

used later in giving feedback to students
12 Provides assistance by responding to group

questions

After the lesson, the teacher
13 Checks students, in follow up to step
1-4 Pros ides quest ions about subject matter and social

skills, which nicht idual groups discuss and report to the
whole class

15, 1lands out the observati m form, which each group
compares with their own findings before reporting to the
whole class

16 Offers comments about positive and negative be-
hat. lorsit (tiding mentioning specific groups or
individuals .-

1" Erivatek critiques the lesson in writing, including
the best and worst features and what to change next time

1 d 1
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Evaluation
It takes time and practice for teachers and students to

learn the skills necessary for Looperatice learning How
ever, the results are worth the effort User time students
who use cooperatue learning strategies attain higher
achievement, emplo superior learning strategies, experi-
ence greater learning retention, exhibit more positive :Hu-

aides toward peers, the school, teachers, and the principal,
demonstrate a greater liking for subject areas that use
groups, and transfer social skills be),ond the classroom.
Cooperation means higher motication, interest in others,
increased self-esteem, eonstruetne confhLt management,
and acceptance and appreciation of the differences in
others
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Arthur L. Costa, Robert Hanson, Harvey E Silver,
and Richard W. Strong

Looking (Ner the ground we'Ye co Bred, we are struck
by the diversity of strategies available to teachers
This raises the question of why, strategies hate not

become an integral part of most teachers' practices Are the
strategies too theoretical? Is there adequate time in the real
life of classrooms to use them? Do some teacL'rs' person
alines and teaching styles better accommodate cert.cn
strategies? Or is it that we have, until now, simply lacked the
structure that could show us how to put them to use?

A strategy is appropriate when it stimulates, elicits,
and models a form of thinking that the teacher seeks to en-
courage In particular, when we work toward mastery of
discrete cognitive skills, the directive strategies seem most
powerful When working toward problem solving, decision
making, and inductive reasoning, the mediative strategies
seem productive When creativity is the goal, the genera-
tive strategies prevail And when students need to learn to
share, listen to one another, and work cooperatively, the
collaborative strategies are best employed

The brilliant men and women who developed these
strategies invested in them heavily and were committed to
their cEssemination Direct Instruction, Concept Forma-
tion, i aloes Clarification, Inquirymd Lateral Thinking
all bk.' ame more than teaching techniques, they are was
of life Each of these strategies reflects a philosophical pref-
erence, a mode of behaving, and a perception of learning
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PART VIII

rams for Teaching
Thinking

dui. ators elms idering the selection and 111SialLithm of
one or more of the M.11131)1(2 eognitlic curriculum
programs arc often ct t-ift.:.,,-cl bi hai mg to make a se

lee non from a last array of alternatii es Each pi ogram
series a different purpose and audience, is lodged in a dif-
ferent theoretical home, and produces different outcomes

Because of this oierload of complexity, educators are
often tempted to make simplistic decisions based on cur-

sot y exaniniations or for reasons of political urgency, finan-
cial economy, or ease of installation Sometimes schools
have shunned the decision and chosen to develop their
own programs

This section will help you make intelligent decisions
by (1) providing criteria for examining any curriculum in-
tended to enhance intelligent functioning, (2) describing
many of the major programs designed to develop the intel-
lect, (3) identifying the audience for whom each program is
intended, and (4) distinguishing among the several theo-
retical and philosophical assumptions un which each is
based

1 4.3
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Robert J. Sternberg

Do we reall) need inter\ ention programs fur tea( h-
mg, students intellectual skills2 The answer is
clearl) ")es During the List decade or so we hae

witnessed an unprecedented decline in the intellectual
skills of our school children (Wigdor and Cat tier, 1982)
This is e dent, of cour,e, from the decline in scores on
tets such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), but college
profes;,ors don't need SAT scores to be apprised of the de
cline the can see it in poorer class performance and par
tic ularl) in the poorer reading and writing of (:teir stu
dents Morro\ en thinking skills are needed b) more than
the college bound population Perhaps intellectual skink,
could be better trained through existing curricula than
they are now But something in the s stem is not working,
and 1\ iew progiams such as those described here as _xcit
mg new dnelopments for reersing the declines in mtcl
lectual performance we have witnessed in recent )ears

How does one go about choosing the right igram
for one's particular school and student needs'il be e that
wide-ranging research is needed before selecting an one
of several programs for school or district kle implemcnta
(ion Which program to select w i l l depend on the grade
le\ el, socioeconomic le\ el, and intellectual les.el of the st u
dents, the particular kinds of .,kills one w ishes to teach, the
amount of time one can dexote to training students, one's
philosophy of intellectual skills trai ing (that is, whether
training should be infused into or separated from regular
curricula), and one s financial resources, among other
things Clearly, the decision of which program to use
should be made only Ale, extensive deliberation ',rid out-

pit-ft-Iabl NS Id i 1/COpit_ V1110 ha. CVO'
use, but not a vested interest, in the implementation of one
particular program or another

The following general guidelines can be applied in se-
lecting a program (see also Sternberg, 1983)

The program should be based on a ps)chologIcal
theor) of the intellectual processes it seeks to train and on
an educational theur) of the SA a) in which the processes

ill he taught A good pair of theories shouk! state what
processes are to be trained, he the processes work to-
gether in problem solving, and how the processes can be
taught so as to achieve durabilit:, and transfer of training
Innumerable programs seek to train intelligence, but must
of them are worth little ur nothing. One can immediatel)
rule out large numbers of the low -Nalue programs b) inves-
tigating whether the ha\ e theoretical basis

i he program should be sociocultural I) appropriate.
It should be clear from the examples described here that
programs differ \\Kiel) in terms of the student populations
to whom the are targeted. The best intentions in such a
pi ()gram ma) be thwarted if the students cannot relate the
program both to their cognitive structures and to the world
in which the live

The program should pros ide explicit training both
in the mental processes used in task performance ( per-
fn mance components and knowledge-acquisition compo-
nents) and in self-management strategies for using these
components ( metacomponents) Man) earls attempts at
piocess naming did not r.ork because mestigaturs as-

This chapter is an e' erpt from Robert,' Sternberg, lims Can We
leach Imeihv,ence1 hducationa/ eadersho -12, 1 [September
198.1) 38-18
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sumed that Just (caching the processes necessary for task
performance would result in impro}ed performance on in
tellectual tasks The problem was that students often did not
learn when to use the processes or how to implement them
in tasks differing e}en slightly from the ones un which they
had been trained. In order to achieve durable and transfer-
able learning, it is essential that students be taught not only
how to perform tasks but also when to 'Ise the strategics
they are taught and how to implement them in new
situations

The program should be responsne to the mun}a-
tional as well as the intellectual needs of the students A
program that does not adequately mom ate students Is
hound not to succeed, no matter how excellent the cogni-
tive components may be.

Mt. program .,huuld he sensiti}e to indo, dual dif
ferences Indniduals differ greatly in the knowledge and
skills they bring to any educational program A program
that dues nut takt these indi}klual differences into account
will almost monabl} fall to engage large numbers of
students

The program should provide explicit links between
the training it provides and functioning in the real world
Psychologists have found that transfer of training does not
come easily One cannot expect to gain transfer unless ex-
plicit provisions are made in the program so as to increase
its likelihood of occurrence

Adoption of the program should take into account
demonstrated empirical success in implementations simi-

DEVROPING MINDS A RESOURCE BOOK FOR TEACHING THINKING

lar (o one's own planned Implementation Surprisingly,
many programs ha} e no solid data behind them Others
may ha}c data that are rele} ant only to school ur student
sit lawns quite different from one's own A key to success
is choosing a program with a demonstrated track record in
similar situations.

The program should ha}e associated with it a well-
tested curriculum for teacher training. The best program
can fail to realize its potential if teachers are insufficiently
or improperly trained

Expectations should be appropriate for what the
program can accomplish. Teachers and administrators
often set themselves up for failure by setting expectations
that are inappropriate or too high.

Programs are now available that do an excellent, if in-
complete, job of impro}ing children's Intellectual skills.
The three has come for supplementing the standard curric-
ulum c. it h such programs. We can continue to use intern
gencs tests, but we will pro} ide more serb ice to children by
developing their intelligence than by testing it

iERF.Pd.

Sternberg, P .1 "Criteria for Intellectual Skills Training" Educa-
11011a1 Researcher 12 (1983) 6-12, 26

Wigdor, A K , and Garner, W R , eds Testing Uses, Conse-
quences. and Cann-oven:es (2 volumes) Washington, D C
National Academy' Press, 1982
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Mary N. Meeker

Guilford's theory of intelligence, the Structure of In-
tellect (SOI ), was first applied as a measure of hu-
man intellectual abilities in 1962 Today many ad

ministrators regard SOI as a program primarily fur the
gifted because its first use was as 'A ith identifying intellectual
abilities that differentiated gifted students in California

But all students have intelligence The SOI answers
".shat kind" instead of "how much- That is, the SOI LA as-
sessments determine 26 intellectual abilities in all kinds of
students Educators and psychologists can obtain a complex
documentation of at least 96 of the 120 kinds of thinking
abilities (Meeker, 1962, 1963, 1969, 19-5), including the
preparation abilities that lead to the higher level critical
thinking abilities Since 1962 SOI has been used to

Teach Thinking skills and abilities
Teach creativity (divergent production)
Teach reasoning and higher level critical thinking

skills and abilities
Identify SOI learning abilities and teach them to stu

dents who have not yet developed these abilities
In 1962, I applied the SOI theory to analyses of the Hi

net and WISC tests and derived a profile of intelligence by
basing these IQ tests on a theory of intelligence ( rather
than on their probability -based foundation) This profile
enabled psychologists to determine in which areas students
were gifted and col ch of their abilities seemed undo el
oped (Meeker and Bonsai], 1962)

By 19'4, we had validated 26 (of the known 96) fac
tored abilities necessary for successful learning This re-
search led to the development of various SOI Learning Ahil

'tics Tests tSee the 1985 Burns Tests in Print and the 1980
I3uros Mental Measurements Yearbook )

Relationship of SOL Abilities
to Higher-Level Thinking Abilities

In designing new curriculums to develop higher-level
thinking abilities, it is necessary to differentiate between
bask and ingher-level critical thinking abilities. just as
basic reading differs from advanced reading, basic thinking
abilities differ from critical thinking abilities, The develop-
mental aspects of scope and sequence are shown in Fig-
ures 2 and 3 (R. Meeker, 19841. Each shuxs how reasoning
abilities are differentiated between the two fundamental
curriculums fur language arts and arithmetic- math- science,
and how basic learning abilities are differentiated (and fun-
dament,d ) for advanced critical thinking and reasoning
abilities The top portion of each figure lists the learning
abilities required to achieve mastery of basic reading (Fig-
ure 1, p. 188) and basic arithmetic (Figure 2, p. 189).

Stagy at the top of the chart in Figure 2, which shows
the sequence of foundational abilities involved in learning
each discipline, which, if developed, leads to curriculum
master), for knowledge These SOI abilities lay the basic
foundation for sequen, mg the learning abilities, once mas-
tered, the allow the teaching of higher-level reasoning or
critical thinking abilities The scope of the critical thinking
will be determined by the knowledge of subject matter

I figure 2 lists six reading and language arts foundation
abilities If any one is undeveloped, specific reading prob-
lems incur (The Teacher's Guide explains how to use SOI
test results ) Once these abilities are developed, students

.levelop the intern.echate abilities, which lead to ac-
complishment of the critical thinking activities requiring
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FIGURE 1

Abilities Identified as Being Necessary
For Success in Reading and Arithmetic*

READING (Foundational abilities):

CFUVisual closure

CFCVisual (on( eptuahzation

EFUVisual discrimination

EFC-- Judging similanUe ,Ind mat( hang of «in( epts

MSU (visual)Viwal attending
MSS tvisual) \ isual onc er,,Tation tor sequencing

READING (Enabling skills):

CMUVocabulary of math and verbal c onc epts

CMR Comprehension of verbal relations

CMSAbility to comprehend extended verbal intormation

MFUVisual memory for details

NST Speed of word recognition

WRITING:

NFU --Psvc ho motor readiness

*See ERK 11 -0- 28 22 for «mtirmators, studies

ARITHMETIC:

CFS Constancy of objects in space (Piaget)"

CFISpatial conservation (Piage0"

CSRComprehension of abstract relations**

CSSComprehension of numerical progressions

MSU (auditory) Auditory attending

MSS (auditory) Auditory sequencing

MSIInferential memory"
ESCJudgment of arithmetic similarities

ESS Judgment of correctness of numerical facts

NSS--Application of math facts

NSIForm reasoning (logic)**

"pre-math abilities

CREATIVITY:

DFUCreativity with things (figural-spatial)

DSRCreativity with math facts (symbolic)

DMUCreativity with words and ideas (semantic-verbal)

Developei

Goal

Sample skill

Assumptions

Structure of the Intellect (501)

Mary Meeker (based on Guilford)

Equip students with the necessary intellec tual skills to learn subject matter and critical thinking

NMI coNvergent production ot
seMantic

Implications (choosing the best word)

Intelligence consists ut 120 thinking abilities that are a combination of operation, (such as comprehending, remem-
bering, and analyLing), ontents (such as words, turms, and symbols), and pro(lut ts (such as single units, groups,
relationships)
Twenty-six of these tactors are especially relevant to success in school
Indiyidual differences in these factors t an be assessed with the S01-LA tests and improved with speeitic ally designed
SOI materials

Intended audience All students and adults

Process Students use materials some thret dimensional) prest ibed for them based on a diagnostic test c umputer softwaregives
analyses and press riptions

Time

Available from

Varies, but can be 30-minute lessons lc% ice a week until abilities are developed on post-assessment

SOI Institute
34 3 Ric hmond Street
El Segundo, CA 10245
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FIGURE 2

SOI Allities to Basic Learning Skills
Through Curriculum to Critical Thinking

READING: SOI FOUNDATIONAL ABILITIES

VISUAL CLOSURE (CFU)
VISUAL CONCEPTUALIZATION (CrC)
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION (EFU)
JUDGING SIMILARITY OF CONCEPTS (EFC)
VISUAL ATTENDING (MSU-V)
VISUAL SEQUENCING (MSS V)

BASIC READING

READING: SOI INTERMEDIATE ABILITIES
VOCABULARY (CMU)
COMPREHENSION OF VERBAL REI ATIONS (CMR)
COMPREHENSION OF EXTENDED INFORMATION (CMS)
VISUAL MEMORY FOR DETAILS (MFU)
SPEED OF WORD RECOGNITION (NST)

FIGURAL METHODS
SYMBOLIC METHODS
SEMANTIC METHODS

ACCOMPLISHED READING

READING: SOI ADVANCED ABILITIES
COMPREHENDING SEMANTIC INTERRELATIONS (CMS)
EVALUATING SEMANTIC INTERRELATIONS (EMS)
PRODUCING SEMANTIC SYSTEMS (NMS)
INVENTING SEMANTIC SYSTEMS (DMS)
COMPREHENDING VERBAL TRANSFORMATIONS (CMT)
DISCRIMINATING VERBAL TRANSFORMATIONS (EMT)
PRODUCING VERBAL TRANSFORMATIONS (NMT)
DESIGNING VERBAL TRANSFORMATIONS (DMT)
COMPREHENDING SEMANTIC IMPLICATIONS (CMI)
JUDGING SEMANTIC CONSEQUENCES (EMI)
PRODUCING SEMANTIC IMPLICATIONS (NMI)
DERIVING NOVEL SEMANTIC CONSEQUENCES (DMI)

Copyright 1962 SOI Insmige

CRITICAL THINKING: SEMANTIC

ANALYTIC REASONING (CRITICISM, TEXT ANALYSIS)
INFtRENTIAL REASONING (FORENSICS)
DEDUCTIVE REASONING (VERBAL LOGIC)
INDUCTIVE REASONING (HYPOTHESES GENERATION)
CECISION MAKING (PRACTICAL JUDGMENT)
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FIGURE 3

SOf Abilities to Basic Learning Skills
Through Curriculum to Critical Thinking

ARITHMETIC: SOI FOUNDATIONAL ABILITIES

COMPREHENSION OF NUMERICAL PROGRESSIONS (CSS)
SELECTING CORRECT NUMERICAL PROCESSES (ESS)
APPLICATION OF NUMERICAL FACTS (NSS)
AUDITORY ATTENDING AND CONCENTRATION (MSU A)
AUDITORY SEQUENCING (MSS 8)
CONCEPTUALIZING ARITHMETIC PROCESSES (ESC)

MATHEMATICS: SOI ABILITIES

I

ARITHMETIC

CONSTANCY OF OBJECTS IN SPACE (CFS) 0
SPATIAL CONSERVATION (CET) 0
COMPREHENSION OF ABSTRACT RELATIONS (CSR)
INFERENTIAL MEMORY (MSI) o
FORMAL REASONING AND LOGIC (NSI)

SOI ADVANCED SYMBOLIC ABILITIES

COMPREHENDING SYMBOLIC INTERRELATIONS (CSS)
EVALUATING SYMBOLIC INTERRELA1 IONS (ESS)
PROBLEM SOLUTIONS OF SYMBOLIC SYSTEMS (NSS)
INVENTING SYMBOLIC SYSTEMS (DSS)
COMPREHENDING NOTATIONAL TRANSFORMATIONS (CST)
DISCRIMINATING NOTATIONAL TRANSFORMATIONS LEST)
PRODUCING NOTATIONAL TRANSFORMATIONS (NST)
DESIGNING NOTATIONAL TRANSFORMATIONS (DST)
COMPREHENDING SYMBOLIC IMPLICATIONS (CSI)
JUDGING SYMBOLIC CONSEQUENCES (ESI)
PRODUCING SYMBOLIC IMPLICATIONS (NSI
DERIVING NOVEL SYMBOLIC CONSEQUENCES (DSI)
JUDGING SYMBOLIC DETAILS (ESU)

MATHEMATICS

Lilt
n 0

-0 co

zo,r2

ANALYTIC REASONING (SYMBOLIC TRANSLATION)
INFERENTIAL REASONING (PROBLEM SOLVING, DEBUGGING)
DEDUCTIVE REASONING (SYMBOLIC LOGIC, NOTATIONAL LANGUAGE)
DECISION MAKING (PROGRAM DESIGN)

Copyright 1962 SOI Institute

MANIPULATIVES
ROTE SKILLS
PAPER/PENCIL
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FIGURE 4

Developmental Aspects of Presenting Critical Thinking Abilities

SUBJECT MATTER REASONING ABILITY

' inguage Arts/Reading Basic
Concept formation
Differentiating concepts
Comprehenchng verbal relations
Comprehending verbal systems

Enrichment
Memory for implied meanings
Judging verbal implications
Problem solving
Interpreting verbal meanings
Using analogical ideas
Creative writing
Creative interpretation
Creative grammatics

Arithmetic, Mathematics, Basic

Science Preparation Comprehending space
Conserving abstracts in spatial perspectives
Deduction/formal logic
Inductive reasoning
Decision making

Enrichment
Discriminating notational transformations
Producing notational nansformations
Compreitending inferences
Judging symbolic results
Producing symbolic implications
Creative consequences

SOI TEACHING
MODULES

CFC
EFC

CMR
CMS

MMI
EMI
NST
NMR
NMI
DMU
DMT
DMS

CFS
CFT
NSI
ESS

ESC

EST

DST
CMI
ESI

NSI
DS!

GRADE

Primary
Primary
Primary
Elementary

Elem.-H.S.
Elem.-H.S.
All
H.S.
Elem.-H S.
All
High School
Efem.-H.S.

All
All
Elem.-H.S.

All

High Schoo
High Schoo
High Schoo
High Schoo
High Schoo
High Schoo

verbal ( semantic) intelligence. Figure 2 defines specific
kinds of thinking abilities.

Just as IQ tests are global and nonspecific, a general,
unspecified critical thinking program does not provide in-
formation as to kinds of thinking or their requisites. For
this reason we need a roadmap for teaching higher-level
thinking abilities and an assessment method to chart diag-
nostically where students are and where we have taken
them.

Figure 3 lists the sequence of abilities required for
brinvig students to critical thinking competency, which
builds on arithmetic and mathematics knowledge. Once
students have mastered the foundational abilities necessary
for learning basic arithmetic, they can perform successfully
in mathematics provided they have also developed the in-
termediate spatial abilities. Figure 3 lists the kinds of think-
ing abilities students need for competency in computer lit-
eracy, algebra, mechanical drawing, and geometry By

mastering the contents of these disciplines, students are
prepared to develop the abilities necessary for critical
Winking. analytic reasoning, inferential reasoning, deduc-
tive and inductive reasoning, and decision making At this
stage, content is symbolic and notational and sometimes

figural-spatial

A Plan for A Critical Thinking Curriculum
There are differences between critical thinking abili-

ties and learning abilities and between the kinds of critical
thinking abilities required for a verbal curriculum and a
quantitative curriculum. There are also developmental dif-
ferences in the sequence and levels of difficulty of those
abilities. The developmental aspects of presenting critical
thinking abilities are shown in Figure 4

Educators are always faced with choosing the kind of
program best suited to the needs of their students and
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their budgets This brief description of the Structure of In-
tellect attempts to show the complexity of critical thinking
abilities and the importance of separating verbal and quan-
titative preparation. SOI allows us to start even our young-
est students on the ladder of developing higher-level rea-
soning and critical thinking abilities. More importantly,
because SO! assessments are teacher-group administered,
they allow alministrators to evaluate the effectiveness of
any change in the curriculum by providing assessment in
formation both before and after the change has been made

The negative aspect of using SOI assessments and ma-
terials concerns their comprehensiveness. To use SOI re-
quires training and retraining. (I) teachers need training
in diagnostic procedures, and (2) SOI materials require
specific methodology Educators hold many notions about
the immutability of intelligence. Retraining requires, at the
least, a two-day staff development seminar.

The advantage of using SOI is that it defines 90 think-
ing abilities ranging from the basic foundational level to ad
ranted higher-order thinking abilities The greatest pay-off

DEVELOPING MINDS: A RESOURCE BOOK FOR TEACHING THINKING

is increased academic achievement as measured by stand-
ardized achievement tests. SOI is complex and at the samc
time precise. It is this very precise clarity that makes it
such a powerful tool for education.
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Instrumental Enrichment

Frances R. Link

There is no curriculum development u, about staff
development

Frances Link

mproving the overall cognitive performance of the low-

achieving adolescent demands a broad scale atrategy of
intervention that focuses not on any specific skills or

subject, but rather on the process of learning itself. Instru-
mental Enrichment is such a program. a direct and focused
attack on those mental processes which, through absence,
fragility; or inefficiency, are to blame for poor intellectual or
academic performance

The core of the Instrumental Enrichment program
which was developed by Reuven Feuerstein, an Israeli clin-
ical psychologistis a three-year series of problem -sole ing
tasks and exercises that are grouped in 14 areas of specific
cognitive development They are called instruments rather
than lessons because in themselves they are .. irtually free
of specific subject matter. Each instrument's true goal is not
the learner's acquisition of information but the deelop-
ment, refinement, and crystallization of those functions
prerequisite to effective thinking (see Figure 1, p. 194). In
terms of behavior, Instrumental Enrichment's ultimate aim
is to transform retarded performers, to alter their charac
reristically passive and dependent cognitive style to that of
active, self-motivated, independent thinkers

The Instruraents
The instruments provide sufficient material for one

period lessons given two to five days a week. Although a
three-year sequence is recommended, the program may

be implemented in two sears, depending on the class cur-
riculum and students' needs. Instrumental Enrichment is
intended not to replace traditional content areas, but as a
supplement to help students get the most out of all oppor-
tunities to learn and grow, and to make bridges to all sub-
ject areas.

In the first-year curriculum students use the following
instruments:

Organization of Dotshelps students find the rela-
tionshipsshapes, figures, and other attributesamong a
field of dots, much the way one picks out constellations in
the night sky. In this way they begin developing strategies
for linking perceived events into a system yielding compre-
hensible information that can be a basis for understanding
and logical response.

Orientation in Space Ipromotes the creation of spe-
cific strategies fur differentiating frames of reference in
space, such as left, right, front, and back.

Comparisonfosters precise perception, the ability
to discriminate by attribute (equal/ unequal, similar/dis-
similar), and the judgment necessary to identify and evalu-
ate similarities and differences.

Analytic Perceptionaddresses the ability to analyze
component parts in order to find how they relate to each
other as well as how they ,ontribute to the overall character
of the whole they compose.

In the second-year curriculum, students use these
instruments:

Categorizationhelps students learn the underlying
principles and strategies for creating conceptual sets and
categories, a vital prerequisite for higher mental
processing
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FIGURE 1

Instrumental Enrichment Cognitive Functions

I. GATHERING ALL THE INFORMATION WE NEED (INPUT)
1. Using our senses (listening, seeing, smelling, tasting, touching,

feeling) to gather clear and complete information (clear per-
ception)

2. Using a system or plan so that we do not skip or miss some-
thing important or repeat ourselves (systematic exploration).

3. Giving the thing we gather through our senses and our expe-
rience a name so that we can remember it more clearly a id
talk about it (labeling).

4 Describing things and events in terms of t here and when they
occur (temporal and spatial referents).

5. Deciding on the characteristics of a thing or event that always
stays the same, even when changes take place (conservation,
constancy, and object permanence).

6 Organizing the information we gather by considering more
than one thing at a time (using two sources of information).

7. Being precise and accurate when it matters (need for preci-
sion).

II. USING THE INFORMATION WE HAVE GATHERED
(ELABORATION)
1. Defining the problem, what we are being asked to do, and

what we must figure out (analyzing disequilibilum)
2. Using only that part of the information we have gathered that

is relevant, that is, that applies to the problem and ignoring
the rest (relevance).

3 Having a good picture in our mind o' what we are looking for
or what we must do (interiorization).

4. 'Raking a plan that will include the steps we need to take to
reach our goal (planning behavior).

5 Remembering and keeping in mind the various pieces of in-
formation we need (broadening our mental field).

b. Looking for the relationship by which separate objects, events,
and experiences can be tied together (projecting relation
ships).

7. Comparing objects and experiences to others to see what is
similar and what is different (comparative behavior,.

8 Finding the class or set to which the new object or experience
belongs (categorization).

9 Thinking about different possibilities and figuring out whe(
would happen if we were to choose one or another (hypo-
thetical thinking).

10 Using logic to prove things and to defend our opinion (logical
evidence).

III EXPRESSING THE SOLUTION TO A PROBLEM (OUTPUT)
1. Being clear and precise in our language to be sure that there

is no question as to what the answer is. Putting ourselves into
the "shoes" of the listener to be sure that our answers will be
understood (overcoming egocentric communication).

2. Thinking things through before we answer instead of imme-
diately trying to answer and making a mistake, and then trying
again (overcoming trial and error).

3 Counting to ten (at least) so that we do not say or de something
we will be sorry for later (restraining impulsive behavior).

4. Not fretting or panicking if for some reason we cannot answer
a question even though we "know" the answer. Leaving the
question for a little while and then, when we return to it, using
a strategy to help us find the answer (overcoming blocking).

Instructionsemphasizes the use of language as a
system for both encoding and decoding operational pro
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cesses on levels of varying complexity Exercises focus on
critiquing instruction, rewriting instructions to supply
missing relevant data, ard treating instructions and direc-
tions for others to follow.

Temporal Relationsaddresses chronological time,
biological time, ard other tempura! relations. Students
learn to isolate the factors involved in evaluating or predict-
ing outcomestime, distance velocityand to find the in-
terrelationships among those factors.

Numerical Progressionspromotes the ability to per-
ceive and understand principles and formulas manifested
in numerical patterns.

Family Relationspromotes understanding of how in-
dividual roles in hierarchical organizations define the net-
work of relationships that are encountered in daily lite and
work.

Illustrationsencourages spontaneous awareness
that a problem exists, analysis of why it exists, and projec-
tion of cause-and-effect relationships.

In the third-year curriculum. students are introduced
to four instruments:

Thansitive Relations and Syllogismsfoster higher-
level abstract and inferential thought. Thansitive Relations
deals with drawing inferences from relationships that can
be described in terms of "greater than," "equal to," or "less
than." Syllogisms deals with formal propositional logic and
aims at promoting inferential thinking based on local evi-
dence. Students learn to critique analytic premises and
propositions.

Representational Stencil Designrequires students
to analyze a complex figure, identify its components, and
then recreate the whole mentally in color, shape, size, and
orientation.

Orientation in Space ///complements earlier instru-
ments by extending students' understanding of relative po-
sitions from a personal orientation to the stable external
system represented by the points of the compass.

Mediated learning experience may be viewed as the
means by which nascent, elementary cognitive sets and
habits are transformed into the bases for effective thinking.
Consequer tly, the earlier and die more children are sub-
jected to mediated learning experience, the greater will be
their capacity to effi,,iently perceive, understand, and re-
spond to information and stimulatiun in and out of schocl.

Teacher Training

Whatever the particular focus cf an instrument, its
larger purpose is always the further development of stu-
dents' conscious thought processes and their discovery of
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practical applications of those processes in and out of
school. In this effort, teachers Slay- Lhe crucial tole as me-
diating agents.

Teacher training involves a minimum of 45 hours of in-

195

service annually, plus on-the-job use of exercises in the
classroom, if possible, while training is in process. 11-ain-
ing programs are custom-designed to fit the inservice
schedules of school systems.

Deve!cper:

Goal.

Sample skills.

Assumptions:

Instrumental Enrichment

Reuven Feuerstein

To develop thinking and problem-solving abilities in order to become an autonomous learner.

Cla.,sification,comparison, orientation in space, recognizing relationships, following diieftions, planning, organizing,
logical reasoning, inductive and deductive reasoning, synthesizing.

Intelligence is dynamic (modifiable), not static.
Cognitive development requires direct intervention over time to build the mental processes for learning to learn.
Cognitive development requires mediated learning experiences.

Intended audience: Upper elementary, middle, and secondary levels.

Profess.

Time.

Available from:

Students do paper-and-pencil instruments,' which are introduced by teachers and followed by discussions for insight to
bring about transfer of learning. The teacher becomes the mediating agent. The cognitive tasks en the materials of instruction
are not subject-specific but parallel the subject matter being taught by the teacher.

Two to three hours a week (plus bridging to subject matter and life skills) over a two- to three-year period.

Curriculum Development Associates, Inc.
Suite 414, 1211 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
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Strategic Reasoning

John J. Glade and Howard Citron

Educators have long realized that major advances in
education begin with sound educational theory that
can he translated into practical, easy-to-implement

instructional methods and materials. Any effort to improve
students' thinking and reasoning abilities must necessarily
meet the stringent test of hands-on classroom application,
and can do so only by satisfying key criteria inherent in the
school settii!g.

The University Urban Schools National Task Forcea
committee of professors, research'rs, school superintend-
ents, and curriculum directorshas developed a list of cri-
teria for thinking improvement programs (Anderson,
1983) These are.

1. The program can be taught to teachers in a rela-
tively short time

2 The program has available materials for use by
students.

3 The program provides a balanced approach to the
treatment of content and mental operations or processes

4. The program can be integrated into the current or-
ganizational framework of schools (that is, courses orga-
nized around subject matters).

5 Research evidence exists concerning the effective-
ness of the program in enabling students to reason well

The Strategic Reasoning program satisfies each of
these criteria It is designed for use with students from the
4th grade through community college level, and can be
used in English, reading, math, social studies, and science

courses. Fur any given population of students, appropriate
instructional levels are identified and assigned.

Program Goals
Strategic Reasoning is a cognitive skills program for

teaching students the fundamental thinking skills, reason-
ing abilities, and problem-solving techniques for function-
ing effectively in and out of school. Students learn how to
process, analyze, and create information that helps them
make sense of the world, solve problems of all kinds; and
meet their personal life goals. The program has four spe-
cific goals:

1 Build students' metacognitive awareness of their
fundamental thinking skills and reasoning abilities, which
can be applied and transferred to all areas of learning and
problem solving.

2. Improve students' ability to use their fundamental
thinking skills for critical thinking and higher-order prob-
lem solving.

3 Increase students' ability to verbalize their thinking
by stating reasons, explanations, arguments, and questions.

4. Develop students' ability to consciously apply and
transfer their natural thinking skills to nonacademic ( IQ-
type) material, interdisciplinary subject matters, and real-
life problem solving.

Strategic Reasoning addresses the needs of teachers,
as well. The program contains all student and teacher ma-
terials required to fulfill the above instructional goals; no
teacher-developed materials are necessary. Fut they, the
teacher materials are designed so that extensive teacher
training is not needed. However, an experienced cadre of
consultants is available to provide staff development when
desired.
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Program Philosophy
The program is based on the hypothesis that deliber-

ate cognitive development can be taught to all students
within the regular classroom Its methodology for fulfilling
this goal is grounded in the theoretical and practical re-
search of Albert Upton, Profes:,or Emeritus of Whittier Col-
lege. Upton's work has shown that through formalized ed-
ucation, training, and exercise in the performance of six
fundamental thinking skillswith emphasis on the verbal-
ization of thinking processesstudents can become better
learners, reasoners, and problem solvers In addition, stu-
dents car learn to generalize the performance of their
thinking skills. to transfer their thinking skills to an} situa
tion involving intellectual functioning, including academic
subject areas and real-life behavior (Upton, 1961, Upton and
Samson, 1963, :,runelle, 196').

A major strength of the Upton methodology lies in its
linking of several discrete, successful cognitive develop-
ment strategies. Various elements of the approach are sup
ported by the work of Gordon (1961), Infielder and Piaget
(1958), Levi (1965), and Osborn (1963) Whimbey (19-5,
1980) has confirmed the importance of students' conscious
verbalization of their thinking processes

Upton's Research
For over _0 years, Upton researched the role of con-

sc ous thinking in learning tasks involving information pro-
cessing, language comprehension and usage, problem solv-
ing, and creativity He focused on how individuals
consciously used their minds in performing these tasks.
This research produced two main findings (Upton, 1961).

1. There are six primary, natural thinking skills that
underlie performance of learning, reasoning, and problem
solving.

2. Although everyone has the capacity to perform
these six thinking skills, tilt ability to use them produc-
tively depends on experience and training

In 1960 Upton designed a thinking improvement
course that came to be called "Graded Exercises in Analy-

sis." The course objectives were to make students aware
that they use a basic set of six thinking skills when they
think; improve their ability to use these skills, enhance
their verbalization of their thinking processes, and in-
crease their ability to use the skills as a model for proc,tss-
ing information and solving problems

Upton and his graduate student assistants taught this
course to 280 college freshmen over an eight-month per-
iod using a standardized intelligence test as the pre- and
post-measure of students' overall thinking ability The re-
sults showed that the average IQ score increased by 10.5

points, with some students gaining 20 points and one gain-
ing 32 points (Hechinger, 1960). As Upton explains:

[The approach] teaches til2 relationship between "words and
things It applies the scientific method to language and commu-
nication and thereby to thinking and understanding , We don't
know whether native intelligence- ma} be increased, because
we don't know what it is, but we can train people to solve prob-
lems they could not solve before

The Six Thinking Skills
The results obtained from the 'Graded Exercises in

Analysis' course revealed that instruction and practice in
six fundamental thinking skills result in (Arail improve-
ments in mental performance The six thinking skills Upton

isolated are:
1. Thing-Makingperceiving and mentally identify-

ing things through word names, symbols, or mental im-
ages. For example. identifying that a structure in which you
store money is called a bank but that alert is also a thing
identified as a river bank, or that a skull-and-crossbones
symbolizes danger. This skill is tht basis for vocabulary de-
velopment, context inferencing, and all communication be-
cause it embodies word reference, knowledge, perception,
and association.

2. Qualificationanalyzing the characteristics of
things. For example: analyzing that a certain pen is six
inches long, cylindrical, smooth, easily held, and produces
blue ink, characterizing the United States as democratic,
civilized, large, and powerful. The better we describe the
characteristics of things, the better we comprehend them,
fit them to purposes, compare and contrast them with
other things, and creatively change or improve them

3. Classificationorganizing things into groups ac-
cording to shared characteristics. For example classifying a
pen with a pencil, typewriter, and word processor as writ-
ing instruments; grouping the United States with England
and France as Western nations, organizing specific state-
ments under a general idea or heading The better we clas-
sify, the better we organize any set of data, form general
concepts, and perform such reasoning as syllogistic logic

4. Structure Analysisanalyzing and creating part-
whole relationships. For example. analyzing that a chair is a
structure physically composed of and defined by a seat,
back, two arms, and four legs, that a dry cell has chambers,
a zinc electrode, and a copper electrode; that an essay can
he created by arranging individual paragraphs Compe-
tently analyzing and creating part-whole relationships un-
derlie our comprehension of the composition and struc-
ture of things, reveal key ingredients, and build spatial
reasoning skill.

5. Operation Analysissequencing things, events, or
thoughts into a logical order. For example ordering people
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from tallest to shortest, arranging criteria from most im-
portant to least important, cumplenng a timeline, planning
the steps for an experiment or solving a problem. The more
logically we order things, the better we comprehend serial
relationships of all types, follow the steps of any process,
identify cause-effect relationships, and make plans and pre-
dictions.

6. Seeing Analogiesrecognizing similar relation-
ships. For example: recognizing that a writer uses a pen as
an artist uses a paintbrush, that Vietnam was to the United
States what Angola was to Cuba, that the structure of an
atom is similar to the structure of an egg. This skill is the
application of the information produced by all of the other
thinking skills. It provides the basis fJr problem sulking in-
sight when we recognize similar problems, for compre-
hending metaphors when we recognize the analogy being
expressed, and fur understanding the mathematical con-
cepts of ratio and proportion.

These six thinking shills are fundamental elements of
all learning, reasoning, and problem solving, regardless of
content. Pour thinkers perform these skills weakly,
good' thinkers perform them well. "Pour- thinkers du

not know how to apply the skills to different subject areas,
"good- thinkers do so consciously

The Stages of Strategic Reasoning
Strategic Reasoning incorporates Upton's methodol-

ogy into a formal, easy-to-implement classroom pro& am.
Specifically, Strategic Reasoning includes four stages of
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thinking improvement instruction (Figure 1) Each stage
represents a central objective essential to improving stu-
dents' cognitive functioning. Most important, each stage
has a complete set of student and teacher materials re-
quired for fulfilling its objective, no additional materials
are needed

Stage 1

Objective. To build students' metacegnitive abilities by
developing their knowledge of the six fundamental think-
ing skills and how they use these skills to communicate,
learn, reason, and solve problems.

The focus in this stage is on making students aware
that their th;nking involves systematically using the six
basic thinking skills and that they can learn to become bet-
ter thinkers. Instruction involves using the following mate-
rials and strategies.

Components and Strategies. Instructional materials
consist of an eight-lesson multimedia kit entitled Introduc-
ing Thinking Skills and an accompanying Thinking Skills
Poster Set. Each lesson is designed to take approximately
one class period, with supplemental activities included for
teachers wishing to expand their instruction. Throughout
the eight lessons, the teacher guides students to an aware-
ness of their possession and use of the six basic thinking
skills. Students explore examples of how they use these
skills in their everyday thinking, and the teacher outlines
metacognitive strategies needed to use the skills most ef-
fectively,

Introduction to
Thinking Skills

Introducing
Thinking Skills

Kit
Thinking Sktlls

Poster Set

FIGURE 1

The Four Instructional Stages of the
Strategic Reasoning" Program

STAGE 2

Nonacademic
Thinking Skill

L)* L)*
Development

Student Skillbook
Level (Easy, Medium,

and Difficult)
Teacher's Guide to
Student Skillbook

Level (Easy, Medium,
and Difficult)

STAGE 3

Transfer of
Thinking Skills to
Academic Study

One of
Student Skillbook

Levels 3-7
Teacher's Guide to

to that
Skillbook

STAGE

WM-

4

Application of
Thinking Skills

to Real-Life
Problem Solving

Artifact Reading
Toward Conscious
Comprehension

Kit
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FIGURE 2

A Sample of Nonacademic Exercises
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The Teacher's Manual for this kit includes all lesson
plans needed to complete this stage All activities are
teacher directed, with whole-class participation, brief in
duration, inductive/exploratory in nature, oriented around
group discussion, and designed to accommodate students
of all ability levels and to draw on the creative thinking tal-

ents of students and teachers alike.

Stage 2
Objective To increase the level of students' cognitive

proficiency through structured training in the performance
of each of the six fundamental thinking skills as a tool for
communication, learning, reasoning, and problem solving.

The focus is on improving students' ability to perform

each of the six thinking skills while processing and solving

a structured set of nonacademic, IQ-type exercises.
Components and Strategies Students first study a

skillbook entitled EASY and later progress to skillbooks
MEDIUM and DIFFICULT. There is a detailed Teacher's
Guide, including an expanded solution key, for each skill-
book. Each student skillbook requires about six to ten

hours of classroom time. In each skillbook, students solve
approximately 100 carefully sequenced, nonacademic ex-
ercises, such as the samples in Figure 2. Through individ-

ual work and teacher-guided group oiscussion, students
progressively improve their ability to use each of the six
thinking skills when interpreting information and solving

problems.
An oral group discussion of all exercises is a key ele-

ment in this thinking improvement process for several rea-

sons. First, the results of Upton's work indicate that stu-
dents think better and more clearly when they put their
thinking into spoken words Second, many of the exercises

are divergent in nature, allowing for more than one correct
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answer. Group discussion allows students to share their
personal thinking and reasoning with one another. Third,
students often learn more about problem-solving styles and

strategies from their peers than from the teacher. Finally,

when a student's answer is incorrect, asking that student to
explain his or her reasoning will often result in "hearing"
the mistake in thinking and lead to a self-correcting solu-

tion.
Strategic Reasoning embodies an innovative instruc-

tional feature within the expanded solution key of the
Teacher's Guide. Unlike most answer keys, this guide pro-
vides the teacher not only with the correct or most appro-
priate answer to a given exercise, but also with the follow-

ing teacher aids:
The specific thinking skill(s) required to solve any

exercise.
The reasoning supporting the correct answer
Possible alternative answers, both correct and in-

correct.
The reasoning supporting or refuting those an-

swers.
The reason why one answer is more appropriate

than others.
Ideas for expanding the exercise

The sample in Figure 3 (p 200) is an excerpt from the

expanded solution key.

Stage 3
Objective. To develop students' ability to consciously

transfer and apply their thinking skills to learning, compre-

hending, analyzing, communicating about, and solving
problems with academic material

Because conscious application and transfer of thinking
skills to academic study do not seem to be intuitive or au-
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FIGURE 3

Sample From the Expanded Solution Key

To academic curriculum to increase content mastery

EASY
Study the example then tlioaise from me
numbered items and write your answer

MODERATE
Read and explain this analogy

DIFFICULT
Complete tM statements WI°, by writing .n words selected from the following

seseasity; peceseary; state; ackieveweest ashlers

33 to as moth brain

at

computer ladermelessne Is a - is order Is ( ) (
father

neuron system wiring system
Nadia 4 - seal...nos at tM United
Hales la the pease way. eostideses Is a

1) moth 2) mother 3) mole b. la order tee masa ) es (

electricity electricity meow at bow mod ow Ma Job.
Writs an analogy that will *sprees the )

a bat as sit

batter
1) site 2) down 3) miter Was in the above statements

tumatic in many cases, and beLause it is typically unrealis
tic to rely on the teacher to develop necessary materials,
Strategic Reasoning includes a series of exercises drawn
from a variety of academe. disciplines. These exercises in-
tegrate sti,dents' mastery of academic content with their
thinking improvement. Transfer is concretely addressed
and sucLessively applied to inLreasingly complex material.
The sample exeruses in Figure 4 show three different aca-
demic disciplines to which the Seeing Analogies thinking
skill is applied.

Components and Strategies. This stage entails about
15-20 classroom periods. Students study an appropriate ac-

anemic skillbiok determined by their grade reading level.
There Are seven skillbooks, numbered from Level 3
through Level 9, with corresponding Teacher's Guide.
Each skillbook contains five units of academic content-
based thinking improvement instruction. Each unit consists
of a short reading selection followed by a set of exercises
called "Logic and Comprehension." The reading selections
have b.en carefully chosen to represent diverse subject
areas. The "Logic and Comprehension" exercises are
thinking skills exercises and problems designed to build
students' ability to master the information presented in the
selections. Through completing these units, the goal of

FIGURE 4

Sample Applications of the Seeing Analogies Thinking Skill

11. Which drawing (a, b, or c) goes in the blank space?

BEST COPY 1-\ VA1LA2LE

a

2
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transfer:ing thinking ability ' -urn nonacademic to academic
material is achieved Transfer becomes t unsciues And not-
ural.

Stage 4

Objective. Tu improve students' ability to consciously
apply and transfer their thinking skills to analyzing, com-
prehending, communicating about, and solving problems
involving real-life situations

The ultimatf, rule of all education is to improve the
quality of an individual's life, that is, to make that inch% id-
ual successfui in the real world and not merely able to sur-
vive. Strategic Reasoning ensures that students are pro-
vided with formal instruction in the conscious application
and transfer of thinking ability to everyday problems Thus,
Stage 4 is the culmination of the cognitive impruement ac-
complished during the preceding three instructional
stages.

This t.tage involves the we of one of the two multime-
dia instructional kits outlined below. Each kit presents a
major social ur emotional problem and includes important
concepts that challenge students lives every day.

Components Kit #1''2087 A.D. (Theme Identity ).
We all experience some loss of identity in a world that
treats the individual as a computer entry, w 2 are known by
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our social security numbers, student ID's, and so un We
talk to and art instructed by machines. \%e struggle for per-
sonality in a world increasingly impersonal in nature

Kit #2"Bug Off" (Theme: Rivalry). Rivalry affects all
of our actions in school, on the job, and in our social lives.
It is a concept that is built into our world system and that
we must deal with effectively to successfully achieve our
life goals.

Strategies Each of these kits is a multimedia, whole-
class learning experience. They give students the chance to
use their thinking skills in personal, ur,tructured,
situations. In each case, a real-life situation is dramatized
un audio( ipe and through a collection of "artifacts" (let-
ters, photos, personal notes, and so on).

Students start by listening to the audiutape and exam-
ining the artifacts in order to discern and identify the prob-
lem represented and the features of that problem. Then,
through a set of teacher prompts and questions included in
the Teach,:r's Guide to the kit, students apply their thinking
skills to analyzing the problem, interpreting the informa-
tion presented, drawing un personal experiences, and sug-
g,.oting potential solutions to the problem. Throughout, the
students must verbalize the thinking skills they are using to
ensure that thinking has now truly become a conscious,
controllable talent.

Developer

Goal

Skills

Assumptions

Strategic Reasoning

John Glade, based on Albert Upton's "Design for Thinking" model

Teach the conscious thinking Adis students must have to function effectively in school and in real life

Thing-making (identification)
Qualification (description)
Classification (organization)
Structure Analysis (part-whole relations)
Operation Analysis (sequencing)
Seeing Analogies

Six thinking skills form the fundamental core of all thinking and problem solving
Instruction in the six thinking skills improves both school and real-life performance and success.
Thinking instruction must be integrated with, not sepai_ted from, regular classroom learning.

Intended audience All types of students from the 4th grade up

Process

Time.

Available from:

Students do group activities and paper-and-pencil exercises. Teachers lead discussions of plubleni-yulvinb processes and
rationales. Program materials provide for trans,14,ri hum develupmental IQ-type exercises to subject- matter exercises, then
to life applications

One period per week

Innovative Sciences, Inc
Park Square Station
P.O Box 15129
Stamford, Cl 06901-0129

4 s
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Field Effectiveness Data
The effectiveness of the Strategic Reasoning program

has been demonstrated by a wealth of test data such as the
following:

Orin Glick (1975), Director of Program Evaluation
for the Franklin Pierce Schools in Tacoma, Washington, re-
ports that nine of ten instructional groups scor?d gains in
IQ, measured by the verbal and nonverbal intelligence sub
tests of the Short Form Test of Academic Aptitude

Barbara Spear and others (1977) report that an Or
ange Coast College studem population having IQ's lower
than 94 increased their scores on the Peabody Individual
Achievement Test.

In a study by Raul Besteiro (1980), Superintendent
oi the Brownsville Independent School District in Texas,
below-average junior high students achieved a mean gain
five times that expected on the SRA Achievement Series in
Reading.

Laura D. Harckham (1979), independent evaluator
for the New Rochelle School District in New York, has con-
ducted a longitudinal study assessing the effectiveness of
continued study by the same students over three successive
school years. Below-average 7th grade students who suc-
cessively studied the system in 7th, 8th, and 9th grade
a^hieved mean gains two and one-half times those ex-
pected for that period on the Iowa sub-tests in both vocab-
ulary and comprehension.

In Tulsa, Oklahoma, Superintendent Larry ;:xnke
and Larry Alexander (1984) report that 251 regular 6th
graders increased on average from the 32nd to 40th per-
centile in Growth Scale Value and from 95 to 99 in Intelli-
gence Quotient, as measured by the Educational Abilities
Series of the SRA Test Battery. In a separate Chapter I pro-
gram, 287 junior high students achieved in two and a half
instructional months mean gains on the Gates MacGinine
Reading Test of five months in Vocabulary; seven months in
Comprehension, and seven months in Total Score

Mastering Thinking
Strategic Reasoning satisfies each of the five criteria for

thinking improvement programs identified by the Univer-
sity Urban Schools National Task Force It requires miniiiial
staff development, supplies all of the student and teacher
materials needed to provide the full scope of thinking im-
provement instruction, effectively links nonacademic think-
ing improiement with the direct transfer of thinking to ac
ademic and real-life content, is easily implemented within

DEVELOPING MINDS: A RESOURCE BOOK FOR TEACHING THINKING

regular school courses, by regular subject area teachers,
and has a proven history of thinking improvement gains.

Through the careful, guided instruction in thinking
provided in the cognitive exercises of Strategic Reasoning,
students will strain their mental muscles in much the same
way that weightlifters and runners strain their muscles to
improve their performance. What might this increased
strength do for students? Evidence indicates that when stu-
dents master the methods of thinking, they develop greater
self-confidence and a better self-image. AL , they are mo-
tivated to apply themselves to learning and solving prob-
lems in all areas, and they become more successful at both.
Finally, they discover that virtually any subject area, prob-
lem, or goal can be mastered with success.
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The CoRT Thinking Program

Edward de Bono

Creativity invoh'es breaking out of established pat-
terns in order to look at things in a different way

Edward de Bono

Atmajor trend may be developing in education toward
he direct teaching of thinking as a skill I intend in
this article to answer two basic questions related

to this trend, First, what is thinking' And second, how can
we teach thinking directly' My answers spring from 16
years of experience in the field During this time I devel-
oped an instructional program on thinking skills that is
now used by several million schoolchildren in man} differ-
ent countries and cultures.

Of course, some educatc,i s believe that thinking is
simply a matter of innate intelligence. Two corollaries fol-
low from this belief 1) we do not have to do anything spe-
cific to help highly intelligent individuals learn how to
think, and 2) there is little we can do to help less intelligent
individuals learn how to think Thus those who hold this
belief rest content Yet many highly intelligent individuals
often seem to be rather ineffective thinkers. Such people
are often good at reactive thinking and puzzle solvingbut
less able to think about topics that require a broader view
They may show cleverness, but not wisdom

I prefer to see the relationship between intelligence
and thinking as similar to the relationship between a car
and its driver Engineering determii.;n the innate potential
of the car, but the skill with which the car is driven must be
learned and practiced. Thus I would define thinking as the
operating skill with which intelligence acts upon
experience

What, then, is the relationship of information to think-

ing? It seems ohs, iuus to me that God can neither think nor
ha%e a sense of humor. Perfect knowledge precludes the
need to move from one arrangement of knowledge to a bet-
ter one Thus perfect knowledge makes thinking unneces-
sary. Nonetheless, educators often seem to believe that we
can attain such perfect knowledge. However, even if it were
possible to absorb perfect knowledge about the past, we
can only have very partial knowledge about the future. Yet,
as soon as a youngster leaves school, he or she coil. be op-
erating in the future. Every initiative, decision, or plan will
be carried out in the future and thus will reouire thinking,
not just the sorting and re-sorting of knowledge. I have
coined the term "operacy" to stand along literacy and nu-
meracy as a primary goal of education. Operacy is the skill
of doing things, of making things happen. The type of
thinking that my program (which I will describe later)
teaches is very much concerned with operacy.

In short, information is no substitute for thinking, and
thinking is no substitute for information. The dilemma is
that there is never enough time to teach all the. information
that could usefully be taught Yet we may have to reduce the
time we spend teaching information, in order to focus in-
stead on the direct teaching of thinking skills.

The relationship between logic and thinking is like-
wise not a linear one. The computer world has a saying,
"Garbage ingarbage out." In other words, even if the
computer is working flawlessly this will not validate a given
outcome Bad logic makes for bad thinking, but good logic
(like the flawless computer) dues not insure good think-

This chapter originally appeared in Edward de Bono, "The Direct
Teaching of Thinking as a Skill," Pin Delta Kappan 64, 10 (June
1983) 703--08. Reprinted with permission
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ing Every logician knows that a conclusion is only as good
as the premises Mathematics, logic (of various sorts),
andincreasinglydata processing are excellent service
tools But the deeper we advance into the computer age,
the greater the need to emphasize the perceptual side of
thinking, which these tools serve.

Meanwhile, emotions, values, and feelings influence
thinking in three stages. We may feel a strong emotion
(e.g , fear, anger, hatred) even before we encounter a situ-
ation. More usually there is a brief period of undirected
perception, until we recognize the situation. This recog-
nition triggers emotion, which thereafter channels percep-
tion. The trained thinker should be operating in the third
mode: perception explores the situation as oadly as pos-
sible, and, in the end, emotions determine the decision.
There is no contradiction at all between emotions and
thinking The purpose of thinking is to arrange the world
so that our emotions can be applied in a valuable manner.

The relationship of perception to thinking is, to my
mind, the crucial area In the past, far too many of our ap-
prolches to thinking (e.g., mathematics, logic) have con-
cerned themselves with the "processing" aspect We are
rather good at processing but poor in the perceptual area

What do I mean by perception? Quite simply the way
our minds make sense of the world around us. Language is
a reflection of our traditional perceptions (as distinct from
the moment-to-moment ones) Understanding how percep-
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tion works is not so easy But this is a crucial poultone
that has a direct effect on the way we teach thinking

Imagine a man holding a small block of wood He re-
leases the wood, and it falls to the ground When he re-
leases it a second time, the wood moves upward This is
strange and mysterious behavior. The third time he releases
the wood, it remains exactly where it issuspended in
space This is also mysterious behavior. If I were ncw to re-
veal that, in the second instance, the man was standing at
the bottom of a swimming pool then it seems perfectly nat-
ural for the wood to float upward. In the third instance, the
man is an astronaut in orbit, thus it is perfectly natural for
the wood to remain suspended, since it is weight;ess Be-

havior that seemed strange and unaccountable suddenly
seems normal and logicalonce we have defined the "uni-
verse" in which it is taking place

The traditional universe of information handling is a
"passive" one. We record information through marks on
paper or marks on magnetic tape. We cars handle and pro-
cess that information. The marks on the surface of the pa-
per or tape and thc information itself do not alter, unless

we alter them.
An "active" system is totally different, here, the infor-

mation actually organizes itself into patterns We human
beings have self-organizing information systems. I first

wrote about them in 1969 in my book, 7 de Mechanism of
Mind' I showed then how such systems work, and I sug-
gested how the structure of a nerve network would pro-

Developer

Goal.

Sample skills

Assumptions

Intended audience

Process.

Time

Comments

Available from

CoRT (Cognitive Research Trust)

Edward de Bono

Teach thinking skills useful to everyone in and out of school

PNI Positive, Negative, Interesting
CAF: Consider All Factors

Lateral thinking, unlike vertical thinking, is not necessarily sequential, is unpredictable, and is not constrained by convention

It is not necessary to be right at every stage of the thought process nor to have everything rigidly defined.

Intelligent people are not necessarily skillful thinkers

Ages eight to 22, all a1 day levels

Students practice "operations" following "lesson notes" Teachers present and monitor the exercises

One lesson 35 minutes or longer per week for three years

Evaluation results suggest that the program leads students to take a broader view of formally posed problems

Pergamon Press, Inc
Fairview Park
Elmsford, NY 10523
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duce such pattern-making effects. My hypothesis has since
been simulated by computer, and the nerve network tui
tions substantially as I had suggesteu 2 In tLe world of in-
formation handling, the Luncept uf selluiganizing infor-
mation systems is now ,uming to the fore.' Such systems
are quite different frum uur usual computers.

Once we enter the ''uhiverse- uf alive, self organizing
systems, then the behavior of such things as perception and
creativity becomes quite dear. The processes are IL) lunger
mysterious. Just as happened with the block uf wuud, phe-
numena that seemed tu be unaccountable are suddenly
,,een tu be explicableonce we have identified the appro-
priate universe.

The function uf a self-organizing system is tu allow in-
coming experience to organize itself into patterns \Xe
could loosely compare these patterns tu the streets in a
town. the self-urganizing system is thimensely effluent, it
allows us tu get up in the morning, cross a road, recognize
friends, read and write \X allow such a pattern-making and
pattern-using system, we would spend about a month just
in crossing a road.

However, the advantages of a patterning system are
alsu its disadvantages. "Point-to-point thinking- is a good
example. In this kind of thinking, we follow a pattern from
one point to the nextand then follow the dominant pat-
tern from that next point onward In an experiment that I
conducted jointly with the Inner Lundun Edu _anon Author-
ity;4 I asked 2,4 groups of 11-year-olds to discuss the sugges-
tion that bread, fish, and milk should be free:' Although
many uf the children Lame frum deprived backgrounds, 23
uf the 24 groups uppused the idea uf free bread, fish, and
milk. The point-to-point thinking that led to this stand went
as follows. 1) the shops would be crowded, 2) the buses
going tu the shops would be crowded, 3) the bus driers
would demand mure mune}, 4 ) the drivers would nut get
mure money, and they would gu un strike, 5) uther peuple
would go on strike as well, and 6) there would be chaos
so giv ing away bread, fish, and milk is a bad idea. Thus can
point-to-point thinking lead us astray, as we miss the forest
while fixating on the trees

However, direct teaLhing of thinking Lan offset the dis-
advantages of a patterning system. At the end uf a pilot proj-
ect on the teaching uf thinking in Venezuelan schools, fur
example, we held a press conference. A journalist attending
that conference claimed that all attempts to teach thinking
are really a form of brainwashing in western capitalist val-
ues. The journalist happened tu be wearing spectacles. Su I
removed her spectacles and asked what she used them fur.
She told me that she used the spectacles in order to see
things more clearly. I then explained that the perceptual
touls we were teaLhing in the lessons un thinking served
the same purpose. The tools enable youngsters to scan
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their experiences so that they can see things mure clearly
and mure broadly A better map uf the world is the result
These thinkers can still retain their original values and
Lhuices, however. Giving spectacles to nearsighted individ-
uals enables them to see three glasses un a tableLuntain-
ing wine, orange juice, and milk. The individuals still exer-
use chute as tu which drink each prefers. In the same way,
uur instructional program cuts aLruss cultures and ideolo-
gies The prugram is used in industrialized nations, such as
Canada and Great Britain, and in developing nations, such
as Venezuela and Malaysia, it will soon be used in Cuba,
China, and Bulgariaas well as in Catholic Ireland.

My point is that, in terms of perception, we need to
achieve two things. 1) the ability tu see things more clearly
and more broadly and 2) the. ability to see things differently
(i.e., creativity or "lateral thinking"c). As I have said, per-
ception takes place in an "active" information system. Such
ty stems allow experience tu organize itself into immensely
useful patterns, without which life wuuld be impossible
But, as I said above, the very advantages uf the patterning
system are also its disadvantages. We must overcome these
disadvantages and improve perception in two ways. in
breadth and in creativity ur lateral thinking (both uf which
tali under the heading of ehange")

Let me turn now tu the second question that I posed at
the beginning uf this article. How can we teach thinking as
a skill? Such teaching is going on right now, it is not tomor-
row's dream, but today's reality: Millions of children are in-
volved. In Venezuela, for example, 106,000 teachers have
been trained to use my program, ind every school child
takes a course in thinking. By law, Venezuelan school-
children in every grade must have twu huurs uf direct in-
struction per week in thinking skills. The contracts uf some
labur union members in Venezuela specify that their em-
ployers must make prov isiuns to teach them thinking skills.
My program is alsu in use in many other countriesin-
cluding Australia, the U.S., and Israel, as well as those na-
tions I have mentioned previously

The program of which I speak is called CoRT. (The ac-
ronym stands for Cognitive Research Trust, luLated in Cam-
bridge, England.) I have already outlined the theuretiLal
foundation fur the design uf this prugram The lessuns
themselves focus on the perceptual aspect uf thinking The
design uf the fJuls takes into account the behavior uf self-
organizing patterning systems.

The design criteria for a practical instructional pru-
gram should include the following elements,

* The prugram should be usable by teachers whu rep-
resent a w ide range uf teaching talents, nut just by the
high!, gifted or the highly qualified (The 106,000 Venezue
lan teachers were not all geniuses.)
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e The program should nut require complicated teach-
er training, since it is difficult to generalize such programs.
(The CuRT program can be used by teachers with no spe
cial training or with only simple training )

e The program should be robust enough to resist
damage as it is passed along from trainer to trainerand
thence from new trainer to teachers and, finally, to pupils.

fro The pr igram should employ parallel design so that,
if some parts of the program are badly taught and other
parts are skipped ur later forgotten, what remains is usable
and valuable in its own right. (This contrasts with hierar
LhiLal design, in which a student must grasp a bask. con
kept before moving on to the next concept layer, failure at
any concept layer in a program of this type makes the
whole system unworkable )

The program should be enjoyable for both teachers
and youngsters

The program should focus on thinking skills that
help a learner to function better in his ur her life outside of
school, not merely to become more proficient at solving
puzzles or playing games.

Before Lunsidering ways of readling thinking, we must
confront a prior question Should thinking be taught in its
own right? Certain practical Lunsideratiuns affect the an-
swer to this question For example, there are no gaps in the
school schedule as it now exists Thus it seems to make
more sense to insert thinking skills into an existing subject
area English makes a good home, because a natural syn
ergy exists between thinking and the expression of thought
in language In addition, the teaching sty le is often more
open-ended in English classes than in some other subject
areas However, the CuRT program has been used effeL
lively science teaLheis, by music teachers, and even by
physical education teachers.

Despite these praLuLal Lonsiderations, I believe that
we should have a speLifiL place in the curriculum that is set
aside for the teaching of thinking skills. This formal reLog
ninon is essential su that pupils, teachers, and parents all
recognize that thinking skills are being taught directly. In
time, I would Lertainly hope that the skills taught in the
"thinking lessons" would find thcir a} s into such subject
areas as geography, history, social studies, and science.
However, the first step is to establish "thinking" as a subject
in its own right.

This brings me to the central problem. transfer and
content Dues a generalizable ski!: of thinking exist? Many
theorists think not They believe instead that there is think
ing in mathematics, thinking in science, and thinking in
history but that in each Lase the rules are diffLtrent, just as
the rules for tvlunopuly differ from those fur chess. I du not
see this as a point of view with which I must either agree or

disagree totally Clearly, subject idioms exist. Nevertheless,
it is possible to establish both habits of mind and specific
thinking techniques that can be applied in any subject area.
For example, the willingness to look for alternatives is a
generalizable thinking habit. Arid aeliberate provocation is
a technique that can be applied to generate ideas in any
situation.

Because we cannot succeed in teaching generalizable
thinking skills through the use of specific content mate-
rials, some theorists believe that such skills cannot exist.
But there is another way of looking at the situation. the
view that generalizable thinking skills exist but cannot be
taught using specific content. My experience has led nie to
the latter view. As I have already noted with regard to the
"discussion method" of teaching thinking skills, little trans-
fer of such skills seems to take place from one situation to
another. Given the mechanics of perception and attention,
this is hardly surprising. If the subject of a discussion is in-
teresting, thenby definitionattention follows this inter-
est But this attention is not focused on the metacognitive
level, that is, participants are not thinking about the think-
ing that they are using to discuss the subject. Moreover, it
is very difficult to transfer a complex action sequence from
one situation to another. That is why the CoRT program de
liberately focuses on "tools" that can be transferred.

I have noticed among U.S. educators a tendency to try
to teach thinking through content materials. This approach
seemsto its proponents to have two merits. First, this
approach makes it easier to introduce thinking into the
curriculum, because the material must be covered anyway
(and it is already familiar to the teacher). Second, this ap-
proach seems to be killing two birds with one stone, teach-
ing thinking and teaching content. But this approach is not
effective. I am afraid that the nettle must be grasped. Either
one wishes to teach thinking effectively or merely to make
a token gesture. Attending to content distracts from attend-
ing to the thinking tools being used. Theory predicts this
outcome. you cannot build meta-patterns on one level and
experienc ;' patterns on another level at the same time. Ex-
perience backs up this expectation. Wherever there has
been an attempt to teach thinking skills and content to-
gether, the training in thinking seems to be weaker than
when those skills are taught in isolation

So what is the CoRT method? It is best to illustrate this
method with an example.

I was teaching a class of 30 boys, all 11 years of age, in
Sydney, Australia. I asked if they would each like to be given

a week for coming to school. All 30 thought this was a
fine idea. ''We could buy sweets or chewing gum .... We
could buy comics .... We could get toys without having to
ask Mum or Dad."
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I then introduced and explained a simple tool tailed
the PMI (which I v. ill describe later) The explanation took
about four minutes In groups of five, the buys applied the
PMI tool to the suggestion that they should be given $5 a
week for coming to school For three to four minutes the}
talked and thought un their own. At no time did I interfere.
I never dist ussed Cie $5 suggestion, other than to state it I

did not suggest that the youngsters consider this, think of
that, and so forth. At the end of their thinking urn-, the
groups reported back to me. The bigger bu}s would beat
us up and take the money The school would raise its
charges for meals ... Our parents would not buy us pres-
ents .... Who would decide how much money different
ages received' ... There would be less mune} to pay teach-
ers .. There v uuld be less money for a school minibus.'

When they had finished their report, I again asked the
buys to express their views un the suggestion of pa} for at-
tending school This time, 29 of the 30 had completely re
versed their opinion and thought it a bad idea. We subse
fluently learned that the one holdout received no pocket
money at home The important point is that my contribu-
tion waa minimal I did not interact with the buys. I simply
explained the PMI tool, and the buys then used it on their
own- as their tool. My "superior" intelligence and broader
experiences were not influences. The buys did their own
thinking.

The PMI is a simple scanning tool designed to avoid
the point-to point thinking that I mentioned earlier The
thinker looks first in the Plus direction (good points), and
then in the Minus direction (bad points), and finally in the
Interesting direction (interesting things that might arise ur
are worth noting, even if they are neither good nor bad)
Each direction is scanned formally, one after another. This
formal scan produces a better and broader map. Thinking
is used to explore, not merely to back up a snap judgment
The thinker then applies judgment to the better map. The
PMI is the first of the 60 CURT lessons.

For the rest of this particular lesson un thinking, I
might have asked the buys to apply the PMI in carious ways
(e.g., one group doing only "Plus" ur "Minus" ur "Interest-
ing-) to a number of thinking items, such as. Should all
cars be colored yellow? Would it be a good idea for every-
one to wear a badge showing his or her mood at the mo-
ment? Is homework a good idea? Note that the items are aut
related. Moreover, the group would be allowed to spend
only two ur three minutes un each. This is quite deliberate
and essential to the method

Tnt 'ems are swathed rapidly su that attention stays
on the PI', tool and not on the content °rite skill in the
use of the tool is developed, students can appl} the PMI to
tither situations in other settings. One girl told us how she
used the PMI at home to decide whether ur nut to have her

lung hair tut Sume children report that the} have used the
PMI with their parents, in discussing such major decisions
as mut, ing to a new town or buying a car. This is the sort of
transfer that the CuRT program aims to achieve.

The PMI is a scanning tool, not a judgment tool. If a
thinker spots 10 "Plus" points and unl} two "Minus" points,
this dues not necessarily mean that the idea is a good one.
Like all scanning, the PMI is subjective, depending un the
thinker's perspective. One boy said, as a Plus" point, that
yellow cars would be kept cleaner. Another boy stated this
as a "Minus" pointbecause he had to clean his dad's car
and would therefore have to perform this chore more
often. Both were right.

The PMI is designed to be artificial, memorable, and
easy to pror:' iunce. At first, some teachers rejected -PMI" as
pointless jargon. The} preferred to encourage ur exhort the
youngsters to look at the good points and the bad point:, in
any situation. The youngsters probably did soat that mo-
ment. However, without the artificial term 'PMI" to crystal-
lize the process and ro create a meta-pattern. the exhorta-
tion does not stick. One teacher told me how he had used
the term "PM!" and how his colleague, in a parallel lesson,
had used exhortation. His colleague was soon convinced of
the value of the term "PMI."

One girl said that she initially thought the PMI a rather
silly device, since she knew how she felt about a subject.
But she noted that, as she w rote things down under each
letter (she was doing a written exercise instead of the usual
ural approach), she became less certain. In the end, the
points she had written down did cause her to change her
mind. Yet she had w ritten down the points. That is precisely
the purpose of a scanning tool.

It is important to realize that the description of think-
ing and the design of tools are two totally different things
It is possible to describe the process of thinking and to
break it into components. But then one is tempted to turn
each component into a tool, un the premise that, if the com-
ponents are taught, thinking skills must surely be en-
hanced. However, teaching someone how to describe a
flower dues nt t teach him or her how to grow a flower The
purpose of analysis and the purpose of an operating tool
are separate and distinct.

The CoRT tools are designed specifically as operating
tools. Such a design has two components. 1) the tool must
be easy to use, and 2) it must have a useful effect. Abstract
analyses and subdivisions of the thinking process may be
intellectually neat, but this dues not guarantee usability ur
effectiveness. My many years of expel-write, working with
thousands of execute es and organizations in different
countries, have gi.en me some insight into those aspects of
thinking that have practical value. I hate also worked with
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scientists, designers, lawyers, and many others who are in-
volved in the action world of thinking, as distinct hum
the "contemplative world

The CoRT program' has six sections, each consisting
of 10 lessons. CoRT I (breadth), CoRT II (organization),
CoRT III (interaction), CuRT IV (creativity ), CoRT V (infor-
mation and feeling), and CuRT VI (action). All teachers who
use the program should teach CoRT I (Some teachers use
only the 10 lessons of CoRT I ) Therafter, the sections can
be used in any order For example, a teacher might use
CoRT I, CoRT and CuRT V The last section (CuRT VI) is
somewhat different from the other sections, in that it pro-
vides a framework for a staged approach to thinking.

I believe that thinking is best taught to 9-, 10-, and 11-
year -olds. Youngsters in the middle grades really enjoy
thinking, and motivation is very high. They have sufficient
verbal fluency and experience to operate the thinkiiie,
tools. The curriculum is more easily modified in the mid-
dle grades to include thinking as a basic subject. But the
CuRT materials have also been used with children younger
than 9 and with students ranging in age from 12 to adult.

So basic is thinking as a skill that the same CoRT les-
sons have been used by children in the jungles of South
America and by top executives of the Ford Motor Company,
United Kingdom. The lessons have been taught to students
ranging in I.Q. from below 80 to above 140. The lessons
have also been used with groups of mixed ability.

David Lane, at the Hungerfurd Guidance Centre in
London, found that the teaching of thinking to delinquent
and violent youngsters brought about an improvement in
behavior, as measured by a sharp fall in the number of dis-
ciplinary encounters these youngsters had with supervi-
sors.- William Copley and Edna Copley, in preliminary
work at an institution for young offenders, found similar
changes R They recounted how one youth, on the verge of
attacking an officer with a hammer, brought to mind a
thinking lesson concerned with consequencesand qui-
etly put the hammer LI( vn. I mention these change:, in be-
havior for two reasons First, I believe that the true test of
teaching thinking is the effect of such teaching on behavior.
Second, we do not really have any adequate way of meas-
uring thinking performance. Standardized tests are largely
irrelevant, because they du not allow us to observe the
thinker's composite performance.

John Edwards taught the CuRT program in lieu of a
portion of the science syllabus to a class in Australia. Using
an analysis-ofdiscourse approach to measurement, he
found that the trained students did significantly better at
thinking than untrained peers, the trained students even
seemed to du better in science, although they had had less
instructional time devoted to that subject.' It not difficult

to show that pupils who have had training in thinking pro-
duce a wider scan when they are asked to consider some
subject. In Ireland, Liam Staunton found that, before CoRT
training, individuals produced an average of four sentences
on a topic, whereas after CoRT training, they produced an
average of -IV° We are currently analyzing data from the
experiment in Venezuela and data from the Schools Coun-
cil project in Engl2nd.

I prefer that CoRT users carry out their own tests and
pilot projects. Tests carried out by the designers of a pro-
gram are of limited value for two reasons. 1) the conditions
of teaching are ideal (and often far removed from those
prevailing in schools where the program will be used),
and 2) such studies always contain an element of bias

It is impossible, however, to measure the soft data the
confidence of those who have had training in thinking, the
focus of their thinking, their willingness to think about
things, the effectiveness of their thinking, their structured
approach and breadth of consideration. Teachers often sum
up these factors as "maturity;" in commenting about those
children who come to their classrooms after some training
in thinking.

I would expect four levels of achievement in the ac-
quisition of thinking skills through use of the CoRT pro-
gram:

Level 1. A general awareness of thinking as a skill. A
willingness to "think" about something. A willingness to
explore around a subject. A willingness to listen to others.
No recollection of any specific thinking tool.

Level 2. A more structured approach to thinking, in-
cluding better balance, looking at the consequences of an
action or choice (taking other people's views into account),
and a search for alternatives. Perhaps a mention of a few of
the CoRT tools.

Level 3. Focused and deliberate use of some of the
CuRT tools. The organization of thinking as a series of
steps. A sense of pt.-pose in thinking.

Level 4. Fluent and appropriate use of many CoRT
tools. Definite consciousness of the metacognitive level of
thinking Observation of and comment on the thinker's
own thinking. The designing of thinking tasks and strate-
gies, followed by the carrying out of these tasks

In most situations, I would expect average attainment
to fall somewhere between levels 1 and 2. With a more def-
inite emphasis on "thinking," this would rise to a point be-
tween levels 2 and 3. Only in exceptional groups with thor-
ough training would I expect to find average attainment at
level 4.

Perhaps the must important aspect of the direct teach-
ing of thinking as a skill is the self -image of a youngster as
a "thinker," however. This is an operational image. Think
ing becomes a skill at which the youngster can improve
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Such a self-image is different from the more usual "value"
images: "I am intelligent" (I get on well at school) or "I am
not intelligent" (I do not get on well at school, and school
is a bore). Value images are self-reinforcing. So are opera-
tional imagesbut the reinforcement goes in opposite di-
rections at the negative end. In other words, the less intel-
ligent students find repeated evidence of their lack of
intelligence, but they also notice those occasions when
they do manage to come up with good ideas.

FOOTNOTES

'Edward de Bono, The Mechanism of Mind (New York Si-
mon & Schuster, 1969)
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2/%4 H Lee and A. R Maradurajan, "A Computer Package of the
Evaluation of Neuron Models Involving Large Uniform Networks,"
International Journal of Man-Machine Studies (1982): 189-210

3John Hopfield, "Brain, Computer, and Memory," Engineering
and Science (September 1982).

`Unpublished mater -al, Cognitive Research Trust
'Edward de Bono, Lateral Thinking (New York Harper &

Row, 1970).
6CoRT Thinking Program, Pergamon, Inc , Maxwell House,

Fairview Park, Elmsford, NY 10523
'Personal communication from David Lane.
William Copley and Edna Copley, Practical Teaching of

Thinking, forthcoming
9Unpublished paper by John Edwards, James Cook University,
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'Personal communication from Liam Staunton
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roject IMPACT

S. Lee Winocur

project IMPACT (Improvint, Minimal Proficiencies by
Activating Critical Thinking) seeks to improve stu-
dent performonce in mathematics, reading, and lan-

guage arts by infusing critical thinking instruction into the
content areas In additkon to the major goal of improved
student achievement on district tests of basic competency,
project objectives include improved performance on tasks
requiring critical thinking and independent judgment and
on standardized measures of reading and mathematics, im-
proved instruction through staff inservice education, and
trained coordination of program installation.

Program Components
The IMPACT curriculum includes three essential fea-

tures of effective ir.struction
1 Skills are clearly identified and placed in a hierar-

chical sequence of cognitive development
2 Ten teacher behaviors that promote critical thinking

are identified and practiced.
3 Skills are presented in a lesson-plan format that in-

fuses critical thinking into the content areas, identifies the
cognitive skill level of the lesson, labels classroom struc-
ture to promote critical thinking skills, and includes learn-
ing activities.

Although de3igned as an alternative approach to re-
medial reading and math at the junior and senior school
levels, IMPACT accommodates individual development
states and cognitive learning styles and is compatible with
various content areas and grade levels, The learning activi-

allow all studeilts to experience success as they actively
participate in tasks that move from the concrete to the
abstract.

Students receive classroom instruction using the IM-
PACT program two to three hours per week. Emphasis is on
small-group and individualized instruction, but large-
group instruction and discussion are also used. To provide
appropriate learning experiences for students with varying
educational backgrounds, interests, and skill achievement
levels, study sheets accompanying each lesson use diverse
instructional methodologies and are written at various lev-
els of vocabulary and task difficulty. Learning activities in-
clude oral and written reports, research projects, art work,
and dramatic presentations.

Program Materials
The Curriculum Materials Kit provides a language arts

and a mathematics handbook. Each contain 60 teacher-
developed lessons focusing on aspects of critical thinking
skills that directly affect reading comprehension and math-
ematical problem so!ving. The kit's four filmstrips provide
motivational experiences and information related to each
of the major categories of the Universe of Critical Thinking
Skills including Enabling Skills, Processes, and
Operations.

Home Enrichment Learning Packets reinforce selected
aspects of skills in critical thinking identified as being the
most difficult for students to grasp These self-paced pack-
ets are sent home with students as supplementary mate-
rials Packet topics include Reliable/Unreliable Sources,
Cause and Effect, Assumptions, and Point of View.

The IMPACT Training Manual for teachers explores the
program's theoretical base, provides sample lessons and
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exercises in implementation, examines ten teaching behaN
iurs, and explains the Universe of Critical Thinking Skills.

Program Training
Teachers attend an intensive three-day training session

that focuses on the Universe of Critical Thinking Skills, the
theoretical base fur implementing critical thinking, the IM-
PACT lesson plan, ten teaching behaN 'ors, and social inter-
actions that reinforce critical thinking in the classroom.
Availability of all IMPACT materials is Lortingent on sic
cessful completion of the training.

Le %el I training is followed by peer Loathing in which
teachers practice identified teaching strategies, teach the

IMPACT thinking skills, observe one another in the class-
room and record the use of each teaching strategy; and re-
view feedback on observation findings.

One representative from each district is eligible for
training as a district/site coordinator certified to conduct
training for other teachers. Regional trainers certified by
the project are contracted by the Orange County Depart-
ment of Education to train in each state.

Project IMPACT has proliferated throughout California.
It nas been funded and sponsored by the National Diffu-
sion Network as a model program in several other states.
Project IMPACT's strengths lie in its clear theoretical base,
its Validated effectiveness, its ease of implementation, and
its synthesis of theory and practice.

Project IMPACT
Developer. S Lee Winocur

Goals Tu improve stucienL' performance in mathematics and language arts by facilitating then acquisition of higher-level thinking skills.

Sample skills Classifying and categorizing, ordering, identifying relevant and irrelevant information, formulating valid inductive and deductive
arguments, rendering Judgments.

Assumptions: All students are capable of higher-level thinking.
Thinking skills can be taught
Thinking skills can be learned
Thinking skills are basic to the learning process.
Thinking is best introduced in a social context.

c thinking skills must be related to the curncilum

Intended audience: Middle and secondary levels

Process Students basic skills in language arts and mathematics improve through leaning activities that include a critical thinking com-
ponent infused into content area lessons 8.rough a sequential and cumulative universe of critical thinking skills designed to
help students reason, (2) a model les.,un format, and 01 ten teaching beha.iurs that label and reintorce students use of thinking
in an interactive environment.

Time Two to three hours per week

Available from: S. Lee Winocur
National Director
Project IMPACT
Orange County Department of Education
P.O. Box 9050
Costa Mesa, CA 92628.9050
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Philosophy for Childre

4, et ,tek,Or

Matthew Lipman

The aim of Philosophy for Children is to promote ex
cellent thinking thinking that is tieative as well as
critical, imaginative as well as logical, inventive as

well as analytical. But to make children think well, we must
first make them think. This involves an intellectual fmrak-
ening, a strengthening of their ability to discriminate the
relationships among thingsto draw appropriate distinc-
tions and make connections

Unfortunately; the models of children available on tele-
vision and in most children's stories do not offer much evi-
dence that children do in fact reflect, consider, deliberate,
infer, seek out underlying assumptions, define, or hypoth-
esize, to name a few of the mental activities characteristic of
people who think. Editors of children's readers evidently
prefer story characters who have feelings, engage in physi-
cal actions, and note facts, references to thinking are con-
sidered superfluous If the stone is flat, it's flat. What differ-
ence does it make that Jane imagines it's flat, Tom Infers
that it's flat, Bruce wonders if it's flat, Edna supposes it to be
flat, and so on? In forming a model of thinking children, it
does make a difference, and this is one objective of Philos-
ophy for Children

Program Materials and Goals
The following passage is from Kw and Gus, a novel for

children in grades K-4.

There usually aren't many cars on the road that runs by the
corral Something's coming now, although it's still a long way off
Now I hear the siren' It s an ambulance, and it's speeding very
fast There must have been an accident somewhere

Just imbulanLe gets near the corral, I hear Brad trying
to quiet Tchaikovsky down The siren terrifies him Suddenly
Tchaikovsky rears up on his hind legs and Kio is thrown on the
grass! Face down. Brad and I bend over him. But he just lies there.

The ambulance stops and backs up Two people hurry out,
scoop Kio up, put him in the ambulance and drive off Tchaikov-
sky stands around nibbling at some grass It all seems so strange,
that an ambulance on its way to the hospal should cause an
acc ident

Gus, the narrator, is blind. Apparently she has never
seen. How much of what she has told us could she have per-
ceived directly through her other senses? What could she
have inferred? What could she not have observed? What
might she have learned from the testimony of others? What
might she have inferred from such testimony? How much of
her story is description, and how much is explanation?
These questions, reworded for young children, are the sub-
ject of lively classroom discussion. While the readers can-
not perceive what Gus perceived, they can reenact her in-
ferences. This is an example of how children in early
elementary school can learn what inferring ("figuring
things out") is and practice it at the same time. Inferring, in
turn, is fundamental to a child's ability to acquire mean-
ings. And that ability, in turn, is essential to academic
success.

Kio and Gus is one of six novels currently available as
part of the Philosophy for Children curriculum; it empha-
sizes reasoning about nature, especially animals and the
environment. Another K-4 program, Pixie, strtsses lan-
guage and reasoning, particularly analogical thinking Chil-
dren in grades 5-6 who read and discuss Harry Stottle-
meier's Discovery learn the principles of reasoning. The
remainder of the curriculum requires students to apply the
tools of intellectual inquiry acquired in the first three pro-
grams to specific subject areas. The Lisa programfor
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grades --8applies them to ethical reasoning The other
two programs are fur secondary school students, Suki
stresses the unification of thinking and writing, and Murk
takes a reflective approach to the social sciences

Thus, the early elementary portion of the Philosophy
for Children curriculum provides children with a broad ar-
ray of situations that challenge them to practice their rea-
soning and inquiry skills, the middle school portion intro-
duces them to the principles underlying such practices, and
the Liter portion enables them to apply their cognitive
skills, now sharpened and better understood, to a variety of
academic and life situations Whatever the grade loci, Phi-
losophy for Children is generally taught about two and one-
quarter hours weekly for an entire year. It is not unusual for
each program to extend user two years since much class
time must be devoted to discussions and exercises.

Characters in the Philosophy for Children noels are
shown discussing ideas When, for example, the practice of
taking turns comes up, they look fur the underlying princi-
ple, which they may identify as sharing or reciprocal.
When the question of what someone's "real name" is
arises, they insist on examining what is meant by "real- as
carefully as what is meant by "name In other words, these
fictional children display intellectual curiosity about con-
cepts, principles, and ideals The practice that elementary
school children receive in discussing the general concepts
philosophy deals with (such as truth, Justice, pison, right,
and education) prepares them to understand the more
specific concepts they w ill encounter in the secondary

school curriculum To students who are aware that truth :3
important but unsure Just what truth is, the opportunity to
discuss the concept is welcomed likewise, students who
A ant to be treated "as persons" ands 110 want to know how
to treat others that way appreciate an opportunity to dis-
cuss what a person is.

Indeed, discussion of the readings is of crucial impor-
tance Philosophical discussions differ from more conven-
tional comersations in that the dialogues seek to conform
to the rules of logic and inquiry as the children have
learned them. Dialogues disciplined by logical considera-
tions promote better thinking, because logic consists of the
criteria through which better and worse thinking are dis-
tinguished. Philosophy for Children aims at producing
scrupulous readers and reasonable discussants. It also aims
at producing children disposed to wonder, inquire, delib-
erate, and speculate. Whether or not the children who do
these things know the names of the skills they employ is
relatively unimportant, what matters is that thinking be-
comes something they enjoy doing and du well

Program Training and Effectiveness
Not every teacher is cut out to teach Philosophy for

Children, including some teachers who, by other standards,
arc highly effective, Philosophical issues are generally
problematic and have to be approached with an open mind
and a readiness to admit that one doesn't know the an-
swers A teacher of philosophy must be self -effacing with

Philosophy for Children
Developer Matthew Lipman

Goal Impruve s leasuning abilities by having thorn think about thinking as they discuss concepts ut importance tu them

Sample skills Drawing inferences, making analogies, torming hypotheses, classification

Assumptions Children are by nature interested in philosophical issues such as truth, fairness, and persunal identity
Children should learn to think fur themselves, to explure alternatives to their own punts ut view, tu consider evidence, to
make careful distinctions, and to become aware of the objectives of the educational process

Intended audience Children kindergarten through high school

Process Students read special novels with inquisitive children as characters, fulluvved by teacher-led discussiun, using structured
disco sion plans, exercises, and games

Time Three 40- minute periods per week

Available from Institute for the Advancement of Philosophy for Children
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
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regard to personal views and exeruse patience with stu-
dents efforts to think for themselves. The teaching of phi-
losophy demands mutual rather than unilateral respect.

Training in the use of the curriLulum materials is in-
dispensable for most teachers. On-site teacher training pro-
grams may extend as long as two years. More intensive
workshops are also available, including a three-day intro-
ductory seminar, which covers one-half of a program.

Iviclence supporting the effectiveness of Philosophy
for Children has been derived from a series of ETS-
conducted experiments, as far back as 1976, and involving
as many as 5,000 students over a one-year period. Results
indicate that 5th, bth, and 7th grade students in experimen-
tal classes gained 80 perLent more in reasoning proficiency
than did comparable students in control classes. There was
also an academic spinoff. experimental students showed a
ob percent greater gain in reading and a 36 perLent greater
gain in mathematics than control students.

Since it is generally LonLeded that reasoning is the
common ingredient in all academic pursuits, we may inter
that improved reasoning ability is the most promising axe-
nue to improved academic performance. Since there is lit-
tle being dune in the way of diagnosing children's reason-
ing dettLienLies with Lunstquent remediation, it's not
surprising that student performance on reasoning tests
seems to reach a plateau between 4th and 5th grades and
remains there at least until college Given simple but fun-
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damental reasoning tasks, students tend to answer correctly
fewer than 75 percent of the questions Nevertheless, as the
1980-81 ETS experiment demonstrated, a one-year inter-
vention with Philosophy for Children can cut the experi-
mental students' deficiency by a third. It would be wrong to
'nfer that children's creativity is not stimulated by the em-
phasis on reasoning, a 1984 ETS experiment with 3rd grad-
ers showed that the control group's level of appropriate re-
sponses diminished over a year's time, while experimental
students registered gains of 63 percent and 46 percent on
the two test instruments.

A visit to a classroom where Philosophy fat Children
is being taught competently will reveal the exuberance
with which children respond to the opportunity to discuss
ideas that matter greatly to them and to think cooperatively
in a community of inquiry By promoting children's ques-
tioning and inquiry skills, Philosophy for Children enables
them to discover the connections among the apparently
fragmentary curriculums that make up the school day. In
addition to this much-needed unifying function, the pro-
gram sharpens the reasoning and concept-formation skills
that students sorely need in later school years. Indeed,
there is no better way of ensuring that schools produce
reasonable citizens than to introduce reasoning skills at the
beginning of the child's education and to reinforce such
skills throughout the remainder of the schooling process
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The California Writing Project

Carol Booth Olson

The UCI Thinking Writin6 Project integrates bask
principles of learning ,henry, current research on
the composing process, and practical strategies of

the National Writing Project in a developmental approach to
fostering critical thinking skills through writing. It is based
on the premise that since writing is a complex, critical
thinking activity, a training program consisting of lessons
that gradually increase in intellectual difficulty and lead
students through the levels of thinking will make the
"what" in a paper more accessible and allow students to fo-
cus on the "how" of composing Overall, helping students
to become better thinkers w ill enable them to become bet-
ter writers, and vice versa

Project Activities and Services
The Thinking/Writing Project invulv-es three r win ac-

tivities:
1 Curriculum Development Teacher, Cunsultan:s

from the project have created a 300 page notebook, Thmk-
ing'Writing Fostering Critical ThInkIng Slet11.5 Through
Writing, which contains:

A rationale for why writing can and should be Lied
as a tool for promoting cognitive growth.

A thinking/writing taxonomy
A description or the sensory/descriptive, imagina-

tive/narrative, practical/informative, and analytical/exposi-
tory domains of writing.

Thirty demonstration lessons (one for each primary,
elementary, intermediate, high school, and college teach-
ers/students for e.-..11 level of Bloom's Taxunumyknuwl-

edge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation) that provide explicit strategies for teaching
each stage of the composing processprewriting, precom-
posing, writing, sharing, revising, editing, and evaluation.

Consideration of how the affective domain relates to
the thinking/writing process.

An ekplanatiun of how to create thinking, writing
lessons.

A summary of interviews with university faculty re-
garding their expectations of the thinking/writing abilities
entering freshmen should possess

A thinking/writing bibliography.
2. Teacher Ratrung. The Thinkin&Writing Project of-

fers a variety of staff development programs, which run
from three hours to six days and can be tailored to specific
teacher and student populations. A typical workshop com-
bines one-third theory with two-thirds practice. Partici-
pants are introduced to the thinking/writing model and
then experience a demonstration lesson by participating in
each stage of the writing process. The project also has sam-
ple syllabi available for the following courses: Writing and
Critical TY, .nking, Young Writers' Workshop, the UCI Think-
ing,Writing Project for 'Entering Freshmen, the Training of
Trainers Project in Thinking and Writing, and Thinking,
Writing/Computing.

3. Evaluation. In order to evaluate the project's im-
pact un students, several instruments have been developed.
The evaluation data and the evaluation design itself are
available from the project.

Project Directors
The UCI Thinking/Writing Project is directed by Carol

Booth Olson, Co-Director of the UCI Writing Project :Inc'
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Coordinator of Project Radius, it is Lo-dircued by Owen
Thomas, Professor of English, Linguistics, and Teacher Ed-
ucation, and John Hollowell, Campus Writing Director.
Twenty-seven Teacher Consultants from the UCI Writing
Project, representing all grade levels, are involved in the

DEVELOPING MINDS: A RESOURCE BOOK FOR TEACHING THINKING

MIRE=

curriculum development, teacher training, and evaluation
components of the project.

For morc information write. Carol Booth Olson, UCI
Writing Project, Office of Teacher Education, University of
Califori.,a at Irvine, Irvine, CA 92717

". x:21.8
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Anne B. Crabbe

The Future Problem Solving Program helps yoang
sters think more creatively as they consider ways to
solve predicted problems of the future. The pro-

gram, which is based un the work of Alex Osborn and Sid
ney Parnes, was developed in 19--i by E Paul Torrance, an
internationally known expert in creativity. The plan has
since expandes.1 from a curricular unit fur high school stu-
dents to an international program that reaches an esti-
mated 100,000 students annually

Program Objectives
'then Torrance created the i uture Pioblem-Solving

Program, his pi-imary motives were to er, ,,urage young-
sters to think more creatively and to help them develop
richer images of the future In addition to using the logical
and sequential parts of their intellects, Torrance wanted
students to develop, exercise, and use their intuition and
imagination

Since its earliest days, the program's objectives, like
its scope and audience. have grown. The Future Problem-
Solving Pi ()grant now embraces several other objectives,
which include helping youngsters (1) increase their writ-
ten and verbal communication skills, (2) become better
members of a team, (3) develop and improve their re-
search skills, (4) integrate a problem-solving process into
their daily lives, and ( 5) improve their analytical and criti-
cal thinking skills. Evidence indicates that the program is
fulfilling its objectives

Program Participants
The regular program has three grade-level divisions:

Juniors, grades 4-6; Intermediates, grades 7-9; and Seniors,
grades 10-12. A noncompetitive Primary Div ision is open to
students in any grade, although it is designed for students
in grades K-3.

To date, the program has appealed primarily to gifted
students, but the materials and processes are appropriate
for children at all ability levels. In fact, Parnes ha,-, even re-
ported success in using the process with a mentally re-
tarded youngster.

Program Components
1 Practice Problems are the heart of the program.

Early in the school year, teams of four students receive a set
of practice problems. Each problem begins with a "fuzzy
situation" and instructions that indicate the steps to be fol-
lowed. The first practice problem directs students to com-
plete the first four steps of the problem-solving process.
The second and third problems add more steps, so that by
the third problem students are negotiating the full process
de.eloped by Osborn and Parnes.' The steps in the process
are as follows

Students research the general topic by reading
books and magazines, reviewing audiovisual materials, in-
terviewing experts, visiting agencies, or using other
sources of information.

After reading and discussing the "fuzzy situation,-
students brainstorm possible prcblems related to the situa-
tion.

Working from their list of problems, students iden-
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ufy one underlying problem they feel is central to the sit
uation.

Using the underlying problem as a focus, students
brainstorm alternative solutions

Next, they develop five criteria for evaluating their
alternative solutions.

Students rank their ten must promising alternative
solutions according to all five criteria.

After they total the scares to zdentsb, the best sulu
nun, students write a few paragraphs describing it.

The results of these efforts are entered into booklets,
which are mailed to trained volunteers who review, scare,
and return them to the team with comments and sugges-
tions. Teams that have submitted the best work on the third
practice problem are invited to Lompete in state bowls.

Topics for the three practice problems, as well as the
state and national problems, are voted on by the partiLipat-
ing students. Topics selected are as varied as they are wm-
plex, past topics have included UFOs, ocean communities,
robotics, nuclear war, prisons, lasers, nuclear waste, genetic
engineering, the greenhouse effect, drunk driving, eduLa
nun, a 1 the militarization and industrialization of space

2. State and National Boulc. A typical state bowl
brings together about 30 teams to Lompete for the right to
represent their state at the National Future Pi oblem Soh mg
Bowl held in late spring. In addition to the problem-solving
competition at the Bowls, participants engage in a full
schedule of social actin ities and edi:. auonal presentations.

DEVELOPING MINDS: A RESOURCE BOOK FOR TEACHING THINKING

3. The Scenario Writing Contest challenges students
to envision the repercussions of suggested solutions to one
of the three practice problems. Asked to project themselves
25 years into the future, many students have exhibited ex-
ceptional writing talent in their scenarios.

4. The Advanced Division was launched in the fall of
1983 to allow the mo:,t competent problem soling teams to
put their skills to work on real problems presented by busi-
ness and governmental agencies. Nominated by their state
program directors, these teams forward their recommen-
dations to the cooperating business or agency, where they
are rev It-ed and ranked. Winners compete in the national
bowl.

3 The Primary' Division, begun in the fall of 1984, is
the noncompetitive program component designed to in-
struct children in grades K-3 in the problem-solving pro-
Less. Three practice problems on themes related to school
and home are presented to the youngsters, whose work is
sent to trained evaluators for critique and suggestions for
improvement.

The Future Problem-Solving Program takes a some-
what novel approach to teaching problem solving. Its pro-
cLdures are formal and require specific training for the
teacher coaches (either by attending training sessions or
through self-study of written program materials) and, ulti
mately, for the student participants The next step after
training is to register teams of students with either state or
national program offices. Funding, teacher schedules, par-

Future Problem Solving

Developer. E Paul Torrance (based on the work of Alex Osborn and Sidney Pames)

Goals Devel^o creative problemsolving skills while learning about the future.

Sample skills. Creative problem-solving process, funimunication skills (verbal and written), teamwork skills, research techniques, Lritit..al and
analytical thinking.

Assumptions Problem-solving skills are necessary to function effectively
In order to prepare for the future, young people need to consider issues related to that future.
Students can and should be taught to think more creatively

Intended audience Regular program: grades 4-12. Primary division: K-3.

Profess. students in teams of four follow a multiple step problem-solving profess. gathering information about a top f, brainstoiming prob-
lems from a given situation, identifying the major underlying proble-. , brainstuiming solutions, selecting aiteria by which to eval-
uate soluticis, and evaluating the solutions to determine the best one.

Time Varies with individual schedules, one hour per week is normal

Available from Futuro Problem Solving Program
Coe College
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
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ent involvement, transportation, advawed training, and so
on, are dealt with according to local district guidelines The
pi ogram encourages flexibility in such matters and is a re-
freshing departure form the tbual classroom instruction.
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FOOTNOTE

'Alex F Osborn, Applied Imagination, 3rd ed (New York
Charles Scribner s Suns, 1963), and Sidney Parnes, Creative
Guidebook (Ne% York Charles Scribner's Suns, 1967)
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Teaching Decision Making With
Guided Design

Anne H. Nardi and Charles E. Wales

A problem well gated is a problem half solved
Charles Kettering

Schools that plan to teach thinking skills must carefully
consider both what to teach and how to teach it The
choice of what to teach should be based on the kind

of skills graduates will be expected to use when they go to
work in business, industry, ur government. WhateNer ca-
reer is pursued, one thinking skill crucially affects success
after graduation. decision making Other skills that sup-
port people's decision-making performance, such as crea-
tive thinking, analy tical thinking, and dialectical reasoning,
also deserve to be taught, but the decision-making process
should be the focal point of what students learn

What to Teach

The form of the decision making process taught at
each grade level is determined by the prior experience and
developmental level of the students In the primary gracf,;s,
a process of only four operations is probably sufficient

State the goal
Consider the options
Prepare a plan
Take action

A teacher can determine what to teach about each of
these operations by carefully examining the thinking pro
cess a person uses when solving a simple problem such as,
What shall I wear today , The follow ing example shows

what to consider
G. al Good decision makers know that stating the

goal is a critical step A godl not only sets the direction for

all succeeding steps, but it 13 also used to judge both the
worth of the plan prepared and the result of the actions that
follow The goal of today's clothes might be merely to avoid
what was worn yesterday, but it could also be to blend in or
stand out, to influence others, or to feel very comfortable.

Options Skilled decision makers search for all avail-
able options In the dressing problem, the options include
all the clothes and shoes a person owns or can borrow

Plan. Even a relatively simple problem such as this re-
quires a plan Good decision makers develop a detailed
plan for the chosen option which includes a combination of
questions, answers, and an evaluation. Some of the ques-
tions might be Are the chosen clothes clean? Torn?
Pressed? Du they fit? Do Rippers work? Are buttons miss-
ing", Skilled decision makers answer these questions, de-
velop a plan, and test that plan mentally to ensure that the
goal will be achieved.

Action The completed plan is translated into action:
the decision maker gets dresed As events unfold, revi-
sions of the plan may, of course, be necessary. And when
the clay is over, the results are checked to be sure the goal
was achieved Was the outfit just right? This information is
stored for use in future decisions

More Complex Problems
As students mature and their skills evolve, they should

encounter and practice more sophisticated versions of the
uLLision-making process The four operations that students
must et,entually learn serNe three different processes. (1)

find the cause of a problem (the past), (2) solve the prob-
lem ( the present ), or (3) anticipate potential problems (the
future) The relationship of these processes, as defined in
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FIGURE 1

Decision-Making Processes

Identify and Prioritize Problems
SELECT the Correct Approach

Find the
CAUSE
(Past)

SOLVE

the Problem
(Present)

ANTICIPATE
Potential
Problems
(Future)

01

the book Successful Decision-Making (Wales and Nardi,
1984), is shown in Figure 1

The dressing problem can be used to show what might
happen in a classroom where students use the complete
decision-making process At the outset, they identif), the
problem, give it top priority, and select the solve process
Next, they gather information to define the situation that
exists, including the clothes, the amount of time Amiable,
and what others might wear Then a goal is stated These

three steps are interrelated, as shown in the Goal triangle
at the top of Figure 2, p 222

At the next level, students generate possible options
and consider constraints the time and clothes available,
what others expect, the ability of the person to coordinate
colors, and the effect a specific outfit might have on the
person or others. Assumptions about the day's activities are
made, the consequences of each choice considered, and
the best outfit chosen. These three steps are shown in the
Options triangle

The Plan triangle includes the analysis questions that
are asked, Elie synthesis of answers, the preparation of a de-
tailed plan, and the evaluation of that plan. The Action tri-
angle for a simple problem includes two steps: implement
the plan and check the results. A recommendation report
step is included when appropriate, and a detailed plan is
prepared for the teacher.

How to Teach

Because of the way schools are organized, educators
halve been conditioned to think in terms of subjects, and
some hill want to treat decision making in that way They
may offer thinking skills as a new, required cour,e, just as
they did with values clarification when it was a popular
topic Decision making cannot be treated that way it is not
just another subj,_ct. It is a skill that transcends course and
discipline boundaries. Because it is the process that relates

Developer

Goal

Sample skills

Guided Design
Charles E Wales

To teach students the decision-making process and how to apply the subject matter they learn

Identity and solve open-ended problems, think critically, generate, c lassify, and explore alternatives, develop analogies, analyze
issues, find the causes of problems, make careful distinctions, anticipate potentialproblems, and deal with issues of truth, fairness,

and different viewpoints

Assumptions knowledge is a means, not an end, a necessary but insufficient tuul fu( success after graduatiun. It is the ability to apply knowledge

that is crucial

Intended audience Upper elementary through college and adult learners.

Process The 'complete decision-making process is modeled step by step in slow mution using printed instruk uuri feedback materials

Students use current subject matter as they make decisions The teacher is a mediator and manager

Time Varies There should be regular practice in at least one course at every level each term

Available from The Center for Guided Design
Engineering Sciences Building
West Virginia University
Morgantown, WV 26506-6101
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FIGURE 2

Triangles of Decision Making

Gather Identify
Information Prioritize

Select

Generate
Options

Analyze

Report
Recommendations

Goal

OPTIONS

V
Choose

Evaluate

Check the Results

Constraints
Assumptions

Synthesize

Implement
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subject matter fields and makes them useful, decision mak-
ing must be directly and explicitly taught at all levels and
integrated throughout the curriculum. Practice over time is
an additional critical dimension because students need
time to understand and internalize the process.

Decision making is a complex process so teachers
must prepare appropriate materials before they enter the
classroom. The first task is to select an open-ended prob-
lem situation that grows from the subject matter and calls
for students to use some of the major concepts they are
studying. The second task is to prepare an outline of the so-
lution, similar to the one shown in Figure 3 for solving the
clothing problem.

Since there are no right answers in derision making,
the teacher's outline may not include all o' the responses
the students will make. That's no problem as long as all of
the appropriate steps are included. Without an outline,
teachers are likely to omit steps from the process. Experi-
enced decision makers appear to omit steps because much
of their thinking is subconscious. It occurs so rapidly in-
side their heads that they are unaware of everything they
considered. Thus, while experienced people actually use
all 12 steps, they are likely to be poor mods for those who
want to learn the process. A carefully prepared outline
helps to solve that problem

In the first few primary grades, students should learn
to deal with both the solve and cause processes using the
four basic operations of selecting Goals, sifting Options,
laying Plans, and taking Action. The problems should be
simple, the decision making verbal. The teachers should
visibly record both the operations and the students' re-
sponses so that everyone can see the process. When their
writing skills are sufficiently developed, the students
should do the recording, either on the chalkboard, at their
seats, or both. Eventually, students should work in small
groups and produce their own outlines. If time permits,
they may be asked to write a report on the class exercise or
some parallel problem.

More complex problems that involve all of the process
steps should be introduced in later grades and used
throughout the secondary program. A proven teaching
strategy that can provide the needed step-by-step guidance
at any level is called Guided Design (Wales and Stager,
1977). This approach is based on printed instruction-feed-
back pages prepared in advance by the teacher. These
pages go beyond an outline and actually model the deci-
sion making of a fictitious group.

The first instruction in a set of Guided Design mate-
rials presents the problem situation and may ask students,
for example, to state the goal of their work. Students work
in teams of five and six, so they have to deal with the alter-
natives that come from different values and divergent view-
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ez 4- _ ":

Identify the Problem

Prioritize, Select

Gather Information

STATE THE GOAL

CONSIDER OPTIONS

Constraints, Assumptions

Choose

PREPARE A PLAN

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

TAKE ACTION

Recommendations/Report

Implement

Check the Results

FIGURE 3

Problem-Solving Steps

What to wear today.

Use the solve process

Clothing and time available. Place the person is going. What others will wear.

Avoid what was worn yesterday To blend in or stand out. To influence others or feel most comfortable.

All the clothes and shoes owned or borrowed.

Time and clothes available What others expect A sense of color. The effect The day's activities.

An outfit is selected

Are the chosen clothes clean? Torn? Pressed? Do they fit? Do zippers work? Are buttons missing?

The equations are answered and a plan is prepared.

The plan is evaluated. Is it likely to satisfy the goal? How could you tell?

N/A

Get dressed

Did the clothes achieve the goal?

points When the team has agreed un a goal, the teacher
checks the answer to be sure it goes in an appropriate di-
rection If the rcspunse is reasonable, the teacher gives the
students a feedback page that describes what the fictitious
group discussed and decided

After the students consider any new siewpuints, the}
muse un the next instruction, which might ask the students
to begin the information gathering step b} listing the ques
tiuns they want answered about the situation The next
feedback provides a list of the questions that might have
been asked and may also include some of the needed in-
formation, or the students may be asked to get the answers
from their textbook, other people, or the library

This pattern continues as the students think their way
through the complete decision-making process. As they
work, they learn how to think critically, draw inferences,
devise analogies, explore alternatives, and make value judg-
ments Students also learn the crucial rule that facts and

concepts play in deci,iun making and why everyone must
continue to learn throughout life.

These are important gains, but perhaps the most sig-
nificant reasons to integrate subject matter and decision-
making are (1) that students gain a new respect for facts
and concepts, and (2) their motivation to learn and the
amuunt the} remember increases. Information is no longer
just something to be remembered until the next test, but
une of the tools that can be used to solve present and future
problems
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yssey: A Curriculum f r
Thinking

Elena Wright

Odyssey: A Curriculum for Thinking combines
knowledge from current cognitive reserch with
the methods of direct instruction The overall goal

of the program, which is intended for regular heteroge-
neously grouped classes in elementary and middle schools,
is to enhance the ability of students to perform a wide va-
riety of intellectually demanding tasks These include care
ful observation and classification, deciuctive and inductive
reasoning, the precise use of language, the inferential use
of information in memory, hypothesis generation and test-
ing, problem solving, inventiveness and creativity; and de-
cision making.

While some lessons concentrate on increasing the stu-
dents' ability to use the knowledge they already have, other
lessons teach ways to acquire knowledge, including con-
ventional classroom content. In either case, the lesson ob-
jectives are achieved through the application of such strat-
egies as making classification hierarchies and generating
alternative points of view. The application of these strate-
gies across diverse problem domains is a critical part of in-
ternalizing the mental structures and assuring transfer of
the formal, abstract procedures to the sorts of personal and
classroom challenges students will face beyond the pro
gram.

The Odyssey approach to the teaching of thinking is
deliberatively eclectic Program materials reflect the more
persuasive aspects of a number of theories of epistemiol
ogy and cognitive development. Some lessons involve a So-
cratic inquiry approach, while others are based on a Piage
tian-like analysis of cognitive activities. Still others

emphasize exploration and discoyery in a way reminiscent
of Bruner The overall design reflects the multi-faceted na-
ture of intellectual performance and the focus on long-term
effects that will transfer to content-area subjects as well as
beyond school

Lesson Design
Each of the approximately 100 lessons is organized in

four sections-
1 Rationalewhy the lesson is included in the

course.
2 Objectiveswhat the lesson is intended to accom-

plish. Examples are
Increase skills in spatial orientation.
Make students aware of the power of a strategic ap-

proach to problem solving.
Introduce the relationships of contradiction and

implication.
Teach rules of antonymy
Show the importance of both negativc and positive

instances in testing hypothesis.
Introduce a systematic procedure for choosing

among options whose preferability differs along several
dimensions

Teach a general strategy for analyzing any design.
3. Target abilitiesa list of things the student should

be able to do after completing the lesson, such as
Use a diagram to understand the meaning of a

statement.
Interpret a story from different characters' points of

view.

Identify pairs of assertions in which one assertion
implies another.
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Test hypotheses about the essential characteristics
of a class.

Generate negative antonyms by adding or subtract-
ing the appropriate prefix.

Evaluate a procedure.
Analyze a decision situation to determine what al-

ternatives exist.
4 Classroom procedurea detailed plan for con-

ducting classes, usable by most teachers without extensive
training Plans for conducting the class include suggested
teacher ques!.ions and possible student responses. These
models are not intended to be memorized or read by the
teacher, but simply illustrate how the dialogue might go.
Most important, they are meant to convey the idea that
every lesson should involve interact.on between the teacher
and students, and that active student participation is to be
encouraged and reinforced throughout the course. The
models show the different teaching strategies that can be
used to teach the processes of divergent, synthetic, and in-
ductive thinking as well as convergent, analytic, and deduc-
tive thinking.

Odyssey materials include six teacher manuals and six
student books:

1 Foundations of Reasoning
2 Understanding Language
3. Verbal Reasoning
4. Problem Solving
5 Decision Making
6 Inventive Thinking

225

The six book titles are listed in the intended order of
use. Foundations of Reasoning may be a full-year course
in a 4th grade classroom, but it can be paced more rap-
idly in 5th through 6th grade classes. At grade levels above
4th grade, each book is intended for a semester course of
approximately 20-minute lessons, four times a week.

Classes can begin Foundations as early as 4th grade,
because the student book relies almost entirely on graphic
representations. It is highly recommended that all sltu-
dents experience Foundations because, as its name im-
plies, it is the basis for each of the other books. Founda-
tions of Reasoning introduces the students to the
processes of gathering, organizing, and interpreting infor-
mation in systematic and critical ways. The processes intro-
duced lead to analyzing and synthesizing information that
students then use to formulate and verify hypotheses.

Building on the skills developed in the first book, Un-
derstanding Language extends analytical skills to the do-
main of vocabulary. Just as the students learned to analyze
and describe objects in turns of configurations and charac-
teristics, now they learn to analyze and describe dimen-
sions of meaning and impact of written text in terms of
choice, organization, and sequencing of words, sentences,
and paragraphs.

Verbal Reasoning, the third Odyssey book, deals with
assertions and arguments: how to recognize them, analyze
them, produce them, and evaluate them. Several key con-
cepts are developed: the distinction between form and
meaning, the use of quantifiers; the relationships of contra-

ODYSSEY

Developers A team of researchers from Harvard University, Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., and the Venezuelan Ministry of Education.

Goal: To teach a broad range of general thinking skills

Sample skills Careful observation, classification, precise use of language, analogical reasoning, hypothesis generation and testing, problem-
solving strategies, and decision making.

Assumptions Performance of intellectually demanding tasks is influenced by various types of factors. abilities, strategies, knowledge, and
attitudes.
Some, perhaps all, of these factors are modifiable.
Teaching approach should ensure student participation and intellectual involvement.

Intended audience Middle level students.

Process Einphasis on discussion and student engagement in problem solving, reasoning, decision making, creative activities Some
paper-and-pencil exercises. Introspection on own thought processes

Time Three to five 45-minute lessons per week.

Available from Mastery Education Corporation
85 Main Street
Watertown, MA 02172
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diction, implication and consistency, and the distinction be
tween validity and truth.

In Problem Solving, the fourth bunk in the series, stu-
dents learn to visualize problems with the help of draw-
ings, graphs, diagrams, tables, simulation or enactment.
They also learn systematic use of trial and error and how to
think out the implications of a probleiti.

Decision Making begins with activities designed to
create an awareness of the opportunities for and impor
tance of decisions every day. Students learn to predict logi-
cal outcomes of alternatives, and to gather and sort infor-
mation for relevance, consistency, and credibility.
Ultimately, students learn to use a preference analysis strat-
egy and to weight dimensions of complex problems

Inventive Thinking introduces the concept of design
and teaches three strategies for understanding a design. de-
scription, comparison, and experimentation. Students prac-
tice evaluat'ng, improving, and inventing designs and con-
clude by learning similar steps with more abstract
inventions called procedures and theories.

The Odyssey materials were originally developed fur
use in Venezuela as part of that country's Project Intelli-
gence. A 1981 -32 evaluation found that gains made by
classes using the experimental materials ranged from 1.15
(Cattell Test) to about 2 (target abilities test) times those
achieved by control classes.

For further details about Project Intelligence, see the
Project's Final Report ( Harvard, 1983), Adams, 1984, and
Nickerson and others, in press a and b.
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arning to Lea

Marcia Heiman

IAearning to Learn tLTL) is a system uf l [-It IL al thinking
skills that students apply directly tu their work in aL
aderniL Luurses. It was originally designed fur use

with edut..tionally disadvantaged Lullege students. Exter
nally validated studies have shown that LTL results in signif
iLant, lung term improvements in aLademiL performance
across the LurriLulum and retention in sLhucl fur Lullege
students reading as low as the 6th grade level. As a result uf
these studies, LTL has been approved fur national dissemi-
nation by the L.S. Department uf Education's Joint Dissem
ination Review Panel

LTL has recently been adapted fur use in junior and
senior high sLhouls, and will be fully implemented in a
number of public schools in fall 1985.

History and Theory
Learning tu Learn has a 20 year history of research and

practice. Its genesis was in the work uf a gruup of researLII
ers at the University of Michigan in the 1960s. This gruup
attempted tu identify Lrinial thinking skills Lummun to suL
Lessful learners by asking good students to talk aluud their
thinking while the) were engaged in a vanety of aLademiL
tasks The gruup fuund that successful learners wuld "pro
gram- their learning, breaking up large tasks and Lumplex
ideas into Lumpunents, engage in a wert dialogue with
author ur lecturer, reading ur listening fur Lunfirmatiun,
devise informal means uf obtaining ongoing feedback un
their learning progress, and fouls on instructional objeL
buts, directing their learning toward those objectives.

The group theorized that variations uf these skills are
fundamental to all learning, both academic and nonaca-
demic. For example, the act of crossing a street involves :4-
pects of these skills: one looks for feedback, engages in a
wert dialogue about the possibilities of crossing against
the light, breaks up the task into parts, and has a goalget-
ting acruss the street. These skills, however, are generally
nut explicitly developed, or the transfer demonstrated,
when children come to school. Emphasis on memorizing
facts and answering the teacher's rather than their own
questiuns reinforces students' sense that "book learning'
is somehow fundamentally different from other kinds of
learning. Learning to Learn bridges the gap between stu-
dents' out-of-school learning skills and those needed for
school. The developers of the system believe that it is effec-
tive because it teaches students to harness skills they have
lung been using in informal learning situations.

LTL vs. Study Skills

Since LTL applies a set of strategies directly to aca-
demic wurk, it has a superficial relation to traditional
"otudy such as outlining ur time management. How-
ever, when students stop actively using most study skills,
they stup benefiting from them. In contrast, after students
master LTL, they can stup overtly using the skills and still
perfurm well academically, the process of learning how to
learn becomes externalized. All of the LTL skills are taught
in relation tu each uther, and to the four basic learning
principles mentioned above. Students became mure active
learners beLatbe they writinually generate questions about
their workincreasingly mure Lomplex questions that re-
flea the field under study. Learning bewmes a kind of
game in which students "play" with the material, devising
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their own strategies fur learning material from different at
ademic disciplines

Objectives
is Inman} presented to students as separate but in-

terrelated skills related to identifiable objectives As stu-
dents use the s} stem, LTL becomes less a set of discrete
techniques" than }amnions un means of question- gener-

ating and talking aloud the thinking process.
LTL is taught in three stages input, organization, and

output, and includes both general and subject-specific skill
areas. Students who fulls implement the s} stem achieve the
following object i} es

Input Stage
1. Generating questions from lecture notes Using

notes taken in class or discussion groups, students create
questions that are increasing!), like the ones the instructor
will include on examinations

2. Reading to answer questions I Nontechnical text-
books Students learn to read to answer their own ques-
tions, break up chapters into learning units, and assess
their master} of chapter content

3. Reading to answei questions II Reading without
headings and subheadings students learn to adjust tile

DEVELOPING MINDS A RESOURCE BOOK FOR TEACHING THINKING

comprehensiveness of their questions relatne to each
course and its instructional objectives.

4 Reading as problem solving Students learn to di-
rect their reading toward finding solutions to mathemati-
cally based problems, discriminate textual information that
facilitates problem sal} ing, and assess their short- and long-
term mastery of the material.

5. Reading graphs, tables, and diagrams Students
generate questions about illustrations, translate the illustra-
tions into a series of statements, and use imaginal-) data to
draw variations of the illustrations.

6. Reading for examples. Students lea, n to identify ex-
amples of general principles and ideas in 'heir textbooks
and use their own examples to construct definitions of
these terms.

7 Developing editing checklists. Students learn to edit
their own grammatical writing errors rather than complet-
ing textbook exercises. Students build and use their own
error checklists. A similar exercise helps students find idio-
syncratic math errors

Organization Stage

1. Flowcharting. Gi}en complex assignments, such as
research papers or biolog} laborator} reports, students
construct flowcharts to sequence their work acti}mes.

2 Information mapping Gi}en mo or more items

Learning to Learn

Developers Marcia Heiman and Joshua Slomianko

Coals

Sample skills

Assumptions

To improve students academic performance in ce9tent at eas tit I uss the cuiric ulum, and t.) improve students skills in reasoning,
reading, writing, and listening

Generating questions trim notes, books, handouts, constructing inturmation maps and flow, halts, reading to examples, reading
to solve problems, using an editing checklist for math problem solving and written composition, systematic problem solving

All successful learning has the following elements The learner is
venerating questions, raising and testing hypotheses.
Breaking down complex tasks and ideas into manageable components
Devising informal feedback mechanisms to assess progress toward goals
Directed toward achieving specific goals

Intended audience Junior and senior high school students.

Process

Tine

Available from

In junior and senior high school, content area teachers incuiporate LTL ail ti sties ink) c law uun and homework assignments In
senior high, students take a year-long course in whit h they adapt the LTL skills to all their content 1iied coin ses, learn the principles
underlying LTL, and devise LTL exercises based on these principles

No extra time when LTL is part of classroom instruction since the method helps students master the coiltent niaterial in an elite lent
way A year-long course at senior high level

Learning Skills Consultants
Box 493
Camoridge, MA 02138
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that Lan be compared and contrasted, students construct
information maps They compare items with respect to
questions generated from notes and readings, and insert
key words (indicating answers to questions) in the maps.

3 Scheduling Students perform weekly homework
analyses Using an 111 Task Checklist, they convert assign-
ments into a series of small tasks

Output Stage
1. Writing to answer questions Students learn to write

papers as a series of answers to student-generated ques-
tions, rather than following rigid outline formats

2 Systematic problem solving Given math-based
problems, students use step-by-step procedures for work-
ing through the problems. They solve problems by answer-
ing a series of questions.

3. Analyzing exams students examine and categorize
the types of questions asked on their midterms, they mod-
ify their questions accordingly for the remainder of the
term.

4 Writing mock exams Students generate and take
mock exams prior to official, in-class exams Given short-
answer or essay questions, students write brief, key-word
diagrams, outlining their answers.

As students work, the) learn to recognize tv,o basic
skills generating questions and breaking down Luniplex
ideas and tasks Into manageable elements. Their learning
becomes more goal directed, and the are able to assess
their own progress. They come to see the skills as tools that
become automatic and are integral to learning In addition,
they begin to see the relationships between the kinds cf
learning that occur in school and out of school
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Instructional Settings
Learning to Learn is incorporated directly into con-

tent-area classrooms of junior and senior high schools. For
example, a 9th grade social studies teacher might giv( a
brief lecture on the main points of a chapter in the text-
book, and ask students to take notes and then generate
questions from those notes. The questions might then form
the basis of discussions or more complex question build-
ing, or provide direction for students in reading the chap-
ter itself In chemistry class, students might work in pairs,
using systematic problem-solving methods on assigned
problems; in English, students might use individually de-
rived checklists to edit their grammatical errors in writing.

On the senior high school level, Learning to Learn in-
struction is reinforced through a year-long cotn,,e in wLich
students apply the skills to all their content area courses.
LTI. is generally offered for credit in psychology and in-
cludes related readings on the psychology of learning. Stu-
dents taking the course come to understand the skills in
terms of learning principles they derive from, and become
more independent learners, able to readily adjust the LTL
skills to their future content courses.

Anticipated Results
Schools full) adopting the Learning to Learn system

Lan anti( ipate several positive effects These include.
Iniproked ._,Lucient motivation, reflected by higher

student attendance and retention in school through
graduation.

Improked student performance in academic
courses.

Higher scores on basic skills tests in the areas of
reading, writing, and listening

Increased rates of student admission to post-sec-
ondary institations
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reative Problem Solving

Sidney J. Parnes

It appears that some people hai,e experiences that de
velop their facility in intellectual processes associated with
creativity and intelligence Resea ch seem,s to demonstrate
that u e can design educational programs for many of
these experienco, rather than merel uaiting and hoping

for them to happen
Sidney J. Parnes

perceptual, emotional, and cultural blocks to creative
thinking are demonstrated and discussed in Crea-
tive Problem Solving (CPS) Perceptual blocks in-

clude matters such as difficult} in isolating problems, diffi-
culty in narrowing problems, inability to define or isolate
attributes, and failure to use all the senses in ubserc ing
Cultural and emotional clocks arc e} idenced b} conform-
ity, overemphasis on competition or cooperation, excessive
faith in reason or logic; fe a of mistakes, failure, or looking
foolish, self-satisfaction, perfectionism, negative outlooks,
and reliance on authority

Early in the course, students are taught the deferred
judgment principle (artificially separating imaginative from
judicial thinking in each of the steps) as applied to indlvid-
ual thinking and group brainstorming. Deferred judgment
allows students more freedom to apply other techniques
that are introduced Students are taught to use their imag-
ination first and judge al-t:Twards

Within the freewheelic.? atmosphere that the principle
of deferred judgment pr'A ides, students learn to look at is-
sues from a variety of viewpoints When considering other
uses for a piece of paper, for example, students are taught
to look at each attribute of paperits whiteness, its four

corners, its straight edges, and so on. Each of these attri-
butes then suggests a number of possible uses.

Checklist procedures are encouraged, such as Os-
burn's checklist of i&a- spurring questions. In this proce-
dure students are taught to analyze problems by asking
questions, such as. How might we simplify? What combi-
nations might be used? What adaptations might be made?

Forced relationship techniques are also applied in the
course. For example, students produce a list of tentative so-
lutions to a problem. Each of these ideas is then related to
each of the otMr ideas on the list in order to force new
combinations. Sometimes a somewhat ridiculous idea is
used as a starting point. 13} associating the tdea with the
problem, a series of associations is produc,:d that often
leads to a solution for the problem.

The course empliawes the importance of taking notes
(recording ideas at all times, rather than lust when trying
to solve problems), setting deadlines and quotas for pro-
ducing ideas, and allotting time for deliberate idea produc-
tion

Informal procedures are also use..; throughout the
course. Students are placed in small groups to provide
practice in collaboration, and ,1!"e given oppoi tunnies to
lead these groups

ilrobiem-Solving Pracike

Students are pro} ided many opportunities to practice
solving problems, with emphasis given to problems from
their personal Ines and studies, The are taught to sense
problems, challenges, and uppoitimaies, and to effectively
define them for creavve attack

During problem analys,s, students are ought to list
eves} fact :hat :ould conreivably relate the pi oblem.
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They then apply their judgments to select the most impur
tam data Next, students list the longest possible group of
questions and sources of additional data that might help
solve the problem; they then return to the process of se-
lecting the most important questions and sources of data.
This alternating procedure continues throughout the final
stages of evaluating and pre,,enting ideas

Objectives

The major objectives of the Creative Problem Solving
program are to assist students in developing.

1. Awareness of the importance of creative effortsin
learning, the professions, scientific and artistic pursuits,
and personal living

2. Motivation to use their creative potential.
3. Self-confidence in their creative abilities
4 Heightened sensitivity to the problems that sur-

round theman attitude of "constructive discontent.-
5 An open mind toward the ideas of others.
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6. Greater curiosityan awareness of the many chal-
lenges and opportunities in life.

Improved abilities associated with creativity; ena-
bling them to:

Sense problems, challenges, and opportunities.
Observe, discover, and analyze relevant facts.
See problems from different viewpoints and rede-
Sne them productively.
Defer judgment and break away from habit -bound
thinking.
Discover new relationships.
Use checklists to discover new ideas.
Refine unusual ideas into useful ones.
Evaluate the consequences of one's proposed ac-
tionstaking into account all relevant criteria
Develop and present ideas for maximum
acceptability.
Develop action plans and Implement ideas and
solutions.
Check the effectiveness of actions and take correc-
tiv;, measures when advisable.

Developer

Goals

sample skills

Assumptions

Creative Problem Solving (CPS)

Sidney j Parnes, based on Alex F. Osborn

Develop abilities and attitudes necessary for creative learning, problem sensing, and problem solving

setting guals and cbiectives, sensing problem,, challenges, and opportunities, searching out data, defining and analyzing prob-
lems, generating ideas, discerning criteiia for effective evaluating, developing and implementing solutions, developing feedback
systems, planning and gaining acceptance, anticipating new challenges from actions taken.

Creativ ty ilivolves the applkation of knowledge, imagination, and Judgment to learning, problem sensing, and problem solving.
Everyone has the capacity, at their own mental level, for using creative approaches to learning, problem sensing, and problem
solving.
Continuing practice in using these approaches leads to eves- increasing proficiency, whether the person is mentally retarded,
average, or gifted.
CPS processes should be taught deliberately, both as general thinking skills and as applications to learning within all subject
matter areas.

Intended audience. Middle lespeually for the 8,-Ciland secondary levels tall). (Lower level mater.als based on CPS available frum D 0 K Publishers,
Buffalo, N.Y)

Prot ess

Time

Available from.

Students use activity book for practice exercises to strengthen CPS processes, under direction of the teacher using an instructor's
guidebook This guidebook utters additic fial exercises, readings, film listings, bibliographic sources, and test sources. Alternatively,
students do independent self- ur group-study and practice with specially designA test. Transfer of learning is emphasized in all
materials.

A variety ul ilexible patterns are suggested in the teacher's guide. Material is programmed for instructional blocks of ap-
proximately one hour. Plans are suggested fur programs as short as eight hours ur as long as two years. Programs are based on
extensive research and field testing

Creative Education Foundation
437 Franklin Street
Buffalo, NY 14202
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The teacher of an subject ma) \Nish to emphasize a
particular mental abilit), or attitude, using sessions spe-
cially designed for the specific objectives listed above The
program covers all of the objectives while teaching a me-
thodical yet creative approach to problem solving It has
been scientifically evaluated in numerous research
investigations)

F001 NOTE

'In one literature review, 20 of 22 research studies of the spe-
cific Osborn Parnes CPS program showed consistent positie of
feels (Torrance, 10"2) Ruse and Lin (1984) used a new statistical
technique, meta-analysis, on the creativity research literature

This procedure compiles data from a vide range of studies The
stud} concluded, The substantial impact of Osborn and Parnes'
CPS on verbal creativity, combined with the conclusions from
both Torrance's and Parnes and Brunelle's reviews, provide strong
evidence to support the effectiveness of this program"

REFERENCES
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Gre t

Howard Will

To read interpretively means to think independently
and reflectively If you are unwilling to think, it is al-
most impossible to read interpretoely ;hat is why

developmental reading remains the supreme challenge .o
teachers in language arts

As far back as I can remember, my teachers and pro-
fessors gave us what were then considered fairly sound
interpretations of each of the hooks we read Our task was
to listen closely to their expositions and give them back on
examinations The more accurately we followed their inter-
pretations, the more likely a high grade and the college and
graduate school of our choice There were few exceptions
to thin rule in my 20 years of formal education

In contrast to th, the Junior Great Books program
gives children a process of education that will enable them
to learn to read interpretively on their own and to realize
that other equally valid interpretations may be heard dur-
ing their discussions The goal, of course, is to give them a
method for a lifetime of purposeful reading The Great
Books Foundation accomplishes this objeLtne in three
ways by readings included in the program, b-, the method
of discussion, and by a course on interpretive reading and
discussion which is included in each k ulume of its Junior
Series

Reading Selections
The reading selections used in the program are out-

standing works of literature of the past and present These
readings go back some 25 hundred years and are as recent

as the present, going youngsters the widest experience of
literature possible. The Foundation's editorial staff con-
stantly seeks good readings that will sustain thoughtful dis-
cussion. Thousands of well-written, delightful stories must
be eliminated simply because they don't lead to thoughtful
discussion These readings are so explicit that analysis of
the author's intention is never necessary or profitable. The
editorial staff must find not only good readings that allow
analysis, but also those which are enjoyable to discuss be-
cause they have meanings relevant to the grade levels for
which they are recommended.

When the staff is engaged in debate about a book wor-
thy of consideration, the big test comes in writing interpre-
tiye questions. The more good interpretive questions that
can be w ritten about the book, the more likely it comes up
for possible inclusion in the Foundation's Series. Good in-
terpretive questions, by the Foundation's definition, are
those questions which have more than one possible answer
that can be validated from the reading. Often good ques-
tions can je about the meaning of a word, a phrase or a
sentence

Since many children's classics have been rewritten
over the years or even centuries, it often becomes a chal-
lenge for the editorial staff to find that version of the story
which satisfies the above criteria. Often classics are rewrit-
ten to improve the morality of the story or to guard against
political dissent. More often classics are rewritten to make
them "easier" or more accessible to mass consumption. Al-

This chapter originally appeared in Howard Will, "You Must
Think If You Wish To Read Interpretively;" Childhood Education
(March,April 198-i) 2'-i6 -2'i8 Reprinted with permission
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though thethe Foundation has been Lrinv 'zed over the years
for Lertam selections, it has adhered to the principle of nut
tampering with the author's produLt NOLabulary has not
been watered down ur syntax simplified

Method of Discussion
The method of discussion is based on the idea that dis-

cussion can be a mutual learning experience for leaders as
well as participants. To ensure such a process, the Founda-
tion gives intensive two-day training courses for teachers
and parent volunteers In these courses leaders are taught
how to formulate interpretive questions for which they
have real doubt about the answer This practice is called
shared inquiry Shared inquiry has a dual meaning in the

program the leaders are sharing a real problem of inter
pretatiun with the group. and the youngsters are sharing
ideas and opinions with each other during the disLus,iun
in order to resole the problem in the leader's question. Tu
reinfurLe the idea of independent and refleLtixe thinking,
leaders are not permitted to give answers or make state
ments of any kind during the discussion

Perhaps the must Lhallenging part of the leader's rule
is asking spontaneous follow -up questions to most of the
participants' responses We do not regard discussion as
ural reLitation ir. which Lhildrcn tell us what they already
know from their reading Instead the discussion is a learn
mg tool that furthers their understanding of the reading
The leader Lunstantly asks partiLipants questions based on
the participants' responses, and their substantiation of
interpretations from the readings rather than from per
sonal experiences

When they first start to lead Junior Great Books
groups, leaders find it diffiLult to listen Lunstantly to the
participants' ideas and to reLognize that the youngsters
may Lome up with opinions about the books whiLh had nut
uLLurred to the leaders One of he supreme Lhallenges faL
mg any teacher who has worked with highly gifted students
is to reLognize that Lhildren may be saying something
their peers du not understand and most adults may nut
even reLogniie A good leader will sense this and try to get
motivated students to Llarify their leaps of mind so that
others can understand what they are saying. Thus, by
thoughtful follow up questions, the leader has Laught
to individual students, helped the students Llarify thoughts
and fostered other good answers to the leader's inzerpre-
tive question Each student has beLome a reLogni4ed par
tiLipant in the group and nut a mind lust in limbo because
the leader failed to reLognize the Lhild's Lontribution

Another skill enLouraged in the Foundation's Basic
Leader Training Course is the ability to rephrase a ques-
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non In order to enLuurage every student to partiLipate to
the best of his, her ability, a leader learns to rephrase a
question at any point in the discussion. Thus, if a youngster
does not respond to a question of interpretation, that is no
reason to exclude the child. Changing the question into a
lower-level factual or evaluative question often allows the
child to begin to make a contribution to the discussion.
Also, this offers the leader the ability to involve all partici-
pants in the discussion

Course on Interpretive Reading and
Discussion

Included throughout the Foundation's Junior Series,
which goes from the 2nd through the 12th grade, is a
course un interpretive reading and discussion. This course
has three main uses. 1) as a review for leaders on how they
might carry out each session with the youngsters, 2) as an
aid in preparing guud questions for discussion, and 3) as a
way of helping participants read the selections more care-
fully and get more involved in the discussions. In the best
sense of the word, the students have "the teacher's edition."

In this course students have detailed descriptions of
what they should do during their first reading and what
they should du during their second reading which they
Lould not have dune during their first. During their first
and secunJ readings students are encouraged to mark up
their paperbacks, underlining sections and writing down
both their positive and negative reaLtions as they read.
They are encouraged while reading to write down any
questions they have and look up and write down defini-
tions of words they do not understand. The Greqt Book
Foundation believes that youngsters should not have to wait
until college to learn and practice this very important skill.
Nke want them to learn to read actively rather than passively

Youngsters Lan then be taught the three kinds of (;ues-
nuns we use in discussion. factual, interpretive and evalu-
ative. They learn that factual questions depend more un
memory than thinking, that interpretive questions depend
more un thinking than memory, and that evaluation, if it I-,
to be meaningful, can take place only after they have
learned to interpret and understand the story. In several
ways, by using the course, the students go through the
same elements of shared inquiry as their leaders did in the
Bask Leader Training Course. After much exposure to
hundreds of examples of questions based on books they
have read and discussed, the students Lan then begin to
formulate their own questions about the authors This is a
decided reversal of traditional educational praLtiLe, where
must students' primary efforts are directed toward answer-
ing questions.
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The Junior Great Books program bcgau on a nation-
wide basis in the fall of 1963 Now, 20 years later, the Foun-
dation conducts leader training in 49 of the 50 states and
several other Lountries Over 450,000 youngsters partiLi
pate in the program, most of the groups meet during
school time The Foundation's fullume staff conducts Basic
Leader Training Courses in any district or school that has

decided to adopt the program. The district or school must
provide 2-t adults fur the training Lourse who are commit-
ted to carrying out the Foundation's program with the
youngsters. Often these classes are made up of combina-
tions that include teachers, librarians, principals and parent
volunteers
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S

John D. Baker

The Midwest Publications Analytic and Critical Think-
ing Program offers a sequential plan for direct in-
struction in analysis and critical thinking skills The

program fosters analysis skills at the elementary and sec-
ondary levels and critical thinking skills at the middle and
high school levels The analysis skills developed in the
Building Thinking Skills series prepares learners for the
formal and informal logic concepts in the Critical Thinking
series (see Figure 1)

Building Thinking Skills
This series provides activities for cognitive skill devel-

opment and analytical reasoning instruction in a carefully
sequenced instructional plan A variety of thinking skills re-
quired fir better aca enlic performance has been orga-
wed into four basic typessimilarity and difference, se-
quence, classification, and analogy

Each skill is developed in figural and verbal form Fig-
ural similarities and differences take the form of visual dis-
crimination, similarity; congruence, extrapolation (enlarg-
ing or reducing), and symmetry Verbal similarities and
differences include synonyms, antonyms, denotation, and
connotation

Figural sequences include arranging by size, color,
marking, or shape. More elaborate versions include paths,
rotations, folding, and reflection Verbal sequences include
degree of meaning, comprehending the meaning of transi
rive or negative statements, following sequential directions,
putting statements in order of occurrence, recognizing

cause and effectind comprehending nnplicational
statements.

Classification involves grouping by common character-
istics Figural classification allows the learner to practice
observation and categorization skills regardless of vocabu-
lary development. The learner uses graphics (Venn dia-
grams, branching diagrams, and matrices) to organize fig-
ural forms and later to organize words and ideas for clear
comprehension. Verbal classification is primarily useful in
learning and remembering new words and perceiving cor-
rect word relationships and inferences. A more complex
form involves classifying concepts and abstract ideas, a
form of classification commonly used in science and social
studies curriculums.

Analogy involves relational thinking and drawing
proper comparisons Figural analogies give the learner
concrete practice in relational and proportional reasoning.
Verbal analogies involve the correct interpretation of word
relationships. Analogies promote vocabulary development
and test-taking skills. Analogous reasoning forms the basis
for using and interpreting figurative language (simile, met-
aphor, and personification).

Book 1 utilizes a vocabulary level of the first thousand
words of functional reading and is recommended for mid-
dle elementary or secondary students with limited
vocabularies

Book 2 employs vocabulary not exceeding the second
thousand words and is recommended for upper elemen-
tary or secondary students in need of vocabulary
development

Book 3 Figural features complex figural and spatial
perception exercises and is recommended for junior high
school students or prevocational instruction in graphics,
drafting, and design.
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FIGURE 1

Instructional Plan for Developing Analytic and Critical Thinking Skills
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Book 3 Verbal utilizes vocabulary appropriate for jun-
ior high school use or as reading remediation for high
school students or adults It prepares students for formal
logical thinking by introducing inferential statements using
the logic connectives "and," "or," "not," and "if ... then"
Since complex thinking skills activities are presented at a
relatively low vocabulary level, the items are more difficult
than the vocabulary level suggests.

The books contain pencil-and-paper exercises on
thinking skills basic to content objectives These written ex-

erases are followed by class discussions during which the
thinking process is examined, clarified, and refined. Fol-
low-up exercises provide practice and reinforcement.

Objective tests used to evaluate the Building Thinking
Skills series include.

Cognitive Abilities Test (Riverside Publishing Co.)
Developing Cognitive Abilities Test (American

Test ronics)
Ross Test of Higher Cognitive Processes (for use

with Book 3 Verbal only, Academic Therapy Publications)
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Critical Thinking Series

This series is a course in formal and informal logic,
writtch at the 5th and 6th grade reading level The objec-
'ives are discernment in reading and listening and clarity
in speaking and writing Students consider a variety of sit-
uations by performing exercises that draw on newspaper
articles, letters to editors, advice columns, commentaries,
newscasts, advertisements, political speeches, everyday
conversations, and government regulations The material is
relevant and appealing to young adults because the funda-
mental teaching approach is class discussion The books
make a good mini-course or semester course and can be
taught in one or more disciplines The texts explain.

Basic concepts in critical thinkingdiscussions,
disagreements, and arguments, general statements and
counterexamples

Misuses of wordsconnotation and denotation, im-

plications and inferences, and ambiguity
inconsistent, contradictory, and misleading

statements.
Propaganda and advertising schemes.
Logical reasoning fallacies.
Formai logic with and without quantified

statements.
Probability of truth and falsity
Characteristics of arguments.
Applied logicdebate and problem solving.

For the past eight years Critical Thinking has been
used widely in junior high school gifted programs or as a
supplement to high school or junie- college English, social
studies, and mathematics. The Watson Glaser Test of Criti-
cal Thinking (published by the Psychological Corporation)
or the Cornell Test of Critical Thinking (Midwest Publica-
tions) can be used to evaluate the series.
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TS: A Computer aye
Approach

Stanley Pogrow

merican educators have traditionally assumed that
mastery of basic skills is prerequisite for engage-

.A. moment in sophisticated !earning activities As a re-
sult, students in compensatory programs are drilled heav-
ily to achieve appropriate grade-level performance The
Higher-Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) program reverses
this process, converting compensatory education to an en-
richment program that employs no drill and practice. In-
stead, students systematically engage in higher-order think-
ing activities to strengthen their basic skills and social
confidence

The HOTS program was originally developed as an al-
ternative to existing approaches to Chapter : education,
which underestimate the abilities of compensatory stu-
dents and do not teach appropriate or sufficient skills A
high percentage of compensatory students are bright yet
still fail under conventional Chapter I programs In addi-
tion, even when such programs are successful, they teach
only basic, rote skills This essentially relegates compensa-
tory students to second class citizenship in an information
economy where rote work will be performed by robots,
and individuals possessing higher order thinking skills
will be the only ones able to compete for better paying jobs

There is no evidence that mastery of basic skills is pre-
requisite for engaging in higher-order thinking skills In-
deed, the evidence from animal research suggests quite
the oppositethat higher order thinking proceeds inde-
pendently of basic thinking tasks Thus, HOTS takes advan-
tage of and taps the innate brightness of students by chal-
lenging them intellectually

Basic Approach
HOTS is a pullout-type compensatory program with

heavy reliance on computer activities combined with state-
of-the-art teaching techniques. The computer is used for its
motivational aspects and because it enables students to test
the consequences of their ideas at the same speedat wh:ch
they think HOTS is implemented in grades 3-6 because of
the belief that grades K-2 should focus on conventional pro-
grams and that instruction in thinking skills should be ac-
complished before grade 7 when thinking should be di-
rected toward content areas.

Clearly, computers cannot produce cognitive gain
without high-quality teaching or structured curricular
strategies. HOTS is different from other computer curricu-
lums in that it systematically uses a wide variety of com-
mercially available software and equipment in accordance
with a theory of learning. HOTS has identified the teaching
and curriculum development techniques needed to take ad-
vantage of the computer's special modality. "Hi-teach"
techniques often run counter to traditional teaching strate-
gies and are designed to give students the space and re-
sponsibility to think. A philosophy of assertive thinking
pervades the computer laboratory. The teacher's role
switches from information provider and decision maker to
one of guiding students to make decisions about the quality
of their ideas and strategies by analyzing computer
feedback.

The HOTS curriculum provides the teacher with a day
to-day script. It creates an instructional shell that takes ad-
vantage of nonliteral software usage to create linkages
among concepts in various computer environments and be-
tween the computer environment and the classroom. The
curriculum uses software to create an environment with
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maximum opportunity and incentive for developing gener-
alizations, and where the teacher works with the students
to help them realize and articulate those generalizations

Thinking activities are organized in the same manner
that the brain seems to organize information in long-term
memory Instead of teaching components of thinking or us-
ing frameworks such as Bloom's Taxonomy; the focus is on
students' development of more sophisticated associations
of ideas that seemingly have no relationship. This general
ability to construct such associations and apply them to the
development of a problem-solving strategy is viewed as the
critical aspect of thinking. It is a symbol processing model
rather than a specific content approach

Specific content is taught by the classroom teacher,
who is trained in effective teaching techniques rather than
techniques of computer use As such, HOTS does not re-
place effective schooling efforts and can be grafted onto
such programs to provide the second dimension of im-
provement reformthe ability to think

Evaluation and Future Direction
The HOTS program has grown from a single pilot

school to more than 20 in the current school year Former
Secretary of Education Terrell Bell awarded the program a

grant as an outstanding national technology demonstration
project It has been evaluated with respect to (1) basic
skills as measured by the standardized CAT test, (2) higher-
order thinking skills as measured by the Raven's Colored
Matrices Test and criteria developed particularly for this
program, and (3) social confidence as measured by socio-
grams. First-year evaluations of HOTS showed that reading
scares had improved and that students in the HOTS school
performed better on higher-order thinking tasks and had
50 percent more friends than did Chapter I students at the
control schools In fact, in the control school that had best
implemented the effective school techniques that were
geared only on improving scores on basic skills, students
showed the poorest performance on all open-ended tasks
and had the lowest levels of self-confidence and the fewest

friends
During the 1985-86 school year HOTS will be installed

in about 10 districts throughout the country In time, the
program should be expanded to include average students.
Preliminary evaluation data suggest thot a higher-order
thinking skills approach can improve basic skills and that
responding to intellectual challenges is a powerful way to
make students feel good about themselves In virtually all
cases, Chapter I students' capabilities exceeded our expec-
tations

Developer

Goal

Skills

Assumptions

Higher-Order Thinking Skills (HOTS)
Stanley Pogrow, based on cognitive psychology theories of the organization of information in the brain

Use higher-order thinking activities to improve basic skills ad social confidence, while also improving problem-solving ability

Developing and testing strategies for the solution of problems
Interpreting computer-generated feedback as to the quality of strategies
Integrating and synthesizing information from a variety of subjects to the solution of problems

Generalizing ideas across content areas and computer environments

Most compensatory c.udents are really quite bright and can and should be challenged intellectually
The key to improving thinking ability is to increase the repertoire of strategies available to stidents and to increase the ability

to develop sophisticated networks of associations between concepts.

Intended audience Chapter I students in grades 3.6, can be extended to average ability students in grades 3-6

Process. Students work in computer lab. Curricuhm provided to lab teachers structures the problem-solving and linkage activities that

students will engage in Work on computer is preceded by a thinking discussion in which students articulate the conseqi.--es

of their strategies and the teacher poses challenge questions for the students to work on

Time Compensatory students have four lessons per week on a continuous basis. which replaces existing Chapter I services Average

ability students would attend lessons every other week

Available from Stanley Pogrow
College of Education
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
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ASICS

Sydelle Seiger-Ehrenberg

n the late 1900s, Hilda Taba culminated a 15-: ear re-
search project un children s thinking with a social
studies curriculum that incorporated particular think

ing strategies into the learning process. Taba contended
that through this type of curriculum, students would not
only learn significant social studies ideas better, but that
they wouldat the same timelearn particular thinking
strategies applicable to any learning or life situations.

After Taba's death in 1967, a commercial social studies
textbook series reflecting Taba's ideas was published, and
an accompany mg staff development program that Taba had
piloted was implemented in a large number of school dis
trios The BASICS Thinking,Learning Strategies Program,
dek eloped in 1971, grew out of that staff development effort,
the Hilda Taba Teaching Strategies , rugram.

BASICS is a program of thinking strategies selected
and organized to adkance student achievement in each of
the fike major types of learning objectives of any curricu-
lumfacts, concepts, principles, attitudes, and skills.

Since its inception, BASICS has been implemented in
much the same manner as the Hilda Taba Teaching Strati_
gies Program. In both, staff members who developed and
implemented the program, under the auspices of the Insti
tute for Curriculum Instruction, train local training leaders.
They in turn conduct district-sponsored staff development
programs in which teachers learn how to plan and conduct
lessons that use BASICS Thinking and Learning Strategies
as the means for achiek ing the content objectives of inch id
ual lessons. The focus of the training is not so much un

thinking .i. 0i1 1-IVA t.. guide student., doing
to appropriate thinking for the task at hand.

Hundreds of school districts have used this BASICS
staff development model during the past 14 years, including
the Morristown (New Jersey) Public Schools, Southwestern
City Schools (Grove City, Ohio), Long Beach (California)
Public Schools, Austintown (Ohio) Local School District,
King of Prussia Schools (Upper Merlon, Pennsylvania), Pub-
lic Schools of the Tarrytowns (New York), Lincoln (Ne-
braska) Public Schools, Marquette-Alger (Michigan) Inter-
mediate School District, and Adams County School District
#12 (Northglenn, Colorado).

Limitations of the Staff Development Model
Experience with the staff development model has re-

kealed three limitations of using a staff development model
to improve the quality of student thinking.

1 Too little time and opportunity for trainers to
train. Successful implementation depends not only on the
ability and commitment of those sent for training by the
district, but also on trained people subsequently staying in
the district in jobs that 'flow them time to train and coach
teachers effectively.

2 Optional teacher participation in training. Since,
ideally, teachers' participation should be optional, their in-
kulkement often depends un whether they need the credit
offered or want the training. Thus, there is no way to en-
sure their continued involvement.

3. Nu guarantee of Lumulative instruction in the use
of thinking strategies Incorporation of thinking strategies
into the curriculum depends almost entirely un the teach-
ers' willingness and ability to plan their lessons that way. If
teachers, even after training, do not recognize opportuni-
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ties to use certain types of thinking or don't have the time
to develop appropriate plans, the students will not receive
sufficient opportunities to use thinking strategies.

Despite these pitfalls, a remarkably large number of
teachers have learned the BASICS teaching strategies and
achieved considerable success in using them with their
students.

In recent years ICI and certain participating school
districts have experimented with Taba's original idea,
which wa,) to develop curriculum that incorporates the use
of appropriate thinking strategies. QUEST, a reading com-
prehension program developed under the direction of Car-
olyn Hughes in Parma, Ohio, schools, excanplifies this cur-
riculum model for BASICS implementation. The Global
Education program of King of Prussia Schools in Upper
Merlon, Pennsylvania, and the 12th grade economics pro-

gram at the Sleepy Hollow High School in Tarrytown, New
York, are other examples

EXPLORE Curriculum in Colorado
I am currently working with Adams County District

#12 in Northglenn-Thornton, Colorado, to develop and im-
plement EXPLORE, a K-6 curriculum using BASICS strate-
gies that integrates instruction in science, social studies,
and thinking. EXPLORE promises to have a significant and
lasting impact on students' thinking abilities because

1. The curriculum provides the structure for impor-
tant studies that are required for all K-6 students Because
it is not a narrow-, optional unit or a curriculum designed
for only certain students (the gifted, for example), all stu-

Developers.

General goal

Sample skills

Assumptions

BASICS

Sydelle Seeger- Ehrenberg and Lyle M Ehrenberg (based on original work by Hilda Taba)

Students use appropriate thinking strategies to achieve the five major types of learning objectives of any curriculum facts, con-
cepts, principles, attitudes, and skills They apply these thinking strategies in dealing with outside-of-school learning and life

situations

observing, retrieving, comparing, contrasting, grouping, concept formation, classifying, inferring, generalizing, anticipating,
making choices, attitude formation, skill development

Practice ot thinking skills out ot context is not likely to result in consistent use of appropriate thinking in !taming and life

situations
Achievement ot curriculum learning objectives and transfer tu life situattuts, a IllUbi iikeiy to uccui if students have consistent
practice in the use of appropriate thinking a; they learn.
All curriculum objectives, regardless of specific content, can be classified by the type of learning (and thinking) required of
students
I hinking strategies can be incorporated into any curriculum so that students not only achieve the objectives better and faster

but also learn strategies for learning, problem solving, planning, and so on
Short of building or revising curriculum to incorporate appropriate thinking strategies, teachers can be trained to build such
strategies into their teaching of the existing curriculum

Intended audience Suitable for preschool through adult learners.

Process

Time

Available nom.

In the curriculum model curmulum is developed or revised to include thinking strategies as the process for achieving the

learning objectives
In the stall development model teachers are trained to plan and conduct lessons that incorporate the use of appropriatethink

ing strategies.

The curriculum model is developed and implemented in a three- to five-year process that includes periodic training and

follow-up as curriculum is written and tested.
The staff development model requires a minimum of 15 to 20 full days of training over a two-year period with one-year
periodic follow-up

ICI Services, Ltd.
301 South Third f;teet
Coshocton, OH 431312
(614' 522-5344/5341
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dents will learn thinking strategies on an ongoing, cumula-
tive basis over a seven-year period.

2 The curriculum is not merely a syllabus ur a list of
objectives but is a real plan for learning, w ith the sequence
of student thinking and accompanying learning experi-
ences spelled out in detail. Yet it is not a binding prescrip-
tion; teachers are free to select student materials or use
whatever methods are effective in guiding their students
through the processes. Suggestions are given for teacher
questions, directions, resources, and so on, but the teach-
ers are encouraged to be as creative and natural as pos-
sible, so long as students are doing the thinking as de-
scribed in the curriculum.

3. Each grade level of the curriculum is developed and
field tested for one year with a few teachers, reised and pi-
loted the second year with more teachers, and fully imple-
mented and evaluated the third year This gradual, deliber-
ate implementation provides time for teacher training and
input based on actual classroom experiences with the cur-

ric ulum, su teachers are more likely to develop the skills
they need to implement the curriculum effectively. Stu-
dents, therefore, receive the planned, cumulative thinking
and learning experiences they need to learn and apply the
thinking strategies to all types of situations.
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Ronald f';. Brandt

The programs described in this seetion demonstrate
that teal hers and administrators who want to im-
prow their students' thinkaig have a multitude of

approaches from w hic li to e house Some of these ap-
proaches ale embodied in published materials such as
Strategic Re,olling ( n 1901. U1-ilk others depend on teat h-
ers' l' .son planning Some approaches, such as the .cr ite-
gies in Prole et IMPACT (1) 210), are ways to teat Ii existing
-,_.:!-,;e, ts, 'till& others, suer] as Eduard de Bonus Cola- t p
203). ar, intended as additions or simplements to the exist-
ing curriculum Some, such as SOI ( p 18-), are ways to
teach blinking skills chreed as the prlmart aim of instruc
t ion, Sklule others, such as Joyce and Veil s .1fuilc Ls of leach
in,4 ( 1980), stimulate stuc!mts to use their thinking as the
engage in discussions

Figure 1 shot, , Ke teatares of selected appioaehes,
neluding the authorac who de N eloped the approach for cal
whose research it is based). a word or phrase that de
scribes the approach ( if m (vows, the term used by the au-
ilium ). and published materials that embody the ap
prude h Figure I also shows another cc ac in cc Ilia the
carious approaches differ in the kinds of thinking they
seek to develop Some, such as Matthew lapman's Philoso-
phy fur Children ( p 212). are for teaching reasoning, while
others, such as David Perkin's Creati itv b Design ( p r2 ),
emphasize imagniatice thinking Still others focus oil fun-
damental cognitive skills prerequisite to higher -lecei
thinking

Most of these programs use special materials that are
somewhat different from ordinary textbooks and work

o ok;, I of LXallipk, iliStIUMLIgal LW' nl,uiLut tl E:3) uses
paper-and-pencil instruments' to improve student intel-
lectual functioning With sufficient "mediation- (teacher-
saident interaction) in connection with use of the instru-
ments, students are reported to become less impulsive,
more persistent, more able t -ee relationships and make
comparison~, better able to plan and relate past experi-
ences to future ones A number of other programsS01,
strategic Reasonitig, and Odcssec ( p 224), for example
are also materials based, but the way the materials are
used caries In some programs the exercises themselves
are intended to improve students' cognitive abilities, Aline
proponents of Instrumental Enrichment emphasize the
teacher's mediation

Barr} Beyer (p. 1-i 5) contends that while special pro-
grams may be useful, such skills as detecting bias and dis
tinguishing fact from opinion should he taught direct( in
existing classes Fur example, the local curriculum might
call for teaching classifying as part of the 4th grade science
program 13cler suggests that to formally introduce a think-
ing skill, teachers should use a five -step process derived
from research on skills training

in this approach a teacher (1) introduces the skill to be taught by
describing an example of it in action or haNing the students ac-
tual( do it Tien rtZerring Li the introductory experience for ex
an.,,les, the teacher (2) explains specific steps and rules for exe
curing the skill and (3) demonstrates how the skill vorks with the
content being studied Next, working in triads or pairs under the
teacher s guidance. the students ('i) apply the skill procedures
and rules to data similar tobut wit the same asthat uscd in
the denhnistratikin I wall), the students t ) restate and explain the
basic components if the skill as the have used them so far

Beyer's ap)roach seems reasonable to many educators
because It is similar to the N'tay school systems plan for the
teaelung of other skills, but Rich ird Paul (p. 152 ), sk ho
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Authority

Whimbey

Feuerstetn

Meeker (Guilford)

Glade (Upton)

Beyer

Paul (Ennis)

Lipman

de Bono

Perkins

FIGURE

Selected Approaches to Teaching Thinking

Approach

"precise processing-

"mediated learning
experiences"

assessment, practice

tea( hing

-dire( t-

"dialectical"

disc ussion

heuristic s

'design"

Materials

(several)

Instrumental Enrichment

SOI

Strategic Reasoning

Philosophy for Children

CoRT

Odyssey

Type of Thinking

problem solving

mental operations

thinking skills

thinking skills

critical thinking

reasoning

perception

creative thinking

teaches courses in critical thinking at the university level,
contends that critical thinking is not simply a set of techni-
cal skills Paul endorses the teaching of "micro-logical- an-
alytical skills as a useful "short-term strategy,- but he as-
serts that ci itical thinking is "intrinsic to the character of
the person" and is "guided by- prmaples, not pr ..t.t4tst
Teaching critical thinking, Paul says, requires a "dialecti-
cal" approach, "that iz it must move hack and forth be-
tween opposing points of tew"

As an example of a good way to teach critical thinking,
Paul recommends Philosophy for Children Rather than
teaching skills directly; Philosophy for Children uses inci-
dents from novels, such as Harry Stottlemelr's Discovery,
to stimulate classroom discussions The stories are written
to raise perennial philosophical questions children's
terms Students learn the principles of logic 13} talking
about the activities and ideas of the characters in the novels

Another approach to teaching thinking, Edward de
Bono 's CoRT program, uses quite different methods
and is described as having different aims de Bono por-
trays critical thinking as "reactive,- calling it "the bane of
so'it!ty and education" Rather than having students judge
other people's ideas, he say s, schools should encourage
students to develop original solutions to problems by learn-
ing to change their perceptions

The 60 lessons in cowl. ( for Cognitive Research Trust,
de Bonn's organwation in Cambridge, England), provide
practice in using such "tools" as the PMI (for Plus, Minus,
Interesting), which is intended to help students develop the

habit of considering new ideas without immediately judg-
ing them as good or bad, right or wrong. Students are
taught to "do an OPV" (for "Other Point of View") or "do a
CAE" (Consider All Factors) when making decisions.

It is interesting to note that Philosophy for Children,
des:gned to teach logic, and CoRT, which teaches that pro-
ductive thinking is often not logical, nevertheless both
stress attention to alternatives. This suggests that, while
some aspects of the various approaches are undeniably dif-
ferent, they also have some similarities, at least in their
aims Paul advocates teaching dialecticallydeliberately
exposing students to conflicting ideaswhile de Bono
would simply, have them "do an OPV" Despite these differ-
ences in method, the aim of both authorities is for students
to become more objective and empathetic. In other words,
the proponents of quite different approaches may never-
theless have in mind a somewhat similar image of the
thinking person they hope to produce

Glatthorn Baron (p. 49) describe "the good
thinker" as being w Wing to think, persistent, objective, and
rational Development of these qualities is the explicitly
stated or implied aim of many of the various approaches.
For example, one of the goals of Instrumental Enrichment
is "restraining impulsivity Teaching students to be more
precise and persistent is also the theme of Whimbey and
Whimbey Intelligence Can Be Taught (1957), which re-
ports the authors' use of tutoring and paired problem solv-
ing to help college students with low academic aptitude
scores improve their performance
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Selecting Approaches
There are numerous approaches to teaching thinking

not shown in Figure 1. For example, Carol Booth Olson (p
215) and her colleagues at the University of California-Irvine
have prepared units for teaching higher-order thinking
through writing. Developmental psychologists such as Irv-
ing Sigel (1984) and educators such as those in the Shore-
ham-Wading River, New York, schools (Brooks and others,
1984) favor a "constructivist" approach. Mortimer Adler
and members of the Paideia Gtoup (1982) advocate Socra-
tic discussion of classic documents such as the Declaration
of Independence to develop what Hirsch (1985) calls "cul-
tural literacy" Robert Glaser (1984) also advises that think-
ing skills be developed in the context of the existing aca-
demic disciplines, stresssing the essential role of
knowledge in intellectual functioning.

The choice of which these approaches to use depends
on many factors, including the experience and competence
of teachers and the availability of funds for special mate
rials and insen ice training. Other considerations are the
age and background of one's students and the kinds of
thinking sought. 'Pim essential questions to ask when re-
viewing a published program are whether (1) it "is based
on a theory of intellectual performance specifying mental
processes that has received experiential verification out-
side the context of the training program" (Sternberg,
p 185) and (2) whether there is valid evidence of the pro-
gram's effectiveness

John Good lad (1983) has noted that classroom activi-
ties should be related to their supposed purposes Most
schools, he points out, have adopted goals such as "develop
the ability to use and eN, aluate knowledge" and "develop
positive an, aides toward intellectual actnity, including in-
tellectual otiosity and desire for for further learning"
Goodlad comments:

These goals convey to me an image of students writing essays and
narratives, engaging in dialogue with one another and with their
teachers, initiating inquiry into questions not resolved by teachers
or in their own minds, and so on But this is not the picture that
emerges from our data Indeed the picture is of students passively
listening, reading textbooks, completing assignments, and rarely
initiating anythingat least in the academic subjects (p 10)

The point is, of course, that what students actually do
day-by-day in classroom should be consistent with our
goals for them To become better thinkers, they need to en-
gage in activities that develop thinking abilities. Authorities
may not agree on what approaches to use, but they do
agree that the teaching methods most commonly used
lectures, worksheets, and recitationsare not very
effective.

Teachers and administrators considering the various
approaches to teaching thinking may find it useful to first
define their own conception of "the good thinker" and
then match their definition with the expected outcomes of
the various approaches. With a clear idea of their aims, they
will be in a position to select learning activities that appear
to have the most potential for achieving them.

Foomoms

'Support for this contention is provided by Robert Ennis, who
specializes in the study of critical thinking Ennis (1985) defines
critical thinking as reasonable reflective thinking that is focused
un deciding what to believe and do," and says it involves both
"abilities and dispositions."
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PART IX

finalb come to the conclusion that computers are
smarter than people Not with hale 1 ever seen one
jogging

Bob Orben

turfing cast amounts of information in lung-term
memory, sorting and classifying data, detecting and
correcting errors, extrapolating and simulating alter-

native outcomes computers are constructed to perform
many of the functions associated w ith human intellect, thus,
they provide us with "artificial intelligence"

vuLLI hni,ty of the molt LIJCJ of wmputers
and other technologies to decelup students' intellectual
abilities have yet to be fully explored. Technology and pro-
grams for intellectual development are still in their infancy.
Because of the nature of our educational system, the state
of the art of school computer usage may be perpetually be-
hind the technology's instructional potential. Continued ex-
perimentation, creative development, and critical evalua-
tion in this field are in store.

This section presents these potentials and provides as-
sistance in selecting software that may challenge and exer-
cise students' thinking.
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tential of Computers f
Te thing Thinki

Carolee Matsumoto

Computer technology and the systematic develop-
ment of thinking skills have eonverged in the edu-
cation world and exploded into high energy and

chaos Carefully fused, elements of these two new curricu-
lar additions promise great eventual benefits, but at pres-
ent nos* of their potential synergy remains unrealized

Can computers help us teach thinking) What can com-
puters and thinking skills mutually euntribute to help us
achieve our educational goals) This chapter suggests some
possible advantages of computer use tur teaching thinking,
defines issues and planning considerations, and points out
resources that can help educators formulate appropriate
initial directions

Certainly many people believe that using computers to
teach thinking has vast promise Scientist Patrick Gunkel
(1985) expressed the hope and confidence that many edu-
cators have vested in the computer when he said, "Com-
puters w ill be the way of introducing the young mind di-
rectly into the world of thought

How Can Computers Aid Thinking
Instruction?

Though some people claim that software and hard-
ware can partially think for the user by executing long,
complicated thinking chores, such as calculation and
graphic display, others believe that learning programming
and software use can actually stimulate and teach thinking
skill (Nickerson, 1983, Kurland and others, 1984) Whether
the computer thinks for its operator, or stimulates the user
to thinkor both it seems clear that computers will re

LILC ui cliiiiiiiatc dm; dr udger of skills practice and create
time for teacher and student to confront more complicated
learning and thinking tasks (Dede, 1981)

Computers seem to present to many theorists a means
of shifting from the pedestrian educational mode of amass-
ing a body of information to a more sophisticated level of
problem soh ing and decision making. The interactive na-
ture of computers, some believe, stimulates thinking and
self-reflection in ways that encourage students to progress
from processing ideas in a serial fashion to simultaneous
or parallel thinking. Dede ( 1981 ) proposes that access to
data bases, communications networks, and information
processing software restricts the need for knowledge trans-
mission education and frees tune for knowledge process-
ing, application, e aluation, and communication. Gunkel
, 1985 ) believes that, with appropriate software, computers
can help operators to generate ideas and extend thinking
b) pros iding sv ift and easy ways to manipulate, merge, and
sort information that our physical energy and time con-
straints would ordinarily limit Complex new software also
offers the potential for users to "design, model, abstract,
repres nt in different modes, and create metaphors for
ideas" (Perkins, 1984)

Other observers see potential for these machines to
teach people about their own minds. Creating structured
(for example, simulations) or unstructured (such as
LOGO) learning environments helps children experience
thinking and learning in rich, complex, explorative manner.

Another exciting facet for computers is hardware and
software programmed with artificial intelligence. Such sys-
tems can mimic human thinking, problem solving, reason-
ing, and language (Green, 1984). Artificial intelligence de-
votees believe the logic of such computer capabilities can
help to coach human thinking and could he used to create
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"empowering' emirunments to 'motivate, amplify, audit,
and communicate creativity" (Brown, 1983)

New technologies, including Lumputer hardware and
software, offer a lung continuum of possible applications
for teaching thinking. Certainly some schools and teaLhers
have already begun to stretch the powers of developing
minds by capitalizing on students' enthusiasm for com-
puters. Before we can even attempt to define a rule fur Low.-
puters in honing inusive thought pro( esses, however, some
basic and highly charged educational and philosophical is-
sues need to be settled

An emerging difficulty lies in the absence of clear
goals for Lomputers and thinking in education Until we es-
tablish what 'thinking' should du and be, we cannot de-
Lode on a proper role for computers in advanLing that ef-
fort The overall quality of education will Lonsequently be
adversely affected. We must not yield, though, to the temp-
tation to cut through to quick answers If we are to truly
master these areas and find the best possible solutions, we
must act with deliberation and determination as well as
with dispatch

The Issues
Like surfers, many optimistic educators, researchers,

and software publishers have paddled out to the "Thinking
Wave (Costa, 1982). It is a big wave, very attractive and
very strong Understanding its Lompunents and dy naniiLs,
though, will mean the difference between an inspiring ride
and a costly fiasco What, then, is there to understand about
using Lumputers in the teaching of thinking? To begin with,
we must determine.

1. Educational goals for teaLhers and learners.
2. A vision of how technology, particularly computers,

will be used in thinking skills education and what roles
teaLhers and students will play

3 The as hardware and software will be s,,pplied
Processes used to develop and evaluate software

5. SpeLialized wmputer and thinking skills training
necessary for educators

Educational Goals for Teachers and Learners
Must school systems aspire to some ambitious but

vague notion of educating and developing the whole child
in all the traditional domains A definite plan fur how stu-
dents will apply their education and a Llear idea of the fu-
ture they are being educated for is usually (and unfortu-
nately) missing. Given the overwhelming and confusing
bombardment of national reports, studies, research reve-
lations, future forecasts, economic imperatives and restric-
tions, fickle fights for priorities, and Lycliyal calls fur LurriL-

ulum revision, it is not surprising that our goals and
priorities are sometimes muddled

We find, however, a surprising degree of accord among
educators, educational reform proponents, demographers,
futurists, economists, and employers w ho agree that
higher-level thinking and competency with computers and
related technologies are essential survival skills in the In-
formation Society we have already entered. Some computer
enthusiasts even reason that the omnipresence of com-
fitters forces the redefinition of basic skills to include
higher-order thinking (Hunt, 1983, DeBevoise, 1984, Dede,
1981).

Skeptics with long memories will perhaps recall that
many of these promises promoted educational television
and teaching machines in the 1960s. Computer technolo-
gies, however, are dearly distinct from these precursors
and offer far greater potential advantages. One difference is
outside applicability Computers have become widespread
tools of our culture Furthermore, computers' complexity;
flexibility, interactive nature, and multiple modes (literal,
audio, graphic, and kinesthetic) provide the user with a
wide repertoire of tools we can use to work, learn, and
communicate

Education itself has come a long way since the '60s,
too. Information about teaching, learning, and knowledge
has advanced with intense societal interest in boosting
achievement to prepare students for a complex future Un-
like the costly, static, and technologically primitive mechan-
iLal white elephants of the past, present-day computers are
dynamic chides that can be continually upgraded to serve
education in new, inexpensive, and expanded ways.

As important institutions of society, schools need to
determine their proper role in exposing children to these
tools and the most appropriate application of computers to
aid the teaching and learning process

Educators are now challenged to examine, redefine,
and merge traditional goals with new information about
neurological functions and learning processes, then we
must recognize applications of the new knowledge, using
present technological capabilities and anticipating future
ones. If we are to attend to the more global aspects of
teachingdeveloping specific cognitive rowers, enhanc-
ing higher-level thinking, and applying useful technological
advances an ongoing synthesis of the previously known
and the newly discovered will necessarily involve a recon-
Leptualization of the nature of schools and education

In view of the breadth of support fur computer use to
provoke sophisticated thought, it is very likely that com-
puters will become as Lommun in schools as they ore in
businesses That being the Lase, some key questions need
answers

1 Have we developed goals and established definite
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A Beginning List of Software Companies That Have Produced
Thill!(.ing Skills Software

WARNING These suttware package, have been recommended by many sources and have not been comprehensively evaluated

Company

Apple Computer
20225 Marian' Ave
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

CBS Software
One Fawcett Place
Greenwich, CT 06836

OA Board, Inc
3772 Pleasantdale Rd.
Atlanta, GA
(404) 447-6711

Educational Materials
PO Box 17
Pelham, NY 10803

The Learning Company
4370 Alpine Rd
Portola Valley, CA 94025
(415) 851-3160

Minnesota Educational
Computing Corporation
3490 Lexington Ave., N
St Paul, MN 55112

Midwest Publications Co
PO Box 448
Pacific Grove, CA 93950

Spinnaker Software Corp.
1 Kendall Square
Cambridge, MA 02139

Sunburst
Communications
39 Washington Ave
Pleasantvilie, NY 10570
(914) 769-5030
(800) 431-1934

Skill Area

Problem Solving

Language Arts
Logic and Problem Solving

Problem Solving

Language Arts
Social Studies
Science
Philosophy

Problem Solving
Critical Thinking

Critical Thinking
Problem Solving
Math and Reading Skills

Reading and Language Arts
Logic

Math
Science

Logic
Problem Solving

Problem Solving

Thinking Skills

Deductive Thinking Skills
Logic
Problem Solving

Simulation
Thinking Skills
Deductive Reasoning

Math
Science
Language Arts

Miscellaneous Simulation
Thinking Skills
Deductive Reasoning

Prediction Analysis
Science/Problem Solving/Predictions
Math Problem Solving/Generalizations/Hypothesis testing
Science/Problem Solving
Problem Solving/MathNisual Reasoning
Social Studies/Problem Solving/Analysis
Problem Solving/Pattern RecognitionNisual Perception
Problem Solving/Pattern Recognition/Analysis/Synthesis
Math/Problem Solving
Math/Simulation/Judgments
Science/Math/Problem Solving
Puzzles/Problem Solving
Math/Problem Solving/Thinking Skills

Title

Mix and Match

Mystery Master:
Murder by the Dozen

Logicmaster

Thinking and Learning
(Tutorial on thinking,
Socratic dialogue)

Gertrude's Secrets

Gertrude's Puzzles

Moptown Parade

Rocky's Boots

Problem Solving
Strategies'

Mind Puzzles

Mind Benders

What's My Rule?

Snooper Troops I
Snooper Troops II

In Search of the
Most Amazing
Thing

Snooper Troops
Case #1 (The
Granite Point
Ghost)

Gears
The Pond
The King's Rule
The Incredible Laboratory
The Factory
Code Quest
Fun House Maze
Color Keys
The King's Rule
Survival Math
Semcalc
Tobbs Learns Algebra
Amazing Think Tank

The Lurmuld Public Sl huols and the Coneund-Cai lisle Regional School Distiilt, 121, Mei 1,1171 Read, Luiii_oni, MA U1;42, have beguit a Lullettion and data base of thinking
skills software Contributions and suggestions are welcome
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priorities for computer use to promote intelligent behavior
and higher-level thinking (Costa, 1982 )1

2 Do we have a clear vision of what the merger of
thinking instruction with computer capability can do for
education and what the resultant teaching and learning will
be like')

3. Do we have organizational structures to assemble
and support computer use in thinking skills programs? To
integrate such programs into curriculum and teaching
practices?

Ilow will adnunishators and staff he involved and
trained in classroom uses of computers to teach thinking?

5 Is the community apprised of our goals and sup-
portive of them'

O. Are we willing to secure and allocate adequate re-
sources to support this expensive endeavor?

A Vision of Computers in Thinking Skills
Education

If our goal is to meld thinking, computers, and learn-
ing, we must be able to envision the desired result in the
classroom One scenario of education in he 1990s de-
scribes learners as working at 'electronic desks" Their
computers would be connected to a variety of information
sources, data bases, piliduction peripherals, and networks.
Students would assume re,,ponsibility for their own learn-
ing through the manipulation of a rich variety of technolog-
ical tools and would gain the ability to communicate with
an extensive network of people and information (Licklider,
1980).

Many believe these electronic learners'' will think Oil
higher levels than their pencil-and-paper equivalents did
previously Dede (1981) predicts that ''new kinds of person-
tool learning partnerships will redefine new kinds of intel-
ligence that demand higher-order skills of flexibility, crea-
uv decision m eking, complex pattern recognition, and
evaluation of systems" Licklider's projection is consonant
with the probable positive results Walker described in
1983. more active leaf-m.1g, more varied sensory and con-
ceptual modes, less mental drudgery, more independent
learning, learning nearer the speed of thought, and learn-
ing better tailored to individuals and to abstraction See-

ley-Brown (1984) clair.,s that the computer can also "act as
a mirror for the user's thought processes, enabling him to
reflect on his own thinking and improve his metacognitive
skills"

The role implications of this picture clearly differ from
those now present in schools Teachers in this scenario
would become orchestrators or coaches for learning In-
stead of imparting information or teaching skills, teachers
would inspire, reinforce, clarify, guide, and motivate learn-
ing Students would take responsibility for arranging and

pacing their own learning, they would use strategies that
access and process information and draw on higher-level
thinking powers, communication skills, and problem-solv-
ing and decision-making capacities

Supplying Hardware and Software
Assuming decisions are reached to equip learners

with electronic study systems, educators will face the chal-
lenge of supplying students with appropriate hardware and
software, and it is clear that we are not talking just one
computer per classroom For some schools, the lack of suf-
ficient funding will be st AN, progress All schools must pick
and choose among computer systems with care While I
can suggest no easy street leading to perfect future visions,
I do urge clear goals and priorities, a commitment to eq-
uity, community education, and whatever political involve-
ment is necessary for action.

Processes for Software Development and
Evaluation

Software is available right now that teaches or can be
adapted to teach, the many aspects of higher-level think-
ingthinking strategies, logic, cognitive (learning) skills,
problem solving, and so on. The recent interest in the sys-
tematic teaching of thinking has resulted in a frantic search
for appropriate materials Part of the attention has included

closer look at thinking skills software that exists now, is
being developed, or could be developed.

A few companies have published software catalogs
specifically includirg titles under "Thinking" (see side-
bar), and some schools are trying to assemble soft- and
hardware components to serve their thinking skills pro-
grams Often, a hodi,e-podge of incompatible materials re-
sults

Before schools can make valuable educational use of
computers in thinking skills programs, some questions
need firm answers:

1. Has thinking been defined?
2 Is there a place in the curriculum that accommo-

dates and encourages the use of computers to teach think-
ing?

3 1 has the use of instructional technology; which in-
cludes computers, been evaluated as to purpose, weighed
against other priorities, and adequately supported"

i Are teachers trained in computer use' Are they mo-
tivated to teach, encourage, and value a computer-assisted
approach to thinking instruction?

S. Is there a system to evaluate, adopt, and implement
appropriate software' Each school needs general criteria,
perhaps like these

a Selected software w ill be integrated into the curric-
ulum at designated points
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b A monitor s} stern will coordinate the use of all
computer-assisted instruction

c The goals and objectives of the software are clear
d The software is compatible with :,}stem curriculum

objectives, pedagog} modes, and standards of qual
it It is user interactrw and full} child-tested

e. The software capitalizes on computer capabilities
to facilitate maximum learning

These guidelines are neither eumprehensne nor pre-
scriptive They cannot be Each school system needs to
draft its own guidelines, implement their use, and owrsee
the selection and use of software that satisfied local p o-
gram requirements

A model that ma} be helpful, howewr, is Project
CompuTHINK, which compiled a glossar} of different
kinds of thinking and a matrix guide that cross-references
appropriate teaching software. The project also de% ised
teacher training exercises and produced rating sheets that
describe and anal} ze the content and tasks in each piece of
software (See Chapter 49 tor more information on
CompuTHINK )

The continued development of suitable software de-
pends large!) on school practitioners Software will be of
high qualit} only if educators decide on parameters fur
course materials, communicate their needs to software
producers, and demand nothing less than the best Produc-
ers tr} to be sensinw to such guidance, after all, hat ed
ueators regard as ialuablc is what publishers know is mar
ket able

Training for Educators
Though man} schools and teachers already use com-

puters to develop thinking. the c}entual imokeineut of all
educators is at this point uncertain As in all proposed ed
ueational improwments, the extent to which our endea}or
will succeed will depend largel) on staff attitudes, knowl-
edge, and skills In turn, the level of teacher support for
this new approach will be determined in large measure b}
how visionary leadership can he, how ereanw school im-
provement efforts are, how effeenwl) we settle issues, and
how thoroughly we train staff in the new applications of
teaching technology

Learning how to use computers has been a major
stumbling block for many administrators, teachers, and
other school emplo}ees. Because computer literae}
new and rapidly deeloping field, there is a general lack of
claret} as to how computers could and should be used in
sit-was As a direct consequence, little eunsistene) or qual-
itatiw knowledge exists about what administrators and
teachers ought to learn about computers, The problem is
compounded by the scarcity and ariabilit} of equipment
and the lack of staff time for instructors to become so ex-

perienied with computers that the} natural!) integrate
them into regular classroom use.

If we were to assess the level of administrative and
teacher knowledge and skills with computers at this time,
we would no doubt find man} people with significant ex-
pertise and knowledge of how to apply computer technol-
ogy in their work. Unfurtunatel); we would probkl) also
find many who know that computers exist, but beyond that,
are completel} mystined about how computers might serve
them

Familiars} with computers is a Agnificantl) additional
expectation we now place on teachers. It involves a new
technological medium, altered classroom practices, and
new learning and teaching modes for both students and
teachers Further, because interest in deliberate!) teaching
thinking skills is relative!) recent, man} educators have nei-
ther a well-defined understanding of the field nor specific
training in come) ing its principles to students Before com-
puters can be harnessed to develop student thinking, teach-
ers will have to learn these two related fields, internalize
them, and sense how their new knowledge can be trans-
ferred into existing curriculums

Merging thinking instruction with computer use thus
becomes a formidable staff development hurdle Before
planning appropriate programs to satisfy this requirement,
we face several decisions.

1. What kind of training will develop the ability to
teach computer skills and thinking techniques? Then, what
training can aid the instructor in using computers to teach
thinking or using thinking to teach computers?

2. Should training in each area be separate, or should
we take a "braid" approach, wea)ing the strands together?

3 flow can educators learn to evaluate software and
approaches for computer use in thinking skills programs?

4 When should we start training, and who needs it?
5. I low can we assure arel erify that training transfers

to the classroom?
Without clear answers to these training issues and a

s tamed effort to make the transition in curriculum, we
cannot expect to see teachers euneerted1) appl) ing this
promising innovative approach

Looking Ahead
Fur uer ten wars, we haw heard how computers

would rceolutionL:e education, yet the potential of com-
puters in teaching is nowhere near realization Some of the
common exi uses for the lack of prompt progress are
)alidexpense of hardware, lack of time for training, can
fusion over software selection

If we are honest, though, some of the re.sponsibilit)
lies in our inabilit} to arm. ulate how and why we should
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use these new teLhnulugles Computers are nu panacea fur
all educational problems, but dearly they can help advance
learning and teaching If we can accept, believe, and act on
the promises of many experts, the cultivation of acute
thinking is one area where computers can have significant
impact on multivarious ways. If we can produce students
who can use teLhnulogy to extend their thinking in prepa-
ration for life in a society that will demand intelligence, we
will have served the future well
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omputers for
Thinki

Chuck Wiederhold

Tu gain both an appreciation fur and an understand
ing of the ariuus rules computers play in our learn
ing erwironments, let s examine some of these rules

functionally in terms of the computer's relationship to stu
dents, teachers, and the thinking and learning processes
This list is by no means exhaustive, and some functions
overlap the categories

1 Computer as content Computer science classes
deal with this theme. Topic:, include computer architecture,
operating systems, and storage techniques.

2 Computer as learner In this rule, the computer has
undefined possibilities Programming gis.e:. the computer
definition and dictates tasks to be performed. Computer
languages (such as BASIC, LOGO, PASCAL) are vehicles for
interacting with the computer as learner When computer
literacy was first introduced in the curriculums of the early
1980s, computer as content and computer as learner were
the major components.

3. Computer as teacher In this rule, the computer se-
quentially presents lesson material to students either
through drill and practice items or tutorials. The computer
records iesults and pros ides instant feedback to the
learner In the more sophisticated applications of this rule,

flit ,olliputc[ a5ot...3c5 pc[fuffnall,c arid branches
w material of appropriate difficulty

4. Computer as tool. The computer is an extension of
the user For the writer, it is a word processor; for the man-
ager, it is an electronic filing system or data base. For the
accountant, it is an interactive electronic ledger or spread-
sheet, and for the scientist, it can at once observe, record,
and compare data. Using the computer as a tool in its var-
ious forms has become the major definition of computer lit-
eracy for students, teachers, and other users.

5 Computer as data source. The computer tran-
scends the rule of being a tool for individual users and be-
comes a common interactive electronic encyclopedia fcr
multiple users. People who access electronic networks,
centralized data bases, and news retrieval are using the
computer as a data source. Teachers who develop lesson
materials based un the retrieval of information contained
within data bases enable students to use computers in his
role.

6. Computer as inquiry facilitator. The computer is
both data source and teacher. The user interacts with the
program both to determine the content and the form of in-
quiry necessary to reveal it. Complex "adventure games"
and "guess and rule" programs place the computer in this
role It is in this way that the computer has captured the
imagination of problem solvers and offers the greatest po-
tential for addressing higher-order thinking skills
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puTHINK and Criteria f r
Selecting Software

John Cradler

pruled CompuTI1INK is designed to assist educators
in teaching and deceloping the thinking skills of
their students with the aid of technology. Specificall),,

it provides educators with
1. A conceptual framework that identifies and classi-

fies 33 specific thinking skills ranging from simple recall to
complex problem solving

2 A tested strategy for identib mg each of the cogni-
tive skills emphasized in any educational software
program

3 A resource guide that matches the cognitive skills
framework to existing computer programs

4 Training and materials needed for using computers
to facilitate the development of cognince and critical think-
ing skills

The CompuTHINK Cognitice Skills framework is
based on established models such as Bloom s Taxonomy
and the Protect IMPACT I. nicerse of Critical Thinking Skills
Evaluating grade 1-8 software programs for cognitBe skills
content was an immediate project goal, however, the frame-
work and analysis strategies provided can be used to iden-
tify the cognitive skills stressed in any educational pro-
gram presented in any medium

CompuTHINK Materials'
The CompuTHINK Resource Guide contains
1 The Cogrunce Skills framework
2 Definitions of each component
3 Questions and examples to show how each skill

might be illustrated or tested for students in K 3, -i -a, and
7-8

Rating forms Is itl duccuons) for anal} zing soft
ware programs using CompuTH1NK criteria

5. Extensive ieviews of 30 programs evaluated by
those criteria, rating each program's educational qualit),
ease of use, and cognitive skill content

6. A matrix presenting the results of these evaluations
in graphic form

In addition, a CompuTHINK Resource Diskette (for Ap-
ple He and lk ) pros ides a quick reference to definitions of
terms used in the skills framework and permits quick re-
tries al of programs re% iewed 1-) grade level and specific
cognitive skills required

CompuTHINK Training

One- and two-day workshops can be provided lot
schools, districts, and count) offices \X'orkshop topics in-
clude (1) understanding srecific cognitive skills included
in the framework, (2) selecting computer software pro-
grams according to the thinking skills the emphasize, (3)
anal), zing software programs for their cognitive skills con-
tent, quality, and structure, and (4) incorporating cognitive
skill instruction into existing curriculums w ith the aid of
computers

CompuTHINK Cognitive Skills Matrix

The matrix presented in Figure 1 is a graphic repre-
sentation of quality rating, grade level range, and specific
cognitive skills emphasize in 25 popular educational soft-
ware programs These ratings were made b), triads of edu-
cators w ho had field-tested the programs with students and
then evaluated them using CompuTHINK forms and proce-
dures

CompuTHINK has been certified as an EXEMPLARY
project the Educational Technology t `nit of the California
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FIGURE 1

CompuTHINK Cognitive Skills Matrix
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Questioning

Discriminating Fact from Opinion
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Identifying Cause/Effect a

Generalizing
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LOGICAL REASONING
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CREATIVE THINKING

Demonstrating Fluency

Demonstrating Flexibility

Demonstrating Originality

Elaborating

Creating New Ideas Spontaneously

PROBLEM SOLVING

Making Judgments/Decisions a a
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State Department of Education. The project is funded for
dissemination to schools throughout California For infor-
mation regarding wJrkshops and materials, contact John
Cradler, Project Director, South San Francisco Unified
School District, 398 "B" Street, South San Francisco, Cali-
fornia 94080 (telephone. 415-877-8835 or 877-8768)

Criteria for Selecting Software

Evaluating computer software for classroom use
generates many questions:

Is the program worthy of serious consideration?
Is it high in educational quality?
Is it well-organized and presented?
Is it convenient and efficient in use?
What skills does it develop?

Among the goals of Project CompuTHINK is develop-
ing methods to evaluate computer software that show
promise of developing specific cognitive skills. After a year
of experiments, trial and error, strenuous debate, and con-
tinuous revision, the developers of CompuTHINK created a
series of forms, definitions, and procedures to make such
evaluations manageable.

FIGURE 2

Screening Form For Cognitive Skills Courseware

Program Title Publisher

Package Title (if applicable)

Subject (Area(s)

Reviewer's Name,Title Date

To recommend the program (or further evaluation, the answers to questions 1-7 should all be "Yes

r: ircle the appropriate answer

1 Does the program emphasize cognitive skillst

2. Is the computer a good medium (or presenting this material?

3. Does the program deserve a "good' to "excellent" rating in educational quality and program structure?

4. Is the program likely to maintain high student motivation?

5 Can the program be used by several students in a reasonable amount of time

6. Is the program accurate in content, grammar, and spelling?

7. Is the program free from objectional materials

This program is recommended (or further evaluation

This program is not recommended (or further evaluation

Comments

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

ves

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

Copyright 198S by CompuitilNK South San NAcISCO Unified School District
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The process is challenging, lively, and thought-prt wok
ing. Participants report that skills gained and sharpened in
these sessions are useful not only in selecting curricular
materials but aiso in using them for maximum advantage in
the classroom

Evaluation Procedure
Every program is evaluated by a team of at least three

educators First, each team member rates the program in-
dependently. Team members then confer to reach consen-
sus .,n how to rate each item. No phase of the evaluation is
complete until the team members agree on the ratings,
comments, and statements to be recorded. The evaluation
sequence is as foiiows.

1. Courseware screening to eliminate unsuitable
programs from further consideration.

2. Courseware field test evaluation to po'.ide de-
tailed, specific information for prospective buyers from ed-
ucators who have used the program with students. This
evaluation emphasizes the program's educational quality
and convenience for classroom use.

3. Cognitive skills task analysisto give clear an-
swers to educators who want to know which programs to
buy to exercise or develop specific thinking skills.

SCREENI ,Y; COGNITIVE SKILLS COURSEWARE

Purposes
To identify programs that show promise of being

useful for developing cognitive skills in classrooms
To eliminate unsuitable programs from further con-

sideration

Preparation
Examine the seven questions on the screening

form They represent minimum standards of program
quality and suitabili:v

Evaluation
Run the program as many times as needed to be-

come familiar with all sections and levels
Make deliberate mistakes to discover how the pro-

gram responds
Keep standards in mind

The Form (Figure 2)
Working individually, consider each question and

the ck yes or no Confer to reach team consens-s
The questions call for general impressions A de

tailed examination of these points will follow if the pro-
gram passes this initial screening

The program can be recommenced for further eval-
uation only if the eyaluation team answers yo to all ques-
tions

If the program is not recommended for further
evaluation, provide the reasons and a brief explanation.

COURSEWARE FIELD TEST EVAUJATION

Purpose
To provide detailed, specific information for pro-

spective buyers from eth.cators whJ have used the pro-
gram with students.

Preparation.
This form should not be used until at least one

member of the evaluation team has used the program with
ten or more students. The reliability and validity of the
team's evaluation depend on field-testing the program with
many children of different ages in a variety of settings.

Study all manuals, documentation, and support ma-
terials that are available ror the program.

Evaluation
Work through the pi ,-)gram thoroughly, include all

levels and branches.
Purposely make mistakes to see what happens.
Notice what prompts and cues are given if you make

a mistake or get stuck.

The Form (Figure 3)
1. Program title If the program is part of a set, note

package title.
2. Computer systems. List brands and i-liodels for

which the program is a-ailable. This information can be
found in the documentation or vendor catalog.

3. Subject areas: Identify academic subjects for which
the program is most appropriate (math, social studies, lan-
guage arts).

4. Retail price. Note the approximate price on the date
of review If the program is only available as part of a pack-
age, enter the package price.

5. Appropriate for: Use your judgment and check stu-
dent groups for whom the program is applicable.

6. Can be taught by. Use your judgment and check ap-
plicable groups.

7 Publisher's targeted students Refer to documenta-
tion for this information.

Evaluators' judgment Use your judgment and
check those applicable.

8. Field test. Enter approximate number of students
'Alto ha% e used this program under team members'
supervision.

9. Input mode Check those applicable. If other
modes are used, note which ones after "other"

10 Program uses. Check those applicable. Indicate ad-
ditional use: after "other."
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'At gp#1,4i-:4-4

II System requirements and ()plow Refer to u-
mentat ton for :taw ate Information

12 Program structure/educational quality Rate the
following items res, no, or n'a (not applicable) Check n'a
if a possible feature is missing, but its absence does not di
mulish the educational value of the program

a Clear purpoce Refer to documentation to make
ilidgment

Instructor adpotment Instructois can, for ex-
ample, set the program for speed, number of problems,
level of difficulty, and so on

c Menu adjustment Try each menu selection to
determine level of difficulty

d Automatic adbotinent Depending on student
iesponses, program become harder or easier and faster or
slower

FIGURE 3

Evaluation Form For Courseware Field Test

1 Program Title Pac ',age 1 ale

2 Computer System(s)

1 Subject Area(s)

5 Appropriate for a Individual
b Small group
( 1 arge grout'( Liss

7 Publisher's targeted students

Pres( hoot
K-

4-6
7-9
10-12

Regular
Remedial
Bilingual
Other

6 ( an be taught by a Tea( her _____
I) Aide

In avataator's idgment appropriate for

Retail Price $
program pa( kage

c I arent
d Self

Des( ribe

8 Field Test Raters Name/Title Date
Rater a Has used this program with ( #) students

b Has re( elVed ((bead( K from others who have used thisprogram

c Will c >Mime to use this program

yes

yes

no

no

9 Input Mode Keyboard Graphic s pad loysoc k Other

10 Program Uses 11 System Requirements
(Cher k all appIK able) and options Required Optional
Drill and practice Memory required
Tutorial (48K, 64K, 128K, etc I

Simulation ( ascetic)
Demonstration ( artridge
Instruc tional game Diskette
Cognitise skills No of disk drives
!nformahonal Mono( hromatic monitor
Other (deq ribe) ( olor monitor

Printer (graphic s)
Printer (text only)
Other Ides( vibe)
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r
FIGURE 3

Evaluation Form For Courseware Field Test (Continued)
12 Program Structure/Educational Quality

a Program's purposes and objectives are clearly defined

b Instri.ctor can adjust the program for different lev,I, of skills/abilities

c Menu allows choice of difficulty level

d Program automatically adjusts to student skill level

e Teacher can change program -ontent

I An efficient management system is provided for monitoring student progress

g "Prompts" and "Help" options are provided

h Program is interactive

i Program integrates well with ( lassroom curriculums

j Program is popular with students in (hot( e-free situation

Comments

Yes No n/a

_

_

13 Program Utility /Convenience

a Instructor's guide is clearly written

b Instructor's guide is comprehensive

c One disk can serve several computers simultaneously

d Requires little or nc, instructor training

e Program requires little preparation time

t Requires minimal instructor intervention

g Time per student is manageable and efficient for ( lassroom use

h Ample support materials are provided

Comments

Yes No n/a

--

14 Program Strengths

15 Program Weaknesses

16 Overall rating of program value Good Very good Excellent

Comments

( (ppyrtght 1985 to, ( onnpo II 1INA South `..in Non( fc«) (Inified C( bool DicIro( t

e Change ()I content Instructors can enter their
own word lists, questionsind so on

f Alaimip,ement spiel?' Management systems ma'
1111 lude student scores, level d.,,-,ignments, tests, prowess
records, and so on

g Prompting Cues and -help options are avail-
able if the user is confused 01 stuck

h. /frtteractwe The program requires users to
manipulate and control objects:features rather than to re-
spond to multiple-choice type questions

Curriculum integration The program can be
used to support and reinforce classroom instruction

j ,Student interest When allowed to select from
several programs, students often choose this one.
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13 Program utility/convenience Rate the following
items Yes, no, or n/a

a Clear guide The guide is easy to understand
and follow

b Comprehensive guide All features are ex-
plained Directions are provided for each operation

c Multiple use Disk can he removed after pry-
gram is loaded

d. Instructor training The instructor can learn
to use the program in one hour or less

e Preparation time Minimal time is required to
boot the system, enter content, prepare support materials,
and so on

f Instructor intervention After initial instruc
tions, students need little or no teacher assistance

g Time perstudent The program can be used el
fectnel), ith several students in a reasonable period of
time

h Support materials Ample support includes
thorough documentation, useful teaching suggestions and
ideas, and classroom activities to precede or follow com-
puter use

1-i Program strengths Describe the program's best
features

15 Program weaknesses Describe any noteworthy
shortcomings of the program

16 Overall rating Any program rated less than
"good" should have been eliminated in the screening
phase

Goodprogram is useful and free from seri-
ous flaws

Veil, goodprogram has some limitations but
is better thai, most available

Excellentprogram scores high in all or
nearly all criteriaan exemplary purchase

Comments Note any points not adequately covered
above

COGNITIVE' S u s TASK A.NAINsIs

Purpose
To give clear answers to educators who want to

know which programs to buy to exercise or develop spe-
cific thinking skills

It form/to!,
O The skills listed are categorzed into three lecels

1 Enabling Skills
2 Processes
3 Operations

These skills are not necessan4 hierarchical and
need not be taught or learned in the order presented I low-
ever, some skills may be interdependent

Preparation
Study the task analysis to familiarize yourself with

the terms used
Become familiar with the definitions of terms with

examples.

&vitiation
Work through the program thoroughly Try all sec-

tions and levels
Continually ask yourself which thinking skills you

are applying while using the program.

The Form (Figure 4)
O Evaluators should independently complete the

checklist before conferring to produce the final team rat-
ing Refer to definitions of terms with examples when dis-
agreements arise.

e Rate the skill as major only if you would recom-
mend purchase or use of the program to develop this skill.

Rate the skill as incidental if the skill is exercised,
but you woulJ nut recommend purchase or use of the pro-
gram to develop this skill

Leave the line blank if the skill is absent or used to a
slight degree You may rate several skills as major and sev-
eral as incidental, but do not rate any skill both major and
incidental

Program description
Briefly describe the type of program, its purpose,

content, format, and features The publisher's documenta-
tion, catalog descriptions, and available reviews may be
helpful. Support materialsreview accompanying docu-
mentation and rate as follows.

Instructions onlydirections are limited to pro-
gram operation.

Brief manuala few teaching ideas or suggestions
are included

Extensive manualmaterials include many pre-
and post computer use activities for integrating the pro-
gram into coursework

73.ansji,,r

Transfer means learning a skill or concept in one
context and applying it in another context

If the program or package has noteworthy features
intended to facilitate transfer, describe them

e Within a well-designed program, transfer is fos-
tered by using the same tot similar) skills in man, different
situations

Well-designed support materials facilitate transfer
by providing follow-up lessons in which a skill is applied to
classroom subjects or to ever!,da!, life If such lessons are
provided, note topics
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FIGURE 4

Evaluation Form For Cognitive Skills Task Analysis

Program Title Publisher

Reviewer's NamerT)tle Date

ENABLING SKILLS

1 Perceivingthe program requires students to
a Observe carefully
b Recalliremember things, ideas, events

2 Conceivingthe program requires students to
a Compare/contrast
b Group /label assign a descriptive label or phrase to a set of obrcts/ideas after grouping

them according to a common attribute
c Categorize/classifygroup ideas or objects according given criteria (labels are

provided)

3 Sequencing /serrating the program requires students to
a Orderarrange things/ideas according to time, size, alphabetical order, and so on, or

identify the scheme or standard by which they have been ordered
b Patternarrange things/ideas according to an established, repeated scheme
c Prioritizearrange things/ideas by degree of personal importance

PROCESSES

1 Analyzingthe program reqtwes students to
a Question (formulate relevart information)
h Discriminate fact from opinion.
c Discriminate relevant from irrelevant information
d Discriminate reliable from unreliable sources of information
e Recognize part to whole relationships

2 Inferringthe program requires students to
a Understand the meaning of statements
b Identify probable causes and effects .

c Use generalizations to solve problems or justify decisions
d Make predictions
e Identify one's own assumption< or those of others
f Identify personal point of view or point of view of others

OPERATIONS

1 Logical reasoningthe program requires students to
a Use inductive reasoningcombine an assumption or hypothesis with pr( ded

information to draw a tentative generalization
b Use deductive reasoningdraw a conclusion that can be proven or disproven by using

only the information provided . .

2 Creative Thinkingthe program requires students to
a Demonstrate fluencyproduct a variety of responses
b Demonstrate flexibilitytry several different approaches or apply a concept, idea, or

rule to a variety of situatic .

c Demonstrate originalityproduce novel, unexpected but related responses
d Elaborateextend or expand on a concept or idea
e Spontaneously create new ideas or rules to fit available information (the "ahal"

experience)

3 Problem Solvingthe program requires students to
a Make decisions /judgments draw conclusions and/or determine what to do after

discerning and comparing relevant facts
b Define/describe the problem
c Determine desired outcome
d Search for possible solutions
e Select and apply a trial solution
f Evaluate outcome
g Re% and repeat above steps (except "a ") if desired outcome is not attained)

Major

Emphasis

Incidental

Continued
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FIGURE 4
Evaluation Form For Cognitive Skills Task Analysis (Continued)

.

Program des( option

Support materials

Instructions only Brief manual Extensive manual

Comments

Transfer (describe any attempts to encourage transfer of skill','( m(epts taught to other Contexts)

Summary

a List major thinking skills chec ked Use the italic ized words on the ( heckh t as descriptors

b List ire !dental thinking skills involved (no .pore than three)

( list prerequisite sk,Ils Note special skills students must have to work through the program

Comments /Rem inimendations

( owigh, Nisi, t,> i OrrIplIIIIINA South San I on( 1,( 0 11oh,d Si hoof 1),,(o 1

2$ 5"
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4,14,

Stonmary
o Major skills list skills marked major on checklist

If all skills V) !thin a Lategor are marked inajot , list the kat-
egon heckling Fktr example, if all skills under 'Anal\ zing
are marked major, enter "Analyzing- as a major skill in-
stead of listing all component skill

o Incidental skillsenter the three most important
incidental skills checked

Preroquistte skill,s--consider the age range of in-

265

tended users Note any required skills that might cause
problems if not previousl learned

Comments, retommendaaem note concerns and
recommendations that vkould help prospective users

Fo( )1 \()T1

'1 he Compul t lINK Resource Guide is available for $25 00
and the Resmine Mskette (Apple lie and 1k ) may be purchased
for $20 01)
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PART X

sing Gro
inking Abilities

Educators may have to undergo, a 'paradigm shift'
when searching fur indicators of improved thinking
abilities in students While beha% 'ors are inert,

thinking is covert. We make inferences about students in-
ner mental processes based on their performance of
obserY able beitaiors and language usage

The development of thinking skills takes time Many
research studies show that demonstrable change in think
ing skills oceuts only after a two -year period of wnsistent
and sustained instruction that employs a carefully designed
currieulum and well- trained teachers This is euntrary to
"quick-fix- concepts of educational evaluation

Al KAI icI problcu..Acins from au obsc ,.,ion with quan-
tifiable measures Reducing thinking to a forced selection
of multiple choice items, having to express mental function-
ing in a paper-and-pencil format, and trying to standardize
creative insight may be antithetical to our goals.

This section presents the view that numerous assess-
ment procedures must be employed at a variety of levels in
many forms Depending un your definition, different eon-
eeptions of thinking demand different assessment prac-
tices We may not be able to assess creative thinking in the
way that we assess critical thinking Indeed, those intelli-
gent bekaiors of the good thinker may be displayed best
in real life problem situations Thinking is not demon-
strated by how many answers students know, rather, it is
demonstrated by how they behave when they don't know.
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Arthur Whimbey

What scholastic benefits can a school expect from
focusing on thinking skills in classes? Data on
this question have accumulated gradually, and

include measures of improvement on standardized instru-
ments such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and the
Nelson-Denny, foil iw-up studies of course grades, and per-
sonal reports of new approaches in handling academic and
even social problems

One example is project SOAR (Stress on Analytical
Reasoning), a five -week prefreshman program at Xavier
University a traditionally black university in New Orleans
( hlunter and others, 1982) SOAR uses a procedure called
'Flanking Aloud Pair Problem Solving (TAPS), in which Au-
dents work in pairs, taking turns reading problems aloud
and explaining the thinking processes they use to reach
conclusions The acronym TAPS reminds students that the
procedure is designed to tap thinking, bringing it out into
the open where it can be seen and improved The program
begins with reasoning problems that are not content spe-
cific, such as these (Whimbey and Wellhead, 1982)

Verbal analogy Elephant is to small as ______ is to
a large, little
b turtle, slow

hippopotamus, mouse
d lion, timid

,Sertes analysts 13R 161' 261. 31J

Word problem In a different language,peg bo means "green
book: sa ho mat means "green olu house;' and
jci mat means "old man What is the word for
house in this language

After several hours of practice with such problems,
students continue using TAPS but shift over to math prob-
lems (word problems, plane geometry, and elementary al-
gebra, for example) and reading comprehension training
with special exercises progressing from simple to complex,
such as the following examples taken from a 50-exercise
series (Whimbey, 1983).

Of the famous 19th-century painters, Gauguin was
born before van Gogh but after Whistler Matisse was born
after van Gogh. Write the names of the four artists in the or-
der they were born.

Two noteworthy documents for political freedom
are the U S Constitution, written in 1787, and the French
Constitution of 1791. The U.S. Bill of Rights was written
after the U.S. Constitution. In contrast, the French Declara-
tion of the Rights of Man was written before the French
Constitution, perhaps because the U.S. Bill of Rights was al-
ready in existence as a model The U S. Declaration of In-
dependence preceded the U.S. Constitution, and England's
Petition of Right preceded the Declaration of Independ-
ence by about 15! years. Still earlier by 400 yearsEng-
land's Magna Carta planted the seeds for freedom from the
ty ninny or kings. Seven documents of political freedom are
mentioned. List them in order.

Through SOAR training, scores of the Nelson-Denny
Reading Test have increased an average of two grade levels.
For students whose initial SAT total score fell below 700,
there his been an average gain of 110 points (Hunter and
others, 1982). These gains are now well established; SOAR
has served about 175 students per summer for the last five
years But what impresses Xavier's staff more than test
score gains are follow-up statistics showing that SOAR stu-
dents are twice as likely as other Xavier students to pass
their freshman science and math courses (Carmichael,
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1982) Moreueer, the eognithe approach has been incur
punned into a number of pre-med courses, which the
teachers feel contributes strongly to the fact that for the past
two years more Xavier students have been admitted to
medical and dental colleges than black students from all
the other umeersities in Louisiana combined (AAMC,
1984)

Readers familiar with experimental design ma} notice
that the SOAR project does not haw a control group How
C% er, an expel imentall} controlled stud} on the unlit} of
thinking skills training for improe mg SAT scores was re-
ported b} Worsham and Austin in 1983 The} found that a
group of high school suitors that participated in a thinking
skills program called Strategic Reasoning made signifi-
Lamb larger gains on thL2 SAT than a comparable group that
did not participate in the program The Strategic Reasoning
program teaches students to anal} ze cause effect, serial or-
der, classification, and other relationships through problem
soh ing and extensue small group discussion of solutions.

Another expenmentall} controlled stud} evaluating
cognitive-oriented instruction was performed at Bloomfield
College (Sadler, 1980). Two remedial math classes (fur stu-
dents scoring . r below the 7th grade level on a College
Board standar eel test) used TAPS Liu' ing a pot non of
each eiass, wit. :rs of students taking turns soh ing prob-
lems and eN, mug their thinking Twu comparable
classes used L. _ euneentional format of Instruction and
homework. The TAPS classes gained an average of three
grade levels on the College Board test, whereas the other
two classes a}eraged onl} a one-grade-level impru\ement
The TAPS procedure has been used since that experiment,
and the director of the freshman program, William Sadler
(in press), reports that follow-up studies show most of
these students go on to complete college level math and set
ence courses sueeessfull} This is a noteworth} aehie}e-
ment for students whose initial 7th grade math skills indi-
cated that the} had learned %Irtual4 no math during their
four high school years.

\Vhat accounts for the improved test scores and grades
following cognme e training? Woods (198-i), who teaches a
course strengthening the problem-solving skills of chemi-
cal engineering students, has found that students develop a
different approach to processing information One student
wrote.

The course activities showed me t:te importance of being
able to commumeate to others what I am doing in a problem 10
be able to vxplau to others, first you niust he able to explain to
yourself Doing the TAPS activities made me slow down my
thought process and explain everything to myself This, in tutu,
makes it easier to reali/e if you made a mistake, you don t rush
right past it

Since the course, 1 ilae become more aware of the problem
solv nig proses: Last week, when a friend came to nit: for help

with an assignment, I was able to listen to his problems and then
explain to him what he had done wrung Before the course, I
would havt! Just given him my assignment to copy what he
needed

Loehhead (1985) has reported similar comments
made by students in cognitive-oriented courses ranging
from remedial math to advanced physics and engineering

The transfer of cognitive skills learned in the class-
room to social situations has not been widely researched,
set one of the earliest studies in the area did find evidence
of students developing a more reflective ;.)resence of mind
in Liao-personal relationships. In that study (Bloom and
Broder, 1950), analytically weak students who were failing
comprehensive exams in college participated in a "think
aloud" program tt, work through information and answer
questions similar to those on the exams Students became
more reflective in their reading and thinking, the change
was noted b} professors in other classes, and comprehen-
SI% e exam scores improved significantly, with the degree of
impro}ement correlated to the number of sessions students
attended.

In addition, students reported benefits extending be-
}und the classroom. For instance, one student experiencing
emotional difficulties with her family reported receiving a
letter from her brother that would have ordinarily upset
her. She said that on this occasion she found herself aualyz
ing his arguments and breaking them down, until her
brother's wriden rebuke no longer had a demoralizing ef-
fect on her Another student said of her improved thinking
"1 use this in in} dad} life as well as my problem solving.
Now I take one thing at a time instead of ha} ing a finger in
every pie Even my mother has noticed this."

The studies reviewed so far concern high school and
college students, but elementar} school teachers ha}e also
found that focusing on mental processes can improve aca-
demic success. This is illustrated in the report of a 1st
grade teacher working with a pupil who scored in the mas-
tery range on word recognition and comprehension tests,
but had difficult} with suffixes and scored below mastery
level on this .,kill The teacher felt that thinking aloud
would be helpful (Short, 1977).

After .1 href conversant ,al period, I explained to Scott that l
hoped to help him with a system to aid him in reading We talked
about word endings and how the meanings of words were
changed by adding special word parts Scott easily explained the
ideas s, es means more than one if added to a noun or right now
if added to a verb, ing means right now, and -ed means past time

We then proceeded to work thtuugh a set of exercises I

asked Scutt to ( I ) read each item aloud, and (2) explain to me
how or why he chose each word needed to complete the blanks

Scott made more accurate choi :es when he tried each alter-
native orally than when he read the items silently Ile had to be
reminded to read the items aloud fr-quently Some errors were
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due to eareles', reading Reading the exercises aloud and substi
Luting each ehuice before picking an answer Was hdpC111 Stott
was coned, by oral reading, to listen to the sentence and the
choices, And then select the one that made sense Scutt agreed
that reading the examples aloud and listening to the choices had
helped him He felt that if he would whisper instead of read aloud,
it would sere the same purpose After the training, Scott was
gik en a worksheet with 20 fresh exercises and was able to answer
18 correctly by employing his new method.

Though implementing this process with fiery young child-en
may be e:dricult, I feel it well Worth the effort I plan to incorpo
rate more verbalizing of problem Soh mg, both teacher modeled
and studert mudded, in reading and math with my 1st graders
during the coming year

Taken together, the studies present a strung argument
that focusing on thinking Improves academic performance
and problem-solving skills In a world that is becoming in-
creasingly technological, teaching analytical thinking may
become a major component of education
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Stuart C. Rankin

Sdim)l districts embarkiny, on 110% programs to im
pi ore student thinking need to oaluatc them in order
to make inhumed decisions and to conunuincatc

about them to the public
'The following guidelines for evaluation include a step-

b)-step procedure that Lan guide ail) evaluation through
design to data collection and decision making

Evaluation for Decision Making
lam educators sce oaluatiun as beginning with ob-

jecti)es A more useful rationale start~ with consideration
of what decisions ale to be served b) the t. aluation find
ings and what kinds of infoi illation the decision maker s
will use

About 20 sears ago, Daniel St ufflebeam pi ()posed a
theoretical fralliCNN(Ak for the kinds and uses of evaluation
That framework, represented in Figure 1, is still appropri-
ate and widely used The model is often called the CI PP
modelContext, Input. Process, and Product This Is the
Usual order in which these four ands of evaluation occur
when new programs are introduced

Once a district has made the decision to give prRnt)
to the teaching of higher -order thinking, the nest decision
is what program to choose, adapt, or develop At this ponit,
formal or informal oaluation IS required to judge possibic
7-nugram ul,t ms Consultants are sometimes used, mate
mils examined, teacher skills and needs considered, costs
1'0 sewed, and the results of process and product oalua-
nuns of programs in other districts examined This input
oaluation infor ms the pi ogi animing decisions that are

Te ch

uiadc IA) ,cltct Of Lk clop par tic tilin program:, fur implc
mentat ion w ith certain grades, subjects, and students

Most educator- are familiar with the concept of evalu-
ation as depicteil on the right side of Figure I. Some use
the terms -process evaluation" and "pro.luc oaluation,-
others use -furtnane evaluation" and "summath-e oalua-
tion Either pair is acceptaNe, and they are used inter-
changeably here

Process f formatne) oaluation provides two kinds of
information First, it indicates whether the actual program
implementation is consistent with the proam's design
Second, it identifies adjustir.eilts that may be needed to
make the program work in the classroom Program devel-
opers cannot predict ever)thingino man) decisions for
refinement Lan Lome from ongoing process evaluation

At some point the nos program must be judged on its
impact on students' Amin) to think Are we reasonably cer-
tain that the objectives al e being met' I low wei' For what
stiidents% At what Lost% Should we continue the program,
expand it, abort, or make major re' 'skins% These are im-
pact decisions that require S U 111111.Ul e 1prudut.t) oalua
non information

Getting the Evaluation Started
Since man) school districts today are %Nell into input

eN .1111.1I Mil todetelmine w Filch programs to implement, the
recommendations of this chapter are Lk:N/led to process
and product evaluations, which should Lome well before
summat we evaluations

Conducting a SUI11111.ill1e 0.l111.1W11 ILK) Sion can be
compared to pulling out a )(twig plant to examine the
growth of its root structure Nothing useful is learned, and

2'71
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FIGURE 1

Stufflebeam's CIPP Evaluation Model

Intended Actual

Ends

Context evaluation
(needs assessment)

Planning decisions
(priority goals)

Product evaluation
(surnmative evaluation)

Recycling der isions
(continue, stop, or revise)

Means

Input evaluation
(review of promising

practices)

Programming decisions
(which program to use)

Process evaluation
(formative evaluation)

Implementing decisions
(ongoing adjustments)

the uprtioung process damages the growth When funding
restrictions ur political pressures require premature prod-
uct CValllat1011, thefe may he nu choice but to Lomplx
°them Ise, formal product eyaluation should he delayed
until after programs luxe been tried out and rex ised mtire
than once

After the programs hart. I.een tested and rex iced in the
cruciblt. of real ylass,-ooms, a syientifiy, stimulative ex alua-
Hon xvill be appropriate At that time the objectives must be
Jearlx stated and measured as precisely as possible Cun-
t are need-Al for reliabditx, oho. tly its, and com-
parison, and side cffeyts and Lusts must he examined

The time to yonduy t prot.ess ur foi many e eyaluatioil
when we begin to try out new methods of teadung higher
ui ler thought We need to look at student products, test re
salts, and student as well as obserxe the teach-
ing learning situation, talk to the teachers Ind students,
keep track of progress and problems, and look for ways to
improve the program This process eYaluation pruLedure
ought not be left to chance To be useful it, too, needs a
Larefui design--although less rigid than a product evalua
tion design

The same general steps art. appropi tate to both form
ative and stimulant e ex aluatitin The v mples that follow
illustrate both formatite and summatixe ex Ammon The
steps are orgamied into three stages designing the vy alu
anon, collecting the data, and using the findings

Designing the Evaluation
I Appoint the evaluator Someone needs to be re-

sponsible fur the ex Autumn In large districts, this task is
usualh assigned to a member of the researdi and evalua-
tion department In small districts, evaluation will probably
he an additional responsibility of a prinopal, teacher, or
y _am tilum director, or an outside agency may he
employed

2 Determine the decisions f he evaluator's first job is
to disc us, the program w ith the superintendent or other
d.2cision makers to determine what devisions about the
prog,am will be nude, the evidence on which they will be
based, the timing of the report, the objectives of the pro-
gram, who will receive the evaluation information, and any
political constraints The reason must ex aluation reports
gather dust is that no one agrees in achame on why they
are being done

3 Indicators and objectives In product evaluation
the indkators are usually limited to evidence of learning
and program Lusts ProLess evaluation is concerned with
those factors but also with staff and student opinions, the fit
between the intendyyl program and the aLtual program, the
practiyes that Lk Mute program unplementationind those
that impede it Time will be well spent at the evaluation de-
sign stage if teachers and tithe' staff nembers Lan agree on
the ci item for evaluating the program's effectiveness.
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School people can cievelop 501.1 indicators of higher-
order thinking from an examination of ItenIS on tests they
use regularly Such tests may he national, state, district, or
teacher made Some questions to ask are Which questions
measure higher order thought? How do they differ from
gut-mons that measure recall, low level comprehension, Of
basic skills? What differences are seen ashen these results
are disaggregated into two groups with one score for
lower level questions and another score fur higher-order
questions?

Another source of indicators ate tests especially de-
signed to measure thinking, such as the Cornell Critical
Thinking lest, the Watson Glaser, or the New Jersey Test of
Reasoning Skills A list of such tests is included in the -Re-
sources for leaching Thinking" section of this hook Cali-
fornia, New Jersey, Ind Connecticut are among the states
developing assessment procedures fur higher-order think-
ing Many states will soon have objectives and sample meas-
urement items to share

Students can show evidence of learning to reason in
ways other than through tests, lung reading samples, and
word problems, although such approaches ought not be ex
cluded Rather than rely ing solely on word problems, the
Detroit Public '_,chouls have developed mathematics test
items for grades 1 8 that enit-hasize problem sok ing and
use diagrams, charts, plc turesinc; ; "fizzles to present the
problems

Evaluation, especially at the early stages, need not de-
pend on tests at all Teachers can observe student use of in-
ference, assumptions, criteria, evidence, ind judgment
leachers who ask open enued questions, probe fur higher
levels of abstraction, seek counterexamples, and ask "why
provide opportunities not just fur students thought, but for
observation of such thought

Student products can also indicate higher-order think-
ing The sorting or re-sorting of objects or ideas according
to some criteria is a product of thought Draw ings and
paintings can symbolize ideas and he used to solve teehm
cal art problems Writing samples are ideal products that
Can indicate higher level understanding as well as complex
writing skills and creative Interpretation and they need
not he long

Students' descriptions of their ow n thought drocesses
are frequently used as ludic mirs of higher order thinking
This practice has merit fur understanding one's one think-
ing patterns and for prodding information from which
teachers can evaluate the level of development However, it
may be disadvantageous at times because premature ver-
balization can impede solutions and understanding and
prevent students from making discoveries for themselves If
students are to understand the concepts of mathematics
and not just c ale clime INC must evaluate their understand-

mg of the concepts in their products, in our observations,
on our teacher-made tests, and on our tests

When the goal is to develop critical thinking skills, the
evaluation must require demonstration of whatever skills
we choose Students may be asked to distinguish among
premises, inferences, assumptions, interpretations, conclu-
sions, problems, and decisions. They may be asked to draw
reasonable conclusions and defend them. They may be
asked to clarify a problem or organize relevant information.

If the goal desired is creative thinking, the evaluation
strategy must provide an opportunity for students to dem-
onstrate growth in the relevant skills. The measure of such
an ability is not shown by solving ten subtraction problems,
fur example, but might be found in the answer to. The
number four is the answer to what questions?"

Creative writing samples are sometimes returned to
students with more comments on grammar than on new
ideas or inventive use of language We should not ignore
had form, but if we teach for substance, we should evaluate
fur it too. The listing of all possible uses of an object is an-
other common indicator of inventive thought.

When the higher-order thinking skill is decision mak-
ing, the evaluation task must require a decision. One ap-
proach is to pros ide a decision situation and ask the stu-
dents what to do next Evaluation of decision making can
also be put into a test format by giving several choices from
which students must select what to do next, with the wrong
answer foils characterized by wrong order, ineffective ac-
tion, or irrelevant action

Careful attention to indicators of higher-order thought
will help the evaluator state the objectives to be evaluated
in a form that makes their measurement clear

Data Golleaton The evaluation design should show
how the information will be obtained This may involve
tests, observations, interviews, documentation, and other
strategies All instruments must be identified.

5 Be of results The design should indicate how the
findings will be comparedinaly zed, and used to make de-
cisions about the program

(i implementation plan The evaluation design
should specify the tasks to be completed, w ho w ill do them,
the calendar, and the budget for the evaluation

Approval of design Before the design for evaluation
is implemented, it should be reviewed by the participants
and the decision makers to he sure that it is feasible and
will be supported This often-omitted step is a key to en-
suring that evaluation findings are used

Collecting Data
Once the design Is apo used, the evaluation can pro-

ceed Controls ale established and data are collected
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1 Contras There are so many s, ariables in education
that it is hard to pinpoint the cause of changes in output
Sometimes variables such as highly able students or out-
standing teachers who volunteered for the program can
give false assurances that it is the program that makes the
difference when it is really the students or the staff ?nem-
hers Objectivity in the evaluator helps. Matched or bal-
anced control groups can help Random assignment of stu-
dents and teachers can help Being Ler} dear about the
objectives and the measures can help And repeating the
treatment us,er time or with a different group or teacher
can also help

At the cormatwe stages of developing a program for
teaching thinking, it is all right to let enthusiasm outweigh
skepticism But in the long run we want to know what really
works and what doesn't If we are to des,elop programs that
provide higher ort! -r thinking capability for all students
and that work ft i n. ist teachers, then at some point we
need to become 4pm11, scientific, and rigorous about
our program eL al ration This requires careful measure
ment controls

2 Data collection methods Since higher order teach
mg methods can rc ,ult in better thinking skills and also
improve basic skills, both should be measured Tests pro-
vide quick inform:int n, but observation can also yield a
wealth of for-name information While outside observers
are usually more objeLtwe than insiders, participating
teachers can also pros, ide insights on how to imp-oe the
program by obse. ng each other, student helms, iorsind
student products

A %cry effectwe technique for collecting process infor-
mation is to convent participating staff mer.,bers and an
swer three important questions What features of the pro-
gram are working well and should be kept- What features
are inhibiting it and should be stopped') What features are
missing and should be started' This "keep, stop, start" pro
Less produces useful formatwe 'dominion

Documentation is a stiategy that has recently found a
legitimate place in the I kffnaul of evaluation Assigning a
dot umenter to observe mid record dik e,.ents, prob-
lems, and progress can serve process evaluation needs
very well and has the added benefit of helping with public

relations Due umentauun blends well with naturalistic ob-
sers, anon, goal-free es, aluation, and cost benefit evaluation
A part-time duLumenter is a worthwhile investment

Using the Findings
1 Analyzing data. Test results, observation records,

staff discussion summaries, and documentation comprise
much of the evaluation data that the evaluator must organ-
ize before analyses. This may require tabulating responses,
charting test SC01,2S, summarizing observation reports; or
res, ICA ing written, audio, or video recordings. Test scores
may require statistical analyses Student products, records
of observations, and summiries are best analyzed by a
team of curriculum experts or program participants for
ideas to improve the program.

The analysis must determine the extent to which ob-
jectives have been met and, if possible, the reasons for the
performance on objectives Cost data must also be ana-
lyzed so that some price can be put on the benefits. Results
are sometimes statistically significant but so small or costly
that alternative piograms should be considered. Any' other
evidence requested by the decision makers must also be
analyzed

2 Implications and decisions The purpose of evalu-
ation is to serve decisions. Now that the Lenefits, costs,
progress, and problems are known, the information should
be presented orally and in writing for decision making.
Summative information is always results-oriented Deci-
sions A ill be made about whether to keep or abort the pro-
grams, based on their benefits and costs Hard data are
more effect we than opinlons

On the other hand, formative decisions use all kinds of
information, including observations, opinions, and even
hunches But they also require es,ILlenLe of attainment and
cost information Decision makers need formative evalua-
tion findings to strengthen their programs The business of
improving our ability to teach higher-order thought pro-
cesses will benefit from careful and sensible evaluation.
But the es, aluation should serve the program, not the other
way around
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is ssess s Critical
Thinki

Peter Kneedler

In 1985,280,00n Calif ii ma 8th grade student, will take
a history social studies test III which tO percent of the
questions will address critical thinking skills (CTS)

The primal s parpose of the test is to pros ice sell, AA pea
simnel with detailed infurmation about the per firniance l if
different groups of students

Three different approaches w ill be used to assess stu-
dents' critical ''linking skills obiecuse questions, a student
essay, and CIS vocabulars Although the inaitn part of the
assessment consists of objective questions, tlie opt it >nal es-
say port ton, which still he scored locally, is also integral
The thrd pa -t of the test, the CTS vocabulary, requires stu-
dents to demonstrate their understanding of terms associ-
ated with critical thinking, sue') as generalization, hypoth-
esis, info once, and premise

Critical Thinking Skills for Grade Eight
The ciitical dunking skills assessment was deseloped

bs the statewide Ilistoo, Social 5uu,ce Assessment Achi-
sor, Committee, wine!) is composed of Caldoi ma's t. cu nc
ulum leadership and selected critical thinking advisor
from across the eountcs, These individuals agieeel that cult
i al u inking at the 8th grade level should focus on defining
problems, Judging inkirmAnin related to problems, (haw,
ing , one lusions, and sots ing pi ()Hems The uninut tee geii
orally defines critical dunking as those beim\ on s assoc i
ate( with deciding what to believe and do

The committee felt that 8th graders, in de/ming pob

!erns, should be able to identify «mud! issues, <tinware
similarities and differences, determine relevance of infor-
mation, formulate appropriate questions, and express
problems clearly and concisely In judging informanon,
students should he able to distinguish among fact, opinion,
and reasoned iudgment, check conmstencs and identify un-
stated assumptions, recognize and minimally- reason

'thin salue orientations Inc ideologies, recognize bias,
emotionalism, propaganda, and semantic slanting, and rec-
ognize stereotypes and chehes In salting problems and
(ban tug condu.stonss, students should be able to recognize
the adequacy of data, klentifs reasonable alternatives or so-
lutions, predict possible consequences, and test «ine lu-
sions Or hypotheses

The CTS Process Model

The committeeusing advice from its members, the
state curriculum framework, teacher survey results, and
CI'S advisors identified 12 essential skills for critical
thinking, Wil Id) are defined in Figure 1 These skills are
taught as part of a larger process involved in solving prob
!ems and reae lung conclusion,, Although then are pre-
sented set mils fit clams and undeistandmg, students use
them and others in a s at Id) of c 1nihtnattuns to solve
problems

The pi tie ess model in Figure 2, 1 p 2-8) begins with
unassessed information that students and adults lutist deal
with all their !Res Bask skills in social studies help stu-
dents prepare and oiganize information The skills that are
assessed in the (we use pt, rtion of the statewide test me
taloned ut the center of the process model The remain-
ing skills ss ill be assessed in the essay Inn non of the test
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FIGURE 1

Twelve Essential Critical Thinking Skills

DEFINING AND CLARIFYING THE PROBLEM

I Identify central issues or problems

The ability to identify the main idea or point of a passage, an ar-
gument, or a political cartoon, for example At the higher levels, stu-
dents are expected to identity central issues in complex political ar-
guments Implies the ability to identity major components ot an
argument, such as reasons and conclusions

2 Compare similarities and differences

The ability to compare similarities and differences among two or
more objects, living things, ideils, events, or situations at the same
or different points in time Implies the ability to identify distinctive
attributes and to organize information into categories for different
purposes

3 Determine which information is relevant
The ability to make distinc l'etween verifiable and unverifiable,
relevant and nonrelevant, and essential and incidental intormation

4 Formulate appropriate questions

The ability to tormulate questions that will lead to a deeper and
clearer understanding ut an issue or situation, and ot different view-
points from which an issue or situation can be approached

JUDGING INFORMATION RELATED TO THE PROBLEM
5 Distinguish among fact, opinion, and reasoned judgment

The ability to apply criteria for judging the quality of observation
and inference

6 Check consistency

The ability to determine whether gi ,->n statements or symbols are
consistent with each other and their context For example, the abil-
ity to determine whether the different points or issues in a political
argument are logically connec ted and agree with the central issue

7 Identify unstated assumptions

The ability to identify what is taken for granted, though not explicitly
stated, in an argument

8 Recognize stereotypes and cliches

The ability to identity fixed or conventional notions ,bouta person,
group, or idea

9 Recognize bias, emotional factors, propaganda, and semantic
slanting
The ability to identify Nartialines and prejudices in wi itten and
graphic materials Includes the ability to determine the credibility
of sources (gauge reliability, expertise, and objectivity)

10 Recognize different value orientations and ideologies
ihe ability to rei ognize the similarities and ditferen«s among dif-
ferent value orientations and ideologies

SOLVING t ROBLEMS/DRAWING CONCLUSIONS
i 1 Recognize the adequacy of data

The ability to dec ide whether the information provided 1, sufficient
in quality and quantity to justify a conclusion, der ision, generali-
zation, or plausible hypothesis

11 Predict probable consequences

The ability to predict probable consequences of an event or series
of events
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Illustrative Objective Test Questions

Let's look at three of the critical thinking skills and the
kinds of questions that are used to evaluate them.

Skill Formulate appropriate questions (under the cat-
egory of Defining and Clarifying the Problem) Questions
related to this skill test students' ab,lity to formulate ques-
tions that will lead to a deeper and clearer understanding
(,f an issue or situation. Such questions can help turn a
ponderous, general issue to a more specific, manageable
one For instance.

Which of the following questions would be most
important to ask in determining whether someone
had a fair trial?
A What was the ethnic background of the judge?
B. Was the accused guilty?
C Was the judge a man or a woman?

*D. Was the accused represented by a lawyer?

To answer the following question, students are asked to
look at two maps, one of central Europe in 1935, the other
of central Europe in )949 The rest question then reads:

o Which of the following questions might lead to bet-
ter understanding of the relationship between
these two maps?
A Who is the present political leader of Pciand?
B What are the main differences between the

governments of Hungary and Rumania?
C Is Czechoslovakia a major world power?

*I) What happened in central Europe between
1935 and 1949?

Skill Recognize bias, emotional factors, propaganda,
and semantic slanting (under the category °Budging In-
formation Related to the Problem) Questions related to
tai', skill test students' ability to identify partialities and
prejudices in written and graphic materials, including the
ability to determine the credibility of sources such as gaug-
ing reliability; expertise, and ob;.A.tivity In order to identify
bias in written n aterial, students should be able to examine
political cartoons, pamphlets, and other symbolic materials
and determine author intent. For instance:

"One of the most ViCiOUS movements that has yet
been instituted by the crackpots, the Communists,
and the parlor pinks of this country is trying to
browbeat the American Red Cross into taking the
labels off the blood hank they are building up for
our !ounded boys in the service so that it will not
snow whether it is Negro blood or white blood"
(John E Rankin, during World War II.)

Which of the following sets of words makes
the above passage unfairly biased?
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FIGURE 2

The Critical Thinking Skills Process Model

UNASSESSED IIYORMATION

From school, home, community, books, magazines,
television, newspapers, maps, and so forth

BASIC SKILLS

Skills that help organize and prepare information, such as
ability to understand and use written and symbolic materials,
locate and organize information in textbooks and reference
materials, and social studies vocabulary

CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS*

Defining and Clarifying the Problem
a Identify central issues or problems*
b Compare similarities and differences*
c Determine which information is relevant*
d Formulate appropriate que ons*
e Express problems clearly and concisely

Judging Information Related to the Problem

a Distinguish among fact, opinion, and reasoned judgment*
b Check consistency'
c Identify unstated assumptions*
d Recognize stereotypes and cliches*
e Recognize bias, emotional factors, propaganda, and semantic slanting*
f Recognize value orientations and ideologies*

Solving Problems/Drawing Conclusions
a Recognize the adequacy of data
b Identify reasonable alternatives
c Test conclusions or hypotheses
d Predict probable consequvoces*

*Assessed on the objective portion of the statewide test

PROCESS OUTCOMES

Having learned critical thinking skills, students are able to

Assess information around them, define problems, weigh evidence, and draw conclusions
Participate effectively as citizens in a reprosentative democracy
Defend and justify intellectual and personal values, present and critique arguments, and
appreciate the viewpoints of others
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BEZEIZEMEMEE

A "Movements,' "instituted," "country," "ser-
vice

*13 Vicious,' crackpots:. "parlor pinks," "Com-
munists'"

C "American Re d Cross: "labels," "building,"
"blood

D "Blood bank," 'show," "Negro," "white
Accompanying the following question is a cartoon
drawing of a politician giving a speech in v hich he
is saying, and so I say to you, if we continue to
give in to the outrageous demands made by, these
young hoodlums, we will allow diem to destroy
every tr.,:e of law and order we now hate" The
question then reads, "Which two words make thh,
politician's statement biased "'
A "Demands," 'order"
13 "Continue," "1:1%
C "Young," 'allow"

*0 Outrageous," "hoodlum,
Sk," Predict probable comequence,s (under the Late-

gor of Solving Problemc/Draumg Conclusions) Ques-
t. ,ins related to this skill test students Amin) to predict
probable .:onsequence, of an event or series of events that
might occur as the result of a particular action This is a
process of thinking through a decision and anticipating its
effects Many of the assessment items related to this skill
deal with economic issues In most cases, the test-taker is
presented with a situation, given an additional factor, and
then asked to select a response that might logically repre-
sent what would happen next For instance

If the hilted States had only one political part};
which one of the following problems might arise
and pose a threat to our country?
*A Elected officials would not he obliged to carry

out the people's wishes
13 Part} concentions would no longer he

necessary
C We would no longer !lace a military
D Iayinfi, only one party is ideal

suppose that United States farmers experienced
several }ears of drought Man) Lank. died because
of lack of water and inadequate food What do you
think would happen to beef prices,
A People would import less beef

*13 The price of beef would rise
C The price of beef would drop
I) Beef would completely disappear from gro

eery stores

Critical Thinking Skills Vocabulary Questions

The assessment ommitteu identified 103 vocabulai
terms assocrited with critical thinking In most of the test
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questions, CTS terms are placed in a social studies context
For example

Randy was to write a report on the Civil War, fo-
cusing on its battles and outcome He included a
detailed description of how General Lee was
dressed when he surrendered to :',ant. Rardy's
teacher told him that this informauc n was inciden-
tal to the report This means that it was
A. Confusing.

*B Not important information.
C Not very interesting information
D. In need of a graph or diagram.

During a world history class, Mr. Johnson told his
students that propaganda was an important tool of
the Nazi regime This means that the Nazi party:
*A. Used selected information to support one side

of a story.
B Used a sec -et process to manufacture weap-

ons and machine tools.
C Developed a network of spies in foreign coun-

tries.
D Implemented a genetic selection process to

ensure a "master race"

The Student Essay

In the future, districts w ill have the option of partici-
pating in the student essay component of the history-social
science assessment The state will provide an essay report
based on a statewide sample, and w ill give districts proce-
dure., for local training and scoring, which are now in the
de,it ) 'mental stage

Limitations
Any test has its limitations. While tests may provide an

overall view of content priorities, they cannot replace
teachers' daily observations of their students' problem-solv-
ing and decision-making abilities Statewide assessment
should not replace teacher-made tests, which can be much
longer and employ open-ended questions. Nor should state-
wide assessment scpplant the many other ways students
can demonstre an understanding of history-social sci-
ence, such as through oral or graphic presentation or the
effective use of argument and group discussion.

One of the dangers of any testing program that as-
sesses knowledge is the tendency to trivialize the content
area and narrow the curriculum Recall questions are easy
to write and can be made more difficult by focusing on es
oteric aspects of subject material If what is tested is what is
taught teachers may then address trivial aspects of the con-
tent area in the classroom The consequence is fact-based
instruction that produces students who are more con-
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cerned with memorizing facts than with processing infor-
mation and solving problems

Testing programs that attempt to appeal to very large
multistate audiences offer an additional danger Tests, like
textbooks, that cater to large and varied audiences often re-
gress to a narrow mean What suffers is critical thinking
CTS items are much more difficult to develop and require
considerable staff development and new materials Because
of these dangers, the statewide assessment ad) isor) com-
mittee decided to strong') emphasize the process of critical
thinking rather than recall of information

Rationale
While the knowledge explosion we have heard so

much about can facilitate decisions by providing more rel-
evant information, the sheet volume of information can
render the task of making rational decisions more difficult.
This is coupled with an increasing population that is better
educated and occupies a world that is linked by satellites,
computers, and television Never before has the demand for
ways to process information been greater, and never before
has the need fun schools to prepare students for effectie
participation been more critical

Critical thinking can help students make the important
journey to the other person's perspective The ability to
step outside of oneself and examine objectively the ideas

and te,lings of others who may be different than ourselves
( in terms of sex, race, religion, or culture) is a skill that re-
quires practice, but one essential to a successful
democracy

This ability to think critically is what distinguishes hu-
mankind from lower animals We owe it to ourselves and
future generations to occupy this world rationally, and to
not accept what we hear and see on faith alone Critical
thinkers use critical thinking skills and possess an attitude
that enables them to maintain an obiectiv-, constructive,
and questioning stance toward all the information they re-
ceive Finally, critical thinkers participatethey vote, ex-
amine issues, communicate without jargon, offer opinions,
and value the viewpoints of others
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e Looking For
ow Can We Find It?

Joan Boykoff Baron and Bena

Tests of thinking skills are limited only b% the thought
that goes into their design Statewide tests can pro-
vide a rich data source for classroom teachers if they

are designed to measure higher order thinking They may
include a variety of question formatssuch as multiple-
choice items, short constructed respon,ts, and longer,
more sustained tasks such as writing samples and de,agn of
experiments I fowever, there is a good deal more to our
understanding of children's thinking than what can be
measured by paper-and-pencil tests This chapter pros ides
some recommendations and insights to assessing higher-
order thinking garnered from statewide and classroom ex-
perience, including both qualitative and quanutauye
measures

Assessing Thinking on Statewide Tests
Although there is some 6 uth in Arthur Costa's asser-

tion that "standardised tests assess what is measurable but
insignificant,- it does not have to be true It does not nec-
essarily follow that all tests are, by their %er} nature, trig tat
One need only look at the new California Social Studies
test (see Chapter 52 ) to sec some fine examples of critical
th inking skills that are appropriately measured by multipie-
choice items Similarly in Connecticut, we have been meas-
uring higher order thinking skills in a concerted way for
the past four years In 1982-83, we began by assigning a
Bloom's Taxonomy level (Iikiom, 19711 to every item on our
fonnecticut Assessment of Educational Progress (CAEP)
soc :al studies test, in order to be certain to adequatel' rep-
reser' the higher levels of the taxonomy In 1983-84, on our

CAEP English language ails tests, we measured text level
writing skills (focus, organizaott, and support) through a
variety of approaches designed to get an accurate picture of
how well students can recognize and produce writing that
exhibits these features In 1984-85, on our CAEP science
tests, we included multiple-choice items, open-ended writ-
ten questions, and a series of practical exercises to ascer-
tain how well students cal, recognize, understand, and ap-
ply the scient ific method. In 1985-86, our new Fourth
Grade Connecticut Mastery Test will include higher-order
thinking items in reading, writing, and mathematics, and
under des'elopment is a separate test designed to meastce
critical thinking, reasoning, and problem-solving skills.

The Connecticut assessment results are consistent
with the findings of the National Assessment of Educational
Pt ogress as well as the findings of many blue ribbon pancis.
(See Education Commission of the Statc.s.) Like their na-
tional counterparts, Connecticut students have many facts
at their command and can solve single-step problems Ilow-
ever, when they are asked to solve multi-step problems or
do more sustained thinking, performance drops off. Specif-
ically, students have difficulty when they are asked to infer,
integrate, evaluate, condense, or synthesize several pieces
of information or apply knowledge to new situations. In ad-
dition, when students are asked tc develop and maintain a
point of y sew and support it with reliable and sufficient evi-
d. 21.' e performance is poor. (See CAEP English Language
Arts I fighlights brochure.)

In social studies, we learned that higher-level ques-
tions are not necessarily more difficult than lower-level
questions It is often more difficult to recall obscure facts
than to make judgments about the best reason to believe a
certain opinion Often, the higher-order thinking questions
contain within them all the information necessary to an-
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?NC

swer them Therefore, It is often misleading to aggregate
and report the scores for each of the Lugnitlye levels sepa-
rately (knowledge, comprehension, Tplkation, analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation) In order to make a valid direct
comparison, it Is necessary to use a process wiled "nest-
ing," which measures the same concept across different
cognitive levels For example, on our grade 8 test, 59 per-
cent of the students recognized that the t-rm "supply and
demand" applies to the relationship between price and the

Amiability of a product as well as people's wants and
needs flowerer, on a related question that asked students
to apply that Lont.ept, only 38 percent knew that the highest
price occurs when supply is low and demand is great.

Our social studies test demonstrated that students
generally have little diffkulty with simple, direct reading of
data presented un graphs, tables, and charts. However, if
they are asked to do anything more with the date, perform-
ance drops off As illustrated in the top question in Figure

Gr 8 Gr 11

28 19

11 5

33 53

27 22

8 5

9

18 12

57 74

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1 [-

0

FIGURE 1

Sample Social Studies Question

HISTORICAL U S ENERGY CONSUMPTION

(in oil equivalent units)

1850 1875 1900 1925 1950 1975

Which of the following statements is a valid conclusion that you can draw from this graph?

A People in the United States have increased their energy consumption every year

B TI,e greatest increase in consumption was between 1900 and 1925

C Per-person energy consumption has more than doubled in the last 100 years

D Americans today waste more energy than they did 50 y ars ago

h ONE of the following statements is NOT based on informotion presented in the graph?

A Energy conurnR ion grew rapidly from 1950 to 1975

B Energy c onsumntion grew least between 1850 and 1875

C Energy consumption per person did not inc rease as rapidly betweeii 1925 and 195U as it did between 1900 and 1925

D Energy consumption per person grew between 1900 and 1975 as a result of inc reased automobile use
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1, almost half of the 11th grade students and two-thirds of
the 8th grade students had diffLulty in identifying a valid
conclusion presented in a graph

Another finding on our social studies test is that stu-
dents have difficulty in dealing with pairs of ideas If stu-
dents are asked which two rights or values are in conflict in
a particular situation, wny are unable to answer correctly
The same is true when students are asked to draw logical
conclusions from two statements.

Finally; students have difficulty with the concept of in-
verse variation, They seem to be unaware of the fact that
one thing can go up while another thing goes down Just
over a third of the grade 11 students felt that an increase in
either the rate of inflation or the sites tax was associated
with increased buying power of consumers

In our English language arts tests, one of the mast ini-
portant writing features assessed was the rtognition and
production of adequate support for a position statement
ill, --rated in Figure 2, when students were confronted
with an example of an essay with insufficient support, only
40 percent of the 8th graders recognized the deficiency
(The other 60 percent were equally divided among the
other three distractors )

On a different section of our language arts test, stu-
dents were asked to writ_ a v.rsuasive letter to a television
critic, either encouraging him to write more editorials like
the one he had written or asking him to take back what he
had written Only 5 percent of the 8th graders and 2 per-
cent of the 11th graders wrote essays that were considered
strong enough to convince the criti_ Fewer than 5 percent
of the grade 8 students provided support that was Judged
adequately deep, ufficiently credible, or amply numerous

The grade 11 student:, performed slightly better, with 17
percent providing sufficient support to validate the posi-
tion and 31 percent explaining the -t ,ted reasons with am-
ple explanation

On any statewide writing assignment, the question al-
ways arises about whether to include the scoring criteria
with the topic. Because we developed a 20-item scoring
},uide that included holistic, primary trait, and 18 separate
analytic elements, our advisory committee felt tha. includ-
ing it might intimidate students and cause some to be so
fearful about being judged that they might not write at all.
So, we did not provide the criteria. The problem inherent
in our solution was that if performance was found to be
poor on some of those elements (which it was) then we
really would not know whether students did not use suffi-
cient support or effective organization because they didn't
know how or because we didn't specifically ask them for it.
In order to address this problem, we isolated the separate
elements of good writing (focus, organization, support,
tune, mechanics, and so forth) and developed a separate set
of exercises. These exercises were administered to a com-
parable group of students in our state sample. For example,
in the exercise presented in Figure 3 (p. 284) students
were asked to provide the support for a PM drive for
school computers On this exercise, the 8th graders out-
performed the 11th graders, with Just over a quarter of the
8th graders providing two or more credible facts, examples,
ancLor reasons as support. The corresponding number of
11th graders was 12 percent.

These three different item types provide a consistent
profile of students' to recognize inadequate sup-
port in someone else's writing and produce it themselves

FIGURE 2

Sample English Language Arts Question

Student *2 s as a,ked to write an essay in response to the following question Should we always keep promises, Or are there times when .t is
better to break them?" This is what the student wrote

We should always keep promises we make We should not make promises we tan t keep If you make a promise, you should always keep it I
because you can get hurt There are some people who will hurt you if you make a promise you can't keep

2 Which of the following is probably this essay's greatest weakness?

A

B

C

D

It refers to the audience as "you"

It does not tell a story

It does not provide enough supporting examples

It does not answer the question that was asked
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FIGURE 3

Sample Writing Question

EDITOR'S NOTE As it stands now, this tdituj Pal will nut onvin«. our readers to contribute money The article .seeds to provide more spec itic
reasons why people should donate money

ASSIGNMENT Add tac is or examples to back up the opinions given in the editorial

EXAMPLE Original

Send the recreation departmen one dollar to help build the new gym Everyone will really enjoy using it I know I will

Revision

Send the re( reatiun department one dollar to help by 'yid the new gym

Everyone will enjoy using it

NOW ADD MORE SPECIFIC SUPPORT TO THE FOLLOWING EDITORIAL

Our next PTA drive will help our se hoot buy mmputers I think computers would be tun and useful, as well

Be( ause < omputers are the wave of the future, give generously

2
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in either a pet-suasive letter or in a short, consticieted re-
sponse in which it is specificalls requested

In science, we again used .,eset al formats to obtain in-
formation about students' proficiency in the scientific
method These included multiple choice items, open-
ended short essass, as well as a test that asked students to
conduct a practical experiment

Our upcoming -ith glade Connecticut Masters 'k-st
represents hitch a continuation and an extension in our
thinking about thinking skills Up until now, our assess-
ment of thinking skills has been incorporated into content
domains We measured scientific thinking in the context of
science and tl e application of economic concepts in the
context of social studies Similarly, on our forthcoming
grade q tests in reading, writing, and mathematics, thinking
skills have been incorporated The reading test devotes a
third of its items to es aluative comprehension in which
man, of the same critical thinking skills assessed in the
California Social Studies test fuse been incorporated into
reading passages Thus, students ai c asked to judge the au-
thority and s andits of es idence, judge the consistency, role
sarke, and !ogledl order of statements in a passage, judge
the sufficiency of support based on es idence or reasoned
judgment, and recognise consistent tone

On the -ith grade Connecticut Masters Test in twilit:
mattes, student, are asked to identify problems that present
insufficient information fur their solution and pi oblems
that bane extraneous information Crum which students
must select the reles ant inform mon The are also asked to
complete number series

An extension in our thinking comes about through our
present attempt to isolate, separate from subject matter, sig
intikint and instruc table thinking skills that are des clop
mentally appropriate for most 4th grade students to master
The word "most- is critical because, unfortunately, nuns
still confuse thinking skills w ith the concept of -gifted-
ness' Virtualls all students can and should learn to think
As Matthew Lipman stated, "Thinking is more basic than
reading" To help us identify the erfieria students should
use in evaluating thinking, we have turned to a group of
philosophers Robert Ennis has begun the development of a
multiple elinee Connecticut Critical Thinking Test for our
grade 4 students In addition, Matthew Lipman, Richard
Paul, and Robert `'.Nartz are helping to ....ape our thinking
For insights into thinking strategies, we has c turned to sev-
eral cogninse psychologist~ Robert Sternberg is working
on an application of his triarchtc theory of intelligence to
our -ith grade population \X are also looking for ways to
include the characteristics of the IDEAL. Problem Solver as
defined by John Bransford Further, Das id Perkins' know I
edge as design model and Ray Niekerson's fine ssntheses of
thinking and reasoning skills are informing our efforts

It should be clear from the above examp.'",s that state-
wide tests can provide a rich data source for classroom
teachers if, during the design of these tests, care is taken to
measure thinking skills. Statewide tests can include a vari-
ety of question formats, me luding multiple choicee-c.ioice items,
short constructed responses, and longer, more sustained
tasks such as writing samples and designing experiments.
I loweser, statewide tests are limited to pencil-and-paper
and we all know that there is a good deal more to our un-
derstanding of children's thinking than what can he meas-
ured by paper-and-pencil

Measuring Classroom Thinking
There are ways, other than tests, to measure what is

taking place in classrooms conducive to critical thinking.
What might we see in a classroom where thinking is en-
couraged? First, the room is arranged so that students can
see and hear each other during a discussion Second, stu-
dents are engaged with one another and not just directing
their comments to the teacher Third, the teacher is a fault-
tator for students' ideas. The teacher clarifies, encourages,
seeks explanations, requests illustrations, and suggests al-
to make ideas. In other words, the teacher models the be-
has Rif desired in students as they enter a critical thinking
discussion. The following are four frequently used tech-
niques for measuring thinking in the classroom.

1 Observattuns Many teachers keep a journal or log
to record classroom activities and ask students to keep one
as v.ell Journals are a nett source of data about what takes
place during a particular lesson, and time should be set
asicle to allow students to reflect on their thinking. System-
atic obsers awns over time are necessary to provide a suf-
ficient lens foi understanding and evaluating thinking.

Journals can be analyzed for themes or patterns For
instance, teachers can analyze their ow n journals by asking
such questions as.

Is there a difference over time in the quality of stu-
dents' responses to materials?

a Are- students showing es idence of their ability to
deal with new situations by using thinking skills and
strategies?

Do class discussions take longer than they did a few
weeks ago? Is this because there is more wandering or be-
cause the discussion reflects more thoughtful questioning?

What is significant about ms questions?
What is significant about my students' questions?
hen examining students' journals, teachers can ask.
Are ms students more aware of their own thinking

processes? Do they know how they approach a new prob-
lem or situation?
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$1.

is there evidence that students are able to build a
more persuasive argument for their points of view?

Do they pay attention to others' points of view?
Are their points of view clear? Logical? Founded on

evidence more than emotion?
Do my students question how they and others know

what they know?
2 Tape recordings Video and audio recorders enable

teachers to study students' verbal as well as nonverbal re-
sponses Collected systematically over time, these data
should be analyzed to find out.

How many questions were teacher initiated If our
assumption is that student- initiated questioning is a sign of
critical thinking, then this analysis will be informative

The quality of teacher-asked questions Po the
questions require higher-order thinking on the students'
part? For example, do the questions begin with words like
"distinguish," "contrast," "compare," and "analyze," and
extend with "Can you give me an example? Do you know
anything else that has the same attributes? What does this
situation remind you of? Which do you prefer, and why?"

The quality of students' questions Do they appear
to be asking questions to one another that force depth and
understanding of the material? Are ;heir questions
relevant?

Whether the teacher encourages and accepts differ-
ent point:, of view For example, one way to indicate accept-
ance of any view is to sax; "Some people say that you need a
special environment to be creative, others say that is not
necessary What do you think and why?" On the other hand,
is the teacher too accepting, to the point that students are
not being stretched to think more sharply?

Which portions of the discussion were pi oductive,
and why.

Which portions of the discussion reached a dead
end, and why

Interviews Students who interview one another
about their thinking strategies can record the results and
analyze or compare how the other students' strategies fit
into their own scheme and understandings

Teachers can bring community members into the
classroom to be interviewed Preparation for the interview
process (level of questions) as well as the interview itself
(students' ability to develop probes) will be an excellent in-
dication of critical thinking abilities

Teachers can interview students about their thinking
strategies It is critical that teachers not make this an in-
structive conference in the typical "teaching" sense. They
should draw the student out and try to evaluate both the
student's thinking process and the content. These data may
lead to insights about the student's instruction

4 Student work A portfolio for each student might in-

dude writings, drawings, and other work that can be ex-
amined from different perspectivessuch as papers that
reflect work assigned by the teacher as well as student-ini-
tiated work The more variety in the samples, the deeper
our understanding of the student's capacity for thinking. If
selections show both a lateral and a vertical expansion of
knowledge, we can see student growth in a new light. Stu-
dent portfolios are especially useful for parent
conferences.

Establishing Criteria
One of the most difficult aspects of evaluating thinking

is selecting and establishing criteria. Most often, there is
not a clear standard against which to measure thinking
First, teachers need to establish criteria that appear to be
appropriate for their students. Students can help establish
such criteria, for example, by discussing their own charac-
teristics of a good essay They might then write their essays
and self-evaluate, peer evaluate, and have the teacher eval-
uate Or they might read essays by well-known essayists
and establish why those essays are excellent. Once again,
they need to establish criteria that can be matched against
what writers consider to be criteria for a good essay.

Implications for Staff Development
Reflecting on and evaluating children s thinking re-

quires continuous inquiry into teaching and learning, and
teachers need support in doing so Experience indicates
that study groups designed to examine what takes place in
the classroom raise the level of professionalism among
teachers. The Children's Thinking Seminar, founded in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, brings teachers together to dis-
cuss concrete examples of children's work and conversa-
tions Such study groups are based on a few common
characteristics.

The facilitator ensures that the presenter uses spe-
cific examples, not generalizations

Teachers describenot interpretsituations
Teachers try to take some distance from their cus-

tomary investments ' "This is my best student, I'm sur-
prised ne couldn't do that ") and look at the student anew

Teachers share insights, resources, and strategies
for working with students

Teachers analyze students' learning in light of the-
ory and practice

Conclusion
The nature and quality of children's thinking can he

observed and assessed in a variety of ways Whereas paper-
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and-pencil tests in the past ha\ e gi% ell thinking skills short
thrift, this need nut necessarily continue. It is certain!), pos-
sible for national!) normed standardized tests, state and
district-developed criterion-referenced tests, and teacher-
made classroom tests to include questions that assess stu-
dents' thinking skills. For the fullest and most accurate pic-
ture of children's thinking, a variety of item formats should
be used The information obtained from tests can he used
for improving instructional programs as well as providing
information about individual students' strengths and weak-
nesses Further, such tests can he used to monitor longitu-
dinal changes in students' thinking.

For an accurate and more complete understanding of
student thinking, howeN ,!r, tests are not ent,,igh Teachers
must carefully observe and listen to children They must

also let the children's work speak. Reflecting on and evalu-
ating children's thinking is a continuous inquiry into teach-
ing and learning It is the soul of the classroom and needs
to be cart for.
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How Can We ecognize
roved Student Thinking?

Arthur L. Costa

After several years of intensilv work on these matters,
the improvements in students' higher mental process
learning and achievement became very pronounced
These and other approaches made it clear that most stu-
dents c( learn the higher mental processes if the be-
came more central in the teaching learning process

13eniamin Bloom

hen we consider 11()A evidence of student
achievement is collected, we most often think of
testing using some form of paper -and pencil

instrument to determine how many questions a student an-
swers correctly While there max be some types of thinking
that can be measured in this fashion, we need more accu-
rate means of determining intellectual growth When we
teach students to think, the emphasis is not on how many
answers they know, but on how they behave when the
don't know We are interested in observing how students
producenot reproduceknowledge A critical charac-
teristic of intellectual ability is not on!) ha; mg information,
but knowing how to act on it

Iiy definition, a problem is any stimulus, question, or
phenomenon for which an explanation is nut immediate!)
known Thus, student performance is assessed under chal-
lenging conditions that demand strawgies, insight, perse
verance, and craftsmanship to resolve problems

Many teachers are unimpressed with standardized
tests (I Iarootuman and Yarger, 1981, Lc/LT-Morrison and
others, 1980) and for good reasons (Anderson, 1981, (;off
man, 1980)

Results are often available for several weeks or
months after the test is administered

Thinking skills are affected by the degree to which
students are acquainted with the subject matter

Performance is influenced by the mental and ein(
tional states of the students at the time of the test

Performance is subject to external stimuli
Scores do not )ield diagnostic clues as to how stu-

dents derived the answers ( metacognmon how students
processed the data, and emotions necessary to arrive at the
best answer (cognitive mapping)

Teachers know that many students are deemed gift,
because the test sell, while others are often overlooked
because the perform poorly on tests While competency
nu) be demonstrated in a single test, efliictweness is dem-
onstrated b) sustained performance in a varlet) of situa-
tit tns that demand selective and spontaneous use of differ-
ent problem-soh mg strategies rather than singular, isolated
behaviors

Indicators of Intellectual Growth
As students face real-life, day -to -day classroom prob-

lems, what might teachers search for as indicators that their
instructional efforts are paying off) Following are ten char -
acteristics of intellectual grox; th that teachers can observe
and record ( lieuerstean, 1980) Keeping anecdotal records
of a student's acquisition of these types of behaviors pro-
; ides more usable information about growth in intellectual
behaviors than typical nornmeferenced, multiple-choice,
standardized achievement tests

1 Perseverance Students often give up in despair
when the answer to a problem is not evident They are un-
able to analyze problems or develop systems, strictures, or
strategies to solve them

Thinking students grow in their ability to use alternate
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problem-suhing strategies If one strategy doesn't work,
they know how to back up and try another They realize
that the first theory or idea must be rejected and another
employed They use systematic methods to analyze prob-
lems and know how to begin, what steps to perform, and
what data to generate or collect

2 Decreased impulsiveness Students often give the
first answer that comes to mind. Sometimes they shout out
answers, start to work without fully unclerstanding the di
rectiuns, ur du not use plans or strategies to approach
problems

As students become less impulsive, we observe a de-
crease in the number of erasures on their papers They
gather information and make sure they understand direc-
tions before beginning tasks, take time to reflect on an-
swers before gn ing them, listen to alternate points of v ILAN,
and plan problem-solving strategies

3 Flexible thinking Some students have difficult)
considering alternate points of view Jr dealing with more
than one classification system simultaneously Their way to
sohe problems seems to be the only way They are more
interested in knowing whether their answers are correct
than being challenged by the process of finding the answer,
and are unable to sustain this process They avoid ambig
nuns situations and have a need fur Lert.'inty rather than an
inclination for doubt

As students become more flexible they can consider,
express, or paraphrase the viewpoints or rationales of kith
ers They can state several ways of solving the same pub
gem and evaluate the merits and consequences of alternate
courses of action

Metacogintion Some people are unaware of their
own thinking processes are unable to describe the
steps or strategies they use during problem solving, cannot
transform into words the L isual images held in their minds,
and seldom evaluate the quality of their own thinking
skills

We can determine that students are becoming more
await_ of their own thinking as they are able to describe
what goes on in the r heads when they think When asked,
tlicy can list the steps and tell where they are in the se-
quence of a problem-solving strategy They can trace the
pathways and blind alleys they took on the road to the so
lution, and describe what data are needed and their plans
for producing those data (Sternberg and \Xagner, 1980)

5 Careful remit Students are often careless %clic n
turning in then completed work They seem less indult d
to reflect on the accuracy of their work, conts:mplate their
precision, or take pride in their accomplishments Getting
the assignment over with qua kly is more important to
them than craftsmanship

We can recognize growth in students' desires for at.

curacy as they take time to check over their tests and pa-
pers and become more conscientious about precision, clar-
ity, and perfection. They review the rules and models they
were to follow and the criteria they were to employ tu con-
firm the correctness of their finished products.

6. Problem posing. One of the distinguishing charac-
teristics between humans and other life forms is our ability
to find problems. Yet students often depend on others to
ask question° and solve problems for them (Brown, 1983).

We want to see a shift from teachers asking questions
and posing problems to students asking questions and find-
ing piublems themselves. The types of questions students
ask Jhould change and become more specific and pro-
found. For example

o We seek an increase in requests for data to support
conclusions and assumptions, such as. 'What evidence du
you have or "How do you know that's true?"

O we want to hear more hypothetical problems. These
are characterized by "iffy" questions. "What do you think
would happen :J....?" or "If that is true, then ...?"

We want students to recognize discrepancies and
phenomena in their environment and to inquire about
their causes ''Why du cats purr?" "What would happen if
we put the saltwater fish in the freshwater aquarium?"
"What are some alternate solutions to international con-
flicts other than wars?"

Use of past knowledge and eAperwri,es. Too often
students begia tasks as if they were being approached for
the very first time Teachers are often dismayed when they
ask students to recall how they solved a similar problem
previously and students don't remember. It is as if each ex-
perience has no relationship to what has come before or
what comes afterward

Thinking students are able to abstract meaning from
past experiences and apply it to new experiences. Students
show growth in this ability as they say things like "This re-
minds me of or "This is ju.il like the time when we ..."
They explain what they are doing now in terms of analogies
with or references to previous experiences They call on
their store of knowledge and experiences as sources of
data to support, theories to explain, and processes to solve
each new challenge

8. Thansference bqund the learning situation The
ultimate goal of teaching thinking skills is for students to
apply school-learned knowledge to real-life situations and
content areas beyond those in which it was taught Yet we
find that sure students who pass mastery tests in mathe-
matics have difficulty deciding whether to buy six 'terns for
$2 38 or seven for $2.86 at the supermarket

When parents and other teachers report how th ey have
cbserved students thinking at home and in other classes,
we know students are transferring Parents may report in-
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creased interest in school, greater curiosity and question-
ing; more planning in their children's use of time and fi-
nances, or increased organization of their rooms, books,
and desks at home. We might hear the social studies
teacher describe how a student used a problem-soh ing
strategy that was originally learned in the science class, ur
the wood shop teacher tell how a student volunteered a
plan to measure wood accurately before cutting it. "mea-
sure twice and cut once"an axiom learned in the geom
etry class.

9 Precise language Some students' langu ige is con-
fused, vague, or imprecise. They describe attributes of ob-
jects or events with nonspecific words such as "weird,"
"nice," or "okay" Objects are referred to as "stuff," "junk,"
or "things" And sentences are often punctuated with "y a
know," "er," and "um."

As students' language becomes more precise, they use
more descriptive words to distinguish attributes. They use
correct names and, when universal labels are unavailable,
they use analogies such as "crescent-shaped" or "like a
bowtie." They speak in complete sentences, voluntarily pro-
vide supportive evidence for their ideas, elaborate, clarify;
and operationally define their terminology Their speech
becomes more concise, descriptive, and coherent.

10. Enjoyment of problem solving. Some children and
adults avoid problems. We often hear them saying things
like "Thinking games turn me off," "I was never good at
brain teasers," or "Gu ask youL father, he's the brain in this
family" Many people never enroll in demanding academic
subjects after they meet their high school or college re-
quirements. They perceive thinking as hard work and re-
coil from situations that they view as demanding too much
of it.

We want to see, students move toward not only an I
can" attiaide, but also an '7 enjoy" feeling. We will notice
students seeking out problems they can solve themselves
and pose to others They will display increased indrpend
ence and not need as much help and intervention from
teachers. Statements such as "Don't tell me the answer, I
can figure it out by myself," indicate growing autonomy

DEVELOPING MINDS: A RESOURCE BOOK FOR TEACHING THINKING

Conclusion
Assessing thinking through the exclusive use of stand-

ardized, paper-pencil techniques is inadequate. Each
teacher should look for indicators of growing intelligence.
Most teachers neither need nor use standardized tests to
determine the effectiveness of their teaching for thinking.
Significant problem soling behaviors are displayed and
can be observed daily if we know how to recognize them.

As educators, we have the great responsibility of in-
stilling intelligent behaNiurs in our students. We must teach
them to value intelligent and rational action. To do so, we
must provide conditions conducive to the practice and
demonstration of intelligent behavior. We must believe that
all students can continue to grow in their ability to behave
more intelligently, and we must have faith in the ability of
all humans to become increasingly more gifted. Finally, we
must set an example by modeling these intelligent behav-
iors ourselves (Costa, 1983).
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Epilogue

It's Our More

Rebecca van der Bogert

Give me a fish and I will eat today. Teach me to fish
and I will eat for a lifetime

Chinese proverb.

practitioners are smarter nowor at least older and
wiser. At any rate, we aren't jumping as quickly as we
have in the past. Despite all the pressure from the

media, publishing companies, and parents, the people who
run schools are looking cautiously at the latest trend of
teaching thinking skills. They demand to know, "How do I
know this isn't just another fad?"

My answer to them is that it is another fad. True, the
term ordinarily carries a pejorative connotation, but are
fads necessarily all bad? We need to take time to analyze a
fad s origin, study how systems adapt the fad to particular
situations, and anciticipate what might remain after the fad
is no longer in fashion. I would even take one more step
and say what we really need to do is to determine what
should remain and how we can influence what eventually
dues remain. The question we should be asking is, "How
can we turn this fad to our own advantage?"

A quick answer to the latter question would be most
gratifying Schools feel pressure6, and along with this pres-
sure comes the need to act quickly. Unfortunately, moving
quickly in education means looking to the outside for an-
swers rather than taking the time to find and cultivate the
unordered knowledge we already have. Furthermore, as
Dewey 's comments un reflective thinking pointed out in
1909, rushes to judgment du not produce sound and careful
conclusions:

One can think reflectively only when one is willing to endure
suspense and to undergo the trouble of searching Tu many per-

sons both suspense of judgment and intellectual search are dis-
agreeable, they want to get them ended as soon as possible. They
cultivate an overpositive and dogmatic habit of mind, or feel per-
haps that a condition of doubt will be regarded as evidence of
mental inferiority. To be genuinely thoughtful, we must be willing
to sustain and protract that state of doubt which is the stimulus to
thorough inquiry, so as not to accept an idea or make positive as-
sertion of belief until justifying reasons have been found.

if we practitioners are to be truly thoughtful about
thinking, we must resist the pressure to follow a fad before
enduring the suspense and undergoing the trouble of
searching. We can't just grab the first package curriculum
because it would get the search over with and satisfy the
Board of Education. We have to accept that easy and fast an-
swers do not last, and we, as individuals and as systems,
have to ask ourselves some tough questions.

First, we need to clarify what we mean by thinking
We need to rely not only on what Torrance or Ennis or
Dewey defined as thinking, but we must specify what we
mean when claiming, "We teach thinking skills.' Do we
mean creative thinking? Productive thinking? Critical
thinking? Are we using the term in a generic sense or talk-
ing about specific skills? Are we referring to a specific pro-
gram, such as Instrumental Enrichment, or a change in
teaching styles, or both? None of these choices is unequi-
vocally superior to others, a district could be justified in us
ing any of these approaches. It should be clear, however,
which tack has been taken because the different choices
entail very different curricular and staff development
decisions.

Du we have the not conditions for thinking in our
schools? Assuming that we know what teaching for thinking
is and that we are able to do it, consider whether schools
provide the right environment for thinking. Thinking takes
time. How many schools are willing to grant students time
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to think w ithuut scheduling it frum 9 to 10 on Wednesdays?
Also, in the light of what we know about the powerful ef-
fects of modeling, we need to know if our schools encour-
age teachers and principals to be thinkers. Are they permit-
ted to take risks, form new ideas, and try out new things in
which mistakes might occur? We can't say such conditions
exist if we mandate thinking skills programs with rigid
scope and sequence charts and specified time blocks.

Huw might a new program work with what tee al
react) haze in the system' Probably most of us have scars to
IN idly verify the futility of a program stamped "Top-Down-

and mandated without regard to the context in whist' it is
introduced. Besides building the necessary support for
new programs, a crucial consideration is whether they are
similar to what many teachers are already doing ur demand
a total switch in teaching styles. The latter Lase would re-
quire a great deal of staff development time, which in some
cases may already be consumed by other concerns like
learning about computers or new math programs

Have we just treated another way of indoctrinating
our students' Are we really facilitating our students' own
thinking ur are we telling them what to think, how to think,
and when to du it? We have to be aware of this danger, so
that our enthusiasm for teaching thinking doesn't lead us
down the missionary path of imposing our agenda and
thereby actually suppressing student thinking

Are we fragmenting the teaching of thinking skills (us
we've fragmented teaching into subject areas), removing
skills from the contexts in which they are useful? We adults
have had a wonderful time in the past few years analyzing
what thinking is, an effort essential to research and under-
standing, but one that could lead to the isolation of thinking
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skills Du any of us spend time thinking creatively or think-
ing critically, apart from the context of real-life situations? I
doubt it. Tu preclude the separation of thinking from its
contexts, we should be looking at how various thinking
skills become integrated in actual life experiences and how
we can simulate such situations in classrooms.

Why are we interested in teaching thinking? Each of
us must ask ourselves whether our interest in thinking
skills stems from its status as the current trend ur whether
we have a genuine interest in teaching students to develop
thoughtful behaviors. If you are tempted to undertake a
thinking skills program because you are feeling pressure
from your school committee or superintendent, I suggest
you engage your repertoire of stalling techniques. Not only
w ill all of this hubbub pass quickly-, but most of what is
being purchased quickly now will probably end up shelved
next to the modern math textbooks and the attribute blocks
from the open classrooms.

In all likelihood, two years from now thinking won't
be gone, arid neither w ill we. The likelihood that our stu-
dents will leave school excited by new ideas, amenable to
taking reasonable risks, able to detect propaganda, stoic in
enduring suspense, and willing to take the trouble to
search depends on practitioners and the way our systems
respond to these challenging questions. Packaged thinking
skills programs, scope and sequence charts, materials, and
testing programs are all important steps. We may eventu-
ally end up using pieces of all of them. But the essence of
what w ill remain after the fad fades is whatever school peo-
ple du in the next few years that becomes imbedded in the
culture of our schools.
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As soon as this list of resources is published it will
he obsolescent Addresses change, new books are
published, more research is generated, and addi-

tional resources are developed and discovered No such list
is ever complete While we have drawn from numerous
sources to compile it, you should continue to supplement it
with additional books, articles, other media, and human re-
sources as they become known and available as you search
to understand the nature of teaching for thinking

This section categorizes numerous resourcesin ad-

dition to those sprinkled throughout the text. The compila-
tion of the bibliography was coordinated by Nelson "Pete"
Quinby. Annotations, where they are given, were written by
Robert Sternberg and Arthur Costa. Still others came from
fly leaf data and publishers' catalogues. The bibliography is
presented in 12 categories to assist in coping with such a
vast array of material. As with any classification system,
items may be grouped in various ways depending on
needs This classification system was developed by Inabeth
Miller.

The resource list is divided into three sections: (A) an
incomplete bibliography of books, (B) tests of critical
thinking, and (C) a listing of media, newsletters, and
networks.
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An Incomplete Bibliography

Arthur L. Costa, Inabeth Miller, and Nelson "Pete" Quinby

The study of thinking covers topics such as problem
soh ing, create ity, decision making, intelligence,
neurobiology, research, and more Although the cat-

egories employed here are somewhat vague and oyerlap
ping, they provide serviceable, if rough, partitions of a
complex field.

General
Among the many worthwhile readings in the area are a

few that cut across several categories and pruy ide a broad
picture

Anderson, John Cognitive Skills and Their Acquisition
Hillsdale, NJ Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1981

Bossone, Richard The Fourth R Reasoning New York: City
University of New York, 1983.

Cohen, Josef Thinking Chicago Rand McNally and Cu ,

1971.

Chipman, S.; Siegel, J.; and Glaser R., eds. Thinking and
Learning Skills Current Research and Open Ques
lions (2 vols). Hillsdale, NJ Lawerence Erlbaum As-
sociates, 1984.

de Bono, Edward New Think New York. Bask Books, 1967
Dewey; John How We Think Boston D C. Heath & Co ,

1933.

Halpern, Diane E Thought and Knou ledge An Introduc
tion to Critical Reasoning Hillsdale, N J . Lawrence
Erlbaum Associate, 1984.
Relates critical thinking to the current work by ugni
tive psychologists in problem solving, decision mak-
ing, and intelligence

Nladiado, Luis. The Right to Be intelligent. New York. Per-
gamon Press, 1980.

Maxwell, William, ed. Thinking. The Expanding Frontier.
Philadelphia. Franklin Institute Press, 15d3.
A collection of papers presented at the 1982 Confer-
ence on Thinking in Suva, Fiji.

Upton, Albert. Design for Thinking A First Book in Seman-
tics. Palto Alto, Calif.. Pacific Press, 1961

Teaching for Thinking
Installing intelligent behavior in young people is the

major challenge of educators and parents. There is not una-
nimity in the field of education to prescribe the best meth-
ods of instruction and what school and home conditions
need to exist to produce thoughtful children and youth.
This section includes several points of view on this subject.

Adams, M J., and others. Teachers Manual Prepared for
Project intelligence. The Development of Procedures
to Enhance Thinking Skills Cambridge Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1982

Ay leswurth, Thomas, and Reagan, Gerald Teaching for
Thinking. New York. Doubleday, 1965.

Bills, Robert. Education For Intelligence? Or Failure?
Washington, D C.. Acropolis Books Ltd , 1982
Basing his analysis on a survey of 124,000 students in
public, private, and parochial schools, Bills offers an-
swers to the question, "Why are schools failing to ed-
ucate our children?- and proposes a five-part plan for
change.

Bloom, Benjamin. All Our Children Learning New York.
McGraw-Hill, 1981.

Bloom, Benjamin, and others Taxonomy of Educational
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Objectit'es Handbook I Cognitive Domain New York.
David McKay, 1956.

Bruner, Jerome The Process of Education New York. Vin-
tage Books, 1960.

Chall, Jeanne, and Mirsky, Allan, eds Education arid the
Brain Seventy-seventh Yearbook of the National Sud-
ety for the Study of Education Chicago. University of
Chicago Press, 1978.

Chipman, S ; Siegel, J , and Glaser, R , eds Thinking and
Learning Skills Current Research and Open Ques-
tions (2 vols.) Hillsdale, NJ.. Lawrence Erlbaum Asso-
ciates, 1984.
A large collection of papers describing current pro-
grams for training intelligence and evaluating their
strengths and weaknesses.

Copple, C , Siegel, I , and Saunders, R. Educating the }bung
Thinker Classroom Strategies for Cognitive Growth.
Hillsdale, NJ : Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1984.

Costa, Arthur Teaching for Intelligent Behavior A Course
Syllabus. Orangevale, Calif.: Search Models Unlimited,
1985.

Describes the teacher behaviors and strategies that
support thinking Presents and suggest ways of practic-
ing the behaviors

Covington, Martin, Crutchfield, R., Davies, L , and Olton, R
M The Productive Thinking Program A Course in
Learning to Think Columbus Charles Merrill Co ,

1974.

Cronhach, L J , and Snow, R E Aptitudes and Instructional
Methods New York. Irvington, 1977.
The best and most comprehensive single ac:ount of
the relations between patterns of aptitude and optimal
instructional methods.

de Bono, Edward Teaching Thinking New York. Penguin
Books, 1980.

Feuerstein, Reuven, Rand, Y, Hoffman, M., and Miller, R In-
strumental Enrichment An Intervention Program for
Cognitive Modifiability Baltimore. University Park
Press, 1980.
A thorough description of Feuerstein's Instrumental
Enrichment program for training intellectual skills

Frankenstein, C They Think Again New York. Van Nos-
trand, 1979.

Furth, Hans, and Wachs, Harry Thinking Goes to School
New York. Oxford University Press, 1974

Glaser, Robert Advances in Instrumental Psycholog); Vol.
1 Hillsdale, N J Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1978

Hart, Leslie. Human Brain and Human Learning New
York. Longman, 1983
Suggests that schools and normal brain functioning are
incompatible Presents Hart's Prosier Theory of intel-
lectual processing.
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Hunkins, Francis. Questioning Strategies and Techniques.
Rockleigh, NJ.: Allyn Bacon, 1972.

Lipman, M., Sharp, A., and Oscanyan, E Philosophy in the
Classroom. 2nd ed. Philadelphia: Temple University
Press, 1980.
An introduction to the principles behind Lipman's Phi-
losophy for Children program for training thinking
skills.

Lochhead, Jack, and Clement, John, eds. Cognitive Process
Instruction. Philadelphia. Franklin Institute Press,
1979.

A collection of papers presented at the first conference
on Thinking held at the University of Massachusetts in
1978.

Lochhead, Jack, and Whimbey, A. Instructor's Guide for
Problem Solving and Comprehension: A Short Course
in Analytical Reasoning. Philadelphia. Franklin Insti-
tute Press, 1982.

McPeck, John. Critical Thinking and Education. New York:
St. Martin's Press, 1981.

Meichenbaum, D. Cognitive Behavior Modification. New
York: Plenum Press, 1977

Nickerson, Raymond, Perkins, David, and Smith, Edward.
Teaching Thinking. New York: Academic Press, 1985.
A review of available programs for training thinking
skills. Addresses the question of how one might go
about trying to enhance thinking skills. Discusses con-
cepts, courses, and experiences that are likely to en-
hance intellectual development and teaching strategies
that can ease the transition from concrete to formal
thinking.

Olds, H. F., and others. Motivating Today's Students. Palo
Alto, Calif.: Learning Handbooks, 1974.

Raths, Louis, Wassermann, Selma, Jonas, Arthur; and Roth-
stein, Arnold. Teaching for Thinking: Theory and Ap-
plication. Columbus. Charles E. Merrill Co., 1967
An early seminal work on developing thinking skills.
Suggests numerous ways teachers can cause and en-
hance students' thinking abilities.

Sanders, Norris. Classroom Questions. What Kinds. New
York: Harper and Row, 1966.
Describes teacher questioning related to Bloom's tax-
onomical levels.

Schwebel, M., and Raph, Jane, eds. Piaget in the Classroom.
New York: Basic Books, 1973.

Segal, J., Chipman, S., and Glaser, R. Relating Instruction to
Basic Research. Hillsdale, NJ.: Lawrence Erlbaum As-
sociates, 1983.

Silver, Harvey. Teaching Strategies. Moorestown, NJ.: Han-
son Silver Strong Associates, 1983.

Wassermann, Selma. Put Some Thinking in Your Class-
room. Chicago: Benific Press, 1978.
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Problem Solving

Nearly any task people face, from the most mundane to
the most creative, can be called a problem. However, in the
fields of psychology and education, problem solving tends
toward a narrower meaning It ranges from solving aca-
demic problems in mathematics, physics, and other disci-
plines, to solving puzzle-like problems and riddles, and to
solving everyday "how to" problems, such as how to foster
better employer-employee relations.

Ackuff, R. L. The Art of Problem Suiting. New York. John
Wiley and Sons, 1978.

Anderson, Valerie, and Bereiter, C. Thinking Ganes 2 Bel-
mont, Calif.. Pitman Learning, 1980.

Hayes, John R. The Complete Problem Solver Philadelphia.
The Franklin Institute Press, 1981.
A useful wurse covering a wide range of problem-
solving skills.

Hudgins, Bryce B. Learning and Thinking: A Primer for
Teachers. Itaska, Ill . F. E. Peacock, 1977.

Jacobs, Paul. up the LQ. New York. Wyden Press, 1977
Jacobs, Paul, and Mei rovitz, M. Brain Muscle Builders.

Games to Increase )our Natural Intelligence Engle-
wood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-Hall, 1983.
A set of games to improve thinking skills.

Mayer, Richard. Thinking, Problem Soiling, Cognition San
Francisco. Freeman and Co., 1983.

Newell, A , and Simon, H. Human Problem Solving Engle-
wood Cliffs, NJ.. Prentice Hall, 1972

Pulya, Gyurgy. How to Solve It Primetun, NJ.. Doubleday,
1957.

Rubenstein, M. F. Patterns of Problem Solving Englewood
Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-Hall, 1975.

Schmuck, Richard, Chesler, M., and Lipp, Robert. Problem
Solving to Improve Classroom Learning ChiLagu.
SRA, 1966.

Snow, R.; Federico, P.; and Montague, W, eds Aptitudes,
Learning and Instruction, Vul. I. Hillsdale, NJ.. Law-
rence Erlbaum Associates, 1980.

Valberg, Franette. Puzzle Thinking Philadelphia. Franklin
Institute Press, 1980.

Whimbey, Arthur, and LuLhhead, Jack. Problem Sulzing and
Comprehension A Short Course in Analytical Reason-
ing. 3rd ed. Philadelphia. Franklin Institute Press,
1982.
Pair problem solving is explained in depth. Problems
and step-by -step solutions follow each chapter Also
available are problem cards, which are taken from the
text (40 different problems).

Whimbey, Arthur, and Luchhead, Jack. Beyond Problem
Solving and Comprehension Philadelphia Franklin
Institute Press, 1984.

A sequel to and advanced version of the previous entry.
Suitable for secondary schools and adults

Wickelgren, Wayne How to Solve Problems San Franicsco:
W H. Freeman, 1974.
A course in how to solve complex problems.

Creativity

Creativity refers to the individual train of producing
appropriate and original ideas or other products in any
field. Appropriateness without originality is mundane, and
originality without appropriateness is simply bizarre. The
word creativity does not imply a single ability, it may be as
much a matter of personality as ability and may involve a
mix of diverse abilities, perhaps a different mix in different
cases. The literature on creativity includes a variety of the-
oretical positions and numerous books oriented toward
self-help and instruction. Some of each are represented on
our list.

Adams, James. Conceptual Blockbusting. A Guide to Better
Ideas. 2nd ed. New York. W W Norton, 1980.

Amabile, Theresa. The Social Psychology of Creativitj New
York: Springer-Verlag, 1983.

Barron, Frank. Creative Person and Creative Process New
York. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969.

de Bono, Edward. Lateral Thinking. Creativity Step by Step.
New York: Harper and Row. 1970.

Getzels, Jacob, and Csikszentmihalyi, M. The Creative Vi-
sion. A Longitudinal Study of Problem Finding in Art
New York: Wiley, 1976.

Howard, V. A. Artistry, The Work of Artists Indianapolis.
Hackett, 1982.

Kuberg, Dun. The All New Universal 73-aveler A Soft-Sys-
tems Guide to CreativitL Problem Solving, and the
Process of Reaching Goals Los Altos, Calif.: W Kauf-
mann, 1976.

Koestler, Arthur. The Act of Creation New York. Macmillan,
1964

LeBueuf, Michael. Imagineering. How to Profit from }bur
Creative Powers New York: McGraw Hill, 1982.

NIaLKinnun, Donald W In Search of Human Effectiveness.
Identifying and Del eloping Creatiz iiy Buffalo, N Y
The Creative Educational Foundation, Inc., in associa-
tion with Creative Synergetic Associates, Ltd., 1978.
This volume inLludes various papers un creativity and
human effectiveness. The author's main goal was to
find ways to help people become as fully functioning
as possible

Mansfield, R. S., and Busse, T V The Psychology of Creativ-
ity and Discovery Chicago. Nelson-Hall, 1981.

Osborn, A. Applied Imagination. Principles and Proce-
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dures of Creative Problem Solving New York Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1963.

Parnes, Sidney, J , Noller, R B , and Biondi, A M Guide to
Creative Action New York Charles Scribner's Sons,
1977

Perkins, David The Mind's Best Work A New Psychology of
Creative Thinking Cambridge Harvard University
Press, 1983.
A fascinating description of research on creativity, in-
sightfulness, and giftedness.

Rothenberg, A , and Hausman, C R , eds. The Creativity
Question. Durham, N.C.. Duke University Press, 1976.

Rothenberg, A. The Emerging Goddess: The Creative Pro-
cess in Art, Science, and Other Fields Chicago. Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1982.

Simonton, Dean K Genius, Creativity and Leadership. His
toriometric Inquiries Cambridge Harvard University
Press, 1984.

Nbn Oech, Roger A Wick on the Side of the Head How to
Unlock Your Mind for Innovation New York Warner
Books, 1983.

Philosophy of Mind and Thinking
Besides founding the critical thinking movement, phi-

losophers have addressed the nature of mind, of knowl-
edge, and of thinking directly; sometimes with an eye to-
ward how students can be introduced to a philosophical
perspective and style of inquiry

Block, Ned Readings in Philosophy of Psi chulogi Vol. L.
Cambridge Harvard University Press, 1980.

Cederbolm,J , and Paulsen, D. Critical Thinking. Belmont,
Calif Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1982.
Emphasizes understanding and criticizing arguments
and theories. Deals with the problems of the amateur
in a world of specialization.

Hitchcock. David Critical Thinking A Guide to Evaluating
Information Ontario, Canada Methuan Publications,
1983.

Uses informal logic and focuses on real-life rather
than artificial examples.

Kahane, Howard. Logic and Contemporary Rhetoric. Bel-
mont, Calif Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1980
The best-selling college text, excellent chapters on
how the "news" and "basic belief systems" are "man-
aged."

Matthews, Gareth Philosophy and the Young Child Cam-
bridge Harvard University Press, 1980.

Radner, Daisie, and Radner, Michael. Science and Unrea-
son Belmont, Calif Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1982.
Focuses on recognizing the difference between sd-
ence and pseudo-science.

Ruggeri°, Vincent. The Art of Thinking. New York: Harper
& Row, 1984.

Excellent general overview without technical detail.
Scheffler, Israel. Conditions of Knowledge. Glenview, Ill.:

Scott, Foresman and Co., 1965.
Scriven, Michael. Reasoning New York. McGraw-Hill, 1977.

An excellent college-level introduction to the problem
of thinking critically. Closely reasoned and precise.

Weddle, Perry. Argument. A Guide to Critical Thinking.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978.
Emphasizes argument mechanics and evaluation.

Learning to Learn
Learning to learn may sound odd at first, but it is a

commonplace part of human development. :or instance,
must high school students have acquired strategies for
memorizing that are unfamiliar to the second grader, such
as the value of repetition, visualization, or organized time.
Although some learning to learn happens spontaneously,
much more might occur if education broadened its focus to
address the learning process as well as content.

Baddely, A. Your Memory: A User's Guide. New York: Mac-
millan, 1982.

Brown, S., and Walter, M. The Art of Problem Posing. Phila-
delphia. Franklin Institute Press, 1983.
Offers practical methods that affect our view of learn-
ing and teaching. Includes many problems and specific
strategies, such as the "what-if-not" approach to prob-
lem posing. Although set within the context of mathe-
matical problems, the discussion is readily accessible
to other problems as well.

Higbee, Kenneth L. Your Memory. How It Works and How
to Improve It. Englewood Cliffs, NJ.. Prentice-Hall,
1977

Novak, J. D., and Gowin, R. D. Learning How to Learn. New
York. Cambridge University Press, 1984.

O'Neil, H. F, and Splielberger, C. D., eds. Cognitive and Af-
fective Learning Strategies. New York: Academic Press,
1979.

O'Neil, H. F, ed. Learning Strategies. New York: Academic
Press, 1978.

Sheinker, J., and Sheinker, A. Study Strategies. A Metacog-
nitive Approach. Rock Springs, Wyo.. White Mountain
Publishing Co.
Strategies book and trainers' manual.

Visual, Oral, and Symbolic Communication

Thinking is nut just a matter of how we think but what
tuuls we think with. The written or spoken word, pictures,
and other symbol systems are instruments that often help
us to formulate, edit, and preserve lines of thought. The
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way that various symbol systems aid and foster thinking has
been explored by several contemporary thinkers.

Arnheim, Rudolf. Visual Thinking. Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1976

Bowen, Eleanor. Return to Laughter Garden City N.Y.: Nat-
ural History Press, 1964.

Chukovsky Kornei From 7Wo to Five Berkeley. University
of California Press, 1963.

Gardner, Howard, and Kelly; Hope, eds. Viewing Children
Through Television. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1981.

Greenfield, Patricia Mind and Media The Effects of Televi-
sion, Video Games and Computers. Cambridge. Har-
vard University Press, 1984.

Johnson-Laird, P N. Mental Models: Toward a Cognitive Sci-
ence of Language, Inference and Consciousness
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1983.

Luria, A R Cognitive Development. Its Cultural and Social
Foundations. Cambridge. Harvard University Press,
1976

Moffett, James Teaching the University of Discourse Bos-
ton: Houghton Mifflin, 1983.

Morris, P, and Hampson, P Imagery and Consciousness
Orlando, Fla.: Academic Press, 1983.

Olson, David R., ed. Media and Symbols: The Forms of
Expression, Communication and Education. Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1976.

Paley; William Wally's Stories Cambridge. Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1981.

Perkins, David, and Leondar, Barbara, eds The Arts and
Cognition Baltimore Johns Hopkins University Press,
1977.

Rose, Mike Writer's Block The Cognitive Dimension Car-
bondale Southern Illinois University Press, 1984.

Salomon, Gavriel Communication and Education Social
and Psychological Interactions Beverly Hills, Calif..
Sage Publications, 1981.

Salomon, Gavriel The Language of Media and the Cult:
vation of Mental Skills A Report on Three Years of Re-
search Submitted to the Spencer Foundation. Jerusa-
lem. Hebrew University, 1977

Vygotsky L S Thought and Language Cambridge. Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1962.

Artifical Intelligence and Computers
Artificial intelligence means the use of computers to

perform tasks thatin a human beingwould be consid-
ered intelligent Among the tasks that have received speual
attention are playing chess, identifying objects in a scene
from a visual input, and conducting a conversation in or-
dinary language via keyboard and monitor Much of the
work in artificial intelligence informs our understanding of
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how people think. More generally, artificial intelligence
and related disciplines have led to research on how com-
puters can help people learn to think better.

Boden, Margaret. Artificial Intelligence and Natural Man.
New York: Basic Books, 1977

Boden, Margaret. Minds and Mechanisms. Philosophical
Psychology and Computational Models. Brighton, Sus-
sex, England: Harvester Press, 1981.

Dreyfus, H. L. What Computers Can't Do. New York. Har-
per and Row, 1979.

Goldenberg, E. P Social Technology for Special Children.
Baltimore. University Park Press, 1979.

McCorduck, P Machines Who Think. Van Nuys, Calif.: Free-
man Press, 1979.

Papert, S. Mindstorms. Children, Computers and Powerful
Ideas New York: Basic Books, 1982.

Thrkle, S. The Second Self. Computers and the Human
Spirit. New York. Simon and Schuster, 1984.

Weizenbaum, J. Computer Power and Human Reason.
From Judgment to Calculation. Van Nuys, Calif.. Free-
man Press, 1976.

Winston, P Artificial Intelligence 2nd ed. Reading, Mass..
Addison-Wesley, 1984.

Brain Functioning and Neurobiology
As conscious beings, we cannot help but find it odd

that our thinking and learning occur through the actions of
a biochemical machine. This information provokes many
questions. What parts of the brain do which jobs, or is the
work distributed throughout? Is there any substance to the
popular left-right brain theme? Can mental capacities and
incapacities be treated to anatomical or chemical differ-
ences in the brain? Does the development of the brain tell
us anything about what can or should be taught when?

Annett, Marian. Left, Right, Hand and Brain. The Right Shift
Theory. Hillsdale, NJ.. Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,
1985.

Bloom, F E.; Hofstadter, L.; and Arlyne, L. Brain, Mind, and
Behavior; A Major New Text. New York. W H. Freeman,
1984.

Gardner, Howard. The Shattered Mind: The Person After
Brain Damage. New York: Vintage Books, 1976.

Heilman, K., and Valenstem, E., eds. Clinical Neuropsy-
chology. New York. Oxford University Press, 1979.

Hampden Thrner, Charles. Maps of the Mind. Charts and
Concepts of the Mind and Its Labyrinths. New York.
Collier (Macmillan), 1981.

Hart, Leslie. How the Brain Works. New Nork. Bask. Books,
1975.
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Ornstein, R , and Thumpsun, R The Amazing Brain New
York. Houghton Mifflin
Visual and intellectual exploration of the construction,
evolution, and chemical and electrical operations of
the brain Illustrated by David Macaulay

Penfield, Wilder. The Mystery of the Mind. Princeton, NJ.:
Princeton University Press, 1975.

Restak, R. The Brain New York: Bantam Books, 1984.
Accompanies the tele% isiun series broadcast on Public
Television in 1984.

Restak, R The Brain The Last Fruntzer New York. Warner
Books, 1979.

Wittruck, M C , ed The Brant and Psychulug) New York
Academic Press, 1980

Reasoning and Critical Thinking
While the cure discipline fui most of the other cate-

gories in this bibliography is psychology, the cure disci-
pline for this category is philosophy. That is, the majority of
the ideas and writings come from philosophy and philoso-
phereducaturs Reasoning and critical thinking focus un
the assessment of beliefs and products of thought. Is it
clea0 Is it sl kin& ILls it been proved? The "critical- uf crit-
ical thinking does not imply a negative posture but an ob-
jectie, analytical, and oraluatne une, a posture that most
would agree education should foster

Giere, Ronald Understanding Scientific Reasoning New
York. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1979.
Helps students learn to evaluate and utilize scientific
information Excellent introduction to the basic con-
cepts of scientific reasoning.

Halpern, Diane Thuught and Knuu ledge An Intruduetiun
to Critical Thinking Hillsdale, NJ.. Law rence Erlbaum
Associates, 1984.

Kahneman, D Slu%ic, P, Tersky, A , eds. Judgment Older
Uncertainty Heuristics and Biases New York: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1982.

Nisbett, R., and Ross, L Human Inferences. Strategies and
Shortcomings of Social Judgment Englewood Cliffs,
N J : Prentice-Hall, 1980

Samsun, Richard 'Thinking Skills A Guide tu Lugic, and
Comprehension Stamford, Conn.. Innu8. atm, e Sci-
ences, Inc 1965.

Tuutmin, S E , and others An Intrudnazun tu Reasoning
New York. Macmillan, 1979

Cognitive Development
Cognitive elopment concerns lung-term human in

tellectual gruwth and learning A number uf themes char
acterize the field, among them the question of whether de-
velopment is stage-like or continuous, whether certain
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concepts can't be learned until learners have attained some
general level of intellectual readiness, whether intellectual
development depends un a few cure operations or a multi-
tude, whether direct instruction or a nourishing environ-
ment best foster development across a broad front.

Boden, Margaret A. Jean Piaget. New York. Viking Press,
1980.

Flavell, J. Cognitive Development. Englewood Cliffs, NJ..
Prentice-Hall, 1977.

Gardner, Huward. Developmental Psychology. An Intro-
duction. Boston: Little Brown, 1982.

Kohlberg, Lawrence. The Meaning and Measurement of
Moral Development. Worcester, Mass.: Clark University
Press, 1981

Kohlberg, Lawrence, and others. Assessing Moral Stages: A
Manual Cambridge. Harvard University, 1978.

Kohlberg, Lawrence, and others. Moral Stages. A Current
Formulation and a Response to Critics. New York.
Karger, 1983.

Lein, Juel R., and Allen, Vernun. Cognitive Learning in
Children. New York. Academic Press, 1976.

Lies finger, J. Ego Development. Conceptions and Theories.
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1976.

Is,leaduw s, S , ed. Developing Thinking. Approaches to Chil-
dren's Cognitive Development. London. Methuen,
1983.

Perry, W G. Formal !ntellectual and Ethical Development
in the College Years. New York. Holt, Rinehart and Win-
ston, 1976.

Sternberg, R., ed. Mechanisms of Cognitive Development
San Francisco: Freeman, 1984.

Sugarman, S. Children's Early Thought. Developments in
Classification. Cambridge, England. Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1983.

Yussen S R., ed. The Growth of Insight in Children. New
York: Academic Press, 1985.

Intelligence
In everyday terms, intelligence refers to a person's

ability to solve problems, plan well, learn well, and deal
flexibly and appropriately with situations. In other words,
intelligence means general mental competence. Psycholo-
gists have lung sought a simple model uf what is most es-
sential to intelligence and how it is measured. Is it really
one trait or a product of several, influenced primarily by in-
heritance or learning, subject to change by instruction or
nut? Interpretations are su diverse that while Jume wuuld
say you can imprulre thinking without improving intelli-
gence, uthers would say that to improve thinking is to im-
prove intelligence.
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Baron, J Rationality and Intelligence New York. Cam-
bridge University Press, 1985.
A new view of intelligence as based on rational think-
ing.

Binet, A , and Simon, T Classics in Psychology The Devel-
opment of Intelligence in Children. New York. Arno
Press.
The best introduction to Alfred Binet's theory of intel-
ligence, which served as the basis for the Stanford-Bi-
net Intelligence Scale.

Block, N.J., and Dworkin, G., eds. The I.Q Controversy
New York. Pantheon, 1974.

Cattell, R B. Abilities Their Structure, Growth, and Action
Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 1971.
The most comprehensive single presentation of Cat-
tell's psychometric theory of intelligence, according to
which there are two major subfactors of general intel-
ligence: fluid and crystallized abilities.

Eysenck, H J , ed A Model for Intelligence Heidelberg.
Springer-Verlag, 1982.
A collection of papers on the nature of intelligence,
most of which emphasize the importance of mental
speed in intelligence.

Feuerstein, Reuven The Dynamic Assessment of Retarded
Performers. Baltimore: University Park Press, 1979

Gardner, Howard Frames of Mind The Theory of Multiple
Intelligences New York: Basic Books, 1983.
Gardner acknowledges that some capacities, like
memory, common sense, and even wisdom, can cut
across the lines between intelligences. He argues that
human intelligence is actually a host of different intel-
ligences that reside in various parts of the brain, de-
velop more or less independently, and can bloom sep-
arately, skill by skill Gardner sharply challenges the
notion that any single measure of intelligence is suffi-
cient to label someone smart or stupid

Gould, Stephan Jay The Mistneasure of Man New York.
McGraw-Hill, 1967.

Guilford, J. P., and Hoeptner, R. The Analysis of Intelligence.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971
A presentation of Guilford's Structure of the Intellect
model, a widely cited psychometric theory of
intelligence.

Herrnstein, R J / Q in the Meritocracy London. Allen
Lane, 1973.

Herrnstein, R , and others Matching and Maximizing Ac-
counts. Cambridge: Ballinger, 1982.

Jacobs, P I , and Knapp, J Setting Standards for Assessing
Experiential Learning. Columbia, Md. Council for the
Advancement of Experiential Learning, 1981

Jensen, Arthur. Bias in Mental Testing. Rives side, N J. Free
Press, 1983
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Jensen's well-known treatment of test bias, he claims
that, in general, intelligence tests are not biased
against subgroups and presents his information-pro-
cessing theory of intelligence.

Jensen, Arthur. Genetics in Education. New York: Harper
and Row, 1975.

Jensen, Arthur. Straight Talk About Mental Tests. Riverside,
NJ.: Free Press, 1982.

Matarazzo, J. D. W'echsler's Measurement and Appraisal of
Adult Intelligence. 5th ed Baltimore: Williams and
Wilkins, 1972.
An exposition of David Wechsler's theory of intelli-
gence, and also of the basic nature of the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale.

Meeker, Mary N. The Structure of Intellect. Its Interpreta-
tion and Uses. Columbus. Charles E. Merrill, 1969.

Piaget, Jean. The Psychology of Intelligence. Totowa, N.J.:
Littlefield Adams, 1972.
A presentation of Piaget's theory of intelligence.

Resnick, L. B., ed. The Nature of Intelligence. Hillsdale, N.J.:
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1976.
The first major collection of papers on the informa-
tion-processing approach to intelligence.

Spearman, C. The Abilities of Man New York. Macmillan,
1927

A classic book on Spearman's two-factor" psychome-
tric theory of intelligence.

Stenhouse, D. The Evolution of Intelligence A General
Theory and Some of Its Implications. New York: I lar-
per and Row, 1972.

Sternberg, R J. Advances in the Psychology of Human In-
telligence Vols. 1 and 2. Hillsdale, N.J.: Lawrence Erl-
baum Associates, 1982, 1984.
Two collections of papers on contemporary views of
and programs of research studying human
intelligence.

Sternberg, R. J. Beyond I Q A Tharchic theory of Human
Intelligence. New York: Cambridge University Press,
1984.

A comprehensive presentation of the triarchic theory
of intelligence.

Sternberg, R J. Intelligence, Information Processing, and
Analogical Reasoning. The Componential Analysis of
Human Abilities Hillsdale, NJ . Lawrence Erlbaum As-
sociates, 1977
Sternberg describes his Lomponential theory of
intelligence.

Sternberg, R. J., ed. Handbook of Human Intelligence.
New York. Cambridge University Press, 1982.
A comprehensive collection of papers on various as-
pects of human intelligence

Sternberg, R. J., ed Human Abilities. An Information Pro-
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cessing Approach New York. Freeman, in press.
An introduction to the information processing ap-
proach to human abilities.

Sternberg, R J , and Detterman, D K , eds. Human Intern
gence. Perspectives on its Theory and Measurement.
Norwood, N.J.: Ablex, 1979.
A collection of papers on various information process-
ing approaches to intelligence and intelligence testing.
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Vernon, P E. The Structure of Human Abilities. London: Me-
thuen, 1971.
Vernon presents his hierarchical theory of intelligence.

Whimbey, A., and Whimbey, L. Intelligence Can Be Taught.
New York: E. P Dutton and Co., 1975.
An early, well-known book, which argues that intelli-
gence can be improved throught training.



Resource B

Tests That Could Be Called
Critical Thinking Tests

Robert H. Ennis

This listing is divided into general critical thinking
tests, which make an attempt to Lover critical think-
ing as a whole and aspect-specific critical thinking

tests, which focus on one aspect of critical thinking. A sec-
ond distinction between multiple-chuice tests and essay
testsis used here (.,nly for general critical thinking tests
because of the dearth of such tests A third distinction
between topic specific and general knowledge -based criti-
cal thinking testsis not used here because I ,Iu not know
of any top::-specific critical thinking tests.' 1 hope that in
the near future there will be more critical thinking essay
tests and a wide variety of tupiL spet.ifit. t.ritit.al thinking
tests.

The criterion for s.,flection of the general critical think-
ing tests was that half of their items be critical thinking
items, with "critical thinking" defined as "reasonable re-
flective thinking that is focused un deciding what to believe
or do." Anyone considering any of these tests should exam-
ine: ire items with great care.

vide grade ranges are listed for many of these tests, in
part t, ?commodate both students who have had appru-
pria:.: instruction and students who have nut.

General Critical Thinking Tests

MULTIPLE TESTS

13:-..sic Skills for Critical Thinking (1979, 5 forms)
by Gary E. McCuen Aimed at high school students. Sec-
tions on sources of information, primary and secondary
sources, fact and opinion, prejudice and reason, stereo-
types, ethnocen'xism, library card catalogue, and mader's

Guide to Periodical Literature. (Greenhaven Press, Inc.,
577 Shoreview Park Rd., St. Paul, MN 55112.)

Cornell Critical Thinking Test, Level X (1985) by
Robert H. Ennis and Jason Millman. Aimed at grades 4-14.
Sections un induction, credibility, observation, deduction,
and assumption identification. (Midwest Publications, P.O.
Box 448, Pacific Grove, CA 93950.)

Cornell Critical Thinking Test, Level Z (1985) by
Robert H. Ennis and Jason Millman. Aimed at advanced ur
gifted high school students, college students, and other
adults Sections on induction, credibility, prediction and
experimental planning, fallacies (especially equivocation),
deduction, definition, and assumption identification. (Mid-
west Publications, PO. Box 448, Pacific Grove, CA 93950.)

Newjersey Test of Reasoning Skills 1983), devel-
oped by Virginia Shipman. Aimed at grade 4 through col-
lege. Syllogism (including A.E I.O. statements) heavily rep-
resented. Several items apiece on assumption
identification, induction, good reasons, and kind and de-
gree;.. (IAPC Test Division, Montclair State College, Upper
Montclair, NJ 08043.)

Ross Test of Higher Cognitive Processes (1976)
by John D. Russ and Catherine M. Ross. Aimed at grade 4
through college. Sections on verbal analogies, deduction,
assumption identification, word relationships, sentence se-
quencing, interpreting answers to questions, information
sufficiency and relevance in mathematics problems, and
analysis of attributes of complex stick figures. (Academic
Therapy Publications, 20 Commercial Blvd., Novato, CA
94947.)

Copyright ° 1985 by Robert H Ennis
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Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal (1980,
2 forms) by Goodwin Watson and Edward Maynard Glaser.
Aimed at grade 9 through adulthood Sections un induc
tion, assumption identification, deduction, conclusion-logi-
cally-following-beyond-a reasonable doubt, and argument
evaluation (The Psychological Corporation, a subsidiary of
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, -500 Old Oak Blvd., Cleveland,
OH 44130.)

ESSAY TESTS

The Ennis-Weir Critical Thinking Essay Test
(1985) by Robert H. Ennis and Eric Weir. Aimed at grade 7
through college, also intended to be used as a teaching ma-
terial. Incorporates getting the point, seeing the reasons
and assumptions, stating one's point, offering good reason
s, seeing other possibilities (including other possible ex-
planations), and responding appropriately to/avoiding
equivocation, irrelevance, circularity, reversal of an if-then
(or other conditional) relationship, overgeneralization,
credibility questions, and the use of einotive language to
persuade (Midwest Publications, PO Box 448, Pacific
Grove, CA 93950 )

Aspect-Specific Critical Thinking Tests

ASPECT DEDUCTION

Cornell Class-Reasoning Test, Form X (1964) by
Robert H. Ennis, William L Gardiner, Richard Morrow, Die-
ter Paulus, and Lucille Ringel. Aimed at grades 4-14 Sev-
enty-two items that each contain a premise asserting a class
relationship, such as "No A's are B's Each of 12 logical
forms is represented by six items of varying types of cun-
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WIMIMMENNO

tent. (Illinois Critical Thinking Project, University of Illi-
nois, 1310 S. Sixth St., Champaign, IL 61820.)

Cornell Conditional-Reasoning Test, Form X
(1964) by Robert H. Enats, William L. Gardiner, John Guz-
zetta, Richard Morrow, Dieter Paulus, and Lucille Ringel.
Seventy -two items that each contain as a premise a condi-
tional statement, such as If A, then B:' Each of 12 logical
forms is represented by six items of varying types of con-
tent. (Illinois Critical Thinking Project, University of Illi-
nois, 1310 S. Sixth St., Champaign, IL 61820.)

Logical Reasoning (1955) by Alfred F Hertzka and
J. P Guilford Aimed at high school and college students
and other adults. Tests for facility with syllogisms, the
premises of which include a statement asserting a class re-
lationship, such as "No A's are B's." (Sheridan Psychological
Services, Inc., P.O. Box 6101, Orange, CA 92667.)

ASPECT: OBSERVATION

Test on Appraising Observations (1983) by Ste-
phen P Norris and Ruth King. Aimed at grades 7-14. Pairs of
statements are compared for their believability. The manual
provides principles for judging observation statements,
which the items serve to test. Two story lines are used. (In-
stitute for Educational Research and Development, Memo-
rial University of Newfoundland, St. John's, Newfoundland
AI B 3X8, Canada.)

FOOTNOTE

'I would appreciate hearing from any readers who know of
currently available critical thinking tests that do not appear on
this list Please contact Robert H. Ennis, Director of the Illinois
Critical Thinking Project, University of Illinois, Urbana-Cham-
paign, 1310 S Sixth Street, Champaign, Illinois 61820



Resource C

Media, Newsletters,
and Networks

MEDIA

Arthur L. Costa

Approaches to Teaching Thinking. Audiocassette. Ron
Brandt compares several widely used approaches.
(612-20475) Alexandria, Va : ASCD, 1985.

Beyond the Three R'sReasoning and Responsibil-
ity. Audiocassette. Jane Stallings accounts for how we
teach children to ask key questions and what con-
ceptsnot merely facts and figureswe want them to
learn (612-20414) Alexandria, Va . ASCD, 1984.

Classroom Conditions That Encourage Student
Thinking. Audiocassette, Arthur Costa suggests ways
teachers can stimulate thinking, including asking
questions and responding appropriately to students.
(612-20476) Alexandria, Va.: ASCD, 1985.

Direct Instruction and Teaching for Thinking.
Theme issue of Educational Leadership Articles by
Bruce Joyce, John Barell, Richard Paul, and Stephen
Norris explaining the relationship between effective
teaching and critical thinking Alexandria, Va.. ASCD,
May 1985.

Direct Instruction and Teaching for Thinking. Edu-
cational Leadership on Tape Recorded articles by Ron
Brandt, Bruce Joyce, John Barell, and Janet Kierstad
(612-20435) Alexandria, Va : ASCD, 1985,

Educat,ng Better Thinkers (working title). Videotape.
Designed for teachers and administrators at all levels,
features interviews with Arthur Costa. Robert Stern-
berg, Reuven Feuerstein, David Perkins, Ernest Boyer,
and others Alexandria, VA . ASCD, available late fall
1985.

Improving the Quality of Student Thinking. N, ideo-
tape. Ron Brandt encourages teachers to analyze their
own teaching to improve student thinking skills. Fea-
tures actual classroom episodes, statements by re-
searchers, psychologists, and other authorities Alex-
andria, Va.: ASCD, 1984.

Knowledge As Design. Audiocassette. David Perkins ex-
plains how treating curriculum topics as designs could
develop student creativity. (612-20478) Alexandria, Va.:
ASCD, 1985.

Practice is Not Enough. Audiocassette. Barry Beyer sug-
gests ways to incorporate thinking skills into regular
academic course work and teach them directly. (612-
20473). Alexandria, Va.: ASCD, 1985.

Problem Solving. Theme issue of Educational Leader-
ship. Arthur Whimbey on paired problem solving; two
articies on Instrumental Enrichment. Alexandria, Va.:
ASCD, April 1980.

Put Some Thinking in Your Classroom. Sound film-
strip series by Selma Wasserman. Westchester, Be-
nefic Press, 1978.

Survey of the Thinking Skills Movement. Audiocas-
sette. Sandra Black provides guidelines for developing
a local district thinking skills program. (612-20474) Al-
exandria, Va.: ASCD, 1985.

Teaching for Intelligent Behavior. Audiocassette. Ar-
thur Costa outlines 14 conditions that curriculum de-
velopers should consider when including thinking
skills in curriculum and instruction (612-20390) Alex-
andria, Va.. ASCD, 1984.

Teaching Thinking Skills. Theme issue of Educational
Leadership Includes symposium on brain research,
articles by Robert Sternberg, Ray Nickerson, Arthur
Costa, Sydelle Seiger-Ehrenberg, and others. Alexan-
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dna, VA ASCI). October 1981
Thinkabout. Tele% 'shin series for school use Designed to

help students experience and become aware of their
thinking and problem soh ing processes Bloomington,
Ind.: Agency for Instructional Television

Thinking As a Skill. Audiocassette Edward de Bono ar-
gues that thinking is a skill that should be given direct
attention in schools (612 204-'7) Alexandria, Va.
ASCD, 1985.

Thinking Skills in the Curriculum. Theme issue of Ed
ucational leadership Articles by Richard Paul on crit-
ical thinking, Matthew Lipman on reasoning, Robert
Sternberg on intelligence, Edward de Bono on think-
ing as a skill, and David Perkins on creativity. Alexan-
dria, Va ASCD, September 1984.

Training Intellectual SkillsA Triarchic Model. Au-
diocassette Robert Sternberg explains a new three-
part model fur training intellectual skills (612-20372)
Alexandria, Va ASCD, 1984.

When Teachers Tackle Thinking Skills. Theme issue of
Educational Leadership Arthur Costa, Irving Sigel,
Carol Booth Olson, Meredith Gall, and others discuss
ways to help teachers prepare to teach thinking. Alex-
andria, Va ASCD, November 1984.

Why in the World? Tele% ision series by Elinor Richardson
and Carlos E Cortes Uses national and international
current events to stimulate critical analyses in high
school students Los Angeles KCET Agent.) for Public
Broadcasting

NEWSLETTERS

All prices quoted are 1985 yearly subscription rates Prices
wry change

Applied Research in the Cognitive and Behavioral
Sciences. A quarterly publication of Hanson Scher
Strong and Associates Inc , P.O. Box 402, Moorestown,
NJ 08057 ($8 00)

Cerebretics Society International. C 0 Leslie A. Hart,
120 Pelham Road, 6 C, New Rochelle, NY 10805
($16.00)

Cogitare. Newsletter of the Thinking Skills Network spon-
sored by ASCD CO John Barell, Montclair State col
lege, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043 ($10.00)

Cognition and Instruction. Lawrence Erlbauni Associ-
ates, Publishers, 365 Broadway, Suite 102, Hillsdale, NJ
07642 (published quarterly, $50 00 institutional,
$20.00 individual).

Human Intelligence International Newsletter. Oak
land University, 544 O'Dowi.1 Hall, Rochester, MI 48063
( $15.00).

Informal Logic. University of Windsor, Department of
Philosophy, Windsor, Ontario, Canada N9B 3P4 (Vol. 1,
$10.00, Vols. I and 11, $20.00).

Learning Styles Network. St. John's University, Jamaica,
NY 11439 ($14.00)

Mind-Brain Bulletin. Interface Press, P.O. Box 4221, 4717
N. Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, CA 90042 ($25.00).

Noetic Sciences Newsletter. Institute of Noetic Sciences,
2820 Union Street, San Francisco, CA 94123 ($25.00).

On The Beam. New Horizons for Learning, P.O. Box 51140,
Seattle, WA 98115 ($15.00).

The Philosophy for Children Newsletter. The First
Mountain Foundation, Box 196, Montclair, NJ 07042
($8.00).

Problem Solving. Franklin Institute Press, 20th and Race
Streets, Box 2266, Philadelphia, PA 19103 ($24.00 insti-
tutional; $10.00 individual).

Professional Journal of Record: Informal Logic. Ed-
ited by Johnson and Blair. University of Windsor, On-
tario, Canada N9B 3P4 ($10.00).

SOI Newsletter. SO1 Institute, 343 Richmond Street, El Se-
gundo, CA 90245 (published August, December, and
April, $5.00).

The Tarrytown Letter. Published by the Tarrytown
Group, Tarrytown House, Executive Conference Cen-
ter, East Sunnyside Lane, Tarrytown, NY 10591
($30.00).

Thinking Skills Newsletter. Pennsylvania Department of
Education, c/o Stephanie Bowen or John Meehan, Har-
risburg, Pennsylvania.

NETWORKS AND PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Devel-
opment Thinking Skills Network. C, 0 John Barell,
Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, NJ 07042
($10 00).

Research for Better Schools. C/O Barbara Presseisen,
444 N. Third Street, Philadelphia, PA 19123.

The Association for Informal Logic and Critical
Thinking. Professor David Hitchcock, President,
McMaster University, Canada.

National Council for Excellence in Critical Thinking
Instruction. C/O Richard Paul, Center for Critical
Thinking, Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, CA
94928.

International Center for the Development of Think-
ing Skills. 5 Canal Road, Pelham Manor, NY 10803.
Contact. Phyllis Calderaro, Director, at (914) 738-2189.

New Horizons for Learning. P.O. Box 51140, Seattle, WA
98115 ($15 00 per year)



ppendices
lmost every classification system has a "miscellaneous" category and what

follows is ours. Included in this final section is a collection of checklists; a
glossary of terms, and a set of overhead masters that you might use in pres-

entations to staff members, school board members, or the community. We hope they
will help you in your implementation of a "teaching for thinking" curriculum.
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Appendix A

A Glossary of
Thinking Skills

Arthur L. Costa and Barbara Presseisen

Although there is no one glossary of thinking terms
that serves the man!, nuances of meaning associ-
ated with cognitive operations, a working defini-

tion is a useful base to further understanding While some
ma!, take issue with these definitions, the following terms
may he helpful to practitioners who are seeking to inte-
grate thinking skills into their curricular and instructional
tasks

"Aha" experience: An instantaneous generation of ideas
or rules

Algorithm: A problem-solving procedure that, if followed
exactly, will always yield the solution to a particular
problem Compare with heuristic

Ambiguity: The result of more than one meaning or un-
derlying representation in a communication or
utterance.

Analogy: A problem-solving strategy in which linguistic or
figural similarities are noted between two or more sit-
uations while simultaneously discerning that there are
also differences in the relationship

Analyze: To separate or break up a whole into its parts ac-
cording to some plan or reason Opposite ufsynthests
Structural analysis is performed in random order. Op-
erational analysis is performed in sequential steps.

Anticipate probabilities: To assess all of the factors in a
situation in order to determine the like4 effects or
outcomes of that situation,

Assumption: A fact or condition taken fur granted, a sup
position that something is true without proof of
evidence

Brainstorming: A group or individual method for gener-
ating solution paths for problems. The goal is to pro-
duce multiple possible solutions.

Build hypotheses: To construct tentative assumptions
that appear to account for an observed effect, which
ma) be used more fully to examine a specified situa-
tion or to provide possible conclusions or proofs.

Categorical reasoning: Also known as syllogistic rea-
soning. Use of such quantifiers as "some," "all," "no,"
and "none" to indicate category membership.

Categorize: To arrange items in such a way that each pos-
sesses the particular properties, based on predeter-
mined criteria, required to belong to a specific group.

Causation: The act or process that occasions or effects a
result.

Cause/effect: A condition or event (cause) that makes
something happen; the result (effect) or outcome cre-
ated by the previous condition or event.

Change forms of concepts: To translate information into
a different form or present information through a dif-
ferent medium.

Classify: To sort into clusters, objects, events, or people
according to their common elements, factors, or char-
acteristics. Includes giving that cluster a label that
communicates those essential characteristics.

Cognition: Related to the various thinking processes
characteristic of human intelligence.

Compare and contrast: To examine objects in order to
note attributes that make them similar and different.
To contrast is to set objects in opposition to each other
or to compare them by emphasizing their differences.

Compare word meanings: To analyze the various uses of
a word and the relationship of that word to other
words
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Comprehension: The arm al at the speaker's ur writer's
intended meaning by a listener or reader

Conceive: To organize information in oral to form an
idea or generalized rule, to conceptualize, to
understand

Conclusion: An inferential belief that is derived from
premises.

Conditional logic: Also known LL propuruunal Lu

gistical statements that are expressed in "if, then"
format.

Conduct projects: To describe the important elements of
a task and explain the ways in which the task can bt
completed successfully

Consequent: In "if, then" statements, the information
given in the "then" clause.

Contingency relationships: Relationships that are ex
pressed w ith "if, then" statements The consequent is
contingent ur dependent upon the antecedent.

Contradiction: A problem-solving strategy in which the
problem solver shows that a goal cannot be obtained
from the givens because of inconsistencies.

Contrasting: Tu set objects or ideas in opposition ur to
compare them by emphasizing their differences

Convergent thinking: Thinking that requires a single
correct answer to a question ur problem (Compare
with divergent thinking )

Creative thinking: The au of being able to produce along
new and original lines. See fle.xrbrl:tb uriginalub
elaboration, aba

Critical thinking: Using bask thinking processes to ana-
lyze arguments and generate insight into particular
meanings and interpretations, also known as directed
thinking.

Decision making: The process leading Lu the selection of
one of several options after consideration of facts ur
ideas, possible alternatives, probable consequences,
and personal values.

Deduce (deductive reasoning). Tu infer from what pre
cedes; to lead or draw to a conclusion, to derive the
unknown from the known. The opposite of induce
(inductive reasoning).

Detect ambiguity: To recognize the existence of two pos-
sible interpretations of a sentence ur phrase because
(1) of the manner in which the words are arranged, or
(2) a word may be interpreted in two ur more ways
within the same context.

Detect assumptions: To recognize that a supposition is
being made or that a supposition underlies a
statement.

Determine alternative actions: To explore and develop
different approaches to the solution of problems.

Develop criteria: Tu create standards, rules, or tests for

judging as in which one event, item, ur person may
be differentiated from another one.

Discriminate between definition and example. Tu
identify a word, phrase, or term by stating its precise
meaning or significance (definition) as contrasted
with identifying it by gibing instances of its occurrence
(examples).

Discriminate between fact and opinion: Tu differen
tiate between statements generally accepted as true
and those based on personal or unsubstantiated
assumptions.

Discriminate between real and fanciful: Tu distin-
guish between that which is true or actual and that
which is illusory, fictitious, or imaginative.

Divergent thinking: The kind of thinking required to
generate many different responses to the same ques-
tion ur problem (Compare with convergent thinking.)

Elaborate: To expand un concepts ur ideas, to give an idea
or object greater detail.

Epistemic thinking: Related to the collective knowledge
produced b} various forms of thinking scientific, aes-
thetic, political, etc., and the ways these bodies of
knowledge are developed and extended.

Error: The result of a mistake.
Estimate: Tu form a judgment about the worth, quantity, ur

significance of somethingthe implication being that
the judgment formed is based un rough calculations.

Evaluate value conflicts: Tu assess the coherence of spe-
cific actions and ideals and determine the compatibil-
ity of personal desires and social sanctions.

Evaluation: Tu make an examination ur judgment based
upon a set of internal or external criteria.

Fact: A statement that can be proven or verified; informa-
tion presented as having objective reality.

Fallacy: An error ur mistake in the thinking process.
Flexibility: The ability to take alternate points of view,

present a different perspective with each response; try
several different approaches, apply concepts, ideas, ur
rules to a variety of situations.

Fluency: (See ideational fluency)
Generalization: A rule, principle, or formula that governs

or explains any number of related situations.
Group: To assemble objects according to a unify ing rela-

tionship or critical attribute.
Heuristic: A general strategy or "rule of thumb" that is

used to solve problems and make decisions. While it
doesn't always produce a correct answer, it is usually a
helpful aid. ("Look before you leap" as an example.)
(Compare with algorithm.)

Hypothesis: A tentative proposition or relationship as-
sumed in order to draw out its logical or empirical
consequences. An "if, then" statement that serves as a
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basis for testing through experimentation or gathering
facts

Hypothesize: To construct a hypothesis
Ideational fluency: The ability to list many possible

ideasthe more ideas, the more fluent The ability to
produce a variety of responses.

Identical: Sharing all attributes.
Identity: A sameness of essential or generiL

characteristics
Identify relationships among events: To deter mint.. the

particular ways that occurrences can be analogous.
Identify relevant principles: To assess the usefulness of

specific theories in clarifying or solving a problem,
Identify steps in a process: To recognize and point out

discrete yet ordered elements within a larger activity
Identify structure: To describe patterns and relation-

ships among the elements or parts of a work
Illogical: Reaching conclusions that are not in accord with

the rules of logic
Induce ( inductive reasoning): To combine one or more

assumptions or hypotheses with available information
to reach a tentative conclusion Reaching a rule, con-
clusion, or principle by inference from particular facts
Opposite of deduce (deductive reasoning)

Infer: TO arrive at a conclusion that evidence, facts, or ad-
missions point toward but do not absolutely establish,
to draw tentative conclusions from incomplete data.
Inferring is the result of making an evaluation or judg-
ment in the absence of one or more relevant facts In-
ference requires supposition and leads to prediction.

Inquiry: Seeking information about a problem or
condition

Insight: Sudden knowledge of a solution to a problem
Finding a new relationship between seemingly unre-
lated events, conditions, or objects

Interpret changes in word meanings: To detect and
analyze alterations or extensions of word meanings

Interpret the mood of a story: To assess or appraise the
temperthe range of sensitive impressionsof a lit-
erary work.

Interpretation: Explanations of the meaning of a situation
or condition.

Intuition: The power or faculty of attaining direct knowl-
edge or cognition without rational thought and
inference.

Irrelevant information: Data that are not useful in solv-
ing a problem or answering a question. May be a
distraction.

Judge abstract or concrete: To determine whether
words describe general or specific items or ideas. The
distance from reality real, pictorial representation of
the real, symbolic representation of the real, verbal or

auditory sound that stands for the real.
Judge completeness: To assess data to determine

whether or not they are sufficient for thorough cover-
age of the subject or issue under consideration.

Judge elements of a selection: To analyze a work to de-
termine the function and effectiveness of each major
component.

Judge logic of actions: To assess the feasibility, utility,
and applicability of a procedure or method.

Judge relevance of information: To decide whether or
not data are connected logically with and are useful in
the solution of a problem.

Judge story logic. To assess materials, actions, and events
to determine whether or not episodes within them are
related in a consistent manner and follow a logical pat-
tern of development.

Judgment: The process of forming an opinion or evalua-
tion based upon a value.

Knowledge: The condition of having information or of
being learned

Label: To assign a category name or phrase to a set of ob-
jects or ideas in which the name selected identifies the
major attributes shared by the members of the set.

Lateral thinking: Thinking "around" a problem. Used to
generate new ideas. (Compare with vertical thinking.)

Logical: Reaching conclusions that are in accord with the
rules of logic, derived from valid (correct)
conclusions.

Logical reasoning: To think in a systematic fashion in or-
der to determine the truth or validity of an argument.

Memory: The power or process of reproducing or recall-
ing what has been learned and retained. That portion
of the brain or mind where information and knowl-
edge is stored and from which it is retrieved.

Metacognition: Consciousness of one's own thinking
processes.

Metaphor: Linguistic comparisons formed when similari-
ties between things that are basically dissimilar are
noted. Often used in creative thinking.

Mnemonics: Memory aids or techniques that are utilized
to improve memory.

Observe: To use the senses to gather information; to no-
tice qualities, quantities, texture, color, form, number,
position, direction, and so on.

Opinion: A personal belief, judgment, or appraisal re-
garding a particular matter.

Order: To arrange objects, conditions, events, or ideas
according to an established scheme or criterion or to
identify the scheme by which they have been
arranged.

Originality: The ability to generate novel, nontraditional,
or unexpected responses
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,

Part to whole relationships: The elements of an object,
condition, event, or idea and how they combine to
form a complete unit

Pattern: An artistic or mechanical design revealing con-
stant traits or replicable characteristics

Patterning: Arranging objects, conditions, events, or ideas
according to an established, repeated scheme or rec-
ognized, repeated schemata

Perceive: To become aware through the senses, to
discern.

Point of view: A perception of the world based on a sati-
ety of physical, environmental, Intellectual, cultural,
and emotional factors

Predict: To formulate possible consequences of a particu-
lar event or series of experiences

Premise: A statement that allows the inference of logical
conclusions.

Prioritize: To rank objects, ideas, persons, conditions, or
events by importance or personal preference

Problem solve: To define or describe a problem, deter-
mine the desired outcome, select possible solutions,
choose strategies, test trial solutions, evaluate the out-
come, and revise these steps where necessary

Qualification: Finding unique characteristics of particu-
lar identity or description

Question: To formulate relevant inquiries so as to evaluate
a situation, guide hypotheses, verify information, seek
logical evidence, clarify and so on

Reasoning: In two forms, deductive and inductee De-
ductive use knowledge of two or more premises to in-
fer if a conclusion is valid Inductive collect observa-
tions and formulate hypotheses based upon them

Recall: To bring from memory storage ideas, facts, termi-
nology formulas, or propositions

Recognize "either-or" fallacies: To detect situations in
which only two choices are offered as alternatives11-
though other possible courses of action may actually
be available

Recognize false analogies: To determine NN, hen two
situations or sets of evidence have been falsely
compared

Recognize guilt by association: To detect situations in
which individuals or groups are falsely assumed to
possess all or most of the characteristics of people
with whom they associate, to determine cases in
which individuals or groups have been falsely as-
sumed to have taken part in an action because of
proximity

Recognize slanted arguments: To determine NN, hen Ian
guage has been purposel} misused in order to create
false impressions or to convert others to a certain
point of view that may be biased

Relate cause and effect: To find a relationship between
two eventsone, the source, producing the other, to
distinguish between simultaneity, coincidence, and
causality of events.

Relate hierarchically: To arrange objects, items, or
events by rank, grade, or class according to some
value

Relationships: Detecting regularity between two or more
operations. temporal, causal, syllogistic, transitive,
spatial, mathematical, and so on.

Relevant information: Data useful in solving a problem
or answering a question

Rules: The principles or formulae that underlie or govern
some problems or relationships

Sequence/seriate: To arrange events, items, or objects in
some order according to an ascending or descending
relationship of size or value; to order according to a
temporal relationship in which the events occurred.

Strategy: The art of devising or employing plans toward
achievement of a goal

Summarize: To present the substance of a complex idea in
a more condensed or concise form.

Syllogistic reasoning: Drawing a logical conclusion from
two statements or premises, using deductive logic to
reason from the general to the particular

Synthesize: To unite parts into a whole, to conclude; to
move from principle to application, to reason deduc-
tively from simple elements into a complex whole

Test generalizations: To determine whether or not dec-
larations, conclusions, or systematically organized
bodies of knowledge (prepared by others ) are justi-
fied and acceptable on the basis of accuracy and rela-
tionship to relevant data

Thinking: The mental manipulation of sensory input to
formulate thoughts, reason about, or judge.

Transformations: Relating known to unknown character-
istics, creating meanings

Understand figural relationships: To compare repre-
sentations of objects or ideas with concrete forms or
objects in order to discern ways in which they are
related

Vertical thinking: Thinking that is logical and straightfor-
ward Used in the refinement and development of
ideas and solutions (Compare with lateral thinking.)

*These definitions are taken from a variety of sources
Readers NN, ho are interested in more detailed explanations
of these terms should refer to Donald Barnes and others,
,SEASCAPE Manual ( 19-8), Barry K. Beyer, 'What's In A
Skill' Defining the Thinking Skills We Teach; Social Stud-
ies Review 2-i (1) 19-23, Commission on Science Education,
ScienceA Pmce,ss Approach (Washington, I) C American
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Association for the Advancement of Science, 1963); Diane F
Halpern, Thought and Knowledge An Introduction to
Critical Thinking (Hillsdale, N J Lawrence Erlbaum Asso-
ciates, 1984, pp 357-372), Dana G Kurfman, ed , Develop-
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ing Decision-Making Skills (Arlington, Va.: National Coun-
cil for the Social Studies, 1977); and George A. Miller and
others, Plans and the Structure of Behavior (New York:
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1960).
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Appendix B

ssroom Observation Form

-4,40

John Barell

This form has been developed using the most recent
research on teacher effectiveness as it relates to im-
proving students' complex thinking processes in the

classroom.

Generic Teaching Methods
1. Sets high standards.

Expects students to think with complexity and
creativity.
Models des;red thinking skills in day-to-day conduct.

2. Structures the classroom for thinking
Organizes the classroom with clearly delineated rules
for managerial and academic tasks
Informs students that thinking is the objective.
Organizes the class for individual, paired, small-
group, or total-group interaction.
Communicates desired attitudes and behaviors to stu-
dents, including specific objectives for thinking
processes.
Models thinking processes for students verbally.

3 Presents complex prublenrib for students to think about.
Provides rationale for new skill/concept being
introduced.
Provides meaningful examples, models, and
comparisons.
Relates new information to previously learned mate-
rial and students' own experiences.
Poses questions at various cognitive levels.

4. Establishes a warm, supportive environment for risk-
taking:

Encourages autonomy of thought and action.
Encourages peer listening and responsive interaction.
Accepts students' contributions nonjudgmentally.
Uses silence (wait time) effectively.
Probes for clarification, extension, or expansion of
meaning.
Probes for clarification of process (metacognition)--
"How did you arrive at your conclusion?"
Builds on and extends students' responses.
Encourages trust and cooperative behavior
Provides an environment rich in data sources.
Responds with information when the student needs
or requests it.
Identifies students' cognitive functions.
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Appendix C

Self-Reflection on Your Teaching:
A Checklist

John Barell

Using a scale of 1 to 5, rate your classroom and school according to the following items.

5 = Very Often 4 = Often 3 = Sometimes 2 = Seldom

CLASSROON1

1 = Hardly Ever

1 When students pose unusual or divergent questions, I ask, "What made
you think of that?"

5 4 3 2 1

2. Whatever the text says is accepted as the right answer 5 4 3 2 1

3. When a decision has to be made between involving the class in a
discussion of an intriguing student idea (topic related) or moving on to

5 4 3 2 1

"cover" content, I choose the latter.

4. I encourage students to seek alternative answers. 5 4 3 2 1

5. Students give reasons for making statements. 5 4 3 2 1

6. I use subject matter as a means for students to generate their own
questions (or problems), which we then seriously consider

5 4 3 2 1

7. When teaching, I sit or stand behind my desk. 5 4 3 2 1

8 Most questions posed during class can be answered with short or one-
word answers

5 4 3 2 1

9. Students spontaneously engage in critiquing each other's thin,(ing 5 4 3 2 1

10. Students relate subject matter to experiences in other subjects or in
their personal lives.

5 4 3 2 1
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11. I stress what to think, not how 5 4 3 2 1

12 Students often set objectives for their own learning. 5 4 3 2 1

13. Students spend time working collaboratively to solve subject matter
questions.

5 4 3 2 1

14. One focus in my classroom is trying to understand how and why people
(mentioned in texts) created ideas, solutions, experiments, rules,
principles, and so on

5 4 3 2 1

15. My classroom mirrors the patterns of involvement practices in most
faculty meetings.

5 4 3 2 1

16 Students actively listen to each other 5 4 3 2 1

SCHOOL

17 We talk about the nature of thinking 5 4 3 2 1

18. My school stresses collaborative instructional problem solving. 5 4 3 2 1

19. I learn from my colleagues by observing their teaching 5 4 3 2 1

20. My supervisor and I discuss how to challenge students to think in more
complex fashions

5 4 3 2 1
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Appendix D

OW Thoughtful Are Your
Classrooms?

Arthur L. Costa

Using the following 14 questions as }our Lriteria, rate }our school's effeLtiveness in developing thinking skills

Degree of Effectiveness
(5 = high I = low)

1 Do your community and staff value thinking as a primary goal of
education?

5 4 3 2 1

2. Does the staff believe that with appropriate intervention human
intelligence can continue to grow throughout life%

5 4 3 2 1

3 Have you reached consensus on or adopted a model of intellectual
functioning%

5 4 3 2 1

4. Are students aware that intelligent behavior is an instructional objective% 5 4 3 ? 1

5 Does the teachers' language (questioning and structuring) invite
student! to think%

5 3 2 1

6 Do the teachers' response behaviors extend and maintain higher levels
of thinking%

5 4 3 2 1

Are learning activities arranged in order of increasing complexity and
abstraction?

5 4 3 2 1

8 Do instructional materials support higher cognitive functioning? 5 4 3 2 1

9 Is adequate instructional time devoted to thinking? 5 4 3 2 1

10 Does instruction provide for differences in modality strengths% 5 4 3 2 1
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Degree of Effectiveness
(5 = high 1 = low)

11 Are concepts and problem-solving strategies encountered repeatedly
throughout, across, and outside the :urriculum?

5 4 3 2 1

12. Do students and teachers discuss their thinking (metacognition)? 5 4 3 2 1

13. Do evaluation measures assess intelligent behavior? 5 4 3 2 1

14. Do significant adults model intelligent behaviors? 5 4 3 2 1



Appendix E

A inking Skills Checklist

Barry K. Beyer

1 Does your school system have.
a A list of major thinking skills to be taught throughout the

system?

b Agreement among all subject areas that these skills should be
taught throughout the system?

c. A K-12 curriculum document that clearly delimits which
thinking skills are to be taught at each grade level in each
subject area?

d. A K-12 curriculum document that presents thinking skills to
be taught in a developmental sequence based on the
cognitive development of learners, nature of the target skills,
and subject-matter needs?

e. A thinking skills curriculum that provides for continuing
instruction in these thinking skills across many grade levels
and subjects?

f Detailed descriptions of the operating procedures, rules, and
distinguishing criteria of each major thinking skill or process
to be taught?

g Appropriate thinking skill descriptions in the immediate
possession of every teacher and administrator?

h. Provisions for instruction in each skill with a variety of
media, in a variety of settings, and for a variety of goals?

Copyright 1985 by Barry K Beyer. Reprinted with permission.

Yes In Progress No
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a _

2. Do your teachers
a Use a common terminology and instructional language to

describe the thinking skills they are required to teach?

b. Provide instruction in thinking skids when these skills are
needed to accomplish subject-matter learning goals?

c. Understand the major components of the thinking skills they
are teaching?

d Provide continuing instruction in each thinking skill through
the stages of readiness, introduction, guided practice,
extension, practice, and application?

e. Introduce thinking skills as explicitly as possible by
explaining and modeling each skill and having students apply
the skill with their guidance?

f Provide frequent, guided practice in each skill with
appropriate instructive feedback?

g. Require students to reflect on and discuss how they make
each skill operational?

h. Use instructional materials appropriate to learning thinking
skills?

i. Test on their own unit tests the thinking skills they are
responsible for teaching?

3 Do your provisions for evaluating the learning of thinking
skills include the

a. Selection or development of instruments that measure
student performance on skills taught in the school system?

b Use of instruments that are valid measures of thinking skill
competency?

c. Use of instruments that provide the maximum data for
diagnostic or monitoring purposes?

4. Do your supervisors and instructional leaders

a Understand the nature of the thinking skills and how to teach
and measure them?

b. Provide inservice instruction in the naturc of the thinking
skills to be taught and in different ways to teach these skills?

c. Help teachers in different subject areas and grade levels share
methods for teaching thinking skills?

Yes In Progress No
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d Ensure that teachers follow the thinking skills curriculum?

e Ensure the revision of the thinking skills curriculum,
instructional strategies, and instructional materials as
appropriate?

Yes In Progress No
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Appendix F

Classroom Observation
Checklist

S. Lee Winocur

Teacher School District

Observer Subject Date

Directions-

Mark an "x" in the appropriate column for each classroom beha% iur If the statement is generally true of this classroom,
mark yes If the statement is generally not true of this classroom, mark no If you are unsure, mark the third column.

Affective Disorders

1 FOSTERS A CLIMATE OF OPENNESS

Eye contact is frequent between teacher and students, and
students and students

Teacher moves around the loom.

Students listen attentively to others

Teacher calls on students by name

2. ENCOURAGES STUDENT INTERACTION/COOPERATION

Students work in pairs or small groups.

Students respond to other students

Students help others analyze and solve problems.

3. DEMONSTRATES ATTITUDE OF ACCEPTANCE

Teacher accepts all valid student responses

}es No Unsure
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Incorrect student responses elicit encouraging, supportive
comments

Teacher acknowledges student comments with a nod or
other signal

Cognitive Indicators

4 ENCOURAGES STUDENTS TO GATHER INFORMATION

Reference materials are readily available

Students use reference materials.

Student mobility is allowed to obtain information

Teacher acts as facilitator.

Students record data in notebooks or journals

5. ENOURAGES STUDENTS TO ORGANIZE INFORMATION

Teacher works from organized lesson plans.

Students classify and categorize data

Students take notes systematically

Teacher's presentation is logical, organized

Ideas are graphically symbolized during instruction

6 ENCOURAGES STUDENTS TO JUSTIFY IDEAS

Teacher probes for correct responses.

Teacher seeks evidence for stated claims

Students analyze sources of information for reliability,
relevance.

Teacher frequently asks, "Why do you think so?"

Students relate learning to past experience or similar
situations.

7. ENCOURAGES STUDENTS TO EXPLORE ALTERNATIVES AND

OTHERS' POINTS OF VIEW

Teacher establishes expectations for divergent solutions.

Teacher allows time to consider alternatives/points of view

More than one student is queried for point of view/solution

Teacher asks students to justify and explain their thoughts.

8. ASKS OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS

Teacher asks open-ended questions with multiple answers as
frequently as single-answer questions.

9. PROVIDES VISUAL CUES FOR DEVELOPING COGNITIVE STRATEGIES

Teacher appropriately uses a variety of visual media (charts,
chalkboard, maps, pictures, gestures).

Yes No Unsure
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Teacher uses symbolic language to illustrate a point (simile,
metaphor).

Teacher uses outlining.

10 MODELS REASONING STRATEGIES

Teacher uses "if/then" language.

Teacher poses "what if or "suppose that" questions

Teacher uses clear examples to facilitate logical thought.

11 ENCOURAGES TRANSFER OF COGNITIVE SKILLS TO EVERYDAY LIFE

Teacher encourages transfer at end of lesson with comments
like, "This will help you in your everyday life in this
way...."

12 ELICITS VERBALIZATION OF STUDENT REASONING

Teacher poses questions at different levels of Bloom's
Taxonomy

Teacher allows at least ten seconds wait time for student
answer before restating or redirecting the question.

Teacher asks students to clarify and justify their responses

Teacher probes "I don't know" responses

Teacher reinforces students for responding to open-ended
questions

13 PROBES STUDENT REASONING FOR CLARIFICATION

Teacher asks questions to elicit reasoning by students

Teacher requires students to expand on answers

Teacher cues students for most logical answers

14. ENCOURAGES STUDENTS TO ASK QUESTIONS

Teacher poses problematic situations

Teacher withholds "correct" responses, encourages students
to explore possibilities

Teacher encourages students to answer other students'
questions.

15 PROMOTES SII ENT REFLECTION OF IDEAS

Teacher allows time for reflection

yes

Copyright 1983 Project IMPACT, Orange County Department of Education, Costa Melia, California

No Unsure
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Appendix G

Questionnaire: Are You Ready t
Teach Thinking?

Arthur L. Costa

DIRECTIONS

1 Answer the first eight questions indwidual4
' Share your answers with other staff members
3 As a total staff grade level team, ui department, cunt

pile one copy that reflects the consensus of the total
group,

I. Sign the group' composite cup }bra Signature Ind:- 5

cates that
a luu undei stand it nut neces.sarib that ,luu agree 6

with it

b You will support iteven though you may not agree
with it

c You feel comfortable enough to explain it and re-
spond to questions about it from parents or visitors
to your school.

Now answer question nine and repeat the above
process
Describe and evaluate the process and the time it took
to complete this procedure.

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Why do you want to teach thinking?

2. What is it about your students that makes you think they need to learn to think?

3. What conditions are present in your school that make this a good time to begin teaching fur thinking?
What indicators of readiness, desire, and motivation exist?

4. What is the degree of your commitment? How much time, energy, and resources are you willing to give?
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5. What do yo ..1 think human beings do when they are actingbehav lug intelligently ? Describe the $ ision of
human intelligent behavior for which you are striving.

6. How do you think human beings learn to become more like this $ ision? What are the conditions in which
intelligent behavior is learned?

7. What conditions must be created in your school to promote these intelligent behaviors?

8. What can classroom teachers do to promote these intelligent behaviors?

9. What changes do you think it would take to install a thinking skills curriculum?
a. Time allocations. How much time xn the school day, week, or year should be gh en to thinking skills?

b. Instructional materials?

c. Curriculum materials, organization, and development procedures?

d. Staffing?

e. School organization?

f. Assessment tools, techniques, and procedures?

g. Teaching skills?

h. Staff development?

i. Other?
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Appendix H

Suggest ons for Getting St

Sandra Black

1 Review the objectnes and methods of existing t_og-
naive skills and logical reasoning programs

2 Establish a hierarchy of thinking skills for identify-
ing and sequencing instructional objectives

3 Select a few skills identified by district objectives
and identify how they are being taught in content areas

4 Determine the form of regular student practice in
thinking skills and methods to monitor such practice.

5 Identify or develop materials for classroom instrm-
tion and assume that their application is to be intradiscipli-
nary rather than extradisciplinary

rted

6 Develop an inservice plan for administrators and
teachers.

7 Organize a parent education plan and a community
awareness program.

8. Identify techniques and materials that should be in-
cluded in staff development programs.

9. Determine which teaching skills to observe when
coaching and supervising.

10. Develop teacher and administrator assessment
plans.

11 Develop and adopt methods to assess students'
growth in cognitive abilities.
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Appendix I

estions System Planners
Need to Ask

Carolee S. Matsumoto

The following are questions that ;, stem planners
need to consider when incorporating higher level
thinking into teaching and learning

INPUT

Development of a rationale:
I \X'h} should we he concerned with higher -level

thinking?
2. Do we have a commitment to intelligent behavior?
3. Do school administrators and committees (boards)

support, model, and promote higher-level thinking and in-
telligent behavior?

Input of outside data and information from
research and practice:

1. What do the experts say about this (Costa, Paul, Per-
kins, Sternberg, and others)?

2. What are the various approaches that have been
taken?

a Formal programs (Project Intelligence, Instru-
mental Enrichment, Philosophy for Children,
and others)

h What outstanding school s) stems, state pro-
grams, and other plans exist?

ACTION

Definition, setting goals, and internal reflection:
I What do we mean by higher-level thinking, cogni-

tive development, and intelligence?
2 What elements, areas of thinking are we going to in-

clude as goals for the K-12 learning experience?
3 What are we already doing to promote thinking?

a What institutional structures and practices pro-
mote thinking?

b Does/will/how can the school culture support
change to incorporate a priority to promote
higher-level thinking?

c What teacher behaviors encourage thinking%
d. What curnculums,programs expect, stimulate,

or provide opportunities or contexts for higher-
level thinking?

4 What do we do that inhibits or restricts thinking?
a What institutional structures and practices in-

hibit thinking?
h What teacher behaviors inhibit thinking?
c What curriculums/programs inhibit or restrict

thinking?
5 How can and will wt- use computers/technologies

to help us develop thinking%
6 What are our immediate goals and priorities?

PROCEDURES

Action:

1 How can we create expectation,, that demand
higher-level thinking and cognitive development?
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2 What are the training /development implications for
a. Administrators?
b Teachers?
c. Schools and systems?
d Teacher training in universities?

3 How can we develop K-12 curriLulums that expect,
stimulate, or pro\ ide opportunities or Lontexts for higher
level thinking and cognitive development?

t. How an we infuse higher-level thinking and cog-
mu\ e deNelopment aLross all disuplines and programs?

5 \\,ho will support these expeuatiuns, training, and
LurriLulum development efforts, and how will they du so?

6 Can our supervisors (principals, department
chairs, or other administrators) cognitively coach, super-
vise, and evaluate?

7 How will the answers to all of these questions be
conceptualized and realized in our schools and systems?

a What steps will we take?
b What additional support (human and financial)

is necessary?
c Huw will we maintain a long-term commitment?

8 How can we continually inform, eduLate, and train
parents and Lommunity members to understand and sup-
port their children's and our efforts?

PRACTICE

Evaluation:
1. How will we know if students have developed their

thinking skills, strategies, and self-confidence?
2. What eNidence, indicators will reflect staff (admin-

istrators and teachers) skills in thinking?
3. How gill we access supervisors' (principals, de-

partment heads, and others) ability to coach cognitively?
4. What processes will continually develop and revise

LurriLulums for the infusion of thinking and cognitive de-
velopment?

INSTITUTE

School culture:
1. How will we know that thinking and cognitive de-

velopment are a part of the school culture?
2 How can we be sure that everyone in the school

system is .ummitted, participating, and prioritizing this en-
deavor?
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OverheY..d
Appendix J

ransparency asters

Ronald S. Brandt

hese masters matt be used xith a copier to make
overhead transparencies for a large-group pi esen-
ration Pages 331-335 highlight data from seteral

sources documenting reasons fin an emphasis on thinking

tz,ee Part 1, The Need to Teach students to Think") Fur
background information on page 336, which explains dif-
ferences among -Teaching For, Of, and About Thinking,"
see page 21

"Wat s to Improve Student Thinking," page 33', lists
suggestions appropriate for t< "hers of any subject at any
letel It is based on the t ideotape, "Improving the Quality
of Student Thinking," which is available from ASCD



The "Basics" of Tomorrow:

Evaluation and analysis skills

Critical thinking

Problem-solving strategies (including mathematical problem-solving)

Organization and reference skills

Synthesis

Application

Creativity

Decision-making given incomplete information

Communication skills through a variety of modes

Education Commission of the States, 1982
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National Assessment Results
17 Year Olds

Reading
* Read for inferences 1971-64% 1980-62%

Analyze a passage for mood 1971-51% 1980-41%

Writing
Write persuasively 1974-21% 1979-15%

competent competent

Mathematics
Understand mathematics 1973-62% 1978-58%
Apply mathematics 1973-33% 1978-29%

Science
Classify (physics) 1977-44%

"The pattern is clear: the percentage of students achieving higher order skills
is declining."

Percent not competent ranges from 38% to 85%.

Education Commission of the States, 1982
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Reading, Thinking, and Writing

A four-step model of the comprehension process:

1. Initial comprehension, leading to
2. Preliminary interpretations, followed by
3. A reexamination of the text in light of these interpretations, leading to
4. Extended and documented interpretatio-

Only 5 to 10% move beyond Step 2.

"Students seem satisfied with their initial interpretations of what they have read
and seem genuinely puzzled at requests to explain or defend their points of view.
Few students could provide more than superficial responses to such tasks, and
even the "better" responses showed little evidence of well-developed problem-
solving strategies or critical-thinking skills."

National Assessment of Reading and Literature, 1979-80
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A Place Called School
John Good lad

Reports "A Study of Schooling"

© 38 schools, 13 communities, 7 regions
O 20 data collectors, 30 days per community
© over 1,000 classrooms
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Classroom Talk
Instruction = 75% of class time
Talk = 70% of instruction

Teacher Talk
Invited open response (reasoning, opinion) = 107o

336

John Good lad, p. 229.
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331.3

chin

for thinking Teaching academic content so as to
strengthen students' cognitive abilities

of thinking Teaching particular mental skills as the
primary purpose of instruction

about thinking Helping students be more conscious of
their own thinking processes

33,1



Ways to Improve Student Thinking

1. Ensure that students process information.
2. Ask broad, open questions.
3. Wait before calling on students.
4. Follow up student responses by asking for:

clarification, elaboration, evidence, thinking process.

5. Have a clear purpose, plan a sequence of activities to
accomplish it.

6. Make students conscious of their own thinking processes.

7. Model problem solving and other thinking processes.

8. Have students ask questions of their own.
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